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OBJECTS OF TUTC4NKHAMUX IN THE RIJKSMUSEUM
OF ANTIQUITIES AT LEIDEN

By W. I). VAN WIJXGAAEDEX

With PL i

In Yol. 14 of this Journal, pp. 74-7, with Pis. viii-xi, a description was given by
Dr. H. R. Hall of some objects of Tutfankhanum in the British Museum. Some of tTHlfc

(nos. *2, 3, 4) were probably among the objects in the king's tomb
; they must have left it

as the result of some ancient plundering, for they had all been bought, and had been in

the Museum for many years, before the discovery of the torn!) in Yovemljer 1922. It would

be very interesting to ascertain what museums and collections also contained objects of

TuBankhamun before 1922. The Museum of Antiquities at Leiden possesses a few of them,

of which the description follows:

1. Deep blue faience koM-tube, imitating a reed and of sinq)le cylindrical form. On
the surface are inscriptions in black of Tutfankhamun: ‘ Good God. Lord of the two Lands,

Nebkheprure^', and of his queen ‘the Great King's-wife ^Ankhesenamun, may she live!'

(PI. i, 1). The groove round the tube below the queen's name is intended to imitate the

joint in the actual reed. Height 14*9 cm.
;
diameter 2 cm. This olqect shows great similarity

to the two similar pieces in the British Museum described In" Hall (JEA 14, PL ix, p. 74;

British Museum, A Guide to the Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Fynptian Booms (1922), p. 26S,

Xos. 52, 53). L 7

2. Blue faience funerary throwstick of Tut^ankhamun, inscribed with the king's })re-

nomen in black in the usual form: Xebkheprure<. and ornamented with lotus-dowers and

icejat-eje^ (PL i, 2). Length 37' 5 cm. A similar blue-glazed boomerang, inscribed with the

name of Amenophis IV or Akhenaten, is in the British Museum (op. cit., pp. 144, 145,

No. 57). There is also a fragment of a similar piece inscribed with the names of Tut^^ankh-

amun, described by Hall in JEA 14, PL ix, p .75 ;
British Museum (pp. cit., p. 145, Xo. 59).

3. A group of eight blue faience rings inscribed with the prenomen of Tut<ankhamun:

Xebkheprure^
;
diameter 2 cm. Seven of these are represented on PL i, 3.

All these objects have been in the Egyptian Department of the Leiden ^luseum for

many years, and are described in the old catalogue (C. Leemans, Description raisonnee dcs

monuments e'yyptiens du rnusee d'antiquites des I\iijs-Bas (1840), C. 41, p. 46; E. 41, p. 64;

G. 216-226, p. 72) ;
they formed part of the well-known collection of J. d'Anastasy, which

was bought for the Museum in 1828.

In this respect also there is a resemblance between the London and the Leiden objects

of TuBankhamun, since the former have been in the Egyptian collection in the British

Museum for many years. They, too, may have been once in the possession of d'Anastasy,

whose later collections were bought for the British Museum in Paris in 1857. If so, we have

a case similar to that of the Demotic Magical Papyrus of London and Leiden. This manu-

script w"as discovered at Thebes with other papyri in the early part of the last century, and

was bought by d'Anastasy, who was at that time Danish consul at Alexandria and made
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a large collection of Egyptian objects. When dAnastasy obtained the papyrus it must
already have been torn into two parts, and it is even probable that he obtained the two

parts at different times, since he sold his Egyptian collections, including the Leiden papyrus,

to the Dutch government in 1828, while the London portion was bought at the sale of his

later collections. The objects of Tut^ankhamun in London and Leiden no doubt came from

an ancient plundering of the tomb. For the tomb of Tut^ankhamun had been discovered

and plundered long before 1922, as is proved by the objects of Tut<ankhamun and lye (Ai),

which were found by Harold Jones in the Biban ebmuluk in 1907, in a rock-cut chamber

at first taken to be the tomb of Tut^ankhamun (Theodore M. Davis and Daressy, Tombs

of Hamhabi and TouatdnkJiamdyiou (1912), pp, 2, 8, 125 ff\) and which had also been stolen

from the tomb discovered in 1922. Some of these stolen objects were added to d’Anastasy's

collections, whence they found their way partly to Leiden and partly to London. It occurs

occasionally that objects found together or belonging together are distributed over several

museums.
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PHYSICO-CHEMICAL EXAMINATION OF A SCARAB OF
TUTHMOSIS lY BEARING THE NAME OF

THE GOD ATEN
By F. a. BAXXISTEE axd H. J. PLEXDEBLEITH

\Yith Plates ii, iii

In 1931 Mr. Alan W. Shorter 2
Miblishe(l an account of two scarabs in the })osscssion of the

Ptev. G. D. XashY and that of Tuthinosis lY in jjarticular attracted unusual atttaition

because of a reference in the text to the god Aten, whose worship later developed into the

famous ‘heresy’ of Amenophis lY.

The scarab had been examined by a numl>er of Egyptologists and its autlienticity con-

sidered indisputable. It \vas accordingly pul dished as an unquestioned document of tla^

first importance to students of Egyptian history. But, as so oft^ai hajjpeiis in like cases,

a jirotagonist Avas not wanting for the opposing view-point, and later in the same year

Prof. Heinrich Schafer expressed his distrust in an article entitled Ein rnujehliclier Slarahaus

Tuthmosis' des 1]\ mit Xennung des (Ettes Afon f his opinion was a})parently bast-d on

evidence afforded by photograjihs and on considerations of textual criticism.

There were three possibilities: the scarab was either fl) genuine in its entirety, or

(2) a genuine antiquity bearing an inscription Avhich had been in modern times cut,^

re-cut, or tamjiered with, or (3) entirely false. It seemed that a jdiysico-chemical

examination might prove a fruitful avenue of approach, and the scarab was referred for

this purpose to the British Museum Laboratories. It Avas considered to be clearly a case

for collaboration betAveen the ^Museum's Eesearch (archaeological) Laboratory at Blooms-

bury and the laboratory of the Department of [Mineralogy at the British Museum (Natural

History), South Kensington; the value of such a joint attack may be judged by the prestmt

communication.

The scarab, as receKed, Avas concealed by grime. It Avas found 2)Os>ible ])y tlie use of

organic soKents to remoA’e a coating of Avax, and incidentally much of the dirt, but not

by any means ail of the French chalk Avhich tilled the inscription (see PL ii, 1). I'he Avax

had no doubt been applied at one time in making a cast or taking an impivs^ion. The

cleaned scarab aayis of yelloAvish slate colour, and Avas seen to be Avorn and cracked like

other steatitic scarabs of the Eighteenth Dynasty. There Avas nothing to indicate that the

material had been recently Avorked, or that the eff\*ct of Aveathering had been artificially

produced. The condition of the face Avas identical in this resjiect Avith the back, so far as

could be judged by duorescent and microscopic examination, Lc. there Avas no evidence of

re-cutting.

Examination Avas noAv made for the presence of glaze, of Avhich no visible sign remained,

although the astonishing hardness of the material (6 on ^lolis* scale) seemed significant.

The residual yelloAvish smear appearing in the deeper liolloAvs as Avell as in the inscription

' JEA 17, 23-5.

” OrienUdiatUche Literuturzeitung 1031, No. 0 10, T8S.

^ ThisA’iew is suggested byWiedemann in ZAA HT, 120, in an article entitled Xeuzeltlkhe FidscherkiOi.Ae.
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had been ascribed to staining by wax. X test to confirm this proved negative, however;

it gave, unexpectedly, an indication of copper, and confirmatory tests before the blow-pipe

and by chemical means afforded ample proof that the yellow smear was not wax but the

remains of a decomposed copper glaze.

It was then discovered that the hardness of the scarab was due to the steatite having

been baked, the hard glassy quality of the glaze having long since disappeared. That the

latter had at one time covered the body was evident from microscopic examination of a

chipped portion; see the photo-micrograph on PI. ii. 2.

In order to carry the research farther it was necessary to select scarabs for comparative

purposes, and choice fell on a large scarab of Amenophis III (B.M. 4095) and a small scarab

of Tuthmosis IV (B.M. 32398)/ because the conditions of the surface in each case seemed to

approximate to that of the scarab under examination. Experiments were also made with

the naturally-occurring mineral steatite, a compact variety of talc,^ in order to determine

the effect of baking on the physical characteristics of the material, and the research eventu-

ally resolved itself into an investigation of samples of all materials by the X-ray powder

method (E.A.B.) since the material available was insufficient for chemical analysis.

The Mineral Body

A slice from a pale-buff, fine-grained specimen of steatite from Gopfersgrun, Wunsiedel,

Bavaria (B.M. 59496) was first baked for 2 hours at 600^ C.; no appreciable loss of weight

was recorded and the hardness remained unaltered (1 on Mohs’ scale). On rebaking at a

higher temperature (900'' C. for one hour), however, the hardness increased from 1 up to 7

and a loss of weight equivalent to 2*5 per cent, was observed. The degree of hardness of

this material now approximated to that ascertained in the case of all three scarabs under

examination. The refractive index and specific gravity of the steatite were determined

before and after baking and compared with corresponding figures obtained for the scarabs.

X-ray powder photographs^ were then taken of flakes from the baked steatite as well as

the unbaked, and also from specimens taken from the body of the scarabs.

The results were striking. The poAvder photographs of all three scarabs and of the steatite

baked at 900'' C. are identical; the corresponding photograph for the unbaked steatite is

of a quite different pattern (see PI. hi, 1-3).

The possibility that other minerals, resembling talc and used in caiwing (such as compact

pyrophyllite or kaolinite), might yield the same powder photographs was definitely disproved.

X-ray methods constitute the most reliable test for identity since they are independent

of the external form, accidental colour, porosity, etc. of the specimens, and reveal the

crystalline structure of the material itself.

It may be concluded, therefore, that the material of all three scarabs examined in this

way is baked steatite. Moreover, these exp^'ilments have served to indicate the temperature

at which the scarabs have been baked, a point which might well be of significance in exposing

a counterfeit.

^ Xos. 1719 and 1692 respectively in Hall, Catalogue ofEgyptian Scarabs, etc. in the British Museionj voL i.

- Talc is a hydrated magnesium silicate, Mg 3(OH) 2Si40io^ and steatite (synonyms soapstone, French

chalk) is the well-known compact variety used for carving.

^ An X-ray powder photograph can be obtained from a minute fragment of fine-grained compact

material just large enough to be visible for centring in a fine beam of monochromatic X-rays. The specimen

is centred on the axis of a cylindrical camera and the film is covered by black paper kept in position by metal

rings. Exposure times of about two hours are necessary to obtain well-marked diffraction rings. The film

is protected from the direct X-ray beam by a lead cup which casts a shadow in the centre of the three powder
photographs.—F. A. B.



Plate II

o

1. Inscribed face of the Aten scarab of Tuthmosis IV, showing residual glaze, French chalk,

and wax in the letters of the inscription. Scale 2:1.

2. Chipped edge of the Aten scarab of Tuthmosis IV, showing the film of decomposed glaze

on the surface. Scale 12 : 1.





PHYSICO-CHEMICAL EXAMINATION OF A SCARAB a

The following table summarizes certain of the physical characteristics;

Steatite

Baked at

Unbaked
,

900^ C. A

ScarabA

B r

Refractive Index 1-570 1-590 1-578 1-580 1-580

Specific Gravity 2*76 2-81 2-63 2*(35 2*75

Hardness 1 7 (3 5 7

(The refractive indices were obtained by the Becke method and are accurate to ^U-002.)

The refractive index values are not so high as those for baked steatite, indicating that

the baking temperature was perhaps somewhat lower than 90(V C.-

The low ^'allies of the specific gravity recorded for fiakes from all three scarabs comparefl

with that for baked steatite are no doubt due to variable })orosity of the surface of the

scarabs. The surfaces are seen to be granular under the microscope, and this is to be accounted
for by the alterations which in each case have removed nearly all the glaze.

The Glaze

The surface of all the scarabs has undergone considera])le alteration, for no trace or

green glaze remains, and the yellowish soft film containing copper can only lie found in

the hollows and portions protected from abrasion. As already stated, the Aten scarab had
to be thoroughly cleaned before the glaze was revealed. Mr. Shorter, descril)ing the scarab

before it was cleaned, states (op. cit., p. 23): ‘All glaze has perished’.

Some light is thrown on the probable cause of decay by the ob^^ervation that, a^ wa<
demonstrated by washing in distilled water, a quantity of alkaline chloride still remained

in the interstices of the scarab. In the case of the other two scarabs tiny white incrustation-

of saline matter were evident on the surface, the incrustations in each case consisting largdy

of sodium chloride and perhaps corresponding to natron.

Tiny scrapings of the three glazes were sulijected to micro-tests and all were found to con-

tain copper. Lead, which is known to be present in other green copper glazes ((.’hinese, etc.),

was tested for but found absent. Finally, a portion of each of the three glazes was ftal into

a carbon arc, and the spectra produced by a quartz prism were photogra])hed, using for

comparison a standard E.LL powder^ and a Hartmann diaphragm. This diaphragm permits

five spectra to be photographed one above the other without moving the photogra})hic ])late

^ Scarab A: Tuthmo.sid IV bearing the name of the god Aten; Scarab B: Amenophi^s III (B.M. 400.')}

;

Scarab C: Tuthmosis IV (B.M. 32398).

" X-ray studies of powdered talc baked at various temperatures have been made by H. HerakBon
(A'ci/es Jahrh. Stuttgart. 1930, Abt. A, Beil. Bd.. (31, p. 139), and by K. H. Ewell, E. X. Bunting and K. F.

Geller (Journ. Research National Bureau Standards. Washington, 1935, vol. 15, p. 551). Herald^on's data

for powder photographs of talc baked at 900'^ C. are in good agreement with mine. He has shown, moreover,

that talc baked for 24 hours at 8(J0 C. still gives the powder photograph of unchanged talc, and thi^ i-

consistent with his observations of water lost at various temperatures. Talc loses only 045 per cent of it-

weight up to 800' C, but becomes completely dehydrated between 900' and 1000^ C. (loss of weight 4 -SB per

cent.). The more recent work by Ewell, Bunting, and Geller has shown that the unbaked talc pattern persi>ts

up to 840^ C,, and that the chief crystalline component formed between 840' C. and 12(J(J' C. is enstatite.

MgSiOg. They also give specific gravity and refractive index data for talc baked at 840' C, viz. 2-91 and

1*585 to 1*595 respectively. It is therefore probable that in ancient times the scarabs of steatite reached

temperatures between 840' and 900^ C. during glazing.

—

F. A. B.

® R.U. powder is composed of a base of Mg. Ca, and Zn oxides and small, varying amounts of 51 elements

in such proportions that only a few of the most sensitive lines (mies idtirne^) appear in the emission spectra.
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between successive exposures. One portion of the spectrographic record from wave-lengths

2700 to 3300 A. is reproduced in PL iii, 4. The elements detected in all three glazes were

silicon, magnesium, calcium, iron, and copper, no lead lines being visible. The tiny scrapings

of glaze were, of course, mixed with some steatite matrix ;
hence the silicon and magnesium

lines. Many chemical analyses of steatite also show the presence of small quantities of

calcium and iron. It is therefore uncertain whether either the iron or calcium or both are

proper to the glaze or the steatite matrix. Probably the original green colour of the glaze

was due entirely to the copper content. Whether the glaze applied contained powdered

malachite and little else is difficult to decide, owing to the subsequent baking and then

decomposition of the glaze.

Conclusion

It has been established that the material of the Tuthmosis IV scarab bearing the name
of the god Aten is comparable in every laboratory test which it has been possible to carry

out with that of two other well-authenticated scarabs of the period
;
that the steatite bodies

have been baked to the same temperature (about 900^ C.) in each case; that the glaze has

become decomposed in the same manner in all three scarabs
;
and that the surface of the

inscribed face of the Aten scarab is similar to that of the back, obverse and reverse corre-

sponding in porosity and in quality of residual glaze.

It is an important point that the small residue of glaze was actually not detected until

after the removal of wax and grime by solvents. Even after cleaning, it was almost of the

same colour as the body, and its true nature was only discovered by a chemical test. Such

subtlety on the part of a forger—to decompose a glaze to a point where its existence was

normally not recognizable, even granted that he could accomplish this without leaving

tell-tale marks on the scarab—would be more likely to give rise to conditions which would

awaken suspicion than to further his intentions.

As a result of an exacting examination it can be concluded that on physico-chemical

grounds there is every reason to believe the scarab to be genuine. There is no technical

evidence of any kind to warrant the suggestion, either that it is an old scarab that has been

re-cut, or that it is a falsification.



Plate III

X-ray powder photographs (1-3) and spectrographic record (4) of Egyptian scarabs and steatite.

Fia. 1 scarab A ; Fi-. 2, steatite B.M. 5949G, baked at 900'^ C. : Fig. 3. steatite B.M. 59496 unbaked.

The photographs were taken with unfiltered copper radiation A= l-o39 A. in a cylindrical camera,

diameter 6-04 cm. A length of 10 cm. on all the original films is equivalent to 8 cm. on the repro-

duced figures. Fig. 4, spectrographic record of scrapings of glaze from scarabs A, B, and t . ot B.t.

powder,"and of the graphite electrodes above. The lines corresponding to B are stronger than those

of A and C since B yielded more glaze for investigation.





EGYPT AND THE ROMAN EMPIRE:

THE AEKAHPaTOI

By E. G. turner

Since the study of papyri claimed the interest of historians towards the close of the last

century, one of the more important questions continually challenging discussion has been
that of the administrative relation between Egypt and the Eoman Empire. The wealth of

documents presents a body of evidence from which it is sometimes difficult to avoid the

temptation to generalize. But there has also been a tacitly accepted hypothesis that Egypt,

the treasury of much Hellenistic experience, was the source of many institutions and much
administrative practice in the Eoman Empire. Caesar, Antonius, and as some have said,

Augustus, were markedly indebted to her political store. Subsequently, it is thought, there

was a less obvious but more subtle process of contamination, one result of which was the

development in the Empire of a system of munera and Aetroupytat. Now there certainly

was such a system, fully worked out, in Egypt at a quite early date. It is our duty to ask the

question, Is it precedent or parallel?; and in the hope of contributing to an ansAver, the

institution of the SeKanpcoroi is to be studied in this paper.^

AeKaiTpcoroi as liturgical officers are found in both Egypt and the Empire ; and earlier

writers have suggested that they performed a munus in which the central government was

specially interested. Thus they should prove a fruitful subject of inquiry for our present thesis.

But previous research^ has conceived the institution as too static. Evidence from different

periods and even that relating to different institutions has been indiscriminately connected.^

Here an attempt will be made to study the Se/caTTpcorot as far as possible in their develop-

ment. The evidence from Egypt, since it is by far the fullest and most clearly dated, will lie

set down and discussed first
;
it will be followed by a survey of the occurrence of SeKaTTpcorot

in the Empire, and an examination of their development. For the first part of the paper

SeKaTTpojTOL only are to be examined. Afterwards there will be some discussion of their rela-

tion to the supposed decemprimi of the West, and other similar institutions.

In Egypt, SeKaTTpayroi are not found till the third century, and it is generally assumed

that they owe their introduction to the visit of Severus in a.d. *200.“^ Apart from one instance

^ The WTiter wishes to thank all who have helped him, especially Dr. H. L Bell and Mr. H. M. Last.

" The usual view is given by Marquardt, Staatsverivaltimg i‘, 213 tf. Cf. also Brandis, P\V iv, 2417 ff.

;

Chapot, La Province rom. procons, d'Asie, 272 ff. Liebonam gives a list of SeKaTr^rot in his Stadtevenvaltnng,

552 ;
and RostovtzefE discusses many points connected with them in the notes to Chaps. VlII and IX of his

Social and Economic History.

® As, e.g. by Seeck, in his paper 'Decemprimat und Dekaprotie' in Klio, 1, 147 If. 8eeck identified

decemprimi. SeKaTTpcorot, undecimprimi, eUoadTrpwroL. with decemviri, undecimviri, vigintiviri etc., and con-

cluded that decemprimi-h^KdTTpojTOL formed a universal institution in the Empire even in the first century.

The evidence does not support this view ; and his identifications have been rejected by subsequent WTiters,

cf. Hirschfeld, Kaiserl. Verivaltungsheamten, p. 74, n. fi.

* V. Wilcken, Gr. Ostraka i. fi2fi fi. ; Grundzuge. 217 ff. ; Jouguet, Vie municipale. 366 tf., 389 ff.
;
Oertel,

Die Liturgie, 211 tf. ; Calderini, OrjcavpoL {Studi della scuoln papirologica iv), 1924, 95 if.
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from Thebes^ and one from the Mendesian nome,^ the material relates to the Fayyum and

the Hermopolite and Oxyrhynchite nomes.^ The institution seems to have undergone little

development in Egypt ;
save that a few years were needed for its organization to be perfected,

little change is observable till Diocletian. The S€/cd7rpa>rot disappear in the early fourth

century. According to Gelzer^ this was probably at the time of the reorganization of the

nomes into numbered rcayoi instead of toparchies, in a .d . 307-10. But recent discoveries^

make it more likely that the process of administrative reform and the introduction into

Egypt of a full municipal system, established in piecemeal fashion, began somewhat earlier

than is postulated by the traditional view.

The SeKaTTpcoTOL were based on the metropolis of each nome, but operated by toparchies in

colleges. According to Oertel (p. 211), the general rule was for each toparchy to be supervised

by a college of two SeKanpcDTOL,^ In the Fayyum, in the merides of Heraclides and Themistes,

toparchies are paired off together (odd and even numbers together in Heraclides, even and even

or odd and odd in Themistes).'^ Ordinarily, therefore, four SeKaTTpcDroc are found together in the

Fayyum, and this number appears in e.g, P. Fay. So. But the cooperation of the full college

was apparently not essential in issuing a receipt. For example, only three SeKdTrpajroi appear

in P. Fior. 7, perhaps in P. TJiead. 27 ;
two in BGU 1611 one only in P. Teh. 11 368, 581,

where the competence of the heKarTpayros is apparently restricted to one toparchy. Instances

in which more than four heKaTTpcoroi appear to be concerned are due to special circumstances.®

^ Sarnmelhuch, 4340. ^ PSI 303.

^ JeAraTT/jcjToy receipts

:

Fayyum: P. Fior. 7, P. Fay. 85 (a.d. 247); P. Lips. 83 (257); BGU 1610, probably a h€Kd7Tpii)Tos receipt

(259); BGU 579 = W. Chr. 279 (263); P. Teht. 368 (265); ibid. 581 (268); P. Fior. 26, probably for money
payments (273); BGU 1611 (283); P. Thead. 26 and 27 (296-298); Fay. Ostr. 23 (298); P. Merton ined. (I

have been allowed to see this through the kindness of Dr. Bell), coll. 8, 10, 13, 17, 18 (298-300).

Hermopolis: P. Lond. Ill, p. 62, n. 1157, recto, for money payments (227); BGU 743, 744, and 552-7

(261-3) ; P. Lond. II, p. 53, n. 1239 (278-81) ; BGU 1090, 1089 (280-1) ; P. Lips. 84 (285-302).

OxYEHA^xCHUS
:
(money payments) P. Oxy. 1442 (252).

^ Studien zur hyzantinischen Verwaltung Aegyptens, 42.

^ Such hints as the stress on the TTporroXirevoyevoL of the TrdAei? in the edict dated a.d. 297, published by

Boak, Ft. de Pap. 2 (1933), no. 1 ;
the new form of land declaration, a.d. 299, P. Thead. 54 and 55.

The latest mention of S^KaTTpatroi in Hermopolis is in a.d. 302 {P. Lips. 84, columns ui and iv); in the

Fayyum, Gerontius of Karanis issued a ‘transport’ receipt on March 24th of the same year (O. Mich. 498).

This date may weU be regarded as significant, since the evidence from the Karanis sherds for this period is

so full. Further, the successors to the ScKaTTpcuros ‘transport’ receipts as mirrored in the ostraka from

Karanis were issued by the oLroXoyoL. and make use of a formula not previously found containing the word

pierd^aXe. The first dated example of this class falls in Aug. 288 {O. Mich. 414), and in the first decade of the

fourth century the type becomes common: v. e.g. O. Mich. 494, 501-7, 511, 512 etc.

There is also mention of heKdirpwroi in the Fay\mm in an uncertain context in P. Amh. 83, 1. 4 = W. Chr.

230, c. a.d. 302-5.

® Cf, e.g. PSI 461 ;
P. Lond. Ill, 1157 verso = W. Chr. 375. Indefinite: 0. Mich. 76 and 454 {SeKa(TTpd)Tcov)

Avp. Lovyihd Kal rcov KOLvcova>v).

^ Jouguet on P. Thead. 26.

® Cf. editors’ note; and BGU, 1610, if, as is probable, this receipt was issued by h€KdTTpa)roi. Both
officials give a joint receipt for the first pa\unent made. The second, third, and fourth payments are receipted

by one official only (for the last two, though made on different dates, only one receipt is given).

® P. Fior. 26 (four names koX ol XonroX heKd^pwroi) is apparently exceptional. In P. Lips. 83 KX-qpdvopoc

AUXavo?. the heirs of Alelas were discharging his fiabilities. BGU 579 = W. Chr. 279 offers a total of five

namc^s ; after two appears the note ol Svo yv{p.vaaiapx^aavT€s) Is ycopar 4v6s. If Is refers to the

hiKairpitiTua, it is probable that the two acted as a unit, and owed their joint appointment to a shortage of
candidates with the requisite Tropos.
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In the Hermopolite^ and Oxyrhynchite- noines it seems to have been the usual practice fur

only one SeKaTTpcorog to issue the receipts.

There is no finally satisfying statement of the length of tenure of the office of SeKdrrpojros^^

Grenfell and Hunt, in their introduction to P. Oxy, 1410. argue for a five-year period, and
there is a certain amount of evidence to support this. In P. Oxij, 1257 Epimachus is styled

heKciTTpcorog four years after entering the oftice, and appears to be engaged on some transaction

connected with it. Assuming that he was in office throughout,-^ a certain Aurelius Agathos
Daemon was §e/cd7rpa>Tos- at Tebtunis for five years; on Xov. 1st, 20:1 (BGII 579 == TP, CJir,

279) he was among the heKaTTpcoroL of the second and third toparchies of Heraclides; in 205

he appears as a Se/cdTipcoro? of the second toparchy of Polemon (P. Teh, ii, :3G8), and in 208, as
' 8€Kd7Tpa)ros of the second toparchy’, makes out a receipt, perhaps to the same man to whom
the second was issued (P. Teh. ii, 581).^ But it is impossible to be certain whether these are

instances of normal tenure, not prolonged by reappointment.® If the case of Agathos

Daemon is normal, the fact that he has changed his meris in the two later receipts seems to

show that the particular sphere and responsibility of each 8eKd77pa>ros was a matter for mutual
arrangement within the college, and was not specified on their appointment.

The SeKaTTpcoTOL acted solely on behalf of the central government, and though municipal

officers by election, played no part in purely municipal administration." Their principal

^ Aurelius Castorgives receipts for the toparchies of AcvKOTTvpyLTT^g dvco Kal K‘ara>, IJdrpT^ dvco kqI Karoj (BGI-

552), and also KovaaeLrrjs Kara) {BGU 743). In Kovaa€LT7]s Kara) he IS joined by Aur. Isidorus {B(rU 743—4).

“ P. Oxy. 1442: cf. 1444, a list, addressed to the strategus, of receipts at various thesauri. Grenfell and

Hunt suggest that the single SeKa-pcoro? in the latter papyrus was concerned with only a portion of the receipts.

^ It is possible to suppose that heKdTtpojroi were appointed either for a certain term of years, or to under-

take a certain responsibility. Amundsen [Ostraca Osloensia, 42) states that ‘the responsibility oft he SeK'dTrpwTOf

was connected with a certain yeiTjga (or yer-17/iaTa), not a period of time\ The longest recorded period of

responsibility is that of the SeKrdTrpturo? Ptolemaios, who supervised the transport of the crops of three

successive years, a.d. 291-3 (0. J/ic/i. 430, 431, 437—40, 448-51). But Amundsen's statement is based only

on the evidence of receipts issued for the transport of corn. Je/edTrpeoTOi, appointed through a municipal senatt%

had other duties than the control of a thesaurus or collection of money taxes, duties which are less easy to

define precisely. To suppose that they were appointed for a term of years is the more adec|uate conception.

The division of responsibility, as illustrated by the ostraka from Karan is, is not cpiite so uniform as

Amundsen suggests. The h^Kdirpajroi Severinus and Andriscus, in most cases concerned with the trc.nsport

of the crop of a.d. 297/S (O. Mich. 465-7. 469-74, 477, 490), issued a receipt in one case for that of the

crop of A.D. 298/9 (O. Mich. 479). But the transport of this crop is in most cases the concern of the hiKdzrpajroL

Horion and Philotas (O. Mich. 478, 481-3), in one instance of the Se^aTTpaiTo? Leontius (O. Mich. 480).

P. Merton ined. contains receipts issued during these years by bcKaTTpcoroL responsible for receiving pa\Tnents

of corn at the thesauri: paATiients from the crop of 297 '8 are receipted by Didymus (? and Heron) (col. S)

;

from that of 298/9 by Didymus (col. 17), and also Horion and Philotas (coll. 10 and 18) ; from that of 299/300

by Horion and Philotas (col. 13).

That this assumption is not unreasonable is shown by the evidence given hy the Michigan ostraka

and P. Merton ined. about the activities of e.g. Horion and Philotas at Karanis from Aug. 3rd, 299, to Feb.

23rd, 301, at least. P. Thead. 26 and 27 show the same SeKaTrpwTot in office at Thcadelphia from ^ept. 13th,

296, to Oct. 28th, 298.

^ * Agathodaemon' is Grenfell and Hunt's English transcription of ’Aya0d? Aalpiajv. Cf. Aegyptus 13. 233.

® Benomination of b^KdirpcoroL is categorically forbidden by an edict of the catholicus Magnius (?) Rufus

{P. Oxy. 1410), of the end of the third or early fourth century.

” It has been hinted that they were responsible for the lease of public land, or land belonging to a city.

Rostovtzetl {Social and Economic History, p. 626, n. 56) states: 'The confiscated land which was assigned to a

city was called rd u-n-oaTcAAovra rfj ^€KaT7po)T€La or rd vrzdpxovra rfj BeKaTTporcln, the decaproti being responsible f‘>r

the revenues of such land’. But the evidence does not confirm this statement. PSI 187 (end of the third

century) is an offer of lease drio rdjr uTToareXXovraji' rfj heKarrpajrela addressed to a man who "svas both exegetes

and B^KdTTpcnros of Oxyrhynchus : it seems to me that it is a private otfer of lease, for the lessor is to be respon-
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work was the collection of taxes, both in kind and in money One ostrakon shows a Sc/cd-

TrpcoTo? in Thebes giving a receipt for four drachmae, paid on behalf of Ammon.^ As would be

expected, their services were most required at the village granaries or threshing floors.^

There they collected the grain due to the state from the various classes of cultivators ; and

at the granaries in the Fayyum they made out certificates to the persons engaged in trans-

porting the corn from the granaries to the river harboursA They supervised the loading of

the grain for transport down the Nile, took a receipt from the vavKXrjpoiy^ and addressed

lists of their accounts to the strategus.^ P. Fior, 231 shows a SeKairpcoTos in complete control

sible for the taxes on the land (11. 15 ff. twv rijs hrj^ouLOJV ovnov Trpos o-e rov Se/caTTpcoTOp), The phrase d'^ro rwv

vvoareXXorn-ajv hiKaTTpayr€ta appears again in P. Oxy. 1502 verso (after a.d. 260), apparently a lease of land

at the same village of Ision Panga. This land was in poor condition, and had been injured by floods (11, 6 ff.

5tacr0[€i/]ou[a]a? Kal vLXo^poxTjOeiaas). Grenfell and Hunt suggest that rd viroarcXXovra etc. refers 'not to public

land within the administrative competence of BcKdrrpajTot, but to land oA^uied by them jointly in considera-

tion of the arduous character of their duties’. In P. Strassb. 25 the municipal authorities of Hermopolis

{aTTaLT-qral <f>6piov ttoX^ltlktis ovaias) order a municipal tenant to pay direct to the SeKaTrpojros. Most probably

the city owned the land, and let it on lease, but had to pay taxes on it to the government. The tenant is

ordered to pay a portion of his rent to the government collector in order to save the municipal authorities

the expense of collection and transmission. P. Fior, 19 is probably a private offer of lease.

^ Money pa^mients:

Fayyum : P. Fior. 26 {v'wkphrip.oolas

Hermopolis: P. Lond, III, p. 62, n. 1157 (a (hpax^-^s) levyparLKcjv), cf. P. Oxy. 1442, introd.

—

r€X^a(pdTwv)

dyTT€X{wv), vav{^Lov) CPHerm. 127 recto = Stud. Pal. xx, 68, covering (a) ordinary payments (not further

specified, presumably for land-tax), (6) TeAeV(paTos') agTT-e'Aou, (c) pa\Tnents by Kojpapxdi Kaivov xrnkp

TTpaKTOplas naXXvr€u>'s dpxtovrjXaral Kovaawv vTrkp CTTivepT^aews Kovaaojv: Kojpapxul Kovaad>y.

OxYRHYXCHUS : PS1 461 ; P. Oxy. 1442 (two drachmae and one drachma tax, probably a land-tax).

“ SB 4340. At first sight a curious levy to be raised by government agents, but the circumstances are

unkno^\Ti. For a parallel instance of collection of a special tax by the ordinary channels Dr. Bell refers me
to the tax v-nkp dv^pLavrcov, ilcken, Ostraka i, 152 ff.

^ Receipts made out eV drjaavpcp Kcup7)s in the Fa;vwum, e.g. P. Thead. 26 and 27 : dP dXwvd>v at Hermopolis,

e.g. BGU 1089, 1090. In the latter case the corn collected would be sent direct to the thesaurus of the

metropolis. Cf. P. Oxy. 1255 ;
the comarchs of the village of Ision Panga in the Ox;yThynchite nome swear

to the strategus that they will allow no produce to be removed from the threshing-floor till the demands of the

heKaTTpojTOL have been satisfied in full.

^ The ’transport’ ostraca: the following is a list of those of this type issued by the hcKanpioroL: BGU
1703 (a.d. 228 or 244: Philadelphia)

; SB 1497-1500, O. Mich. 68 ('the first year following the seventh year’,

according to Jouguet = 249, to Amundsen = 261; Theadelphia)
; O. Brass, and Berl. 83, 84, O. Mich. 67

(255: Tebtunis) ; 0. Mich. 402 (283: Karanis); O. 0^/0 20 (286: Fayyum); O. Mich. 411 (287: Karanis); ibid.

419 (289), 72 (290: Thraso), 430, 431, 434-5 (292: Karanis); ibid. 437-440, 446 (293), 450-2 (293-4), 447-9

(294), 75-6 (295), 4.54 (296), 465 (298), 466-7, 469-74, 478-9 (299), 484 (299-300), 480-3 (300), 485-6,

490 (301), 498-9 (302) ; of undetermined date are O. Mich. 69 (Dionysias), 70, 380, 381 (Karanis).

According to T. Kalen, Berliner Leihgabe griechischer Papyri, i, p. 57 f. these ostraka are to be connected

with uaKKTjyla, i.e. transport from the village threshing-floors to the thesauri; Amundsen, Ostraca Osloensia,

pp. 40 ff., argues strongly for the traditional vie^v that they deal with transport from the thesauri to the river

harbours. There is not space here to enter into the details of this controversy. O. Mich. 329 is apparently a

dossier of donkey-drivers jotted dowm by the heKarTpcoroL.

^ P. Oxy. 1260 (a.d. 286). Three receipts w^ere made out, tw^o being given to the strategus, and one to the

he.K(x7Tpo}ros responsible. This document is similar to P. Oxy. 1259 (211-12), in wliich the vavKXrjpos receives

the corn from the sitologi. and gives one of the receipts to them.

® P. Oxy. 1444 ; 1527 (a list Kara Sc^aTTpcortav of produce in arrears). According to P. Oxy. 1257, 1. 10, the

beKaTTpcoTos kept a double ledger of receipts: (a) to yctpiortKov ov TrpoakXa^e, (6) to kuF dvbpa to eV hripooiw

KaraK^iplvov bid rov krTcboOeyros auvaipeparos rov beKarrpcoTOV prjycaiov (= accounts submitted every month
and then placed in the public record office). Probably CPHerm. 127 recto is such a yetpioTtK-oV ; it was drawm

up by the b^Kd-pojros working at the village of Kovauai in the Kovaaelrrjs toparchy of Hermopolis, and the
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of a thesaurus: on receiving a note confirming payment from the state bank faTroAocrStoi^)

he disposes of 400 artabae of wheat to Heroninus.^ These tasks were previously performed
by the sitologi, who were now subordinated to the new officers. In other respects tlie

SeKaTTpcoTOL maintained close touch with their superiors, the strategic and acted jointly

with them. They were, for example, together responsible for the One papyrus
contains a list of state tenants in arrears, submitted to the strategus by the h^KanpcjroL,'^

Another is an application to purchase state lands, addressed to the strategi and Se/caTTpcorot,

with the CathoJicuS subscription ol rrj^ roTrapT^etas* SeKdirpcoroL avv Tcp Grpa(riqyw) ttjv irapd-

hoGiV ooi TroLrjaojvrai^ A circular letter of a.d. 279 from the dioecetes is addresstal arparrjyoLg

/cat SeKaTTpcoTOL? rrj? "ErrravopLa? Kal ^Apoivoirov^ and concerns a particularly stringent

supervision of dyke and canal repairs.^ In the new form of land declaration instituted by
Diocletian a SeKanpcoro? appears along with three coiuratores, two yecopierpai, and a opioSeiKTi]?

as assistants to the declarant.®

Those appointed to the position were usually men of high standing who had had a success-

ful municipal career in their own town."^ Appointment was by election in the local senate

on the basis of nomination by an outgoing officer.^ Xorninees had a right of appeal, usually

to the catliolicus,^ and would strain every nerve to avoid to eTreL(f>dovov ovopa to tt]?

SeKaTTpcoreia?.^^

Probably it was not the arduousness of the work to be done that rendtavd the office

odious, though this must have been considerable,^^ but the fact that once elected to the

office of SeKaTTpcoTo? men were trapped in the administrative web so ably described by Victor

Martin. Eesponsible in every particular to their superiors, they were forced to make up

losses by oppression. "0 SeKdirpcoro? iroWd 'gplv ivoxXei^^ is only a light complaint to some.^^

The correspondence of Heroninus has many letters enjoining careful attention to tln^

demands of the SeKaTrpcoro?, and instructions to make sure to get a proper receipt.^^ Often

the SeKaTTpcoTo? would not be able to make up his losses, and would have to suffer in his own
pocket. The aspect of the liturgy as a munus patrimonii is stressed by those documents in

amounts were entered day by day, the extant portions covering certain dates in 0apixovdi and M^aopr]. Cf. i,

col. XX, 1. 15 (similarly II, iii, 12; V, 19—22): /^(/rerat) rijs l 0apix[ov]dL x{ )
Kovaawv St(a) *Epij.atov SeKaTTpwTOv,

where the contraction given byWessely as ) is probabl\ to be resolved into x <c>t(ptartKoi'), or x < ^ >t{pLaTiKov )

genitive,

^ This is Oertefs interpretation {Die Liturgie, 211).

“ P. Oxy., I, 62 verso ; a letter from a centurion who was ^rrUrris [8T]fi(oaLov) aJiVou {cf. Preisigke, Berich-

tigungslisten), to the &.Qt\Tvg strategus of Oxyrhynchus, ordering him to summon the heirs of a dead hcKo.'rrpojToi

and the other heKaTTpojToi, Iva yi] . . . eVeSpa Ttepl rrjv iy^oXrjv yevr^raL. ^ BOL 7 ;
Jouguet, ] le luliUlcipale^ 368.

* P. Lond., m, p. 110, n. 1157 verso = W. Chr. 375. ^ P. Oxy. 1409.

® P. Thead. 54 and 55. [See now the new papyri published by Boak, Et de Pap. 3, nos. 8-11.

lurator, not coiurator^ should be read: the SeKa-n-pcoroi were represented by their porjOos.']

^ See the material collected by Calderini, loc. cit.. where their careers are given as far as they are known.

In P. Oxy. 1204, 11. 14, 21, the SevaTTpcoreia is termed XeiroupyLa TToXcLTiKiq.

® P. Oxy. 1204 (a.d. 299), Oertel, p. 212. Cf. P. Oxy. 1410, 1. 7, yrihils els heKaTTpeuriiav droga^eVco: B(tL

96, 9, ovoyaarov rij? heKanpojTlas.

® Ibidem and P. Beauge 4 (Maspero. Bull. 10, 153), though the chain of events here is not clear.

P. Beauge 4.

The SeKaTTpcoroi had ^orjdol: P. Oxy. 125 i ; P. Pior. 338; PSI 945 : O. 14/,

Miinch. Beitrage 19, 102 IT.

P. Oxy. 1671. The writer is puzzled by the measuring system involved (-dt' Xoyov rijs yerprjoiojs).

PSI 807 (wrongful imprisonment) ; P. Thead. 18 (forced payment on the whole of an inheritance instead

of on only a third of it) ; P. Ryl. 114 (wrongful seizure of a flock, and refusal to give receipts).

P, Fior. 162 ; cf. 154, 194, 214, 257. Other payment orders: P. Strassb. 11 ; P. Ryl. 206 (^'>) ; P. Oxy. 1571.
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W'hich the heirs are made liable for defaults or arrears of their fathers.^ The burden became

so serious that eventually the government, in its own interests, had to take steps to forbid

a renomination.^

In the Empire there are no known instances of SeKarTpcorot before Eoman times. Outside

Egypt the first inscriptional example is from Gerasa in Arabia of the year a.d. 66.^ This is

contemporary with the notices in Josephus of roJ? rrjs ^ovXrj^ Trpajrovs §e/ca of Tiberias {Vita

13, 68 ff. : c/. 57,296 ; B,J. ii, 21, 9, 639 ff.), and rovg TTpcorovs SeVa of Jerusalem. A^KairpoyToi

are mentioned again in Arabia in the Tariff of Palmyra of a.d. 137.^ Farther west the

earliest instances come from Lycia, and belong approximately to the time of Hadrian.^

They then begin to occur in the Aegean: in Andros under Pius,® in Aegiale in Amorgos in

A.D. 153." A reference to them in Asia is given by Aelius Aristides at approximately the

same date.® But the majority of instances date from the end of the second century and the

third century. A long series comes from Thyateira.® Another series, from Tralles, probably

^ jP. Oxy. 62 verso = \\ . Chr. 278 tovs kXtjpovo/iovs ^AttoXXcovlov tov S^KaTTpwTov)
;
P. Lips, 83

(KXripovopoi MeXavos act with other bcKaTTpcvroL in giving a receipt); PSI 303 (an influential relative makes
a special journey to Mind up the affairs of a dead Se/cdTrpojro? in the interestvS of his heirs) ; P. ^lerton ined.,

cols. 10, 13 and 18 {kX7)(p6vo(jlos) Uapyarov Si.(a) ^lAcijra, Philotas being agent for the heir of the dead official).

- P. Oxy. 1410. Cf, p. 9, n. 6.

^ IGR m, 1376. Erection of the stone [eVl dpxys ^A7To}<Xojvio\y
[

^Apia]Tiu>vos (?) v-po^hpov Kal
j [

[A/aA^aiJou

drjprjrplov h€KaTTp[d}Tov)
\

[8td jSJtou ttoAcoj?. The date has been finally settled as a.d. 66, v. C. C. McCown in

TAPA. 64 (1933), 79. The restoration of 1. 2 already proposed by Kubitschek, ScliM^artz, and Schiirer should

be adopted, viz. \_v7T€p t:^]? ae^aoTij? €ip-qv[T]s^. This is eonfirmed by a recently discovered duplicate. Bulletin

Am. Schools of Oriental Research 49 (Feb. 1933), 7 ff., AIcCoM'n, loc. cit., n. 8, published AJA 38 (1934), 511 ff.

^ G. A. Cooke, Xorth Setnitic Inscriptions 147, pp. 313 ff.

“ Idebessus, IGR in, 648, 649, 652 ; Ameae, ibid. 640. For the date cf. Hula, Jahreshefte des Oesterr. Arch.

Inst. 5 (1902), 198 ff. The inscriptions belong to the period of transition in Lycian cities from heKarTpcoroL to

eLKOGaTTpOJTOt.

® IG xn, V, 724.

^ IG xn, vii. 396. Here the heKaTTpcoroi appear along with the arparrjyoL as presidents of the municipal

council. It is a mistake when Rostovtzeff asserts that the earliest instance of this belongs to the third

century, though most instances are of that date (ibid. 395, 397, 400, 401-2, 406-9). Cf. the parallel formula

in the neighbouring towm of Minoa, ibid. 240 (Se/cdTipcorot absent from the formula in 239).

^ Tepcuv A6yo)v, IV, 71 ff., ed. Keil, p. 443. The governor of Asia selected annually the <t>vXaKa Tfs Cip^v^g

for each city from names sent in to him of SeVa dvbpcvv tojv v-pdrcov. The particular reference in the section

quoted is probably to Hadrianoutherae (Ramsay, Historical Geography, 157, 437).

BCH 10 (1886), 410 (C. lulius Celsianus, a.d. 150-180. V. the genealogical table clrawTi up by Buckler

Rev. de phil. 37 (1913), 308) ; IGR jx, 1290 = Denkschr. d. w'ie?!. A/Lad.LX,iii(1917)no. 15 (Marcus-Commodus.
Laevianus, orparriyos of Thyateira in the time of Commodus, cf. the series of coins recorded by Head. Cat.

of the Greek Coins of Lydia, p. cxxiii, n. 4; ImhoofiBlumer, Lydische Stadtmiinzen, p. 153, n. 18); IGR iv,

1248 (TraiTiyL'ptapxrjoavTa tojv p.iydXojv Avyovarelojv, probably referring to the games in honour of deos Avyovarog as

in IGR IV. 1290, and not the AvyovoTeta laorTvOia)', JHS. 37 (1917), 108 (
dyaj[^vo]d€TT]<javra tov 77po77dTopo[s‘] Oeov

’ATToAAajvOa [Tvplp^vov). aud IGR IV, 1273 {dyojvodcTrjaavlra rd)V’] peydXojv Pe^aoTcov [^Tvpi\pvi]ojv dywviov )

—

i.e. both
later than a.d. 140, and probably third century; BCH 10 (1886), 415 ([dyojvod^TTjaai'ra (?) rjoa BojTrfpos

’-4a[KAT77ri]oL’ , . . b€Ka7rpojT€VGav'Ta . . . Kal d/i.(j{it0aAeV yevopevov tcuv pey[^dX<jo]v ^Avtcoviojv) f’

A

vtojvtjwv given bv Keil

and von Premerstein after revision). Seeck considered thesegames were inhonour ofM. Antoniusthe triumvir,
and conse([uentlv dated the stone early

;
Rostovtzeff, Soc. and Econ. Hist. \ui. n. 45, supposes they were in

honour of Gordian; Keil and von Premerstein, Bericht uber eine ziveite Reise in Lydien, 36, hesitantly

propose to identify them with the Avyovar^la Ilvdta. Both ^Avrwveta (at Athens, CIA in. 121, 1122, 1169, 1202 ;

Magnesia ad Sipylum, Head. op. cit., p. Ixxii; probably also the *AvTd)vria Fereia ’OAa/^7na at Laodicea ad
Lycum, IGR iv, 850, cf. Catal. of the Coiyis of Phrygia, p. Ixxxi, \AvTix}v["ieivLa or eta] Kop6h€ia in year
88 -- A.D. 211) and klvTcuieuta (as e.g. IGR III, 1012, ^AvTOJviiviavov olKovpeviKov) occur as adjectival forms
describing games in honour of Antonini. The meaning of dp(j)L6aX€vs is in doubt. It occurs only here, though
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begins at the same time.^ To the early third century belong the inscriptions of M. Stunpronius

Clemens, who was SeKaTTpojTos in Stratonicea in Caria,^ and the series from Prusias ad

Hypium.^ The institution is found at this date also across the Aegean at Chalcis,^ and even

on the mainland at Tegea.^ To two other inscriptions of SeKaTTpcoroL a date can be assigned:

one from Apamea in Phrygia, a.d. 244,^ and one from Sicily under Constantine.'^

Many undated examples fill out the list.® There are instances from Balanaea in Syria;®

lotape in Cilicia Salamis in Cyprus many cities in Lycia and Pamphylia, viz. Phaselis4“

Myra,^® Cadyandad^ Aspendus^^ Cormusd® Aperlaed”^ Pogla,^® Sylliumd® Sidyma cities in

Asia, viz, Philadelphia,^^ Smyrna, lasos,^® Magnesia,-^ Acmonia,-^ Hierapolis,-® Laodicea

its verbal form is found on another stone from Thyateira, BCH 10, 41o, n. 24, cf. 11, p. 08, n. 1 (Foucart)

TTaXalaavTa /cat av<i)LOaX€vaavra ra fieyaXa 'AGKXrjTTieta. Asclepian ;zames at Thyateira occur on another

stone which probably belongs to the third century, Bev. de phil. 37, 324. Keil and von Premerstein's '^ugges-

tion is probably the most satisfactory; the games which Elagabalus reorganized as AvyovoTela YlvOta or

LaoTTvdia claeXaaTiKa. might in certain instances be given a name attaching them more closely to tlie Antoninus

who founded them. The games of Elagabalus occur on two stones mentioning heKaTTpcorot^ which are thus

later than a.d. 217—IGB iv, 12bl and 1265 (of the time of Severus Alexander: Avp. 'Aprepayopas, mentioned as

orpaTTjyos on a coin, v. Mionnct, Description des nildaiUts antiques iv, 995 — Head. Lydia, p. cxxv): Rev. de

phil. 37 (1913), 322, 324 (third century according to the editor). Undated stones: lOR iv. 1228, 1250. 12.56),

1271 ;
BCH 11 (1887), pp. 100. 457, 473. On the games at Thyateira, v. Keil and von Premerstein. Ziveite

Reise, 32 £f; Buckler, Rev. de phil. 37, 310.

^ Aih. Mitt. 8, p. 321, no. 5. M. Aur. Euarestos is probably the son of the fhiarestos mentioned Ai^ypapparev^

of Tralles on coins of Marcus, Verus, and Commodus (Head, Lydia. 350 f. ) ; ihid, 2929, 2930 ; Ath. Mitt. 8, 328.

- BCH 12 (1888), pp. 83 ff.. nos, 9-11. His great-grandson was priest under Galcrius (.Juviin), ^^ho dic4

in A.D. 311.

^ IGR III, 61, 62 (the dedicator is T. LTpius Papianus, belonging to a family which flourished in the late

second and early third centuries, cf. Prosop. Inip. Rorn. ill, p. 458. n. 537, 8), 64, 6.5, 67, 69 ( I . I Ipius

Aelianus Papianus), 60 (a man who gave entertainment to Severn s and Oaracalla).

IG xn, ix, 906. The editor accepts the reading .1 in 1. 15, i.e. /Ifovklov) NoovCov AvcaCov. For the name

in this area cf. ihid. 1234 A, 1. 5 (Aedepsus) .1. Noovlo<^ "OrTTaros. Peparethus has been omitted from the list ( IG

xn, viii, 646): the expansion of Jck. in 1. 2 (rov d^ioA. Jck'. Avp. Jiavvaiov) to Jex-f aTTpcorov) does not commend

itself.

^ IG V, ii, 152. Cf. also 153 of the fourth century dpiGToi.

® Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics. 472.

‘ ILS 8843. His son {ibid. 1251) was consularis Tusciae et Vinbriae. probably c. a.d. 370.

® The ground for dating the inscriptions previously cited is either given by the events recorded, in the

names, or mentioned in the footnotes, except in cases of a series: no attempt has bt‘(‘n made to obtain a

chronology from the letter-forms, an unreliable criterion in dealing ^\ith this region and period.

9 IGRiii, 1013.

834, c; C/G 4415. perhaps 4411, n. V. infra, p. 14, n. lu. t'/G 26316

IGRiJi, 764: BCH 16 (1892), 443. Since this manuscript A\ent to pre^s Mr. M. X. Tod kindly called

my attention to an inscription mentioning a SexaTTpoiroj at Palaia Isauria : Swoboda, Keil and Knoll,

Denhmdler aus Lyhtonien. Paniphylien iind Isanrien. p, 7.5, no. 1.53.

Petersen and von Luschan, Reisen in Lykien (1889). 38.

Titidi Asiae Minoris ii. 661 (= IGR iii, 516). 671. IGR iii, 6.58.

Ibid. 804. Dated to the third century by Rostovtzeff, Sor. d- Evon. Hist., p. 601, n. 19,

693.
‘

Ibid. 801, 802, Third century according to Rostovtzeff, loc. rit. Ibid. .590.

IGR IV. 1629, 1640, 1644; C/G 3429.

““ CIG 3201 ; BEG ii. 653 (from the letter- forms the editors suggest late second century).

Rev. et. gr. 6 (1893), 157.

-Musa Bey’, IGR iv, 1531. The dialect is apparently Aeolic (? archaizing).

IGR IV, 657.

Ihid. 818. I do not know v hy Rostovtzeff refers this stone to the time of Hadrian.
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ad Lyciim/ perhaps Ilium cities in Bithynia, Cius,^ Claudopolis and Eretria from

across the Aegean.^

One of the most important facts that emerged from the discussion of SeKaTTpayroi in Egypt

was that in that country they acted as taxation officers solely on behalf of the central

government. Was this the case in the rest of the Empire? Now the information to be

gleaned from inscriptions is neither so detailed nor so varied as that in the papyri. But the

SeKaTTpcvroL certainly took a part in municipal affairs. They would seem originally to have

formed a finance committee of the local senate. In this capacity they appear at Palmrya,

empowered to act with the dpxovres in the codification of the new tariff’.® The investment

of the capital given to cover the expenses of the Stephanephoria at lasos was to be entrusted

to a controller to serve for five years, chosen from their number." A similar foundation is

discussed by Modestinus: a woman founded a gymnastic contest in her native city on condi-

tion that she should retain the capital sum and pay interest to cover expenses, giving a

guarantee to the Se/caTrpcurot.® In the island of Amorgos, in the towns of Aegiale and Minoa,

as also at Chalcis, the standing of the SeKanpcoroL was such that along with the orparTjyoL

they formed a preliminary committee for the ecclesia, and presided over it jointly.^

There is not so much evidence to show that they collected revenues for the central

government in Bome.^® The only trustworthy epigraphical indication is the condensed

phrase in an inscription from Thyateira^^ SeKaTTpojrevaavra rrjv ^apurepav TTpd^iv, 77pd|tvis to

be understood as an internal accusative, and the phrase translated ‘ to act as a heKaTtpcoro^

in regard to the heavier levy i.e. it was an essential function of a Se/caTrpcuros* to raise levies.^’

' r/r;3945.

“ The inscr. {IGR iv, 222) is not intelligible. 1. 2 has the curious phrase BeKaTipwaiv (? ~ heKairptoTelav) rij?

/foAa*[v'tas'.

^ CIG 3732. From the man’s name, 'Avn^vLo^ MdpKos TleXX^ios^ and that of his wife, ^Aaiwia ’.daxrAT^moSoTT^,

Seeck inferred that the pair had received Roman citizenship from ^I. Antonins the triumvir and C. Asinius

Poliio, and dated the stone early. Rostovtzeff rightly discounts this, though the name Asinnia is not so

commonly found in the East as he suggests. But such names, being handed doA\Ti from father to son, cannot

be used for dating. In the present case, for example, the son is called ’AKrtoi-ioy '‘AalwLos MdpKos.

* Ath. Mitt. 12, 180. ^ IG xn, ix, 295. ® G. A. Cooke, Sorth Semitic Inscriptions, no. 147, (pp. 313 ff.).

' Bev. tt. gr. 6 (1893), 157 ff.
® Higg- L. 12, 10.

^ P- l-» ri- 7—the phrase yva)p.r] a'rparrjyajv Kal ScKarTpcorcov, exdvTwv §€ rrjv TrpvravtKTjV e^ovaiav. Chalcis,

IG XII, ix. 90b €lcrqyriacLp.€vtiJV rov heKaTrpoiTOV KX. 'Ajxvvtov >cat OvXttiov IJapffaXov'. cf. also 1. 14.

Josephus' story (Vita 13. 68 ff
. ; 57, 296) that on a massacre of Greek residents in Tiberias, plunder

recovered from the insurgents by Josephus was entrusted to ol ^ovXrjs TrpwroL SeVa is indecisive either way.

There might have been the directest of evidence if a stone from lotape (CIG 4411 a) had been preserved

intact. It is exhaustively discussed and plausibly restored by Hula, Jahreshefte 5 (1902), 203. His version runs

:

1 . 8 . ... [dyopa-]

vopL^aavljos^ eV[T]evai[y], [h€Ka7rpa)T^€vaav-

10. Toy TrXciardKLS ent 7~^[y d7Tayoj]yrjs rwv kv~

piaKUiV <l>6pwv TTLOTCOS K.T.X.

In 1. 9 any one of ypapp.aT€vaavTOS, LCpaTevaavTos, impLeXT^Tevaavros, rapLievaavTos, etc., might be restored,

but would not suit the context. I have not been able to find any parallel of this date for the dTraywyi] phrase,

but aTTayaiyi] <f>6pwv in such a sense is used by Herodotus,

IGB IV, 1290. But see von Premerstein, Klio 12 (1912), 165. Fiebiger and Schmidt, DenkscJiriften der

Wiener Akademie lx, iii (1917), no. 15. A levy in cash was needed in a hurry to raise funds to repel a raid of

Bastarnae.

Seeck (loc. cii., 183-6) went further in drawing inferences from IGB iv, 1228, hcKaTTpcorevaavra err] i',

KQt emSdcrei Kat Kvpi.aKals vrrrjpealais Trarptha. He assumed that the phrase

qualifies beKarrpojTeuaavTa. and explained imhocrei as a ‘voluntary gift to make up the tax quota’, referring

to the use of the terms KupiaKal xpeZac and KvpiaKal vTrr]p€alai in Egypt to cover transport requisitions on behalf
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Secondly, it has been argued that in Egypt Se/ca7rpa>Tot remained in office for a period of

five years. For the rest of the Empire the evidence is conflicting. There is very little to

show, as was held by addington,^ that the office was annual, apart from the fact that

M. Sempronius Clemens of Stratonicea after being Se/caTTpcuros* held three priesthoods

iviavTw.^ On the other hand, in some towns the office was apparently held for life.^ But from
the frequent use of the aorist or perfect participle to describe the office,^ it is to be inferred

that its duration was limited as a rule. In a decree honouring Asclepiades of Thyateira, it

is stated that he acted as SeKaTTpcoros for ten years, heKaTTplwyrevaavra err] If the aorist

participle may be taken to show that ten years was his full term of office, it still remains

uncertain whether such a term was normal at Thyateira;® if it was not, did Asclepiades

volunteer for extra service, or was he reappointed perforce, as apparently heKaTTpojroL were

in Egypt ? If the latter, was it continuous reappointment to an annual office,”^ or did he

serve for perhaps two periods of five years?® These questions do not admit of a certain

answer. It seems that there Avas considerable local variation, and probably even within the

same city the practice was not constant.

This regional variation considered together with the pot-pourri of local financial duties,

is an indication that the Se/cdTrpcorot were originally a spontaneous growth in their cities.

A general survey will reinforce this, and show that Eome officially encouraged them for

her OAA'n purposes after they had already developed on individual lines.

The reforms of Severus in Egypt (at first sight a bold experiment in the direct it.m of

of the imperial government {KvpiaKal virr^peolaLy BGL 266, IS; KvpiaKaX ;i^p€rai. P, Loud, ii, p. 74, n. 32S, 1. 10).

This is supported by E. Stein, Gesch, des spatrdrn. Reiches i, p. 73, n. 1, who stresses the connexion of the

heKaTTpwroi with the pre-Diocletianic annona. But Seeck's assumption seems unreasonable, and in the present

writer's opinion is put out of court by the parallel of IGR iv, 818. Here the phrase eis KvpiaKas

€vxpv<^ov is widely separated from and cannot qualify heKaTTpcvrevaavra.

^ Voyage archeologique m, on no. 1176.

^ BCH 12 (1888), pp. 82 ff., no. 9, 1. 3: p.€ra rrjv dp)(L€pcx}(Tvi>rjv /cat 7Tpa>T7jt» Upojavi'T]v [dio?] TJa^vajpapov

Kal Tr}v Se/caTTpo/Tctav, UparevKatg toj ivtavrcp. In decrees honouring him that were passed later in his

career, Clemens is again styled Se/catrpa>To?, cf. ibid., no. 10, 1. 21 ; no. 11, 1. 14 (the noun Se/caTTpcoToi-, where other

offices are described by aorist and perfect participles)
;
after his first tenure of the h^Kairpuirda he held it again,

perhaps permanently.

^ IGR m, 1376 (Gerasa), Sc/caTrpfcorou) [Std jSjtou TroAeo/?: IGR III, 764 (Phaselis) et/coaa7rpa/Teuaai[Ta . , . eVJt

Tov rrjs ;^pdi'o[u and BCH 16 (1892), p. 443 ;
(also Phaselis), CLKoaa7Tpcor€[yaavr^a p-cxpi reXovs.

At Arneae {IGR m, 640) a man who had been Se/cd-rpcuro? from his eighteenth year {cf. Ulpian, Digg. l,

4, 3, 10 ; Se/cdTTpojToi used to be appointed below the age of twenty-five) was eiVoadTTpojro? at the time of his death.

Cf. the memorial of a man of Idebessus {IGR in, 648) elKoaaTrpojTcvuas d77o vlas lyAt/cta?.

Seeck's argument {loc. cit., 157) that in the inscriptions of Prusias ad Hypium hid jSioe in phrases such as

Sc/caTTpo/Tov Kol KOLvo^ovXov KOI TToActToypacjiov Sia ^Lov applies also to heKaTTpojTov is hardly acceptable. Cf

,

Hula,

Jahresh. 5, 205.

E.g. IGR IV, 1640, dvaSivTiDV r^v reiy-qv ivop; [T^jAtoe ZrjXwrov, dvhpos S[e]Se/<-arrpa>T€u/<rdTO? k.t.X. In honorary

decrees, if the person honoured had not ceased to act as Se/cdTrpajros when the decree was passed, the present

participle is to be expected, and it occurs on certain stones, e.g. IGR in, 640, 1. 24 (should be eLKoaa-pwrcvovray

cf. 1. 6); TAM n, 661 = IGR in, 516. In both these inscriptions the other offices are described by aorist

participles, ® IGR iv, 1228.

® Seeck {loc. cit.. 168) proposes to restore [ScK'aTrpajJredaai’Ta eT[T7] l\ or £-(17) €1 (= 15) in the second line

of another inscription from Thyateira {BCH 11 (1887), 473), What held in Thyateira need not have been the

norm elsewFere in Asia Minor.
" Hula's restoration of CIG 4411 (r/) {cf. p. 14, n. 10) from lotape, which would contain the phrase Se/ca-

7TpcDT€vaavTos TrXcLardKis., might be cited in support of this.

® The fact that the eTn^eAr/T^? chosen from the heKaTTpcoroi of lasos is to serve for five years suggests that

this might have been the period for which the Sc/cdTrpa/rot themselves served.
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administrative decentralization in a land of traditional centralization) were intended to

increase the circle of those who could be forced into the service of Rome, and to double the

number of persons responsible to the government for their official activities. These persons

were themselves liable to render an account of their administration ; and should they fail,

or be forced into flight, the senates which elected them automatically undertook the liability.

The effect was to create a situation resembling that depicted in the legal sources. The

contrast between the data from Egypt and those from the rest of the Empire (allowing for

peculiar conditions in Egypt) is particularly that between created uniformity and spon-

taneous development. Now it is almost certain that the introduction of SeKaTTpcorot was

based on existing practice in the Empire when certain nomes had more than ten§e#cd7rpa>Tot

the name had lost its original significance and taken on a new technical sense. If this

reasoning is sound, it gives the line for a general survey.^ In the provinces in which, during

the Republic and early Empire, companies of publicani had enjoyed the privilege of collecting

tributa, it had been their practice to make a pactio with each city for the amount to be raised.^

When this privilege was taken from them, probably under the Julian emperors at the latest,^

and in the provinces where they had never enjoyed it, the same method was employed by

the Roman government, and direct arrangements were made with individual cities. Origin-

ally. in all probability, contracts were arranged with the magistrates of the municipalities

for the collection of certain taxes and the sums were fixed.^ In some cases the city would

send a delegation to the capital city of the proAunce, just as Josephus represents the TTpioTOL

Kal dpxovre^ in Ptolemy's time resorting to Alexandria to buy the tax contract of their city.®

Such a delegation would number ten as a rule, to judge by Josephus' A^ague statements, and

Avould haA e some such non-committal designation as oi TTpcdroi Se/ca, in time condensed to

SeKaTTpatroL. The title conA’eys nothing as to the composition of the delegation, Avffiich might

consist of magistrates or members of senatorial committees indifferently. This mode of

procedure Avas probably acceptable to the imperial goA^ernment and encouraged by it. Ad
hoc committees or groups of magistrates hardened into a definite semi-official body, Avhose

responsibilities entitled them to be regarded as magistrates."^ Traces of this fostering are

perhaps to be seen in the change from heKdTTpwroL to elKoaaTTpajroL in the cities of Lycia and

Pamphylia in the time of Hadrian.® A change of this nature Avould hav^e the effect of reducing

the burden on individuals
;
and it is Avell knoAvn that Hadrian took measures to relieve the

strain imposed by fiscal requirements,® and also interested himself in the gimving problem

^ Cf. Jou^uet, Vie municipale, 390.

" Thi:5 section is indebted to Seeck, op. cit., 172 S. See in particular bis discussion of the passage of

Arcadiiis Charisius, Digg. l, 4, 18, 26: Mixta munera decaprotiae et icosaprotiae, nt Herennius Modestimis et

notando et disputando hene et optima ratione decrevit: nam decaproU et ico-saproti trihuta exigeyites et corporate

ministerium gerunt et pro omnibus (Seeck, nominihus) defunctorum fiscalia detrimenia resarciunt.
^

C'lc. ad Q. fr. i, 1, 12, 35 ; ad Att. w 13, 1 ; at:. 1, 16; ad Fam. xiii, 65; de Prov. cons. 10. Rosto\i;zeff,

Utantspncht. 357. Por the pactiones of decumani and aratores in republican Sicily, see Carcopino. La loi

d' Huron, 12 ff., 33 ff. ^ Rostovtzeff, ibid., 379; Hirschfeld, Kaiserl. Verwaltungsheamten, 69.

" Hirschfeld, ibid., p. 74, n. 6. Apuleius, apol. c. 101 : Praesens est quaestor piiblicus ciii depensum est,

Hirschfeld finally agrees with Mommsen that the quaestor here is a local magistrate.

® Antiq. xii, 169. Doubtless bien troiive', even if a fiction.

' It is impossible to say with any certainty whether the h^Kanpcoroi became important to Rome because

they were already local administrative officers, or whether their municipal importance derived from their

communications with the government.

r. Hula, op. cit. In Lycia and Pamphylia : Idebessus, Arneae, {ScKanpcoroL and etVoaaTTpcorot), Cadyanda,

Phasells, ^lyra : in Asia at lasos

—

Ta)V B€KaTTp<vraJv rj etKoaaTTpwrojv q rwv tovtois opOLcov.

^ E.g. especially D?(7gr. XLix, 14, 3, 6 (Callistratus): Valde inhumanus mosest iste. quoretinentur conductores

verAig(diuni pnhiirorum et agrorum, 'si tantklem locari non possint.
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of jnunera.^ The development of the liturgical system^ and the extension of the Sc/cd-n-pcorot

goes on continuously throughout the second century; towards its end the type has become
fixed,^ and Rome officially adopts it, in Egypt and elsewhere. Though the chronology of the
inscriptions is insecure, one cannot fail to recognize their great increase in frequency at the
end of the second century and the beginning of the third, or to see that the ScKaTTpcorot are
now important personages.^

In this development the correspondence betw'een the central exchequer in Rome and the
local senates has played a leading part. If the senates chose to treat with Rome by means of

a committee, as its electors they w^ere held responsible for the integrity of that committee.
For this reason the controversy as to whether h^Kdirpcoroi w^ere themselves senators or not is

unimportant.^ Rome w^as interested only to the extent of requiring an adequate guarantee.
One wnuld like to know', how’ever. whether the heKo.’TTpojTOL in Asia had any connexion with
that enigmatic body, the yepovoria. The only evidence available suggests that they had none : a
public-spirited citizen of Acmonia received honours from theyepoi^ata for introducing examin-
ation of w'eights and measures in the market-place, while for performing the office of

SeKaTTpwTo^ the honours came from the PovXrj and
The relation betw'een §e/cd7Tpa>Tot and decemprimi remains to be considered. Xow the

decemprimv who appear in Italian and Sicilian cities of the time of the Republic are the

^ Digg, L, 4, 14, 6 (Callistratus) : Divus etiam Hadrianus de iterandis muneribus rescripsit in haec verba:

illud consentio^ ut si alii non erunt idonei qui hoc munere fiingantiir, ex his qni iam fu^ti sunt^ creentur; l, 4,

18, 30 (Vespasian and Hadrian allow remissions from the ?nuniis hospiiis recipiendi)
;
xxxvi 1, 70, 1 (Hadrian

fixes age limits quantum ad munera municipalia).
^

B}" such rescripts as those recorded in Digg. l, 1, 11 (Papinian): hnperator Titus Antoninus Lentulo

1 ero rescripsit magistratiiuni officium individuum ac periculum e.'ise commune.
® heKQ.7TpojT€vaavTa k.tX in the inscription from Thyateira. By the jurists the decaprotia is classed as

munus patrimonii (Ulpian, Digg. l, 4, 3, 10) or munus mixtum (Arcadius Charisius, ibid. 18, 20).

^ IG V, ii, 152 Tov d^LoXoywTarov hcKanpcoTov (Tegea, third century); Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics, 472,

three brothers set up a memorial to their father povXevrfj Kal heKaTrpdfTw (Apamea, a.d. 244); Ath. Mitt. 12,

180 o d^ioXoywTaros heKairpcoTos €tt] . . . (Claudiopolis, date undetermined, though the editors suggest

third century)
;
ILS 8843 Tojv Scaur)pLoraToiv SeKaTTpwrajv (Sicily, fourth century); IGB III, 400, dvSpa yeiovs

dpxf'^pnTiKov Kal SeKaTrpcjjTiKov (Pogla, date undetermined). Cf. the rTpvrai'tKr) i^ovaCa of SeKdTTpcjTOL in Amorgos,
supra p. 14, n. 9.

® The passage from Digg. l, 1, 17, 7 ((Papinian): exigendi tributi munus inter sordida munera non

hahetur et ideo decurionibus quoque mandatur), by which Menadier originally sought to show that heKdrrpcoToc

were not necessarily senators, is not final. Xor can data from Egypt he used. V. Wilcken, Grundz.y

217-18, and add BGU 1611: here both SeKa-npaiToi, though senators, do not so sign themselves in their

receipts. One has to halt longer over the presence of women as SeKaTTpouroc in Syllium {IGR ni, 801, 2),

and perhaps also in Egypt in the Fayyum {SeKarTpoTT) in P. Fior. 76, 11. 11, 20, 54). A SeKdrrpwTos of Eretria

{IG xn, ix, 295) apparently wished to emphasize his connexion with the senate, 1. 2 toO aw^hpcov heKdrrpcuTos

dvrjp.

® IGR i\\ 657. At Aphrodisias there is mention of a curious body known as the ScaKoaiaTTpcDToc, Rev. et.

gr. (1906), 242, col. 1, 1. 20. Money had been left to build a banqueting hall to be used by [t]t)c T€ K'at

TOUS 8ia#<r[o]crta7rpajTOus Kal rrjv y€povoi[a]v Kal rouj AotTrou? rroXecras [Kara <;^]i'Aaj. Rcinach supposes they represented

the "two hundred highest-taxed men in the city'.

' Irrelevant to the present thesis are the decemprimi appearing in Rome in CIL vi, 1869, 1870 {decuriae

of apparitores)

;

vi, 2010 (priests of the domus Augusta); vi, 86 (priests of Mithras); vi, 2137 {sacerdotes

sacrae urbis); and at Lambaesis, CIL vin, 2564, a list of soldiers, coupled with the names of four of whom
are the letters dxprimpp (= according to Renier, d(uplarius) X prim(us) p(rinci)p(alium)). Similarly

irrelevant are the decemviri: CIL ii, 1953 and 5(48, instances of a native magistracy in Spain surviving at

Cartima and Ostippo, civitates liberae, till the time of Vespasian; CIL x, 5849, xi, 3119, 3121, 6056, 6061 a,

6065, title of a regular municipal magistrate in certain Italian towns ; CIL iii, 3467 and viii, 10945 (inter-

pretation uncertain).
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first ten men in the ordo decurioyium, advising the ordinary magistrates^ and representing

the curia, in delegations, for example. This is the sense to be attached to the term in Cic.

ad Aft. X, 13, 1, pro Eoscio Amer, 25 (Ameria), Verr. ii, 67, 162 (Centuripa), and CIL xi, 1420

= ILS 139 (Pisa). It is possible that the same interpretation should be given to decemjprimi

occurring in three inscriptions : CIL x, 7236 (Lilybaeum), 721 1 (Mazara, Sicily ;
too mutilated

to be of use), and 8132 == ILS 6336 {principali coL Mis, ex XP), For Lilybaeum became a

inuyiicipium of Eoman citizens under Augustus, Misenum a colony under Claudius, and one

might expect their constitutions to embody a traditional institution. But these stones are

probably of at least third-century date, and it is more likely that the decernprimi they men-

tion are the same as those who undertook the munus decemprimatus alluded to by Hermo-

genian, Digg, l, 4, 1, 1. This is, I believe, the only place in the Digest where the Latin term

decernprimi is used ; the Greek decaproti, decaprotia are the usual expressions. But the Latin

here is perhaps not a mere translation referring to the Se/caTrpajreta. For the appearance of

decernprimi, always qualified as curiales, in the Theodosian Code,^ suggests that the Se/ca-

TTpojTOL under the name of decernprimi, had obtained a pied d terre in the West. DeclareuiF

indeed declared that the decernprimi curiales had no connexion whatever with the Se/cdTrpcorot

of the second and third centuries. There is certainly no evidence for the existence of

SeKaTTpoiTOL after the first half of the fourth century and after the reforms of Diocletian

and Constantine one would expect to find some uniformity in the financial system of the

empire. But if there were decernprimi in the western Empire in the third century analogous

to the heKaTTpcoTOL it would probably be correct to say that by the time of the Theodosian

Code the decuriones had begun to do as susceptores and exactores what they had formerly

done as decernprimi. If this reasoning is sound, the decempriyni curiales are a relic: they are

the most important members of the curia, without special duties, but having a greater degree

of responsibility, perhaps, than the ordinary decuriones—ql responsibility with corresponding

privileges. This conclusion is confirmed by a parallelism of expression noted by Seeck,

following Gothofredus, in CT xvi, 5, 52, pr. and 5, 54, 4; xii, 1, 85 and ix, 35, 2. In the

^ There are several instances of a similar phenomenon elsewhere in the Empire, mainly in communities

lower down the administrative scale. The variety of names and marked regional characteristics show the

instances to be local only. In Gaul at Nemausus the llllviri were assisted by Xlviri (CIL xn, 3179 = ILS
2267) ; at Vasio the praefectus pagi by vigintiviri (CIL xii, 1376) ;

Hirschfeld claims these, though without

clear evidence, as relics of national Celtic institutions (Kleine Schrijten, 78). Massilia, as is well knovTi, had in

Republican times a committee of the council composed of fifteen members (Caesar BC i, 35). At Aix,

decemlecii probably formed a similar committee to the pos-sessores of the I'icus, v. Rev, et. anc. 36 (1934),

199 tf., where Wuilleumier restores decemlecti in an unpublished inscription, and CIL xn, 2461. In Italy a

stone from Larinum records that a inagister pagi (place unknown) acted de del(ectonLm) s(ententia), CIL ix,

726 (with Mommsen's expansions). In Africa, in certain tovms of markedly indigenous origin, a kind of

council termed undecimprimi apparently shaped business for discussion by the elders (Broughton, Romanisa-

iion of Africa ProconsularIs, p. 181, and evidence n. 4). Villages in the East long continued to have their

body of ten elders or headmen: a constitution of Leo and Anthemius, addressed to praefectus praetorio

Orientis ( a.d. 468), directs that villagers attempting to enter under patronage be haled back, fined, and flogged

/xcra Ttuv Sexa TTpcorevovrcov rijs K(vfn]s (C.J. XI, 54, 2).

^ CT IX, 35, 2 (a.d. 376; written from Treves, and addressed praef. praetorio Galliarum)
; xvi, 5, 54, 4

(a.d. 414
;
penalties for adherence to the Donatist heresy, addressed to the p>roconsul Africae). Cf. xvi, 2, 39.

2 XouL\ Rev. hist. dr. 31 (1907), 622 ff.

*
It has already been shovui that hcKaTrpojToi disappear from Egj’pt c. a.d. 302. The latest inscriptional

evidence is ILS 8843 (Sicily under Constantine). At the same time Arcadius Charisius was discussing the

functions of decaproti and icosaproti. Digg. L, 4, 18, 26. They occur once in the Codex Justinianus (x, 42, 8):

but this rescript, issued by Diocletian and Maximian, was probabh^ retained in Justinian’s Code because it

also dealt with the protostasia.
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first of each pair the term principales is used, in the second decemprimi curiales, in almost

identical contexts. The term decemprimi has now lost its technical significance.

It seems probable, then, that there is truth in the usual view; the West had its decern^

primi, forming a counterpart to the SeKdirpcoTOL and not improbably based on them. But the

sources have little to say of these decemprimi
;
in only two or three cases can a ‘ local ha bita*

tion’ be assigned to them, and it would be wrong to postulate for them in the western

Empire that universality which belonged in the eastern to Se/cdTrpcorot. It may be, as De-

clareuil suggested,^ that in western epigraphy munera are rarely mentioned. But the

scantiness of evidence suggests a difference of administrative procedure, namely that, as a

rule, in the west financial responsibility rested with the ordinary municipal magistrates and

the w’hole body of decuriones
;
and that perhaps not till the chaos of the third century did

the Roman government borrow from the East and enforce the consequences of that respon-

sibility particularly against the first ten men in the curia.

Finally, this inquiry shows that as far as SeKanpcoroL are concerned, the hypothesis put

forward for examination at the outset is incorrect. Xot merely were Se/cd77pa>Tot intruders

into Egypt, but they were the product of a system organized independently in the Empire,

a system that was developing apparently as early as the reign of Hadrian. Further,

this system differed considerably from that of Egypt: the allocation of liturgies and

responsibility for them depended on the senate of a ttoXls, not on bureaucratic selection.

The examination of one institution cannot, of course, disprove the hypothesis. But it can

and does indicate that current views of the administrative relation between Egypt and the

Empire need to be subjected to further scrutiny.

^ Loc. cit.y 624 .



THE ACCESSION OF PTOLEMY EPIPHANES:
A PROBLEM IN CHRONOLOGY

By F. W. WALBANK

Writing in 1930/ Holleaux had to admit that ‘the true date of Philopator's death remains

a mystery'
;
one reason why this is still true to-day is that hitherto no historian has taken

into account the evidence of the demotic papyri in considering this problem. Since, in his

Archons of Athens in the Hellenistic Age (1931),^ Dinsmoor has now furnished new calcula-

tions, it seems worth while to reconsider the whole of the evidence, both demotic^ and

Greek, and to attempt a solution of this ancient crux.

Such evidence as we have is not consistent. According to the Canon of the Kings, con-

tained in Ptolemaios’ Almagest, Philopator died in the year 544 of the era of Xabonassar of

Babylon (reckoned from February 27, 747). Making the necessary adjustment to the Julian

calendar, we find that this is the year October 13, 205-October 12, 204. Actually the Canon

gives this as the first year of Epiphanes’ reign. But it is the custom of the compiler to ignore

fractions of a year at the end of a reign : thus a king’s first year was that in which he came

to the throne, his lust was his last full year.^ If, then, the Canon is reliable, Epiphanes

ascended the throne some time during the year October 13, 205-October 12, 204; and this

date is confirmed by the evidence of the Rosetta Stone, ^ a decree dated Xandikos 4 (Mace-

donian) = Mecheir 18 (Egyptian) of Epiphanes’ ninth year, a date which has universally

been equated with March 27 (Julian).® This decree was enacted to commemorate the

Anacleteria, or Coming of Age ceremony, of Epiphanes, which had taken place most prob-

ably" on the previous Phaophi 17, which was the anniversary of the date eV 'gt TrapeXa^ev ttjv

jSaaiAetav rrapa rod TTarpos (v. 47), and is to be equated with November 26 for the year of the

Anacleteria, whether this was in fact in 197 or 196.® Actually this date is not legible upon
^ In CAH vm. U9, n. 1. - Appendix G, 471 fiE.

^ I would take this opportunity of expressing my very warmest thanks to Mr. T, C, Skeat, of the British

Museum, who has given me invaluable help in the collecting of this evidence.

See Beloch, Gr. Gesch iv, 2, 166; Kubitschek, Grundriss der antiken Zeitrechnung, 61.

° OGIS, 90; translated by Bevan, Hist, of Egypt under the Ptol. Dynasty, 263 ff.

® Except by Holleaux, CAH \m, 188, who makes it March 28.

‘ This is the generally accepted view {cf. Holleaux, loc, cit.); it is based on the position of the description

of the Anacleteria in Polybios (xvui, 55 ; see below, p. 21), and also on the fact that the Rosetta inscription

refers to the crowning of Epiphanes as an event occurring some time previously.

See Dinsmoor, op. cit., 479 ; De Sanctis, Storia dei Romani iv, 1, 128, puts it on November 28, forgetting

that the Egyptian calendar gained one day on the Julian in every four years. Ernst Meyer, Vntersuchungen

zur ChroHologie der ersten Ptolemaer auf Grand der Papyri (II. Beiheft zum Arch. Pap. 1925), 39 ff., has a

theory that the anniversary of Epiphanes' accession (for like most scholars he refers Phaophi 17 to this event)

was celebrated in both the Egyptian and Macedonian calendars, in the former by the priests, in the latter

nationally. According to him, Epiphanes ascended the throne on Phaophi 17, 203, which was the end of
Dystros by the Macedonian calendar; owing to the divergence between the two calendars, the end of Dystros
had, by 197 or 196, become equivalent to the second week in Mecheir. Therefore the national anniversarv,

with the Anacleteria, was a few days before Mecheir 18 — Xandikos 4, when the actual decree was enacted;
the priests would celebrate it as usual on Phaophi 17. But Dinsmoor, op. cit., 488, demonstrates that
Epiphanes, and probably Philopator, both reckoned their accession by the Egyptian date, and this is the
natural inference from the mention of Phaophi 17, without any Macedonian equivalent, on the Damanhur
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the Eosetta Stone, but is confirmed by a hieroglyphic inscription of fourteen years later, the

Damanhur Stele, set up to celebrate a sed-festival, or repetition of the Anacleteria ceremony,

in Epiphanes’ twenty-third year.^ The year in which the Anacleteria took place, and that

in which the Eosetta Decree was enacted have been much disputed, but this problem now
appears to have been solved by Dinsmoor, who shows (op, cit,, 492) that at the end of

the third and beginning of the second centuries the Macedonian calendar in Egypt still

approximated closely to the Attic lunar calendar. In 196 there was a new moon on March 22,

and if the Eosetta Decree was enacted in that year, Xandikos 1 fell upon March 24. In

neither 197 nor 195 does a new moon occur at anything approaching this date. It can there-

fore be taken as certain that the Anacleteria of Epiphanes was towards the end of 197,

probably on November 26, and that it was commemorated by the Eosetta inscription of

March 27, 196. True, this deduction appears to ignore an important piece of evidence from

the Tebtunis papyri,^ a synchronism from Year 4 of Epiphanes, in which the Macedonian

and Egyptian calendars already seem to be equated on the basis of Thoth 1 — Dystros 1.

But the only safe deduction from this papyrus is^ that for the years 4 to 9 of Epiphanes, both

a revised and a normal Macedonian calendar were in existence. \Yhere, as in the Eosetta

inscription, the latter is employed, there seems no reason to doubt that it was still running

true to the moon. Dinsmoor's claim thus appears to be justified
; and it is clear that an

Anacleteria in 197, early in Epiphanes’ ninth year,*^ implies that his first year was reckoned

as 205-204. Indeed, if one is prepared to follow the majority of historians in regarding

Phaophi 17 as the date of Epiphanes' accession, this event can he narrowed down tn

November 28, 205 ;
how far this identification is justified will be considered later.

In favour of this dating is the fact that the Anacleteria is described in Book XVIII of

Polybios,^ a book which gives the events of Olympiad 145, 4, i.e. 197-196. De Sanctis,® and

Holleaux," who oppose the dating to suit their own theories of the accession, place the

Anacleteria in November 196, and the enactment of the Eosetta Decree in ^larch 195, and

consequently have to assume that Polybios extended this book to include events as late as

the November following the summer in which the Olympiad year actually finished. Ad-

mittedly, Polybios’ Olympiad year was not rigid
;
De Sanctis has rightly shown® that it

normally ended with the campaigning season, and could be extended to include events even

later than that when they were closely connected with other events inside the Olympiad.

But the Anacleteria is related in Polybios in connexion with the revolt of Scopas, which is

itself in September or October,® and so is outside those limits. And in any case the evidence

of the full moon is against this view.

Additional support for 205 as the date of Epiphanes’ accession comes from the evidence

stele. Furthermore, the Rosetta decree itself suggests a greater period of time between the Anacleteria and

the enactment of the decree than Meyer allows. This theory is therefore to be rejected. {Cf. Beloch, op. cit.

IV, 2, 176.) ^ Cf. Bevan. op. cit., p. 267, n. 2.

“ P. Tebt. m, 1, 820. prjios Avhvaiov AlyirnTLCov Se [7T€]vT€Kaib€Kdrr]L.

^ Cf. Grenfell and Hunt. Hibek Papyri, p. 348.

* The text of the Rosetta Decree refers to a remission of taxes up to and includintr the eiirhth year (ecoj

Tov oySoou €Tovs—1. 29), made in connexion with the Anacleteria ceremony at ^lemphis.

® Pol. xvm, 55. ® Op. cit. iv, 1. 128, n. 41.

‘ Rev. et. anc. 15 (1913). 9, n. 3; CAH viii, 149, n. 2; 188.

® Op. cit. Ill, 1, 219 ff. Cronologia polibiana.

® Holleaux, Rev. et. anc. 15 (1913), p. 9, n. 3. Holleaux's assumption, however, that the rumour of

Epiphanes’ death, which broke up the conference of Lysimacheia in 196 (Livy, xxxiii, 41, 1). is to be con-

nected with the revolt of Scopas, is quite arbitrary and unsupported by any evidence; Scullard, History of

the Roman World from 7do to 140. 271, adopts the same view.
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relating to his birth. From the Eosetta Decree it is known that Epiphanes was born on

Mesore 30, but no indication of the year is given. There is, however, evidence from a

papyrus^ that Philopator, following the custom of earlier Ptolemies, had elevated his infant

son to a share in the throne by Pharmouthi 25 of ‘ the year thirteen Unfortunately it is not

known what kind of year is referred to, but in view of the fact that an Egyptian month is

mentioned, it is probably safe to rule out the Macedonian calendar. Now the three possi-

bilities^ on the basis of the Egyptian year are

:

{a) 13th fiscal year, beginning Mecheir 1, i.e. March 14, 210.

(h) 13th Egyptian year, beginning Thoth 1, Le, October 15, 210.

(c) 13th regnal year, beginning unknown; perhaps September, 210.^

In relation to these three datings Pharmouthi 25 would give us (a) June 6, 210, (6) June 6,

209, (c) probably June 6, 209 ;
the year viaij be 210, but not, in view of the date when the

fiscal year begins, 208. Thus we may assume that Epiphanes was born before June 209 ; the

30th of Mesore previous to this works out as October 9, 210,^ and we may provisionally

accept this as the date of Epiphanes’ birth.

Now Justinus has a statement^ that Philopator died leaving a son five years old ; accord-

ing to Hieronymus® the son was only four. From Epiphanes’ birth on October 9, 210, to a

fprovisionally accepted) accession on November 28, 205, is nearly five years tAvo months, a

figure which fits Justinus, but is hard to reconcile with Hieronymus
;
however, Hieronymus

is notoriously unreliable, and this very passage contains further chronological inconsistencies.

For Hieronymus states that Antiochosj^ham smin Cleopatram per Euclen Ehodiuvi septimo

anno regni adidescentis despondit Ptoloniaeo, et tertiodecimo anno tradidit Leuze’ has pointed

out that from Livy,^ who is here following Polybios, Ave knoAv that this marriage did in fact

take place in the AA'inter of 194-193,® AA'hich is only the eleventh year of Epiphanes’ reign,

reckoning from autumn 205, the outside limit. Similarly the evidence is against the state-

ment that the betrothal to Cleopatra Avas in the seventh year.^® Polybios,^^ and Livy following

him both give the reply of Antiochos to the Eoman envoys at Lysimacheia in 196 ;
in this

reply ra he Trpos* nroXegLatov auro? €<f)r] Ste^d^etv evhoKOvpevcos eKelvcg* Kpivetv yap ov (jyiXlav

povov, dAAd Kal pera rrj^ cfycXlag avayKaiorrira avvrideaOai rrpos avrov. This suggestion of a

betrothal in autumn-AA-inter 196 receives apparent support in the statement in the Clironicon

^ Smyly, P. Giirob 12; c/. Archiv. ATI, 71. It may be observed that there is no evidence for Gauthier's

improbable suggestion (Le Livre des Rois d'Egypte 267) that Philopator actually abdicated his authority

in favour of his infant son, and that this abdication led to the revolt in Upper Egypt.
^ I have taken these calculations from Dinsmoor, op. cd., 479.
^ Dinsmoor, op. cit.. 488 ; for our present purpose it is sufficient to observe that the regnal year is unlikely

to have begun more than twelve months after the fiscal year. In any case the Egyptian year is probably
indicated: certainly by the third year of Epiphanes the Egyptian year, beginning with Thoth 1, was being
employed even by Greek officials; c/. P. Petr, ni, 576, where Thoth of Year 4 comes almost immediately
after Epeiph of Year 3.

^ This is contrary to the views of Bevan, op. cit., 236, and Letronne, OGIS, 90, who make the year 209,
and the day October 8 and 9 respectively.

^ Just. XXX, 2, 6. ® Hier. in Daniel, xi, 13-14. 58 (1923), 221-9,
^ Livy, XXXV, 13, 4. ® Incorrecth" given as 193-192 by Xiese, Gesdi. der gr. und inak. Staaten ii, 674.
This date is a source of great confusion in both Bevan and Niese. Bevan places it in 196-195 (op. cit.,

269), which implies an accession in 202; wUereas earlier he gives this as 203 (op. cit., 250). Xiese (op, cit.

II, 639) puts the betrothal in 199-198, which means an accession in 205 ;
but he, too, gives this elsewhere (op.

cit. n, 573) as taking place in 203. Pol. xatii, 51, 10.

Livy, xxxin, 40. Livy's translation is id agere ut brevi etiam. adfinitas iungatur. The word hrevi is

merely inserted for rhetorical effect in Livy's usual manner, and is not to be pressed too closely. See Witte
ii7i.3/?i>\ 65 (1910), 276ff.
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Paschale that it took place during the consulship of Purpurio and Marcellus, i.e, 196;^ but

this support is in fact illusory, for, as Leuze demonstrates,^ the Clironicon is based on a

series of faulty synchronisms between Egyptian royal years. Olympiads and Roman consul-

years, and is thus quite worthless. Hieronymus must therefore stand alone ; and at first

sight his sejptimo anno, with its implication of an accession in 203, appears to be an obvious

error. However, in view of the fact that there is other strong evidence pointing to 203, it

may be observed that Bevan regards this particular passage as trustworthy,^ because of the

reference to Eucles of Rhodes: ‘Jerome seems to have some substantial source behind him,

since he states that the Seleucid envoy was a certain Eucles of Rhodes’. The statement is

certainly consistent with the well-known Seleucid habit of employing Rhodians,^ and it may
go back to a Rhodian source, such as Zeno or Antisthenes f on the other hand Leuze makes

out a good case® for believing that Hieronymus took his dates from Eusebios, and if this is

so they merit scarcely any confidence whatever.

Of equal importance with the evidence relating to Epiphanes' birth is that which deals

with his death. A number of documents have now been discovered which are dated to the

twenty-fifth year of Epiphanes f and since it is known that Epiphanes died in the year 181-

180®—probably in or shortly after May 180—it is easily calculated that by this date Epi-

phanes was regarded as having come to the throne before Thoth 1 (= October 13) 204.^

A series of documents with synchronisms between the years of the sacred bull Apis and

the years of Epiphanes and Philometor^® serves further to show that the same dating existed

in the fourteenth year of Epiphanes; and, as we saw, it was confirmed for the ninth year by

the Rosetta Stone. Demotic papyri, with protocols giving the full details of the eponymous

priests, exist for the years 2, 3, 5, 7, and 8 of Epiphanes, and the fourth year is covered by

^ Livy, xxxm, 24. ^ Op. cit., p. 222, n. 1. ® Op. cit.. p. 209, n. 3.

^ For example, the Hagesandros referred to in certain Cretan inscriptions as working on behalf of Teos

as Antiochos’ agent; cf. Holleaux, Klio 13 (1913), p. 148. n. 3. who also quotes the ease of the Rhodian

Menelaos, son of Menecrates, referred to as a rov /SacaAeco? ^Avrwxov in an inscription ot C’alvmna

(OGIS, 243). ""

Cf. Pol. XVI, 14 ff. ® Op. cit.. 224 If.

^ E.g. Tait, Greek Ostraca, Bodl. 96, dated Pharmouthi 16 — May 20; Mond and Myers, The Bucheum ii.

Inscriptions, no. 8, dated Pharmouthi 8 = May 12.

® Pol. XXIV, 6; Diod. xxix, 29; cf. Niese, op. cit. m, 91 ; Bevan, C'AH viii, 496.

® It is certain that by 181 all documents, CJreek and demotic, were dated by the Egyptian calendar,

according to which a king’s first year was reckoned from his accession to the fifth epagomenal day following

it, and his second and succeeding years from Thoth 1. The Macedonian months were now equated with the

Egyptian (see above, p. 21, n. 2).

See Brugsch, ZAS 22 (1884), 126 ff. ; Gauthier, op. cit. iv, 278 jj. Apis ‘born of the cow Ta-Amon’

was in its twentieth year in Year 14-15 of Epiphanes ; it died in its twenty-fourth year, and was followed by

Apis ‘born of the cow Ta-Ranen’, the first year of which = Epiphanes 19-20. Epiphanes last year 24-5

thus corresponds to Year 6 of Apis (born of Ta-Ranen), and Phdometor 1 = Apis (born of Ta-Ranen) 6-i ;

this is confirmed by the synchronism Philometor 8 = Year 13 of the same Apis.

Year 2: P. dem. Leyden 373 (Hathur), P. deni. Cairo 30753 (Hathur), P. dem. Cairo 30700 (Phamenoth).

P. dem. Cairo 30697^30780 (Pauni).

YYar 3: P. dem. Cairo 30689-1-30781 — 30782 (Hathur). P. Beilin (Greek) 11768 {'ApTcyiaios). P. dem.

Cairo 30659 (Mecheir).

Y"ear 5: AYu’ York Hist. Soc. 373 (Phaophi).

Year 7: P. dem. Louvre 2435 (Hathur), Dublin Tr. Coll. P. Hincks 2, A.B (Tubi).

Y>ar 8: P. dem. Louvre 2408 (Pharmouthi).

This evidence will be found in PAY. art. Hiereis (Plaumann): Gauthier, op. cit. iv. 275 tf.; Thomp>onV

supplement to Plaumann’s list in Griffith Studies. 16 tf.: 8ethe and Partsch, Demotische Urkunden zum

ag. Biirgschafisrechte {Ahh. Sachs. Ges. ir7s6\, Phil.-Hist. Klasse. vol. 32): Spiegelberg's edition of the Cairo

demotic pap^'ri.
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two Greek papyri already referred to further, it is highly probable that certain mutilated

documents in the Cairo collection referred to Year 1 of Epiphanes, though none actually

survives with that date legible.^ Thus a series of documents covering the whole reign of

Epiphaues, with the exception of Year 6, appears to support the theory of an accession in

the course of the year 205-204.

There is, however, one significant exception. A demotic inscription in Berlin, published

by Stern in 1884,^ gives the details of the life of a priest named Kha^hap, who was born in

Year 11, Phamenoth 14 of one Ptolemy, and died in Year 2, Tybi 4 of another, aged 69 years,

9 months, 20 days. Stern shows that the Ptolemies in question can only be Philadelphos and

Epiphanes respectively; but his calculations may no longer be considered valid, since he

regarded Philadelphos as dying in his thirty-eighth year, whereas in fact he lived until

Choiak of his thirty-ninth.^ Now it is known from a Bucheum inscription^ that as late as

Philadelphos' thirteenth year his reign was being reckoned from Soter’s death, though later

it was ante-dated to his association on the throne with Soter. Hence Thoth 1 of Y"ear 12 is

probably October 30, 272 (not 274) ; and sixty-nine complete years from this brings us to

Thoth 1, 203 (October 13), which should therefore be the first day of Epiphanes’ second year.

If the inscription is reckoning Philadelphos’ years from his co-regency, one obtains the im-

possible result that Epiphanes’ second year began on October 13, 205 ; the date from Soter's

death is thus plainly preferable. But even so, it does violence to the tradition of an accession

in 205-204, which is apparently supported by the rest of the archaeological evidence.

It may be convenient at this point to deal with the evidence of Eusebios's Chronicle
;
for

an oversight of this co-regency of ISoter and Philadelphos has caused a permanent error in

his dates.® According to Eusebios, Epiphanes’ accession was in 203-202 (translation of

Hieronymus) or 202-201 (Armenian version). The Armenian version is normally the less

reliable,^ but neither is evidence fit to base an argument upon. For our present purpose

Eusebios is better ignored.

The main obstacle to placing Epiphanes’ accession in November 205 is Polybios xv, 25 ff.

This passage, consisting largely of a fragment found in the Escorial, but also supported by
other fragments from the Excerptae Valerianae and the Codex Urbinas, gives a detailed

account of the accession of Epiphanes, and of the regency and downfall of Agathocles. Its

position in Book xv has never been seriously challenged,* and since the book retails the

events of Olympiad 144, 2, it would follow that the accession is to be dated 203-202. It

should be observed that in the previous book Polybios had given an account of Egyptian

events stretching over a long period (e/c TrXelovo^ )(p6vov TreTToLrjfieda i^rjyrjaLv) the con-

clusion of which was a ‘ life-like picture of the character of Ptolemy Philopator ’ (aco/^aroetS^

TToiTjaa^ TY]v rod jSaatAeojs* TTpoaipeaiv) whereas the other events contained in Book xiv

belong to Olympiad 144, 1, i.e. 204-203.^^

^ P. Petrie m, olb and P. Tebt. in, 1, 820 ; c/. also P. Tebt. i, 8.

“ Scthe and Partsch, op, cit. The Rosetta inscription also points to the existence of a normal Year 1

;

see 1. 16 prjdev irXelov SihujaLV els to reXeariKov ov erdaaovTO ews rov irpwTOv erovs enl tov Trarpos auroO, where the

reference is almost certainh^ to the first year of Epiphanes. ^ In ZAS 22 (1884), 101 ff.

* Beloch, op. cit. iv, 2, 171. ^ Mond and M;sTes, op. cit. ii, Inscriptions, no. 3, pp. 3, 28-29.
^ Dinsmoor, op. cit., 471 ; on the unreliability of Eusebios see Leuze, op. cit., 225-7.
' See Helm, Ahh. Berlin 1923, vol. 4; Kubitschek, op. cit., 54.

^ Holleaux, Bev. ei. gr. 13 (1900), 190, considered the possibility that the Escorial fragment came from
Pol. XIV, but rejected it in his later consideration of the passage. ® Pol. xiv, 12.

Xotablc as an exception to Polybios’ usual practice: c/. Bruns, Die Personlichkeit in der Geschichts-

^^chreibnng. 1-11, 84-100.

CJ. Pol. XIV, la, 5 : ou ras eK tcov §L’etv erojv npa^ets KaTaT€Tdxo.p.ev els p^lav ^v^Xov,
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The assumption that Epiphanes' accession was in 203 is strikingly confirmed by the

events following the agreement made by Philip Y of Macedon and Antiochos III of Syria

to plunder the possessions of the young king.i This agreement followed immediately upon
the two kings’ learning of Philopator's death.^ Now it is a fact that Antiochos’ invasion of

Coele-Syria did not begin until 202, ^ and no hostile act against Egypt is recorded of Philip

until his capture of Samos in spring 201 A Philip appears to have played a double game ; and
connected with this is the visit of Ptolemy, son of Sosibios, who was sent to Macedon by
Agathocles soon after Epiphanes’ succession^ and did not return to Egypt until after

Agathocles’ overthrowA These facts are all consistent with an agreement between Philip

and Antiochos in the winter of 203-202, and the accession of Epiphanes in 203. But they

offer insuperable difticulties to the view that the accession was in *205
;
for in this case one

has to assume either that Philip and Antiochos held their hands for three and two years

respectively, or that (notwithstanding Polybios) the agreement was not made until two years

after Philopator’s death.

Further, there is the evidence relating to Scopas the Aetolian. The withdrawal of the

Aetolians from the First Macedonian War by a separate peace in 206 had been followed by
economic distress in Aetolia, and Scopas and Dorimachos were therefore appointed vofjLoypd<f>ot

to carry through legislation for the cancelling of debts, etc."^ Using this as a handle, Scopas

then tried to secure election to the generalship of Aetolia for the year 205-204, but failing in

this went off to Alexandria f he would thus reach Egypt in the autumn or winter of 205,

and had at any rate time to obtain the king’s favour, command over a considerable force of

men, and a daily income of ten minae. This is not absolutely incompatible with the death of

Philopator in 205, but it goes far more easily with a later date.

Finally, Justinus has the otherwise unrecorded tradition that the death of Philopator was

diu occultata by the palace clique.®

Thus the evidence points three different ways. The mass of the demotic documents, the

Eosetta and Damanhur inscriptions, and Justinus' statement concerning Epiphanes’ age

^ Pol. m. 2, 8; xv, 20, 25, 19; x\u, 1, 9; App. Mac. 4; Just, xxx. 2, 8; Hier. in Daniel, xi, 13.

According to Pol. xv, 20, 1, they had previously offered him help—probably in the internal troubles

referred to in Pol. xiv, 12, 4.

^ Pol. x\t:, 22« ; Just, xxxi, 1 ; Hier. in Daniel, xi. 11 ff. ; Holleaux. CAR viii, 151-2.

See Holleaux, Rev. et. anc. 22 (1920), 237 ff., CAR viii, 151 ;
Bickermann, Rev. de phil. 61 (1935). 162 ff.

Passerini, Athenaeum 9 (1931), 260, vould put back the capture of Samos into 202, in accordance with his

theory of an open break between Egypt and Macedon in winter 203-202; but he scarcely meets Holleaux's

arguments in favour of 201, and in particular the evidence of Pol. x\t:, 2, 9 : ras yap iv rij Zdpup v-aus ovk rjhw^Biq

KarapTLaaL Trdaas.

^ Pol. XV, 25, 13.

® Pol. x\u, 22, 3, From Pol. xv, 24u and 25, 19 it is clear that the account of the reception of this

Ptolemy by Philip was contained in Book xv of Polybios, and therefore that it occurred during, or within

the month or two following, the Olympiad year 203-202.

^ Pol, XIII, 1-lu.

^ Pol. Xni, 2, 1 : on UKOTTas AlrwXdjv OTpaTTjyos arrorvycDV upxjjs> troAga ypd(f)€Lv tov^ vop.ov’^,

pcTeojpo? -qv els rije "AXe^avBpetav. This passage is translated by W. R. Paton in the Loeb edition ‘Avhen he fell

from the office, by power of which he ventured to draft these laws* ; I doubt, however, if bear this

sense, and prefer to take as the office of arpar-qyos. There is support for this in an inscription (Ditt.

Syll.^ 597b), which refers to a Avkojttoi' UoXejudpxov KaXvSJjnov as general of the Aetolians about 2U5-201.

Pomtow (commenting on Ditt. Sf/ll.^ 546 a) puts Lycopo^' office in 205-204. and this tits in remarkably wt 11

with the opposition Scopas received from Alexander of Calydon (Pol. xiii. It/), Apparently Alexander was

successful in getting his own candidate from Calydon elected against Scopas, who then went to try hi^

fortunes in Egypt; cf. Lcnschau, BurAian 54 (1928), 148; Holleaux, CAj.R viii. 147 ; Pas&erini, Athtnaeum 11

(1933), 319. ® Just, xxx, 2, 6.

E
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when Philopator died, suggest that the death of Philopator and accession of Epiphanes

occurred during the Egyptian year 205-204, possibly on November 28, 205 ;
the Kha^hap

inscription, edited by Stern, supports an accession in 204-203—on November 28, 204, if one

accepts the usual equation with Phaophi 17 ;
and finally the evidence of Polybios, with some

support from the details relating to Scopas and the agreement between Philip and Antiochos,

is in favour of an accession in the year 203-202—November 28, 203, on the basis of the same

equation, Hieronymus, Eusebios, and the Chronicon Paschale have been discarded as too

unreliable. And finally we have Justinus’ assumption of a gap between the death of Philo-

pator and the accession of his son.

The attempts to solve the problem fall into four groups
; in none has the demotic evidence

been taken into account.

(a) Philopator died and Epiphanes succeeded in Xovember 203, This view, which involves

the rejection of the Canon, and is contradicted by Justinus and the Eosetta evidence, is

that adopted by Ernst MeyerJ Bevan,^ Wilhelm,^ Welles,^ Jouguet,®and Eerguson.® Of these

Bevan is by no means consistent, for he places the Anacleteria in November 197 and the

Eosetta decree in March 196, yet translates ‘in the ninth year’ without comment, though by

his own reckoning it would be only the seventh.'^ Holleaux, in a series of comments on this

problem® also adopts this view, but he makes an attempt to face the difficulty of the Eosetta

evidence
;
first of all he reduces the discrepancy of two years to one by putting the Anacle-

teria in 196 instead of 197,^ and then deals with the remaining year by saying that ‘ for some

reason hitherto unexplained’ Epiphanes’ first year was counted as his second. This

explanation is plainly inadequate.

(b) Philopator died and Epiphanes succeeded in November 205, This view involves the

rejection of the evidence of Justinus and Polybios, and the ignoring of the historical situa-

tion during the years in question. Dinsmoor, who adopts this theory, falls back upon the

suggestion of Holleaux that the fragment Pol. xv, 25 may be from Book xiv; the other

objections he ignores. This date is also more or less the one adopted by Watek-Czernecki,^^

who considers that the death of Philopator was early enough to influence Philip at the Peace

of Phoenice
;
but I know of no detailed defence of this bold theory.

(c) Philopator died and Epiphanes succeeded in Noveynber 204, This theory, which seeks

to solve the problem by a compromise, is that adopted by Be Sanctis,^® if I have understood

him correctly; for his account is decidedly ambiguous. He begins by pointing out, like

Holleaux, that the proclamation of the accession of Epiphanes is described in Pol. xv,

which gives the events of 01. 144, 2 = 203-202. Philopator's death cannot, therefore, he

claims, be earlier than 204-203
;
and in fact, as he justly points out, the summary of that

Ptolemy’s character in Pol. xiv, 11-12, was probably inserted in connexion with his death

^ Op. cif., 39 ff. “ Op. cit., 250. ^ Wien. Anz. 57 (1920), 40-57.

Royal Correspond, of the Hellen. Age, 167.

^ L' impcriaUsme )nacedonie/i et Vhellen isat ion de Torient, 257.

^ Hellenistic Athens^ 267. ' Op. cit., 263.

« Rev. ed. gr. 12 (1899). p. 35, n. 1 ; 13 (1900). p. 190, n. 2; BCH 30 (1906), p. 473, n. 2; Klio 8 (1908),

p. 268. n. 6; Rev. H. anc. 15 (1913), p. 9. n. 3 ;
Rome, la Grece et les monarchies hellenistiques, p. 71, n. 1;

Rev. de phil. 50 (1926). 215-16; CAH vui, 148-9.

^ See above, p. 21. CAH viii, loc. cit.

“ Op. cit., 493, note continued from 492.

Rev. de phxl. 49 (1925). 45 If.
; 52 (1928), 24, note. See the criticism by HoUeaux, Rev. de phil, 50 (1926),

loc. cit.

Op. cit. IV, 1, p. 1, n. 2; cf. also p. 127, n. 39; p. 128, n. 41.

'' BCH 30 (1906), p. 473, n. 2,
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in the year 204-203. This seems to assume a gap of at any rate part of a year between

Philopator’s death and the proclamation of Epiphanes’ succession
;
but De Sanctis makes no

reference to such a gap. Instead he speaks of Philopator's death being 'circa quella oV i.e.

01. 144, 1 — 204-203. This is the first difficulty in his account. The second is that, quoting

from the Rosetta inscription, he speaks of the day ‘in cui TEpifane sail al trono’ (the Greek

being iv rrapeXa^ev rrjv jSacrtAetav Trapd rov rrarpos) i.e, Phaophi 17, without making clear

whether he refers this to the death of Philopator (in which case the accession is of a purely

theoretical kind), or to the actual proclamation to the soldiers described in Pol, xv. For this

ambiguous date ‘there is the choice between November 28, 204, and November 28, 203’;

e’+her is possible, ‘ tenuto conto della elasticita della cronologia polibiana But the former

x6 preferable.

If by ‘the day on which Epiphanes received the kingdom from his father’ De Sanctis

means the day on which Agathocles proclaimed him king before the Macedonians, then his

theory is open to an overwhelming objection. De Sanctis has himself already admitted that

this incident is contained in Pol. xv, and that this book gives the events of 01. 144, 2 = 203-

202 ;
here, then, is a discrepancy which ‘ the elasticity of Polybian chronology ’ will not bridge.

For although De Sanctis has shown elsewhere^ that Polybios occasionally includes events

which are later than the actual Olympiad year with which a particular book is concerned,

the only examples he can find for events being taken from a preceding Olympiad year are

certain details which Polybios puts under 01. 140, 1, because they are strictly relevant to,

though in point of time they precede, the period at which his history proper begins. Plainly

these events, at the opening of his work, occupy a unique position and constitute no pre-

cedent for the economy of the later books.

On the other hand De Sanctis may mean to imply that the quotation from the Rosetta

inscription refers to the date of Philopator’s death, and that this was later taken as the

official accession date of Epiphanes, without any regard for the actual date (in 203-202)

wLen Agathocles proclaimed him king. In this case his omission of all reference to the gap

of about eight months between the two events is inexplicable
;
nor is it clear how and when

the actual date of Philopator’s death was later discovered, after the interval during Avhich it

had, presumably, been concealed.

In either case, reckoning from November 204“ to his postponed Anacleteria in November

196 and the Rosetta inscription in 195, De Sanctis obtains the requisite eight years between

the accession and the coming of age. But apart from its ambiguity, his solution has the

disadvantages of fitting neither the Canon and archaeological evidence nor Polybios, of

ignoring the historical situation as revealed in the bargain between Philip and Antiochos,

and of misinterpreting the date of the Rosetta inscription. It may therefore be safely

rejected.

(d) Epiphanes succeeded in Xovemher 203, Philopator haring died some time previously.

This view, which is that of Niese,^ Bouche-Leclercq** and Niccolini,^ and more recently of

Cary,® Paola Zancan*^ and Granier,® rests on the statement of Justinus, already mentioned,

that the death of Philopator was diu occultata. The main weakness of this view is that it fails

^ Op. cit. m, 1, 219 ff.

^ Dinsnioor, loc. cit.. is mistaken in placing De Sanctis among those scholars who accept November 203

as the date of Epiphanes’ accession.

® Op. cit. II, p. 573, n. 2. * Histoire ties Lagides i, 335-7.

® La confederazione achea. p. 110, n. 2. ® History of the Greek World from -725 to lid, 93.

11 monarcato ellenistico nei suoi elementi felerativi, 44-5.

® Die makedonische Heeresrersammlung, 140-4.
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to take full account of the Eosetta inscription
;
thus Niese,^ for example, puts the Anacleteria

in March 196, and calls this Epiphanes' ninth year
;
whereas by his own reckoning it is only

his seventh. And in any case the full weight of the demotic evidence is against it.

This general impasse has two causes: first a false assumption, and secondly a failure to

see that there are two distinct, and in their own way correct, versions of the date of acces-

sion
;
these are the official date of 205-204, as given in the Canon, the Rosetta inscription

and the mass of the demotic evidence, and the actual date, as given in Polybios. The clue

which eventually reconciles these two versions is Justinus* statement that the death of

Philopator was diu occultata. In fact, difficult though it may at first sight appear, the only

solution compatible with all the evidence is that the death was concealed for about a year.

As De Sanctis saw,^ Polybios relates the death in Book xiv (204-203), and takes this oppor-

tunity to survey the Egyptian events covering a number of years and to give a short

character-sketch of the dead king.^ To fit the Canon this death must have been before

October 12, 204, and to fit Polybios, later than midsummer 204; it may be provisionally

placed in September of that year. The two men in highest authority at that time were

Sosibios and Agathocles, and the decision to conceal the death must have come from them.

We can only guess at their motives. Mutual jealousy may have influenced them, both

realizing that without the nominal authority of Philopator, their joint control must soon

develop into an open struggle for power. There is, however, a much more probable explana-

tion in the international situation. The year 204 marked a crisis in the Eastern Mediter-

ranean. In 205 Philip Y of Macedon had signed the Peace of Phoenice^ with Rome, and was

henceforward free to turn his attention east
;
the summer of 204 was distinguished by his

unscrupulous manoeuvres to stir up war betAveen Rhodes and his allies in Crete,^ and by the

freebooting expedition of Dicaearchos,® an Aetoiian in Philip’s pay, Avhom he sent plundering

in the Cyclades. As yet Philip had shown no hostility towards Egypt, but he Avas at least

dangerous.

Antiochos constituted a more immediate threat. He had returned from his eastern

Anabasis in the previous winter of 205-204, AAffien Philip was winding up his affairs in the

Avest, and at once he turned his eyes towards Egypt Years of internal reA'olt® and the Aveak

rule of an effeminate king had rendered Egypt easy prey to a determined aggressor
;
and in

spite of his feebleness, it AA'as a major disaster that at this A'ery moment Philopator should

die, leaA-ing a five-year-old boy to succeed him. Sosibios and Agathocles realized the danger,

if not from a combination of Syria and Macedon, at any rate from Syria. They saw (and

events proved them right) that the moment the neAvs of Philopator’s death aa^s published,

it Avould be the signal for attack
;
and not unreasonably they resolved to postpone making it

public as long as possible, in the hopes that in the meantime something might happen to

^ Op. cit. II, 673. ^ See aboA^e, p. 26.

^ Pol. xiA’, 12. 3: UToXeiialos 6 jSaatAewy, rrepl ov vvv 6 Adyos, i.€. it is something directly connected A^dth the

king Avhich occasions these Egyptian details in Polybios. As it is distinctly stated that the A\^ar AA-hich

occupied Ptolemy's last years contained nothing pvijpiqs a^tov, his death is the only eA^ent to Avhich Polybios

can be referring. * LiA'y xxix, 12, 13.

® Of, Herzog, Klio 2 (1902), 316 fi. ; Holleaux, Klio 13 (1913), 145 ff.
; Hev, et. gr. 30 (1917), 89 il.

; M. Segre,

Riv. di fiL 61 (1933), 365. This is the sO'Called KpTjriKos TrdAcgo?.

® Pol xAmi, 54, 8 ; Diod. xxavii, 1 ; cf. Holleaux, Rev. et. gr. 33 (1920), 223.
" A letter from Antiochos to the people of Amyzon is preserA^ed, dating from spring 203, Avhich shoAV's the

king already expanding at Egypt's expense ; Amyzon had been a Ptolemaic possession, but in spring 203 it

entered the dominions of vSyria. {Cf. Ernst Meyer, op. cil, 41 ; Wilhelm, Wien. Anz. 57 (1920), 57 ; Welles,

op. cit., 165 ff.) For the fear of Antiochos felt even before his agreement Avith Philip cf. Pol, xv, 25, 13;

25, 17. ® BeA’an, op. cit., 236 fi.
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ease the situation. For there was at least a chance of a clash between Antiochos and Philip,

both young and ambitious, both recently free from entanglements elsewhere, and Philip,

moreover, of a hasty temperament and jealous of his more successful rival. Under these

circumstances, any expedient was justified which might postpone the crisis.

The main obstacle to the concealment would have been Arsinoe, had she still been Ih ing

with Philopator as his queen. A woman of spirit P it is highly improbable that she would

have submitted to a scheme which, with her on the throne, would have been quite unneces-

sary; for Hellenistic queens had repeatedly shown themselves able to deal with political

crises.^ There is, however, reason to believe that Arsinoe was no longer queen, but that for

some years she had been divorced or at least separated from Philopator
;
though for reasons

of policy (Arsinoe was popular with the people of Alexandria)^ it is improbable that there

was an open breach, and she seems to have continued living in the royal palace. An inscrip-

tion^ from the last years of Philopator’s reign is inscribed ‘ On behalf of Ptolemy the great

Father-loving God, Saviour and Victor, and of Ptolemy the Son’, omitting any reference to

Arsinoe ;
whereas a slightly earlier inscription^ has the dedication ‘ On behalf of King Ptolemy

and Queen Arsinoe and Ptolemy the Son, Father-loving Gods, etc.h Bevan's comment® on

the omission in the later inscription is that ‘in a private dedication, the dedicator might

choose which members of the royal family to pray for’. But, in normal conditions, the

omission of Arsinoe would have been, to say the least, invidious and impolitic ;
and it is

easier to assume that she was by this time in definite disfavour. This view is supported by

a fragment from Joannes Antiochenos,' which reads: on UroXe^iaLov (^AyadoKXelar) t7]v

iaVTOv yvvaiKa eK^aXovros Kal fiLa nvL rdii/ iraipthcov <jvva(j)dlvTogj etra reXevrriaavTos

nroXefiaiov
f ^ ^AyadoKXela ^Apcnvorjv 8Lacf>6elp€L SoAui* /cat ravrrjs’ <jvv rots* /SaaiAetot? Sta-

(f)dap€[ar]s ttoXXt]? re rapax^S ivrev6ev AlyvTrrLois ava<f)B^Lar]s j o re rr^s Hvplag ^a(7LX€vg UdXevKog

,

Kal ttJs* MaKeSovlas 0LXnnroSj eAmSt rov KparrjaeLv ttJs* TTpodupila arparevovaiv ktX,

In spite of the obvious errors of AgatJiodeia for Arsinoe and Seleucos for Antiochos, the

fragment is in accordance with the rest of our evidence
;
and Aluller seems to be right in his

suggestion® that ovv rot? pacnXeioi? 8ia(f)9ap€iGrjs means that Arsinoe was burnt to death

in a deliberately started fire, which burnt down part of the palace.® But the problem arises:

when did Arsinoe’s death take place? Now it appears very probable that in this fire we

have an explanation of the /xerd S’ rpels* ^ rirrapag with which the Escorial fragment

of Polybios^® opens, namely that the burning of the palace was used by ^osibios^^ and

Agathocles as a pretended explanation of the deaths of Philopator and Arsinoe at one and the

same time. Some days after it was over they summoned the army, announced the acce><ion

of Epiphanes, and produced two urns, one actually containing the ashes of Ptolemy, the other

purporting to hold those of Arsinoe (who had perished in the fire), but really full of spices. i-

^ See the story of her in Athen. \u, 276(/ ; cf. Bevan, op. cit., 236.

2 See Macurdy, Hellenistic Queens. ^ Cf. Pol. xv, 2o, 0. ^ OGIS, 89.

® OGIS, 86, the •elephant-hunters' inscription'. ® Op. c/7.. 243.

^ Joann. Antioch. Fr. 54 {FHG iv, 558). ® Commenting in FHG ad lor.

® Muller’s other suggestion is that toIs jSamAeiot? here means The royal treasure'; but why should

Arsinoe perish Avith the treasure' ? In any case a fire is indicated. Pol. xv, 25, 3.

Sosibios slips out of the story soon after the accession of Epiphanes, so that it appears probable that

he died about now. The sketch in Pol. xv, 25, 1-2 was most likely inserted in connexion with his death

;

cf. Holleaux, Rev. et. anc. 14 (1912), 370 ff.

Pol. XV, 25, 6-7 ; Just, xxx, 1, 1 ;
2. 6. Justinus suggests that Arsinoe was murdered before Philopator's

death; this is, from its lack of motive, improbable. Arsinoe was never a serious rival to Agathocleia, and her

murder could only serve to enrage the people of Alexandria, Joannes' version, on the contrary, is in accor-

dance with the account given by Polybios,
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It is in the dating of these events at Alexandria that most scholars seem to have taken

an unjustifiable step: they have assumed that the expression iv rji TrapeXa^ev rrjv ^aaiXelav

rrapa rod Trarpos, in the Eosetta inscription (L 47), necessarily refers to the crowning of

Epiphanes by Agathocles on this occasion, and accordingly they have dated the events of

Pol. XV, 25, 3 to November 28 (— Phaophi 17) of whatever year their particular theory

requires. A little consideration will show’ that this identification is not merely unw’arranted,

but highly improbable. The date Phaophi 17, along with Mesore 30, Epiphanes' birthday,

is singled out on the Eosetta Stone as a special festival and day of good omen (at St) TroAAdiv

ayadi^v ipx^yol TraatV eloiv) ; but there w’ere for Epiphanes, as for most of the later

Ptolemies, not one, but tw’o days on which in some sense he became king, the first when he

was inaugurated by his father as co-regent, shortly after his birth, and certainly before

June G, 209,^ the second the occasion described in Polybios. There w’as a precedent, in the

reign of Philadelphos, for actually reckoning one's accession from the date of co-regency

;

and though admittedly the phrase napeXa^ev 'rqv ^aaiXeiav irapa tov rrarpos is used in the

Canopus decree- in reference to Euergetes' independent accession,^ this is no reason for

assuming that it ahvays bore this meaning. As a festival of good omen and celebration there

could be little hesitation in Epiphanes’ particular case in a choice betw’een the date of co-

regency, no doubt marked by full pomp and religious rites, and that of the ceremony per-

formed by Agathocles, w’hen the urns of Philopator and the murdered Arsinoe w’ere so

shamelessly displayed to the people. Thus there is prima facie a good case for the assump-

tion that Phaophi 17 w’as the anniversary not of Epiphanes’ accession, but of his co-regency.^

This is supported by the dates we know’
;
if the king w’as born on October 9, 210, the follow-

ing Phaophi 17 (= November 30) would be a reasonable time to elevate him to a share in the

throne, allowing the appropriate interval for preparations to be made.

How’ever, for the present it is sufficient if w’e merely admit the possibility that the

Eosetta decree does not serve to date with certainty the events of Pol. xv, 25, 3. ^Yhat, then,

does the position in Polybios tell us of their date ? Simply that they occurred during the

Olympiad 144, 2 — 203-202
;
w’hich in effect means within the limits August 203 and the end

of the campaigning season 202. Now’ w'e have already seen from the Berlin demotic inscrip-

tion of Kha^hap that Epiphanes’ second Egyptian year Avas regarded as beginning on

Thoth 1, 203 = October 13 ; on this basis, his first Eg}’ptian year, Avhich w'as reckoned from

his accession until this date, began some time between October 13, 204, and October 12, 203.

By a combination of this evidence and w’hat can be deduced from Polybios, the accession

can be narrowed dowm to the period August-October 12, 203. The only objection to this

dating is the false identification Avith Phaophi 17, already discussed: it alloAA’s for a period

of something betAveen ten and fourteen months (August-October 204 to August-October 203)

during Avhich Philopator’s death w’as concealed.

The problem noAv arises: AA’hy, after a year’s successful concealment, did Agathocles and

^ See above, p. 22. - 001S, o6, 1. 7.

^ Dinsmoor, op. cit., 486. Tarn, Ayiiigonos Gonatas, 433, aa^ouIcI make a rigid distinction between StaSe^aa^at

and TrapaXaSelv, which are, he claims, the official terms used for ‘to accede’ in the case of kings who began
their reign as co-regents and those who followed a dead predecessor respectively. But this distinction can-

not be upheld, since the term TrapaXa^clv is employed in reference to Epiphanes, about whose co-regency

there is no question. Xor is there evidence to support a Anew that Avhere a king was for a time co-regent,

the term SiaB^aadat was restricted to his assumption of co-regency and -jrapaXa^cIv to his independent
acce-^>ion.

^ This is the view taken by 8myly, P. Gurob, introduction, and Gauthier, op. cit. lA’, 275; but it is

illoLucal to assume with the latter that Phaophi 17 is the date both of the co-regency and the separate
accession.
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Sosibios decide during the late summer or early autumn of 203 to murder Arsinoe and have

Epiphanes declared king? Here, of course, one is driven back on conjecture, but the most

likely answer appears to be that the secret of Philopator's death had leaked out and perhaps

reached Arsinoe. Once the facts began to be whispered abroad in Alexandria (and sooner

or later this was inevitable) Agathocles’ best course was to admit Philopator's death boldly

;

and whether Arsinoe knew the truth or not, as a popular figure for the discontented people

of Alexandria to rally round, and an obstacle to complete control of the boy Epiphanes, she

was safer out of the way. The burning of the palace was a clever device for the creation of

an official legend of the simultaneous and accidental deaths of the king and queen ; and this

legend, whether believed or not, would, hke all such official legends, compel general accep-

tance as long as Agathocles remained in power.

We may, then, assume Arsinoe ’s ignorance of the actual death of the king, and the outside

world probably never saw Philopator now
;
towards the end of his reign he seems to have

given himself up increasingly to the pleasures provided for him by the small palace clique.^

The oriental court, to which that of Ptolemy approximated more and more, was fashioned

on a policy of secrecy, and there were analogies for concealments and impersonations; thus

in the sixth-century Persian court the Magus was able to hold the throne as Great King for

some time after the death of Cambyses, 'never leaving the acropolis, and never calling any

of the prominent Persians into his presence’ until the imposture was detected by one of his

Avives.^ And an analogy nearer home was the concealment of the death of Berenice by

Euergetes in 246, at the time of the Third Syrian War; by the help of this, Euergetes

seems to have advanced through Seleucid territory as far as Seleucia-on-the-Tigris, and

obtained the allegiance of the governors of the upper provinces.^

Just how many people were a party to the plot cannot be ascertained with any certainty.

Scopas the Aetolian, who held an important position in the army,^ must undoubtedly have

been involved ;
this may in fact be in Polybios’ mind when he writes^ ovk 'qpKetro rourot?, o?

TO Trporepov rrpoaKaprepojv rep TrXeLOVi StereAecre, ^'^XrjerTLav Kal Trap'' aurot?

TOLs SiSoaot (jyOovTjdelg to rrvevpia TrpoaeOrjKe tco ypuatco. But whether he was the sole con-

federate of Agathocles and Sosibios is not easy to determine. The population of Alexandria

would be no obstacle, for, as we saAv, Philopator had long ago ceased to be a public figure.

But the hoodwinking of the court circle was more difficult. The pretence that the king was

seriously ill or a permanent imnlid, though from many points of view the easiest way out,

would in fact have defeated the very ends of the concealment, if our hypothesis as to

Agathocles’ reasons is correct. An im^alid king, too ill to see any one, would afford as easy

a prey to an unholy alliance betAveen Philip and Antiochos as Avould an infant on the throne.

And so the probability is that the concealment Avas effected by bribery in some cases and

exclusion in others ;
and AAffiere any one promised to be particularly difficult to manage, there

is nothing in the records of Agathocles and Sosibios to suggest that they Avould stop short

of murder.^

So far our theory appears to fit the facts ;
but there is still a mass of evidence unexplained,

including the Rosetta Stone, according to Avhich Epiphanes’ second year began on t)ctober

13, not of 203, but of 204; and, as we saw, this Avas the version given by the Canon. Evi-

dently, then, at some time betAveen Epiphanes’ second year, Avhen the gravestone to Kha<hap

^ Pol. xiA% 11. “ Herod, m, 08.

^ Cary, op, cii„ 88 and 398; authorities quoted, p. 399. * Pol. xni, 2, 3.

® Pol. xm, 2, 4-5. The Avords roTs hibovci refer, hoAvever, not merely to Agathocles and vSosibios. but to

Tlepolemos and Aristomenes as well.

® C/. Pol. XA% 25, 1-2 ;
26a, gwing their respective crime-sheets.
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\vas set up, and his ninth year, when the Macedonian calendar-equation proves that the

accession date was regarded as 205-204, a year must have been omitted; or alternatively a

break occurred part of the way through one Egyptian year, and the period from then to the

next Thoth 1 was regarded as a new year, with a fresh set of eponymous priests. The latter

possibility cannot be entirely ruled out, for there is a certain case from the reign of Philopator

of a priest and priestess holding office for less than a year4 However, the first suggestion

is in itself preferable, if it can be reconciled with the evidence.

Fortunately this not only allows for such a suppression of a year, but even points to a

reason why it should have occurred at one particular time. From the details given above-

it will be seen that we have no records at all dated to the sixth year of Epiphanes. Ad-

mittedly this would in itself prove little, since there are no records for the reign of Philopator

later than Year 15 (Hathur ( ?)
— December ( ?), 208).^ But it is significant that from the

records dated to Epiphanes’ seventh year and onwards there has been a double change in

the protocol ; not only is Epiphanes now for the first time included as a god in the cult of

Alexander and his own ancestors, but a new priest ess-ship to Arsinoe Philopator now
appears.^ Evidently at some time just previous to the seventh year this double change had

been carried through with the appropriate religious rites; and it has been plausibly sug-

gested^ that the institution of a priestess-ship to his mother by Epiphanes was an act of

expiation for her murder by Agathocles.

A glance at the international situation at the end of Epiphanes’ fifth year (reckoning

his second year from October, 203) may suggest a reason for such an act of expiation, and

also for the year's change in the calendar. Epiphanes' sixth year would normally have begun

on Thoth 1 (— October 12), 199. Now the summer of 199 had been marked by a series

of military disasters for Egypt after his victory at Paneion in spring or summer 200,

Antiochos had successfully shut Scopas up in Sidon, and throughout the winter of 200 and

the first half of 199 three Egyptian armies had tried in vain to relieve it." It is not unreason-

able to deduce a deterioration of Egyptian morale in the face of disasters like these
;
and

what more natural than an attempt by the government to restore this morale by religious

means 1 Just as the Anacleteria of Epiphanes was held in late autumn 197 to offset the bad

effects of the conspiracy of Scopas and just as, from time to time, it was customary to

hold a 5cd-festivaF to ‘recharge’ the king with rnana; so now the popular morale was

restored by the deification of Epiphanes, and the institution of a priestess to Arsinoe. The

latter innovation suggests that the events surrounding the death of Philopator had made
a deep impression in Alexandria

;
and so makes it probable that the concealment of Philo-

pator's death for about a year was by this time widely known. With the knowledge arose

a question: who had been king between the death of Philopator and the accession of

Epiphanes’? Plainly, Epiphanes himself, who had been co-regent since November 30, 210;

and if so, the current dating, which made his reign begin in autumn 203, was incorrect, and

mu:^t l)e altered. There were two alternatives; either Epiphanes could follow the precedent

of Philadelphos and begin to date his reign from his co-regency, or he could move his date

^ Thompson, op. cit., p. 19, nos. 30«, 306, 31.

“ vSee above, p. 23, n. 10.

^ Thompson, op. cit.. no. 38 of the Alexandrian dates.

^ Cf. P. dem. Louvre 2435, in PW. art. Hkreis, n. 58; cj. Gauthier, op. cit. iv, 276.

Bouche-Leelercq. op. cit. i, p. 349, n. 2.
^ See Holleaux, Kho 8 (1908), 267-81, for the chronology of the Fifth S^Tian War.
' Hi‘T. in Daniel

j xi, 15-16.

^ Pol. XVIII, 55: vofilCovT^s AT^j/rea^ai riva ra TTpayfiara /caraaraaiv Kal TraAa’ dpxr}v tt]S (ttI to jSeAxiOV TTpOKOniji.
^ Bevan, op. cit.. 262.
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of accession back to the time of his father's death, and call his sixth year his seventh.

Apparently he, or his government, chose the latter; and so the seventh year of Epiphanes

was made to begin on Thoth 1 (October 12), 199.^ His ninth year, in which the Eosetta

Stone was set up, therefore began in 197, as Dinsmoor calculated; and similarly all the

remaining demotic evidence falls into place.

Thus two distinct traditions were established for the accession of Epiphanes, an official

one which survives in the Canon, the Eosetta and Damanhur inscriptions, and the docu-

mentary evidence, and a historical one wffiich, as in Polybios, gives the actual events of

early autumn 203, and which is also preserved in the inscription of Kha<hap. These two

traditions, and the general mystery w ith w hich the events of the interregnum w ere shrouded,

account for the two different dates presented by our sources, and for the omission of all

details of the concealment in the surviving authorities. This omission, how^ever. presents

only an apparent obstacle to the explanation I have suggested. If w e had Polybios complete,

there can be no doubt that we should find there a full account of the whole matter; for

Polybios, it must be remembered, dealt with Philopator’s death in Book xiv, and postponed

the account of its announcement by Agathocles to Book xv, that is, until the next Olympiad

year. This in itself presents a difficulty which can hardly be solved except on the assumption

of a passage of time between the tw^o events
;
and when this gap is confirmed by a definite

statement of Justinus, there seems no justification for further doubt. ^Vith the text of

Polybios in its present fragmentary state, it might w^ell have happened that no hint what-

ever of the concealment had survived
;
but in fact there are twn such hints, the one certain,

the other possible. First, the use of the word dvdofioXoyeLadat^ in connexion wdth Agathocles’

announcement of Philopator's death is inexplicable unless it is assumed that that death had

previously been concealed
; and secondly it is a possibility, if nothing more, that the details

of the court circle, which appear in Pol. xiv, 11,^ w^ere inserted as part of an explanation of

how' a close cabal w^as able to conceal Philopator's death for about a year. On the other

hand, they w'ould be equally in place in a mere discussion of Philopator's character. In

conclusion, it should be noticed that Justinus’ statement that Epiphanes w as five years old

at his father's death is in accordance with the explanation here offered
;
for if Philopator

died August-September 204, Epiphanes wnuld be five years, ten months old at that time.

I append a table of relevant dates

:

October 9 210 Birth of Epiphanes.

November 30 210 Epiphanes elevated to the throne as co-regent.

June 6 209 First documentary evidence of this.

Autumn 206 Aetolia makes a separate peace with Philip V.

Summer 205 Peace of Phoenice between Philip and Rome.

Autumn 205 Scopas fails to be elected general in Aetolia and comes to Egypt.

October 13 205 Beginning of Philopator's last year, according to the Canon.

Winter 205-204 Return of Antiochos from the upper provinces.

Summer 204 Philip active in promoting war between Rhodes and certain cities in Crete.

Plundering expedition of Dicaearchos in the Cyclades.

August-Sept.(circa) 204 Death of Philopator : concealment of this.

^ Such a change in the calendar for little more than superstitious reasons would be by no means un-

precedented in the Hellenistic world ;
for a much more flagrant example cf. Plutarch, lh7. Alex. 16. according

to whom Alexander, to satisfy the religious scruples of his soldiers against fighting in Daisies, inserted a

second Artemisios.

^ Pol. XV, 25, 4: t6v tov jSaatAeco? fcal t6v Tijs ^aaiXiooT]? Bdvarov dvdwfj-oXoyijaavTO. The word dv6o}xoXoy€lo6at

,

when it does not signify ‘to agree with', has always the meaning ‘to admit to, to confess' in Polybios; cf.

V, 56, 4 ; X, 38, 3 ; xn, 28. 7 ; xxix, 6, 1 1 ; xxx, 8, 7.

® Fragments from Athenaeos, vi, 251c and xiii, 756c.

F
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Spring 203

August-Sept .(circcr

)

203

(Five days later)

Autumn 203

October 13 203

Winter 203-202

February 15 202

Summer 202

Autumn 202

April 201

Spring-summer 200

Autumn 200-spring 199

October 12 199

Summer-autumn 197

November 26 197

^larch 27 196

October (circa) 196

Autumn 196

Winter 194-193

Antiochos' letter to the people of Amyzon.
Burning of part of the palace at Alexandria : murder of Arsinoe.

Accession of Epiphanes. Deaths of Philopator and Arsinoe revealed. First

Egyptian year of Epiphanes begins.

Agathocles sends Philammon, the murderer of Arsinoe, to Cj'rene, Pelops to

Antiochos, Ptolemy, son of Sosibios, to Philip, Scopas to Aetolia, and

Ptolemy, son of Agesarchos, via Greece to Rome.
Death of the elder Sosibios about this time.

Beginning of Epiphanes' second Egyptian year.

Philip and Antiochos make an agreement for the partition of the Ptolemaic

possessions.

Death of the priest Kha'hap.

Antiochos moves against Coele-Syria (details uncertain).

Ptolemy returns from Philip to Alexandria, where he finds Agathocles dis-

placed by Tlepolemos.

Philip initiates his aggressive policy against Egypt with the capture of Samos.

Antiochos’ victory at Paneion.

Siege of Sidon.

Beginning of Epiphanes* seventh ( — sixth) year: Epiphanes now elevated to

the Alexander-cult : institution of a priestess to Arsinoe Philopator.

Conspiracy of Scopas.

Anacleteria of Ptolemy Epiphanes.

Rosetta Decree enacted.

Conference ofLysimacheia between Antiochos and the Roman commissioners.

Betrothal of Epiphanes to Antiochos’ daughter Cleopatra.

Marriage of Epiphanes and Cleopatra,



SOME NOTES ON THE STORY OF SINUHE AND
OTHER EGYPTIAN TEXTS

By a. M. BLACKMAN

Gar-(1) Sinuhe Ji IS-U.

diner in his ^otes on the Story of Smuhe, 10, remarks that the expression Inujw Thnic is

strange as a paraphrase for Thnic, and he finally, op, cit., 153, inclines to the view that the

sentence containing these words is an interpolation. Granted that bnyic Thnic ‘those who
are (were) among the Tjehenu’ is an odd expression for ‘the Tjehenu’, it must, however,

be borne in mind that a sentence is far more likely to be omitted by a scribe than inter-

polated, and that E often proves to be a better text than the somewhat older B. But need

hnyic Thnic be a paraphrase for Thnic’? For some years past in my lectures on this text I

have translated the passage in question: Xoic he (i.e, the Crown Prince) had been sent to

chastise the foreign countries, to smite them that icere (dicelling) among the Tjehenu, regarding

the last named not as Libyans, but as Egyptians, such as Sinuhe found in the company of

Nenshi son of ‘Amu {SinuhelB 33-4) in Syria. At the same time I have suggested that those

icho icere among the Tjehenu were exiled members and supporters of the old (Eleventh

Dynasty) royal family, who, when the throne was seized by Amenemines I, had sought

safety among the Libyans. These Egyptians would have been constantly stirring up the

Libyans to raid Egypt and would have given the usurpers as much trouble as possible.

Hence the necessity for the expedition to the land of Tinihi to smite them that icere (diceUing)

among the Tjehenu.

(•2) Sinuhe F. U-o.

J| rn <=•<?© I Gardiner, Xotes, 169, translates this sentence, I hoiced me down

in a thicket through fear lest the watcher on the wall for the day might see. Erman. Literatur. 42,

renders: Ich biickte mich in ein Gebilsch, aus Furcht. dass mich der Wdchter nuf der iMauer, der

Dienst hatte, sdhe.

In his Grammar, § 442, Gardiner points out that 'when sdmfhiM^ prospectice meaning after

other verbs (than rdi), the gemination is rare He goes on to say that ‘ a few examples from

the 2a€ gem. class occur, and may be due to the intrinsic meaning of the verb-stems in-

volved. Ho after snd " fear ” and mrl "wish ’’ The force of the continuous action indicated

by the use of the geminated form of mi>' is not fully brought out in either of the two transla-

tions cited. A better rendering, and one that does bring out this idea of continuous action, is

1 crouched behind (lit. in) a bush iid fear lest the watchman on duty upon the wall should he

looking (or on the look out). 07

(8) Simhe B 26-7. f:;' (« 51) “
is simply a miswriting of ^i^tl the version of K is correctly restored,^ the

passage cannot be rendered, as apparently it always is. He gave me water, he boiled milk for me.

Psf, which is perfective sdmf, is here surely used in an adverb clause (Gardiner, Grammar,

§ 454), and the passage should be rendered. Then he gave me water, while boiling milk for me.

In Egypt to this day milk is regularly boiled before being drunk, and the point of the sentence

^ As Gunn rightly asserts, m snd does not mean 'through fear', 'aus Furcht', but ‘in (a state of) fear'.

' C also has
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is that Sinuhe was given water to allay his terrible thirst while a more sustaining and

stimulating drink was being prepared for him.

(4) Sinuhe B 51. In view of what Gardiner states in his

Grammar, § 511, 4, hpr may well be old perfect. 3rd pers. sing. masc. (see also Sethe, Erldute-

rungen :u den aegijpfischen Lesestiichen

,

p. 8) and need not be infinitive (see Gardiner, Notes,

33). Sethe, ibid., is almost certainly right in regarding as perfective relative,

the perfective pass, participle of this verb being {Wb., iv, 402 ; Gardiner, Graminar, § 360).

Translate, therefore, {It ivas he who subdued the foreign lands, uhereas his father abode within

his palace) while he (Sesostris) reported that what he had commanded had been done, instead

of and he made report on what had been commanded him to be done.

(5) Sinuhe E 93 = B 69.
p
^ Gesprdch eines Lebensmuden

mit seiner Seele, 48, maintains that m swht both in the passage we are considering and in

Lebensmilde, 79, means ‘ in early youth ‘in childhood This view finds confirmation in the

modern Egyptian Arabic ila !l which regularly means ‘while he is’ or ‘was a

child '. Another example of an ancient idiom still surviving in the modern spoken language

of Egypt is to be found in the contemptuous remark made about Shenoute to Apa Martyrios

by the latter's secretary: nu| Junpot^HTHc
;
jutd^pon uaw, ^euo'yjuieeJUiHi ^^^.p

^wll upo'Ygi What prophet? Let iis be gone, for in

truth that fellow hnoweth not what he ate at eve, i.e. yesterday. (Leipoldt and Crum, Sinuthii

TT'fu Leipzig, 1906, § 74). In modern Egyptian Arabic 1

Do you know what you ate yesterday? and i-tUl ^ -do 1 ^ He does not know

ivhat he ate at ere, i.e., yesterday, mean You know, he knows, nothing. You are, he is, a complete

ignoramus. ^3

(6)

SinuheB92-S.
i

' '• Hprseems

to be an example of the old perfective expressing a consequence, see Supplement to Gardiner s

Egyptian Grammar, p. 10 (to p. 241, § 315). In this case, however, the old perfective is not

appended to the object of a verb.

Further examples of this usage referred to by Gardiner, loc. cit., seem to be the following:
©9 =

I 1 IS
Have him punished in respect of his temple-

office ... 50 that he be cast out, Petrie, Koptos, PL viii, 11. 5-6; As for any commandant

.

. .

^PP^oach the sovereign with a view to his being

pardoned so that he he restored to favour, lit. 5o that he stand up (again), Petrie, ibid., 1. 9 ;
An

attack of thirst overtook me that I was scorched and my throat

was dry as dust, Sinuhe B 22; Every hill-tribe against which I marched, I achieved my attack

thereon, ^ (emend so that it was driven from (its)^

pasturage and its wells, Sinuhe B 102; see also Lebensmilde, 58-59, where
=

! may well mean 5o that he is left upon the hillside.

(7)

Sinuhe B 99-101. J '-S%-

^ . The best way of bringing out here the force of the form iivf sdmf (Gardiner, Grammar,

§ 463; see also Notes, 43) is to render: This chieftain of Eetenu kept me spending many years

as captain of his host.

^ B. >!§,.
* However, in his Literatur. 45, he translates ‘und schon im Mutterleibe hat er erobert’ 1

^ See Gardiner, Soles, p. 44, top. But perhaps we should translate ‘the pasturage of its wells’, the
pasturage only occurring where wells existed.
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(8) Sinuhe B 132. i Despite Gardiner’s remarks,

50, and Hier, Pap. in the Brit. Mus., in, p. 20, n. 15, 1 am still not convinced that hmivthyw
means ‘married women' in this passage. ^Yhy should especially married women groan ? My
view is that the writer inverted the natural order Uyw hmivt, because he wanted to draw
attention to the fact that not only the women but even the men groaned. Translate, there-

fore, (Every heart ivas afire for me.) The women, (nay even) the meyi,^ were groaning.^

(9) Simhe B 159-60. =^£1:—
The generally accepted translation of this passage is, T1 hat is a greater matter than that my corpse

should be buried in the land wherein I was born ? Gardiner, Grammar, § 317, regards this

passage as containing a very unusual instance of the old perfective being used in a virtual

relative clause, the antecedent of which is defined. ‘This example’, he furthermore points

out, ‘stands alone inasmuch as the subject of the relative clause is not identical with the

antecedent'.

All difficulty disappears if t^ can be regarded as a synonym for Egypt
—

‘the flat land'.

This seems to be the case in the following three passages: Sinuhe B 230-2. X inh Is Av s/ gr

ucit/ier was 1 presump-

tuous; (for) a man who knoweth his country is afraid, seeing that Be< hath put the fear of thee

throughout Egypt (t?), the dread of thee in every hill-country (hjst nbt)
; Sinuhe B 277-8. 'j

He fled from Egypt for dread of thee; Griffith, Kahun Papyri, PI. i, 2.

protects Egypt and extends its boundaries.

If my suggestion is tenable, then the passage with which we are here concerned can be

rendered : What matter is weightier than that my body should be buried in Egypt, seeing that I wa.^

born therein ? Ms-hwli^ thus used in a perfectly normal way in a subordinate explanatory clause.

(10) Sinuhe B 172-3. May I serve the Sovereign Lady Gardiner,

Notes, 68, 172 renders. May she sperid an eternity over me (i.e. enjoying my service). But he

regards the translation as dubious. The difficulty vanishes if we may suppose that Sinuhe

is referring to his after-death existence and is identifying the Queen with the sky-goddess

Nut. As living Queen she is certainly identified with that goddess in Sinuhe B 185-6, where

we read, This thy Heaven which is in the palace, she (yet) abideih and prospereth to-day. The

idea, therefore, may well be that the Queen will protect Sinuhe in death in the same manner

as Nut was commonly supposed to protect the dead.^ As A. Busch has made clear in his

EntwicMung der Himmelsgottin Nut zu einer Totengottheit. Leipzig, 1922, the roof of the

burial chamber, the lid, the bottom, and indeed the whole of the sarcophagus, were identified

with Nut, who thus extended her protection over the deceased throughout eternity.

(11) Sinuhe B 193-4.
|

^ heaven is above thee

as thou liest (lit. thou having being placed) in the hearse, while oxen drag thee. By ‘a heaven

above thee’ is meant probably not in this case, as Gardiner suggests (Notes, 69), the lid of

^ When the tale was read aloud the effect we obtain by inserting the w ords ‘nay even' would have been

produced by a change of tone in the voice, which we should also make use of in addition to introducing

‘nay even’. See, too, an interesting article by W. Golenischeff, entitled ie role de V intonation dans quelques

textes egyptiens^ in J/e7. Maspero i, 63 ff which Gunn brought to my notice after I had WTitten this note.

“ I do not know what reason Gardiner has for translating ^ "shudder' in his Grammar. § 322,

a translation which, as Gunn also feels, ill suits the determinative. His old 'jabber' and Sethe's ‘seufzen’

{Erlauierungen. p. 10), both seem more likely meanings.

® In this connexion it is to be remembered that Sinuhe evidently hoped to be buried near the Queen's

tomb, for, later on in the narrative, in the king's description of the ceremonies that will be performed at

the returned exile's funeral, occur the w'ords. Thy pillars being fashioned of white stones j]

in the midst of (the tombs of) the royal children. Sinuhe B 196-7.
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the sarcophagus, but, as older scholars previously maintained, the f=^ -shaped canopy over

the hearse. A scene in the tomb-chapel of Antefoker at Thebes (N. de G. Davies, The Tomb

of Antefoker, PI. xxi) convincingly supports this latter view.

(12) Sinuhe B 186. 'TT®' TT Gardiner’s transcription

(adopted by me in my Middle-Egypiian Stories, 32) of the hieratic signs, which he considers

liopelessly corrupt {Notes, 67). Sethe, Aegypt Lesestilcke, p. 11, suggests that the signs in

question may be a corruption of the hieratic writing of Professor Gunn and I, while

discussing this passage, came to the conclusion that what the ancient copyist had before him

was not but hpt, Pap. Edwin Smith, 22, 6, is the word for a piece of

linen spread over the mouth of a jar (see Wb. v, 104), while {op, cit. v, 118), to which

Professor Gunn drew my attention, is a ‘bandage’, occurring in the combination

‘a bandage of linen’. It is highly probable that hpt and transliterated kp in

Wb. V, 118, are both connected with the root k/p, from which are derived both the transitive

verb k/p to 'roof’ a building, 'cover’ some one or something with wings, found only inLate-

Egn. according to and the intransitive verb 'hide oneself’, 'take cover’, not current,

according to the same authority, before the Nineteenth Dynasty. But that Avjo is an old

verb is shown by the expression sp n k/p, Pap. Edwin Smith 4, 3. Therefore
p
etc.

may well mean, her head is covered with the sovereignty of the land, i.e., she is alive and wearing

un her head the emblems of sovereignty.

(13) Sinuhe B 198-9.
'i

Gardiner renders

this passage: Yea, cdl these things shall fall to the ground. Wherefore think of thy corpse and

come, and accordingly would emend he m r nv. Professor Gunn suggested to me some time

ago a brilliant translation of the difficult first clause. Hzrt fy he takes to be an expression for

‘roving’, ‘wandering’. Por hwi min ‘tread a road’, see Admonitions 4, 6; Urkunden iv, 385;

Eochemonteix, Edfou i, 17 (20). 95. See also hw^ndn s^i 'ye trod the sand’, Newberry,

El-Bersheh, PL xviii; JEA 2. p. 13 ;
the new Dreayn Papyrus {— Pap. Chester Beatty, No.

Ill), 7, 15, ’it means roaming the earth’; and Pap. Brernner-Phind, 1, 15,

Accordingly we must translate Lebensmude, 129-30, yyf hw U nn wyi

phwyfy, ‘ the iniquity which roams the earth, there is no end to it

To return to the passage which forms the subject of this note. Gunn compares the words

with Lebeyisynilde, 5, This is too much for me, and would

translate thus: This is too long to be roamiyig the earth, i.e., It is overlate {for thee) to be roving,

a rendering which suits the context admirably.

Despite what Gardiner says. Notes. 71, I still feel that h/t does mean 'sickness’. Sinuhe

is getting on in years and is therefore more liable to mortal sickness, and, as Gunn has

recently suggested to me, lut ‘ sickness ’ is possibly here a euphemism for death. Further-

more, the translation ‘thy corpse’ necessitates emending lo or anyhow
to ^ textual alterations are always to be avoided as far as possible,

i" the usual prospective sdynf form of he, here used in a virtual clause of result, so that thou

ymtijcst come hack. I would suggest that the two sentences be rendered: It is overlate to be

roving. Bethmk thee (. therefore.) of sick yiess ayid so coyyie hoyyie.

Hwl if must bear much the same meaning in that difficult passage, Sinuhe B 163-4 =
E lss-9.

A- J

E [?=,]J 73 ,

"ill
1

=-^(5

^ I am indebted to Gunn for this last example.

^ '

'f-
•S'iViwAe B 1.59.

See Sinuhe B 2.59.
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First let us consider the idiom ivdb <. The primary meaning of ivdb is ‘turn round \ ‘ bend

back', ‘turn back’. In Westcar 6, 11-12, it is used of the ‘folding back’ of one-half of the

waters of the lake as if they were a cloth.

Beside the passage with which we are dealing and one (L., D., Text ii, 204) that is not

illuminating, Wb, vi — i, 408, 18, refers to two passages in which the idiom occurs. They
are (1) (Piehl, Inscr. hieroyl, Pis. xcii-xciii)

;
(-2)

[S] (Diimichen. Baugesch.. PL xiv, 13). In both instances the

idiom is associated with htp ‘ to rest and it seems to denote ceasing from activity,

quiescence. Wdb < lit. ‘turn back', i.e., ‘withdraw the hand’, may well be an expression

for refraining from interference = ‘desist’, ‘remain inactive', ‘compose oneself’; the

idea being that of withdrawing an outstretched active hand and laying it on lap or bosom.

The two sentences are perhaps, therefore, to be translated: (1) He rests in Jiis horizon and
composes himself along with them for ever: (2) They enter in peaces resting upon their throne(s),

composing themselves for ever.

Both versions of the passage in Sinuhe under discussion seem to employ our idiom in

its more literal sense, and I propose to render them as follows: B 163-4 {May he hear the

prayer ofJmn who is afar off) and turn away the hand^ fronw him whom he hath sent roaming

the earth (lit. him ivith whom he has hit the earth) bach to the place (i.e. the lap or bosom)

u'hence he drew it (the hand) forth ;
E 188-9 May he turn away the hand, even that^ through

(the power, instrumentality of) which I roamed the earth,^ bach to the place whence he drew

it forth.

The advantage of these two translations is that they demand no textual alteration and

provide good sense, the phrase hic-n-i U imf not being more artificial or far-fetched than

expressions found elsewhere in the story. 2130

(14) Sinuhe B 259-60. What I am inclined to

think is the correct translation of these words has been very closely approached by Vogel-

sang, Kommentar, 102, qu. Gardiner, Xotes, 162. Instead, however, of taking ^ for the

adverb, which means ‘also’, not ‘further’, ‘any longer', as Vogelsang would have it mean,

I suggest that it is the participle of gr ‘ be silent ’, here used as a noun in the vocative case,

and I would translate the passage: Act not thus against thyself, act not thus against thyself!’^

Silent one, thou hast not spohen (though) thy name is called.

For ^ without determinative see Wb. v, 179. If it is preferred to regard n mdw^h as an

instance of negation of the Synchronous Present (Gunn, Syntax, 99), we can render: Silent

one, thou art 7iot speahing (though) thy name is called!

^ With the use of < here cf. < n iitr is pic .. .mi shpr ii<rt s/^t in Xo. 15 below.

^ The r before hicavf must be the r of separation (Gardiner, Grammar, § 163. 8), while the r before bir

is that denoting direction towards some one or something (Gardiner, op. at. § 163. 1). The use of r with w hat

we would regard as two different meanings would have seemed less awkward to an Egyptian than to us. for

he probably always had in mind the primary significance of the preposition, which seems to be ‘relatively to*,

‘in reference to' (Gardiner, op. cit. § 50).

® The use of here is unusual, the m of equivalence in such a context being nearly always, so it

would seem, employed after an undetermined noun. An instance can be cited, however, where the nouns

preceding the m of equivalence thus employed are defined as is ^ “hand" in our passage:

—

ir is pn Iravl in

smt nt ti-dsr m hr-ih liw hnf iu'f‘i s<hc me sp tpy
1 i' ^ ! TT’ tomb which I have

made in the desert of the High Land, in the midst of the fathers who formed my flesh, the noble beings

of primordial time, possessors of monuments, who held office of old, lit. “such as were ancient in respect

of office” (Sethe. Aegypt. Lesesfiicke. 72, 8-10).

* A more literary rendering would be: even that irhick sent me roaming the icorld.

® i.e. against thine o^Yn interests by remaining speechless.
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il5) Sinuhe B -261-2. Ill ' ^ P
The

difficulty caused by the masculine form of shpr (see Gardiner, }\otes, 99) is, I am inclined to

think, not really a serious one. Gardiner is, of course, right in pointing out that shpr refers

to < n ntr; but is the transposition he suggests necessary, if we regard hrij{i) icnn-s m hH as a

parenthetical clause*? Parentheses such as this are not uncommon in Egyptian, as de Buck

has shown in his article in Griffith Studies, p. 59. An excellent example occurs in Sinuhe

B. 297-300, where the words Iw In'ndiv ri'i sbw m <h sp 3 sp 4 n hric are separated from nn

H nt irt by the parenthesis hriv~r ddt msw nsivt.

The sentence under discussion should perhaps, therefore, be translated: It is indeed the

hand of God—yea a terror that is ever in my body—like that (hand) which brought to pass the

destined flight

Gunn has suggested to me another possible explanation. Shpr, although masculine, may
mean merely ‘ that which brought to pass and in support of his view he cites Sinuhe B 42,

^ not what brought me to this land, and B 224,

I know not ichat sundered me from my place

;

see also Shipwrecked Sailor 70, and

Gardiner, Notes, pp. 32, 86.

If this is the correct explanation, and on the whole I prefer it to my own, then the

sentence should be rendered: It is indeed the hand of God, yea a dread that is ever in my body,

like that thing which brought to pass the destined flight.

(16) Sinuhe B 274. Gardiner is undoubtedly right {Notes, 105) in trans-

lating these words Slacken thy bow. Eecent evidence, however, shows that nft is not after

all a mistake for of which Gardiner gives four Late-Egyptian examples. A word

‘ detachment ’, ‘loosening' occurs in Fap. Edwin Smith xi, 22, and Breasted on p. 348 of his

edition of the text (vol. i) compares it with the Coptic iio*Ycjf ,
a variant form of ito^yTq

(see Crum, Coptic Dictionary, 232) = ‘ loosen ’, ‘ relax Evidently is the older and ^
a later form of the verb. One presumes some such process as nft >

(17) Peasant, B^ 34-6.
Ill

nft

ntf.

At the time

when Dr. Gardiner published his brilliant translation of the Eloquent Peasant in this Journal,

9, 5 ff., it was uncertain^ which of the two words sdb and npnpt meant ‘fringe’ and which

‘hem’. When I was reading this text some time ago with Mr. Fakhry, an Egyptian student,

he told me that in the Fayyum, his own province, the word still used for the fringe of a

shawl or length of cloth is Aj\ju, var. ujJu«. The sentence is therefore definitely to be

rendered : So its fringe came to be resting upon the icater and its hem upon the barley.

{IS) Peasant, BM3-14.
P “^^-1

E63-4.
Gardiner, JEA 9, 8, translates: Only one (sc. idsp of barley) has been hurt. I brought my
donkey on account of its endurance {?) {and thou takest it awayforfilling its mouth with a uisp of
corn). He suggests in a footnote that the determinative of motion seen in sn<ty (E 64) makes
it highly probable that the word for ‘expedition’ or the like is here somehow involved, and
he proposes to assign the meaning ‘ power of withstanding long travel ’ to sn< {?) and snHy.
But hr sn^i.^s {sn^tips) cannot be translated ‘ because of its endurance’ as G ‘ass’ is mascu-
line. The suffix s must therefore refer back to the feminine word u<t.

^ However, he made a guess and guessed correctly, as also did Sethe (see his Erlduierungen 24).
" This, according to Moller, Palaographie i, No. 600, and not is the correct transcription.

^ Doubtful
; might be ci, as in R., or An examination of the stela, now in the Ashmolean Museum

at Oxford, showed that this, and not is the correct reading
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Are the words sn<ty, connected with the word sn<U', meaning ‘policing’, ‘control’,

and possibly ‘patrol”? translated by

Gardiner, Graynmar, p. 309, I made policiyigs for the king in the upper deserts to their full

extent. Here ‘patrols' would suit the context, for evidently a considerable tract of country

had to be kept in order. In Piehl, Inscr, hierogh iii, 77, ‘ ‘ nierely mean

to hold the hill-men in check, whereas = Petrie, Six Teynples, PI, ix.l,

might well be rendered constable of the layids of the Fhoenicians,

If there is any such connexion, m<- ( ?) and its variant syi^ij would mean primarily to

‘control’, then to ‘police’, ‘patrol’, and hence ‘tread’, ‘walk over’, a tract of country,

being one of those derivative words in -ty such as
p (j

derived from

derived from for which see Sethe, ZAS 58, 9.

I therefore very tentatively suggest the following translation of the passage: The oyie

(path) has been spoilt (by spreading the sheet over it), and I have removed my assfrom walking

along it (?) {and [now~\ thou takest it away for thefilliyig of its ynouth with a wisp of barley)

!

For

hr ^ ‘away from’ see JEA 16, 68, and ^ ^ bring water from

the stream's edge {Pap, Ebers 69, 6-7)
; P,T"i/^^

whom the great ones rise

upfront their mats (Louvre C 30 = Sethe, Lesestucke 64, 10-11).

I must confess, however, that I consider my rendering dubious. As Gunn aptly asks,

why has sn<ty the determinative if it means ‘walk along’? He, indeed, is doubtful

whether and have any connexion with ? especially as a form

of the latter word is MTitten with a few lines lower down (B^ 61 — R 104). He is also

inclined to think with Gardiner that b/t is the antecedent of w^t, since wA, ‘path’, occurs

some way back.

On the other hand, my proposed translation does give the right antithesis: ‘The only

path is spoilt {i.e, impassable owing to your sheet being spread across it), and I (to satisfy

you) have stopped my ass from walking over it ;
but now you seize it merely because it has

eaten a trifling wisp of barley !

’

(19) Pap, Westcar 5, 9-11. i] V ^

11

^1 ? Sethe {Lesestikke 26, 23) following Erman (Mdrchen des Pap. T1 estcar,

PL V, 10) reads
,

instead of J : see also TF^. i, 457. Though the reading

btidwt is palaeographically possible,
i

surely the correct one and is a writing of

bnt{y)wt, the plur. of btityt, which is the fern. sing, tiishe of *J ^ the unattested singular

of ‘pair of breasts’ {Wb. i, 457).

Surely also read hnsktywt, the fern. plur. of hnskty, the tiishe of

hnskt ‘a lock of hair’, ‘braided tress’.

That the reading the proposed interpretation of this word and of
| ^ p

correct finds further support in the fact that in m byit(y)wt hnsktywt we have

a construction exactly parallel with the immediately preceding yn nfrwt nt h<w-sn.

The whole passage should therefore be translated: Have brought to me twetity women such

as are beautiful of body, such as have (shapely) breasts atid braided tresses.

With the combination hnt(y)wt hnsktywt cf. the following attribute of Hathor,

^(^^g^der of lady of the braided tress and {shapely) breasts, Mariette,

Detiderah in, PI. 74, c.

('20) Pa_p. Thesfcar o,

words should be rendered, not as I rendered them in JEA 16, 65 (8), and give these nets to

these women, whose garments have been laid aside, but, and give these tiets to these wofnen, their

G

UP^Ti P,T,-
Th.

i-T't.T.kj:
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garmefiis havmg been laid aside. W^h is in the passive sdm*f form used in a subordinate clause,

as is s<^d in Pap. Westcar 10, 11, 19; 11, 2; see A. H. Gardiner, ZAS 66, 71. As Gunn

points out, Sethe also held this view; see his Erlduterungen, p. 27, 1.

(•21) Pa;?. Westcar 8, n-1-2. t
%s^'k Erman, Literatur 71, translates: Dedi sagte

:

„w’cr gerufen icird hommt;

der Konig rief rnich und da bin ich gehommen.'' I was at one time inclined to follow Erman’s

translation of the latter half of the passage, taking nis, as he evidently does,^ as old perfective.

My reason for so doing was that elsewhere in this story ity, wherever it occurs as a vocative,

is found in the combination ity nb'l ‘0 sovereign, my lord’. However, I pointed out to

students that if ity is vocative, then nis is impersonal passive sdm-f and nis r-l must be

translated ‘ I have been summoned the construction being the same as in ist h/b r nisiv nsw

{Sinuhe K 22-3) and in Iw iw i/s nn {Sinuhe B 248). But Gunn has convinced me that

the latter interpretation is the correct one, for, as he rightly maintains, the old perfective

of nis would necessarily have passive meaning. Sethe {Lesestiicke 30, 20), judging from his

spacing of the text and from the reference to Erman's Gramtnatik, § 380, evidently regarded

Ity as vocative but nis as imperative. He would, I suppose, have translated the passage

from nlsw piv onwards. It is he who is summoned who comes, 0 Sovereign. Summon me, and

behold, 1 am come.

The meaning that this translation assigns to Djedi's wwds is not very satisfactory, and

there seems to me now to be no doubt as to the correct rendering of the whole passage

—

which is the reply to the question. How comes it, Djedi, that I have not been allowed to see thee

(heretofore) /—and that is: And Djedi said, He who comes^ is one who has been called,^ 0
Sovereign. I was summoned, and lo 1 1 am come. le

(2-2)P«y.Tr«,™,8.1o-16.

Have brought to me the prisoner who is in the pnsoyi, u'hen his injury has been inflicted,

i.e., when he has been executed. ‘ When he has been executed ’ and not ‘ on whom sentence hath

been passed’ (see JEA 16, 66) is clearly the correct rendering of wd nkn-f, wd being passive

sdmf. Judging from Grammar, § 423, n. 6, Gardiner evidently holds the view that
f

^

Westcar 8, 17-18) means, And a goose was brought to him, when

its head had been cut off, or, as we should say, ivith its head cut off.^ Thus even in the case of

the goose Djedi was not called upon to do the actual beheading, which w^ould indeed have

made an unpleasant mess in the pillared hall where the magician was to give an exhibition

of his powers.

(23) Pap. Westcar 9, 21. With this word hrhv ‘bundles’ of vegetables, cf. the
o

modern Egyptian Arabic word which bears the same meaning ‘bundle’ and may well

be a survival from the ancient language.

(24) Pap. Westcar 10, 1. Khnum was with them carrying

the chair. Erman, Literatur 74, renders und Chnum tear mil ihnen und trug ihren Trag-

sessel (.^). Wb. v, 51, seems to regard kni as a different word to ‘carrying-chair’,

which occurs in Pap. Westcar 7, 12, 14, and may be correct in assigning the meaning ‘ Trager

des Gepiickes’ to Pap. Westcar 11, 7, especially in view of the position of the

^ Also Gardiner, Grammar, § 320, n. 46.

^ Gunn, contrary to Gardiner, Grammar, §§ 357, 359, tells me he thinks
^

here is the imperfective

participle, the perfective participle in this text being written (12, 7).

^ See Gardiner, op. cit. § 361.
* See E, Bevaud, Pec. de irav., 39, 20 ff.

® Wd^ tp’f might also be a virtual relative clause, whose head had been cut off.
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determinative However, o is used as the determinative of kniw ‘carrying-chair’ in

Ptolemaic texts and may have been so used at a much earlier date.

But if the word hni can mean ‘ chair’ equally with hiiic, the chair in question cannot be a

‘carrying-chair’, which, if occupied, would require at least two men to support it. I venture

to suggest that knl is a wooden confinement-stool, such as the Egyptian peasant women still

sit upon when being delivered of a child, and which the midwife takes about with her from
house to house (see W. S, Blackman, The Felldhln of Upper Egypt

^

63).

(25) Pap. Westcar 10, 16. ^ suggested as long ago as 1924

(JEA 10, 196) that the verb sA used here might well be derived from s/h ‘toe’, and that

this sentence should be translated, Do not toe it (i.e. jwwp about) in her icomh. Since then I

have come across some confirmation for this suggestion in Pyr. § 959 c, where Seth is repre-

sented as saying words which possibly mean. It ivas indeed he ivho

kicked me. Accordingly the passage under discussion would be better rendered. Do not kick

in her icomh.

If the verb s/h is derived from s^h “toe” and means “toe it”, “kick”, then the verb

db< (Sethe Aegypt. Lesestucke, 42, 17) may possibly be derived from db<- "'finger”

and mean “point the finger”, not, as Sethe suggests {Erlduterungen, p. 59), probably

connecting the verb with db^w “blame” (Wh. v, 567), ""take offence”. The passage con-

taining the verb in question hw pw y/f {Lesestiicke, ibid.) might, therefore,

be rendered Gluttony is a disgrace^ men point the finger at it. It could be objected that the

determinative ^ suits Sethe’s interpretation better than mine. On the other hand ^
depicts a man with his fingers raised to his lips, and so the sign may have been regarded

as an appropriate determinative for an action of one or more of the fingers. Db<ic ""blame”,

despite the determinative may well be a derivative of this verb db<^. Compare further,

perhaps, </gt “hoof” and (through a meaning "'to kick”*?) f/g “to thrash”.

(26) Pap. Westcar 11, 14. There is much to be

said for J. Spiegel’s interpretation of this passage in ZAS 71, SO, Da veranlasste sie, dass der

Himmel {genauer gesagt) Sturm und Begen kam, of which a more literary version would be,

Then they caused storm and rain to gather in the sky.

This expression finds an excellent parallel, which hitherto does not seem to have been

noticed, in an ancient text published by Professor Kees in ZAS 57, 104:

^ 0 ^ ^ living power . . . who

will bring for him heaven, that is to say clouds, earth, that is to say dew (?), i.e.. who will bring

for him the clouds of heaven and the dew (?) of the earth.

Apart from Spiegel’s interpretation a good sense, as Gunn has pointed out to me, is given

in both passages if we render m by ‘in the form of’.

(21) Pap. We.stcar 12, vs.
) ,

yara o//?rtx.
^ ,

not ' as

in Sethe, Lesestiicke 35, 17, seems to be the correct reading, judging from the photograph in

Erman, Mdrchen, PI. xii. The determinative ^ in met is certain, while the plural strokes i i i

are possible though not at all clear.

(28) Pap. Westcar 12, 17. ^ i is certain. Both Erman and Sethe wrongly transcribe

,

,

(29) Shipwrecked Sailor 112. not thy face blench. In my note on

Sinuhe, B 287 (JEA 16, 65) I spoke of nd (^^^^) Ahe variant form’ of njt. Of course

this is a blunder, and the word is to be read not nvt but Aw, Aw being the negatival comple-

ment of njt showing the ending w.

(30) Lebensmiide 99-101. When I commented on this passage in JEA 16, 71, and sug-

gested that
[|j p

means ‘rival’, I had not yet come across the excellent support for my
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suggestion to be found in Pap. Ebers 67, 2-5. This prescription for ynaking the hair fall out

directs that a cooked Wrf-worm boiled in moringa-oil be (?<=>© i—
j||

applied

to the head of the female rival} (lit. hated one).

f31) Pap. d'Orbiney 4, 6. Thereupon she fetched fat and suet (/) (j(pp
^

sic, Erman, Literatur, 200, translates, Sie nahni Fett und . . . und
stellte sich als ivdre sie schdndlich geschlagen uorden. For eight or nine years past, when
lecturing on Papyrus d^Orbiney, I have pointed out that n <d^ means ‘falsely' not ‘shame-

fully’, that this adverbial expression qualifies not knJcn’ti but iiv-s hr hpr, and that the

passage is to be rendered: Then she fetched fat and suet (/) and feigned to have been beaten, lit.

became falsely like one who has been beaten. ^ ^ is used again in the same way

in Pap. d'Orbiney 4, S: J He
Jound his wife lying down feigning to be in pain.

That this interpretation of n<d^ is correct is confirmed by the words addressed by a man-
servant to a lady in a banqueting scene in the tomb-chapel of Paheri at El-Kab.^ The man
is offering her a cup of wine which she appears to be refusing with a gesture of her right

He accordingly says to her:

thy pleasure! Drink to drunkenness, and make merry. Listen to what

thy boon-companion saith and feign not to be weary. Here instead of n <df we find m <d/, which
must be the older form of the expression.

Dr. Gardiner evidently holds the same view about the meaning of n for in Chester

Beatty Papyri, Xo. 1, 30, n. 2, he translates

1 will Jay me down indoors and will feign sickness (Pap. Harris 500, rt. 2, 9-10). Gunn has
drawn my attention to an article by E. Devaud in ZAS 61, 110 ff., in which he deals with
the relation of n ^d/ to noy^.

^
(^H‘P-('^'Orhin€y5,4.

Herr W. Till in his illuminating article, Der Irrealis im Xeudgyptischen. ZAS
t)9, 114 f., translates this passage: (Schau, wenn er nachhause kommt, hore^ ihn nicht an)

denn wenn ich (dann in seiner Gegenwart) diese garstige Anklage erhobe, wilrde er sie doch
zur Verleumdung gestalten.

There are two objections to this translation. It is surely highly doubtful whether tw^l sn
pnj smy bln can mean ’Should I call in question this evil thing

', and ^ is a very much
easier emendation than

Have we not possibly in pnj smy bln wn Iwfr ir(t)fa Lat e-Egyptian example of the demotic
construction (a)wn-n/ac-iwfr sdni ‘ which he was about to hear ’ (Spiegelberg, Demot. Gramm.,

§ 554) ? For the omission of the prosthetic
:| ^ before see op. cit, p. 252, 1. 4 and § 552.

Accepting the emendation whole passage can be rendered. Behold when he
returncth. fiearkeii] not\unto him~\. Because I call in question (perh. resent, feel aggrieved at) this

evil thing which he would have done yesterday. This makes good sense, and, moreover, ‘yester-

day ’ is correct in this context, for the ancient Egyptian day began at sunset f therefore the
events of the immediately preceding morning were by nightfall already the events of
‘yesterday’.

^ M'b. II. 154, also attaches this meaning to msddt.
^ J. J. Tylor and F. LI. Griffith, The Tonib of Paheri at El-Kah, PI. vii, 3rd register from top. ^ Sc.

}|! ?

Either a mistake for — 11 b. v, 209), or possibly, as Gunn has suggested to me,
a writing of gfkt 'don t pretend to play the weak one’ (fern, because a woman is addressed).

Till restores

® See K. Sethe, Die Zeitrechnung der alien Aegypter im Verhalinis zu der der andern Volker, ni, in
yachnchten der K. Gesellschaft der W Issenschaften zu Gottingen, PhiloIogiscFhistorische Klasse, 1920, 119.



ORION AND THE GREAT STAR

By G. a. WAIXWRIGHT

In the Pyramid Texts, § 882, it is said: 0 Pepi! Thou art that Great Star, the Supporter of

Orion (Sih) ; travelling through heaven ivith Orion, navigating the Dwit ivith Osiris, Although

the name of the Great Star is not given, his identity and the meaning of the statements made
about him are unmistakable for any one, ^vho has watched the skies in Egypt night after

night.

The most splendid constellation in the southern sky is Orion, and in close connexion with

him is Sirius, which is the largest and most glorious of the fixed stars. When, therefore, we
read of a ‘Great Star' in connexion with Orion there is little doubt that the reference is to

Sirius.

In the next place, on his rising each night Orion does not stand

upright as he does when high overhead, but lies Hat on his back. In

this attitude he is gradually pushed up above the horizon, Avhich in

Egypt is quite flat and limitless. Soon after he is clear of the horizon

Sirius {Spdt, Sothis) follows below him, and appears to be almost

exactly under his belt (Fig. 1). In this way the two might be compared

to the acrobats who used commonly to exhibit a certain feat of strength.

This consisted in one man's putting his hand in the small of the back

of another and so raising him above his head. The man lying supine,

balanced across the hand at his middle, was in exactly the position of

Orion to Sirius at their rising. Once the idea has occurred to the

observer that Sirius is pushing up Orion extended across him, the

simile is a very striking one. The phenomenon of the two rising

together can scarcely be overlooked, for as stated above each of

splendid spectacle.

Fig. 1. Horizon at

Heliopolis

them is in itself a

Having been pushed up above the horizon in a recumbent position, Orion gradually

stands upright. Sirius then assumes the position in which we usually see him in our cloudy

northern latitudes, i.e, behind Orion at the level of his feet *

(Fig. 2). It was this that caused the Greeks to call him * The

Dog of Orion for, as they conceived of Orion as a huntsman

striding across the sky, they quite naturally thought of Sirius

as the hound following at his master's heels. The Egyptians z' w’

had also appreciated this second association of the two—the

way in which they pass over the heavens together. For our text *

goes on to state that another of ‘the Great Star's' activities Fig. 2. Orion and Sirius at

was ‘travelling through heaven with Orion', who himself, as their meridian

we are told elsewhere, was ‘long of step and wide of stride',- Thus, while the Greeks

degraded Sirius into a mere hound, the Egyptians thought of him as a companion to Orion.

The two together represent the southern skies on the Heracleopolitan coffins^ in opposi-

^ Iliad, xxn, 29, 30; hence our own name ‘The Dog Star'. * P//r. § 959.

^ CJ. Pyr, § 959, where Orion is called ‘Leader of Upper Egypt*.
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tion to Mshtijiv ‘ The Great Bear who represents the northern skies. In ancient times these

roles were even more fitting for each group of stars than they are today. In Pharaonic days

Orion and Sirius were considerably lower in the skies at their meridian altitude than they

are to-day, and they also rose and set farther along the horizon towards the south.^ This,

and the fact that the Great Bear played the part of pole-star,- brought the two groups very

definitely into opposition.

On the coffins of Heracleopolitan type Orion is shown looking backward over his shoulder,^

and this remained usual during the rest of the Pharaonic period.^ In the Pyramid Texts,

however, the only human determinative given to Orion looks forward, and not backward,^

an attitude to which Orion returns in the Ptolemaic and Roman days.^ It might have been

supposed that it was at his follower Sirius that he was looking. But this was not so, for the

inscription that accompanies him on the coffins regularly says Orion (Sffi), turn thy heady

that thou niayest see Osiris

J

^ I have to thank ^liss Williamson of the Department of Applied Mathematics, University College,

London, for kindly making the necessary astronomical calculations. As in Griffith Studies we took the year

3500 B.c. at Heliopolis as the starting point.

' Wainwright, in Griffith Studies^ 380.

^ Chassinat and Palanque, Assiouty pi. xxv, p. 148, and no doubt pp. 119, 128, 193; Winlock, The

Egyptian Expedition for 1920-1921 (published as BulL of the Metropolitan Museum of Arty New York, Nov.

1921, Pt. 2), fig. 24, p. 49.

* Maspero, Ann. Serv. 3, p. 207, north face; Winlock, The Egyptian Expedition for 1925-1927 (published

as BulL of the Metrop. Mus. of Arty New York, Feb. 1928, Pt. 2), fig. 40, p. 40; L. D. iii, pi. 137 ; Id., op. cit.

m, pis. 170, 171. ® Pyr. § 1436.

® L./>. rv, pi. 49, c; Petrie, AthrihiSy pi. xxxvii (— xxxvi). By this time some confusion seems to have

arisen between him and Tia-^^mc. But he is sufficiently identified by his crown of Upper Egypt, and in the

first scene by the goddess of the single star who follows him.

^ Chassinat and Palanque, op. cit.. 119, 128, 148, 193; Lacau, Sarcs. ants, au nouvel empire n, 110.



TWO BURIALS FROM THE SOUTH LIBYAN DESERT

By W. B. KENNEDY SHAW

With Plate iv

I

Early in November 1930 a small expedition under the leadership of ^fajor E. A, Bagnold

crossed the desert from Jebel ‘UAveinat to Selima Oasis, About 100 miles south-east of

‘Uweinat we entered an area of scattered hills and flat-topped sandstone ridges. Amongst
these lay a broad, sandy valley, in the bottom of which was a little green grass {Aristida

acutiflora and Fagonia Bruguieri).^ In those days one was ever on the look-out for the

mythical Zerzura, the lost oasis of the Libyan Desert, and this seemed as promising a

locality as any. We should have liked to stop and explore the neighbourhood more carefully,

but time was short, and owing to the total loss of one of our three cars a few days before,

six men and all their belongings were packed into the remaining two. Though the grass

was most probably due to surface rainfall we seemed to have been descending, and there

was always a chance of artesian water in the vicinity. An omission—by the writer—to take

aneroid readings for altitude left things still more in doubt. So we left Grassy Valley, as we
called it, with the resolve to explore it further if another chance arose.

This opportunity came in February 1935, during an expedition under the leadership of

the writer, the other members of the party being the late Colonel G. A. Strutt and Mrs.

Strutt, Lt. E. N. Harding Newman, Mr. E. E. McEuen, and Mr. M. H. Mason. We reached

Grassy Valley from Selima Oasis, and on arrival cars radiated out in all directions to explore

the country. The grass of 1930 was dried, and aneroid readings soon shoAved that there was

little chance of artesian water; the desert surface here must be some 600 ft. above the static

water-leA^el. Zerzura had escaped us again, but our visit was not unreAA’arded. At the foot

of an isolated sandstone hill we found a solitary cairn of stones about 4 ft. high and 5 yards

across (PL iv, 1). Its exact position Avas Lat. 20° 59', Long. 26° 17'. This Ave proceeded to

excaA'ate ourselves, having no Quftis in the party. The cracks of the upper stones AA ere filled

with yellow blown sand ;
beloAv these the stones aa ere embedded fast in red sand compacted

Avith oxides of iron. Eoughly in the centre of the cairn Av as the burial. The body had appa-

rently been laid in a shallow pan 12-18 in. beloAV the normal desert surface, and a rough stone

chamber built above it. The stones had collapsed, crushing the skeleton and smashing the

one pot in the grave. The legs were flexed at the knees and bent back under the thighs
;
the

body had probably been placed in an upright, squatting position facing south-east. Bound

the neck AA^as a string of carnelian beads and near the left hand Avas one pot.

The folloAving are the details of the objects in the grave

:

Pot. See PI. iv, 3. Hand-made. Compact clay, well mixed with feAV large quartz

grains. Colour: Inside, black; outside, some black over lip, probably due to inefficient

firing; remainder, dark red-broAvn (OstAvald scale 5-5 pg). Burnished. Lightly combed

with a 14(?)-tooth comb, teeth about 8 mm. apart, comb-marks not continuous. Nicks

on rim made Avith same tool. Mending-holes at tAvo breaks. The combing, though not

^ Geogr* Journal 78
,
30 .
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typical of the majority of Badarian pottery, closely resembles that on some specimens

in the University College, London, collection, notably on a pot from tomb 5774, type

Black-Topped Bed 21 M (The Badarian Civilization, PL xiv). Naturally I am not, on

this evidence, suggesting a Badarian date for this burial, but am merely calling attention

to the obvious similarities. Eippled ware is common in Nubia at a much later date.

Beads. 12 in number, all of carnelian (PL iv, 2). Oblate disc beads with hour-glass

perforation. Diameter about 0-3 in., length 0*07 in. ; one bead is larger. Mr. Beck, who

has been good enough to examine the beads for me, writes: ‘ These are typical predynastic

beads, similar to those found in considerable numbers in Egypt. I think that this type

is usually associated with the second Predynastic period.’

Skull. Dr. A. J. E. Cave, Assistant Conservator at the Royal College of Surgeons

Museum, has kindly given me a report on both the burials dealt with in this article.

Unfortunately the Grassy Valley skull was very badly disintegrated, and cannot be used

for making deductions concerning age and sex. There are certain resemblances to the

skull from Camp 49 (PL iv, 4)—low smooth forehead with profile contour continuous

with that of the nasal region; mastoid processes small; palate high and well arched:

but all that can be said, and that with great reserve, is that this skull may represent the

male counterpart of that from Camp 49.

II

In 1933 Count L. E. de Almasy, on his way from Burg el Tuyur to Merga, ran into a wide

and deep depression below the otherwise uniformly flat desert surface. Next year Capt.

G. L. Prendergast also visited this depression, and made a small collection of pottery and

stone implements. From him I first heard of its existence. In March 1935, on our way north

from Merga to Selima, we visited and surveyed the depression, which we designated as

Camp 49. It has three arms, which from their junction radiate out NE., S., and SW. for

some 10, 6, and 15 miles respectively. The bottom is sandy, rising to low cliffs, and at the

lowest point is some 250 ft. below the general desert plateau but still 350 ft. or so above the

static water contour, i.e. the height to which water would rise in an open well under artesian

pressure. There is a number of old mud-pans in the bottom, and no doubt the water collecting

there had made the place attractive to the early inhabitants of the desert. Half-way along

the south-western branch of the depression, in Lat. 20° 25', Long. 27° 18', we found the

second of the two burials recorded here. It was found by my seeing the upper side of the

skull sticking out of the ground ; the removal of a little sand exposed the rest of the skeleton.

The body, the posture of which is shown in PL iv, 4, was lying on its right side with head

to the east and the face looking north. The skeleton was well preserved, and we were able to

bring back the skull, left femur, and innominate bones. Dr. Cave, concluding his full

report on the skull, which I have not given in extenso here, remarks: ‘ In its form, contours,

and various proportions this skull agrees so strikingly with the Predynastic Egyptian

cranium that it may be referred to this type without hesitation, see list of measurements.’

These measurements are given below.

The body was that of a female about 30-35 years old.

The body position differs from that usually found in Predynastic graves, where the head
is nearly always to the south and the body on its left side, but in the case of burials in the

Nile Valley the direction of the river was the deciding factor.

In Grassy Valley no sherds or implements were found. At Camp 49, on the other hand,

were many objects of the types found in abundance along the banks of the Wadi Hawa^
^ For Wadi Hawa see Geogr. Journal 82, 103-29, 211-35.
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towards the southern edge of the desert, viz, polished axes of diorite of the type that seems

to be peculiar to the south Libyan Desert,^ fragments of ostrich shell, sherds of incised

pottery, etc. There were also many animal bones and heaps of ash, indicating past habita-

tion of the depression. The skull and the other remains are not, of course, in a proved

association, but there is a strong probability that they are contemporary. There is virtually

no stratification in these desert sites; the sand-charged wind is gradually planing off the

de:?ert surface, and all objects are lowered with it. Two burials may be little to theorize on,

but it does seem that what I may call the Wadi Hawa culture is of a date much earlier than
the Meroitic one to which it has hitherto been the tendency to assign it,^ largely owing to the

admitted similarity of the Wadi Hawa pottery to that found at Meroe, Stone axes are not

found at Heroe, and the only axes found in Egypt at all similar to those from the Wadi
Hawa come from the lowest levels at Coptos and are of Predynastic or early Dynastic date.^

At Camp 49 we have a Predynastic burial in apparent association with Wadi Hawa material,

and another probable Predynastic burial in Grassy Valley, 80 miles to the N.W. Moreover,
we found a few more contracted burials on the banks of the wady itself. Finally, to support
the settlements indicated by the Wadi Hawa sites the climate would have had to be a good
deal more genial than it is to-day, and this is more likely to have been the case in Pre-

dynastic times than during the first centuries a.d.

The burials in Grassy Valley and at Camp 49 are respectively 300 and 200 odd miles
due west of the Nile, The only other Predynastic burial far from the Xile Valley of which
I am aware is that found near the Eed Sea coast in Lat. 24° 59' by Mr. G, W, Murray.^

In the preparation of these notes I have received much help and advice from Mr. 0. H.
Myers.

^laximiim length .

Biparietal breadth

Minimum frontal diameter

Bigonial diameter .

Xasal length

Facial length

Cephalic index

^ Antiquity, 2,275.
^ Petrie, Ptehistoric Egypt, 24.

Xo. 10040 in the Koval College of Surg(

Skull from

Typical

predynastic

Camp 49. skull.

^

mm. mm.
173 172

125 132

91 87
— 118

22 (est.) 22

65 64

75 77

^ Sudan Xotes and Records, 7, 43 ff,

^ Man, 23, [129].

Museum.



THE DEMOTIC GEOUP FOE ^SMALL CATTLE’

By CHAELES F. XIMS

The demotic group for ‘ small cattle ’ has been taken as a descendant of the Middle-Egyptian

<ict, Late-Egyptian bid.^ I had felt for some time that there were orthographical difficulties

in such an equation, and new materials for study led me to collect the occurrences of this

group, which I have arranged on the accompanying table in chronological order.-

It will be noted that in only four examples (or rather five, for 18 represents two occur-

rences) is the writing definitely equivalent to the Late-Egyptian hid. The first three of these,

14, 15, and 16, fall into one group
;
the^^ belong to the obscure phrase hdiv bid which occurs

in documents for the regulation of the cult.^ There is some question as to the meaning of

this word here; both ‘small cattle' and ‘office' have been suggested, but the demotic word
for the latter elsewhere shows the Lui-sign alone.

^ Griffith, Bylands Papyri, 334.

^ The tracings are from the published facsimiles except where noted. The sources of this table are as

follows: (1) B. M. 10120, B. 4, year 5 of Darius, 516 b.c.
;
Reich. Papyri juristischen Inhalts in Akad.

Denk., 55 (1914), 3. Abh., Taf. vi, earlier published as Anastasi 1054 in Trans. Aoc. Bibl. Arch. 8 (1885), Pis.

to pp. 20 ff. (2) Rylands IX, 24. 9, subsequent to year 9 of Darius, 512 b.c. ;
Griffith, Bylands Papyri,

PI. xlvi. (3) Rylands X. 3, year 2 of Alexander the younger, 315 b.c.
;
Griffith, op. cit., PI. xlviii. (4) Rylands

XI. A. 1, year 21 of Soter I, 284 b.c. ; Griffith, op. cit., PL 1. (5) Rylands XI, B. 1 ; Griffith, ibid. (6) Rylands

XI, C. 1 ; Griffith, ibid. (7) Rylands XI, D. I ;
Griffith, op. cit., PI. lii. (S) Rylands XI, E. 1 ; Griffith, ibid.

(9) Demotic Chronicle, 5. 15, earl^" Ptolemaic; Spiegelbcrg, Die sogenannte demotische Chronik (Deniotische

Studien to), PI. iv. (10) Pap\Tus Lille 16, 9, year 35 of Philadelphus, 248 B.c.
; Sottas, Papyrus dtniotiques

de Lille i, PI. v. Cf. other examples in Lille 12-20, of which 18. 8 and 19. x— 6 are the clearest on the plates.

(11) I Khamwas 3. 36, and (12) I Khamwas 4. 1, about year 15 of Euergetes I, 233 b.c.
;
from hand-facsimile

by Prof. Edgerton. Cf. Spiegelberg, Die deniotischen Papyrus n (Cairo Cat. Gni.), Pis. xliv, xlv. (13)

Leiden 381. 2, reign of Euergetes I, 226/5 b.c. (so Spiegelberg, Demotische Papyri, YerofJentHchungen aus den

badischen Papyrus-Samrtdunge?i, Heft 1, p. 38); Leemans, Mon. Eg. d Leide. PI. ccxiii. (14) Cairo 30605. 6,

year 25 of Philometor, 157 /6 b.c. ; Spiegelberg, Die dernotischen Papyrus ii, PI. xi. (15) Cairo 30606, 7, year

24 of Philometor, 158/7 b.c.; Spiegelberg., op. cit., PL xii. (16) Cairo 31179. 7, year 34 of Philometor, 148/7

B.c. ; Spiegelberg, op. cit., PL cxviii. (17) Michigan 4536 A, 2. 3, year 6 of Epiphanes, 197 b.c. ; from a photo-

,graph in m^^ possession, collated with the original. (18) Cairo 30607. 3, year 42 of Euergetes II, 129/8 B.c. ;

Spiegelberg, op. cit., PL xvi. Cf. Cairo 30608, 2, 3, year 49 of Euergetes II, 122/1 b.c. ; Spiegelberg, op. cit.,

PI. xvii. The traeing is from the first, with some restoration from the second, which is written by the same

scribe. (19) ^Michigan 4244, 3 b. 2, reign of Euergetes II ; from a photograph in my possession, collated with

the original. This fragment is badly rubbed, and in my tracing I have made small restorations where tliey

are certain. (20) Michigan 624. 3, year 7 (?) of Tiberius (?), 21 (?) a.d.
;
from a photograph in the possession of

Prof. Edgerton, collated with the original. This photograph was in the possession of Prof. Spiegelberg

shortly before his death, and I have made use of a few notes which he had made. Credit is given where these

are used. A portion of the Greek docket of this pap\Tus was published by Boak in J.E.A. 12 (1926), 107.

(21) Pamonthes 1. 35, year 10 of Xero, 63 a.d.; Lexa, Das demotische Totenhuch, PL i. (22) M\i:hiis 3. 9,

first to third century a.d.
;
Spiegelberg, Der dgyptische Mythus vom Sonnenauge, PL ii. (23) Magic xi. 18, sim.

Magic XX. 31, third century a.d.
;
Griffith and Thompson, The Demotic Magical Papyrus ii. Pis. xi, xx.

I am indebted to Prof. Edgerton for the use of his photograph of ^Michigan 624, and particularly for access

to Spiegelberg's manuscript Demotic Dictionary, from which come a large number of the above references.

The ^Michigan papTO 4526 and 4424 belong to a group which I hope to publish in the near future.

^ A similar example is found in Lille 29. 6; Sottas, op. cit., PL xvi.
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The other example, 18, bears more closely on our problem. It comes from alimentary

contracts from Tebtunis, occurring in the lists of property. Mhen published the reading was
not clear; Spiegelberg transliterates . . . bid nh bid nh in both documents.'^

The reading of the first word of this group is made clear by a later alimentary contract

from Tebtunis, Michigan 6*24 (example 20). The list of property is, apart from this group,

exactly parallel to the Cairo documents. At the end of the preserved line occurs the group

for ‘ small cattle the first word being composed of the tp sign plus the p as phonetic comple-

ment,^ giving the value tp (n) ind for the group. In the missing portion of the line there is

just room (the restoration of other lines makes the space certainj for nb bid, with the second

nh beginning line 4. There seems little douljt that this restoration is correct
;
in any case

it supplies the value tp for the first word in the group from the Cairo documents, example Is.

The distinction between tp (n) bid and bid is not clear
;
probably the latter is due only to

the dim memory of the scril^e that there was an older expression as well as the one which

will be shown to have been in current use.

Having established the reading tp (n) ind for 18 and 20, it l)ecomes clear that in the other

examples the scribes are attempting to express the same value. 1-S, 11-13, 17. 21-3 all

show the reading tp n Lurf, 9 and 10 omit the The reason for the sporadic occurrence of

the stroke across the is obscure; however, this does not invalidate the argument.'^

Should there remain any question as to the correctness of the reading tp n bid for the

demotic group for ‘ small cattle it should be completely answered when it is pointed out

that thisjs unquestionably the correct etymology of the Coptic word for ‘beast’, t£»uh

(sing.), Tfcnoo*ye (plur.),® and that there is no Coptic descendant of the single word l;id

in the meaning of ‘animal’.’^

By the Coptic period this word was used with the general meaning of ‘ domestic animal',

and it is quite probable that this lack of definiteness extends back to earlier times. In the

demotic alimentary contracts it occurs in the property-list after the ox and ass: in some

instances it is combined with die to refer to ’wild’ animals.® However, in Papyri Lille 12-20®

it retains the older and specific meaning of ' small cattle’.

In tracing the ancestry of this group to earlier periods, I have collected >everal examples,

though I cannot claim that the list is exhaustive. Wb. iv, 270. 4, gives tp n ^id. For tp n bid

the best-known hieratic example is in the Doomed Frince. 5. 2.^® It also occurs in Papyrus

^ Die demotiscTien Fapyrus i (Cairo Cat. Gtn.), 30, 32.

^ Spiegelberg had made this reading in his notes.

^ This reading of course disposes of the difficulty of the supposed masculine article p>' in example 10.

Cf. Sottas, op. cit., 38, § 12,

^ In 3, 6, 11, 12, 17, 21, 22. It should be noted that this stroke occurs in two of the witness copies of

R3dands XI, but not in the other two or in the original,

^ It must be observed that in some Roman documents there is a descendant of the old ^ui. Cf. Pamontiies

2. 16, 18, 21 (Lexa, op. cit.. PI. ii) and Pap. Krall, J. 30 (Krall, DemoHsche Lese^^tiicke ii) where the form <Ucf

occurs. Bearing the god determinative, it has the special meaning of a sacred animal.

® The SaUdic forms. For the other dialectical spellings of this word cf. C*rum, Coptic Dictionary. 400.

Spiegelberg once proposed the derivation of the Coptic word from icndic by metathesis {Orakd Glu-s., 68).

but this was refuted by Gunn, Studies in Egyptian Syntax. 92, n. 3. I ove the latter reference to Prof.

Edgerton,

^ inv 'praise’ has the descendant eooy
; cf. Crum, op. cit.. 62; Spiegelberg. Koptisches Handu'orterhuch,

31.

® Alimentary contracts, examples 1, 3-8, 13, 17-20; with die, 0, 11, 22. In Pamonthes, example 21, it

replaces the older inct of the hieratic Book of the Dead.

* Cf. note 2, (10), above.

Harris 500, verso; Budge, Facsimiles of Egyptian Hieratic Papyri second scries, PI. xlix.
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Harris 501, xi. 4,^ and in a magical papyrus in the Turin collection.- For hieroglyphic

examples there are the occurrences in the Abydos decree of Seti I at Nauri,® and one from

a fragment of a similar decree at Elephantine,'^ probably of Eamesses HI.

In the hieratic examples the usual translation is ‘choicest of animals'; of the examples

in the Abydos decrees various translations have been given,^ but it seems probable that

in these cases, at least, the group had already come to be treated as one word, and to have

the general meaning of ‘aniinar as it had in later periods.

It is quite clear, I believe, that in Late Egyptian the phrase tpn wirimay have been under-

stood as one word, and that certainly in the demotic documents the group usually read as

<wtf hid, represents thi_3 phrase; the scribe endeavouring to represent the word which

appears in the Coptic TfenH,

^ Budge, Facslfuiles of Etjuption Hieratic Papyri (1910), PI. xxix.

- Pleyte and Rossi, Papyrus de Tin in, PI. 124. 10.

^ Ciriffith, J.E.A. 13 (1927), Pis. xli, xlii, 11. 35, 57, 58, 75. I owe this reference to Spiegelberg's notes.

Be Morgan, Cat. des Mon. i, 118, C. 5.

Cinffith, op. cif., pp. 201 ff., 207, and references there.

^ Since submitting this article I had occasion to visit the Cairo Museum, and there noted a probable

occurrence of the demotic group for ‘small cattle' in Cairo 30001, the first group in line 2. Cf. Spiegelberg,

Dtc denwtisrlien Papyrus ii, pi. i.
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MG. Maspero = MGanges Maspero, MOnoires de

VInditut francais d\-irchtologie orientate au

Caire. Tome 67 (1934-5).

Munch. Beitr. = Munchener Beitrage zur Papyrus-

forschung mid antiken Rechtsgeschichte.

MGG — Xachrichten der Gesellschaft der

schaften zu Gottingen.

Sum. Chron. = Sumismatic Chronicle.

OLZ — Orientalistische Literaturzeitung

.

PW ^ Pauly-Wissowa-Kroll. Real-Encydoptklie der

Uassisch en Altertumswis-senschaft

.

Phil. Worh. — Philologische ]yochen6chrift.

Rech. sc. relig. ~ Recherches de sciefice religieuse.

Rendic. Pont. Ace. — Afti della Pontificia Accademia

Romana di Archeologia {Sene III): Rendiconti.

Rev. arch. — Revue archeologique.

Rev. bihl. = Revue hihluiue.

Rev. critique == Revue critique dJiistoire et de littera-

ture.

Rev. de phil. ^ Revue de philologie.

Rev. d'hist. eccl. = Revue d'histoire ecclesiastique.

Rev. et. anc. = Revue des etudes anciennes.

Rev. G. juives = Revue des dudes juives.

Rev. d. gr. = Revue des dudes grecques.

Rev. d. lat. = Revue des dudes latines.

Rev. hist. — Revue historique.

Rev. hist, dr. = Revue historique de droit francais et

Granger.

Rev. hist. rel. = Revue de Vhistoire des religions.

Rh. 31 us. ~ Rheinisches Museum.

Riv. difil. = Rivista di fdologia dassica.

Riv. indo-greco-ital. — Rivista indo-greco-italiana.

Riv. Stor. Dir. Ital. = Rivista di storia del diritto

italiano.

Sat. Rev. Lit. = Saturday Review of Literature.

Sitzungsb. Berlin., Miinchen, etc. = Sitzungsberichte

der Preussischen (Bayerischen, etc.) Akademie der

issenschaften.

St. Albertoni == Studi in 3Iemoria di Aldo Alhertoni.

St. Econ.-Giurid. Univ. Cagliari = StudiEconomico-

Giuridichi della R. Universifd di Cagliari.

St. Riccobono — Studi in onoredi Salvatore Riccobono.

Stud, et Doc. = Studia et Documenta Historiae et

luris.

Symb. Erib. Lend = Symbolae Friburgenses in ho-

norem Ottonis Lend.

Symb. Oslo. ~ Symbolae Osloenses,

Trans. Am. Phil. ^45-5. — Transactions of the Ameri-

can Philological Association.

Theol. Lit.-Z. = Theologische Literaturzeitung.

Theol. St. Kr. — Theologische Studien und Kritiken.

Tijdsckrift = Tijdschrift voor Rechtsgeschiedenis.

Tub. Beitr. z. Alt. = Tubinger Beitrage zur Altertums-

wissenschaft.

W urzb. Stud. z. Alt. = Wilrzburger Studien zur Alter

-

turnsw issenschaft.

Z. f. kath. Theol. ~ Zeitschrift fur kafholische Theo-

logie.

Z.f.Kirchengesch. = Zeitschrift fiir Kirchengeschichte.

Z. f. Xumism. — Zeitschrift fur Xumismatik.

Z.f. vergleich. Rechtsw. ~ ZeitschriftfUr vergleichende

Rech tsivissensch aft.

Z. neut. ir/s-s. = Zeitschrift fiir neutestamentliche

Wissen schaft.

Z. Sav. = Zeitschrift der Savigny-Stiftung {Rorna-

7iidische Abfeilung).

ZDMG " Zeitschrift der deutschen morgenlcindischen

Gesellschaft.

1. Literary Texts

A. General

Vol. XI of the PSI. nos. 1182-1222, incorporates the now famous frajiments of Gains, Aeschylus, Cratinus,

Eupohs, Sophron. and Callimachus, and contains besides fragments of Homer, Hesiod, Sophocles (Oed. Rex),

Euripides (Phoenis.^ae), Aristophanes (Thesmophoriazusae), Thucydides, Xenophon, Isocrates, Plato,

Demosthenes, Ps.-Lysias, Philo, and others.
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Vol. V of P. Ross.—Georg, edited hy Zereteli includes a tragic fragment and an astrological treatise.

Maxteeffel has brought out Papyri Varsovienses^ including fragments of Xenophon's Cyrop., a mime,
and an inventory of books, all already published by him.

Korte has issued a new instalment of his Literari.^cke Texte in ArcJiir 11, 220-83.

The remaining literary papyri of Giessen University are published (all save one) by H. Eberhart in

vol. IV of ^chriften der Hessiseken HochscJiuIen. Most are of early date but very fragmentary. One is a

dialogue on the Odyssey (bj^ Aristotle ?) with a participant called Theophancs, as in Brit. Mus. Lit. Pap. 160.

In the Gilbert Murray presentation volume, Greek Poetry and Life, are several items of pap\Tological

interest: Pickard-Cambridge on the Xiohe, 106-20; Lobel editing a new tragic fragment, 295-8; T. F.

Higha3I on Teiiambi, 299-324 ; Bowra on Erinna (PSI 1090), 325-42
; E. A. Barber on the Lock of Berenice,

343-63.

Vol. I of the Papiri Milanesi, 1935, includes a Commentary to an epic poem of Antimachus.

\\ IFSTRAXD edits seven items from the papyri in Lund University Library, including IL vi, Issocrates

ad Dem., Thucydides, Xew Comedy, in Kiingl. Hitman. Yet. i Lund. Arsherattehe (1934-5), 53-63.

B. Epic, Elegiac, axd Iambus

The new Callimachus material continues to excite comment. Lobel. in Hermes 70 (1935). 31^5, re-

constitutes various parts of the Aiiia and republishes the trochaic trimeters in P. Oxy. 1011, fol. vii. In

Athenaeum 13 (1935). 101-12, Lexchantin writes on the Ait la and other poems. Kostagxi in Gnomon 11,

366-8, criticizes Pfeiffer's views- Korte in Hermes 70, 120, restores Diegeseis col. 4, 23 If. Stroux in

Philologus 44 (1935), 301-19, discusses various points in the Diegeseis. E. Orth in PhiL YLch.. 1935, 591,

restores a line in Dieg. col. 5. Coppola makes use of the new material in his Cirene e 11 nuoco Callimaco.

Bologna, 1935. In Ric. di fil. 13 (1935), 168-79, Lexchaxtix discourses on Callimaco. I'arqua Fihtea. e

Properzio III. 3. Ibid.. 289-302, G. de Saxctis wTites on Horatius Codes in reference to Dicgc'^eis, col. 5,

26 f[. Cahex sums up the situation in L'oeuvre poetigue de C.\ Documents nouveaux in Rev. G. gr. 48 (1935),

279-321. Lavagxixm writes on the end of the Aiiia in Stud, itah di fil. class. 12 (1935), 111-16, and makes

observations on the Iambi in Atti R. Accad. di Palermo 19 (1935), fase. 3. In Philologus 44 (1935). M.

POHLEXZ finds parallels for Der Romer Gains bei Kallimachos. A. Ardizzoxi vTites on Heracles and Theo-

damas in Callimachus and Apollonius Rhodius in Riv. di fil. 13 (1935), 452-67.

The new Euphorion is dealt with by Lobel in Riv. difd. 13 (1935), 1-2, and by Maas in Gnomon 11 (1935),

102^. K. Latte writes on Der Thrax des Euphorion in Philologus 44 (1935), 129-55, and F. Pfister, in

Phil, ^yoch., 1935, 1357-60, Avould identify the poem as from the XAtaSe?. In Rendiconti R. lAit. Lombardo

68 (1935), 1-8, I. Cazzaxiga seeks to run dowm the mythological allusions.

In the Brit. Mus. choliambics, Inv. no. 155 verso, 1. 15, the reading t) 8k yfj TrXcor-q should be compared with

the formula cpioted in Rohde, Psyche (Engl. transL, p. 553): rovreo ^-rj yrj ^ar-q, y-q OdXacraa ttXco-t].

C. H, Roberts gives a preliminary discussion of a Juvenal vellum fragment, vii. 149-98, c. a.d. 500

found at Antinoe. in Aeg. 15, 297-302.

XoRSA and Vitelli publish in Stud, ital.dijil. class. 12 (1935), 87-91, afragment from a mythological poem.

C. Lyric

Bowra has edited Pindar for the Oxford Texts, and has published Greek Lyric Poetry from Aleman to

iSimonides. 1936. Diehl is bringing out a new edition of his Authnlngia Lyrica. of which the Lesbian poets

have alreadv appeared, including (p. 227) a new scrap of Alcaeus from Heidelberir. Bowra in Hermes 70.

238M:1, makes restorations in Alcaeus and Sappho. In Cl. Quart. 30 (1936), 10-15, D. L. Page argues for the

authenticity of Sappho ^ 2.

In Aeg. 15 (1935), 282-96, G. Zuxtz edits P. Bcrol. 13411. Ho queries Simonides or Baccln lides. Actually

it is Pindar.

Croxert, in Symb. Oslo. 14 (1935), 126-33. identifies a cpiotation in P. Vind. 19996 as from the Uly^^e^

of Timotheus.

Bogxer reports on the literature upon Pindar and Baccliylides, 1928-33, in Bur.'dan 251 (1936).

With reference to Diehl's text of Sappho we offer the foliowinir remarks. In frag. 68, 11. 1-2, aeVec

suggests that a proper name has fallen out, presumably Sappho's bugb(*ar Andromeda, the lady who in fra a.

70 does not know how to wear her clothes, and who is doubtless, to judiie by the form of their names, the

daughter of Polyanax in frag. 86. Read yvayoavva akdev
\

€aaer( at), \Av8p6ye8( a), ds varepoi’. In frag. 88 the

last word has dropped tlirough haplography, and the line should run: rt av, HavSlovt, y( ol) to (kjpaira yeAidot

I
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<Kc\ahriaBa>, In 0alv€Tai fioi, 1. 9, Kafi . . . Trenaye would describe the sensation of speechlessness as expressed

by the Greeks, cf. eVl yXaxrcrr] ficyas. We rather reveree the sensation, and think of the tongue cleaving

to the palate. Kareaye, a purely metaphorical, dead expression, is quite out of place in the intensely sen-

sational surroundings. In d 11, 1. 10, Vogliano has suggested to me to read 7oy]yt/Ad 7r[po^]ai^0t, thus

lengthening d by position and properly filling the gap, but the form «^dv0t for <l>dvT)dt. seems as yet un-

exampled. In d 5, 11. 12-13, we should read [/c^vov TSotJaav
|

[at^* or pij^ ’‘Epos' yvjd/xrrrov. In frag. 52 read

fxeaa Se
j

vvktos TrpoTL€p)(€T{aL) wpa, instead of the prosaic p.4(jai vvKT€s and the dubious use of a>pa.

D. Drama

The IcTineutae is dated late by F. R. Walton in Harvard Studies in Class. Philology 46 (1935), 167-89.

R. Goossens dates the Prospaltioi of Eupohs to 429 b.c. in Rev. dephil. 9 (1935), 333^9, adding a post-

script in Chron. d'Eg. 10 (1935), 379-80. Goossens and Claire Preaux place some more fragments of the

Ploutoi of Cratinus, and the former dates the play to 436 b.c. in Rev. et. anc. 37 (1935), 401-34.

C. H. Roberts gives new readings of the Antiope, Cretans, and Melanippe in Cl. Quart. 29 (1935), 164-7.

In Rendiconti R. Instit. Lombardo 68 (1935), 433-8, Cazzaniga finds the influence of the Medea on the

Tereus of Sophocles.

T. Kalen writes in Eranos 33 (1935), 39-62 on the Myrmidons fragment.

E. Hundt edits two mimes of Herodas, the Didaslcalos and the Asklepiazusae (F. Schoninghs, Samml.

altsprachl. Lesehefte, Reihe 2, Heft 6, 1935).

Korte republishes, in Hermes 70, 431-8, the new fragment of Menander’s Theophoroumene along with

others previously knowui.

Calderini publishes in Aeg. 15 (1935), 239—15, the opening lines, 1-16, of the prologue of the Telephus

from a Alilan pap^Tus. Lavagntni writes on Virgilio, Teocrito e Sofrone in UAntiquite classique 4 (1935),

153-5. Sophron is also the subject of a study by M. Pinto-Colombo, 11 mimo di Sofrone e di Senarco,

Florence, 1934, and of an article by C. Kerenyi, Sofrone, ovvero il naturalisTno greco in Riv. difil. 13 (1935),

In Riv. difil. 13 (1935), 180-213, G. De Sanctis writes on La Storia di Eforo e le Elleniche di Teopompo.

G. L. Barber, The Historian Ephorus, 1935, devotes ch. 3 to the Hellenica Oxyrhynchia.

F. Oratory

In Symb. Oslo. 14 (1935), 68-72, G. Bjorck publishes P. Ups. 114, from a papyrus codex of Isocrates

Ad yic., 3-1 cent. Fragments of a political speech are edited by A. Perosa among the items in Da Papiri

della Societd Italiana, Stud. ital. difil. class. 12 (1935), 92-110.

G. Romance

ZiM^iERMANN has now published the fruits of his long study of romance pap^vi in Griechische Roman-
Papyri und verivandte Texte, Heidelberg, 1935. In addition he has vTitten a series of separate articles on

various texts, viz.: Die stumrne Myrto in Phil. iVoch. 1935, 474-80, on PSI 1177 (Antonius Diogenes); ibid.^

1211-6, Lukians Toxaris und das Kairener Romanfragment (PSI 981); Neues zum Metiochos-Parthenope

Roman (P. Oxy. 435) in Philologus 44, 194-205; Papyrologisches und Philologisches zu P. Berol. 7927,

Metiochos-Parthenope Roman A in Aeg. 15 (1935), 405^14; Aus der Welt des griech. Romans in Die
Antike 11 (1935), 292-316; Ein Xachivort zu P. Berol. 9oS8 (Metiochos-Parthenope romance) in Aeg. 15,

277-81. Moreover, in Archiv 11, 165-88, Zimmermann has corrected the attribution of various ‘verkannte

Papyri’, hitherto posing as romances, the most interesting being P. Oxy. 416, now recognized as Arrian’s

TlXXl^OpOV ^LOS.

2. Religion, Magic, Astrology

(Including Texts)

^

A. General

All of us can profit from Stith Thompson, Motif-Index of Folk-Literature, pts. 1-4 (University of Indiana

Studies XIX nos. 96-7 ; xx nos. 100, 101; xxi nos. 105-6= FF. Communications 106-9; 1932-4) a magni-

1 References given between single quotation-marks, or in the form T have been sent references to . . .’ are
taken from the excellent card-bibliography of the Fondation figyptologique Reine Elisabeth of Brussels.
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ficent repertory arranged in a most practical way (rev. by R. Pick, GGA 197 (1935), 460-8); H. J. Rose,

Ccmceming Parallels; The Frazer Lecture 1934 (pp. 23, Oxf., 1934: of great methodological importance and
wisdom). Mythology and Pseudomythology (Folklore 1935, 9-36: p. 33, remark on Plut. Is. Os. p. 363 D as

anti-Jemsh), Numen mest; "‘Animism' in Greek and Roman Religion (Harv. Theol. Rev. 28 (1935), 237-57);

E. Bickermann, a propos de la phenomenologie religieuse (Rev. et. juives 99 (1935), 92-108: note p. 101 as

parallel to an interesting magical form).

For older Egj^pt, we have A. EEar^N’s completely rewTitten Die Religion der Agypter (de Gruyter,

Berlin, 1934: pp. xvi+465: R.M. 7. 50); Alan H. Gardiner’s fundamental and eminently original The

Attitude of the Ancient Egyptians towards Death and the Dead (C.U.Pr. 1935, pp. 45, 2s.); H. Ranke, The

Origin of the Egyptian Tomb Statue (Harv. Theol. Rev. 28 (1935), 45-53); P. Montet-P, Bucher, Un dien

caivaneen d Tanis: Houroun de Ramses (Rev. Bibl. 44 (1935), 153-65); M.-R. SA^^GNAC-G. Horsfield,

Le temple de Ramm (ibid. 245-78: baetyl and fragment of statue, perhaps T^'che, with serpent)
;
review of

Mond-Myers, The Bucheum, by G. Roeder, Egyptian Religion 3 (1935), 230-4; publication in AJA 29

(1935), 1 ff , of a statue of Horus dedicated by Nektanebos and supposed to have been meant to decorate

the tomb of a ^Inevis which died during his reign.

On the interrelations of the West and the Near East, we have P. Dikaios, A hoard of silver Cypriot

staters from Lamaca and E. S. G. Robinson, Notes on the Lamaca hoard (Nuin. Chron., 5th ser. 15 (1935),

165-90; 4 pi.: types include a solar goddess, knowm in N. S\Tia)
; J. Bidez, VAtlantide (Bull. acad. roy.

Belg., classe des lettres, 1934, 101-26; Atlantis nominally in W., but picture based on E.); G. Giannelli’s

remarks on the significance of the Persian War in Luci ed ombre di un' antica alleanza di guerra (Atene e

Roma, 3rd ser. 2 (1934), 99-116); C. Clemen, Die Religion der Etrusker (Forsch. u. Fortschr. 12 (1936), 34);

W. Weber, Der alte Orient (30 pp. offprinted from Der Orient und BiV, wTitten in collaboration with

Schaeder, Kiihnel, Liiders, 0. Frank, Kiimmel: interesting, e.g. p. 8 on the nexus of water and life in religious

ideas); A. Roes, New Light on the Grylli (JHS 55 (1935), 232-5)
; G. M. A. Hanfmann, Fine syrische Bronze-

statuette in Berlin (Arch. Anz. 1935, 49-58
;
interesting discussion of imports by a scholar of whom we may

hope much) ; G. Rudberg, Zur Diogenes-Tradition (Symb. Oslo. 14 (1935), 22—43: interesting remarks, p. 34,

on formation of the Gospels) ;
Fr. Dornseiff, Homerphilologie (Hermes 70 (1935), 241-4) ; a w^onderful review

by N. H. Baynes of Vogt-Kornemann, Romische Geschichte in JRS 25 (1935), 81-7 ; B. Rowland, Ionic

architecture in the East (AJA 39 (1935), 489-96: p. 494 f. on Zoroastrian fire-temple in India, perhaps earlier

than 1st cent. B.c.). For the kindred question of interpretaiio Romana cf. F. M. Heichelheim, Genii cucullati

(Archaeologia Aeliana, 4th ser. 12 (1935), 187-94: p. 193 on Harpocrates).

An excellent and most usefully documented survey is afforded by A.-J. Festugiere-P.Fabre, Le monde

greco-romain au temps de Notre Seigneur (2 vols. in Bibl. cathol. des sciences religieuses: Bloud et Gay: Paris,

1935. Note i, 87 ff. on religious education in antiquity: n, 1-34 on Imperial cult, 89 f. on religious rock-

reliefs at Philippi, 137 ff. on Isiac mysteries, 185 ff. on the qualities regarded by the ancients as virtues and

vices). The more elaborate wrork by A.-J. Festugiere, L' ideal religieux des Grecs et IEvangile, preface par

le R. P. M,-J. Lagrange (2e ed. Gabalda, Paris, 1932, pp. 340, 60 frs.) is now- available to me: a notable

study of the personal religion of antiquity, fair-minded, w^ell-informed, and sympathetic. The excursus on

the religious value of the magical pap\Ti deserves particular attention, and so does that on the use of Aristotle

in patristic literature. Festugiere has given us also Les mysteres de Dionysos (pp. 50: reprinted from

Rev. Bibl., avril et juillet 1935 : learned and thoughtful, and relevant to the mysteries of Isis). M. P. Nilsson,

Early Orphism and kindred religious movements (Harv. Theol. Rev. 28 (1935), 181-230) is a w^onderful study

of the genesis of ideas which continued vital throughout the Graeco-Roman period. W. K. C. Guthrie's

Orpheus and Greek Religion is praised, as it deserves to be, by 0. Kern, Gnomon 11 (1935), 473-8 (note p. 475

on fate), and H. J. Rose, JHS 55 (1935), 259-61 (where he review's also A. Krueger, Quaestiones Orphicae).

From Nilsson we have further Die eleusinischen Gottheiten (Arch. f. Rel. 32 (1935), 79-141), a contribution

of outstanding importance (note p. 122 f. on the Demeter festival at Alexandria)
;
a review' of Fr. Altheim,

Romische Religionsgeschichte ii. m in D. Lit.-Z. 1935, 489-94; one of Walter F. Otto, Dionysos, Mythos u.

Kultus in Gnomon 11 (1935), 177-82, which is both a moving protest against romanticism in our studies

and a wdse statement of the scope and limitations of the history of religion; and an article, The triumphal

arch and toivn planning (Acta Instituti regni Sueciae 4 (1935) 120-8), which banishes from consideration

some unnecessary and hitherto unjustified assumptions of religious motives (note also p. 128, on the w'ay

in w'hich the Western provinces received Roman influence).

We may notice also S. Eitrem, Heroen der Seefahrer (Symb. Oslo. 14 (1935), 53-67), mainly concerned

w'ith Attic material and as illuminating as all his w'ork (note p. 61 n. 1 on the procession ot a deity in a ship)

;
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M. Tierney, The Parados in Aristophanes" Frogs {Proc. R. Irish Acad. 42, Sect. C (1935), 10, 199—218:

sep. l5.), arguing that the ceremom' which Ar. has in mind is the Lenaea and not the Eleusinian mysteries

(I am inclined to tliink that the chorus is a general description of the ideal life hereafter for Eleusinian

initiates, which 'would naturally take Dionysiac features also), and making instructive comments on the

Gurob liturgical pap\Tus; W. E. Blake, Modal Uses in Chariton (Am. J. Phil. 57 (1936), 10-23) for the

observation p. 15 f. on Iva after rvxn and fatalistic expressions; H. Herter, Nemesis (PW 16, 2337-80),

full and sensible; F. R. Walton, A problem in the Ichneutae of Sophocles (Harv. Stud, class, phil. 46 (1935),

167-89), bearing on the cult of Asclepius and methodically important ; the observation of C. Bradeord

Welles, AJA 39 (1935), 423-5, in his review of P. Graindor, Athenes sous Hadrien. on dedications KaP

eVtrayjua; remarks on the antecedents of ^Vlithraism, pp. 152-9 of S. Spiegel, Towards certainty in Ezekiel

{J. Bill. Lit. 54 (1935), 145-71), and in A. Christensen, Die Iranier (Kulturgesch. d. alien Orients,m i, 1933;

in W. Otto's re-edition of Iwan Muller’s Handhuch) ; G. Kazarow, Neue Mithrasdenkmdler aus Bulgnrien

{Germania 19 (1935), 24-7), including a dedication by the prefect of a legionary camp; J. L. Caskey, New
Inscriptions from Troy {AJA 39 (1935), 588-92), including a text, perhaps of the beginning of the second

century a.d.. about a benefactor who gave a number of bulls for tauroholia, i.e., I presume, the performance

of the type of the TavpoKadaxIsLa commonly postulated as the source of the Imperially and personally orientated

rite familiar in the western half of the Empire; K. Latte, Eine Ode des Horaz (n, 16) (Philol. 90 (1935),

294-304), very instructive for the mood of educated men at the beginning of our era ; S. Dow, Monument

to the athletic victor Menodoros {Hesperia 4 (1935), 81-90), with valuable account of Hellenistic international

festivals; J. H. Oliver, Greek Inscriptions [ih. 1-70), with 61-3 archaizing Imperial dedication for Jtjw icat

KovpT] IJaSiT]; Ch. Josserand, EAme-Dieu d propos d" un passage du ^ Songe de Scipion ’ {L'Ayitiquite classique 4

(1935), 141-52), a delicate study of an idea very important in Hellenistic thought; E. S. G. Robinson,

A find of coins from Thasos {Num. Chron., 5th ser. 14 (1935), 244-54), with a curious Abderite Hera with

raised arms; L. Deubner, Bemerkiingen zu den Text der Vita Pythagorae {Sitzungsh. Berlin, 1935, 612-94;

separately, R.M. 5), extraordinarily instructive, and forerunner of a much needed edition; G. Rodenwaldt?

Uber den Stilivandel in der antoninischer Kunst (Abh. Berlin, 1935, iii; pp. 27 and 10 pi. ; sep. R.M. 7.50), a

penetrating contribution to Imperial development, like his Ein attischer Sarkophag in Madrid {Anuario del

Cuerpo Facultativo di Archiveros, Bihliotecarios. y Arqueologos 2 (1934), 5-13), which bears on the Heroiciis

of Philostratus ; G. A. S. Snijder, Ein romisches Bronzeportrat aus Aphrodisias {La critica d'arte 1 (1935),

30-3), Math good discussion of the island in the third century represented by GaUienus’ reign
;
W. L. Wester-

MANN, Sklaverei (PIC SiippL, VI, 894-1068), a well-executed cross-section of the social history of anticjuity

;

M. I. Rostovtzepf, La Syrie romaine (pp. 40; offprinted from Rev. Hist. 175 (1935), a most brilliant and

suggestive apere^ii, and Dura and the problem of Parthian Ari
(
Yale Classical Stud., v (1935), 157-304), a richly

illu.-^trated study and the finest thing which I have read on the art of the ancient Xear East since CumonFs
chapter on painting in Fouilles de Doura-Europos

;

A. R. Bellinger-C’. Bradford Welles, A Third-

Century Contract of Sale from Edessa in Osrhoene {ibid. 95-154), an admirable study of a legal document,

vhich throws quite new light on this cultural frontier; F. Cl"MONT, Une campagne de Fouilles d Donra

{Rev. arch., 6th. ser. 4 (1934), 173-9), on the Fifth Report (itself reviewed by J. Johnson, J. Am. Or. Soc. 55

(1935), 210-14 and A. M. Woodward, JRS 25 (1935), 240-2, and—^vith the Fourth—by V. Muller, AJA 39

(1935), 630-3); cf. Fr. Messerschmidt, Die Ausgrabungen in Dura-Europos von Euphrat [Theol. St. Kr. 106

(1934 5) 241-.j0), with most helpful observations; Clark Hopkins, The Season 193I-3o at Dura {AJA 39

(1935), 293-9), with account of earlier synagogue decorated in geometric designs, under the now famous
synagogue; W. Telfer, A Recently Discovered Inscription by Arab (Ji?*S' 25 (1935), 33^), for the

building of a shrine of unknown type; F. Cumont, Adonic et Canicule {Syria 16 (1935), 46-50), with Arab
and astrological evidence; J. Stroux, Aus einem neuen KOMENTAPION griechischer Kurzschrift {Philol. 90

( 1935), 78-89), Avith notes on gnomic sayings comparable with those of Sansnos
;
M. I. Finkelstein, ''Epnopos,

NavKXTjpos, and KarrTjXo?; a Prolegomena to the Study of Athenian Trade {Cl. Phil. 30 (1935), 320-36), important

in itself and as illustrating that fluidity of the Greek language of which we must always take account in

these studies ; G. Radet, Les idtes et les croyances d'Alexandre le Grand (J. Sav., 1935, 142-52) ;
‘R. D(ussaud),

Note sans tdre sur I Gat de la question du pelerinage d'Alexandre d I'Oasis d"Ammon {Rev. hist. rel. Ill

(1935), 316-17)’; reviews of L. Deubner, Atiische Feste by L. Ziehen, GGA 197 (1935), 449-60, of

A. D. Xock, Conversion, by K. Latte, ib., 111-16, H. Lietzmann, JRS 25 (1935), 107-8, M. L. W.
Laistner, Philos. Rev. 44 (1935), 81-2, and of W. Stettner, Die Seelen wanderung bei Griechen und Romern,
J. R. W.\TMOUGH, Orphism, and L. Herrmann, Du Golgotha au Palatin by A. D. Nock, Gnomon 11 (1935),
504-7.
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B. Cults of Graeco-Roman Egypt

U. Wilcken’s L rkunden-Bejerat in Archie 11 (193o), contains as always invaluable material, and his

Urkioiden der Ptolemderzeit ii, i (see § 3) puts a study of the on a new footing. A. E, R. Boak,
Sohnopaiou Xesos, The University of Michigan Excavations at Dime in 1931-32 (Univ. ot Michigan Studies,

Humanistic Ser., xxxix (1935); Univ. of Mich. Pr., Ann Arbor, pp. xii-J~47, with 12 plates and 10 plans,

32.50), admirably describes excavations of great importance, on a sacred site which enjoyed its greatest

prosperity from the end of the first century a.d. till ^Severan times: note p. 9, fig. 4, painting of Heron on
house-wall; p. 21, no evidence of Christianity here; A. C(aldertni), Aeg. 14 (1934), 494, reviews his Ka/oni^
1924-31. For other excavations, cf. G. Bagnani, Gli scavi di TelAunis {ihid., 3-13); 'ef. Bull jiloL 0

(1934), 34-6’; E. Zippert, TehUjnis {Arch. f. Orientforsch. 10 (1935), 193-4); Prince Omar Toussoun, Les

mines sous-tnarines de la Baie d'Aboukir {Bull Soc. Arch. Alex. Xo. 29 (1934), 343-54)’
; F. Cumont. Xoiivenux

hymnes grecs d Isis (Rev. Arch., 6th ser. 6 (1935), 97-8 on Vogliano's find at Medinet Madi).

C. H. Roberts, A Fragment of a Xeiv Hymn to Demeter [Aeg. 14 (1934), 447-51), includes the description

of Demeter as iroXvwwyo?^ and important remarks on an anti-Callimachean tendenc}^ His Two Papyri

from Oxyrhynchiis, noticed last year, is reviewed by Cl. Preaux, 'Chron. d' Eg. 10 (1935), 155*. M. R 1 ^^^TOv-

TZEFP’sreview in Gnomon 1 1 (1935), 522-8 of Uxkull-Gyllenband, Der Gnomon des Idios Logos, has valuable

comment on the Kvpios titulature, on the formal proem [cf. those which A^ttius Valens prefixes to individual

books of his work—as does Firmicus Maternus in his Mathesis). and on the meaning of IhLOjTLKal rdiets'.

His Kleinasiatische u. syrische Goiter im rdmischen Aeyypten is reviewed by R. D(ussaud), Rev. hist. rel. 109

(1934), 241. M. H(ombeet), Aowreennr documents rdatifs an culte d'Horns-Apollon (Chron. d'Eg. 10 (1935),

406-8)reviews R.\Veill~P. Jouguet, Horns-Apollon an Korn el-Ahmar de Zaicu't el-Maietin (Mel. Masjie/o'l.

81-104), with information on the emergence of Horns in Roman times as Apollo archegetes and on an in-

teresting fire-altar. E. Harrison, A Sanctuary at Alexandria (Camb. Univ. Reporter. iNIay 21, 1935) makes

the convincing suggestion that the Paneion was not a shrine but a place for signalling. M. Xorsa, kc.

Da papiri della Societd Italiana (Aeg. 15 (1935), 207-29) includes a reference (2nd-3rd cent, a.u.) to rd

and an epistolary prosk^mema to 8arapis for the addressee. G. von Manteuffel, Zur Prophetic.

in P.S.I. VIII 982, is reviewed by M. Homeert, Chron. d'Eg. 10 (1935), 410, as is B.-A. van Groningen,

Trois petites notes sur I'hymne d Demeter de Callimague. ibid. 408; and E. Breccia's Terrecotte figvrate

greche e greco-egizie del Miiseo di Alessandria, ii, in JHS 55 (1035), 250, A. Adriani, Annnario del Mn seo

Greco-Romano, i (1932-3), ibid. 89 (note head of Sarapis), H. Drerup, Die Dntierung der Mumienportrats

by V. Muller, AJA 39 (1935), 427.

The appearance of the second volume of Plotins Schriften. uber-setzt von Richard Harder (F. Meiner,

Leipzig, 1936, pp. 207) is an event of the first importance for all our studies.

C. Graeco-Egyptian Cults Outside Egypt

M. X. Tod, The Progress of Greek Epigraphy, 1933-1934 (JHS 55 (1935), 172-223) is invaluable as

always; cf. pp. 208 (Eg. UpoypaypaTcvs at Ac|uileia), 202 (Carpathos), 210 (Stratonicea Cariae), 204 {i€po<f>6pog

iiTTaoToXos on Samos). H. G. G. Payne, Archaeology in Greece. 1934-1933 (ibid. 147-71), notes, p. 168, the

discovery at Amnisos in Crete of a temple of Egyptian gods, beneath whicdi lies a 5Iinoan building.

H. Goldman, Preliminary Expedition to Cilicia. 1934, and E.vcavations at Gozlu Knle. Tarsias. 1033 (AJA 39

(1935), 526-49), includes p. 529, fig. 3, plaster mould of Zeus Ammon or Asclepiiis, 530 lamps (mid 2nd cent.

a.d.) with Sarapis, Isis, humped bull of Isis, also a fine head of Sarapis (Fig. G), In AJA 39 (1935), fill, we

learn of a Ptolemaic male statue-head found in the precinct of Isis and Sarapis at Rome. ibid. 612 ot Hellenic

(not Graeco-Egyptian) influence in the Xabataean area.

Charlotte E. Goodfellow, Roman Citizenship, a Study of its Territorial and Xumerical Expansion f/om

its Earliest Times to the Death of Augustus (Diss. Bryn MavT, 1935, pp. 125), which is in itself of substantial

interest, concerns us here because the composition of the dominant class in the Roman Empire is of the

utmost importance as a factor in religious evolution. H. Harrington, The Prototypes of the Designs on

Roman Pottery (Diss. summarized in Horv. Stud. Class. Phil. 46 (1935), 204-6), remarks on the small

influence of Oriental cults at Rome or in the Empire on lamps, except for Alexandria, where the decoration

was commonly taken from Helleiiized Egyptian deities. Cl. Bosch, Die kleinasiatische Milnzen der

romischen Kaiserzeit, Ted II, Einzeluntersuchiingen. Bd. I: Bithynien, I. J/u//Ve(Kohlhammer, Stuttgart. 1935)

is the first instalment of an indispensable work, in which religious history receives the fullest attention.

M. Schwabe, Fine altagyptische Totenopferformel in einem griechischen Grahepigrarnm aus Gaza (Jouru.
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Pal. Or. Soc. 13 (1933), 84-9) finds in the recently discussed verse epitaph from Gaza an ancient Egj-ptian

formula used in offerings to the dead: ‘a boon which the king gives’.

X. M. Holley, Plutarch's Version of the Cult of Isis and Osiris, has appeared only in a summary {Proc,

Class. Ass. 32 (1935), 4ff-9). T. A. Brady, The Reception of the Egyptian Cults hy the Greeks, SW-30 B.c..

has been reviewed by H. Henne, Rev. et. anc.37 (1935), 481-3, and H. J. Rose in Cl. Rev. 49 (1937), 206-7.

D. Ruler-Worship

C. W. McEwa>% The Oriental Origin of Hellenistic Kingship (Or. Inst. Univ. Chicago, Stud. Anc. Or.

Civil. 13, 1934, pp. sii+34), I am reviewing in Cl. Phil. 1936. M. Rostovtzeef, TlPOrONOI {JHS 55 (1935),

56-66) discusses brilliantly the dating in Perg. Dura 20 (180 a.d.), which includes the priests of Zeus, Apollo,

ol TTpoyovoi, and king Seleucus—a curious survival from Macedonian colonial practice, and a relief which

shows Zeus Olympios as the Tyche of Dura being croi^Tied by Seleucus Xicator. A, Aleoldi, Insignien

und Tracht der romischen Kaiser (Rom. Mitt. 50 (1935), 1-171, 24 pL, 18 fig.) is the magnificent sequel to his

work noted last year (JEA 21, 78-9), and, like it, redeems the subject from a sterile isolation. In Gnomon 11

(1935), 435-92, he reviews H. Kruse, Studien zur offiziellen Geltung des Kaiserhildes im romischen Reiche

(ibid. 50S-9). H. Schaefer reviews E. Skard, religios-politische Begriffe: Euergefes-Concordia. M. P.

Charlesworth, Some Observations on Ruler-cult, especially at Rome (Harv. Theol. Rev. 28 (1935), 5^4),

is very wise and helpful, particularly on the self-identification of a ruler with a particular deity, and on

Domitian s policy. E. Eh>’aiark, The Idea of God in Homer (Diss. Uppsala, 1935. Almqvist & WikseUs

Boktryckeri—A.B., pp. xiv-H 103) is most noteworthy for the definition of a concept as it affected all later

development; on this and on its genesis, E. shows the good sense, competence, and penetration which we

have come to associate with. Swedish work. Ludwig Bieler, &EIOEANHP, Das Bild des „g6ttlichen Mensches"''

in Spdtaniike und Fruhchristentum, I. Bd. (Wien 1935; Buchhandlung Oskar Hofels i, Seilerstatte Nr. 28,

pp. xviH-150), is the work of a pupil worthy of L. Radermacher: a most useful typological study, ranging

from early to late times, and including men’s ideas of philosophers, saints, teachers, and warriors, as well

as of rulers ; cf. M.-J. Lagraxge, Socrate et Kotre-Seigneur Jesus-Christ d'apres un livre recent (Rev. Bibl. 44

( 1935), 5-21). For theoretical views as held, E. Peterson, Der Monotheismus als politisches Problem (pp. 138,

Leipzig, J. Hegner, 1935, R.M. 4.50 bound) is of the highest value, a work as thoughtful and original as it is

learned (note p. 21 on the Andros hjnnn to Isis, 114 f. on the comparison of a ruler with Zeus, 129 f. on the

Kore Kosmou). For views of monarchy, Fr. Altheim, Altrdmisches Kbnigtum (Die M^elt als Geschichte, i

(1935), 413-34), is most interesting.

We may note also Cl. Preaux, Bihliographie papyrologique (Chron. d'Eg. 10, 1935), 149-50, on oath by

BaLfxojv of private person ; ibid. 383 on the apotheosis ofArsinoe in the new Biq-yi^aets ofCallimachus ; W. Otto’s

admirable review of BGU \Tii in Hist. Zeit. 152, 539^6, esp. 545-6; G. H. 3L\curdy, Julia Berenice (Am.

Joum. Phil. 56 (1935), 246-53) ; C. C. Edgar, A note on the Ptolemaieia (Mel. Maspero 2, 53-6) ; P. Roussel,

Une inscription d'Aphroditopolis (ibid. 33—10); P. Lacau, Inscriptions latines du temple de Louxor (Ann.

Serv. 34 ( 1934), 17-46 : dedications in honour ofRoman emperors of early 4th cent.), reviewed by Cl. Preaux,

Chron. d'Eg. 10 (1935), 410-11
; G. C. Richards, Proskynesis (Cl. Rev. 48 (1934), 168-70); W. H. Buckler,

Auguste, Zeus Patroos (Rev. Phil. 61 (1935), 177-88), a most valuable study of the early evolution of the

Imperial cult in the province of Asia, and Documents from Phrygia and Cyprus (J.H.S. 55 (1935), 71-8),

for Pergamcne institutions; ‘the libation and the sacrifices for the king’ in R. H. Pfeiffer, State Letters

of Assyria 166, no. 233; H. P. L’Orange, Sol invlctus imperator: Ein Beitrag zur Apotheose (Symb. Oslo. 14

( 1935), 86-114; 13 figs.), a notable study of later Roman development
; reviews of S. Losch, Deltas Jesu u.

antike Apotheose by Koch, Theol. Lit.-Z. 60 (1935), 29-30, and P. B., Religio 11 (1935), 181-2, of Fr. Sauter,
Das Romische Kaiserkult bei Martial ii. Statius by G. Breithal^pt, Theol. Lit.-Z. 60 (1935), 154-5, H. J. Rose,
Gnomon, 11 (1935), 51-3, A. D. XocK, JRS 25 (1935); 110-11, of L. R. Taylor, The Divinity of the Roman
Emperor by AV. Seston, Rev. hist. rel. Ill (1935), 287-90’, an interesting dedication in Cos to Asclepius

identified with the emperor mentioned, JHS 55 (1935), 203 ; a summary in AJA 39 (1935), 396 of J. Aymard’s
article on the identification of empresses with Venus, esp. under the Antonines; L. R, Taylor, Varro's

De gente populi Romani (CL Phil. 29, 1934, 221-9).

E. Judaism

The new Septuagint by A. Rahlfs is guaranteed by its editor's name, well printed, and cheap (2 vols.).

Priviligierte Wurttembergische Bibelanstalt, Stuttgart, 1935, reviewed by Heinzelmann (Theol. St. Kr. 106
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(1934/5), 330), On the LXX we have also A. Sperber, Prohleme einer Edition der Septuaginta {Festschrift

P, Kahle, 1935, 39—46: on the exemplaria) and The Problems of the Septuagint Pecensions (J, BihL Lit, 54

(1935), 73-92), W. E. Barnes, The recovery of the ' Septuagint’ {J, Tkeol. Stud, 36 (1935), 123-31: 127,

suggestion on use of Psalms in worship), 0. H. E. Burmester, The Bohairic Pericope ofHI Kingdoms, xviii,

36-9 (ibid. 156-60), J. Schneider, TTvevjxa TjycpoviKov, Ein Beitrag zur Pneurna-Lehre der LXX (Z, neut.

34 (1935), 62-9). I have been sent references to Henry G. Meecham, The Letter of Aristeas. A linguistic

study with special reference to the Greek Bible (Puhl. Univ. Manchester, ccxli, pp. xxi, 355, 1935), and to a

review of P. R. Tramontano, La Lettera di Aristea a Filocrate by C. Del Grande, Biv. indo-greco-ital, 18

(1934), 113-14.

Ralph Marchs, Recent Literature on Philo (1924-1934) (Jewish Studies in Memory of George A, Kohut,

463-91 ; X.Y. 1935), is an invaluable critical survey. Erwin R. Goodenough, By Light, Light. The Mystic

Gospel of Hellenistic Judaism (pp. xv4“436: Yale University Pr., $6 : Humphrey Milford, 22.?. <dd., 1935) is a

provocative book of great importance; I am revicAsing it at length in Gnomon. Wq may note also the most

welcome sixth volume of F. H. Colson's Loeb Philo, W. L. Knox, Abraham ayid the Quest for God (Harv.

Theol. Rev. 28 (1935), 55-60: note for ‘conversion’ schema and for Jewish views of astrology), O. G. von
Wesendonk, Bemerkungen zur iraniseken Lichtlehre (Arch. f. Rel. 31 (1934), 177-87), review of S. Tracy,

Philo Judaeus and the Romayi Prbicipate by ‘H. Henne, Rev. et. anc. 36 (1934), 542-5’. In A Lexicon to

Josephus compiled by Henry^ St. John Thackeray and Ralph ilARCus, Pt. II, d/jyJpeo? to hiaoTeXX^Lv

(pp. 81-160; Geuthner, Paris, 1934), we have the continuation of a most excellent and necessary work of

reference made possible by the liberality of the Alexander Kohut Foundation and the skiU and self-sacrifice

of Dr. Marcus. Xo ancient author has been better served lexicographically. R. Bernheimer, Vitae pro-

phetarum (J. Am. Or. Soc, 55 (1935), 200-3), has interesting comments on this curious text.

Our views of the possibilities of Hellenistic Judaism are greatly enlarged by M. Rostovtzeff, Die

Synagoge von Dura (Rom. Quartalsckr. 42 (1934), 203-17); cf. E. Weigand’s remarks BZ 35 (1935), 482—4,

and G. Wodtke, Malereien der Synagoge iyi Dura u. ihre Paralleleyi m der christlichen Kuyist (Z. yieut. Wiss. 34

(1935), 51-62), and P. Roslynoff's review, AJA 39 (1935), 634-5, of E. L. Sukenik, Ayicieyit Syyiagogues

in Palestbie and Greece.

F. Magic

S. Eitrem, Fragynent of a Greek Cryptograyn bi the Oslo Collection (Md. Maspero 2, 113-17 with pi.),

publishes a fragment from the treatise to which Hunt’s Greek Cryptogram belonged, with admirable comment

(note p. 117 on universalist piety shown in address to Isis). Cl. Preaux, Lbie arnulette chretieyine aux yyiusees

Toyaux dlart et d'hisioire de Bruxelles (Chron. d'Eg. 10 (1935), 361-70 with pL), describes a wooden tablet

with Ps. 28 (29). 3 six times, and alphabet-magic on the back; 6th-7th cent. a.d. P. Collart, Psainyies et

amulettes (Aeg. 14 (1934), 463-7), treats of the Reinach amulet and one in Bilabel's work, reviews of which

are noted later. Th. Hopfner, Ein neuer griechischer Zauberpapyrus (Pap. Wessely Prageyis. Grace, no. 1)

(Archiv Orientdlni 7 (1935), 355-66 and pi.) publishes a Christian spell of ca. a.d. 300 from the Fayyum; 50

lines of Greek and 4 ofCoptic. W. H. Worrell, Coptic Magical ayid Medical Texts (cont.) (Orienialia, n.s. 4

(1935), 184-94), gives us more of the treasures of Michigan; no. 5, ‘probably fairly early', a wonderful

invocation to oil, in which Christianity and the Osiris myth combine, is particularly interesting.

Xo recent publication has done as much to extend our knowledge of the background of Graeco-Egyptian

magic as Alan H. Gardner, Hieratic Papyri in the British Museum. Third Series. Chester Beatty Gift,

Vol. I text, Vol. n plates (London, 1935). The tale of the blinding and vindication of Truth—really a tale

of Horus vindicating his father Osiris from the vTongs done by 8eth—shows the use of allegory in Egypt

before the incoming of Greek influence. Then we have an extraordinary fragment of a dream-book, with a

spell for averting the evil effects of threatening dreams, monotheistic hymns, magical texts, a mythical

story of the Palestinian goddess Anat, temple ritual with spells on the verso. I hope to return elsewhere to

the connexion—now reinforced—between magic and formal temple ritual.

We have also A. Delatte, La methode oyiiroynantique de Blaise d'Athtnes (Mel. Xavarre, 1935, 115-22;

on an interesting Byzantine text); J. Bidez, Plantes et pierres magiques d'apres le Ps.-Plutarque De fluviis

(ibid., 25-40 ;
rehabilitates some of the suspected sources quoted in this treatise) ; Th. Hopfner, Xekromayitie

(PW XVI, 2216-33: 2228 on Oriental precedents), Theurgie (ibid, vi a, 258-70), Der religionsgeschichtliche

Gehalt dergrossen demotischen Zauberpapyrus (Archiv Orientdlni 7 (1935), 89-120; dedicated to the memory

of F. LI. Griffith ; careful, learned, and useful) ; S. Eitrem, Varia 74 (Syyyih. Oslo. 14 (1935), 134 ; on ^Melampus

and PGM iv, 1115), and 78 (ibid. 136-7; on the comparison of speech with a sword or arrow, borrowed
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from the O.T.); Campbell Palladas and Jeivlsh Reflections upon the Beginnings of Man (./. Am.
Or. Soc. 55 (1935), 19C-9; on the striking parallel of Pal. x, 45 and Pirqe Ahoth III, 1, and certain

analoudes in PGM iv); K. Preisexdaxz, Dans le monde de la ynagie grecque (Chron. d'Eg.. 10 (1935),

335—12: an interesting sketch). Ein altes Eicigkeitssymhol als Sigyiet n. Druckmarhe (Gutenberg-Jahrhuch
1935. 143-9); Karl Br. W. Schmidt, Zu den Leydener Zauherpapyri (Phil. Woch. 55 (1935), 1174-84);

P. Peudrizet, BPINTATHN, I'un des noms magiques du Dieu Chnoum (Mel. Maspero 2, 137—44); E. Riess,

Religious Gleanings from the Magical Papyri [Class. \\^eel:ly 2S (1935), 105-11); W. Till, Zu dem
lojtti^chcn Zauhertex'ten (Orientalia, x.s. 4 (1935), 195-221; on V. Stegemaxx's Die Icoptlsche Zauberiexte

der Bammlung Papyrus Erzherzog Rainer in Wien. Sitzungsb. Heidelberg, 1933—4, i—also reviewed by H, J.

POLOTSKY. OLZ. 1935. SS-91, where we have the promise of an investigation on the form and the legend

material of the Coptic texts—very instructive; note 198 on a blessing of oil); H. J. Polotsky', Zu einigen

He idclberge r koptischen Zauhertexte x.s.4 ( 1935), 41(5-25) ;
onF. Bilabel-A.Grohmanx, Griechische.

koptische. u. arahische Texte zur Religion u. religidsen Literatur vi Agyptens Spdtzeit\ note 417 on Gabriel

in a love-charm. 421 on the Sator Arepo formula. On the same publication cf. Cl. Preaux, Chron. d'Eg. 10

( 1935), 399-401
; F. Z(ucker). BZ 35 (1935), 1G4 ;

F. Peister, ibid. 3S7 if. ; V. Stegemaxx, Theol. Lit.-Z. 60

(1935), 225-8; A. C(aldeeixi). Aeg. 14 (1934), 490-1. “P. Gorissex, Onticikkelingsgayig der studien over de

tirieksche magische papyri uii Egypte [Philologische Studi ’en 6 (1934-5), 190-209)'; reviews of G. de Jer-
PHAXiox. La fonnule ynagique Sator Arepo ou Rotas Opera x vieilles theories et fails nouveaux (Rech. sc. rel. 25
( 1935). 1^8-225) by F. 1)(olger), BZ 35 (1935), 447, of Bell-Xock-Thompsox, Magical Texts, by P. Collart,
Rev. de Phil., x.s. 9 (1933), 308-10. H. J. Rose remarks in Years Work in Classical Studies, 1935, 65, on a
('optic Giarm published by ^5 . E. Cru^i, JEA 20 (1934), 51-3. For the naming of persons, usual in these

texts, with reference to the motlier alone, cf. A. S. F. Gow, Xotes on the Fifth Idyll of Theocritus (Cl. Quarts

29 (1935), 65-71): for the use of antithesis, cf. Erxst Moser's thoughtful Entsprechung henachbarter Worte
u. Begrijfe in der Sprache de) lomischen Elegiker. Ein Beitrag zum Stil der romischen Elegie (Diss. Mimchen,
1935, Rnick des 8alesianischen Offizin, Munehen, O 11, pp. 157); for the accumulation of synonyms,
rf. Rt-dolph Till, Die Sjnriche Catos (Philol, Supp. xx\tti. ii (1935): pp. 102; an interesting monograph),
22; tor a dCixio. rf M. V. Taylor-R. G. Collixgwood, Roman Britain in 1934 [JRS 25 (1935) 201-27).
225-6; tor a Greek source, K. Kerexyi, Sofrone ovvero il naturalismo greco (Riv. di fil, 63 (1935), 1-19);
tor Oriental analogies, pp. 179 ff. of R. H. Pfeiffer, State Letters of Assyria (Am. Or. Ser.. vi (1935), pp. xiii,

265); tor relevant mythology, S. Eitrem, Tierdamonen (PIP \i A, 862-921: very helpful); for a stylistic

point. A. Wilhelm, HOAAA HOAAQX (Symb. Oslo. 14 (1935), 6-21); and for a wealth of helpful inlbrma-
tion and Avise judgement on magic in itself and as it is represented in literature, Publi Vergili Maronis
Aeneldo-s liber quartus, edited by Arthfr Staxley Pease (Harv. Univ. Pr. and Milford, 1935; pp. ixd-
568, 86.).

G. Hermetica axd Astrology

On ('. H. Dodd, The Bible and the Greeks (Hodder and Stoughton, London, 1935, pp. xv— 264, 10^. 6^7.),

a contribution of capital importance for the understanding of the Jewish element in Corp. Herrn., as of the
X.T. in relation to the LXX, I am AAviting in Am. Journ. Phil. On M. Wellmaxx, Marcellus v. Side u. die
Kobantdea des Hermes Trismegidos [Philol. Supp. 27, ii, 1934), see H. J. Rose, Cl. Rev. 49 (1935), 40.
For the lii-tory of the text of the Hometica, cf. J. Bidez, Arethas de Cesaree (Byzantion 9 (1934), 391-408:
394 on Platonizing interests in 9th-l0th cent. ; 397 f. on refutatory notes inserted in Julian, parallel to that
ot P.>ellus in Corp. Herm. 1 ) ;

for the prophecy in Asclepius, cf. K. Jacksox, The Auguries of Esdras concerning
the Chnrartff of the Years [Bull. Board Celtic Studies 7 (1933). 5-14) ; for the latromaihematika, cf F. Cemoxt,
Lr.> 'ProqnoAica a dembitu' attribues a Galien (Bull. Inst. hist, beige de Rome, fasc. xv (1935), 119-31;
128 fl. on Xechepso and Petosiris).

Fnim ( rMO>-T'h pen we have aI.-,o Lei nnm.i Le-s phnictes et I'a-itrolairie chez les rjrca {L'Anfiquiu: dansique 4
( i93o). .j-43). one of the finest things that even he has ivritten

; and it is no injustice to set beside it J. Bidez,
Ln ('cohi ehaldiinne-i aum Ah.uindie et les Seleucides (Mil. Capnrt, Brussels, 1935. 41-89): both are funda-
mental studies of the meeting of the Greek and the Oriental in astral matters. Bidez has given us also
lAi eoiilenri de< plumtes dans le wi/the d'E) {Ball. acad. my. Belgique, 1935, 257-77: on Babylonian lore in
Plato). Heuer 1). CuRTIS-Fr..t^-K E. Robbij.-.s. An Ephemeris of 407 .id, (Puhl. Ohserv. Unit-. Mich. \i
( 193.5). no. <1. 77-100) is an able edition of a novel tc.xt (note p. 85 on the week. 86 on lucky and^imlucky
day.-) ; reviewe.l t.y J. K. Fotherixoilim. Cl. Rev. 49 (1935). 242. On Egyptian technique, cf. L. Boech.irdt.
Die Me'oiiig dea Boanendurchmeiseri ini astivnom ischen Piipynts von Oslo (Synih. Oslo. 14 (1935), 73-6).
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On the term aroixecov, cf. pp. 41-2 of B. Einarson's pioneer Mathematical Terms in Aristotle's Logic (Am,

Joum, PML 57 (1936), 36-54 and 151-72). H. Diller in his article Tkessalos (Pir s.v. no. 0, 180-2) casts

doubt on the identification of the doctor of Tralles with the Thessalos of the letter in CCAG iii and iv.

W. Gundel has produced Astronomie, Astralreligion, ii. Astrologie. Darstellung u. Literaturhericht 1907-1933

(Bursian 242 (1934), 1-149), and V. Stegema^'n, Vher Astronontisches in den koptischen Zauhertexten

(Orientaliay n.s. 4 (1935), 391-410). 0. Lagercraxtz, Ein alchemistisches Rezept (Symbol. Oslo. 14 (1935)»

1-5) is of interest: I have been sent a reference to R. Pfister, Teinture ef alchimie dans V Orient helUnistique

(Serninariurn Kondalcovianuin \t;i (1935), 1-59; said to utilize P. Leid x and P. Holm.) ; on alchemy cf, also

BZ 35 (1935), 510.

H. Xew Testament

Questions of far-reaching importance are raised by Fragtnents of an Unlcnou'n Oo^pei and other Early

Christian Papyri, edited by H. Idris Bell and T. C. Skeat (British Museum, London, 1935, pp. x-f-63,

with 5 pis., 4<9.). The Gospel is preserved in a codex (not after mid. 2nd cent.), and the editors—in a model

publication—argue that, in spite of all that it has in common with our Gospels, it is to be recorded as an

independent production, without Tendetiz, They return to the theme in The Xew Gospel Fragments (Brit. Mus.,

London, 1935, pp. 33, 1 pi., L?.), in which they give a revised text and a valuable critique of some views

expressed on it. It is not for me to express an opinion on the question at stake, but my instinct is to suppose

that the text is an independent working up of fioating sayings and stories, made in Eg\q)t very early, before

the four canonical Gospels were accepted as such. Cf, on the issues, 51. Hombert, Chron. d'Eg., 10 (1935),

371—4; E. Buoxaiuti, Religio 11 (1935), 370-2; R. P. Casev, Afti. Jnurn. Phil. (1936), 103-7; E. B.,

Religio 11 (1935), 188; E. Klostermaxx, TheoL Ftad. Kr. 100 (1934 5), 31S-24; 51. -J. LA(mAXi;E, Deux

nouveaux textes relatifs d VEvangile [Rev. Bihl. 44 (1935), 321-43: handling aLo the Diatessaron fragment

discussed later) ;
F. C, El'Rkitt, J . Theol. Find. 36 (1935), 302-4 ; \V. Bager, GOA 198 (1936), 24-30. (I have

been sent references also to L. Gerfal^x, Rev. hist, eccl. 31 (1935), 569-72; G. Dix, Lnudate 13 (1935)

97-120; C, A. Phillips, Expository Times, 5Iay 1935, 363-5; G. Ghedixi, Riv. di jil., x.s. 13 (1935). 385-7,

and La Scuola Catiolica 63 (1935), 500-12; P. Vaxxutelli, Boll, id . class., 19,35, 18-20; F. Zilka, Aridiiv

Orientdlni 7 (1935), 530-1; E. R. Smothers, Rech. sc. ret. 25 (1935), 3.78-62; 1). (k, Aeg. 15 (P135). 335-6:

R. V. Tasker, Ch, Quart. Rev., Oct. 1935, 126-31; B, A. van Groxixgex, Xieuire Tkeologische Studien 18

(1935), 210-14; H. 5''ooels, Tkeologische Revue, 34 (1935). 312-15; R. Eisler, C.-R. Ac. Inscr. et B.-L. 1935^

197-202). The volume of Bell and Skeat includes also no. 2 (early 3rd cent, a.ij.), fragments of Gospel

commentary, no. 3 (3rd cent.), 2 Chron. 24. 17-27, no. 4 a leaf from a liturgical book (4th-5th cent.), on which

Burkitt, Lc., had an important comment.

If this discovery raises questions, another find bears on an oM problem. A Greek Fragment of Tatians

Diatessaron from Dura, edited with Facsimile, Transcription, and Intwdaction by Carl H. Kraelixg (Studies

and Documents, ed. Kirsopp Lake and 8ilva Lake, hi, 1935. Glinstophcrs, London, pp. 37 and pi.) gives

us with excellent discussion a priceless parchment scrap of c. a.d. 222. Cf. on it F. G. Burkitt, J. Idicol.

Stud, 36 (1935), 255-9, A. Softer, Gnomon 11 (1935), 668-9. Tlie year has Luven us also G. H. Roberts,

An Unpublished Fragment of the Fourth Gospel in the John Rylands Library (Manchester Gniv. Pr., 1935, pp. 34,

with faes.), extremely significant as a codex of the first half of the second century a.d. : the editorial work is

admirable. There is further: Hexry A. Saxders, A Third-Century Papyras Codex of the Episths of Paul

(Ann Arbor, 1935), reviewed by F. G. Kexyox, A/n, Juurn. Phil. 57 (1930), 91-5, J. M. Creed, CL Rev, 49

(1935), 241, W. G. Kummel, Theol. Lif.-Z. 60 (1935), 307-9, F. C. Burkitt, J. Theol. Stud. 36 (1935), 3U4-5,

L(agraxge), Rev, Bibl. 44 (1935), 625-9, F. Colombo, Riv. di pL x.s. 13 (1935), 387-90, ' L. f'ERFAUX, Rev,

hist. eccl. 31 (1935), 574-7', and with S. C. E. Legg's first part ot the new Tischendorf by L(agraxge),

Rev, Bibl. 44 (1935), 623-9.

Publication of the Chester Beatty texts continues. H. A. Saxders, Some Fiagmetits of the Oldest Beatty

Papyrus in the Michigan Collection (Proc, Am. Phil.Soc. 75 (1935), 313-14), gives us the oldest known text

of the LXX. F. G, Kexyox, Chester Beatty Biblical papyri, fascs. iii and iv^ are reviewed by F. G. Burkitt.

J, Theol. Stud. 36 (1935), 195-6 (cf, ibid., 191-A:, his comment on A. V. Valextixe-Kichards, The Text of

Ac^s in Codex ^l4:(Tisch. 137) and its Allies, u ith an Introduction by J. M. Creed, and 184-6, a must instructive

critique of J. Suxd\v.4.ll, Die Zusammensetzung des Marcusevangcliion^)

;

L. f’ERFArx, Rev. hist. eccl. 31

(1935), 572-4. M. Hombert, Les papyrus Chester Beatty (Chron. d'Eg, 10 (1935), 169-71) summarizes a

^ I learn that fabc. v, Xumbers and Deuteronomy, has since appeared.

K
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paper by P. Collomp. Les papyri Chester Beatty {Rev. hist, philos. rel. 14 (1934), 130-43, where follow, 144-54,

notes by J. Hering: on Christian preference of codex to volumen. There have appeared also ‘J. ScHaUD,

l)er Apokalypsetext des Chester Beatty Papyrus (Byz.-neugr. Jahrb. 11 (1934), 65-108)’
; E. J. Goodspeed,

The World's OldeA Bible {J. Bibl. Lit. 54 (1935), 126); H. LIETZ3IA^’N, Die Chester-Beatty-Papyri des X.T.

(Die Antike 11 (1935), 139-48); P. L. Couchoud, La plus ancienne hible chrefienne; les papyrus Chester

Beatty (Rev. hist. rel. 109 (1934), 207-19); R. V. G. Tasker, The Readings of the Chester Beatty Papyrus in

the Gospel of St. John (J. Theol. Stud. 36 (1935), 387-91); reviews of H. Lietzmann, Zur Wiirdigung des

Chester-Beatfy-Papyrus der Paula^hriefe, by H. Stelter, Theol. Lit.-Z. 60 (1935), 155-6 and L(agrange),

Rev. Bibl. 44 (1935), 627-9, of Aug. !Merk, Codex Evangeliorum et Actnuni in collectione papyrorum Chester

Beatty by L., ibid. 43 ( 1934), 612-13, of E. G. KE^'YOX, Recent Developments in the Textual Criticism of the X.T.

by E. C. Colwell, Cl. Phil. 30 (1935), 188; '’Er. X. Pierce, The Chester Beatty Papyri (Eccles. Review 91

(1934), 93-9) *L. G. Eoxseca, De antiquissimo Evangeliorum MS. in collectione Chester Beatty extanta

(Verb. Dorn. 4 (1934), 20-2)'.

On X.T. textual criticism in general, cf. E. C. Colwell, The Complex Character of the Late Byzantine Text

of the Gospels {J. Bibl. Lit. (1935), 211-21); B. H. Streeter, Origen^ K, and the Caesarean text (J. Theol.

Stud. 36 (1935). 178-80), and The Caesarean Text of Matthew and Luke (Harv. Theol. Rev. 28 (1935), 231-5;

rejoinder to K. V. G. Tasker, The Text used by Eusebius in Demonstratio Evangelica in quoting from Matthew

ami Luke. ibid. 61-7) ; A. Souter, Greek and Hebrew Words hi Jerome"s Commentary on St. Matthew's Gospel

(ibid. 1-4).

G. Kittel’s Theologisches Worterhuch has advanced in the same magnificent style to voL m, pt. 4,

including e.g. a long, valuable article on 0eo?; ii, 8 is reviewed by P. B., Religio 11 (1935), 179-80, n, 12-13,

ibid. 477; H. Kittel reviews volume I in Gnomon 11 (1935), 492-7. Erich Staxge, Das Wort u. die

Worfer. Dus Sprachgut der Christenheit in seiner Bedrohung durch die Sprache der Welt (offprint paginated

3—46, from Pastoralhlaiter 78 (1935)), studies the special character of the Christian vocabulary, with reference

also to its transference into German, and is of interest for the whole problem of the translation of rehgious

ideas. G. Bickermaxx, Utilitas crucis. Observations sur les recits du prods de JLsus dans les Evangiles

canoniques {Rev. hist. rel. 112 (1935), 169-241) is of exceptional interest and wisdom, and K. S. Gapp, The
Universal Famine under Claudius {Harv. Theol. Rev. 28 (1935), 258-65), is decidedly interesting.

I. Maxichaeism

Polotsky-Ibscher, Manicluiische Homilien. is reviewed by E. B., Religio 11 (1935), 183^, W. Bauer,
Theol. Ijit.-Z. 60 (1935), 357-9, A. D. Xock, Am. Journ. Phd. 57 (1936), 108-9, and discussed bv Fr. Cumoxt,
Homilies manicheennes {Rev. hist. rel. Ill (1935), 118-24), Avith most instructive comment. Cf. A. J.

Polotsky, Manichdismus (PIT Suppl. vi, 240-71), F. C. Burkitt, Xiostay and Pahvdxtay Call and Answer
{J. Theol. Stud. 36 (1935), 180-1). H. S. X^ybercl Forschungen uber den Manichdismus {Z. neut. TPisw. 34

(1935), 70-91), and pp. 284-320, cf. H. Joxas, Gnosis und spdtantiker Geist^ Teil I: Die mythologische

Gnosis, mit emer Einledung. Zur Geschichte u. Methodologie der Forschnng. Vorwort von Rudolf Bultmaxx
{Forsch. Rel. Lit. A. u. A.T., N.F. 33, 1934, pp. viii~376, Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, Gottingen),

which I am reviewing in Gnomon. For an interesting surviA^al of Manichaean ideas, cf. V. Mixorsky's
articie on the Ahl-i Hakk (offiirinted from Encyclopaedia of Islam).

J. Christiax

Campbell Boxxer, A Papyrus Codex of the Shepherd of Hennas {Similitudes 2-9). with a Fragment of the

Mandate'^, has been revicAved by P. Collomp, Rev. et. anc. 37 (1935), 108-9, W. Bauer, Theol. Lit.-Z. 60
(1935), 51, H. 1. Bell, JEA 21 (1935), 122, 'B. G., Aeg. 15 (1935), 336-7, G, Ghedixi, Athenaeum 13 (1935),
2SI-3', 1). H. Reyxdees, Rech. Theol. anc. et mediev. 7 (1935), 208-9, P. Collart, Rev. de phil. 9 (1935)
311-12, E. H. Rase, Jr., Am. Jour. Phil. 56 (1935), 276 f., F. Z(ucker), BZ 35 (1935), 167-8, G. Ghedixi,
Rir. dijil.. x.s. 13 (19:i5), 411-12, ' Times Literary Supplement, April 26, 1934’, I have received a reference
to A. PuhcH, La langne d'Hermas {Mel. Xavarre, 361-3).

R. P. Casey, Ja Eaily Homily on the Devil ascribed to Athanasius of Alexandria {J. Theol. Stud. 36 (1935),
1-10), publishes an interesting anecdote (p. 6, 1. 29 read dvdyKr} etA/cuaei^; p. 6, 33 dvBpw-nov,

without postulating lacuna
;
note p. 5, 11-13 on ei/tap/LieViy as a serious question. For the rest, the document

is one ot tlie eominoTi theoretical attacks on paganism). Casey's The study of Gnostici'^m {ibid., 45-60),
usefully eluciflates the prcc isc sense of yrojuTiKol in ecclesiastical Avritcrs. His Excerpta ex Theodoto of Clement
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of Alexandria is reviewed by A. Soutzr. Cl. Rev. 49 (1935), 41, E. B.. Religio 11 (1935). 180-1, 0. Staiilin,

Tkeol. Lit.-Z. 56(1935), 414—16, and together with 0. Statilix, Cletnen.s Alex<indrin iv. i (first part of index

;

also reviewed by P. Koetschal", ibul. 199-200), and R. P. Blake, Epiphaniiis tie ge/nini.^ (also rev. by
G. Kruger, ibid. 142-3. A. Souter, Cl. Rev. 49 (1935). 42. P.B.. Religio 11 (1935), 92, by [A.], Rev. Bibl. 44

(1935), 308-11, Klosteemakn-Bexz, Origene.s U'evke, xi. Bd. by \V. Bauer, Theol. Lit.-Z. 60 (1935). 344-5.

To recapture the spirit of mature Christian antiquity, 0. Casel, Dai chriRliche Kultmipde, iitni (2nd ed.,

Pustet, Regensburg, pp. 175, 1935), is invaluable; a very beautiful and learned book (note 104 ff. on sacra-

menfum).

Other articles to be noted in this section are: G. CJiiedini Ftyuiunfnii Utunjici in un papiro

milanese (Aeg. 13 (1933), 667-73). C. Del Grande, Litnrgiae preres hyinni (,'hristi<rnorum e i^tpyrU collect

i

is reviewed by P. Collart, Bee. et. gr. 48 (1935), 337, de phil. N.s. 9 (1935), 102-3, ‘ B. Kyra, Lisiy

filolog. 60 (1933), 354'. R. D. Middleton writes on The Eucharistic Prayers of the iJidnche {J. Theol. Stud.

36 (1935), 259-67), H. J. Gibbins on The Pruhlem of the Liturgical Section of the Didache {ihid... 373-86).

De Lacy O’Leary publishes A Greek Hymn in a Coptic Manuscript {Orientalia. n.s. 3 (1934), 201-4), H. G.

Opitz, Euseb v. Caesarea als Theologe {Z. neat. Wi^s. 34 (1935), 1-10), A. Souter, Lexical Xote son tht Writings

of Syneshis of Cyrene (J. Theol. Stud. 36 (1035), 176-8). A. Bludau, Die agyptischen IJhelli in die Chrisien-

verfolgung des Kaisers Decius. is reviewed by J. Zeiller, Per. de phil. n.s. 0 (1935), 401-2; F. J. Dolger,
Antike ti. Christentum m, iv, by E. Weigand, Gnomon 11 (1035), 407-593, iv (1034), 3-4, by A. D. Xock,
J. Theol. Stud. 36 (1935), 209-1 (material on sacred dance) ; H. G. E. White-AV\ Hauser, The Monasteries

of the Wadi ’« Xatrun by K. Conant, AJA 30 (1035), 638-9; C. A. Baynes, A Coptic Gnostic Treatise, by
\V. Bauer, Lit.-Z. 60 (1935), 104-5

; P. de Labriolle, reaction pEenne by M.-J. LAt^RANGE,

Rev. Bibl. 44 (1035), GOG-0, H. Koch, Theol. Lit.-Z. 60 (1035), 350-61 (also by A. Dies, La pohlmique

antichretienne dii au VP Siecle. Bull. A-s.s. Budt\ no. 46, Janvier 1035, 37M:5); E. Schwartz,

Publizistische Sammlungen by H. Koch, ibid., 117-21; H. G. Opitz. Atluniasius Werke. in, by G.

Kruger, ibid. 453-5.

For later development I must refer to the wonderful bibliography by X. H. Baynes. F. Dolger, and

others in BZ 35 (1935), 159-272, 442-512, and to M. Hombert's very serviceable Bulletin papyiologique viir

(1933-4) {Byzantion 10 (1035). 341-66); I have received a reference to W. Derouaux, Liiterature chre'tienne

antique et papyrologie (XouveUe revue theologigiie, 1035, 810-43). Hippolyte Delehayk, dug lerons sur la

mHhode hagiographique (Subsidia hagiographica, xxi (1034). Societe des Bollandi^^tes, 24 Boulevard Saint-

Michel, Bruxelles, pp. 147), is admirable, like everything from his pen—on the way in which a saint must

be given his place in history, on cult us and story, on the formation of calendars and martyrologies, on the

development of the veneration of relics, on the iconography of the saints {e.g. 110 If. on the nifnhus. Perhaps

some attention should be drawn to ancient physiognomic theory, on which cf. now E. C. Evans, Harv. Stud.

Class. Phil, xl^t: (1035), 43 if.). The Bollandist tradition is beinc: worthily maintained; Avitness F. R.

Halkin, Publications recentes de texfes hagiographiques grecs (Analecta Bollandiann 53 (1035), 366-81),

a most useful critical survey of recent investigations. Here, too, the new workers are emerging, Rocier A.

Pack, Studies in Libanius and A)itiochene Society under Theodosius (Diss. Michigan, 1035, pp. xi— 126)), is a

very fine contribution to our knowledge of the later 4th century, and in particular to Libanius, as a figure

of the transition from the old world to the Middle Aues ; it is as good in detail as in synthcvsis. ^Meanwhile

J. Bidez shows his proved skill and divinatory faculty in Le texte du prologue de Sozejmtne et de ses chapitres

(am, 28-34) sur les moines d'Egypte et de Palestine [Sitzungh. Berlin. 1035, 300A[:27) ; with pp. 426-7 on hymns
as a monastic concern, cf. the chapter, "Hermit poetry’, pp. 93-100 of Kexneth Jackson, Studies in Early

Celtic Nature Poetry (C. L". Pr., 1935. pp. xiiA-04, 12o\ 6(/.), a fa.scinating and beautiful study in comparative

literature.

Francis Crawford Burkitt (J. Theol. Stud. 36 (1036), 225-54), to which A. Souter, R. H. Connolly,

S. A. Cook, G. R. Driver, B. H. Streeter. H. Loewe, C. Montefiore, E. C. Ratcliff, and G. G. Coulton

contributed sections, is not only a worthy tribute to one of the greatest scholars of aU time but also a most

important statement of the progress of those studies to which Burkitt contributed so greatly.

3. Publications of Non-Literary Texts

A. General

Two excellent editions of ostraca have recently appeared. The first group, collected at Elephantine and

Thebes in the ’80's by an American traA'cller, is edited by Mlle Claire Preaux: Les Ostraca grecs de la
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Collection Charles-Edwln WUhour an Musee de Brooklyn, Brookhni Museum, Xew York, 1935, pp. 125, 2 pis.

The texts themselves are mostly of familiar types, and the main interest and importance of the book lies

in the admirable introductory essays to each group of receipts, and in the conscientious commentary,

recalling in both respects Amundsen's Osiraca Osloensia. Particularh^ important is the discussion of the

origin oi XaoypaSla; XlWc Preaux stresses the dubiety of the Ptolemaic evidence, which she eventually rejects,

returning to the old view that it was instituted by Augustus, Reviewed by 0. GrERAm, Chron. d'Eg, 10

(1935), 388-92, and W. Schebart, OLZ 38 (1935), 483-4.

The second volume publishes some 700 ostraca from the Fayyum, in part collected by Dr. Askren, but

mostly Irom the University ofMichigan's excavations on the site of Karanis. Only the first volume, containing

the texta (complete with indices) has appeared, and it is to be hoped that vol. il (the commentary) Avill not

be unduly delayed. Most of the ostraca date from the late third to the earlv fourth century a.d., and the

editor’s analysis will be eagerly awaited. L. Amundsen, Greek Ostraca in the University of Michigan Collec-

tion, Part I; Texts. Ann Arbor, University of Michigan Press, 1935, pp. xx4-232, 8 pis. Noticed by
T. C, 8KEAT, CL Bev. 49 (1935), 228-9.

G. ^Ianteuffel has produced the final edition of the small collection of papyri and ostraca in Warsaw:
Papyri Varsovienses ( = Universitas Varsoviensis : Acta Facultatis Litterarum 1). Varsoviae, 1935, pp. xii4-69,

4 pis. 49 pap\Ti, mostly very mutilated, and 4 ostraca are published or republished
; the majority date

from the second and third centuries a.d., and are of well-known types—receipts, loans, leases, accounts,

private letters, and the like. The volume is well produced, with careful introductions and commentaries,

but unfortunately the reading of the texts themselves cannot always be relied on. Reviewed by H. I, Bell,

CL Per. 49 (1935), 241 (important corrections to P. Varsov. 10, 12, 19).

Two small anthologies of pap;\Tus texts have been recently published. The first (not seen), is edited by
^liCHEL Hoffmann, Antike Briefe: Lateinische und griechische Privathriefe aus den Alltagsleben. Urtext und
Uhersehnng. Munchen, 1935, pp. 143. The second is primarily intended for students of the Xew Testament

and Hellenistic Greek: Edgar J. Goodspeed and Ernest Cadman Colwell, A Greek Papyrus Reader

icith Vocahulary. Chicago, 1935, pp. vii4-108.

Papyri Groninganae [JEA 20, 91-2) is reviewed by H. Kortenbeutel in Gnoynon 11 (1935), 442—4;

K. Fr. W. ScmiiDT in GGA 197 (1935), 311-17; P. Collart, Rev. de phiL 9 (1935), 103^.

P. Janda \1 (JEA 21, 84) has received appreciative notices from G. Ghedini, Riv. di fil. 13 (1935), 104-5

;

O. MoNTEVEGCin, BolLjil. class. 6 (1934), 22-5; U. Wilcken, Archiv 11 (1935), 297-8.

P. Janda vn has been reviewed by U. Wilcken, Archiv 11, 296-7; H. C, Youtie, CL PhiL 30 (1935),

281-3 (important; identifies P. Jand. 141 as col. 108 of a long roll at ilichigan); H. I. Bell, CL Rev. 49

(1935), 181.

Edgar and Hunt's Select Papyri, vol. n (JEA 21, 85) is reviewed by W. M. Calder, CL Rev. 49 (1935),

72-3, and K. Fr. Scioiidt, PhiL Woch. 55 (1935), 1007-8.

U. Wilcken refers to his own edition of P. Wurzburg (JEA 21, 84) in Archiv 11, 298-9, recording a

number of minor corrections in P. Wiirzb. 9. G. Soyter, Die hyz. Papyri der Wiirzb. Univ.-bibL, Izv.

B'lgarskiya ArkheoL Inst. 9 (1935), has some notes on the language and orthography of the Byzantine

pap\Ti.

1 have not seen what appears to be an advance extract from the long-promised Papiri Milanesi

un(hr the editorship of G. Vogliano: Dal D rohono dei papiri della R. Vniversitd di Milano. Florence, 1935.

Included are two documentary papyri, ‘Letter from Theon to Heraclides’, published by Vogliano, and a

c(;ntracl ot cesAon of catoecic land, by Jouguet.

B. Ptolemaic

The outstanding event has been the appearance of the first fascicule of UPZ ii. 5Iore than half is devoted

to the famous ‘Choachyten-Akten’, beginning with the law-suit of Hermias. U. Wilcken, Urkunden der

Ptohyyfaerzeit (Alkie Funde). Ziceiter Band: Papyri aus Oberdgypten. 1. Lieferung, W. de Gruyter, Berlin

and Leipzig. 1935, pp. iv— 89. Reviewed by W. Schubart, D. Lit.-Z. 0 (1935), 1073-4.

O. Gx^eraud's 'Evr€v^eis (JEA 18, 84; 19, 74) is reviewed by H. Kortenbeutel inD. Lit.-Z. 5 (1934),

2075-8. In reviewing BGL viii (JEA 20, 89), in Hist. Z. 152 (1935), 539-46, W. Otto makes some weighty

general observations on the editing of collections of pap;)Ti.

Xo new etlitions of Zenon pap\Ti have appeared, but there are a number of reviews to be recorded.

P. Mich. Zen. (JEA 18, 84) has been reviewed by E. S. Hasenoehrl in CL Weekly 24 (1934-5), 205-6.

P. P-yl. Zen. (.JEA 21, 8.5-6), by L. Wilcken, Archiv 11, 290. P. Col. iii
(
= P. Col. Zen.) has been widely
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noticed: by U. Wilcken, Archiv 11, 280-90
; H. C. Youtie, Journ. Phil 56 (1935), 175-80

; C. C. Edgar
JEA 21, 122-3 (all these three make important corrections and comments). Also reviewed by W. Schubart,
Gnomon 11 (1935), 423-6, and B. A. van Groningen, Museum 42 ( 1934-5), 261-2.

P. Teb. iii. 1, is reviewed by H. Kortenbeutel in GGA 197 (1935), 227-32,
The so-called ‘P. Baraize', published by P. Collart and P. Jouguet in Et, de pop. li^ {JEA 21, 86) is

discussed by U. Wilcken, Archil' 11
, 292-4 (important remarks on the strate^ms Daimauhos, and on P. Grenf. i,

11, which, with J. G. Tait, he now assigns to the reign of Epiphanes; in this case it seems better to assiun
the fragments mentioning Daimaehos in connexion with the 4th year to the beginning of Philometor s

reign than to postulate, as Wilcken does, two strategi of the same name). W'ilcken also reviews {Ibid.

291-2) A. Calderini, Un atiovo papiro del Seropeo di Memfi {JEA 21, 86).

C. Ptolemaic-Roman

IT. Wilcken reviews Ei. Aus der Hnmhurger Papyrussanunlung {JEA 21, 87), in Archiv 11,

295-6, and G. Coppola, Papiri Bononienses {JEA, /.c,), ibid. 294-5.

B. Roman

N. Hohlwein has printed an attractive selection from the unpublished pap\T'i in the Cairo Museum in

Mel. Maspero 2, 17-31. The first, a letter of instructions from the Prefect Flavius Titianus to Chaeremon,
strategus of the Heraoleopolite nome (a.d. 126-33 or 164-7), is of great interest from the point of view
of administrative history; the third is an attractive private letter from a w'oman to hew husband ; the fourth

a summons to the conventus of the Prefect L. Volusiiis IMaecianus (c. a.d. 160), at Antinoe, hitherto un-

attested as an assize towm. Reviewed by C. Preaux, Chron. d'Eg. 10 (1935), 396-8.

A selection of papyri belonging to the Societa Italiana is published (wdth very meagre comments) by
pupils of Vitelli in Acg. 15 (1935), 207-29. They include a declaration on oath, a fragmentary petition, an
application for admission to the SoiSe/cdSpa^got, a lease, five private letters, and a sale. Except the last-

named (Antinoe, a.d. 430), all are from Ox\Thynchus and date from the second and third centuries. A
similar selection, in Studi italiani di filologia classica, n.s., 12 (1935), 92-110, includes, along wdth several

literary papTO, a fragmentary will (2nd cent.) and a petition to the imr-qp-qrrj^ TrpaKrop^las (a.d. 210).

These are also from Oxyrhynchus.

In Dai papiri della Raccolta Milanese. Aeg. 15 (1935), 239-54, the Telephus prologue is followed by a

fragmentary loan (lst-2nd cent.), edited by A. Calderini, and two private letters (2nd and 3rd cents,

respectively), edited by Lydia Bandi.

Tw'o w'ell-preserved documents from the little W'arren collection (see JEA 21, 104) have been edited

by A. S. Hunt: P. Warren 8-9, in 2Id. Maspero 2, 9-14. The one is an agreement to pay arrears of rent

due to a Roman landed proprietor, M. Antonins Aper (Philadelphia, a.d. 86) ;
the other is a receipt for

repayment of a loan (Theadelphia, a.d. 109).

A. E. R. Boak, a Petition addressed to Apollon io^. Strategos of Heptakomia (P. Mich. inv. 6629), \rv Aeg. 15

(1935), 265-6, publishes a recently acquired specimen from a well-known archive. It is a summons to

attend the conventus of the Prefect Haterius Xepos, a fact wFich points to Apollonius having remained

in office at least as late as a.d. 120.

C. W. Keyes, Four Piivate Letters from the Columbia Papyri, Cl. Phil. 30 (1935), 141-50, edits four

t\q)ical specimens of cpistolography of the first and second centuries, wdth excellent notes and comments.

Four more letters, of the second to fourth centuries, together wdth a sale of c. a.d. 300. are the contents of

Briefe und Vrkunden a us der Berliner Papyrussarnmlung. published under SchubarFs guidance by Elizabeth

VissER in Aeg. 15 (1935), 267-76. The note on on p. 276 is worth special attention.

Fifteen customs receipts of the reigns of Severus and Caracalla, found during the University of 5Iichigan*s

excavations at Dime, are published in A, E. R. Boak's report on the campaign: Boknopaiou Sescs, 20-3

and PI. xiii, where six of the best specimens are reproduced. The desperately cursive wwiting is valiantly,

and on the wffiole successfully, tackled by the editor, who pays special attention to the well-preserved seals

still attached to some of the receipts.

In the course of his latest Urkunden-Eeferat. in Archiv 11, 299-311, U. WTlcken comments on the

foUowdng: Bell, Diplomata Antinoitica {JEA 21, 87); Boak, A Petition to an Exegetes {ibid. 20, 90); Gapp,

For reviews of £t. de pap. ii as a whole, see § 9 below.
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A Lease of a Pigton-house iritli Biood {ibid, 21, 87); Harmon, Egyptian Property Returns {ibid. 21, S7~8);

Martin, Gretk Papyrus Letter to a Student [ibid. 19, 77); Petropoulos, Unpublished Greek Papyrus

of the Athens Collection (ibid. 21, 87); Rabel, Eine neue Vollmachtsurkunde

;

Zambon, Minute di un contratto

di servizio nella raccolta milanese [ibid. 21, 88). Winter, Illiterate Private Letter of the Second Century.

I rciirct that the articles of Rabel anti Winter were accidentally omitted from this section last year.

P. Col. ii (JEA 19. 75) is reviewed by H. van Hoesen, Am. Journ. Phil. 56 (1935), 167-70.

P. Mich, ii (JEA 20, 90) is reviewed by U. Wilcken, 11, 30-3, and A. C. Johnson, Am. Hist.

Rev. 40 (1934-5), 480-3.

E. Roman-Byzantine

P. Berl. Leihg. (JEA 19, 77) is highly praised in an important review by F. ZrCKER, Gnomon 11 (1935),

368-74 (excellent and detailed summary).

C. H. Roberts, Two Papyri from Oxyrhynchus (JEA 21, 88), is reviewed by U. Wilcken in Archiv 11,

311-12.

F. Ba'zantine

A. E. R. Boak, The Date of the Establishment of the Office of Praepositus Pagi in Egypt, in Mel. Maspero 2,

125-9, publishes a papyrus in the Cairo Museum, It is a nomination by the two retiring comarchs of Karanis
of their successors for the ensuing year, dated a.d. 308, and addressed AvpfjfKLcg *HpaKX€[l]S 7

] TTpaiTrloalrcp.

Boak points out that this can be no other personage than the Praepositus pagi, and shows from other un-

published papyri (dated a.d. 316 and 320) that e -rrayov may be restored with practical certaintv at the end
of the address. ilcken’s date for the institution of the office, in the reign of Maximinus, between a.d.

307-10, is thus strikingly confirmed.

^Ille G. Roi'ILLard has printed an interesting document from the Weill collection in Paris, pending
the final publication by herself and CoIIart: PrCt de Grains, a.d. 497, in Mel. Maspero'2, 177-84, with plate.

In lieu of repayment of a loan of grain, the borrower, comarch of ]\lagdola Bucolon in the Hermopolite nome,
concedes the use of 1 aroura of his land for one year, he himself, as it seems, providing the labour, while
tlie creditor supplies the seed only. Though the details of the transaction are somewhat obscure, the vital

word at tlie end of 1. 26 being hard to decipher, the main situation is clear, and provides an interesting

example of one way in which small holdings might fall into the hands of the great landed proprietors. Xo
less interesting is ^Ille Rouillard’s note on the formula which heads the document

; from unpublished
M eill papyri she quotes alternative forms such as which effectually dispose of the isopsephism
theory, and favour the explanation that the letters are initials of some Christian invocation.

From Berlin C. H. Roberts publishes in JEA 21, 52-6, Two Letters of the Byzantine Period. The first

is an amusing letter from a father (?) regarding his small son, whose education his correspondent had
apparentB undertaken. He now writes to say that the boy having proved intractable (piopos Kal TraiStov

xat dvorjros). he Will remove him. The concluding admonition will doubtless often be quoted: ual aw<f>povycrrjTe

avrdv, erreihr) i^ore aTreorr] ck rod Trarpos avrov dXXas TrXrjyas ovk eAaScv, /cat OeXa oXlyas XaSetv rjOelaO-q ydp 6

ewros avTod Kal ri]v GvvrjdeLav ^rjrel. The Other letter, apparently MTitten somewhere in the Delta, is mainly
concerned with business affairs, but has an interesting reference to soldiers in the Mareotic nome.

Boak, Early Byzantine Papyri from the Cairo Museurn (JEA 21, 88-9), is reviewed by U. Wilcken,
Archiv 11, 312-13 (see also § 4 below).

Kase, a Papyrus Roll m the Princeton Collection (JEA 21, 89) is also reviewed by Wilcken, Archiv 11,

313-14, and by K. Fr. W. ScHinuT, Phil. Woch. 35 (1935), 1370-1.

4. Political History, Biography, Administration, Topography, Chronology

A. General

In F. Heichelheim's review of Griechische Staatskunde von 100:2-32 (Bursian Supplementband, 250)
the Helleni:,tic monarchies are treated in ch. vii, pp. 244-77. P. Jouguet has an interesting article on
Les destinces de VhelUnisme dans I'Egypte greco-romaine in Chron. d'Eg. 10 (1935), 89-108: and there is a
valuable collection of evidence on Eethnographic egyptienne d'ajires les signalements contenus dans les papyrus
by P. CoLLOMP in Bulletin Bade 49 (1935), 52-8.
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B. Political History

P. JoTJGUET. in Le roi nuhien HurgonapJior et les rtvoJtes de la Thrhaide, in Mtlanges 0. Xavarrt (Touiouse,

1935). 265—73, discusses the evidence recently obtained; and H. Henxe proposes a solution of a chrono-

logical problem in ^ote sur le debut dii regne conjoiut de Philotiator et PEvergite 11 in Rev, et. anc, 37 (1035),

467, A study of La Syrie et la Palestine au temps de Ptolemee I ^oter is begun by P. M. Abel in Rev. hill. 44

(1935), 559-81.

W. D. Hogarth has translated A. Momigliano‘s Claudius (see JEA 19, 79): it is reviewed by E. Hoiil

in Phil. Wock. 55 (1935), 18, and by J. P. V. 1). Balsdox in (1. Rev. 48 (1934), 157. Other reviews to be

noted are, by C. J. Kraemer Jr. in Cl. Weekly of O. H. Macurdy's Hellenistic Queens (see JEA 2U. 93) ;
and

by W. \V. T(arn) in JHS 55 (1935), 98-9, by E. Hohl in Hist. Z. 152 (1935), 323-5, and ]>y H. Volkmaxx
in Phil. Woch. 55 (1935), 1227-32, of W. Otto's (Jeschichte der Zeit des b. Ptolemners (see JEA 21, 89).

H. Mattixgla' uses the evidence of Alexandrian coin-dates in his reconstruction of the chronology of

The Reign of Aemilian in JRS 25 (1935), 55-8.

C. Biography

I have not seen U. A^oiirato’s Cleopatra (Milan, 1934).

T>. ADJnXISTRATIOX

The interest of E. Berxeker's Die Rolle des Strategen ini Verfahren vor den jdolemaischen KollegiaC

gerichten in Alel. Alasj^ro 2, 1-8 is largely legal; it is reviewed by C. P(reaux) in Chrun. d'Eg. 10 (1935),

409-10. The reviewer writes Reflexions sur les droits superieurs de VEtat dans VEgypte lagide in the same
volume, 109-19.

O. \V. Beixmuth has given an exhaustive survey of the material relating to The Prefect of Egypt from

Augustus to Diocletian in Kho. Beihett 34 (1935); and 8. Avogadro of that on Le aTroypa<hal di proprietd

nelVEgitto greco-romano iivAeg. 15 (1935), 131-206. A. E. R. Boak's publication of A Petition Addressed to

ApoUonios Straiegos of Heptakomia {ibid. 265-6) is instructh^e.

The discussion of the Ptolemaic military administration in The Mercenaries of the Hellenistic Worhf by

G. T. Griffith (Cambridge, 1935) is excellent.

Harmox's Egyptian property returns (see JEA 21, 87), is reviewed by C. Prkaux in Chron. d'Eg. 10 ( 1935),

393-6, by S. Avogadro in Aeg. 14 (1934), 479-81, and by U. Wilckex in Archiv 11 (1935), 304-5.

\V. Matthes's Prosopographie der Aeg. Deltagaue (see JEA 21, 90), is reviewed by P. Collart in Rev. de

phil. 9 (1935), 310-11.

E. Topography

The first part of a Dizionario dei nonii geografici e topografici delVEgitto greco-romano has been published

by A. Calderixi; it contains entries A-AXiKapvanoevs. It is reviewed by O. iMoxTEVECCHi in Boll. jUol.

class. 7 (1935), 58-60; it should prove most valuable. A list of corrections to this part is printed by

Calderixi in Aeg. 15 (1935), 321-27.

In Eoknopaiou 2\esos, by A. E. R. Boak (Ann Arbor, 1935), pp. 1-21, there is an account of the topo-

graphical results of the Michigan University excavations at Dime in 1931-2.

E. ZiPPERT summarizes G. Bagxaxi's account of Tebtynis in Arch.f. Orientf. 10 (1935), 193^.

A. DE Cossox has published Mareotis, being an Account rfl the History, Topography and Antiquities of the

Xorth-Westeni Desert of Egypt and Lake Mareotis. London, 1935, pp, ix— 219, with 21 sketch-maps and

plates. The photographs provided by Dr. Henry 5Iaurer of Alexandria are ell reproduced, and there is an

appendix on the wild fiowers of !Maryut.

E. Byzaxtixe Period

The one outstanding general work is H. 8t. L. B, 5Ioss. The Birth of the Middle SOo-Sll, Oxford.

Clarendon Press, pp. xviii-r-91, with sketch-maps and good illustrations. There are useful discussions of

historical problems in J. Miller, Bericht uber die Literafur zur Geschichte des romischen Reiches in der Zeit

von Diocletian his Theodosius I 2Sl-o9d n, Chr. ans den Jahren lOld-lOTl. Bursian 61 (1935), Bd. 246

pp, 43-130.

Eor the ecclesiastical background: C. Papadopoulos Jaropia rijs iKxXr^uLa^ ’AAe^aiSpetuj (62-1934),

Alexandria, 1935. Rev. bj^ J. Lebox, Rev. d'hist. ecclts. 31 (1935), pp. 777-9.
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On A. E. R. Boak, The Date of the Establishment of the Office of Praepositus Pagi, see § 3 F above. He

produces evidence to show that the office was in being by a.d. 308.

A. PiGAN’iOL has reconsidered La Capitation de Diocletieny Pev. hist, 176 (1935), 1-13, on the basis of the

Karanis papyrus published by Boak (JEA 21, 88-9). This is an important article: P. concludes ‘que Tedit

de 297 est defavorable aux theories qui fusionnent la jugatio et la capitatio de Dioclotien en un impot

unique—qu'il est favorable en apparence aux theories issues de Savigny, qui affixment la distinction d'une

capitation personeUe et d'une capitation foncicre,—mais que les difficultcs des textes ne peuvent etre resolues

que par une theorie, qui, a la suite de Rodbertus, admet Fequivalence entre les unites fiscales des deux

capitations. Malhcureusement, Fedit de 297 ne nous permet pas d'affirmer que cette equivalence ait ete

introduite d'cmblee par Diocletien en Egypte'. On this pap\Tus cf. U. AVilckex, Archiv 11 (1935), 312-13

;

after reaching independently Edgar's correction of [cSt] for in 1. 9 {JEA 21, 89) he points out that the

words Ke6aXr} rajv ayooLKcxiv settle a long disputed problem: 'der Text bestiitigt die Angabe Constantins in

C. Theod. XllI 10, 2. dass unter Diokletian die plehs urbana immunis fuerat (beziiglich der capitatio)’;

he considers that the 'Motivierung' of the measure given by the •prefect is taken from the imperial edict:

‘danach war es die Willkur, die vorher in der Besteuerung bestanden hatte, die der Kaiser im Interesse der

'Wohltahrt der Provinzialen durch die Xeuordnung beseitigen Avollte’ {cf. 10, peyaXobmpLa 17).

If Wilcken is right in this suggestion, it is of the first importance for the understanding of Diocletian's

fiscal policy.

A. PiGANiOL suL^gests that in the calculation of a caput and a sixth found in P. Lond. Inv. 2574 published

by H. I. Bell. Mil. Maspero 2, 105 {JEA 21, 89), we should see a case of a superindictio of one sixth. Rev.

hist. 176 (1935), p. 13, n. 1.

In hib introduction to P. Wiirzb. 15 {JEA 21, 84) U. Wilckex now declares himself convinced that the

xpvciovris there mentioned is identical with the officials of that name otherwise known only in the eighties

of the fourth century; the office was therefore in existence by a.d. 335.

I'or an encomion on an Emperor who is probably pjulian the Apostate (Pap. Yind. 29834) cf. U. Wilcken,
Archil' 11 (1935), pp. 270-1. Cited here for reference to the administration.

Fk Seidl's Der Eid'im rdrnisch-aggptischen Provinzialrecht, Part 2 (on which see § 6) primarily concerns

students of Roman law, but it is of more general interest. Here in the forms of oath prescribed by the

government can be traced one aspect of the great transition from the pagan to the Christian state.

The discussion, e.g.. of the titles Kvpios and hecTzoTT^s, of the imperial rvyri and vUrj. of the adjective delos. is

full of suggestion for the historical student. Here, too, is reflected the oponpia enjoyed by the consorts of

the emperors from Tiberius II to Heraclius. Eor a possible case of an oath by the aperri—the virtus—of

the emperor cf. Aeg. 15 (1935), 273-4.

Students of Roman history" shoukl not overlook the highly suggestive studies of Claire Preaux. In

these papers she is VTiting on conditions in Ptolemaic Egypt, but they form valuable material for com-
parative study. The difficulties of .securing adequate man-power for agriculture and other essential services

are vividly illustrated from the papyri in Reflexions sur les droits supirieurs de Vital dans TEgijpte lagide,

Chron. d'Ej. 10 (1935) 109-19, and in La difjicnlii de requirir le travail dans VEgypte lagide, ibid. 343-60.

These studies help us to understand the reasons for the gradual introduction of the colonate as a legal status

in the Homan Empire of the fourth century. A brilliant paper Politique de race ou politique royale % Chron.

d'Eg. 11 (1936), 111-38, is devoted to the problem confronting a sovereign who, in default of adequate
supplies of money, is forced to reward his servants by grants of land. Mile Preaux might well have
referred to the classical study of this problem—L. H. Hart:viann*s Ein Kapitel vom spatantiken mid
fruhmittflaltc/lirhfn Ataate (1913). To the student of Roman history- Mile Preaux has provided material

tor comparison with tlie working of the system of pronoia and with the effect of grants made to charisticarii.

(x. H vxi.TAT^x, Hi^toue de la nation igyptienne, iii.—Review by R. WEnx. Rev. critique 68 (1934), 29-31,
by P, ('ollart. Rev. if. gr. 48 (1935), 163-5, by XL Exgers, Museum 42 (1934-5), coll. 217-20, by G. de
Jeiiphamgx, Orientalia Christiana periodica 1 (1935), 547-8.

5. Social Life, Education, Economic History, Numismatics, Metrology

A. Social Life .\nd Education

Orsoltna Montevecchi has begun what, it is hoped, will be a series of Ricerche di sociologia nei docu-
menti df.lV Egiitn greco-romano with one on / feAamenti in Aeg. 15 (1935), 67-121

; in the same volume, 3-66,
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is an article by Angela Zambon on Didankalikai. Winter s Life and Letters (see JEA 20, 93) is reviewed

by G. Ghedini in Aeg. lo (1935), 334-5, by W, M. Calder in CL liev. 49 (1935), 72-3, by ^V. Miller in

CL Journ, 30 (1934), 114-16, by 0. Montevecchi in BolLjiL class. 6 (1934), 22-5, and by W. A. Oldfather

in Am. Hist. Rev. 40 (1935), 362-3. E. M, Antoniadi's work, L"astronomie tgyptieiine depuisles temps les

plus recules jusqud la jin de I'epoque alexandrine (Paris, 1934), should be noticed here: it is reviewed by

R. W. Sloley in JEA 20, 221-2.

B. EcoNO^nc History

F. Heichelhelvi has summarized Xeic Light on Currencg and Injlation in Hellenidic and Roman Times

from Inscriptions and Papyri in Economic History 3 (1935), 1-5. An article entitled in Roman Egypt

y

by

Ethel H. Brewster, in CL Weekly (1935), 25-9 deals with a weaver of Oxyrhynchus. A Hamburg disser-

tation by E. Leider on Der Handel von Alexandreia is only known to me from a review by W. W. Tarn in

CL Rev. 49 (1935), 154-5. Other reviews of works already noticed are: of A. Andreades. Droits de douane

(see JEA 20, 94), by E. Breccia in Bull. Soc. Arch. d'AIex. 29 (1934), 367-71
;
of E. Grier, Accounting in

the Zenon papyri (see JEA 21, 85), by L. Bandi in Aeg. 14 (1934), 481-8, by R. A. Macdonald in Liverpool

Annals of Archaeology and Anthwpology 22 (1935), 131-3, by O. Montevecchi in Boll. fd. class. 6 (1935),

300-1, by C, Preavx in Chron. d'Eg. 10 (1935), 384-7, by W. Schlbart in Gnomon 11 (1935), 426-8, and by

U, WiLCKEN in Archiv 11 (1935), 290; for reviews of X. LE^^^s, V Industrie de papyrus (see JEA 21, 90),

cf. § 7 below.

C . XCMISMATICS AND MeTROLOGY

R. A. Haatvedt describes the coins found at Dime in A. E. R. Boar's report on Eoknopjaiou isesos

(see § 4 E above), pp. 37-47. J. G. ^Milne ^\Tites on 'Phocaean Gold' in Egypt in JEA 20 (1934), 193-1.

A. Segre contributes iSuovi appunti metrologici to Symh. Oslo. 13 (1934), 68-73.

D. Byzantine and Arab

The most important book published during the year is perhaps that of H. Zilliacus, Zum Kampf der

Weltsprachen im ostromischen Reichy Helsingfors, 1935, pp. 239. For the papyrologict the most interesting

chapters are ch. 4, Das juristische Leben (with a special section devoted to Egypt) ; ch. 5, Die Latinismen in

der juristischen Fachterminologie

;

ch. 6, Das Jlditancesen ; ch. 7, Die Latinisinen in der hyzantinischen Militar-

terminologiCy and the Appendix giving Verzeichnisse der Latinismen in derbyzaidimschen Rechts- hzw. Militar^

ierminologie. Throughout the book the exceptional position of Egypt within the Empire is emphasized;

the following sentences may be cited here: 'M'enn wir nun unsere L^ntersuchungen ubcr die Gerichtssprache

in Agypten zusammenfassen, so konstatieren wir, dass seit dem Beginn des 4. Jahrhunderts das Latcinische

als amtliche Sprache im Rechtswesen eingefuhrt worden war, in der ersten Zeit schcinen sogar die T rteile

auch fur Parteien mit griechischer ^Muttersprache lateinisch verkimdet zu sein. In der Folgezeit bildet sich

dann die Praxis aus, die bis in d. 6. Jahrh. befoigt zu sein scheint, namlich, dass die Muttersprache der

Parteien nicht nur bei der Abfassung des Rechtsspruchs sondern auch fur die ^Vrhandlungen ausschlag-

gebend war, was in der Praxis eine Alleinherrschalt des Griechischen in dicser Hinsicht beileuten durfte.

Als Protokoll- iind interne Amtssprache dominiert auch an den niederen Gerichtshufen in der Provinz das

Lateinische die ganze Zeit hindurch d. h. etwa bis zum J. 53f>, mit dem uusere Quellen aufhuren’ (p. 9.3).

A. Andreades t has discussed the que5>tion of the number of La Population de I Empire hyzantin,

Izvestiya na B'lgarskiya Arklieologicheski Institut 9 (19.35), 117-26. Thi» paper is for the most part a resump-

tion of the arguments contained in the well-known article published in Melron 1 (1920). On the basis of

Edict 13, c. 8 of Justinian—8 million artalias (= 26 i millions of Roman modii) of grain imported from

EgAqit to Constantinople—A. calculates for the capital a population of at least 700,000.

W. Hengstenberg has published an important paper

—

Bemerkungcn znr hniincklungsgcschichte dcs

Agyptischen Monchtums, Izvestiya na Bigarskiya Arklieologicheski Institut 9 (1935), 355-62. dor the Sara-

baites—a term which he would derive from the Coptic Sa-n-awet, the ' r being a A erschreibunLi for n —he

compares the conditions of life implied by Preisigke, S.B. 5174 and 5175 (.v.D. .512 and .513): in the second

of these pap\Ti he would take Aa^Xa as —Laura. H. discusses the MelcTian documents published in H. I,

Bell's Jews and Chrhiians in Egypt, and compares the Berlin Coptic papyrus published by ('. ScinriDT in

ZAS 68 (1932), 60-8; he points out that in the will published by Crum (KRU 75), and discussed by Stein-

wenter [Z. Sav. Kan. Abt. 19 (1930)] the ^Teilerbe’ dllias is described simply as ttlotos. i.e. a layman: this

L
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must mean that Elias had brought money into the anchoritic settlement which the anchorites were not

prepared to surrender.

P. Wurzb. 16 {JEA 21, 84) is a surety-bond entered into by a Christian deacon for the appearance of a

priest should further inquiries be instituted. It is remarkable that the deacon cannot sign his omti name:

a monk signs on his behalf.

W. Derouaux in Liiteraiure cJiretienne et papyrologie^ youvelle Revue theologique^ 1935, 810-43, gives a

short history of pap^Tology and then considers the additions which the discovery of papyri has made to our

knowledge of early Christian literature and in particular to our knowledge of the social life and beliefs of

Egyptian Christians. This is an attractive supplement to W inter's Life and Letters in the Papyri,

E. R. Hardy, Jrx., The Large Estates of Byzantine Egypt (1931).—Rev. by M. F. McGregor, Class. Phil.

29 (1934), 360-1. M. V. Levchenko, K Istorii agrarnuikh otnoshenii v Vizantii VI~V1I vv. Po dokumentam

iizantiiskogo Egipta. Probletnui Istorii dokapitalistichestkikh Ohshchestv 5 (1935), Xo. 1-2, pp. 75—110.

I have not as yet had an opportunity of studying this elaborate paper, based throughout on the papyri.

R. S. Mackensen in Background of the History of Moslem Libraries, Am. Journ. Bern. Lang. 51 (1934-5),

114-25; 52 (1935-6), 22-33 (to be continued) discusses the problem of the destruction of the Library of

Alexandria by the Arabs. By the fourth centur^^ the Library was associated with the Serapeum and it

was probably destroyed together with the Serapeum in a.d, 391. The lament of Orosius on the empty

bookshelves is evidence that in 416 there were no longer any large and ancient libraries in Alexandria.

It is suggested that the legend of the destruction of the Library by the Arabs arose amongst the Eg\3)tian

partisans of the house of *Ali when Saladin in the twelfth century closed the academy and library main-

tained by the Fatimid caliphs at Cairo. A. Grohaiann in Texte zur Wirtschaftsgeschichte Aegyptens in

arabischer Zeit. Archiv Orientdlnil (1935), 437-72, pis. lii-lvii, has published 27 Arabic pap\Ti from the

eighth to ninth centuries which are of considerable economic interest, supplying evidence for the history of

prices [cf. ibid. 5 (1933), 273-83; 6 (1934), 125^9].

R. M urzb. Xo. 20 is a Christian's statement ot liability for tax—a Karaypa<f)^ rdyv ain’rcXov}j.€{vojv) Trap* e/xov

hr)p.oGicov—from the Arab period and from the same period an eVtcrraA^a tov a(Dpariap.ov
(
? 651-652) together

with a similar eV/araAga from the fourth century (Xos. 18, 19). W. discusses the meaning of the term acjpa-

tlUlv and concludes that the essential feature of the transfer of property to which the word is applied is

the transference of tax-liability to the new owner of the land.

For culture in Byzantine Egypt surprising evidence is to be found in a Latin parchment from Antinoe

dating from c. a.d. 500 and containing U. 149-98 of the seventh satire of Juvenal. C. H. Roberts, A
Latin Parchment from Antinoe. Aeg. 15 (1935), 297-302. ‘When we reflect that Juvenal was read in Fpper

Egypt, and in a good text at that, in an epoch during which, so we are accustomed to think, culture in

Egypt was at a very low ebb, and read and commented on over a period of a hundred years, two conclusions

may suggest themselves, the first that the influence of the (^tX6ao4>oL, the last champions of pagan culture, . . .

was still surprisingh' vigorous, and the second that in the whole field of pap\Tology it is hardly possible

to find stronger testimony to the enduring vitality of Latin culture.’

I have not been able to see W". Xestle, Die Juden ui der griechisch-romischen Welt. Unterricht und

Forschung. 1935, 165-92.

I have also not seen G, AIoravcsik, Der Same der Bulgaren in einem griech. Papyrus. Korosi Csoma

Archicurn 1, Erganzioig.^iband, 2. Heft 1935, 10 pp., 1 pi., on P.Vindob. gr. 2132. (Cited from the Brussels

card index.). Possibly this is the papyrus published by W'essely in Mitth. a. d. Bummliing Rainer

vi, 114, = Stud. Pal. XX, 133.

6. Law

A. General

(i) Biblioirraphy, Xecrology, Congresses.

[a] Bibliography.

V. W'ilcken, Urkundenreferat. Archiv 11 (1935), 284-317, A. Calderini, Aeg. 14 (1934) Bibliografia

meiodica 511-37 {Diritto e amminiArazione 526-9) and ibid. 15 (1935), 344-81 {Dir. e amm. 367-9); also Testi

receidemente pubblirati, ibid. 14, 473-8; 15, 305-19. Chron. d Eg. 10 (1935), Bibliotheque : Egypte greco-

romaine, 188-94; 42S-35. BZ 35 (1935), Papyruskunde 448-9, J urisprudenz 507-9. P. Collart, Rev. A. gr.
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48 (1935), Bulletin papijrologique (Documents, 565-71). ¥. C^livier-Martin, Kei\ hist, dr, 14 (1935), s\ippl.

with fasc. 4, Bibliographie courante, 1934, 41 pp. (economic and le^al history in general): Antiquit<^, S*-18*.

M. Hombert, Byzayiiion 10 (1935), 341-66, Bulletin papyrologique, 1933-4 (Droit, Admini^trntion, 354-S).

E. Seidl, Juristische Papyruskunde, Stud, et Doc. 1 (1935). 450-5, includes only publications since Jan. 1,

1935. It is the first of a series of bibliotfraphical articles which is to be continued in subseciuent numbers

of the new journal issued by the Pontijlcium Institutum Utriusque Juris. Greek and Latin leual pap\Ti of

Ptolemaic and Roman times are to be considered primarily, but references to the preceding: and following

periods and to allied papyrological studies, such as economic history, are not to be excluded.

(h) Necrology.

Notices of Ch. Appleton: by P. Collinet, Per. hist. dr. 14 (1935), 609-22 (with bibliography) and

Eev. arch. 5 (1935), 259-60; by A. Lefranc, C.-B. Ac. Inscr. et B.-L. (1935). 33-6. Notices of E. i'VQ:

by P. Collinet, Bev. hist. dr. 14 (1935), 153-67 (wdth bibliography); by A. E. Giffard, Stud, et Doc. 1

(1935), 489-90. Notice of P. Fournier: by G. Le Bras, Stud, et Doc. 1 (1935), 481-5. Notice of

E. Ll. Griffith: by V. Wilcken, Archiv 11 (1935), 318-19. Notices of A. Hunt: by H. 1. Bell, Pror.

Brit. Acad. 20 (1935), 16 pp. and Aeg. 14 (1934), 499-503; by P. Jouguet, Bev. de phil. 8 (1934), 333-7

;

by L. Wenger, Jahrb. der Bayerischen Akadernie der Wissenschaffen 1934-5, 8 pp. ; by U. Wilcken,

Archiv 11 (1935), 318-19; by F. he Zulueta, Stud, et Doc. 1 (1935), 486-8; by A. B. Schwarz, CapitoUum

(Istanbul) 1935 (Offprint). Notices of O. Lenel: by W. W. Bucklanh, LQB 51 (1935), 265-7
;
by E. Levy,

Bivista di diritio private 5 (1935), 69-74; by F. Pringsheim, Stud, et Doc. 1 (1935), 466-80; by L. Wenger,
Jahrb. Bayer. Akad. 1934-5, 10 pp. and Z. Sav. 55 (1935), vii-xi. Notice of D. P. Pappulias: by P. G.

Vallindas, Mnemosyna Pappulia (1934), .5-15. Notice of A. von Premerstein; by W. Ensslin, Z. Sav. 55

(1935), 500-1, Notices of V. Scialoja: by P. he Franctsci, Arch. Giarid. 29 (1935), 3-13 ; by S. Riccobono,

Bull. 1st. Dir. Bom. 42 (1934), 1-22; Xotizie hiograjiche. including bibliography, by L. T., ibid. 22 4:0.

Notices of K. Sethe: by J. C( apart), Chron. d'Eg. 10 (1935), 77-8; by U. Wilcken, 4 rc/oh- 11 ( 1935). 318-19.

Notices of G. Vitelli; by A. G. Amatucci, Boll.fil. class. 7 (1935), 73-6; by P. C<u.l\rt, Bulletin Bwh'

(1935), 59-66; by R. Pfeiffer, Gnomon 11 (1935), 670-2. Notice of R. he Ruggiero by F. 5Iaroi, Arch.

Giurid. 113 (1935), 206-20.

(c) Congresses.

The remaining two volumes of the Bologna-Rome (April 1933) Congress of Roman Law% Congr. Int. di d.

B., Boma Vol. ii and Bologna Vol. ii (both Pavia, 1935) have appeared; also the Acta Cungres'ius htridici

International is VII Saeculo a Decretalibus Gregorii IX et XIV a Codice lustiniano Promulgatis. Bomae,

12~17 Xovembris, 1931, in 5 vols, (Rome 1935), of which the first contains papers relating to the C.J., the

second those treating of the relation between Christianity and Roman Law', and the third, fourth, and fifth

those concerned with Canon Law' and the relations between Church and State. Short accounts of the 1934

Congress by P. Collinet, Bev. hist. dr. 14 (1935), 86-9 and L. Wenger. Z. Sav. 55 (1935), 491-6. List of

papers relating to Roman law', Stud, et Doc. 1 ( 1935), 24.5-8, of those in vols. 1 and 2 ihid., .5024. A. Stein-

WENT«R, reviewing the papers read at the 3rd Pap^Tological Congress, 1933 (JEA 21, 91) in Stud, et Doc. 1

(1935), 444-6, says that no real pap;s'rologist appears to b(‘ numbered among those scholars who assert a

direct evolution of Roman law from classical times to .lustinian and mistrust allejzations of foreign influence.

E. Eger, Z. Sav. 55 (1935), 368-72, indicates briefly the le£ral points in the volume, and adds a few' words on

P. Varsov., no. 10, discussed in G. ]Manteuffel\s paper. Other review's by W. Schubart, Gnomon 11 (1935),

9-12; F. Z(UCKER), BZ 35 (1935), 166; A. Ehrharht, OLZ 38 (1935), 416-18. The 4th Papyrolouhail Con-

gress (Florence, April 193.5) is briefly reported in Bev. hi<t. dr. 14 (1935), 391-3, by P. Collinet, who gives

a list of the legal papers; by A. Calderini, Aeg. 1.5 (193.5), 3424, and H. Kortenbeutel, Gnomon 11 (193.5),

3994:00. The proceedings are to be published in a special fascicule of Aeg. 16 (1936)). Summaries of the

papers read at the Journees d'histoire du <{roit (Louvain, April-May 1935) are given Bev. hist. dr. 14 (19.15),

404-31, and a list of those appearing in Mnemosyna Pappulia (Athens. 1934) in Stud, et Doc. 1 (193.5),

Fasc. 2, 500. The du B congr. int. des e'f. hyz., Sofia, Septembre 1934, are published as Bull, de Vlnst.

archcologique hulgare 9 (Sofia, 1935, 432 pp.).

(ii) Legal history of antiquity.

(a) Cuneiform law.

P. Koschaker, Keihchriffrecht, ZDMG 89. n.f. 14 (1935) (offprint 30 pp.) reproduces w'ith considerable

additions tw'o lectures delivered at Oxford in 1034. The arti(.le, wTitten with K. s customary clarity, may
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serve as an introduction to the subject : ‘Cuneiform’ (no longer ‘ Babylonian-AssjTian ’) legal history is a single

branch of study because, in spite of national divergences, Bab^donian culture impressed a similar form on

all those systems of law which have left their records in cuneiform characters. K. is critical of Wenger’s

‘Legal Hi^to^y of Antiquity'. While admitting that the new Oriental evidence may be treated as a means

to a history of Creek and Roman law very ditferent from the traditional product, he insists that the complex

of legal systems revealed must also be studied for its own sake. In Gdttliches u, iveltUches JRecJit nach den

Urkunden aus Su-sn, Orientalia 4 (1935), 38-80, P. Koschaker discusses some of the problems raised by the

documents which V. Scheil made available in Actes jtiridiqiies susiens {Mtmoires de la mission archeologique

de Perse xxii, xxm, xxiv), but those who hope from the title to find a clear parallel to the distinction between

fas and ius will be disappointed. Kibussum (or Kubussum)^ indeed, is used with respect both to gods and to

human rulers who ‘tread out a path’, i.e. lay down a law, whereas kidinnum, commonly rendered ‘protec-

tion’, is used only in relation to gods, and together the two words signify the whole of the law, divine and
human, but loss of divine protection appears as penalty for breach of contract made under an oath sworn by
the human ruler; gods appear regularly among the witnesses to contracts so sworn, and divine persons are

concerned with all manner of purel\' temporal relationships. Kibussum can refer to a single decree of a ruler,

but it may refer to a code, and there is some evidence that the ruler for the time being was regarded as the

author of the whole of the law in force. Parallelism between Babylonia and Elam is showm by the fact that in

both countries the practice of swearing by the king gives way to that of swearing by the god; in both, too,

the assertory, as opposed to the promissory oath, appears to be sworn exclusively by the god. The oath by
the king, imphdng his di\dnity, was probably a Sumerian institution inconsistent with the religious ideas of

the Semitic peoples who succeeded to power on the fall of the dynasty of L"r. Among Koschaker’s chrono-

logical arguments the chief legal interest lies in the evidence brought forw^ard for the succession of brothers

in preference to sons in the ruling families at Susa (c/. JEA 20, 95). In Per, hist. dr. 14 (1935), 423-5, K.
treats of a ditferent distinction in Babylonian law between kettum and misarum. Both are divine, but the

rigidity of the former needs correction according to the idea of government implied in the latter. Roman
aeqnitas is not mi<nrum, for it lacks the social element, but Byzantine and Christian aequitas is more like it,

and it may be that Christianity was influenced in this respect by ideas of the ancient East. L. Oppexheem,
in Siudien zu den altbabylonischen Stadtrechten, Orientalia 4 (1935), 145-74, calls attention to unexpected
coincidences in matter and form between documents from two Xorth-Babylonian cities (Dilbat and Kish)
and those from the southern cities of Larsa and Xippur. Both have affinities Muth Susa, which remain un-

explained, but a later similarity between Elamite forms and those of the southern cities is probably to be
attributed to the conquest and ends soon after Hammurabi’s victories. A further unexplained example of
‘Elamite influence is to be found in the practice, beginning in Dilbat under the last ruler but one of Ham-
murabi s dynasty, of sealing with the nail. The Assyrian Laws by G. R. Drr'ER and J. C. Miles (Oxford,

1935, 534 pp.) includes the ‘Old Ass\’Tian Laws’, i.e. the three fragmentary tablets of which two are in the
Louvre and one in Philadelphia {v. Z. Ear. 48 (1928), 529-82), and the Aliddle Ass^Tian Laws', i.e. the nine
tablets discovered by the German excavators at Asshur, 1903-14. The longest of these (Tablet A) has been
called by Kosehaker a ‘Rechtsspiegel fiir Frauen, speziell fur Ehefrauen’, but the editors take the view that
the texts are not a mirror’, but a series of legislative amendments to a body of laws which w'as either the
Babylonian code itself or a body of laws closely related to it. Besides the transliteration and translation

of the text the work contains a legal commentary, invaluable for comparative purposes. Philological and
Critical Xotes, and Sumerian and Ass\Tian glossaries. The third in Form gewohnlicher Protokolle)

and fourth {Sachlich zusammenhangende Urkunden) parts of G. Eisser's and J. Lewy's Die altassyrischen

Rechtsurkunden vom K dltepe have appeared (d/ itteil. d. vorderasiat.-aeg. Ges. 33, Teil 3-4 (1935), 220 pp.). There
are indexes to the four parts, but the juristische Erlauterung is still to come. M. David, Tijdschrift 14 (1935),
1-8, discusses some of the legal points raised by Bohl’s recent publications of documents in the Leiden
collection (Mededeelingen uit de Leidsclie Verzameling van Spijkerschnft-Inscripties, 1 and 2, and Ex
Oriente Lux. no. 2, 50 ff—not seen). The economic texts are said to confirm the view that private ownership
of land was unknown in the early Sumerian period, i.e. until about 2300. There are discussions of tirhatum
(not pretium virgin itatis, but provision for widowhood or divorce) and of superficies solo cedit, with references
to Ptolemaic law {cf. below, c). A. Lxgxad, Archiv Orientdlni 7 (1935), 8, gives short summaries (with
facsimiles) of five contracts of the Third Dynasty of Ur acquired by the University of Jena before 1914.
M. vSax Xicolo, ibid., 16-28, continues his Parerga Bahylonica (JEA 21, 91, etc.). Xo. 15 treats of two
contracts, each belonging to a type rare in the late Babylonian period. The first, Pohl. i, 14, of 573-572 B.c.,
is a true adoption of an illegitimate infant by his mother s brother. The child is to count as junior to his



uncle’s existing son, and both children are to serve ‘the Lady (i.e. Istar) of Uruk and the King'. San X.

thinks that this provision probably explains the further clause whereby the adopter sv ears not to give the

child to his (the adopter's) brother or sister. The adopter has limited his parental power by dedicating the

child to religious service, and the palahu relationship (analouous in many ways to rrapa^ioi’T]) must not be

disturbed by his entering into a similar relationship even with his nearest r('lations if they should claim it on

family grounds. The second contract, BE. xui, 47, of o.il-o.oO B.c., is a hiring of a wet-nurse from her father,

the first Babylonian independent document of this sort to become known. San X. notes that he has given

up his former opinion that in old Babylonian law the nursinu contracts were always intended to create

a ‘false’ adoption and must be clearly distinguished from contracts of hire. Xo. 10 treats further of

temple prebends {cf. JEA 20, 95). It now appears that even after proposed new holders had been found

fit by the temple assembly, a final appointment by the director of the temple (as by the dpxi^p^vg in the

Egyptian parallels) w’as necessary, and was notified to tlie royal commissary as head of the royal exchequer

in the temple. Xo. 17 (ihifL 307-71) points out the importance of the numerous documents concernincr the

administration of the temple of Eanna for the late Babylonian period, and, by way of example, discusser

YBT VII, 186, of 524-.j23 b.c., which has reference to a temple miliing monopoly. Articles by tlie same

author on DiehstahU Diensivertrag, and Dniufgeld appear in the Realhxlkon th.r A ^syriologie. He also reviews

two collections of Arabic papyri by A. Gkohmann, Z, Sav. 55 (1935), 459-04 {Amliische Papyri aus dtn

staatlicheii JIu-seen zu Berlin. Band I, Teil I: ProtukoUe ii. PecJit^urkunden (1934); and Arahir Papyri in the

Egyptian Library I: Protocols and Legal Texts, Cairo, 1935—not seen).

(6) Egyptian law.

E. Seidl, KVGR 27 (1935), 268-77. continues his Snyfunelbericht of translations and treatises concerninL^

pre-Ptolemaic law for the years 1930-4. The chief work recorded is J. Pirenne's iiist. des institutunis et du

droit price de I'andenne Egypte, vols. 1 and 2 {JEA 21, 92). While fully recognizing the great value of the

work, S. notes that since the second volume appeared nearly all the documents in it have been republished

by K. Sethe in the new edition of his Urkunden des alien Reichs, 1 (1933), so that Pirenne's translation^

must now be compared with 8ethe's new publication of the texts, Seidl also reviews the book in Z. Sac. 55

(1935), 345-52, where he disagrees with P.'s vieAv that the conception of a legal person is implies i as early

as the Third Dvnasty by reason of the treatment of funds devoted to the cult of the dea<l, and expresses the

wish that P. had gone into the cpiestion of the importance of the Xile in giving rise to a state eml)racing the

w'hole country and to absolutism. E. Stein, Rec. de pliil. 10 ( 1936), 43-5.3. \\ hile expressing his great admira-

tion for an epoch-making work, points out that the nature of the authorities lias forced P. to rely in large

measure for his reconstruction of the history of institutions on the titles of officials, and makes some criticisms

based on the difficulties which similar methods encounter in solving Roman and Byzantine problems.

J. PiRENNE himself, Rec. hist. dr. 14 (1935), 419-21 [Journees d'hist. du dr.), gives a short account of judicial

administration under the Fourth and Fifth Dynasties, in which he refers also to his third volume as in

the press. It has since appeared as La I P Dynast le et le deynernbrenient de I Linpare (2 fascieules, together

6.53 pp.. Brussels, 1935). J. Capart, Chron. d'Eg. 10 (1935), 215-23, gives a translation, with some expiana-

torv remarks, of the Amherst Papyrus concerning tomb-robberies under the Twentieth Dynasty, com-

pleted bv that of the Pap. Leopold II, now found to contain the beginning and other missing parts of the

document. The beginning gives us the personnel of tlie great council which licard the result of the inquiry

into the robberies. A short account of the new papyrus and the circumstances in wliich it came into his

hands is also given by J. Capart in C.-R. Ac’. Inscr. et B.-L. (19.35), 121-7. C. Preai x reviews 8ir H.

Thompson’s A Family Archice from Siut (JEA 21. 92) very favourably in Chron. d'Eg. 10 (1935), 162-6; an

unsigned review also appears ibid. 65-6.

(c) Greek law.

G. A. PeTROROULOS, Uv^vya /cat e^eAt^tj tov dpxRov tXXyviKOV SiKaiov (Offprint from Apxdov IBlcvtikov

AiKalov 2 (1935), 33 pp.), does not touch papyrology, but gives a short, weU-documented account, ending in

a defence of Grreek law against Cicero's unfiattering comparison with Roman. J. H. Oli\ek, Hesperia 4

1935), no. 1, 1-32, discusses again the question of the Kvppeis and a^ore? and the republication of 8olon s

laws bv Xicomachus, a, propos of a marble block discovered in the Agora during the course of exca\ ations

bv the American School of C lassical Studies in April 1933. Ihc block contains on the ob\ ersc a fragment of a

law', probably dating from the end of the fifth century, defining w here the responsibility lay for the main-

tenance of triremes, and giving some details of the legal procedure involved in case of dispute. On the
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reverse is a fragment of a sacred calendar, part of the re-edition of Solon's laws. For a|ove? and Kvp^cis

rf. also M. Guarducci, Eendic, Pont. Acc. 7, 367 ff. (not seen), quoted by M. N. Tod, JHS 55 (1935), 206.

W. Hellebrand, KVCtE 27 (1935), 335-64, reviews favourably U. E. Paoli's Sfudi sid processo attico

{JEA 21. 92). He is particularly interested in the implications of the questions raised for modern political

theory.

I have not seen U. E. Paoli, Vautonomia del diritto commerciah mariitimo nella Grecia classica (offprint

from .4^// pro Tabula d'Amalpha i), Naples, 1934, 22 pp.

(f?) Roman law. Oriental. Hellenistic, and Christian Influence.

Two works, S. Piccobono, Corso di dir. rom.. Parte 2. and E. Albertario, Introd. star, alio studio del dir^

rom. giustinianeo. Parte 1. were mentioned last year as having the oriental character of late R.L. as their main

preoccupation. A new volume of the former, Stipidationes. contractus, pacta (unnumbered, Milan, 1935,

485 pp.) has appeared, and the fourth chapter of the latter has also been reprinted, Etud. et Doc. 1 (1935),

9-47, under the title, I fattori della eroluzione del dir. rom. postclassico e la formazione del dir. rom. giustin ianeo.

G. Donatuti, Arch. Giurid. 114 (1935), 238-41, while reviewing Albertario favourably, thinks he sometimes

assumes Christian influence where Stoicism is more probable. V. Arangio-Ruiz, revieMung E. Albertario's

Studi di dir. rom. i {JEA 20, 94-5) in Arch. Giurid. 113 (1935), 71-81, is closer to A.'s position than Ricco-

bono's, but thinks A.'s theories would be more convincing if the black and white were not always so sharply

contrasted. Other favourable reviews by F. Pringsheim, Gnomon 10 (1934), 274-7, and L. Wenger,
KVGR 27 (1935), 278-86. I have not seen Cristianesimo e dir. rom. by M. Roberti, E. Brssi, and G.

ViSMARA (Milan, 1935), vii~4U6 pp.), but M, Roberti, Le collezioni giustinianee e il Cristianesimo, Congr.

Int. di d. r. Roma ii (1935), 131-4, gives a summary of his introduction, insisting upon the importance of

studying; patristic literature and of distiniruishing different aspects of the problem. It appears from E.

8eidl's review. BZ (1935), 144-5, that Roberti contributes essays on " Xascihirus pro iam nato hahetur^

nelle fonti cristiane primitive, and L' influenza cristiana nello svolgimento storico dei patti nudi; Brssi one on

La donazione nel suo svolgimento storico, and Vismara one on La donazione nuziale del d. ebraico e nelle fonti

cristiane in relazione al d. r. postclassico. S. Riccobono, L'influsso del Cristianesimo sul dir. rom., Congr. Int.

di d. r. Roma ii (1935), 61-78, emphasizes the effect of Christian ethics in post-classical times, to which the

materialist interpretation of history blinded the nineteenth century. Even to-day infatuation for Byzantine

and oriental influence, fed by the flow of pap\Ti, has led to the treatment of Latin texts as secondary, and

the Corpus luris is explained by reference to these Graeco-Eg}q)tian documents. On the other hand. A. Beck,
( 'hrisientum u. nachklassische Rechtsentwicklung, ibid.. 91-122, uses patristic literature to show that, apart

from a few matters, the influence of Christian conceptions on the private law of the West was negligible, and
G. Ba\mera, La codificazione giustinianea e il Cristianesimo. ibid., 125-8 (summary), holds that, though some
provisions have the definite purpose of introducing rules of the Christian religion, Christian ethics, being

other-worldly, had not transformed society and could not therefore affect private law at all deeply. Most of

what is alleged to be Christian is Stoic. H. S. Ali\t:satos, Les rapports de la legislation ecclesiasHque de

J ustinien uvec les canons de VEglise. ibid., 81-7, asserts that Caesaropapism, though allowing no organization

within the State to exercise power except through State authorization, did not prevent Justinian, deeply

imbued as he ^vas with religious faith, from solving the question of the relations between Church and State

in an ideal manner. F. Kozman, Les Chretieyis d'Eggpie ont-ils adopte et suivent-ilsjiisqu'd nos jours la legisla-

tion Jusiinienne ou uniquement le Code Theodosien connu sous le nom de coutiimier Syro-Romain?, Congr.

lurid. Internal, n (1935), 173-224, takes the view^ that native Egyptian law survived through the Ptolemaic

and early Roman periods, that it formed the chief element in the orientalization of Roman law wLich began
with Constantine and was finally achieved by Justinian, and that J.'s legislation, being thus suited to the

national character, has rem lined in force until the present day. The S\to-Roman laiv-book is a vulgarization

of the customarv part of the (LTh. Its use by Coptic canonists cannot be denied, but they reject it ivhen it

conflicts with J. That it received any authority at all is to be explained mainly by its S\Tian origin and the

close connexion between the SiTian and Egyptian IMonophysites as exemplified by the career of Severus.

L. Wenger, Romisches oder orientalisches Rechtsgut in C. 1 Cod. Just. 7. 7., ibid.. 1, 203-34, sees a connexion
between the power of manumission vested in one consors according to the neiv Gains and Justinian’s enact-

ment that manumission by one co-oivner should be effective, subject to compensation of the others. The
classical rule that the manumitter lost his share to the others {Ulp. Reg. 1. 18. Paul Sent. 4. 12. 1) cannot
have been uncontradicted. The ambiguitas mentioned by Justinian does not refer so certainly to fidei-

commissary manumission only as Mitteis thought, and the papyri concerning partial manumission show that
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even here full freedom was the object in view. Partial manumission is found in Oriental systems (Hotondi,
Scr. Giur, 3, iSO-tl), but there is nothinu in C.J.1.1.1. parallel to the Jewish manumission bv a sinixle owner
pro parte, or to the Jewish objection to a status intermediate between freedom and slavery on the LTound
of resulting impossibility of marriage. The source of Justinian's reform is thus to be found not in the East,
but in Roman tradition, stiU known in the Eastern Empire in or shortly before Ju^timan'r^ time from the
text of Oaitis as it appears in Pbl 1182. (For this datini^ cf. below, A. iii.) C'o)i6'ort iu//t miv have been omitted
from the Veronese precisely because it w'ould have supplied an argument uirainst the view of partial manu-
mission accepted in the West. F. Prixgsheim, Xatara contractus uml natura nctionis. Stud, et Jjoc. 1 { PJ3.5),

73-82, argues that these phrases, which do not occur in pre-Justinianean constitutions or in We&tern soun-es,

can only come from the Eastern schools. G. La Pira, La gentsi del sidewa nelht giurisprudtnza romana,
Prohleyni generali, Studi in onore di F. Virgili (Siena, 193o, not seen); L'arte sistematrice. Bull. Id. Dir. Bom.
42 (1934), 336-55; II Metodo, Studia et Documenta i (1935), 319-48, discusses the effect of Greek 'scientific

methods, in particular those of dialectic, in laying the foundations on which Komin jurisprudence Avas built.

E. Carusi, Sui rapporti tra il diritto roynano e I'Orieyite, Congr. hit. di d. r.. Roma ii (1935), 557-605, is a plea

for the co-ordination of studies of all the legal systems of the Eastern Merliterranean on the grouiul of
constant interaction. Comparison is not enough. Tavo periods should be distinguished. In the earlier, Roman
law is the recipient, and is influenced mainly by Syrian and HebreAV' laAv, in a minor degree by tlu^ sA'stems

of Egypt and Greece. In the later, in its turn it has a profound effect on the Muhammadan, as Avell as, in a

lesser degree, on the Armenian and 'Copto-Ethiopian' systems. C. A. Xallixo's vieAvs on the Synj-Roman
law-book (Studi Bonfayite i (1930), 203-61) are strenuously opposed. The Liav is certainly not Roman, an I

ev'en if the translation into SatIuc is a.ssurned to be as late as the eighth century, Xallixo's hvpothesL of

didactic origin, disappearance, and rediscoA^ery is unsupported conjecture.

(e) Coptic laic.

A. Steixavexter, Zur Edition der koptischen Rechtsurkunden aus Djnne. Orientalia 4 (1935). 377-85,

describes the methods \A hich he and G. vSteixdorff propose to adopt in their vol. n of W. E. C'ruai and
G. Steixdorff’s Koptische Rechtsurkunden des 8^^" Jahrh. au^ iJjnne [Theben). and. by AvaA' of example,

gives a translation, with introduction and notes, of K.RU 195. F. Z(txkek), BZ 35 (1935). 176, has a note on
Steixaa'exter's Bedeutung der Papijrologie fur d. kopt. Crkundenlehre [Pap. u. Altertumiirissen'<rhaft, 1934.

302-13). K. F. W. ScHAiiDT, GOA 197 (1935), 499-26, giv^es A^arying rearlmgs and his oAvn tran'^lation of

parts of each of A. A. Schiller's Ten Coptic Legal Texts [JEA 20, 96). See also above, A ii <L and beloAv,

A \d and C.

(iii) Juristic texts and comments.

In his Preface to Urkunden der Ptoleinderzelt, II. Band (Papyri aus Oherdgypten) 1. Liefeiung (1935),

U, WiLCKEN announces that the Anlume Avhen complete Avill contain, in addition to the feAv third-centurv

documents, those of the second century (Avith a fcAv of the first) diA’ided into tAvo main group.s: (i) documents
of the Choachytai, of the Pastophoroi of Amenophis, dralth (Anu'ei^ungen). receipts, etc., of the roAvil bank

of Thebes (including some not yet published), folioAved by (ii) Alisccllanea ' and a Avord-list covering both

volumes. The present Lieferung includes the third-century documents (nos. 151-9). mostly of legal impor-

tance, and the first Choachytai documents (nos. 169-2), i.e. the chief ‘Hermias' texts. Tor. 2, Par. 15, and

Tor. 1). These last are prefaced by a general explanation of the Hermias ease and a short appreciation of

the legal points inA^oh^ed. W. accepts E. Schox baler's ahcaa^ (Liegenscha ft srerht, 33 ff. ; rf. Z. Sar. 59 ( 1939).

694) that Hermias is not bringing a vindicatio. but claiming a sort of interdictal protection against forcible

dispossession. This is shoAvn (u) by the form of the cdaims and decisions, {b) by the fact that hi' never

approaches the ordinary courts but only officials Avith the duty of keeping the peace, Avhose deiUNions do not

haA^e the force of res iudicata and cannot )>e pronounced by default. The reason for Hermias’ conduct

appears from AA'hat opposing counsel says in no. 162 ahi. 3 ft’., i.e. that before the ypT/gartarat he Avould not

eA’en haA^e been heard unless he produced documentary evidence Avhich he evidently had not got. The
AAwding of no. 162 ah. 6-7 (Tyv evrev^iv) shoAvs that the ypT^gartcTTat Avould liaA’e been the proper tribunal,

and (p. 81) the failure of the defendants to vouch their predecessors in title to Avarranty is also due to the fact

that such a proceeding Avould only liaA^e been possible in an ' ordinary ' court. The difficulty that the plaintiff,

as AA’ell as the defendants, appears to rely on the TTpoardypara irepi TTpoBeapLLwv, although the proA'i&ions quoted

obAHOusly favour the defendants, W. explains (p. S3), folloAAung Peyron, by supposing that the plaintiff must

haA^e had a different part of these rules of prescription in mind. P.'s translation of no. 162 ial 39 ff. is, hoAv-
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ever, impossible, and W. deduces from the absence of sense in the passage that it conceals a lacuna in which

tile provisions favouring the plaintiff were quoted. Another new point of importance is the deduction d^a^v^^

from no. 162 vii. 9, Kara toi)? ttoXltlkov? vo^ovg /cat ra. ifjTjf^laixaTa that the )(pri^aTt<jraL might base their judge-

ments on tlie law of tlie autonomous Greek cities. There is a short appreciative review by H. Korten-

BEL’TEL.G/io//io/i 12 (1936), 58-9. J. C. Xaber, Ae^. 14 (1934), 452-62, Ad papyros quosdam Cairo-Zenonianos

IV {idt,), continues his criticisms, treating of nos. 59564, 59620, 59621, 59624, 59633, 59637, 59638, 59639,

59640. 59641, 59643, 59047, 59656. In Aeg. 15 (1935), 207-27, under the auspices of M. Norsa, several

students of Florence and Pisa publish ten Papiri della Societd Italiana, the following being of legal interest:

no. 1 ( J. S. Do^^ADO^^). a guarantee on behalf of a womaji of a.d. 212 ; no. 2 (G. Poggi), a petition apparently

asking for the removal of the petitioner's name from a list of persons subject to a higher rate of taxation,

A.D. 222: no. 3 (G. A. Gerhard), a request for the inclusion of two boys in the list of dodecidrachmoi (third

century); no. 4 (G. A. Gerhard), a lease of land belonging to the city of Ox>Th\mchus (third century):

no. 9 (S. Cammelli), a sale of the third part of a house, of a.d. 430. A. Calderi:?^!, ibid., 246-8, publishes a

contract of mutuum of the late first or early second century from the unpublished papyri of the Milanese

collection. E. VissER, ibid.. 267-76, publishes with a short commentary six letters and documents from the

Berlin collection. Only one, P. 16046 b, is of serious legal interest. It is a opoXoyla of sale dated about

a.d. 300. In line 5 we find eVro? [ijepa? vogov kol eira^qs [K'jat dv€TTtXrip7TTOv diro halpovos. If, as W. SCHEBART

suggests, we take the last two items as parallels, the meaning may be 'free from liability to seizure by man
or demon’, and we have an argument for the ‘legal’ interpretation of erra<f>ij. The editor herself has doubts,

and for obviously good reasons. O, Moxtevecciii, ibid., 303^, proposes to get rid of some difficulties in

P. Oxy. XATi, 2134 by taking d^^Ai/co? as the genitive of a proper name, which has now been found in some

of the Alichigan ostraca. 0. AIoxtevecchi, ibid., 341-2, Rapporti tra PSI VIII 901-91S e P. Mich, n, shows

that the entries of a ofioXoyia <f>€pvd\s and a avyypa(^i] rpoSlns in P. Mich. II, 121 verso, xn, 3 and 4, must refer

to the marriage contract mentioned in PSI 904, and that the entry of a opoXoyla 7rpoG<j>opds in P. Mich, n, 124

rerso, I, 5 in all probability refers to the receipt of an addition to the dowry in PSI 904 itself. Other identifica-

tions are also possible. A. E. K. Boak, ibid., 265-6, publishes P, Mich. Inv. 6629, A petition addressed to

ApoUonius, strategos of Heptakomia. The petitioner asks that his opponent should be summoned by an official

to appear at the approaching assize of the prefect, Hateriiis Xepos, and .states the nature of his claim, a debt

of 66 drachmae. The date, according to B.'s reasoning, cannot be earlier than 120. P. Lond. Inv. 2554,

published with translation and commentary by C. H. Roberts [Tico Papyri from Oxyrhynchus, JEA 20

( 1934), 20-8) is a request dated a.d. 249 and addressed to two ^L^XLO(j)vXaK€s for the cancellation of a Karoxr)

tS)v ovopdrwv on repayment by the petitioners of the loan which it secured, Xo similar document has been

published previously. The legal nature of the Karoxn remains obscure, but Mitteis’s view that it refers to

entry on a list of deb itores fisc

i

is now seen to be too narrow. C, H, Roberts, JEA 21 (1935), 52-6, publishes

Tu'o letters of the Byzantine period. The second, P. Berol. Inv. 2753, 11. 9-12, has reference to a guarantee

which the VTiter was forced to give on behalf of the addressee to one of the numerarii before he was allowed

to leave Memphis. Z. de Pazmaxy, P. Lond. 25Gb (Pecs. 1935), 9 pp., contains legal proceedings held before

Sabinus, Prefect of Egypt, circa a.d. 250. A discussion on nomination to one liturgy or more forms its

subject (not seen). C. Preaux, Chron. d'Eg. 10 (1935), 396—8, reviews X. Hohlweix's Papyrus grecs inedits

dll Caire {Mel. Maspero 2 (1934), 17-31). Three of the five documents are of legal interest: no. 1, a letter

from the prefect to a strategus
; no. 2, a receipt; and no. 4, a fragment of a Trapayy^Xia. She also sives a short

account, i})id., 399, of the very curious Prtt de grains of a.d. 497, published by G. Rouillard, Mel. Maspero
2 (1934h 177-184. M. JSax Xicolo, OLZ 38 (1935), 670-1, reviews Uxkull-Gyllexbaxd’s commentary on
tile (iiiomon {JEA 21, 93) with some severe strictures from the technical Roman law point of view. M.
Ro^tu\tzeff, (inomon 11 (1935), 522-8, is more favourable, though he regrets the absence of a full biblio-

t:ra])liy and that the author has contented himselfwith giving his own views on earlier research without stating

tlie rcMilts of that researcli. A few comments on particular points are added. In particular R. refuses to

uci'cpt any translation so far sugLiested for the words in the proemium ev pecip Kcc^aXaia. These words contain
no material description of the contents but are an expression borrowed from rhetoric meaning simplv
Die vorhegenden Kapitel , i.e. 'the chapters handed over herewith'. It is also stated that C. B. Welles
has confirmed Pappulias reading rovreuv

fj
for rod vovov in P. Dura 5 {JEA 18, 98 ; 21, 93) by reference to the

original. P. Collart, Rev. et. Jr. 48 (1935), 591-2 praises U.-G,'s ‘patient and clear erudition’, O. Moxte-
\ Ecciii. Aoj. 15 (1935), is also favourable. The new fragments of Gams: the seventh edition of the Teubner
text, edited by B. Kfbler (1935), includes the new knowledge, and F. de Zulueta has published the
paragiaphs recovered from PSI 1182 and P. Oxy. xvii, 2193, together with a translation and short notes, as
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Supplements to the Institutes of Gains (Oxford, 1935, 12 pp.). V. Araxgio-Ruiz, 11 nuovo Gaio, Discussioni e

Revisionif Bull. 1st. Dir. Rom. 12 (1934), 571-624, gives an amended text of PSI 1182 with textual notes,

followed by discussion of the points raised by other scholars. J. C. van Oven, Tijdschrift 13 (1934), 248-53,

gives the text and a brief account of the fragments. L. AVengee, reviewing E. Albertaeio, Studi di dir.

rom. 7, in JvT GR 27 (1935), 278-86, says at p. 281 that PSI 1182 cannot, according to P. Lehmann and
R. V. Heckel, be safely dated before the sixth century, and refers to a forthcoming article by himself and
Stboux to be published in Siizungsh. Bayer. Akad. H. Kreller, Z. Sav. 55 (1935),^ 159-82, in a
moderate article Ziir Frage der Zuverlassigkeit unserer Gniusuherlieferung, shows on the one hand that the

work wLich we know as the Institutes of Gains dates from the classical period (though it is not a literarv

‘classic’), but on the other hand that, like the Digest, though in a lesser degree, it needs detailed investiga-

tion to clear it of glosses and interpolations. He applies the methods which he advocates to two passages,

the first seven paragraphs of Bk. 1, where he comes to the conclusion that almost the whole text is genuine,

and Bk. 4, 48, where he gets rid of a long-standing difficulty by regarding nrgumentum . . . solebot as a Ldoss.

I have not seen V. Arangio-Ruiz, Les nonveaux fragments des Institutes de Gains. Al Qdnun ival Iqtisdd 4

(1934), 65 ff. A. Kokourek, Internat. di dir. rom. Roma ii (1935), 497-526, argues that Gains was
probably an imperial slave of S^Tian, Jewish, or Egyptian origin, and that he held an important post in

Hadrian's secretariat. See also d (vii) below.

(iv) Diplomatic.

S. Avogadro, Le diraypacjiaL di propriefd nelFEgitto greco-romano. Aeg. 15 (1935), 131-206. studies both the

returns of tax-payers and those made to the ^L^XiodijKr] iyKT-qd^ojv, accepting Harmon's results {JEA 21, 93)

concerning form and contents of the latter, and the view that owners were in fact left free to notify their

acquisitions when they pleased. \A e note the clearing up ot the position of the ^eVo?, mentioned in connexion

wdth the verification of returns of animals (145); the refusal to accept Seidl's view that the exaction of an
oath in returns of animals was left to the discretion of the revenue officials (173), and the argument that

d7Toypa(f>aL of d^poxla had to be in by the beginning of Pharmouthi when the eTTLOKeipig took place (186-9).

Pp. 192-206 treat of the social and economic data to be derived from d7Toypad)ai. Table of documents,

pp. 132-7. An appreciative review of Harmon's study with a summary of his main conclusions is given by
C. Preaux, Chron. d'Eg. lO (1935), 393—6. PSI 1183, apart from the new Gains the only Latin text in

vol. XI (1935) (published previously in 37e7. Maspero 2 (1934)), consists of two incomplete copies of

the same document, in which a person whose name is lost states that he and his children were given Roman
citizenship by Claudius in a.d. 45, and also that he owns certain immovable property in Uxyrhynchus jointly

wdth other persons, as well as, apparently, movables. It may be an dTToypa^r]. but if so it is the only Latin

one known, and the editors suggest that it may be something quite different, e.g. o. document concerning an
inheritance. In Studi hizantini e neoellenici (1935), 251-67, Registro Vaticano di atti biznniini di diriito

privato, G. Ferrari dalle Spade gives the text of a Vatican ALS. dating from the first half of the sixteenth

century together wdth a legal commentary. Nineteen documents—sales, marriage contracts, contracts of

apprenticeship, and one maritime loan—are included, all certainly coming from Constantinople and dated

betw’een 1363 and 1372. The editor gives good grounds for his belief that the collection is one of notarial

enrolments, some of the documents being quite short statements of the gist of the transaction, which may
or may not have been foliow'ed by a fuUer contract. In the first document also there follow' after the state-

ment of the purchase the words 'lareov ye on t6 prjOev oLKihLov e-TTpadi^ Tzapd rod elprjyevov ATjpTjrpLOV diOTrep

Tvyxo.vov avrd ISikov. varepov tolvov e^erdaavres evpoyev ai? ovk avrw dAAd ypaos rivo?, which in the editor's opinion

point to a quasi-judicial activity of the tabularins who drew' up the document. If his general conclusion is right

the collection is, he says, the first know'n example of a Byzantine counterpart to a class of legal documents w'ell

known in the West in the Aliddle Ages. F. D(olger), BZ 35 (1935), 175, in his notice refers, among other

points, to a scholion {npoiTomrovy Heimbach, Basilica ii, 482) which mentions an enactment of Alexios

Comnenos aUow'ing such documents to be used as evidence if the originals w ere lost. I have not seen AI.

Puma, La conservazione dei documenti giuridici nelVantica Roma. Palermo, 1934, vi4-93 pp., or Gulak, Das
Urku7idenwesen im Talmud im Lichte der gr.-aeg. Papyri u. des gr.-rdm. Rechts, Jerusalem, 1935, iv 4-162 pp.

(v) Personifications of law'.

AI. Norsa and G. ATtelli, Da Papiri della Societd Italiana. Annali della R. Scuola yormale super, di

Pisa 4 (1935), 1-16: the second of the four fragments published, pp. 3-14, consists of fragments of poems of

Euphorion, col. i and col. ii to 1. 26, being attributed to that author's Gpd^. Both Sepis and AUt] are personi-

AI
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fled and characterized. Varying restorations by P. Maas, Gnomon 11 (1935), 102-4, and E. Lobel, Riv, difil,

13 (1935), 07-8, who would read Jlkt^v tJt’ <LKa Tiyprjiov Tyvos dctpct for the editors’ re y/oijtov. K. Latte, Philologus

90 (1935), 129-55, explains Oepcv nucopov ^dojv by reference to koXcov emrappo^o? Ipyojv as Helferin des Guten,

and notes that the usual list of sins, offences against the gods, parents, and guests is here extended by the

addition of ‘ wresting the laws’. The text is also discussed by F. Pfister, Phil. Woch, 55 (1935), 1357-60.

(vi) The oath.

E. Seidl, Der Eid im romisch-dgypt. ProvinzialrecJity II: Die Zeit voyn Beginn der Regierung Diokletians

bis zur Eroherung Agyptens durch die Araher, Munch, Beitr,, no. 24, 1935, holds that the pecuharities of the

Egyptian law of oaths in the Dominate were no longer due to a provincial policy different from that of the

rest of the Empire, but to a rebirth of native ideas in spite of the theoretical unity of law which Diocletian

had been most successful in embodying in practice. S. finds new^ evidence for his view that the form of oath

w’as otficiallv prescribed during the Principate in P. Dura 73, and holds that this practice continued until

about the reign of Arcadius and Honorius. The influence of Christianity was slow in making itself felt. The
oath by the Emperor’s rvxq, in spite of its original heathen meaning, was acceptable as merely a polite

manner of referring to him, and is found as late as Heraclius. Eg^^t may have been behind the rest of the

Empire. The first purely Christian oath is in PSI 689 (Honorius and Theodosius II), where the mention of

Cod precedes that of the Emperor, although C. Th, 2. 9. 3. of 395 already assumes the use of an oath in-

voking the divine name. Though the pap\Ti provide no certain case of Christians taking an oath before the

middle of the fourth century, there is abundant evidence thereafter, and the prohibition of clerical oaths

was evaded in one way or another—even directly contravened after 521, Under the heading ‘use of the

oath in public law'’, S. emphasizes the differences betw'een the periods before and after the introduction of

avTOTTpayia. He then passes to the use of the oath in procedure. Here one may note particularly the pro-

minence of exculpatory oaths, w'hich may be due to a survival of native conceptions, but may also point to

a more extensive use in the imperial law than w'ould appear from Justinian, and the idea w'hich S. definitely

regards as native, that an oath may be ow'ed by one party to another, w'ho can give a receipt after it has

been taken. Sections on the oath in private transactions, the sanctions of the oath, and an appendix on the

oath in Coptic law' and the Greek documents of the Arab period complete the book. Part I (JEA 20, 98

;

21, 94) is reviewed appreciatively by B. Kubler, KVGR 27 (1935), 375-82, though with some criticism, and
by P. CoLLART, Rev. tt, gr. 48 (1935), 337-8. H. Volkaiann, Rechtsprechung (below, F) 168, takes Seidl

to task for dating the introduction of the t^xt) oath as late as Domitian, in spite of Josephus, Ant. Jud. 16,

344 which attests its existence under Augustus. S. replies. Stud, et Doc. 1 (1035), 453, that the oath there

mentioned has no connexion with the official introduction of the form into Eg^'pt, and that the use of such

oaths outride Egypt before Domitian has long been known,

(vii) ’EAa7TCtjga.

L. ScHNORR VON Carolsfeld, Z. Sov. 55 (1935), 288-91, gives reasons for believing that iXarTiofia does

not mean curtailment {Verkurzung)^ but like the w'ords with w'hich it is commonly associated (e.g. • • •

KaKovolas Kal KaKOTjdelas kox IXarTflpLaros in P. Mon. 9, 11. 12 ff.) refers to a mental state, ‘ill-will’.

B, Law of Persons

(i) Juristic persons.

Further review's of L. Schnorr v. Carolsfeld’s Gesch. der jurist . Person (JEA 21, 94) by M. Radin,

CL Phil. 30 (1935), 174-5, w ho is laudatory on the whole, and by H. Levy-Bruhl, Rev. de phil. 9 (1935),

4( >2-3, who is also favourable.

(ii) Registration.

H. J. ScHELTEMA, Profcssio Uherorum notorurn, Tijdschrift 14 (1935), 86-93. The statement of Capitolinus

(Vita Marci 9) that 51. Aurelius first ordered registration of the children of citizens before the praefecti

aerarii Snturni at Rome and before the tahularii in the provinces is a puzzle, for papTO and literary allusions

show that the institution existed long before 5Iarcus’ reign. The chief point w'as probably that a person w'ho

could produce a iestafio of such registration w'as to be assigned the role of defendant in the proceedings

preparatory to a Uberalis causa mentioned in D 40. 12. 7. 5. See also E. Weiss, Zur Entsfehungsgeschichte des

kircklichen Matrikehvesens. Cungr. lurid. Internat. 1 (1935), 237-41, where the Greek, Graeco-Egj'ptian, and
Roman registers are briefly described.
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(iii) Slavery.

W. L. Westeemann's article Sklaverei in Supplementband 6 (1935), 894-10(38, uses much papyro-

logical material.

(iv) Marriage.

G. Eissee, Z. Sav. 55 (1935), 361-3, reviews L. WAiiRMUisD's (posthumous) Das Institut der Eke iin

Altertum (Weimar, 1933). The book deals with the ^Urzeit\ the Babylonian together with other ancient

systems of the near East and Egypt, but was, it seems, already out of date at the time of publication. It is

said to be useful only as a not always complete collection of materials. W. Erdman, Die Ehe im alien

Griechenland, 3Iunc]i. Beitr.y no. 20 (1934), gives an amply documented and clear, perhaps even over-

simplified, account of Greek marriage in pre-Hellenistic times. On eyyvrifjt? he follows Hruza, regarding it

as the marriage itself, not a mere betrothal; it is in fact an undertaking by the bride's KvpLos of which the

€KhoaLs is the fulfilment, but the lay mind here, as with sale, fails to make the distinction between the con-

tract and its fulfilment. B. Kublee, PliiL Wocli. 55 (1935), 1371-83, while praising the book highly, disagrees

on a number of points. The Athenian woman was not so severely cut off from society as E. imagines, nor

was she without rights of succession; affinity in the direct line was an impediment to marriage at least

according to un\\Titten law; that according to Andocides, De Myst. § 128, IvaUias has married his mother-

in-law is no argument to the contrary, for it was an unheard-of scandal. On lyyvjjai^ E.'s view is self-

contradictory, for he accepts Hruza's view that it was equivalent to sponsalia de pracsenti and yet speaks

of the €KhoaLs as the fulfilment of the iyyvTjaLs. K.*s own view is that iyyvrjGLs is rather sjtonsalia de jatnro.

H. Keeller, reviewing favourably, Z. Sai\ 55 (1935), 3G3-5, criticizes E.'s use of the Konian distinction

between contract and conveyance, and [ihid.^ p. 480) seems to prefer the view expressed by F. Bozza, U
matrimonio nel diritto attico {JEA 21. 95), that eyyviqaLs is a guarantee by the bridegroom of the legitimacy

of the intended marriage. O. Montevecchi, Aeg. 15 (1935), 337-9, reviews Erdmax favourably in the main,

but points out that he does not quote Paoli, who is among those who make a clear distinction between

eyyi^ats and e/cSoatS". Reviewing G. PeTROPOULOS, Tivd Trepl ydpiov €V Alyvnrcp Kara rouj EXX7] i
'o ~alyv~TLaKOV -^

TraiTvpovs (1931), and AV. F. Edgertox, Xotes 07i Egyptian Marriage chiefly in the Ptolemaic Period (1931).

ibid., 339-40), while admitting the possible truth of Petropoulos's view (JEA 18, 96) that the fusion ot

Greek and Egj'ptian elements accounts for yapos eyypa(f)os and dypa^os in Roman times, she points to the

difficulties which his theory encounters from the mention of vopo^ twv AlyvTrriojv in connexion Avith y. dyp.,

and from the doubtfulness of his assumption of the necessity for a vTitten contract in Egyptian marriage.

Edgerton's views (JEA 18, 95 and 19, 86) are more favourably received, but the reviewer's only conclusion

is that more evidence, especially of Eg^^tian marriage, is needed before any safe conclusions can be draAAm

for the Graeco-Roman period. H. J. R(ose), JHS 55 (1935), 256-7. reviews Erd:\[AX favourably on the

whole, but regrets that the book is witten solely from a lawyer's point of view and that the author has an

insufficient knowledge of the early history of human culture, M. S\x Xicolo, D. Lit.-Z. 6 (1935), 1400-2, is

also favourable, as is P. Collart, Per. et. gr. 48 (1935), 588-9. C. Pradella, Arch. Giurid. 114 (1935),

124-0 summarizes the conclusions of F. Bozza (^^6/ supra). Bozza‘s view is a development of Paoli s.

^EyyvTjoi^, originally a contract of guarantee, was used to provide evidence of aj'fectio marital is Avhen Solon's

legislation made it essential to distinguish between marriage and concubinage. B, Kubler, Phil. Woch. 55

(1935), 528-31, reviews S. G. Huwardas, Beitrdge zum griechischen u. grdkoJigyptischen Eherecht der Ptole-

nider- u. friihen Kaiserzeit (JEA 18, 95-6). Whereas Huwardas regards both Gvyy^uypriaeLs and opoXoylaL as

leading to provisional marriage, Kubler doubts this at least for the former. 'Qs in the phrase cos ywaiA

yay.€Tfj does not mean "as if’ but 'as’, and a provisional marriage ivhich was to last but five days (after which

the avyypa<f>^ -Ttepi ydpov would be executed before the lepodvrat) would have little sense. K., however,

regards with favour H.'s view that the distinction between lesser and full marriage, as also that made later

between y. €yypa<^os and y. dypa<j)os. lies in the fact that the fuller forms create a family community (Haus-

gemeinschaft) which gives an indefeasible right in the property to the children of the marriage, whereas the

less full forms do not. Though here, too, the children have rights of succession, the family propert}' is not

assured to them on the death of one parent. E. Seidl, Z. Sav. 55 (1935), 352-3, while praising G. A, Petro-

POULOS, IIcpl TTjs GvlvyLKTis KOLvoKTTipoavvris (JEA 20, 99) notes his o^yn disagreement. A number of con-

tracts contain a clause in which the man says to the woman: "To you belongs ever>i:hing that I have now

and that I shall acquire in future'. Petropoulos takes this to point to a general community of property

between spouses, Seidl thinks that it is to be taken literally and that the husband's position was in fact

safeguarded by the rule which gave him the usufruct and administration of his wife's property during the
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subsistence of the marriage. The clause, however, may have had the effect of a very severe penalty’ in case

of divorce. A. A. Schiller s article Lex Papin Poppaea, Pir, Supplementhand 6 (1935), 227-32, makes use

of papyrological material. See also A, Levet, La quotite disponihh et les incapacites de recevoir entre epoux

d'apris les lots caducaires. Pev. hist, dr, 14 (1935), 195-238, where the peculiar rapacity of the fisc in Egypt

as illustrated by the C4nomon of the Idios Logos is emphasized.

C. Law of Property

Xaberi, De propriefatis infellectu oraiio tripertita, Mem. de TAcad. Internat. de Droit compare 2, 1 (1934),

255-68: Pars I argues that for the Romans ownership was ius injimum (residuary’); Pars II. largely on

pap\Tological evidence, that for the Greeks it was ius summum. and thus attributed to h^’pothecary creditors

and lessees. Pars III, mainly de lege ferenda, includes comparisons with English law. In Z. Sav. 55 (1935),

278-88, R. Taubenschlag examines the protection of rights in immovable property in Graeco-Eg\^tian

law. Ptolemaic law provides a remedy where there has been ouster or interference with possession, but this

is only available when the plaintiff can show some ground for his possession, and the defendant may plead

his better right (P. Tor. 1. now = L"PZ 162, vn. 23 fif.). This remedy is thus no interdictum uH possidetis,

but neither is it a vindicatio. It alleges a definite wrong on the part of the defendant. (In fact, it sounds in

tort and reminds one forcibly of ejectment.) Even when, in the Roman period, Roman possessory principles

have been extended to peregrines, the old action stiU occurs. Originally, in case of ouster, its object was
restoration of possession and payment of a fine laid down by royal Scaypag/xa, but the tendency was to drop

the fine. If there has been only interference with possession, the action is always directed towards the

cessation of such interference. If the plaintiff fails, the defendant is confirmed in possession or put into

possession as the case requires, and the plaintiff forbidden to disturb him. Graeco-Egyptian, like Attic law,

knows a hUri Polklov and a hlKT] Kap-rrov, but the claim for mesne profits may be combined with the action

for the recovery of the land. The article concludes with important notes on the remedies available between

neighbours {operis novi nuntiatio, etc.). On the general question cf. Wilckex (above, A iii). A. Schiller,

Pes mobiles, immobiles and se moventes. Coiigr. Int. di d. r. Poma ii (1935), 431—18, considers it established

not only that the distinction between movables and immovables was unimportant in Greek and Graeco-

Egyptian law as well as in Roman law up to the end of the classical period, but also that the threefold

classification was unknown. It is, however, a commonplace ofXeoplatonism, and the decay of the distinction

between res mancipi and nec maudpi provided legal draftsmen with their opportunity. Appearing first in

Sov. Th. 22, 2. 3 (443) it is common in plustinian's compilations, and, as already noted by Kreller, also in the

pap3 ri of the sixth century. Coptic pap\Ti of the eighth century have it. and it also survives in the West.
Xeoplatonism, 8. believes, 'will eventually play no small part in the history of post-classical law’. F. Maroi,
La proprieid degli alberi separata da quella del fondo. Stud. et. Doc. I (1935), 349-72, gives examples from many
Mediterranean countries, including modern Italy and Sardinia, of property in trees separate from that in

the soil. That this occurs in Greek documents from Egypt and elsewhere is well knowm, but M. believes that

such traces as are found in Roman law% as well as the widespread system in the ^Middle Ages, are due to the

renascence of pre-Roman conceptions asserting themselves through 'vulgar’ law when the imperial power
relaxed its hold. References to an Arabic formula translated 'what is below and above the surface’ will be
found in M. 8an Xicolo's review of A. Groilviann’s Arabic Papyri in the Egyptian Library, i, in Z. Sav. 55

^ 1935). 463 (see above, A ii a), but the reviewer does not agree that this is to be regarded as a true development
of the Cheek d-no 0€p.c\iov ea»s aepos on the ground that that phrase occurs in connexion with houses onlv.

X. \ ULic, Academic royale serhe. Bull, de I acad. des lettres 1 (1935), 169-75, publishes a Greek inscription of
the first or second century a.d. found at Stobi in 1931. It is apparently a deed of gift by a Jew^ to the
sanctuary at Stobi of certain buildings erected at his expense, but reserving Kal h^anoT^iav ( ? right

of resulence) to himself and his heirs.

D. Law of Obligations
(i) Stipulation.

G. Donatuti, Stud, et Doc. 1 (1935), 299-306, Di un punio controverso in materia di stipulazione penale,
draws a distinction between promises of a penalty which are merely accessory to other promises, and those
which are purely conditional upon the occurrence of an event not itself the subject of a promise. In the
former case, but not in the latter, subsequent impossibility without his owti fault releases the promissor.
The subject is relevant to the discussion in A. Berger’s Strafklanseln in den Papyrusurkunden (1911), 75,
but D., following B., admits that the question is nowhere expressly raised in the pap\Ti.
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(ii) Literal contract.

L PoPESCr-SpiNEXi, Le contrat LitterLs a la Uunihe des textes hyzantines renjorces par une decouverte faite

recemment en Egypte, Actes du 4^ congr. int. des el. hyz. (1935), 293-9, argues that since PSI 1182 has now

shown definite^ that the Verona MS. of Gaius has omissions, credence should be given to Theophilus’

account of the literal contract (Paraphr. 3. 21), which must have been taken from a more complete text.

The ordinary view' that the creditor made the entry with the debtor's consent is wrong. The creditor spoke,

and then the debtor wrote expenses mihi tulisti.

(iii) Loan.

W. H. Buckler, .JHE 55 (1935), 71-8 publishes two iascriptions containing honorific decrees of the

second century B.c., one from Apamea-ad-Maeandrum, the other from Paphos. The former has some legal

importance, as it mentions a benefaction w hich took the form of paying money on the people's account and

with its consent to an official w'ho had furnished supplies to troops. In effect, this w'as a loan to the people

itself, and probably w'ithout interest. For benefactions by w'ay of loans without interest cf. M. N. Tod,

JHS 54 (1934), 148 {Greek Inscriptions at Cairness House). In Chron. d''Eg. 10 (1935), 129-32 J. Cvetler

gives a French resume of his monograph on loan in the law' of Ptolemaic Egypt (in Czech, Prague, 1934). One

special point, i.e. that generally Satetoi^ is a matter of business, w hereas XPV^'-^ is the friendly supplying of

W'hat anoth^ needs, he treats at rather greater length in Z. Sav. 55 (1935), 275-7. H, Kreller's article

Midiiuin, in PIT, Sappletnenthand 6 (1935), 571-84, has about a column on loans in Greek law' at the end.

(iv) Sale.

D. Pg. 20, A Syriac ParchmentJrom Edessa of the Year 243 A.D., is published with a linguistic commentary

bv C. C. Torrey in Zeitschrift fUr Semitistik u. vencandfe Gehiete 10 (1935), 33—45 (not seen). A. R.

Bellinger and C. Bradford Welles, Yale Classical Studies 5 (1935), 95-154, give Torrey s translation,

photographs, legal commentary, and essays on the constitution and chronology of Edessa. The document is

a sale-homology, obviously Greek in character, but including what is apparently intended as a stipulatio

clause and local peculiarities. The reference to 'a certain law'’ (idgos in the original) concerning the liability

of the seller for defects is obscure. WeUes says ‘presumably a law' of the city of Edessa'. S. Romano,

Pagamento del prezzo e irasferimeyito della proprietd nella cornpra vend ita romana. Annali della P. I mv. di

Perugia 44 (Serie 5, vol. 11), 1934, 51 pp., offprint, holds that mancipation transferred ow'nership in res

mancipi independently of payment or security, but that one or other of these was necessary tor the passing

of ow'nership in res nec mancipi or praetorian property in res mancipi by traditio. Justinian extended the

latter rule to all things, but allow'ed an exception if the seller renounced his right to immediate payment or

securitv. G. G. Archi defends his ow'n view’s [JEA 21, 97) against R. s arguments in Stud, et Doc. 1 (1935),

115—31. G. V. Beseler, Congr. lurid. Internat. 1 (1935), 333—44, brings into the discussion C. Th. 1. 2, 8,

W'ith its interpretatio and C. J. 1. 19. 4, w here the interpolation shows that Justinian regarded security as the

equivalent of satisfaction. Classical law' required payment or satisfaction only as a condition for a^ auctori-

iaiis, Justinian, follow'ing Greek law', required it for transference on sale and delivery, but then, against

classical usage, included security under satisfacere, and in a most un-Greek manner vquated fidem emptoris

sequi with satisfactio. K. D. TrIANTOPHYLLOPOULOS, "EttI rrj? ovyaalaei fiera^L^Uaecvs /CL-pt^TT/ro? iv rqj fiera-

yev^aripco 8LKal<v, Mnemosyna Pappulia (1934), 263-9, discusses the appearance of the principle

that property passes on sale, and even on a stipulation, in late scholia.

(v) Lease.

H. Kortenbeutel, Gnomon 11 (1935), 442—4. reviewing A. G. Roos, Papyri Groninganae {JEA 20, 91-Lb

notes especially no. 9. a lease of a.d. 392, which, against the usual practice, issues from the landlord and is

in the form of a chirograph, which at this period begins to oust the hypomnema. See also below G iv.

(vi) Apprenticeship.

A. Z.AMBOJ.-, Aeg. 15 (1935). 3-06, examines apprenticeship and related contracts, including

a number which have been published since Croi.Gs Profilo del tirocinio hidiistrkile (1922), and three, at

present only available in translation (\tiXTER, Life and Letters in the Papyri 71), ^hich \\ill appear as

nos, 170, 171, and 172 in P. Mkh. m. There is a useful analysis of twenty-one documents opposite p. 14,

The conclusions do not appear to differ notably troin those ot pre\ ions "v^Titers.
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(vii) Societas.

E. Rabel, Erhengerneinschaft u. Gewahrleistung, Miiemosyna Pappidia (1934), 187-212, discusses on

comparative lines the light throMTi by the new Gains fragments upon the history of the Roman family,

co-ownership and the rule that several heirs of one who has mancipated a thing are all bound in solidum to

defend the buyer's title if it is attacked. The conception of family OMUiership is confirmed (as against the

views of Albertario and Solazzi) by the new evidence for the consortium fratrum on their father's death, and

although Bonfante's conjecture that a single co-owuier is capable of making valid dispositions of the property

in some cases is also confirmed, the family which is the basis of Roman law is shown to be the "small family’

of parents and children, not the more nebulous ‘ great family ’ assumed by Bonfante. The single co-owner,

who can make certain dispositions, acts, not as exercising a sovereign power resident in himself, but (like,

e.g.y the English executor) as representing the interests of all, a position which presupposes mutual confidence

among the co-ovners. Gains speaks only of dispositions concerning slaves. Probably, as in other systems,

exceptions to the rule that a disposition to be valid must be made by all co-owners occurred only in the

case of movables. There is a parallelism in name between the Attic SUt) ct? 8aTrjrd>v alpcatv and indicts

arbitrive postulatio; there is also parallelism in their history. The Attic action, falling as it does within the

competence of the archon, seems to have been originally concerned with family property only, but its later

use for common property generally is attested by the grammarians. So at Rome the XII Tables prescribe

iudicis arbitrive p. for the division of an inheritance only, and the lex Licinia extends it to res communes
generally. Other problems connected with the two actions are insoluble at present, but it is not impossible

that we have here a concrete case of borroMlng by the XII Tables from a Greek system of law. P. Erezza,
Stud, et Doc. 1 (1935), 188-96, reviewing V. Arangio-Ruiz, Societas re contractn e communio incidens (JEA
21, 98), reaffirms his omti views against A-R.’s contention that societas re coniracta is a post-classical con-

ception rejected again by Justinian. A-R. replies. Bull. 1st. Dir. Bom. 42 (1934), 588-95 (cf. above, A iii).

C. A. Maschi, Disertiones, Pubbl. della Universiid Cattolica del Sacro Cuore [Serie 2) 45 (1935), 59 pp., agrees

on this point with A-R., his chief object being, however, to show (as against Albertario) that consortium was
at all times divisible. He relies especially on Festus’ definition of disertiones, connecting the word with sors.

S. Solazzi, Societas e Comyyiunio, Atti delV Accad. di Scienze morali e politiche di Xapoli 57 (1935), 26 pp.,

supports A-R. Societas never meant mere communio rerum. Sui converted their co-ownership into societas

ercto non cito by renouncing division, and this voluntary association was the only one in which a single

member, probably originally only an elective chief, had the power of disposal of which Gaius speaks. F. de
Zulveta, The Eew Fragments of Gaius Pt. //, Soc. ercto 7wn cito, JBS 25 (1935), 19-32, holds, as against

Arangio-Ruiz and Collinet, that no formal act was needed to create consortium among sui heredes. The
analogy quoted by A-R., even if it were an ascertained fact, would have little weight in the absence

of any evidence that in primitive Rome the joint family continued for several generations. While admitting
that Bonfante s view of early co-owmership has been vindicated, Z. does not favour B.’s general view of the
early Roman family. He thinks an adaptation of legis sacramenti was probably the method adopted for

constituting artificial consortium^ and ends with a discussion of the social purposes of the institution. V.
KoRObEC, Bev. hist. dr. 14 (1935), 414-15, summarizing an article published in Slovenian, agrees vdth
Zulueta on artificial consortium, and explains the name iudicis arbitrive postulatio by supposing that
a index was used for actions, e.g. on a stipulation, an arbiter for those Jam. ere., etc. F. Lanfranchi, Stud, et

Doc. 1 (1935), 373-8, brings Pseudo-Quintilian Decl. Min. 320 and 321 into the debate. 321 definitely

supports the view that so long as consortium existed the consors could not make a will, and 320 appears to
contrast accidental consortium with voluntary societas omnium bonorum. A. E. Giffard, Bev. de phil. 9
(1935), 82-3, so emends 1 arro, de 1. 1. 6, 64—5, that the passages cease to have anv connexion with the
discussion on consortium. I have not seen Zancan, Per V interpretazione di PSI XI n. 11S2, 14-44, offprint
from Atti B. Accad. Torino 69 (1934).

(viii) Discharge of obligations.

P. Meylan, Acceptilation et paiement, Extr. du ' Becueil de Travaux' public par la Faculte de droit,

Lausanne, 1934, 40 pp., reconciles Mitteis' theory of sponsio with the new Gaius by assuming that the XII
Lables changed the promisee s right from an absolute one against the person to a relative one to performance,
with the logical result that performance discharged. Acceptilatio, originally release of the sponsor when the
act promised had been performed, as opposed to soluiio per aes et libram for redemption when it had not,
thus lost its significance and, in spite of P. Lond. n 470, could not be used where there was performance.
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E. Law of Succession

O. MoNTEVECcm, Aeg. 15 (1935), 67-121, RicercJie di sociologia nei documenti delVEgitto greco-rornano i,

treats of the sociological material provided by wills and donationes mortis causa. I have not seen U. E. Paoo,
Per Vereditd di Pirro (Isaeus), with introduction and notes, Florence, 1935, 75 pp.

F. The Courts and Procedure

E. Berneker, Die Sondergerichtsbarkeit im griechischen Recht Agyptens [Miinch. Beitr., no. 22 (1935),

195 pp.), having dealt wdth the particular problems presented by P. Cairo Zenon 59466 in Aeg. 13 (1933),

25-30 {JEA 20, 103), here gives a comprehensive account of the special jurisdictions in Ptolemaic Egypt.

Though there was a tendency to specialized jurisdiction for some matters in Greece, no direct influence on
development is traceable, but pre-Ptolemaic Egypt provided a number of examples, and in

particular a connexion between the old feudal courts and the special jurisdiction for /cA^pot is probable, in

spite of the long space of time that lies between the two. Special jurisdictions under state control are con-

cerned in particular "with the three classes of eViTreTrAey/xcVoi rat? TrpouohoLs: uttotcAci?, i.e. those concerned

as farmers, officials, or workmen with the monopolies and taxes, including the tax-payers also if they failed

in their duties, TTpayfiarevoyevoi ra paaiXiKo. or State officials generally, and the ^amXtKol y^wpyoi. The
courts in these cases for the most part consist of single officials, but the collegiate court of the xp'^gaTiarat is

also found dealing with all three classes. The special jurisdictions extended over all cases in which even one

of the parties was eViTreTrAcygeVo?, except that in the case of TTpaypLarevopLevoi only disciplinary actions against

them were exempt from the jurisdiction of the ordinary court. Also the nomarch onh' judged certain cases

concerning taxes. In general the tribunal for vvoreXeis was the olKovopos or the eVigcAT^TT^?, for TTpaypLarcvopLcvoi

the aTpaTT}y6s^ unless the defendant was a superior in rank, and the higher officials (Epistratcgus, Epimeletes,

Hypodioecetes) up to the himself, for ^aa. yewpyoL the jSacr. The rules concerning dis-

ciplinary jurisdiction took precedence of others, but how cases between a vTToreX^s and a jSaa. y^oipyos were

dealt with is unknown—probably according to the rule, which appears to be general, of thaforum rei. Military

courts, the wKTepivos orparTjyo^ in Alexandria, courts in outlying dependencies (P. Cairo Zen, 59341), and

special courts for matters concerning KXrjpoi are briefly discussed. The chief tribunals not directly under State

control were those of the great royal Scopeal

;

the Zenon pap\Ti show, however, that the royal jurisdiction was

concurrent with that of the landlord, though the ordinary police had apparently to ask the permission of the

steward in order to carry out an arrest within the domain (PvSf 36(3 and 367), Other private jurisdictions,

those of priests and associations, come under the general heading of arbitration. RevicAvs by C. P(reaux),

Chron. d'Eg. 10 (1935), 409-10, and H. F. J(olo\a'icz), JHA 55 (1935), 255-6. M. San Xicolo, D. Lit.-Z. 6

(1935), 1046-8, reAuews W. Hellebrand, Das Proze^szeugnis im Rechte der grako-egyptischeri Papyri, I. Tl.

(JEA 21, 99), faA'ourably on the Avhole, though he deplores that H, Avas not able to make more use of natiA'e

Egyptian and cuneiform material, which aaouU haA*e been particularly useful for the discussion of medial

judgements and settlements [Betceisurteil u. Beweisvergletch). AI. Kaser, Z. Sav. 55 (1935), 372-6, gh^es

a summary of the main points and is also appreciatiA'e, as is P. Collart, Rev. et. gr. 48 (1935), 432-3. E.

Seidl, Gnoynon 11 (1935), 444-6, though laudatory, criticizes H.'s Auews on procedure before the Laokritai,

and deplores that he aa'rs not able to use Sir H. Thompson's A Fayyiily Archive frotyi Siut {JEA 21, 92), from

which it appears at least possible that a AA'itness Avas called by the party. H. Yolkmann, Zur Rechtsprechuyig

im Principal des Augustus {Miinch. Beitr. no. 21, 1935), keeps strictly to the eAidence aA^ailable for his

period, and consequently finds little papATological material on Avhich to draAv. In his treatment of the

Cyrenaic edicts he folloAvs x. Premerstein, holding in particular (against Stroux and Wenger) that tAvo sorts

of ‘capital’ case are distinguished, and that the goA'ernor is bound to lay those Avhich might lead to a death-

sentence before a jury court. Jurisdiction is interpreted in a Avide sense, so as to include not only the

emperor's domestic jurisdiction and renuntiatio ayyiidtiae but also the settlement of disputes arising in client

states. The general conclusion is that Augustus held supreme judicial poAver from the first and that his

auctoritas AA’as not merely personal and moral, but a matter of constitutional laAV. G. I. Luzzatto, A pro-

posito delle OavaTTjcfiopot AUai di Cirene, Stud, et Doc. 1 (1935), 108-14, argues that the rule (Edict i, 11. 33 fl.)

forbidding Roman citizens to prosecute a Greek for the murder of a Greek unless they are former Greeks

and the victim was a relation, is deriv'ed from Greek, not Roman, usage. In the papyri, too, prosecution

for murder was a matter for relations (Taubenschlag, Strafrecht, 81). J. X. Coroi, Le Conveyitu^'

J’uridicus en Egypte aux trois premiers sitcles de VEynpire roynnin, Actes du P congr, iyit. des et. hyzayitines

(1935), 363-81, gh’es an account of the circuit system, touching also on the ofiicials present, the method
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of procedure, TrapayyeXia, and the vexed question of its relation to the Sicilian dicae scripiio. The
voluminous notes form a bibliography in themselves. J. Lekgle, Hermes 70 (1935), 312-21, Zum
Prozess Jesit, takes the view that the Synhedrion had capital jurisdiction in capital cases involving

religious offences; that the Roman magistrate could exercise control over the composition of the

court (c/. the Cyrenaic edicts), but that the sentence was not subject to confirmation by him. Pilate con-

sequently did not confirm a sentence imposed for breach of religious law, but himself condemned Jesus,

by the wish of the Synhedrion, as a pohtical offender. P. Collinet’s La procedure par lihelle (JEA 20, 103)

continues to be the subject of debate. E. Balogh, Beitrdge zum justinianischen Lihellprozess^ St, Piccobono n,

449-519 (offprint, 1935), accepts C.'s view of the origin of libellary procedure in a generalization of privileged

procedure between 474 and 486 or 487, as also C.’s distinction between two phases in the introductory stage,

the first in which the parties stated their cases on the facts and a second in which the advocates put the
opposing contentions into legal form, but disagrees on editio actionis, postulatio simplex and litis contestatio.

A. H Giffard, Etudes sur la procedure civile du Bas-Empire, I: Les proves des privilegies et la procedure de

droit commini d la fin du siecle. Rev. hist. dr. 14 (1935), 239-51, also notes his disagreement with Collinet
on postulatio simplex, litis contestatio and the purport of C.J. 12.25.4, where the mandata alicuius cannot
refer to litis demnitiatio, that being shown to have been impossible in the case of privileged persons even before
474 by C.J. 12.20.4. The purpose of C.J. 12.25.4 is to prohibit oral citation while at the same time not sub-
jecting ministeriani to increased expenses. The enactment of Marcian referred to in § 3 is the famous Sov.
Marc. 1 of 450, w^hich C.J . 12.21.8.9 (no^ itp.) is also intended to preserve. It is this const, also w^hich Giffard
promises will provide the key to the date of the generalization of judicial summons. In Rev. hist. dr. 14
(1935), 732-3, Sote sur la date d'apparition des exsecutores litium dans les textes legislatives du Bas-Empire,
Giffard attacks the common view that the first legislative mention of exsecutores is in C.J. 1.3.25 of a.d. 456.
They occur in C.J

.

9.39.2 of a.d. 451, and though they are there concerned with criminal matters, A'oi;. Marc.
1.1 of a.d. 450 shows that the method of summons in civil and criminal matters w'as the same. He also
refers to a forthcoming article in Stud, et Doc. A. Steiwexter, Eine kirchliche Quelle des nachklassischen
Zinlprozesses. Congr. lurid. Internat. 2 (1935), 125-14, calls attention to the light throwm on civil procedure
by the account of the dispute between the Catholics and the Donatists held in a.d. 411 before an imperial
commissioner (5Iansi, Amplissima Collectio iv, 51 ff.). Though the proceedings w^ere not strictly legal, legal
forms w^ere closely observed. The four months' interval of the procedure by litis denuntiatio applied, most
of the sitting w\as in fact taken up by technical moratoriae praescriptiones put forw^ard by the Donatists, and
S, also finds support for his view' (as against CoUinet's) that litis contestatio took place after dilatorv pleas had
}>een disposed of by a contradictory proceeding in which the defendant’s responsio foUo^ved the propositio
of the plaintiff. It also appears that denuntiatio apud acta meant not only that the oflScial with the ins acta
conficiendi had to be informed but that the summons, though addressed to the defendant in the second
person, w'as officially served. Further examples of legal gleanings in ecclesiastical literature are given by
Steixw'enter in Die Konzilsakten als Quellen des profanen Rechts {Mnemosyna Pappulia, 1934, 245-51), and
the Donatist dispute also figures in his Die Anfdnge des Libellprozesses (Stud, et Doc. 1 (1935), 132-52). Here
S., as in his review' Z. Sav. 54 (1934), 373-82, criticizes the conclusions reached by CoUinet. The libellary
procedure cannot have been generalized as late as 474-86. In C.J. 12.25.4.1 (474) the words which forbid
ministeriani to be summoned nudis cuiuscumque mandatis refer to orders of any judge other than the
magister offiriorum. not to denuntiatio by ‘any’ plaintiff, and are therefore no proof that procedure by Ut.
de/G was still in force for ordinary cases. The S^'ro-Rom. Law-book, it is true, refers to procedure which can
only be that by lit. den., but Xallino has showm that it includes much already obsolete when the Greek
original was compiled, and among its sources is C.J. 1.3.32.5 of 472, which refers to convent io per executorem,
a mark of libellary procedure. The latest evidence of lit. den. is .Yor. Val. 8.1 of 440, but this is later than
the earliest example of libellary procedure in P. Oxy. 1881 of 427. S. consequently returns to a modified
form of Bethmann-Holhveg's view' that the new procedure w'as first used for cases exempted from lit. den.
All early examples know'n come under the headings enumerated in C. Th. 2.4.6 of 406. That constitution
does indeed seem to contemplate summary proceedings without any written statement of claim, but it
must not be so interpreted, for suits under 100 aurei are among those exempted, and yet nearly aU wTitten
claims m the papyri after 406 are for smaller amounts. S. rejects Collinet's view' that libellary procedure
w'as modelled on that used for privileged persons or that by rescript, and holds that there is no real break
in the development. But the hbellus cannot have grow'n directly out of denuntiatio. In Egypt, w'here
administrative summons had always been the practice, lit. den. in accordance with imperial law' never reaUy
took root, and with the introduction of the Hbellus the ‘foreign body’ w'as rejected again. E. Betti,
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Struitura e funzione processuale dei lihelli canventionis e contradictionis, Congr. Int. di d. r., Roma n (1935),

145—o7, rejects Collinet s view ofpostulatio simplex

y

and distinguishes two phases tlirough which the lihellus

passes, the first in which it is served on the defendant and the second in which the name of the action

must be stated. Litis contestaiio took place post
{ — per) yiarraiionem et contradictionem ohjectam^ but some

of its effects were then dated back to the moment of convention Thus is explained the diftlculty of C\ Thn
4.14.1 (Steinwenter, Z. Sav. 50 (1930), 187); time for prescription will begin to run again as from the

dateof conventioy but only if l.c. has taken place. E. Balogh, Beitrage zur ZivUprozessordnang JustinianSy i;

Zur Entivicklung des amtlkhen Kognition.n'erfaJirens his zu Justiniariy Congr. Int. di d. r., Roma ii (1935),

269-359, unlike Berneker, is sceptical about the influence of Ptolemaic procedure on cognitio extraordinaria.

His views on the history of denuntiatio are partly in agreement with Boye's; in particular, as against

Wlassak, he believes that the reform of M. Aurelius recorded by Aurelius Victor referred to Home, and that

the Roman development was the pattern for the later generalized procedure. An excursus discusses the

date at which the true formulary procedure was superseded in the provinces. L. Wexger, Congr. Int.

di d. r.y Rmna n (1935), 197-219, Einige Bemerknngen zur historischen Behandlung des romischen und
justinianischen ZivilprozessrecktSy insists that a straight line of development leads from the royal

jurisdiction of the earliest times to the all-embracing imperial jurisdiction of Justinian, in which the

indicium privatumy controlled by magisterial imperiurn and not extending to the provinces, constitutes no

real break. W. touches on pap;\Tology with reference to Byzantine submissions to arbitration (p. 214).

B. Biondi, II processo civile giustinianeOy Congr. Int. di d. r., Roma n (1935), 161-93, emphasizes the legis-

lative force of Justinian s compilation taken as a whole. (31d expressions receive an entirely diflerent

meaning in a system of law which is based on cognitioy and in which the material evolved historically under

the influence of the indicium privatum has become the command of the legislator, Xute also E. Welss,

Article Exekution in Pll, Supplementhand 6 (1935), 56-64, which uses papyrological as Avell as ancient

Greek sources.

G. Public Law
(i) International law.

The chief thesis in A. Heuss, Ahschluss u. Beurkundung des griech. u. rom. Stfiati^rertrages {Kilo. X.F. 9

(1934), 14-53, 218-57), is that committing a treaty to VTiting is never a form binding the contracting parties

at international law, but at most evidence that the treaty has been concluded. The bindiiiLT formality

consists in the oral oaths. For Rome, Taiibler's theory that there is a diiference in the eflect of treaties

according as they are concluded by an act of the people, the senate, or the magistrate, is rejected. The
question of the treaty-making power is one of municipal, not international, law. Against T.*s tlieory is also

A. Passerixi, Athenaeum 13 (1935), 57-72, who has important new suggcbtions for the restoration of the

fragmentary Latin treaty between Rome and Callatis edited by S. Lambrixo, C.-Il. Ac. Iuser, et B.-L. (1933),

278 Q. Short note on P.’s article by G. D. S., Riv. dijil. 13 (1935), 424-5. E. Weiss, Mnemosyna Pappulia

(1934), 285—90, explains TTapaKararldefiai Ta TTpaypara avvTr]p€lv in the A\'ill of Ptoleiliv the VoungcT of (_'\Tcne

(JEA 20, 103) as intended to refer to the Senate's practice, evidenced in tlie cases of Pergamum and Pontus,

of deciding by special decree that the acts of the previous ruler should be confirmed. This did not go without

saying in ancient times when one government succeeded another. For other literature on this subject v.

M. X. Tod, JUS. 55 (1935), 223.

(ii) State Socialism.

C. Preaux, La difficulte de reguerir le travail dans!Egypte lagide, Chron. d'Eg. 10 (1935), 343-60, takes

up the idea of her earlier article {ibid., 109-19, v. JEA 21, 99) that in spite of the theory of State Socialism,

the ro3"al power was too weak to overcome the forces of individualism, and shows how frequently it was

forced to make use of contractual relations in order to get the necessary work done. The oath, too, was

often introduced into contracts made with the administration in order to facilitate their enforcement by

making breach equivalent to perjury.

(iii) The Prefect of Egvj)t.

O. W, Reinmuth, The Edict of Ti. Julius Alexander, Trans. Am. Phil. Ass. 65 (1934), 248-59, argues that

it corresponded closely with the first part {gen us provinciale) of Cicero’s Cilician edict, i.e. concerned itself with

the province as a revenue-producing area. He rejects Wilcken’s explanation (Z. Sav. 42 (1921), 124-58) that

Alexander’s object was to secure his own position in Egypt when Galba was proclaimed, and explains the
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publication of the edict almost two years after A. became prefect on the ground that such an edict was

regularly promulgated at the beginning of each lustrum during the first half of the first century. He also

suggests that a7Toypa(f>al may have been ordered in these C|uinquennial edicts. In The Prefect of Egypt from

Augustus to Diocletian, Klio, Beiheft 21 (1935), he coUects a considerable amount of additional material on

the prefect's legal and other activities, but seems to have hardly enough technical knowledge to make his

treatment of the legal problems really useful. H. Box, CL Quart, 29 (1935), 39-40, by an attractive emenda-

tion in Philo, In Place urn, finds evidence for the existence of an ctcraycoyci;? among the ofiicials of the prefect's

chancery.

(iv) Mining law.

In AitiscJie Packturkunden, Archiv 11 (1935), 189-217, A. Wilhekm provides a new text of the decree

of the deme TetdpdaLoc granting a perpetual lease {Ath. IMitt, 49, 1 ff.) and of the State lease to Socles {I.G.

II', 411), which in all probability concerned a silver mine. In the first of these he suggests that /(Ahpo]w[/2ot9]
e[rr’] dpchorepa may mean "successors, in particular descendants in the male or female line’, in the second the

provision that the State and Socles are to benefit in alternate years is compared (with reference to E. Schon-
bauer's Berghaureclit and articles in Z. Sai\ 45 and 4b) to the provisions in the Lex metalli Vipascensis for the

sharing of proceeds between the contractor and the Jiscus, Schuxbauer, in his turn, Vom Bodenrecht zum
Bergrecht, Z. Sai\ 55 (1935), 183-225, accepts Wilhelm’s reconstruction, and in reply to U. Kahrstedt,
Staatsgehiet u, Staatsangehorige, Studien zum dffentlichen Recht Athens, TL 1 (1934) (not seen) and others,

reaffirms his view that the Athenians knew of no separate ownership in minerals, A. B. West, on the other

hand, reviewing Kahrstedt favourably in CL PhiL 30 (1935), 354-7, accepts his opinion that in addition to

mines on State lands there were others in private hands on which a fixed proportion of the annual production

had to be paid as tax.

7. Palaeography and Diplomatic

A handbook of Greek palaeography in Modern Greek by A, Sigalas, Poropia rijs "EXXTjvLKijs Ppa^ijsy

Salonica, 1934, pp. viii-f 327, 244 figs, in text, though useful as a summary, offers little new to the

papyrologist, and the wealth of illustrations is counterbalanced by their poor quality. Praised by
E. Korxe3IAXX in Klio 10 (1935), 199-200.

The early history of the papjwus codex has been further illuminated by the new fragment of St. John's
Gospel in the Bylands library published by C. H. Roberts (see § 2 above). This tiny scrap of a codex can
be dated without hesitation within the first half of the second century a.d. It thus rivals P. Bond. Christ. 1

in antiquity, and is certainly the earliest MS, of any part of the Kew Testament. The complete codex is not
likely to have contained more than the single Gospel, which would have filled about 66 leaves. Calculation

makes it probable that 'I-rjaovs was vvitten out in fuU. Provenance is unknovTi, but may well be Ox\Th}Ti_

chiis. In Sir E. Ct. Kexyox's fifth fascicule of the Chester Beatty pap;\Ti (see § 2), it is noticeable that he now
(p. ix) accepts the date proposed by Bell, Schubart, and Wilckex for P. Beatty VI (Xumbers and Deu-
teronomy), and consequently places it in the first half of the second century; furthermore, the use of

1C or IHC for Joshua proves it to be a Christian production. When complete the codex must have consisted

of 108 leaves, either in one large quire or a succession of 2-leaf ones. It is written, like P. Bad. 56, in two
columns to a page, whereas P. Ryl. Gk. 457 and P. Bond. Christ. 1 have one column only, an arrangement
t^'pologically more primitive if the current derivation of the codex from the waxed tablet is admitted.

P. CoLLART, Livres neufs ou vieux houquins ? (Platon, Apologie de Socrate, 26 d-e), in Mel. O. Navarre,
95-9, discusses Socrates’ statement that the works of Anaxagoras were on sale at Athens for one drachma.
He defends the view of Glotz, that MSS. of these long-outmoded doctrines would be ‘white elephants’ bv
the date of the trial, and that the statement is therefore valueless for the price of pap}Tus, against X. Bewis,
who in his recent book, L Industrie du papyrus (JEA 21, 99), 54 ff., invoked the passage as a witness to the
comparative cheapness of the material. Collart is no doubt in the right, but Bewis's main contention,

that ydpT7]s means a roil and not, as Glotz took it, a single sheet of pap\Tus, remains unshaken. Appre-
ciative reviews of Bevts's book come from G. Rouillard, Rev. critique, 1934, 82-4

;
P. Collomp, Rev. et. anc.

37 (1035), 514-15
;
T. C. Skeat, JIIS 55 (1935), 94-5; 0. Montevecchi, Boll.fdol. class. 6 (1935), 202-3.

G. Pasquali's Etoria della tradizione e critica del testo, Firenze, 1934, pp. xx-;-485, may be mentioned
here, as it makes considerable use of the evidence of texts on papyrus.

P. Gachter, Zur Textahteilung ion Evangelienhandschriften, in Miscellanea Bihlica (the ‘Silver Jubilee’
volume of the Pontificium Institutum Biblicum), i, pp. 181-200, is a brief but interesting study of the
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punctuation of earl\ Biblical MSS. He points out the remarkable coincidences in line -division between
certain MSS., presumably due to a common archetype and foreshadowing a new factor for determining
the derivation of our texts. In its original and suggestive character the article recalls A. C. Clark’s
pioneer Primitive Text of the Gospels and Acts, of which Gachter appears to be unaware.

B. L. Ullman, Tuv Latin Ahecedaria from Egypt, Am. Journ. Phil, ob (1935), 147-8, discusses the two
alphabets in one of the Antinoe papyri (4th-5th cent, a.d.) published in H. J. M. :\1ilne’s Greek Shorthand
Manuals (JEA 21, 100). He points out that in the second alphabet, in rustic capitals, Z is followed by
equivalents for various Greek sounds, CH. PS, AE, OE. The first alphabet, in * mixed ’ uncials, has the name
of each letter witten above it in Greek, and the occurrence of the dissyllabic forms tAAe, etc. suggests
that these are not merely much older than had been generally supposed, but are actuallv the original

Roman forms. He also points out the palaeographical significance of the occurrence of the two tvpes of
script side by side. Milne s book has receivetl an important review from A. Mentz, Phil. Woch. 55 (1935),

627-34, who among other things points out the rule governins: the sequence ofvowels in the difierent members
of the tetrads or pentads. The literary and lexicographical content of the tetrads jirovides J. Strocx with
material for an excellent article, Aiis einem yieuer KOMENTAPION griechischer Kurzschrift. in Philologus 44
(1935), i8—89. His most attractive discovery is that of a list of plays by Menander, some of which are new.
Other notices are by M. Hombert. Chron. d'Eg. 10 (1935), 387-8, and E. Zucker, BZ 35 (1935), 170-1.

S. Eitrem, Fragment of a Greek Cryptogram in the Oslo collection, Md. Muspero 2, 113-17, with plate,

publishes a very mutilated scrap of the same papyuus which Hunt edited in the Proceedings of the British

Academy (JEA 16, 124). For the contents cf. § 2 F above.

The customs receipts published by A. E. R. Boak, Soknopaiou Xesos, pp. 23-33 and PI. xiii, have a good
series of seals, the usual design being imperial portraits (of the Sever!) or an Apis bull, with inscriptions

denoting the nature of the tax or the place of collection.

8. Lexicography and Grammar
The article by J. \ ergote entitled Het problem van de koine in het licht der moderne lingiiistiek in Philo-

logische Studien 5 (1933—4), 81-105, and 6 (1934-5), 81-107 is a very well informed and competent history of

researches in this subject ; the WTiter defines his own standpoint on the questions involved, which include

that of HebreAv influence and the more recently raised question of Coptic influence.

H. G. Meechaai, The Letter of Aristeas, a Linguistic Study icith Special Peference to the Greek Bible, Man-
chester Hniversity Press, 1935, xxi-[~355 pp., contains a reprint of Thackeray's text of the letter, with a

study of its vocabulary and other linguistic features. Use is made of an earlier study (which I have not seen)

by P. Tra:viontano, La Lettera di Aristea a Filocrate, Xaples, 1931, of w hich there is a review^ by C. del
Grande in Pii\ indo-greco-ifal. 18 (1934), 113-14.

G. Ghedini, Xote di sintassi green, in Aeg. 15 (1935), 230-8, is concerned with (1) the free use of the

genitive absolute; (2) edv, orav, da' dv with the indicative
; (3) hdioeis, to be understood as Sways, Oyays :

and (4) the distribution of dvcKa and evcKev according to date.

P. CoLLART in Aeg. 14 (1934), 496, supports JorON, Rerh. sc. relig., 1934, 93-5 (with reference to 5latth.

xxviii. 59), by quoting aivdova Kadapdv — white cloth from Pajy. Gr. Mag. iv, 3095, v, 220 Preisendanz. In

Aeg. 14, 496-7, W. A. Oldfather discusses the meaning of KaOdpeios. Kaddpios, and Kadapos. The meaning
of TTpoaKvvyais is studied by G. C. Richards in Cl. Rev. 48 (1934), 168-70. In Z. Sav. 55 (1935), 288-91,

L, ScHNORR VON Carolsfeld argues that eAdrrojga in certain late papyri means ynalicious disjyosition, desire to

get the better of the other party. In the same journal, pp. 275-7, Jiri Cvetler summarizes in German his Cech

dissertation on the difference between Samov and Bror Olsson argues in Archiv 11 (1935), 219 that

oLKaryvapiov is a diminutive of aKdriov, citing KaTyvap(La>v) from P. Bad. 95. 106 (7th cent.), and that TreXcKdros

in Osfr. ii, 720, is the genitive not of a proper name but of ‘ Axtschrnied '. 0. Montevecchi in Aeg. 15

(1935), 303—4, interprets d^TjAi/co? in P. Oxy. 2134 as a proper name. The article Les noms des jdanetes et

Vastroldtrie chez les Grecs, by E. Cumont, in EAntiguite Classigue 4 (1935), 5—43, aims at the dating of texts

by means of these names.

The chronology of the passage of ^ into a spirant is discussed by H. Zilliacus in Eratios 33 (1935), 63-74,

with the help of papyrus evidence. The article, w hich is written in Sw'edish, is illustrated by four graphs.

I have not yet seen the same WTiter's work entitled Zum Kampf der Weltsprachen im ostrumischen Reich,

Akadem. Abhandl. Helsingfors, 1935, 8^, 239 pp. [but see § 5 d above].

It is announced by P. Kretschmer in Glotta 24 (1935h 84 that an index of the Greek language on the

a tergo principle of arrangement is in preparation at Vienna,
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9. General Works, Bibliography, General Notes on Papyrus Texts

A. General Works

Medea Xorsa has contributed an excellent general account of pap^Tology to the Enciclopedia Italiana,

voh 2(5, 1935, 257-63, art. Papirologia.

K. Preisendanz's Papyrus/unde u. Papyrusforschung (JEA 21, 102) is reviewed very appreciatively by
F. ZiMMERMANN in PfiU. Woch, 55 (1935), 463-5; E. Kiessling, in Z. /. Bihl. 51 (1934), 321-4, is no less

laudatory, but criticizes certain aspects of the book.

J. G. Winter. Life and Letters in the Papyri (JEA 21, 103), is reviewed by W. M. Calder, CL Rei\ 49

(1935), 72-3, and G. Ghedini, Aeg. 15 (1935), 334-5.

Papyri u. AdterUonsicissenschaft
{
= Munch, Beitr. xix) (JEA 21, 103) is reviewed by O. Eger in Z.

55 (1935), 36S-72.

AegypAus, 14 (1934), fascc. 2-3, is reviewed by C. Preaux in Chron. d'Eg. 10 (1935), 413-15.

Etudes de Papyrologie n, 2 is reviewed by V. Chapot, Pev. et, anc. 37 (1935), 245-6, and by W. Schubart,
Gnomon 11 (1935), 623. In the Edict of Diocletian Schubart reads (11. 9-10): /cal rod avrco avv{v]-qv[\]mpivov

^peovLOv [cor] ra avTiypat^a (Sid) toltov pov rov SLardyparos hrjpoma TTpoira^a, creart Tract crur(r)o[er]r.

B. Bibliography

The following bibliographies and kindred compilations are continued:

P. Collart, Bulletin Papyrologigue A/T" (1934); Pev, dt, gr, 4S (1935), 551-Sl.

M. Hombert

—

C. PREAUX, the bibliographical section in Chron. d^Eg. 10 (1935), 170-22S.

M. Hombert, Bulletin Papyrologique TV//, in Byzantio)i 10 (1935), 341-66.

Papyruskunde, in the general bibliography of BZ 35 (1935), 166-8, 448-9.

C. C. Edgar, Papyri, in the Year's Y^orh in Classical Studies, 1934 , 71-8 .

A. Calderini, Bihliografia metodica, Aeg, 15 (1935), 345-81. Tesii recentemente puhhUcati, Aeg. 15 (1935),
305-19.

C. General Notes on Papa^rus Texts

Since 0. 0. Kri^ger s important article Papirologicheskie ZameiU ( Tap^^^ological Notes’) inProblemui
Istorii dokapitalisticheskikh (^Historical Problems of pre-Capitalist Society’), nos. 9-10 (1934), 204-
10, will be read in the original by only a select few, I am glad to avail myself of notes made by Prof. Baynes.
Important reviews of P. Ross.-Georg. Ill, P. Ryl. Zen., and P. Wiirzb., are foUo^ved by a section Eeponyatuie
Teksiui ( Alisunderstood Texts'), in which the following readings are proposed: S.B. 7352, 22-3, for varepop cat
CTTcyrcar read varepov craves eyvwv. S.B. 7356, 7-8, deatv OeXoirtuv begins a new sentence; ipyaaclav StSedrat —
V-arry out military duties'. Ihid. 19, orpa-da = the march to the military camp. Ibid, 22, rd? Sevrdpas
rvxas =- ‘against the dark days’, cf. Maurice, Strategikon 7, 8, p. 142. S.B. 7357, 18-20, for ipairr^d^ls hk Ittttos

OOL xpla icTLv ivddbe read ipajTTjdels S’ e? rtio? coc ypaa iariv eV^ciSe. P. Oxy. 2133, 16, for ws dv ne .[. .]ot . o?
read T7€S[o7r]oc€cas

(
= TracSoTroieias). S.B. 7206, 1, for [c. 9-10 n.jtaioa ’4pt[a]rcdt rwi hi[aa] 7]po[rdrcoL ^ye/xd]rt

read [UopTrajilcoL] LaiovapL[a]vdn, the Prefect of Egypt already known from P. Thead. 18 and P. Oxv. 1115
(284 A.D.y O. Strassb. 776, 6, for eV bcaa^poi yevafiLn^s read ivhlas

(
= oSetas) got (or epoi) yevapivTjs. F. Bilabel,

Fragmente a. d. Heidelh. Papyrussammlung, Philologus 80 (1925), 331-41, no, 2, 1. 11, for to dpa (in answer
to the query rt edi/ieyov;) read ro'Aga. S.B. 6002, 10-11, punctuate after TreWe, not after ^dpov.

The Lesefrdchfe of A. G. Roos, published in Mnemosyiie 62 (1935), 233-14, include some excellent
proposals for the texts and interpretation of Strabo, Josephus, and Philo; nearly aU Avill be of interest to
student:, of papyrology, but the suggestion which deserves particular notice here is his brilliant correction
KOI aXacjv for the incomprehensible koI dXXcov in the title of the Idiologus in P. Rainer 104. The basis of the
suggestion IS a Latin inscription from Ephesus erected in honour of ex-ldiologus Ti. Claudius BalbiUus,
probably the man of that name who later became Prefect of Egypt (a.d. 55-9) ; here the word lucorurn occurs
in exactly the same position as dAy\a)v (sic) in the Greek.

In Aeg. 14 (1934), 452-462, J. C. Naber continues his bold emendations of P. Cair. Zen. (cf, JEA 21,
86), but I must confess that I find most of them highly improbable, in spite of the weight of learning with
which they are supported.

Aeg. 15 (1935), 320 contains the usual collection ofAggiunti e correzioni, riedizioni di papiri e di ostraca.
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10. Miscellaneous, Excavations, Personal
The Fourth International Congress of Papyrology, held at Florence from 28 April—2 May 1935, was very

successful. For accounts of its proceedings see Aeg, 14 (1934), 497-8
; 15 (1935), 342-4 ; H. Kortenbeutel,

Gnomon 11 (1935), 399-400; P. Collart, Rev. hint. dr. 14 (1935), 391-3. The papers read are apparently to

be printed in Aegijptus. Plans for the Fifth Congress, to be held at Oxford 30 August—3 September 1937 are

already well advanced, and invitations will be issued shortly.

In Chron. d^Eg. 10 (1935), 417-18, Th. Hopfner announces that he has presented the library and collec-

tion of papyri bequeathed to him by W essely to the University of Prague, the Greek pap\Ti going to the

University Library, the Oriental to the Oriental Institute. The entire collection comprises 8202 pieces, of

which 7032 are Greek. The date on which the coDection is to be made accessible to the public will be

announced in a later number of the same journal.

W. Cronert in Gnomon 11 (1935), 175-6, suggests that Dr. H. Ibscher should be permitted to try his

unrivalled skill on some of the better preserved Herculaneum pap^Ti.

Most readers of this Bibliography will probably have learned from the printed notice circulated in February

of this year that the Grenfell and Hunt Papyrological Library has now been formally opened in the

Ashmolean. Gifts of books and offprints should be addressed to the Librarian, Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.

An important article from a Kussian savant, X. Tichonov, Une nouvelle mcthode pour la conservation dcs

papyrus, appears in Chroyi. d'Eg. 10 (1935), 254-65. He advocates
: (1) dissolving out the salts usually present

in pap\Ti with alcohol, (2) impregnating the papjTi, if in good condition, with a thin gelatine solution, or,

where the fragments are brittle, strengthening with a celluloid solution diluted with alcohol and brushed on ;

where they are discoloured, bleaching with 2 per cent, solutions of permanganate of potash and oxalic

acid applied successively, (3) totally enclosing the pap^Yi in gelatine, by laying them out on a gelatine sheet

and pouring licpaid gelatine over them
;
the outer surface of the gelatine covering is then protected from wear

by a thin coat of celluloid. It would be interesting to see some examples of pap}Ti treated by this method

;

but the great disadvantage seems to be that rearrangement of fragments, adjustment of displaced ffbres, etc.

would be impossible once the pap^Ti had been so mounted ; and although the author claims that the gelatine

can be completely removed with hot water, this process must surely endanger the papyrus.

The final report on the L'niversity of 5Iichigan excavations at Dime in 1931-2 has just been issued:

A. E. R. Boak, Soknopaiou Xesos. L"niv. of Michigan Press, Ann. Arbor, 1935 (— LTiiv. of Michigan Studies,

Humanistic Series, vol. xxxix). Pp. xii —47, 13 Pis. in text and 16 Plans at end. Price $2.50. The centre of

the mound having been removed by sehhakhhi, two small areas on opposite sides of the ‘devastated area’

were chosen, and excavated down to bed-rock. One of these, on the east side of the mound, revealed a remark-

able building, the doors and walls of which were lined with wood-blocks. A crude wall-painting apparently

depicting a sacrifice to Soknopaios also came to likrht, while the decline which led to the final abandonment

of the site about a.d. 250 was revealed by retaining waU^, built to keep out the encroaching band of the

desert, in the topmost layer. In the west area, immediately to the south of the great temenos wall, there was

evidence of two temporary abandonments of the site, which Boak tentatively dates to the late third-early

second century B.C., when the Thebaid was in revolt, and the late first century b.c. The precarious hold on

existence enjoyed by the community is best explained by the fact that it seems to have been entirely depen-

dent for water on the Ptolemaic high-level canal recently traced by Miss Caton-Thompson. The customs

receipts published in this volume have already been referred to (§ 3 above).

Further obituaries of Hunt have appeared : H. I. Bell, Arth ur Surridge Hunt. Proceedings of the British

Academy, vol. xx. London. 1935. Pp. 16. F, de Zulueta, A. S. Hunt, in Stud, et doc. 2 (1935), 4S6-8.

L. Wenger, Arthur S. Hunt: In Meynoriam, JoJirh. Bayer. Akad. d. Tr/5§. 1934-5. A, B. Schwarz, Arthur

Surridge Hiait (in German and Turkish) CapitoUinn, Istanbul, 1935. L". Wilcken, Xachruf, in Archiv xi,

318-19, commemorates the passing of three great figures in Egyptian studies—Hunt, Griffith, Sethe.

Obituaries of Anton von Premerstein, who died 6 February 1935, are contributed by W. K[ubitschek]

and C. F. L[ehmann]-H[aupt] to Kilo 28 (1935), 215, and by W. Ensslin to Z. Sav. 55 (1935), 500-1.

Girolamo Vitelli died on 2 September 1935. There are obituary notices by G. A. Aaiatucci in BoU.

filol. class. 7 (1935), 73-6, and P. Collart in Bull Budt 49 (1935). 56-66. while E. Breccia prints some re-

miniscences under the title In Egitto con Girolaiyio Vitelli in Aeg. 15 (1935), 255-62.

Two other pioneers of papyrology, Paul I\L 5Ieyer and Otto Gradenwmtz, have passed away during

the year, on 28 March and 7 July 1935 respectively. C. F. L[ehmann]-H[aupt] writes a notice of the former

in Klio 28 (1935), 214.
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By DE lacy O'LEAEY, D.D.

The abbreviations used are to be found on pp. 55-56 above, with the exception of the following

:

Xouv. Rev, Theol. = Xouvelle Revue Theologique, WZKM — Wiener Zeitschrift fiir die Kunde des

OCR — Orienialia Christiana Periodica, Rome. Morgenlandes,

1. Biblical

(u) Old Testament.

O. H. E. Burmester, The Bohairic Pericope of III Kingdoms xviii. 36-9 appears in J. Theol, Stud, 36

(1935), 156-60.

W. E. Crcm, Cn psaume en dialecie d'Akhmim . . , (cf. JEA 21, 108) is reviewed by L. Th. Lefort in

Museon 48 (1935), 234-5: the reviewer thinks that the text shows Tes efforts d'un jeune grec debutant en

copte'.

K. Kortenbeutel and A. Bohlig, Ostrakon mit griechisch-koptischem Psahnentext, in Aeg. 15 (1935),

415-18, 2 figs., gives the passage Ps. 118. 10-11.

(6) Xew Testament.

The new Cairo edition of nns.(ojui iiTe Sihepi . .
. (cf, JEA 21, 108) is reviewed by L. Th.

Lefort in ^luseon 48 (1935), 237-8, who points out the uncritical character of the text, which repeats that of

Tattam's edition of 1847-52 and takes no note of Horner’s edition.

H. I. Bell and T. C. Skeat, Fragrnents ofan Unknown Gospel and other Early Christian Papyri, in Aeg, 15

(1935), 335-6 deals with P. Egerton 2 in the British Museum. It is reviewed by W. Bauer in GGA 198

(1936), 24-30. The same subject is treated in C. H. Dodd, A Xeic Gospel, in Bull. J. Ryl. Lihr. 20 (1936),

56-92: cf. J, Theol. Studies 36 (1935), 302—4. R. P. Lagrange, Deux nouveaux textes relatifs a. Vevangile,

appears in Rev. hihl. 44 (1935), 321-43; one of these texts is a fragment of the Diatessaron of Tatian, the

other the ‘new gospel’ papATUs, Avhich receives very full consideration.

C. H. Roberts, 4h unpublished fragment of the Fourth Gospel in the John Rylands Library, Manchester,

is published in Bull. J. Ryl. Libr. 20 (1936), 45-56 Avith descripth^e introduction ib, 1-9. The fragment
gh^es the passage Joh. 8. 31-3, 37-8. It is reAucAved by G. Ghedini in Aeg. 15 (1935), 425-6, also separately

printed, Manchester (1935), 34 pp., 1 pi.

H. 8. Gehmann, The Garrett Sah idic Man uscript of St. Luke, appears in J.Am . Or. Soc. 55 (1935), 451-7, 1 pi.

Jan Leunis Koole, Studien zum koptischen Bibeltext, Kollationen %i. Untermchungen zum Text der

Paulusbriefe in der unter- und oberagyptischen UberUeferung, appears as a supplement to Z. neut. ir/ss.

(1936). 99.

R. P. Perk, Codex Evangeliorum et Actunm in collect, papyrorum Chester Beatty, was published in MisceU
lanea Bihtica 2 (1934), 373-406, and was review^ed by Lagrange in Rev. bibl, 43 (1934), 612-13.

H. A. Sanders, A third-century Papyrus Codex of the Epistles of Paul, L^niA'. IVlichigan, Ann Arbor,
1935, xii— 127 pp., 3 pis., is reAdewed in J. Theol. Stud. 36 (1935), 304-5.

R. V. G. Tasker, The readings of the Chester Beatty Papyrus in the Gospel of St. John, in J. Theol, Stud.

36 (1935). 387-91.

K. Wessely, Ein faijumisch-griechisches Evangelien-Fragment, in WZKM (1935), 270-4, 1 pi., gh'es
Matt. 15. 12-15 in Greek, a'v. 13-14 in FaA’y^umic.

2. Apocra'phal, Gnostic, etc.

G. Bardy, Apocryphes d tendances encratiques (Actes des Apotres) will be found in Diet, de spiritualite

ascetique et mystique, Paris, 1934, 752-65.

C . A. Baynes, A Coptic Gnostic Treatise . . . (cf. JEA 20, 207 ; 21, 109) is reAdewed by Puech in Rev.
hist. ret. 112 (1935), 121-8, the reAdewer ghdng a detailed survey of the treatise.
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J. Lebreton, Gnosticisjn, 2Icirci(yniS7n, and 2Ianicliae.istny London, 1934, 32 pp*, offers a brief outline

of these subjects.

H. J. POLOTSKY, ^lanichaische Homxhen . . . (c/. JEA 21, 100) is reviewed bj'PR. Ccmont in Rev, hid. rel.

Ill (1935), 118-24; by J. Otis de Urbina in OCP 1 (1935), 513-14; by W. Till in irZAM/ 42 (1935), 297-8;
by M. Guidi in Rivista degli Studi orientali 16 (1935), 152—4; and in conjunction with Schmidt-Polotsky,
Ein Mani-Fund . .

. (cf. JEA 19, 178) by G. yon Selle in GGA 197 (1935), 182-91.

H, S. Nyberg, Forschnngen uher den Manichaisnius, in Z. neut. 34 (1935), 70-91, is chiefly con-
cerned with Asiatic Manicheism.

ScmnDT-PoLOTSKY, Kephalaia, I. 3 4, Stuttgart, 1935. 50-98 (cf. JEA 21, 109) is briefly noticed by H. W.
Bailey in Bull, of the School of Orient. Studies, London, 8 (1935), 238.

3. Liturgical

O. H. E. Burmester, The canonical Hours of the Coptic Church, in OCP 2 (1936), 78-100 is an outline of
the offices in the modern Coptic Horologion. The same author publishes Vesting Prayers and Ceremonies of
the Coptic Church, ib. 1 (1935), 306-14.

H. Engberding, Em Prohletn in der Homologia von der hi. Komrnunion in der iigypAischen Liturgie,

appears in OCP 2 (1936), 145-54.

H. J. Gibbins, Problem of the Liturgical Sections of the Didache. in J. Theol. Stud. 36 (1935), 373-86, has
no direct bearing on the Eg\7)tian rite.

G. SoBHY% Tivo leaves in the Coptic dialect of MUdle Egypt {SF^) in Mel. Maspero (1934), 245-50,

1 pL, describes two leaves of paper with liturgical prayers in Fa^wuimic of the 15^ 16 cent. The author of the

article does not say where they are at the present moment.

C. DEL Grande, Liturgiae preces, . . . {cf. JEA 15, 264) has been reviewed by P. Collart in Per. de phil.

61 (1935), 102-3, and by >S. Ryba in Listy Filol. 60 (1933), 354.

J. Muy^ser, Maria's Heerlijkleid in Egypte. Een Studie der Kopdische Maria-Literatuur, Dcel I. Louvain,

1935, xix+251 pp., 13 pis. This is the first part of a very important contribution to the study of the Coptic

Marian liturgy, and has special reference to the Theotokia. The author is a Dutch missionary who is Uniate

Coptic curate at Fakus. He has already published, amongst other works, a Dutch translation of the Coptic

Liturgy of St. Basil, as used by the Uniate Copts (Het Helig Offer hi den Jcoptischen ritus volgens den H.
Basilius den Groote, 2nd ed., Xijmegen, 1928, 64 pp., 3 pis.). The JIaria's Heerlijkleid ... is reviewed by
X. Greitman inStudia Catholica 12 (1936), 167-8.

Illustrative of the preceding may be noted H. Thurston, S.J., Abyssinian Devotion to Our Lady, in Dublin

Review 100 (1936), 29-42.

4. Literature

R. P. Blake and H. de Vis, Epiphanius Me genunisj London, 1934, cxxiii-f 3354-27 pp. (Studies and

Documents, ed. K. Lake and S. Lake, 2). The old Georgian and fragments of the Armenian version. De Vis

deals with the Coptic (Sahidic) fragments (introd., xxx-xxxix, text and trs., 235-335). It is reviewed by
L. Th. Lefort in 2Iuseon 48 (1935), 238-9, the reviewer treating the semantic evolution of the word

and by P. Zorell in Biblica 16 (1935), 475-7.

O. H. E. Burmester, The Sayings of MichaeU Metropolitan of Damietia. appears in OCP 2 (1936), 101-28.

Campbell-Bonner, a Papyrus codex of the Shephenl of Hennas {Similitudes 2-9) with a fragment of the

Mandates, is in Aeg. 15 (1935), 336-7.

H. Delehaye, Un groupe de recits utiles d Tame, appears in 2IeL Bidez 2 (1934), 255-66, and includes

some legends not in Williams, Oriental affinities . . . {cf. JEA 15, 271 ; 16, 254).

W. Derouaux, Litterature chretienne antique et papyrologie, in Xouv. Rtv. Theol. 67 (1935), 810—43, lays

emphasis on the value of papyrology (especially Greek and Coptic) for early Christian literature.

W. Grossouw, Koptische Letferkunde. Jaarbericht no. 3 van het Voorazjatisch-Egyptisch Gezelschap ^Ex

orienie lux\ Leiden (1935), 82-4. A short note on the history of Coptic literature. The Society publishing

this w’as established at Leiden in 1933 and issues an Jaarbericht and Mededeelingen en Verhandelingen.

L. Th. Lefort, Le copie, source auxiliaire du grec, in Meh Bidez 2 (1934), 569-78, brings further evidence

in support of the author's thesis of the contemporary use of Coptic and Greek in Cbxistian-Egyptian literary

work. The same author's Un passage ohscurdes hymnes a. Chenoute appears in Oritntalia 4 (1935), 41 1-15, and

givesthesenseof the word/rM?/io.5 in Coptic by the help of Graeco-Egyptian pap\Ti, confirming the theory
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of the interdependence of Greek and Coptic in Egypt. The same author’s Athenase, Amhroise, et Chenoute,

in Muston 48 (1935). 55-75 gives a text from a Louvre fragment of which the main part w'as published in

1929. The author promises to undertake a corpus of the Coptic Athanasius ‘debris coptes, souvent laceres et

presque toujours acephales’.

G. H. Marsh, The Use of Mvarrfpiov in the writings of Clement of Alexandria, in J, TheoL Stud. 37 (1936),

64-80, makes special reference to Clement's sacramental doctrine.

5. History’

(a) General.

D. Attwater, The Catholic Eastern Churches (Religion and Culture Series, ed. J. Husslein), IMilwaukee,

Wise., 1935, XX+ 308 pp., illust., is an excellent and well-informed piece of popularized information: it gives

an account of the history, present state, organization, liturgy, and general characteristics of the various

Uniate churches. Chapter V deals with the Alexandrian rite: (i) the Coptic (135-49); (ii) the Ethiopian

(150-60).

E. Bilabel and A. Groieviann, Zivei Urhiinden aus dem hischofUchen Archiv von PanopoUs in Agypten

(QueUen u. Studien zur Geschichte und Kultur des Altertums und des Mittelalters, hrsg. von F. Bilabel imd

A. Grohmann. Reihe A: Mehrsprachige Texte. Heft I), Heidelberg, 1935, 20 pp., 2 facs.

C. DE Clercq, Les eglises iinies d'Orient (cf. JEA 21, 110) is reviewed by A. Raes in OCP 1 (1935),

oo4 o.

F. Gabrieli, El califfato di Hisham. Studi di storia Ommayyada, in Mem. Soc. Eoy. d'^Arch. d'Alex. ra,

fdsc. 2, Alexandria, 1935, 141 pp.

G. Graf and J. Lippl contribute Kopten to the Lexikonfiir Theologie und Kirche, 6 (1934), 191-6, dealing

with the Coptic Church and literature.

Jouguet-Diehl-Chapot, L'tqlise alexandrine icf. JEA 21, 111) is reviewed by Al’de Jerphanion in

OCP 1 (1935), 547-8.

Mgr. Ch. Papadopoulos, Jaropla rrjs 'EKKXrjalas ’dAefavSpetas-, Alexandria, 1935, xvi+930 pp., is re-

viewed by J. Lebon in Pei\ hist. eccL 31 (1935), 777-9, and by G. Hofmann in OCP 2 (1936), 297-99, and in

conjunction with the same author's *0 dyios KvptXXos ^AXe^avhpeias (cf. JEA 19, 181) and Lazzaki, Teofilia

d' Alessandria (cf. JEA 21, 111) by F. Halkin in Anal. Bolland. 53 (1935) 399^01.

The Precis de rhist. d"Egypte par divers .. . (cf. JEA 20, 209), voL m, Cairo, 1933, contains three parts:

(i) E. Combe, L'Egypte ottomane de la conquete par Selim, 5-128; (ii) J. Bainville, Vexpedition francaise en

Egypte (1798-1801), 129-84; and (iii) E. Driault, Mohamed-Aly et Ibrahim, 185-376. Appended list of

Ottoman sidtans, pashas of Egj’pt, and patriarchs of Alexandria from 1517-1798, and contemporary events,

377-86. Vol. rv’ (and last), Cairo, 1935, xix+421 pp., A. Saaimarco, Les regnes de *Abbas, de Sa'id, et d'Lsma'il.

This work is reviewed by C. A. Xallino in Oriente Moderno, 15 (1935), 421-5, and b^’ G. Levenq in Melanges

Beyrouth 18 (1934), 212-13.

F. Ricciottt, Boma cattolica e Oriente cristiano, Florence, 1935, 143 pp.,is a summary’ account of the his-

tory and present state of the Fniate oriental churches, the Coptic included.

E. ScirWARTZ, Acta conciliorum . . . (cf. JEA 20, 208) is reviewed by V. Grumel in BZ 35 (1935), 412-23,

and by Bihlmeyer in TheoL Quartal. 117 (1936), 107-10.

(b) Jurisprudence.

J. Bludau, Die cigyptischen Lihelli . . . (cf. JEA 18, 184; 19, 20. 209) is reviewed by J. Zeuxer in Bev.

de phil. 9 (1935), 401-2.

O. H. E. Burmester, The laws of inheritance of Gabriel ihn Turaih, LXX. Patriarch ofAlexandria, appears

in OCP 1 (1935), 315-27.

Fr. Kozman, Les chretkns d'Egyjjte ont-ils adopte et suiventJls jusqit a nos jours la legislation justinienne

ou uniquement le Code Tkeodosien connii sous le nom de Coiitumier syro-romain? in Congr. lurid. Internal. 2

(1934), 171-224.

E. Seidl, Der Ekl im romisch-dgyptischen ProvinzialrecM, 2. Teil: Die Zeit vom Beginn der Begierung

Diokletians bis zur Eroherung Agyptens durch die Araber, with appendix, Der Eid im koptischen Becht und in

den griechischen Urkunden der Araherzeit (137-60), Miinchen, 1935, xii+172 pp. (Cf. Pt. I in JEA 21, 112.)

xV. Steinwenter, Zur Edition der koptischen Bechtsurkunden aus Djerne, in Orientalia 4 (1935), 377-85,

gives a translation and notes on the legal document KRL^. 105 by way of specimen.
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(c) Hagiography,

G, Bardy, >S/. Antoi/ie, appears in the iJict. de spiritiialitt ascttique et mydiqve, Paris, 1034, 702-8.

Hausherr, Barsanuphe, ih., 1935, 125o-62,

O. H. E. Bcrmester, The Tnifislaiion of St. Iskhiron of Killin. in Mu^tun 4S (1935), 81-5, deals with a

Bohairic text from a 14th
( ?) cent. 5IS. in the Coptic Museum, Cairo.

P. Fraxchi de’ Cavalieri, Intorno alia " Passio'' di Teodora e Didimo, in Studi e TeA'i. fasc. 05, Rome,
1935, 233-78, and Intorno alia ^ Passio SS. Marcelli tribuni et Petri yn{litis\ ih., 307-87, contain interesting

conjectures on the historical value of the (4rcek hagiographers.

F. J. Doluek, ChriAopJiorus als Ehrentitel des Asketen Paphnutius, in A)itike und Chridcntuai 5 (1934),

78-80.

H. Engberding, Pachorahts der Altere, in Lexikon fur Theol. u. Kirche 7 (1935), SGO-1, and J. Sauer,

Alenas, ib., 77-80.

J. Sniox, Saint Saniiiel de Kelamon . . . (c/. JEA 20, 210) is reviewed by K. J(aniii) in Echos TOrient 38

(1935), 229. The same author's Bxna et Benaou {Bahina et Anba Baou) appears in the Diet, d'hhd. et de geogr.

eccles, 8 (1935), 1498. These two saints appear in the Synaxarium for 7 Kihak. The same author's La passion

ethiopienne inMite de S. Hlrodd, Martyr d'Egypte. is published in Oriental ia 4 (1935). 441-01, introduction,

text troni Paris 5LS. d'Abbadie, 179 fo. 119^-123''. Heroda is commemorated in the Coptic xSynaxarium and

Difnar on 25 Bashons.

H. Strotbcviaxx, Die arahische Makariubtradition . Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte des Monchtuais, Guttingeii,

(1934), 39 pp., is a university thesis on the writings attributed to iMacarius in Arabic and 8yriac literature.

W. Till, Kopt. Heiligen- und Martyrerlegenden . . . {cf. JEA 21, 111) is reviewed by Ch. Martin in Souv.

Rev. Theol. 57 (1935), 533-5; by I. Ortiz de Urbina in OOP 1 (1935), 515; by A. van Lantschoot in

D. Lii.-Z. 57 (1936), 572-6.

J. Vergote, Le texte sous-jacent da palimpseste Berlin -no, 9755, S. Colluthus - S, Philothee, in Mimon 48

(1935), 275-90, gives fragments of the passion of St, C. and the beginning of an encomium on St. P. attributed

to Demetrius of Antioch, hitherto unknown, 5 fo., introd., notes, translation.

(c?) Monasticism.

L. Bidez, Le texte du prologue de Sozomene et ses chapitres (\t[. 28-34) sur les moines d'Egypte et de Palestine

(Sitzungsb. Berhn. Philos. -hist. Klasse (1935), 399-427). An excellent critical edition of the Greek text

with introduction.

F. Cavallera, Apophtegmes, in Diet, de spiritualite ascetique et mystique, 1934, 765-70.

\V. Hengstenberg, Bemerkungen zur Entivicklmigsgeschichte des dgyptischen Monchtums, in the Aefes

du iv^ congres international des etudes hyzantines, appears in the Bull, de VInst. archeologique bulgare 9, Sofia

(1935), 355-62.

Fr. Kozman, Textes Ugislaiifs fouchant le cuiohitisme egyptien (Sacra congregazione orientale. Codifi-

cazione canonica orientale. Fonti Ser. II. fasc. I) Roma, 1935, 95 pp. The author is ^ icar-General of the

Uniate Coptic Patriarchate of Alexandria. This issue contains a translation of extracts of Greek, Coptic, and

Arabic material in five sections: (i) Ideal et dignite de la vie religieuse
;
(ii) essence du cenobitisme pachomien,

et shenoudien; (iii) moyens plus ou moins immediats pour facihter Tobservance des conseils evangelitpies et

ies progres dans la perfection
;
(iv) organisation interieure de I'institut religieux

;
(v) relation avec les autorites

religieuses et le clerge regulier.

H. Leclercq, Xonne, ch. x. Un convent de noyines d Bdouit, in Diet, d'hist. et de geogr. ecclts., Paris, 1935,

1607-15.

L. Th. Lefort, La regie de S. Pachoryie {yiouveau fragynent copte), in Museoyi 48 (1935), 75-80, deals with

the fragment 5Iichigan 178-^+ Old Cairo no. 390.

6. Xon-Literary Texts, etc.

(a) NonJiterary Texts.

R. Eislee, cA‘AAJLecA^AUARd.i: Das asirologische Bilderbuch Salme Sakayiakke, appears in OLZ 38

(1935), 665-7.

S. Eitrem, Kroyios iyi der Magie, in Aid. Bidez. 2 (1934), 351-60, is a commentary on P. mag. gr. 4.

3086, etc. The same \^Titer's A us Papyrologie und Beligionsgeschickte. Die inagischen Papyri, in Munch. Beitr.

19 (1934), 243-63, is a general survey of w^ork done.

O
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^r. Hombert, Bulletin Papyrologiqiie, no. m:ii (1033-4), in Byzantion 10 (1935), 341-66, refers to Liturgical

fragments in Aeg, 13. 667-73, to Seymour, Vn pap. chretien epistolaire in Mel, Bidez, 2 (1934), 857-9, and

three biblical texts in J. TheoL 35 (1934), 58-60.

Th. Hopfner, Bin neuer griech. Zauberpapyrus, in ArcJiiv Orientdlni 7 (1935), 25.5-366, 1 pi. Coptic

appears only in the colophon described on p. 365.

H. J. PoLOTSKY, Zu einigen Heidelberger koptischen Zaubertexten, appears in Orientalia 4 (1935), 416-25.

V. Steoemaxx, Die (restalt Christi . . . (c/. JEA 21, 112) is reviewed by J, Simon in BibUca 16 (1935),

473-4. The same author’s Vber astronomisches in den kopt. Zaubertexten, in Orientaliu 4 (1935), 391-410,

shows the presence of biblical influences in Coptic magical formulae.

(b) Catfdogues and Collected Texts,

F. Bilabel and H. Groioiann, Griech., kopt., arah. Texte . . . (cj. JEA 21, 112) is reviewed by

\. Stegemann in TheoL Lit.-Z. 60 (1935), 225-9; by H. J. Polotsky in Orientalia 4 (1935), 416-25; by

F. Pfister in BZ (1935), 387-9; and by J. SmoN in Orientalia 5 (1936), 152-60 with additions to the

bibliography.

W. Till, Die orientalische Abteilung der Papyrussainmlung der Xationalbibliothek in Wien, in Orientalia 4

(1935), 380-90. This is a new name for the pap^Ti hitherto knowui as the collection of the Erzherzog Rainer.

T. enumerates the categories of pap;yTi which compose this collection according to their various languages.

The same writer’s Koptische Perganiente theologischen Inhalts , . . [cf. JEA 21, 109, 111) is reviewed by J.

SniON in Orientalia 4 (1935), 502-5; by A. van Lantschoot in Rev. hist. eccL 31 (1935), 788-9; by Ch.

5Iartin in Xoitv. Rev. TheoL 57 (1935), 531 ; by L. Th. Lefort in Museon 48 (1935), 236-7.

On Arabic material having reference to Christian Egypt we have G. Graf, Catalogue de manuscrits arabes

chtetiens conserves an Caire, Vatican City, 1934, xi-r320 pp., w^hich is reviewed by L. Brockelmakn in

OLZ 35 (1935), 523-4, and by A. van Lantschoot in Museon 48 (1935), 369-71.

A. VAN Lantschoot, Inventaire sommaire de MSS. arabes d'Egypte, in Museon 48 (1935), 297-310,

describes manuscripts procured by L. Th. Lefort in 1923. Amongst these are: (1) history of the Babylonian

captivity (Coptic portion at Vienna), (2) frag, of Acts of 8. Thomas, (3) miracle of the B, Virgin at Atribe

(frag, of Vatican arab. 170, 131), (4) encomium on St. Michael by Eustathius bishop of Thrake (salutation

to St. Michael, ten miracles), (5) passion of St. George, (5*) [a) Sorrows of Mary by C^Tiacus of Behnesa

(20 pp.), (/>) epistle of Pisentius of Keft, (6) frag, of Theodore of Anc;vTa on St. George and history of Archel-

lides, (7) and (8) miracles of Apa Victor, (9) life and miracles of St. Marina of Antioch, (10) encomium on

Severiis of Antioch, (11) conversion of Matthew the Scribe, (12) marUTdom of George of Alexandria and

life of Ephraem the SsTian, (13) life of Apa Hor, (14) history of Abu Fis, and (15) liturgical fragments. The
paper manuscripts show traces of Coptic writing.

Of allied Ethiopic material ^ve note S. Euringer, Verzekhnis der ahessinischen Handschr. des Volks-

museums in Stuttgart, in Orientalia 4 (1935), 465-83, which gives biblical, liturgical, and magical texts.

S. Grebaut, L' inventaire sommaire des manuscrits ethiopiens {ge'ez) de la mission Griaule, published in

Aethiopica {cf. JEA 20, 211) is continued in the same periodical, 2 (1934), 50-4, 65-9, 101-14, and in 3 (1935),

27-32, 82-1, 154-61.

7. Philological

51. Chaine, Elements de grammaire copte {rf. JEA 20, 211) and Les dialectes coptes assioutiques A- (cf.

JEA 21, 113) are reviewed by Ch. Kuentz in Bull, de la Soc. linguistique de Paris 36 (1935), 161-5.

W. E. Crum, Coptic Dictioiiary, Pt. IV (1935), tcs^ko-ujcoiit, vii, 405-572 is reviewed by L. Th. Lefort in

Museon 48 (1935), 240, the reviewer expressing the hope that there will be an appendix of additions and

corrections. It is also reviewed by S. Gaselee in J. TheoL Stud. 36 (1935), 220-1.

H. Ranke, Die iigyptischen Personennamen . . . (cf. JEA 20, 211) is reviewed by R. Anthes in OLZ 35

(19.35), 4944).

V. Steoemann, oy-xtutope 2nTeq(3’ojuL = stark, in ZAS 71 (1935), 81-5, traces the origin of this ex-

pression to Ps. 103. 20, It is briefly noted in Anc. Egypt (1935), 121.

W. Tili., JuiuTiSiXe'y in ZAS 71 (1935), 87, also noticed in Anc. Egypt (1935), 122, deals with the reading

of 2 Macc. 6. 4.

W. Vyuhl, Das dgyptische Vokalisationsprohlon. appears in Mel. Maspero (1934), 385-92. Vber ein

ha-Prdfix in Arahi>^chen in WZKM (1936), lUO-10 and Der Dialekt von Elephantine, ih. 111-12.
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^ • H. \\ ORKELL, Coptic Sounds, I. The Main Currents of their History , . . (c/. JEA 18, 180) is reviewed by
W. F. Albright in Language 10 (1934), 220-4 and the same author s Coptic Sounds (cf. JEA 20, 211) by
M. Cohen in Bull de la Soc, lingiiistique de Paris 36 (1935), 158-61, and by \V, Till in WZKM 42 (1935),
296-7.

8. Exploration, Archaeology

(a) Topography,

L. Brehier, Blenunyes, appears in Diet, d'hist. et de giogr, eccles., xliv-l, Paris, 1935, 183-5. H. Le-
CLERCQ, Oasis: (i) les oasis d’Egypte, (ii) la grande oasis, (iii) el-Deir, (iv) el-Bagaouat, (v) Deir Moustapha
Kachef, (vi) Gebel ePTeir, and (vii) bibliographic, ib,, 1820-33.

A.Calderini, Dizionario dei yiomi geograflei e topograficidelVEgiUogreco-rowana,\o\,iAy

X

—
"AXiKapvaaaivs,

Cairo, 1935, xxi-i-216 pp., produced by the Societe Royale de geographic d'Egypte, is planned as a vast reper-

tory, and from this preliminary specimen may be expected to be an extremely valuable work of reference.

It is reviewed by W. L. Westermann in Aw. Journ. Phil. 57 (1936), 95-7.

S. Hillelson, yuba {Eubia), appears in the now well-known Encyclopaedia of Islam, fasc. 51, 1935,

1015-22.

Ch. Martin, Les monasieres du Wadi Ji-Eairoun. in Xoui\ Rev. TheoL 47 (1935), 113-34. 238-52. is an

excellent summary account of the monasteries described by H. E. M'hite.

U. Monneret de Villard. La Xubia medioevale (Mission archeol. de Xubie, 1929-34): vol. i, Inientario

dei monumentiy xl-j-290 pp. ; vol. ii, Tavole, i-c, Cairo, 1935, 100 pis. The same writer's / rescoii giacoblti

della Xubia, in Mel, Masp. (1934), 57-66, is an attempt to identify the episcopal sees of Xubia cited by
Wansleb in his Hist, de VEglise alexandrine, 20-30.

H. Munier, Le 'wonastere de Saint Abraham a Farshout, in Bull. Soc. Arch. d'Alex. 30 (1935), 1-7, makes

reference to a stele in the Graeco-Boman Museum at Alexandria. It is understood that Munier is preparing

a work on the geography of Christian Egypt.

O. Toitssoun, Xotes sur le desert libyque: Coellia et ses convents, Alexandria, 1935, 36 pp., 10 pis. (Mem.

Soc, Roy, Arch. d'Alex., vii. i.) is an interesting effort to identity various monastic sites, Xitria, Scot is,

Pemoudj, and Coellia, with special reference to the recently discovered remains at Coellia (Gebel Khaslim

el-Cou‘oud). Le Rayon, Cairo, 9 (1936) devotes its number for 1 May to Coptic Art. Amongst the articles

we find, H. ^Munier, Babylone d'Egypte, 228-9; E. Gerard, Mu'^ee copte du Vieux-Caire avec S, E.

Morcos Simaika Pacha, 230-3; E. Drioton, Hart copte, 234-6; E. Merial, Les eglises copies du Vieux-

CairCy 237-9; E. Lauziere, Lame copte, 241-5; A. Chaine, Le convent de Saint-Antoine, 246-9.

(b) Arts, Crafts, d-c.

Anna ApoSTOLAKES, rd KOTrriK'd u^da/uara tov iv \4d'i^vaLS Movaelov tojv KoaiiqriKwv rex^xov, Athens, 1932, is

reviewed by E. AVeigand in BZ (1935), 141^4.

M. A. Murray^, Coptic Painted Pottery, inAiic. Egypt (1935), 1-15, is an interesting and suggestive article

on a subject which has as yet received inadecpiate attention.

H. Pfister, Teinture . . . (cf. JEA 21, 113) is reviewed by AV. E. A'olbach in Orientalia 4 (1935). 506-8.

J. Sauer, Koptische Kunst, appears in the Lexikon filr Theologie und Kirche, 6 (1934), 196-9.

AAk F. A'olbach, Prirna relazione sulla nuove stoffe del Museo Sacro Vaticano, in Rendic. Pont. 4fC. 10

(1935), 175-96, makes reference to some Coptic fabrics.

9. Addenda

E. Littmann contributes a biographical notice of Ignazio Guidi to the ZDMG 80 (1935), 119-30.

H. Munier, Gaston Maspero et les etudes copies, appears in the new Bull, de VAssoc, des amis des eglises et

de Vart copies, 1, Cairo (1935), 27-36. 1 portrait.

Two reviews, Aethiopica and Egyptian Religion (cf. JEA 20, 207) founded in 1933 by the Alma Egan

Hyatt Foundation, Xew A"ork, ceased to appear at the end of 1935. The Foundation announces that it ‘will

devote further activities to Memoirs and occasional Papers’.
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This season will open a new chapter in the Society's field-work, with the decision of the

Committee to send an expedition to Upper Nubia. The Sudan Government has granted

concessions for two very promising sites about thirty miles apart, near the Third Cataract,

namely Sulb (‘ Soleb ') and Sesebi, both of which w^ere fortress-cities enclosing temples. At

Sulb (whence come the superb granite lions in the British Museum) is the most important

monument in the Sudan, the temple of Amenophis III; its walls bear a unique series of

reliefs depicting the 5ed-festival held in Amenophis’ thirtieth year, and the pylons have

reliefs of Akhenaten, illustrating several stages in the development of his doctrines. At

Sesebi are the remains of a temple founded by Akhenaten, and called by him, like his founda-

tion at Kawa, Gematen (‘ Aten is found ’

?) ;
it was later usurped by Sethos I, who rededicated

it to Amun. Thus both sites—which include towns, and doubtless cemeteries also—offer

a logical continuation and development of the Society's many years of work at Tell el-

‘Amarnah ; and it is believed that much new information on the
‘

‘Amarnah Period ’ will

be gained. Neither of these places has been excavated hitherto, and very little has been

published about them. The first site to be examined is Sesebi, whither an expedition will

shortly proceed, with Professor A. M. Blackman as Field Director, and Mr, H. W. Fairman as

his principal assistant. Fuller details of the new work in the Sudan are given in the appeal

for funds which has been distributed.

The investigation of the site of the Great Palace at Tell el-‘Amarnah was nearly com-

pleted last season, and only a few more weeks’ work are necessary before the remarkable

ground-plan is recovered in its entirety. In order to accomplish this, and thus to round off

an important phase in the Society’s labours at Akhetaten, Mr. Pendlebury, accompanied

by Mr. Lavers, will spend a short season at the site this winter.

We understand that Miss Calverley and Miss Broome will return to Abydos for a further

season's work at the temple of Sethos I.

At the Forty-ninth Ordinary General Meeting of our Society, held on 15 July, Mrs.

Hopkin Morris was elected Honorary Secretary in succession to Professor Glanville, and
Professor Hugh Last was re-elected Honorary Treasurer. The Entrance Fee to new Members
was suspended until tAvo hundred fresh elections shall have been made, and Members are

urged to bring this opportunity to the notice of friends who might thereby be tempted to

join the Society.

The Annual Exhibition of objects from the Society's excavations has been held in the

rooms of the Palestine Exploration Fund, at 2 Hinde Street, Manchester Square, W. 1,

from 14 September to 3 October.

We have much pleasure in announcing that the annual Bibliography of Ancient Egypt,
which, formerly one of the most valuable features of this Journal, has ceased to appear for

a number of years, is to be revived. Henceforward it will, like the Graeco-Eoman Biblio-

graphy (Papyrology), be the work of a number of collaborators. These have already begun
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the task which they have been so good as to undertake, and it is hoped that the first

instalment of the new series, which will be under the supervision of Professor Blackman,

will appear next summer. It will cover matter published during 1930, for unfortunately it

is for more than one reason impossible to make up the ground lost since 1930. The labour

of compilation is being immensely lightened by the use of the admirable bibliographical

cards which are now distributed by the Pundation Pieine Elisabeth, Bru:?sels, and to which

reference was made in the Notes and News' of our last issue.

M. Pierre Lacau, after a lengthy career in Eg^^pt, retired at the end of ]\Iarch from the

post of Director-General of the Antiquities Department of the Egyptian Government, and

will, we understand, devote himself in his native country to the philological studies that

he has so much at heart. No successor was appointed for some time, but it has recently

been announced that Canon Etienne Drioton, of the Department of Egyptian Antiquities

in the Musee du Louvre, and Professor Selim Hasan, of the Egyptian University, Cairo,

have been nominated Director-General and Assistant Director-General respectively—the

latter post being a new creation.

We have received the following note on the temple at ‘Amara from Mr. L. P. Kirwan:

In my preliminary report on the Oxford University Excavations in Nubia, 1934-5

(see Journal 21, 197-8) I remarked as follows:

‘On the east bank of the Nile near ’Amara, . . . we located with some difficulty the site of the

Meroitic temple described by Budge (A History of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, i, 467). M hen visited

by the latter in 1906 both the gateway and six columns with sculptured reliefs were standing

;

to-day only one granite column-base and traces of mud-brick foundation walls are visible.

I have since received a letter from Mr. Addison (late Conservator of Antiquities to the

Sudan Government), who, while agreeing with me that Budge’s statement certainly seems

to suggest that the columns were still standing at the time of the latter s visit (in 1904-5,

not 1906), is of opinion that the columns had been destroyed before that date. Mr. Addison,

moreover, remembers having seen, in a publication by the late Professor Griffith, a statement

which seemed to support this view. The statement in question occurs in Meroitic Inscriptions

(ii, 10 with note i) where Professor Griffith cites Mr. F. W. Green as having reported that,

when he visited the site in 1911 or 1912, no trace of the columns was then visible. In

addition, Professor Griffith appends a note from Mr. Crowfoot to the effect that the columns

had disappeared before 1905. In a recent letter to Mr. Addison, which he kindly allows me

to quote, Mr. Crowfoot confirms this note, adding, ‘ So far as I remember there was not even

a tradition of the columns when I was there with Budge in the winter of 1904-5\ The late

Professor Breasted too seems to have been under a misapprehension with regard to the then

extant remains at ‘Amara, and in his First Preliminary Beport of the Ffjyptinn Expedition

(in AJSLL 22, 102 : Oct. 1906) he says, ‘ Owing to a misunderstanding of the local geography,

we failed to visit and inspect the six columns stdl standing in the small late Nubian Temple

on the east shore at ‘Amara’. However, there seems to be little doubt that the columns

had disappeared before 1905. As to when they were removed there is some difference of

opinion; Mr, Addison suggests the period of the Mahdiya, while Mr. Crovfoot belie\e3 that

they disappeared before that date on the priori ground that there is inoie likelihood of

building activity then than during the time of the Mahdiya. In this connexion, ho^^e^el,

it is worth noting that the photographs taken by Irith, who visited the site in January

1860, show the remains of five sculptured and inscribed columns, four of which appear to

be preserved to about two-thirds of their height. Of the gateway there is no trace in any
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of these views (see Frith, Upper Egypt and Ethiopia, Plate 32 with accompanying text;

Frith, Egypt, Nuhia, and Ethiopia, with descriptions and notes by J. Bonomi and Samuel

Sharpe, London, 1S62, Pis, xciv, xcv).

Three works from the Xachlass of the late Professor Griffith will appear in due course.

The text-volume of the epoch-making Catalogue of the Demotic Graffiti of the Dodecaschoenus

(of which the volume of plates was printed last year) will shortly be published by the

Antiquities Department of the Egyptian Government in the Temples immerges de la Nnhie

series. It has been seen through the press by Mrs. Griffith, who has given infinite pains to

this very exacting task, A volume is to be published by the Clarendon Press, entitled

The Adler Greek and Demotic Papyri, dealing with a group of documents from Gebelen; the

Greek documents are edited by Dr. Elkan N, Adler, the owner, and the demotic by Griffith.

Finally, it has been arranged that Professor Glanville will complete and publish the edition

of the early demotic papyri in the Louvre on Avhich Griffith had spent much labour.

Me bring to the notice of our readers a new series. Aegyptologische Forschungen, pub-

lished by Messrs. Augustin under the general editorship of Professor Alexander Scharffi of

Munich. This series, intended to include monographs too long for periodicals, will fulfil

the same purpose as Sethe's Enters uchungen, which came to an end with the death of its

founder and editor. Fascicle 2, Die Konstriiktion der dgyptischen Tur, by Otto Koenigsberger,

has already appeared, and will be reviewed later in these pages; Fascicle 1, on the late

plastic art of Egypt, will follow shortly. Professor Scharff asks us to mention that he would
specially welcome manuscripts from English colleagues; such contributions could of course

be printed in English.

The first fascicle of references (Belegstellen) of the Worterhuch der dgyptischen Sprache
was warmly Avelcomed by all students of Egyptian philology on its appearance over a year
ago, and succeeding parts are being awaited with impatience; for there is no gi*eater

desideratum in this field than that the Worterhuch should be completed as soon as possible.

In the present stage of our knowledge of Egyptian, a dictionary of that language without
abundant references is of comparatively little value to any but the beginner.

Mr. J. G. Griffith, of the University of "Wales, has received the degree of M.A. in Egyptian
and Hebrew at the University of Liverpool. Miss Ina Eosental has taken a B.A. Honours
(first class) in Archaeology (Egypt) in the University of London.

Professor Blackman is now Joint Editor, with Professor Droop, of the Liverpool Annals
of Archaeology and Anthropology,
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Hieratic Papyri in the British Museum: Third Series: Chester Beatty Gift, Edited hy Alan H. Gardiner,

DXitt., F.B.A. London, British Museum, lOSo. Two vols. Vol. i, text, 8vo., xiii— 142 pp. Vol. ii,

folio, 72 pis. £4

Dr. A. H. Gardiner has made many important contributions to E^^yptoIo^A'. but next to his Egyptian

Grammar these two volumes represent the most important ot them all. >i"ever betore has so large a collection

of Egyptian literary texts, not only for the most part nev% but covering so wide a field, been placed ax the

disposal of students in one publication. Here let it be said that even a careful scrutiny of the photographic

plates gives one no idea of the once extremely fragmentary condition of the manuscripts, or how long

and laborious were the joint efforts of the editor himself and Dr. Hugo Ibscher to restore them to the

condition in which they now appear. MXat Dr. Gardiner has to say on that subject in the preface, pp. vii fl’.,

makes interesting and instructive reading for scholars who may one day be confronted with a similar

task.

Very w'elcome is the admirable translation, with the accompanying commentary and philological note.-5,

of the Blinding of Truth, pp. 2-(5. With regard to the ending of the story, the reading suggested by Prof.

Gunn seems more probable on the whole than Dr. Gardiner's, and Dr. Cerny's further objection to Dr.

Gardiner’s reconstruction of the text, on the grounds of the usual form of Eg\'ptian oaths, adds further

probability to Prof. Gunn’s proposal.

The Dream-Book may well be found to contain much matter that is of interest to students of folk-lore.

]Miss W. S. Blackman informs me that books concerned entirely with the interpretation ol dreams are still

in use among the modern Egyptian peasants. It would be interesting to see liow^ far, if at all, the ancient

and modern treatises resemble one another both in the subjects and interpretations of dreams. It is most

regrettable that the characterization of the Seth-like men (p. 20), wdiich, as Dr. Gardiner remarks, is unicpie

in Eg^’ptian literature, should have been transmitted to us in so fragmentary a condition.

From the literary point of view the most important text in the wFoIe collection occurs in those sections

of Papyrus Xo, IV, vs. 2, 5 ff., which ascribe immortality to the WTiter through his books, asserting that

they w’ill perpetuate his name far better than tomb-chapel or memorial tablet, and that they wdll not only

themselves take the place of children but w ill also secure him descendants in the persons of those W'ho read

his works. Remarkable as it may appear that such sentiments found expression as long ago as the end of

the fifteenth or beginning of the fourteenth century’ b.c., yet it mxist be remembered that the lower Xilt^

Valley was the home of the earliest literature of entertainment in the world, and that, until the dawn of

Greek civilization, among no other people was literature or the man of letters held in such high esteem as

among the Eg\^tians.

It is interesting to find that our old friend Kha^kheperre^sonb, w hose somew hat commonplace lamenta-

tions Dr. Gardiner included in his Admonitions of an Egyptian Sage, is here eulogized along with the famous

Imhotep, Ptahhotpe, and Akhtoy, With respect to the last-mentioned Dr. Gardiner has pointed out,

p. 40, n. 1, that the name of the author of the Satire on the Professions is not Duauf, but Duauf's son

Akhtoy, who is probably identical with the Akhtoy aforesaid.

Apart from other literary excerpts, hymns to divinities, magical texts (some containing interesting

mythological allusions), medical prescriptions, magico-medical cures, fragmentary versions of the weli-

knowTi Hymn to the Xile, the Story of Isis and Bt^, and of the Battle of Kadesh, this publication contains

a text of considerable liturgical interest, a version of the so-called Ritual of Amenophis I (pp* 79 ff,). Vith

what Dr. Gardiner has to sav (pp. 101 ff.) about the nature and use of this and the similar Cairo text I find

myself fully in agreement ; indeed, there seems to be no alternative explanation. It is to be hoped that

a complete publication of the Turin version of this text w ill not be long delayed.

P. 30, n. 4. Egyptologists should in future remember that iBBst be rendered Apop, Apop (the

Coptic form), or Apopis (Gk. ’"Attotti?), and not Apophis, a name belonging solely to the H\ks6s king.

Pap. So. IV, rt. o, 8 (p, 30). Xoving the silent man more than him who is loud of voice* reminds
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one of the well-known passage in the ]yisdom of Anii (Erman, Egyptian Beligiony 236, 11. 20 ff.) and that

in the prayer to Thoth (Pap. Sallkr /, S = Erman, op. cit.y 306, 11. 7 ff.).

I now venture to make a few critical comments and to suggest certain modifications in the translation of

various passages.

Pap. So. IVy vs. o, 5 f. (p. 42). Does the ‘mewing (lit. ‘'weepings") of a cat’ refer to the high-pitched

chanting of the temple liturgy, or can it possibly be an expression for ‘persistently' ? I very tentatively^

suggest that [l be emended to and would then render: ‘If thou make to flourish him that

serveth God persistently ( ?) (and) if thou persevere in follo^ving his predilections, then thou shalt reach
the haveil in possession of His favour’

.

\ 3. 5, 7 f. Is not the moaning of ddh m ni tpgic hric m $»u' hniyic hr-sn ‘being shut up in the barracks

which are made into (i.e. divided among) regiments with officers over them’ rather than ‘he is imprisoned
in the barracks and put into a regiment with officers over it' ?

Pap. JSo. Vy rt. 6, 4 f. (p. 47). I would lilie to render p/ u<w lir-tw hv nf mshiv iic pj hmc dmif hfy

'The sailor—so they say—the crocodiles are waiting (for him), the boat—its landing-stage (i.e. “the boat's

landing-stage") being awash’. The words mean that the sailor runs serious risk of falling a prey to crocodiles

while trying to embark on his boat when the landing-stage is under water. For 'wait’, see Pap. d’0/*6.,

6, 9; Pap. Chester Beatty dso. /, C. 3, 2; J/eir.,iv, p. 43-; L rJeunden, iv, 649, 12. Bml frequently seems to

mean ‘quay’, 'landing-stage’; see e.g., Peasant, Bb 130; Bb 102-3 (a convincing example); Xewberrv,
El Bershehy i, 14, 9. This noun must be connected with the verb dml ‘touch’, and must mean the place
where the water and land are in contact or where boats ‘touch’ the shore. Py inuc dmif luy is a good
instance of ‘6(ZfZu/-appo3ition’ (J. Spiegel, ZAS 71, 65, §§ 8 fl.).

Rt. 6, 14 (p. 48). Khiv ‘wind’ has hitherto, according to Wh., only been found in Ptolemaic texts.

bs. 1, 11 (p. 49 with n. 9). The word 0 ^ fr
- 'i^^gspw ‘crates’ is perhaps connected

with the Semitic root which appears in Arabic as a verb meaning to ‘tie the legs’ of a gazelle, ‘put

things together’. Hence means ‘lattice-Avork’ and (pL ,^lii\) a ‘crate’. Here we have gsp

(~ Arabic with metathesis of s andp [p = Arabic /]-r the wim-prefix). An objection to this equation

might be raised on the ground that the s of Canaanite names is represented in Late-Egn. not by
p
but

bys= (Erman, Agypt. Grammatik^, §114, Anm.); but see A. Ember, Egypto-Semitic Studies, (d).

For s = Arabic J see Ember, op. cit., 106.

It would be interesting if kajas, the ordinary word for the crate made of palm-sticks in modem Egypt,
were related to the Late-Egn. word mgps, which denoted exactly the same kind of crate used in Egypt,
not only from the Ramesside period onwards, but from time immemorial.

Pap, Ao. 1 Ily rt. 3, 2 (pp. 5/, 135). With J J
^ ^ i

Hochemonteix, Temple

d'Edfou, I, 16 (9), where the words J ^ ^ [1
‘The two

falcons, the kites thy daughters, which are upon the wall of thy shrine’,^ are apparently a designation of
the god Horus's collar-bones, or, perhaps, shoulder-blades.

Rt. 5, 4 f. (p. 59). Should not the passage be translated; ‘If the poison mounts higher the Bark of Re<
will run aground on the spine of Apopis’, rather than ‘If the poison go up on high, the Bark of Re< vdH
founder, &c.’ ? lor ^ — ‘higher’ see Peasant, Bb 4. ‘Run aground’ not ‘founder’ is the meaning

assigned to ^3* the T1 6., rs’', 401, to which, as a matter of fact. Dr. Gardiner refers.

Rt. 5, 8 (p. 59). A man of good birth whose name is known’ is probably a better rendering of 5/ s rh

rnf than ‘the son of a man who knows his name’. WTth these w^ords cf. Pap. Leningrad 1116 b, rt. 61-62,
Si n s r irt rnf r nhh kn<^ dt, ‘A man of noble birth will make his name for ever and ever’. WTth sf (n) s

cf. the Arabic ‘a man of good family’, lit. ‘a son of people’. See also Wb., m, 406 (v).

Rt. 6, 1 (p. 59). WTth this rubric cf. Pap. Ehers, 95, 9-11, where bht nt sict (fibre? of the rush) also
occurs. Is not fermented mash (lit. ‘mash of fermented matter’) perhaps a better rendering of hsuv n
^\i>yt than a fermented sop ? Does not ssndi hr ikhy mean ‘twisted leftwise’ (c/. Sethe, Erlduterungen zu
den aegypt. Lesestucken, 50, 19) ? As the reference is to a scorpion’s sting, ‘puncture’ would be a better
rendering of dm than ‘w^ound’.

Does shrine here mean the part of the body enclosed within the ribs ? Later on in the same text l?7?yir-y
means ‘ thine intestines’. As Fairman's recent collation and photographs show, <^, not is the sign following
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Rt. 6, 3 (p. 59). ^ ^ may here as elsewhere mean ‘ the patient lit. ‘he who is under (the surgeon's)

knife’ (see Wh.^ v, 450), though in view of the spelling = dm, vs. 6, 7, Dr. Gardiner’s ‘the man who

has the wound' is possible; see also H. Grapow, Vntersucliungeti aber die altdgypiischen rnedizinischen

Papyri, 105.

Rt. 6, 6. licht n t nit means ‘the crumb’ (as contrasted with the crust), rather than ‘a pellet of barley-

bread’, for what is meant here is a bread poultice combined with onions and ochre. Psh should here be

translated ‘sting’, for scorpions do not bite.

Rt. 8, 4. I suggest that the verb ^rnh means both to ‘prod’ or ‘poke’ someone and to ‘poke' something

into someone, meanings which admirably suit this passage and Pap. yo. Vll, vs. 1, 0. 1 would here

render . . . nn <mk’t sw by ‘.
. . thy sting, thou shalt not prod with it', lit. ‘thou shalt not poke it’

(into any one), and in the latter passage iiC'f hr ^mk-s nil ^mk ... by ‘(and he [beheld Seth] . . . leaping

her even as a ram leaps) and prodding her even as a . .
.
prods’.

Vs. 3, 4. With ‘Meret is against thee, ladv of the throat’ cf. ‘Z
| ^

j
Ll

, ,

Y
^

'i

"Thy cavity which transmits sustenance to thy belly, thy gullet (lit. -goddess)

whereby thou live.st’, Rochemonteix, TernpAe d^Edfou, i, 16 (8). In Ptolemaic texts Mrt is a not uncom-

mon designation of the gullet of a divinity; see also If^., n, 107. The pas.sagc in Pap. Vo. VII shows

that the identification of the gullet with Mrt, which we find in Ptolemaic texts, originated in this goddess

being made, in her capacity of a songstress, protectress of that particular part of the body. Analogous is

the case of the four sons of Horns who, originally the protectors of the viscera, came to be regarded at an

early date as embodiments of those organs.

-

Vs, 6, 7 (p. 65). ‘This spell is to be spoken four times A\'hen the puncture made by a scorpion has been

opened’ (be. cut to let the poison out) is possibly a more likely rendering of dd-tw r pn sp 4 V'p dm n dnryt

than ‘This spell is to be spoken four timci?. Examine the wound made by a scorjiion'.

Pap. Xo. VllI, rt. 9, 7 (p. 70). Perhaps ‘There shall not enter any magic which sorcerers and sorceresses

may work against thee’ is preferable to ‘There shall not enter against thee any magic performed by magi-

cians male and female’. is not an altogether impossible Avriting of the prospectiA^e relatic’e form in

a manuscript of the date of this papAU’us.

Vs. 4, 1 fi, (pp. 72 ff.). With the mention of the boxes of acacia-Avood containing parts of the body of

Osiris cf. a relief in the temple of Denderah (Dumichen, Geogr. Inschrifftn, m, PL I) Avhich depicts the

king erecting two ^-pillars in the presence of Harsiese. HetAveen the king and the god is a table on A\diich

are placed fourteen caskets, each containing a different relic. Above fourteen Ax*rtical lines of text, each

naming the contents of one of the fourteen caskets, is vTitten in a horizontal line: ‘I haAT* fared southAvard,

I haA'e entered the north, I haA'e journeyed eastAvard and 1 haA'c gone AvestAvard, searcliing for the members

of my father Osiris'

Vs. 4, 5. 10; 5, 8; 6. 7 (pp. 72 ff.). Gunn is probably correct in supposing that in these passages the

Hap3
^ of Osiris is a general term used in apposition to the names of the special organs immediately preceding.

In the above-mentioned Denderah text, hoAvcA'cr, each of the four sons of Horns represents a separate

organ assigned to its particular casket.

Vs. 4, 9 (p. 73). Should not -- ^ be restored between 3. ^

Dr, Gardiner himself restores ^ ^ before iniy According to this text the ‘heart, lung

spleen, mnd, and Hapy of Osiris, yea the middle part of Osiris were in the casket at Athribis. In the

Denderah text referred to aboA'e Ave read: 'I liaAe carried the god s heart from Athribis and taken it to

Denderah’ (Ty-rr).

Vs. 5, 7 f. (p. 73). rici rn tpht should probably be rendered ‘this "ullet leading from the caAuty',

not ‘the windpipe departing from the cavern'. Since the passage in the Edfu text quoted above (Rochem.,

I, 16 [8]) associates Mrt Avith ‘the cavity Avhich coiu^eys sustenance to the belly', and Pap. Xa. 17/, vs. 3, 4,

represents Mrt as protectress of the latter word may well mean ‘gullet'. By tpht in

both passages is probably meant the oral cavity.

1 Dumichen, Alfaegypt. Tempclinschriften. PI. XL; corrected from Fairman's photograph and collation.

2 See K. Sethc, Zur Geschichfe der Einbtdmniicrurig hei den Ag^ipteni in SZBAW , 1934, 13, 222 ff.

3 See Sethe, op. cit., 235. Dr. (tardiner's diA^er' here is undoubtedly just a slip of the pen, for he translates

the word ‘lung’ above, Pap. Xo. VIE \s. 4, 5.

P
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Vs. 7. 7 1?. (p. 74). Surely s>'w mdd in , m rdit phr bw ky must mean 'Take care of this book, let no

one else unroll it', not 'Take care. &c., let no one else encompass it'.

Does nut
j]]

^ ^ mean ' bearing-stool' here, especially as Khnum is mentioned in such close connexion

with it? For Khnum associated in Pap. WestcnVy 10, 1 's^ith what is possibly a ‘confinement-chair’ (A’wi),

and a wooden one like that used by the modern Fellahin. see p. 43, 11. o-7, above.

Pap. Vo. IX. rt. 1, 4 (p. 83). Shtpdiv Hr hr irty'f(y) shtpdic Sts hr hricyf(y) must mean ‘Horus is pro-

pitiated with his eyes, JSeth is propitiated with his testicles’, not 'Horus propitiates thee on account of his

ey€*s, Seth propitiates thee on account of his testicles', which yields little sense. Hip hr regularly means

‘be content with', and there is no reason why the same preposition (hr) should not be used after the

causative ship.

Rt. 1, 6 (p. 83). Ts iht hr hnvy means not ‘binding’ but ‘setting things (or ‘‘the meal”) in order upon

the altar’ (cj. Sethe, Aegypt. Lesestiickej 73, 16). Ts is here used in its meaning ‘marshal’, ‘arrange’. For

illustrations of this ceremonial act duly labelled ts iht hr Jinvt see Mariette, Ahydos, i. Pis. 3Sc, 50; Mariette,

Dendereh. ii, l’2a, h.

Rt. 10, 2 (p. 93). Irt Hr nsh'S7i — perhaps 'the Eye of Horus which they lick up’ rather than ‘which

they relish'.

Rt. 10, 6 (p. 93).
[ ^ ^ II^ which Dr. Gardiner tentatively translates ‘the two fleshy parts

( ?) of the

Eye of Horus' can only be a corruption of irt Hr (Pyr. § 81«), which Sethe, ZAS 57, 30, probably

rightly translates ‘full compensation (isic tict)^ for the eye of Horus'.

Vs. 2, 5 (p. 100). The word for the ‘red cloth’ used in the daily temple liturgy is Insy not hist (see

ir6., I. 110).

Pup. Xo. A', rt. 1, 5 (p. 114). Sdr as applied to hnn must mean ‘quiescent’, ‘inert’. For this meaning

of sdr see A. M. Blackman, JEA 16, 68; B. Gunn, Syntax, 28.

That so few criticisms can be passed and so few improvements suggested in respect to the translations

of so large and varied a collection of texts, is, perhaps, the greatest tribute that can be paid to Dr, Gardiner’s

undertaking, which will remain a lasting memorial to his scholarship.

Xo little value has been added to the publication by the beautiful hierogh-phic transcriptions, the work

of Mr. H. W. Fairman. They are a model of what such plates should be. The photographs of the pap^Ti

themselves have been finely reproduced, while the printing of the volume of text is what one expects from

the Oxford University Press.

A. M. Blacknian.

^Ir. Warren R. Dawson allows us to publish here some interesting observations, in letters to Prof. Gunn,

on passages in Ch. Beatty Papyri VII, VHI, and XII.

The followinc: four observations all refer to Pap. Ch. Beatty VII:

(1), ^ (?
Gardiner translates (text, p. 58): ‘two ends (?) of

a sinew were drawn from its [the phoenix’s] brow’. This short phrase presents several diflSculties to me. In

the first place, is not ‘ brow’ but ‘vertex’. It is the ‘division’, i.c. the parting of the hair, the median or

sauittal line of the head. In Pap. Leiden I 348, 12. 6, we have 'a dwarf of clay laid upon the vertex of the

woman who is giving birth'. As women were delivered in a squatting position with the head vertical, an

amulet could only be laid on the top of the head, not on the brow, as commonly translated. In Ebers Pap.,

1U7. 7-8 (no. 864) is the expression, ‘the top of his belly' (W ^ ^’tiich is above the navel’ in

parallelism with Pap. 4. 1-2 is ^ middle of his vertex’.

Breasted is here inaccurate v hen he says ‘ The region of the head thus designated in our treatise is defined

a-, the Ig irpu'.t, “crown'’, the situation of which is graphically pictured in the VTiting of this word with the

horns of an ox' (p. 97). The horns of an ox do not spring from the vertex.

It may be objected that kings are said to wear the uraeus on their upt, but only the head and hood of

th(‘ snake are on the brow—the aniinars body and tail lie along the line of the sagittal suture, which rather

confirms than contradicts iny view,

1 For ^ as a writing of twt sec aKo Vrkunden, i, 105. 1 ; Aww. Serv. 23, 159-60.
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I do not understand how a ‘sinew’, that is, a tendon (a tough cord of inelastic white fibrous tissue uniting

a muscle to some part and transmitting the force which the muscle exerts) could be drawn out of the brow or

the vertex of a bird. The only similar things in about that position in a bird's head that I can think of are

the muscles (musculus cucuUaris) that move the erectile crests of certain birds, e.g. the Hoopoe. But it would
be a clever Egyptian anatomist who could dissect out these muscles, and a gigantic bird in which they would
be long enough to tie into seven knots. The Egyptians would never suspect the existence of such muscles,

much less dissect them out.

I would make an alternative suggestion. The bird here translated ‘phoenix' is clearly a Heron (Ardea

cinerea, or some allied species). The bird has a long crest springing from the top of the head and directed

backwards. The numerous Egyptian pictures of this bird represent this crest as two long filaments (Avhich

would account for the use of the dual^ rather stiff and semi-flexible nature of the shafts of

these crest-feathers may have led to the use of a word of ’leathery' significance (assuming that we have here

the word ricdj ‘thong
)
to describe them: and these, being several inches in length, might conceivabh" be tied

into seven knots, I suppose the whole phrase to mean, not the ends of a sinew from a bird's brow, but the

shafts of the crest of a heron. Or again, the bird may have been a wooden model, in which the shafts of

the crest were made of gut ; for a wooden falcon with two feathers on its head is used magically in exactly

the same wav in Fap. Turin, 131, 7.

(A
j

(rf., o. 7 and G. 1). I think there can be little doubt that this is the ‘pith

of a rush’, that is to say the spongy tissue that fiUs the shaft of a rush from which the outer rind has been

stripped off, which is just what the old-fashioned rush-lights were made from. For a good description of the

method of stripping and dipping rushes, see Gilbert White's Selhorne, Letter xx\T to Barrington. The
absorbent nature of bkd is indicated by its being dipped in wine-lees.

(3)

. {vs., 4. 9 ; text, p. 64, n. 3). I think this must be the same word as is ’brain'. In Urkunden,

IV, 84, line 8, it is written ^ jl But the position of the word in the list is rather against the meaning

’brain’ (although in such lists the parts of the body are often misplaced or iilogically arranged). It might

equally well mean noto-chord, which connects with and is essentially similar to the brain. The word might

be thought of by the Egyptians as the soft matter fiUing the skull, the spinal canal, and the larger bones.

But if, as I presume, the editor here means noto-chord, then ‘marrow’ is a misnomer. In the sign-list of his

Grammar, F. 37, 39, 40 are said to represent portions of the spine ’with marrow issuing’, a somewhat mis-

leading description, Marrow (medulla) is a highly complex and vascular connective tissue, not of course a

free liquid lodged in the hollow of the bones. It would not, as marrow, flow out or ' issue ’ even from a newly-

severed long-bone, although there would be a certain amount of ooze from the severed vessels and fat-cells.

But in the case of the spine, ‘marrow' is not the correct word. The spinal canal (be. the tunnel through the

axis of the vertebral column), is occupied not by marro\v but by the spinal chord, a continuous structure about

18 inches long (in man) extending from the foramen magnum of the skull, where it joins the brain, to the

lower margin of the first lumbar vertebra. It is made up of a very complex series of nerve-fibres contained

^vithin membranes and surrounded by grey-matter like the brain. The appendage at the ends of the signs in

Cjuestion {iUh, must therefore be, not ’marrow issuing’, but a loop of spinal chord. It is clear that in

Egyptian there was also a specific term for spinal chord, as may be seen from ’Harliotep’, 1. 172

^
^

-
p ‘the spinal chord comes, which has come forth from the spinal column

of Osiris'.

(4)

. T"5 ., 1, o ff. The method by which Seth took his pleasure of «Anat is interesting, as it further illus-

trates his already well-known homosexual tendencies. Instead of the usual nk (elsewhere always used for

human intercourse, even when one of the parties is an animal, e.g. Ch. Beatty III, 9, 16), the verb ex-

pressing the mounting or covering of animals is used here. But Seth, even if so mounted, did not practise his

usual craft, since defloration resulted. On the other hand, if the goddess was in the water when Seth assaulted

her, she would have been drowned if normal positions had been assumed.

In Ch. Beatty VHI, rt. 4, 6, I think the suggested corruption of very probable. The

restoration of the lacuna -would then be ‘a living beetle with its [wings tied] down' (c/. JEA 20, 187, § 18).

In line 6, 1 think, in the case of a fish, ’ hatched' or ’ spawned * would be better than ’ born '.

In dealing with the short fragment Xo. XII the editor, in p. 122, n. 4 of the text volume, rejects my
identification of kns with the pubes, hypogastric region (ZAiS 62, 22). I doubt, however, the validity of his

^

^
i> 2
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objections. It is true that the magical papyri were probably employed for both male and female patients,

and that a mechanical use of the masculine suf&x ./ appended to all organs of either sex is quite consistent

with what we know of Eg\*ptian carelessness in such matters. But it is a curious thing that with the possible

exception of his in the Vatican and Berlin lists, no female organs are mentioned in any of the twenty or so

lists we possess. The Book of the Dead was used for men and women alike, yet in spell 42 we have only knn

‘phallus’ and no female alternative; and the same apphes to all the other lists known to me. In the Book

of the Dead of Gesushen (Xaville, Papyrus Funeraires de lu XXP Dyn.y n, pi. xxxi, 1. 2) we have the

anomaly I think some additional weight is given to my original interpretation of kns by a

passage in the Edwin Smith Pap. which has been misunderstood by Breasted, who has been misled into giving

a forced meaning to the w’ell-known word I w'ould translate the passage in question (20. 13-17) as

foliow’s

:

‘If you examine a w'oman who suffers in her stomach, and [sc. ‘because’] no menses are coming to her,

and if you find something in the upper part of the vagina (i.e, cervix uteri), you say concerning her: “It is

a clot (lit. ‘an obstruction of blood’) in the wnmb”. You prepare for her balsam ^ hekat, grease swnet

ale J hekat, warmed and drunk for 4 da^^s, besides preparing for her an emmenagogue oil, cumin, stibium.

sweet frankincense, ATix and anoint the pubic region (emending ^ to therewith frequently".’

This is a perfectly normal case of dysmenorrhoea due to clotting. The symptoms are nausea and local

pain. For the former an emetic is given, for the latter an ointment is rubbed on the lower part of the ab-

domen to relieve the pain in the vagina and to provoke the flow by massage. If kns is here understood in

Dr. Gardiner’s sense of ‘vagina’ it would stultify the prescription, for the introduction of an ointment inside

the vagina would not relieve, but add to the obstruction.

In the same papyTus (Ch. Beatty- XII. 6) the association of
f S disease’ wdth Seth,

a male, is curiously- reminiscent of ‘a female disease’ {Oi^Xeav vovaov) inflicted on men in Herodotus i, 105.

Paleolithic Man and the Nile Valley in Upper and Middle Egypt: a Study of the Begion during Pliocene and

Pleistocene Times. By- K. S. Sandford (University- of Chicago Oriental Institute Publications, Vol.

x\-in; Prehistoric Survey- of Egy-pt and Western Asia, Vol. rn); Chicago, 1924, xxi 131 pp., 39

plates, map, 25 Figs. $7-00.

Any- adequate account of this important volume would require the conjoint efforts of a skilled geologist—
nay-, more, one experienced in the geology of Egy-pt—and a prehistorian. The present writer is so little of

the former that he must needs confine himself to the latter role. For this there may- be some excuse, since

Dr. Sandford’s book is avow-edly written ‘ to examine Pliocene and Pleistocene strata in order to determine

the age and order of the w'orks of early- Wan in Upper and Aliddle Egy-pt, and to trace, as far as possible,

their development and man’s environment toward the point at w-hich purely- archaeological investigation

can take up the story-’ (p. xvii).

Early-, Middle, and Late Palaeolithic industries are discussed in relation to the discovery in situ of their

ty-pical lithie products, w-hich (except for the Hilw-an industry- and Aterian points) are thus dated geologi-

cally-. That is to say-, the age criterion is not ty-pe but geological position. This is extremely important to the

prehistorian, the more so as in every instance the conclusions of typology are borne out by the geological

facts.

Dr. Sandford lay-s stress on the variety in form and probable multiphcity in origin of the products of the

late ^Middle Palaeolithic, and on its transition to Late Palaeolithic, and he refers to a ‘ class of gradation ’ of

w-hich the earlier stages may- be grouped together as late Mousterian and early- Sebilian. To this group may
presumably^ be assigned that interesting implement the tanged or shouldered point, commonly- called Aterian.

This is now- generally- considered not to be of local evolution but to indicate W'estern cultural influence.

Although the author has found a few of these points, some without desert patination, some in icddy wash,
he has never found them in situ in Mousterian gravels, nor in the Mousterian-Sebihan silts or later Sebilian

sites. It is suggested that their relative scarcity in the Nile Valley and their apparent absence from the

stratigraphic series indicate a brief period of manufacture. In time, no doubt, they w-ill be found in situ ;

meanwhile it is reported that they- have been found in Khargah Oasis in stratigraphic position above ‘Old
Sebilian’.
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In his expeditions Dr. Sandford has mapped geologicallyabout 1,000 miles of the river valley, this volume
being concerned with about 400 miles (both banks). His experience leads him to argue that it is now possible

to form an opinion, based on geological evidence and not on guesswork or expertise^ as to areas in which the

explorer may expect to find remains of human occupation of post-palaeolithic and prehistoric periods

below the still accumulating alluvium, and to define those in which it is hopeless to look for such remains.

The volume ends with a useful summary in terms of geology, climate, and lithic industries, finishing with
the statement that the author can see no justification for defining the evolution of the valley in terms of

‘pluvial’ and ‘inter-pluvial’ periods, i.e. so far as the section treated in this volume is concerned. The factors

giving form to the area have not in fact been in the main climatic, but more strictly geological, the nature

of the strata being a specially important element. The plates, both of desert scenery and of implements, are

a credit alike to photographer and to publisher.

C. G. Seligman.

Alexander the Great and the Unity of Mankind. By W. W. Tarn. (Proceedings of the British Academy,
vol. XIX.) London: Milford, 1933. 46 pp. 2^. Gc?.

In this essay, w'hich is at once stimulating and convincing. Dr. Tarn sets out to discover the genesis of an
idea, that of the Unity of Mankind ; he finds it in the philosophy of Alexander himself. After a short survey

of the tradition which attributes this revolutionary doctrine to Alexander (the evidence is in Arrian, Eratos-

thenes, and Plutarch), Dr. Tarn traces it down the ‘ line of kingship’, through the Utopia of lambulus and the

Sibylline Oracles on Cleopatra, until finally it appears as an important ingredient in the ideology of the

Roman Empire.

The essential characteristic of the theory in ancient times—that it w^as unity imposed by a king—is

brought out in the clash between Stoicism and the Alexander-idea, the clash between theory and theory

embodied in action. ‘The philosophers have only interpreted the world; the point however is to change it.’

To the Stoic, world-unity had always existed, the creation of the Divine Power ; therefore, for the worldly

king to attempt to impose it was, if not blasphemous, at any rate unnecessary. But when, in ^Marcus Aureli-

us, a Stoic found himself upon the imperial throne, he was forced to ‘ make terms with the national state ’

;

and it w^as in fact the ideas of Alexander, not those of Zeno, that were constantly invoked to justify the

Empire, whether in the Concordia Avgusta or four centuries later in Claudian’s eulogies upon a world in

disruption.

In showing that it was in the critical mind of the Macedonian, reacting against the teachings of Aristotle,

that these doctrines of the unity of the human race first arose, Dr. Tarn once more confirms the recent

tendency to value Alexander as much for what he thought as for wUat he did
;
and this essay is of first-class

importance to an understanding of Alexander’s ideas.

F. W. Walbank.

The Oriental Origin of Hellenistic Kingship. By Calvin W. McEwan. (The Oriental Institute of the

University of Chicago: Studies in Ancient Oriental Civilization, Xo. 13.) Chicago, The University of

Chicago Press, 1934. 8vo. xii-h34 pp. 4s. ^d. net.

The author begins at the beginning, pointing out that there seem to be signs of social differentiation

even in Palaeolithic burials. He also points to the very evident figures of medicine-men in the Palaeolithic

paintings, and dw'ells on the gradual development of the tw o officials, priest and king. But it should be

remarked that the origin of kingship is based not only on the priesthood of the holder, but also on his

leadership in war.

The author then discusses the previous concepts of the origin of the Hellenistic theory of kingship, and

rightly repudiates the old idea of classical scholarship that Greece w'as an oasis of civilization in a w^orld

of barbarism. He goes on to emphasize the self-evident fact that the Hellenization of the East is only one

side of the picture. To a student of primitive man, or of the East, it is extraordinary that any one could

be found to wHte, as so many have, that the doctrine of the deification of the king w\as an essentially

Hellenic development. The idea was. of course, as much innate in the original inhabitants of Greece as in

those of Xear-Eastern, and of all other, lands.

The main part of the pamphlet is occupied with the easy task of showing that the kings of Egypt.

Mesopotamia, Persia, and other countries w’ere aU divine, were addressed and treated as gods. This is done
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with a wealth of detail and of references to a large literature, though, covering so vast an area, the author

is naturally dependent mostly on secondary sources for his information. Curiously enough his section on
Egypt is one of the shortest, though of course the fact that the Pharaoh was regularly called ‘the Good
God’ and ‘the Great God' is sufficient for his purpose.

The author very properly aligns himself with that scholar who approached his discussion of the kingship

in Persia with the truism that ‘Aeschylus and his audience knew, at least by hearsay, a great deal more
about Persia and Persians than we are ever likeh" to know’. Starting from this point of view* he has no
difficulty in show*ing once again, and in full detail, how absurd is the explanation of a difficulty by the

facile remark ‘the ancients made a mistake'. One would have thought that to be self-evident, yet the habit

is only too common still. Just before wTiting this the reviewer himself had received a long letter from an
Egyptologist of repute, in wffiich all difficulties resulting from his own misunderstanding of the evidence

were disposed of by saying ‘Herodotus had certainly never seen’ the animal about which he W'as WTiting,

and ‘I do not attach any wniglit to’ an awkward fact which vitiated his w'hole argument, &c., &c.

Satisfactory as is the author's outlook on his subject, yet even he is too much chained by the literary

tradition and bias. For instance, he says that proskynesis w*as pre-Persian and quotes many examples of

it, and gives no suggestion that Persia was different from other lands. Yet on the next page he says that

‘The probable origin of Persian proskjmesis was the homage offered to Catus at his triumphal entry into

Babylon’. But surely it is more probable that a king of the ancient East, such as the Persian king, had
received such w'orship from of old. The mention that the people of Babylon so treated him is probably
merely the first reference to such behaviour before the Great King in the literature Avhich happens to

have come down to us.

G. A. Waixwkight.

The Indus Civilisation, By E. iUcKAY, F.S.A. London, Lovat Dickson & Thompson Ltd., 1935. 8vo.

viii4-202 pp., 16 pis., and sketch-map. Qs. net.

The author is one of the numerous band sent to archaeology by Clifton and its neighbourhood. Others
have been Dr. Young, the pioneer in hierogh*phic decipherment, ]Miss Amelia B. Edw*ards, Prof. Sayce,

Dr. Randall-Macivcr, and the present review*er. Dr. Mackay has had the widest experience of all Prof.

Petrie's assistants, for having started in Egypt, he has also w*orked in S^T’ia, in Mesopotamia, and finally

in India, where he w as in charge at Mohenjo-Daro for many years.

Xo one can ever know* the material like the excavator, hence, as might be expected, this is a valuable

little book, w hich w*ill be welcome in the archaeological w*orld. Here we obtain a detailed view of a civiliza-

tion of wdiich we have now all heard, but of w*hich we have had only a hazy notion.

The discovery of the Indus civilization, like that of the ^linoan, is one of the sensations of excavation,

for each has proved to have been a brilliant phase complete in itself, yet utterly forgotten and unsuspected.

In the case of Crete there w*as little enough legend concerning Minos to suggest the existence of a splendid

civihzation. But for the Indus there w*as nothing whatever, for it had perished about a thousand vears
before the period of the Vedas, the earliest time to w*hich Indian legend looks back. Other civilizations,

such as the Sumerian and Hittite, w*hile completely unknowm to us, had left plentiful evidence; in the
language, in the one case, w*hich had become a sacred, though dead, medium of religion, and in the other
in references in the literatures of other countries and in the existence of certain monuments which clearly

did not belong to any of the then knowm peoples. It is interesting that the existence of both the Indus
and Minoan civilizations should have been betrayed by the appearance of seal-stones in the market. It is

also interesting that here once again a riverine plain should have cradled a civilization, as in China, Meso-
potamia, and Eg\*pt.

Though utterly forgotten, the Indus civilization proves to have covered an area far larger than Egypt
or Babylonia. In fact, it w*as probably an outlier of a great cultural province situated in Persia. If so,

history w’ill have been repeating itself from the beginning, for, so far as w'e know*, civilization has always
come to India from the north, whether w*ith the Aryans and the Vedas, the Greek art via Gandhara, Islam
w'ith Mahmud of Ghazni, or the grace of medieval Persia w'ith the Moghals.

Indeed, it clearly appears that the Indus civilization was an invader, for underneath it lie remains of
quite a different type, to w hich the name Amri is given. The pottery of the Amri people differed from
that of the inhabitants of Harappa and ]Mohenjo-Daro, not only in colours and designs, but even in shapes.
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The inhabitants of Mohenjo-Daro were very mixed, the few skulls found belonging to four different types

of mankind: Proto-Australoid, Mediterranean, Alpine, and Mongolian. The first two composed the majority

of the population, and these skulls agree in many ways wdth those found in Babylonia. The Mongol race

w'as represented by only a single skull, and it may be worth noting that figurines showing ^longol charac-

teristics have come from only the lowest levels reached hitherto. The population being so very hetero-

geneous, it is not surprising to find that the trade of these cities was widespread. (:ioods were imported

from Sumer or Elam, Central Asia, Afghanistan, Kashmir, the Xilgiri Hills, Mysore, South India, &c.

Exports from the Indus Valley have been found in southern Baluchistan and Babylonia. The finds in

Baluchistan consist at present of pottery of Indus manufacture, while in Babylonia have been turning up

seals, etched carnelian beads, and ‘pimpled’ pottery, all of which are characteristic of India,

It is these latter finds which have given the dating to the Indus civilization. Wherever Indian things

have been found in situ in Babylonia, it is always in strata dating to the Early Dynastic Period, c. 3CK)0-

2550 B.c. An interesting check on this is provided by the occurrence of reserved slip vare. It is lound

only in the lowest levels yet explored at 5Iohenjo-Daro, and in Babylonia such pottery precedes the Early

D\Tiastic Period. Hence the upper layers at 5Iohenjo-Daro cannot be later than 2500 b.c., and it is supposed

that the earliest layers hitherto reached run back for another three or five hundred years, and those that

lie lower still would be of a yet earlier date. Thus the great wave ot civilization which spread over the

w^orld between 3500 and 3t>00 b.c., included the Indus Valley in its sweep. The civilization, as we now have

it, is thus contemporary with the Old Kingdom in Egypt. It came to a sudden end, apparently at the hands

of invaders from Baluchistan. It thus fell before invaders from the north-west at the very time that Egypt

suffered eclipse by invaders of northern affinities. The coincidence of the rise and tall ot the two civilizations

shows that the great area from Egypt in the Avest to at least the Indus in the ea^t forms a sinede arena for

the play of AAorld-history. Since this time Mohenjo-Daro has been occupied only in the first and second

centuries a.d., when the Buddhists built a stupa there.

Naturally the Indus connexions with Egypt are very slight, and it is perhaps surprising that they should

exist at all. Such as they are, they are mostly of the Archaic and Old Kingdom ages, which is as we should

expect. The Gilgamesh-figure overcoming wild animals reappears in Predynastic Egypt, and one of the

bulls (PL 14) is drawn in the identical attitude of the bulls on several Archaic Egyptian palettes (Capart,

Primitive Art in Egypt, fiss. ISl, 182, 184). Other remarkable similarities exist in the half-moon-shaped

copper or gold terminals to the necklaces, and in the pottery candlesticks. Gold disk beads of a special

manufacture, and imitation mussel-sheUs (the latter apparently for use as spoons), Avere also made in each

country. The great gold ear-studs appear from the description to be exactly like those found in Egypt, though

these are much later, being of NcAA^-Kingdom date. MoreoA'er the inhabitants of these cities excelled in the

glazing of faience, AA'hich is a specifically Egyptian art. They had, ho\\e\er, another use for glaze, in Avhich

they seem to have been almost unique at that time : this Avas the true glazing—not polishing—of pottery,

AA'hich was done in the earlier ages of ]Mohenjo-Daro. They seem. hoAAeAer, to haa e used the glazing sparinglA

,

and the insides of their Avater-jars Avere coated Avith a bituminous composition to make tliem watertight.

The only other glazed pottery knoA\m at this early date is the handle of a jar from Kish in Babylonia.

Babvlonia has often been mentioned, and it is extraordinary hoAV numerous the connexions arc betAveen

the tAvo'lands. Besides actual imports, there are the skeletal remains, the peculiar hairdressing, the shaving

of the moustache, A^arious art motifs such as the bull-man and Gilgamesh heroes, a curious plaited decoration

representing matting, and the presence of a god Avearing the horns so Avell knoAAm in Mesopotamia as a

SATnbol of dWinity.

commonlA" found, A’ery aa'cII made and accurate. Some are \er\ large, AAcighing as much

as 25 lb. and more. Ealse Aveights are very rare. The Aveights and measures belong to systems quite in-

dependent of those of either Babylonia or Egypt. The decimal system was alread\' in use; it occurs even

earlier in Elam and Babylonia. The pictographs bear a close resemblance to the script of the Proto-

Elamites, the people Avho according to some authorities preceded the Sumerians in Mesopotamia,

The people seem to have been entirely practical and inartistic, concerning themselves with business.

The streets passed betAceen blank Avails undccorated eA’cn AA'ith AAindoAAs; the toAAn did not groAA up for-

tuitously, but was planned with care; and the sewage system was complete. The pottery was markedly

utilitarian. There seem to be no traces of development. The antiquities Avere identical throughout a depth

of 40 feet of mound, and even the script does not seem to have varied from beginning to end of the period.

What little sculpture AA'as produced is, perhaps naturally, rather better than the Sumerian, and, equally

naturally, in no Avay approaches the beauty of the Egyptian.
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The crops that have been identified hitherto are cotton, wheat, barley, melons, and dates. The grain

was ground on the saddle-quem usual in the world of those days. Curiously enough there is no evidence

yet for the use of donkeys or camels ; the domesticated horse had, of course, not then made its appearance.

Many of the characteristics of historic and modem Indian life go back to this remote epoch. Some
scholars believe that the pictographs provide the clue to the much-disputed origin of the Brahml script,

from which so many of the modem Indian alphabets are derived. The mother-goddess of the modem
Indian village is there, and the prototype of Shiva, Lord of Beasts, is common; the pipal-tiee was sacred,

and the peculiarly Indian worship of the linga was already established. The models of carts show them to

have been of the same type as those in use to-day. The women wore nose-rings then as now, and the

medical profession dealt in many of the same nostrums. But unlike the modem Hindus, the people were

eaters of beef and other meat, game, and fish, and they worshipped the homed god, who is no longer present

in historic India. There is no evidence for the serpent-worship which has become common in India

to-day. The crudity of conception so evident in the Indian gods with many arms was already at work in

the human figures w ith three faces, and the animal ones with three and even four heads of different species

set on the one body. This clumsiness is entirely foreign to Eg\q)t and even Babylonia.

Dr. Mackay is to be congratulated on having returned to India to continue his researches in so important

a field of study, and one which he had the good fortune to enter practically at the beginning.

G. A. Wainwright.

SoJcnopaiou Nesos. Edited by A. E. R. Boak. (LTniversity of Michigan Studies, Humanistic Series, vol.

XXXIX.) Ann Arbor, University of Michigan Press, 1935. Pp. xii-f 47, 13 pis., 16 plans. $2.50 net.

This volume presents the results of the work carried out by the University of Michigan Expedition at

Soknopaiou Xesos (modem Dime) in the season 1931-2, apart from the papm ete. which aw'ait separate

publication ; any one who has seen the site will appreciate the exceptional difficulties w inch the Expedition

had to face in organizing and maintaining a camp there, and will congratulate all concerned on the high

standard of the work achieved. The editor points out that no complete scientific examination of the site

was possible and that many problems remain unsolved
; but it is unlikely that any one will follow in the

Expedition’s footsteps here, and w'e should do w^ell to accept this as the only archaeological description of
Soknopaiou Nesos that w'e are likely to get. The period to be investigated w^as more limited than at Karanis

;

for though Ptolemaic levels were reached here, there was no evidence of any occupation after the middle
of the third century. It is, perhaps, a little dangerous to correlate the history of a small village with the

major political events of the period, as the editor does on p. 20, especially when the evidence is relatively

so scanty ; but it is of interest to learn that the excavations have confirmed the early opinion that this site

was one of the first, if not the first, of the villages on the desert fringe to be abandoned in the economic
decline of Eg\q)t in the third century a.d., which was probably aggravated in this case by the collapse of
the irrigation system. As we might expect, no traces of Christianity were found in Soknopaiou Nesos, still

dominated to-day by its temple s temenos w'alls ; but it is perhaps w’^orth noting, as a sidelight on the history

of the village, that in Oldfather s list of 1923 this remote village is credited with several literary papyri,
including the Hector of Astydamas and the Apology of Plato—a surprising tribute to the extent of Greek
culture. M e may hope that the papjTi found in the course of the excavations will add to the number of
literary texts, and also throw some light on the history of the town’s later days.

The first and the longest chapter, on Topography and Architecture, contains a description by the editor
and ^Ir. E. E. Peterson, the Field Director, of the two separate areas selected for excavation, and is accom-
panied b^ admirable photographs and plans such as are to be found in the Earanis volumes ; here attention
ina^ be drawn to the Avall-paintings of the Roman period in House II 204, religious in character and more
Egyptian than Greek in st\ le, and to the description of House II 201. This peculiar building is distinguished
by its unusual size and construction, and by the use of w^ood—a commodity that can have been none too
common at Soknopaiou Nesos—for purposes of decoration both within and without. The writers point
out that it cannot have been a private house, and suggest, but without conviction, that it might have served
some religious purpose; but do not the exceptionally deep vaults and the secret chambers point to its

having been a bank? In Chapter II Prof. Boak publishes a small collection of 15 customs receipts for
the payment cither of the 3 per cent, tax or of the Atgcio? M€fj.<l>€OJs {n.h. in this connexion the description
of the substantial barriers built at the ends of streets to prevent egress except through the gates), and

For a bank in the village of Dionysias, see Messely, Karanis und Socnopaiou Xesos, 47,
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gives an interesting account of the seals attached to some of them. The two inscriptions found on the site

are published by Prof. Boak in Chapter III ; one is too fragmentary to be of any interest, the other records

the dedication of a road (perhaps the sacred road that ran from the south gate to the temple) to the god

Soknopaios. Chapter IV is devoted to a description, by iMr. R. A. Haatvedt, of the coins found on the

site. A few slips or misprints may be noticed: on p. vi, for W. P. Grenfell read B. P. Grenfell; on p. 2t),

top line, for id' read on p. 31, no. 11, 1. 4, for ivl read eM. The volume is a worthy member of the

series in which it appears, and, it is to be hoped, will soon be followed by the publication of other archaeo-

logical material from Soknopaiou Xesos or Karanis.

C. H. Roberts.

An Economic Survey of Ancient Rome. Volume II: Roman Egypt to the reign of Diocletian. By Allan

Chester Johnson. Baltimore, The Johns Hopkins Press ; London, Humphrey Milford
;
1936. 8vo. x-b

732 pp. 185. net.

For the purposes of the student of economics, this book contains a most useful collection of material:

the documents, 445 in number, which are given in translation, are judiciously selected, and the introductory

sections to the chapters not only summarize the evidence they giv^e, but in several cases add lists or tables

with references to all published sources of information. Taken as a provisional statement of what has been

discovered, which is what the author claims it to be, it may be fairly described as comprehensive and up to

date: and the general criticisms which follow are not intended to reflect on the merits of the work, but to

offer some cautions for the guidance of students who have not the opportunity ofmaking a first-hand accpiain-

tance with the texts.

The evidence provided by the pap^u:! of the Graeco-Roman period in Egypt, extensive as it seems to be,

is still very scrappy and obscure: in regard to taxes, for instance, we have only a few thousand receipts out

of the millions which must have been issued, and these seldom say more than that a certain individual paid

a certain sum for a certain tax at a certain place on a certain date: when several receipts for the same tax

come from the same place it may be possible to infer the rate at Avhich the tax was assessed, but it is quite

clear that these rates varied at different places, and there is no clue yet found to the reason for the variation

:

this is confirmed by such official documents as the rules for assessment on garden-land in the Arsinoite

nome (no. 320), which do not fit in with the receipts from other districts.

Another difficult}^ in arriving at any precise conclusion as to the economic conditions in Egypt lies in the

uncertainty of the weights and measures. After a thousand years of state regulation, we have attciincd to

something like uniformity of weights in commercial dealings here
;
but in Egypt standardized weights do not

appear to have been commonly used, and a man who wanted to make sure of the exact amount, say of corn,

that he Avas to get had to specify the particular vessel in Avhich it was to be measured. Occasional comparisons

of different local measures show that they varied Avidely—the artaba, for example, had a range of nearly

forty per cent. : and the actual AA^eights Avhich have been preserved are quite as irregular.

It must also be remembered that a great deal of the ca idence on economic conditions proAuded by the

papyri and inscriptions is open to suspicion as biassed; the need for discretion is obAuous AA'hen A\e are

dealing with the petitions and complaints AA^hich occur in large numbers, but official documents are not al\\ a a s

trustworthy. For instance, the well-knoAAn rescript of Tiberius Julius Alexander is often quoted as proof of

the misgovernment of EiiA'pt under Xero and the reform under Galba : but the date of its issue, AV'hen iicaa's of

the death of Xero could only haA^e reached Alexandria by exceptionally speedy transmission presumably

arranged priAmtelA" rather than officiallA"—and certainly no communication could ha\e been receiAed from

Galba, makes it probable that the rescript was really a manifesto of the anti-Xeronian party at Alexandria,

headed hy the prefect, which was designed to paint the administration of Xero as black as possible and to

hold out bright hopes for the future ;
and its value as economic evidence is about that of a modern election

address.

The comparison of prices and values in EgAqit Avith those elsewhere in the Roman Empire is complicated

by the exceptional nature of the proA^incial currency. The dual system of the Ptolemies, with statements

dpyvpiov and xoAkoO—which mean ‘on the siHer standard’ and ’on the copper standard’ respectively, not

‘in silver’ and ‘in copper’-—AA’as abolished under Augustus, though the terms lingered on for mauA a ears:

eA'en in the third centurv a.d. references are found to payments in Ptolemaic coin, AAliich are as

anachronistic as the references to payments in marks or nobles that occur in England in the scAentcenth

century. HoAvn to the time of Diocletian the currency of Egypt aatas purely a token one, and so far as internal
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prices were concerned the depreciation in its metal content probably had no more effect than the recent

depreciation in the metal content of English silver has had in English prices ; nor would the external exchange

be affected, as there is no evidence that Alexandrian coin was ever shipped abroad as Ptolemaic copper had

been. Price-levels in Eg\^t have to be considered as a thing apart.

The fundamental difficulty, however, lies in the fact that a great part of the taxation of Eg^i'pt was collected

in kind and transmitted in the same form to Rome, where it was not marketed, but distributed as a dole;

and so there was no need for its mone3*-value to be determined at an\" point in the transaction. Statements

of the revenue derived b}’ Rome from Eg\"pt expressed in terms of denarii or drachmas can be little more

than guesses, and, whether based on corn-prices at Rome or at Alexandria, do not give an^’ guide to the

economic situation in Eg\’pt. The onh’ thing that can be said is that the Roman administration of Egj^pt

paid no attention to economics, A fixed quantit\^ of corn had to be provided b\^ a district; the shares due

from the cultivators were assessed on them
;
and if, as constantly" happened, a man found himself unable to

paV his share and fled from his land, his neighbours were expected to take over the abandoned holding and

produce the requisite corn. The productivity- of a great deal of the land in Egy-pt was directly dependent on

manual labour, and the Egy-ptian peasant was not in a position to secure additional hands : if he found him-

self saddled with some more acreage, he could probably- expend no more labour than he had done before,

and the average return per acre of his holding would be diminished. The natural result was that the position

of the man on the soil went from bad to worse, and by’ the time of Diocletian it was practically- hopeless.

J. G. Milne.

The following works have also been received:

The Ainerican Schools of Oriental Research: Catalogue 1935-6. New Haven, Conn., 1935. 20 pp.

Cleopatra's Daughter: The Queen of Mauretania. By- Beatrice Ch.\nler. London, 1936, 365 pp., 14 pis.

Excavations at Tepe Gaivra. Vol. i. By- E. A. Speiser. University of Pennsylvania Press, 1935. 220 pp.,

86 pis.

Le Fonctionnement grammatical de Vexpression pri hrw en ancien egijptien. By- J. J. Clere. (Melanges

Maspero. vol. I.) Cairo, 1935. 45 pp., 1 pi.

Iraq. vol. 2, part 2. Oct. 1935.

The Megiddo Water System. By Robert S. Lamon. (Univ. of Chicago Oriental Institute Publications,

vol. XXXII.) 1935. 42 pp., 8 pis.

Prehistoric Assyria: The Excavations at Tell Arpachiyah, 1933. Bv M. E. L. Mallowan and J. Cruik-
SHANK Rose. (Reprinted from Iraq. 2, part 1.) Oxford, 1935.

Sahara: The great Desert. By- E. R, Gal-tier. Translated by- Dorothy F. Mayhew. Columbia Univ.
Press, 1935. 264 pp., iUus.

Les textiles de Palmyre. By- R. Pfister. (Les editions d‘Art et d'Histoire.) Paris, 1934. 76 pp., 13 pis.







NOTES ON SOME SMALL EGYPTIAN FIGURES OF CATS

By NEVILLE LANGTON

^Vith Plates v-vii

The folloAving notes relate to a collection which my wife and I began to form Iwenty-five

years ago, M’ith a view to adding something to the history of the cat in Egypt and the cult

of the cat-goddess Bastet. If our hopes have not been realized, our efforts, though confined

Avithin the limits of a student's collection, have resulted in the acquisition of a number of

rare and interesting pieces. There is risk in deferring publication indefinitely—even with

the hope of fuller knowledge—so a first selection of them is shoAvn and discussed hero. I am
anxious, howeA'er, that they should be regarded as introduced rather than explained

;
for

although I ha\e ventured on some suggestions, I realize how readily these may be upset by

specimens unknown to us, and that some of the ideas put forward may be considered as

alien to ancient Egyptian mentality by those better qualifi(-d to judge than myself. Several

important points are touched on without any attempt at elucidation: the widespread pt^pu-

larity of Bastet, both as a cat-headed woman and wholly as a cat

;

the shadowy figure of Re^

as ‘the male cat’; the puzzle of the lioness-headed goddesses, and above all the new ideas

Avhich, following the Libyan usurpers of the Twenty-second Dynasty, show a break Avith

tradition and a freshness and homeliness suggesting that this period is more interesting than

has generally been imagined.

Except where otherAAuse stated, all the pieces illustrated and descril)ed are in our collection.

1. Eelis Sta^lites

The amulets that form the group shoAvn here are of considerable interest, although I

cannot find that they huxe exer been discussed. Each one consists of a pendant in the form

of a pillar surmounted by one or more seated cats. All luu'e rings for suspension, and Avere

probably attached to necklaces. Despite differences in style and quality, these objects, all

of which are of faience, haA’e a strong family likeness Avhich suggests that they belong to the

same period; and tliis, to judge from the glaze, Avill be the TAventy-second Dynasty. If this

dating is correct, these pieces must be added to the numerous noA^eities in religious ideas that

appear in that interesting period. That they are connected Avith the goddess Bastet is

suggested by the presence of the cats, and is put beyond doubt by a defectRe example (not

shown) AA’hich, in addition to the feet of the missing cat, bears the inscription (-^)

:

‘Utterance by Bastet, Lady of Bubastis’, and by tAvo similar pieces AAdiich are figured

by Petrie in his Amulets (2*26 a, c), and which bear almost the same inscription.

There appear to be four A^arieties of these cat-on-column amulets, as folloAvs:

1. A single seated cat (PI. a% nos. 1, *2, o-'S).

2. Taa^ seated cats side by side, and facing the same direction (not illustrated).

3. As 2, but facing in opposite directions (PI. v, 3).

4. As 2, but AAuth three cats (PI. v, 4).

I can suggest no reason for these differences.

Q
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The form of the capitals of the columns suggests that the lotus rather than the papyrus

is intended. An interesting point is the variety found in the forms of the shafts, which in

section are round, square, oblong, hexagonal, heptagonal, and octagonal; all of these except

the oblong are architectural types found in Egypt. All amulets of this type that I have seen

terminate at the bottom in square bases, except one admirable little specimen in the Ashmo-
lean Museum which stands on a double circular base.

This combination of cats and columns is very intriguing. That cats love to sit on posts

and stumps is well known to all cat owners
;
but these pieces will be something more than

illustrations of a natural habit. Being amulets, they have a religious or magical origin and
significance, but while the cats are associated with Bastet, the columns introduce an uncer-

tain element.

The column or pole in various forms is connected with various deities—with Osiris, with
Min, and possibly with Hathor. Two bronzes in our collection show cats with Osiris, but the

Osirian column is unlike these cat-topped pieces. Links with Min are lacking, but they are

frequent between Hathor and Bastet, and Bastet as cat is a constant addition to the Hathor-

headed sistra with column-shaped handles. At present, however, the column remains an
unexplained feature.

Apart from these amulets I know of only two cat-and-column figures. One, in the Louvre,

is a bronze colunm, square in section and about 25 cm. high, surmounted by a sitting cat.

The other is a gold 'charm-case’—a cat’s head on a column—from Tharros in Sardinia, of

the seventh or sixth century b.c. Once in the Webb Collection, it is now in the Victoria and
Albert Museum.

2. Inscribed Cats

There does not appear to be any published collection of inscriptions on cat-figures.

Should one be formed in the future the three examples given here maybe worthy of inclusion.

I leave aside the inscriptions on the bases of cat-backed scaraboids, which include such

names as Amen-Ee^ Amun the Lord, and the inevitable Tuthmosis III, and am concerned

only with those on free-sitting or couchant figures.

A. A finely modelled sitting cat on a base, the front and right-hand vertical sides of

which are inscribed (^) : • •
- I’ ‘ Bastet the great. Lady of

Bubastis, cause Haremhab ... to live . . The piece is in bronze, 4*7 cm. high (PI. v, 9).

The inscription is of a type common on bronze figurines.

B. A spirited figure of a couchant cat on a base, the front and right-hand vertical sides

of which are inscribed
I A| Bastet give (lit. open) a Happy (New)

Year to Pedubaste’. The figurine is in pale green faience of fine quality, is 6*4 cm. high, and
belongs to the Saite Period. Ears and back have been partly restored. This fine piece may
have been either a votive offering to some shrine for a year’s benefits for Pedubaste, or a
kind of durable New Year's card from some well-wisher. It is perhaps mere chance that the
name of the goddess invoked also forms part of the very common name of the beneficiary

(PI. V, 10).

C. This small seated cat is specially interesting as bearing (on the under surface of the

base) a royal name (<^): ‘King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Sheshonk’. It

is probable that this is Sheshonk II and that the piece is thus of the Twenty-second Dynasty.
The writing with o instead of — should be noted as a rare variant (cf. Gauthier, Livre des

BoiSj III, p. 308, n. 4 of p. 307
; pp. 318, 364), and the inversion of the last two signs is not

without parallel (c/. op. cit, 316, 363, 364, 374). The glaze, partly perished, is duck’s-egg
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green and of very fine quality
;
the workmanship is also unusually good. It is 4-3 cm. high,

and with the exception of the superb bronze cat of Wahibr5< in the Louvre is the only ‘royal’

cat that I have seen (PL v, 11).

3. A Eitual Group

The Bubastite Period has given ns many interesting small antiquities, and the faience

piece figured on PL vi, 1 certainly challenges the imagination. It shows a cynocephalous

ape holding a disk over the head of a cat seated between its knees
;
the whole group stands

on the capital of a papyrus-column which is now lost. The glaze is light blue, and rather

coarse in texture; the body of the ape is dotted with brown spots. The height is 8-3 cm.

The group is so unexpected that one's first thought is of caricature, but this is not the final

impression, and the existence of other groups on somewhat similar lines forbids us to see in

this one an addition to the manifestations of Egyptian humour. It is homely, like our old

Staffordshire pottery figures. I suggest, diffidently, that it represents some ritual practice

in which the Ape of Thoth, or perhaps a priest masked to impersonate it, places the solar

disk on the head of Bastet's cat or of herself, or perhaps even on the head of the god Ee^

disguised as the ‘male cat' mentioned in Spell 17 of the Book of the Dead. The ape is well

known as the herald of the rising sun, and unless this last interpretation be overruled as

involving symbolism that is too elaborate or foreign to Egyptian thought it seems a possible

solution. A cat in gold with disk, a delightful little piece assigned to the Eoman Period, is

in the Cairo Museum (no. 4182), and may represent the cat wearing the disk set on its head

by the ape. This may be represented also by the small faience amuletic figure shown in

PL vi, 2 ; in it a uraeus has been added to the disk and a kitten sits snugly between the fore-

legs. This little piece, so far as I know unique, is 3-7 cm. high, and of a fine blue glaze which

points to the Twenty-second Dynasty. The uraeus alone is found on the head of a seated

bronze cat in the British Museum. The kitten is, one must admit, an intrusive element, and

forms an exception to the rule that in ‘family’ pieces (see Section 7 below) the cat, save for

a collar and pendant (usually the sacred eye) goes unadorned, and that the head-ornaments

and ear-rings and nose-rings were reserved for the divine as opposed to what I had almost

called the human side. More examples are needed for study, however, before there can be

hope of confirmation of this. It would be interesting to follow up these curious ape-pieces

;

to collect them might throw some light on the ideas of the Bubastite Period, to which they

seem to belong. There were a number of these homely groups in the MacGregor Collection

which suggest ritual practices connected with the god Bes, between whom and Bastet there

are numerous links. Another point of interest is that most of them, similarly to the piece

discussed above, are supported on the capitals of papyrus columns which are probably

handles. Apart from the ape groups there are a number of these handled pieces in faience

and bronze, depicting a great variety of subjects among which cats are included.

4. A Cat-offerer

The later ages of Egyptian art have left us a number of statues and statuettes of persons

offering, or at least holding, small shrines and figures of deities, and the little group in faience

shown on PL vi, 3 seems to fall into the same category. It represents a male figure on a

solid, low-backed seat, and holding on his knees what is probably the image of a sitting cat

rather than the living animal. His head is hairless save for a heavy lock falling on each side

over the ears and banged level with the mouth. The locks of hair, eyebrows, armlets, brace-

lets, and anklets are black. There is a ring at the back for suspension. The height is 4-7 cm.,
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and the style and bright blue colour point to the Bul)astite Period. The piece was in the

^lacGregor Collection, and probably came from the excavations at Bubastis.

I previously regarded this as a genre group of a man of non-Egyptian type nursing a cat,

and classed it with the similarly barbered figure (Hilton Price Catalogue 31*26) playing on

the double pipe, and other pieces, but the sight of a small piece in the Cairo Museum^—

a

lioness-headed goddess, disk-crowned, with a sitting cat on her lap—probably Bastet, since

figures of Xehebkaw support the throne, caused me to examme our piece more closely and

to revise my opinion. The position of the hands, low down and far from the cat, had always

been a difficulty : but this disappeared if the cat was regarded not as a living pet but as the

image of a cat on a stand, and the straight edge across the knees as that of the base and not

that of a tight-drawn kilt. The fact that the pipe-player mentioned above is recorded as

nude is some support for eliminating the kilt here
; compare also the dainty little wooden

figures in the British Museum of girls carrying cats, described by the late Sir Ernest Budge
as ‘temple maidens Xhe attitude thus becomes one of presentation, and the cat figure

probably a sacred image, so that we have perhaps a man, either lay or priestly, offering a

cult-image of Bastet in her form as a cat. It is possible that at the great temple of Bubastis,

and at other important shrines, there were stalls for the sale of ohjets de piete, where visitors

could buy replicas of sacred objects for home worship or decoration, and that this is one of

such pieces.

5. A Cat seated ox Proxe Enemies

The remarkable fragment shown on PI. vi, 4 is in faience with a rather coarse light-blue

glaze, is 3*7 cm. long, and appears also to be of the Twenty-second Dynasty. It represents

the feet of a standing figure, with the left foot forward, trampling on the backs of two prone

enemies of negroid type. The head of the prone figure on the right is shoAvn full-face, but

that of his fellow turns sideways under the pressure of the left foot. Sitting on the feet of

this twisted enemy, and behind the advanced foot, is a cat which, looking over its right

shoulder, turns its back on the scene. The length of the foot suggests a height of about

15 cm. for the lost figure.

In addition to the curious feature of the twisted head of the enemy, the fragment offers

two problems: the nature of the lost figure and the strange attitude of the cat. The motif oi

enemies trampled under foot is almost as old as Egyptian art, and the figure Avas probably

one of the lion-headed deities, judging by complete examples of the enemy-trampling series.

The cat, I think, rules out a suggestion that a king Avas represented, for although kings and
lions and prisoners are depicted together, kings and cats are an unknoAAn combination. Of

the A'arious lion- or lioness-headed deities I think that Bastet is the most likely and the best

supported by eAudence, despite the more militant nature of Sakhmet. A step-shaped pedes-

tal in green faience from Bubastis, with the feet of a lost figure trampling on tAAn negro

prisoners and inscribed 'May Bastet giA^e life and poAA'er' is mentioned in the Hilton Price

Catalogue (no. 3195), and gives a A’aluable clue. There is further the evidence of a piece in

the Bothell sale (lot 213), in Avhich a lion-headed figure, enthroned, treads on prone enemies

;

as the open-Avork sides of the throne have figures of Bes as supporters, Bastet is, I think,

clearly indicated, for she and Bes are constantly found together, Avhereas Bes and Sakhmet
are not.

While cats are occasionally found at the feet of certain deities, their position elsevffiere

is facing forward and in front of the right foot (probably because that foot is to the rear and

^ Daressy, Statues de Divinites {Cat. Gen.), no. 39122, PL liii.

- Brit. Mus. Xos. 32732, 32733. Cf. Budge, The Mummy (2nd ed.), PL xiii; JEA 15, 236 with Pi. xxxix.
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thus allo^\s adequate space for the cat). Here the attitude is novel and hadling. The animal
shares the position of triumph, yet withdraws from an active shart‘ in <"vents. I know no
piece like it. Its uniqueness adds to the danger of speculation, and I ft.nT that it is best set

aside for the time being, especially as the presence and attitudes of normal cats remain
unexplained in so many cases. Xo doubt these mostly indicate the presence of liastet in
cat-headed or in fully animal form, Init there is also the possibility that the statement in
Spell 1/ of the Book of the Dead, that ‘the male cat is Be^ himself ^ must b<.‘ taken into
account.

n. Cats with Xose-rixgs

In 11)24 a native dealer brought me the sitting brcjnzt' cat >hown inBl. \'i, 5. It is o*9 cm,
high, and is far from conforming to the usual excellent modelling of anciiait Egyptian cats,

^\ith its crudity and laboured though conscientious detail. It is, however, in its ornaments
that the chief interest lies. These consist of an engraved collar of three rows, a seara]> in

relief on the head, gold ear-rings, and, most surpri>ingly, the remains of a gold nose-ring

firmly embedded in the hole provided for the purpose. The gold earrings are perha})S rehlls,

but of the antiquity of the nose-ring there can be no doulh.

It is a curious thing that the cats should, in comparison with other sacred animals, be so

constantly and variously adorned: ear-rings, scarabs, necklaces, disk aiidpir uraeus, an^ all

found on them. But a nose-ring was a complete novelty to me. Later, howtwer. the

reduction of an amorphous lump of bronze revealed another specimen (Bl. vi, i\)
;
the ring

itself is missing, but the place for it is clearly there. Dr. Caroline Y illiams refers in her (iohl

and Silver Jeicelrij (p. 8, n. 45) to a woman of the time of the Twenty-second Dynasty, prol)-

ably a foreigner, buried with a nose-ring in position (see Beet, Cemeterirs of Ahijdos, ii, 47],

and states (p. 8) that these barbarous ornaments are almost unknown in Egypt she informs

me that there is a bronze head of a cat with a silver nose-ring in the Berlin ^Museum. Yet
another instance of this adornment is a little blue-glazed faience j uniform tigure^ of Bt‘s in

the British Museum, the gift of 8ir Eobert Mond, which is equipped with both ear- and nose-

rings, the latter, lunate in form, of silver. It is assigned to the period between the Nineteenth

and Twenty-second Dynasties. We thus have examples, covering a considerable period, of

nose-rings worn by a woman, by cat figures, and liy a god. ^lere local fashion is ruled out.

The dealer from whom I purchased the figure of Bl. vi. 5 stated that it had come to Luxor
‘from the South’. Bossibly the custom originated in Ethiopia, and was brought northwards

through the medium of travellers. At present we have yet another mystery connected with

the cat of Bastet.

7. Cat Families

Cats are frequently represented in groups of varying numbers, but only one of these, tla^

family group, is our present concern. Though by no means lacking in interest, it does not

^ e.g. Urkunden, v, 52, 14.

“ Lane, in his Jlodern Egyptians (Appendix xA.), says ‘The khizdm or nose-riag ... is worn by a few of

the women of the lower order in Cairo, and by many of those in the country towns and villages both of

Upper and Lower Egypt.’ The fashion may have been an inheritance from early days, although to my
knowledge there is nothing to support this view in the ancient Egyptian tomb -pk’lures, nor can I find any

evidence of it during the Christian and Saracen periods. Another possible source may be suspected in

Palestine and Syria, in view of the record of the wearing of nose-rings by Rebekah in fJenesis xxiv. 47 and

generally in Isaiah hi. 21 and Ezekiel xvi. 12. As these references are so few and are strictly Hebraic it

would be unwise as yet to read into them a starting-point for the explanation of the nose-ringed eats.

^ See Brit, Mus, Quarterly 4, PI. lix, h.
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api^ear to have been discussed hitherto. Family groups are found in both bronze and faience.

The former are usuallynormal in attitude and number and are without special characteristics,

but the latter present numerous curious features, and only these will be discussed here. These

faience pieces have normally a rather coarse, thick glaze, of colours ranging between bright

blue and dull green: they are often decorated with brown or black spots. As the specimens

given on PI. vii, 1-16 show, they are ringed for suspension, and were therefore probably

pendants to necklaces, which suggests that they were amuletic and personal rather than

votive as many of the bronze groups presumably were. Most of them are between 3*5 and

5 cm. high, though one tiny group (PL vii, 16) is but 1-3 cm. in height. The range of date is,

I think, from the Bubastite Period onwards.

In its simplest form the ‘ family ’ group consists of a cat and one kitten, the latter usually

snugly ensconced between its mother's knees (PL vii, 1-3
; PL vi, 2), with a pleasing variant

where the mother protects her kitten with an encircling paw (PL vii, 4). When there are two

kittens we find them placed in front of (PL vii, 5) or beside or behind the maternal forelegs

;

there are very rare examples (PL vii, 6, 7), in which the mother is shown with her forepaws

on the kittens' heads, almost as though in an attitude of benediction. As the number of the

family increases we find the kittens crowded into impossible positions, and with the maxi-

mum and abnormal number of ten they are placed on the mother’s head and back, and even

on the suspension-ring (PL vii. 8-11),

Finally, we have a group of families which must have some special significance. Some of

these are shown in PL vii, 12-15; though unfortunately imperfect, they supplement one

another, so that the type may be established with certainty. The kittens, usually the un-

feiine number of ten, are placed unnaturally (though I know none in this series on the

suspension-rings), and two features are specially noticeable: the architectural formation of

the group, which is built up pyramidally, and the insistence on the act of presentation,

which is carried to the point of falsifying the shape of the mother-cat’s forelegs, I can find

nothing in Egyptian art analogous to these strange groups
;
they are confined to what is yet

another aspect of Bastet's cat, the meaning of which at present eludes us. The ‘family*

group seems to be peculiar to the cat
;
and while the singleton cats may be regarded as images

of Bastet, or possibly in some cases of Be^, the presence of kittens complicates the matter,

for I know of no reference to Bastet as a mother. However, in view of her special qualities

and the picture Herodotus gives of her festival, it may be that we have here symbols of

fecundity, amulets to ensure more children in the future or protection of children in being.

In the kitten sprawling on its mother’s back we should, I think, see only an expedient to

find room for a last but essential member of the family. The kitten perched on the maternal

head recalls the famous snake-carrying goddess of Knossos, who bears a cat or a cat-image

on her turbaned head
;
this theme we also find in Egypt in connexion with lioness-headed

goddesses, two of whom are recorded with cats on their heads in the Hilton Price Catalogue,

one (no. 2.505) from El-Der el-Bahri, the other (2506) from Bubastis. And in the British

Museum there is the upper part of a similar goddess (no. 16037) with two cats perched

between her ears. The idea is therefore not peculiar to the cat, although in these lioness-

headed cat-bearers we may perhaps see the goddess Bastet. Such figures recall the one

mention of the cat in the Bible or Apocrypha, where Baruch (vi. 22), exulting over the end

of idols, says ‘upon their bodies and heads sit bats, swallows, and birds, and the cats also*.

The mention of cats is curious
;
can the prophet have had in mind one of these little images

or its temple prototype—a memory of old days of alien splendour that, to new thought,

might serve as a symbol of futility and degradation?







THE BREMNER-RHIND PAPYRUS-I
By E. 0. FAULKNEE

A. THE SONGS OF ISIS AND NEPHTHYS

The religious papyri of the Graeco-Eoman period are a source of information for Egyptian
myth and ritual which has been comparatively little exploited. Of this group of papyri, the

members of which are scattered in quite considerable number in the principal museums of

the world, the Bremner-Ehind papyrus (British Museum, no. 10188) is probably one of the

largest and certainly one of the oldest, since it dates back to not long after the end of the

Thirtieth Dynasty. That it belongs at latest to the fourth century b.c. is made quite certain

by the date of ‘the twelfth year, fourth month of the inundation-season, of Pharaoh Alexan-

der, son of Alexander’, i.e. 312-311 b.c.,^ given in the so-called ‘ Colophon’, wiiich was added

by an owner of the papyrus in a hand different from that of the rest of the document. The

papyrus was therefore written prior to that date, but probably not very much earlier, since

palaeographically it belongs to the Ptolemaic group.

Nothing definite is known of the provenance of the manuscript,^ but the presumed last

owner, the priest Nasmin who wrote the ‘ Colophon’, appears to have been a Theban, judging

by the priestly titles he bore. Although there is no direct evidence bearing on the point, it

seems probable that the papyrus came from his tomb, and it would be interesting to know in

what circumstances a book which appears to have been Avritten originally for a temple

library came into the private possession of a member of the priesthood.

The papyrus as a Avhole contains four distinct Avorks of a ritual nature, namely the Songs

of Isis and XeplitJiys, the Ritual of Bringing in Sohar, the Booh of Overthroicing Mpcp, and, as

a pendant to the last-named, the Xanies of ^Apep, ichich shall not he. Of these four texts, only

the first is treated in the present paper.^ It is a AA^ork of similar tenor to the Lamentations of

Isis and Nephthys contained in Pap. Berlin 3008,^ but considerably longer, and contains a

series of hymns sung by tAvo priestesses representing the goddesses Isis and Nephthys in the

course of the celebration of the Osirian mysteries. Unlike the Lamentations
y
hoAveA'or, Avhere

both goddesses are on an equal footing, Nephthys is here rather in the background ;
her role

is solely that of a duettist AAuth Isis, AA'hile all solo parts are confined to the latter, apart from

a hymn to Osiris recited by the officiating lector-priest (9, 13—11, 5). The text begins Avith

instructions for the preparation of the temple and the adornment of the tAA^o priestesses,

who must be A’irgins. The priestesses and the lector-priest open the proceedings Avith pre-

liminary inA^ocations of Osiris, after AA'hich the priestesses commence their real duties, the

hymns they sing purporting to be the mourning of Isis and Nephthys for the departed Osiris

^ Or perhaps about 306 b.c., since according to Bevan, The Ptolemaic Dynasty, 28, the years of the young

Alexander’s reign were reckoned from the death of Philip Arrhidacus, and documents continued to be dated

in the name of the former for some years after his murder in 311 b.c,

^ For the history of the papyrus since it Avas acquired by Mr. A. H. Rhind, cf. Budge, Egyptian Hieratic

Papyri in the British Museum (First Series), ix. and Faulkner, The Papyrus Bremner-Rhind {Bibliotheca

Aegyptiaca, m), iii. The following translation is based on the transcription published in the latter AA'ork.

^ It is proposed to deal with the remaining texts in subsequent parts of this JournaL
* See Melanges Maspero i, 337 ff. ; for a comparison ot the two texts see op, at, 347 ff.
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and their summons to the god to rise again. They open ^^dth a duet (1, 10—3, 12) ; then Isis

alone speaks for four lines (3, 13-lG).^ The duet is resumed in 3, 17 until 3, 22. At 3, 23 a

rubric indicates that the performance is interrupted by an unspecified rite of protective

magic after v'hich a new duet commences. This continues until a rubric (6, 23) marks

the beginning of a new hymn. This opens with a duet, which, however, soon becomes a solo

by Isis (G, 27). Xephthys resumes her part at 7, 24, but at 8, 3 she drops out and Isis con-

tinues alone until 8, 21. Here the other joins in again until 9, 8, where Isis concludes this

stage of the ritual with five solo lines. The officiating lector-priest now executes another

protective magical rite (9. 13) and then himself proceeds to recite a hymn to Osiris. At 11, 6,

following the line ‘Thine are the Two Sisters', the priestesses join in, and the lector-priest

possibly now retires. A rubric at 11, 19 marks a new duet, which continues until at 12, 9 Isis

once again sings alone. Xephthys appears to partner her again at 13, 13 for eight lines, but

Isis is singing alone in 13, 21. and her solo appears to continue until the end (17, 12) ;
at least

there is no employment of the 1st person plural pronoun to indicate clearly that both are

singing, although from 16, 4 onwards the absence of the 1st person singular pronoun does

rather suggest that the performance ended, as it began, with a duet.

The interest of the text from the point of view of the student lies not so much in the

information it imparts on Egyptian belief—though the markedly solar character of the

lector-priest's hymn to Osiris is worthy of note—as in the fact that we have here a part of

the dialogue spoken in the enactment of the drama of the Passion of Osiris, often spoken

of as the Osirian Mysteries. A certain amount of information on this early ‘passion-play',

of which we learn from the well-known inscription of Ikhernofret that it is at least as

old as the Middle Kingdom, can be gathered from Egyptian sources, especially from the

inscriptions of the temple of Denderah, but the present text,Avith its alternations of duet and

solo and the occasional interpolation of magical rites, sheds a welcome light on the nature

of the ceremonies. It is possible, of course, that the somewhat elaborate ritual evidenced by
this series of Inunns is a late development which has arisen out of the predominant position

of Osiris in Egyptian religion at this period—we possess a contemporary version of a much
shorter and simpler nature in the Lamentations—but it seems highly probable that some
such performance by a pair of priestesses was included in the Mysteries from the first.

In the translation which is appended the following symbols have been employed

:

[ ]
marks a restoration of the original text.

( ) shows that a word omitted in the original has been supplied.

( )
marks English words inserted to clarify the sense.

[ ] marks lacunae.

indicates inability to translate.

Words written in the original in red ink have been printed in small capitals.

Translation

1, 1
I

Here begin the stanzas of the Festival of the Two Kites which is celebrated in the temple

1, of Osiris, First of the Westerners, the great god, Lord of Abydos, in
|

the fourth month of

Inundation, from the twenty-second day down to the twenty-sixth day. The entire temple
1, 3 SHALL BE SANCTIFIED, AND THERE SHALL BE BROUGHT IN [TWO] Women pure

|

of body and
1, 4 virgin, with the hair of their bodies removed, their heads adorned with wigs,

j
[ ] tam-

bourines in their hands, and their names inscribed on their arms, to wit Isis and Xephthys,
|

1, 5 and they shall sing from the stanzas of this book in the presence of this god.

^ The alternations between duet and solo can be detected by the changes from the 1st person plural to

the 1st person singular and back again.
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I

They shall say: 0 my lord Osiris!—four times.^

1, 8 Recitation by the chief lector of this temple:
|

0 great one of heaven and earth !—four
TIMES.

Recitation by the two long-haired ones :

1, 10 0 fair Stripling, come to thine house

;

For a very long while we have not seen thee,

0 fair Sistrum-player, come to thine house

;

0 thou who dwellest in

—

lacuncr—after thou didst desert us,

0 fair Stripling who didst depart untimely,

1, 15 In thy^ prime, out of due season
;

Sacred image of thy father Tanen,

Mysterious seed which issued from Atum,

A lord, a lord who art exalted above thy fathers,

The first-born in the womb of thy mother.

1, 20 0 that thou wouldest come to us in thy former shape,

That we might embrace thee, thou forsaking us not,

0 fair of countenance, the well-beloved,

Image of Tanen, Male, lord of passion,

[The first-born(?)] who opened the womb,

1, 25 Whose body [was weary] when it was bandaged.

Come thou in peace, our Lord, that we may see thee,

And that the Two Sisters [may protect] thy body, there being no injury in thee,

[ ]
the evil as though it had never been.

2,

1 Our Head, turn back to us (?)

:

Great mourning is among the gods.

For they (?) cannot discern the way which thou hast travelled,

0 thou yoimg Child, out of due season.

2, 5 Mayest thou travel around heaven and earth in thy former shape,

For thou art the Bull of the Two Sisters.

Come thou, 0 young Child, in peace,

0 our Lord, that we may see thee

;

Consort thou with us after the manner of a male

2, 10 —Terra to his execution-block !

—

Come thou in peace, thou eldest son of thy father.

Thou being established in thine house without fear.

And thy son Horus protecting thee

;

For Neki is gone,

2, 15 He is in his hell of fire every day,

His name has been cut off from among all the gods,

And Tebha is dead in slaughter (?).

But thou art at thine house without fear.

While Seth is in all the eahl which he has done.

2, 20 He has disturbed the order of the sky (?),

He has constricted thought for us (??)

The earth has encroached upon us (??)

Foulness (?) being on the brow [ ]

3, 1 Someone is brought in dead (?)

^ From here onward to the end of the Songs only the first line of each coiiimn and thereafter every fifth

line have been numbered.
' ^ ommentar\ .

3 Where necessary, in order to accord with English usage, the 3rd person of the original has been rendered

by the 2nd person.

R
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And our eyes are weeping for thee,

The tears (?) burn.

Woe (is us) since our Lord was parted from us!

3, 5 0 thou who art fair of countenance, lord of love,

0 Bull who impregnates cows.

Come, 0 Sistrum-player, gleaming of countenance,

0 thou who art uniquely youthful, beauteous to behold,

Lord among women,

3, 10 Male of cows,

0 Child, master of beauty,

0 that we might see thee in thy former shape,

{Isis sings)

Even as I desire to see thee !

1 am thy sister Isis, the desire of thine heart,

3, 15 (Yearning) after thy love whilst thou art far away;

I flood this land (with tears ?) to-day.

(Duet)

Draw nigh, so please you, to us

;

AVe miss (?) life through lack of thee.

Come thou in peace, 0 our Lord, that we may see thee,

3, 20 0 Sovereign, come in peace,

Drive trouble (?) from out of our house,

Consort thou with us after the manner of a male.

A PEOTECTiVE RITE.—RECITATION" BY the long-haired ones:

0 Osiris, Bull of the AVest,

3, 25 The One enduring, exalted above the gods.

Child who begets,

4, 1 Eldest heir of Geb,

Offspring of a god among the gods.

Come thou to the Two Widows 1

The entire Ennead serve thee,

4, 5 They ward off Seth for thee when he comes
;

Alay he whose name is evil be behind the shrine in the presence of thy father Re<
AA'hen he administers the punishment of the rebellious.

Come hither to thy songstresses,

And drive care from out of our house

;

4, 10 Come hither to thy songstresses.

For it is not fitting for thee to dwell alone.

Our Lord is in peace <in?> his place!

He who was stronger (?) than he has struck down (?) him whose face is mild,

Since Nebed has joined (?) with his foes
4, 15 And troubles the earth with his designs.

Great mourning is among the gods,

The Ennead (sit) with head on lap because of thee,

Inasmuch as thou art exalted above the gods.

Where is he who (once) trod the earth, who was great even (in) the womb,
4, 20 AVith the uraeus on his head ?

AVhence comes he who fashioned himself at his own desire ?

Body of a god, lord of love, the exalted one rich in love,
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0 thou Soul, mayest thou live again

!

The Two Sisters protect thy body,

4, 25 Even they who came hither to thee aforetime

;

A million mourn for thee

Like [ ]
all the gods.

5

,

1 Come hither ^to) thy songstresses I

Thy father Ee^ strikes at Nebed
;

The Ennead serve thee as thine entourage, they ward ofE the Red Ones for thee.

Expel thou the great misery of thy Two Women,

5, 5 Thine house being in festival, the evil one at his place of slaugliter and the rebellious one in

all the evil which he has done,

—He has oppressed the land with his evil designs,

He has felled the sky to the ground

—

Having been driven back and taken into the place of execution,

And having been taken to the slaughter-block of the rebellious.

5, 10 Thy father Re< will attend to thy need,

Thy son Horns will protect thee

:

Mayest thou land as thou wast wont to do,

Mayest thou traverse the sky to its four quarters,

Mayest thou alight on earth at the hall (?) of the Great Temple,

5, 15 The Two Ladies serving thee.

Raise thee up! Raise thee up! Behold Seth is in the place of execution,

And he who rebelled agaixst thee shall not be.

Come thou to thine house, 0 Osiris, thy place where men seek to see thee

;

Hear thou the plaint of Homs in the arms of his mother Isis.

5, 20 But thou art repulsed, being scattered through all lands, and he who shall reunite thy body,

he shall inherit thine estate,

0 great god, provide thyself with thy shape,

Forsake not thine house, 0 Osiris!

Come thou in peace to thy place, 0 lord of dread, in whose form is all beauty,

0 great Bull, lord of passion,

5, 25 Lie thou with thy sister Isis,

Remove thou the pain which is in [her body,]

That she may embrace thee, for thou wilt not forsake her

;

6,

1 Place thou life on the forehead of the Cow.

Oho! thou art protected, 0 thou who wast drowned in the nome of Aphroditopolis,

For the evil is as though it had never been.

Thy sister comes to thee that she may purify thy body,

6, 5 0 great living god, 0 well-beloved,

Who didst bring thyself up before the face of Upper and Lower Egypt.

Adorn thyseh, 0 lord of adornment,

0 Male, thou great one who art master of beauty.

Come thou to thy mother Nut that she may spread herself over thee when thou comest to her,

6, 10 That she may guard thy flesh from all evil,

That she may go within her (?),

And that she may drive ofi all evil which appertains to thy flesh.

The loneliness being broken as though it had never been.

The Child, the Lord wlio came forth from the Lower Heaven,

6, 15 He has made this land as (it was) before

;

The Lord, the Child who came forth from the womb of her whom the gods made pregnant.

Who opened the West (out of) due season.

The Child departs untimely.
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Thy father Ee< ^yill protect thee,

6, 20 Thy son Horns refashions thee.

And Seth is ix all the E^^L which he has done
;

Come thou to thine house without fear.

Recitatiox by the loxg-haired oxes :

0 fair Sistrum-player, come to thine house,

6, 25 Be thou exalted, exalted, thy back to thine house (?)

The gods being on their thrones.

(Isis sings)

1 am a woman beneficial to her brother,

Thy wife, <thy> sister by thine (own) mother

;

7, 1 Come thou to me quickly,

Since I desire to see thy face after not having seen thy face.

Darkness is here for us in my sight even while Re^ is in the sky

:

The sky is merged in the earth and a shadow is made in the earth to-day.

7, 5 3Iy heart is hot at thy wrongful separation

;

My heart is hot (because) thou hast turned thy back to me;
For there was never a fault which thou didst find in me.

The Two Regions are upheaved, the roads are confused,

AVhile I am seeking in order to see thee

;

7, 10 Mliile I am in a city which has no ramparts,

I yearn for thy love toward me.

Come ! Be not alone ! Be not far off

!

Behold, thy son Horns will drive back Tebha to the executiox-block.
I hid me in the bulrushes to conceal thy son in order to avenge thee,

7, 15 Because it is a very evil state of affairs, the being far from thee,

And it is not fitting for thy flesh.

I walk alone, wandering in the bulrushes.

And many (?) are enraged against thy son.

It befell that a woman was hostile to (?) the boy,

7, 20 But I knew, and also the Chief Justice.

I have travelled the roads, I have turned aside after my brother who forsook (me) wrong-
fully.

Hot are the hearts of myriads of persons,

Great sorrow (?) is among the gods.

(Duet)

We lament the Lord,

7, 25 For love of thee is not lacking with us.

0 thou Male, lord of passion,

King of Lower Eg}^t, lord of eternity,

8, 1 Ascend into life, 0 prince of eternity.

For Nenrekh is dead.

(Isis sings)

0 King of Upper and Lower Egypt, 0 Lord, who didst proceed to the Sacred Land, there is

no (helping) act of thine in which I can trust

;

0 my Brother, 0 Lord, who didst proceed to the Silent Land,

8,

5 Come thou to me in thy former shape.

Come in peace, in peace

!

0 King of Lower Egypt, 0 Sovereign, come in peace

!
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Would that we could see thy face as of old, even as I have desired to see thee *.

Mine arms are upraised to protect thee, 0 thou whom I have desired.

8, 10 I have loved the two Northern Regions (?) because of (?) knowing (?)

That thou hast received the head-dress in them

;

Thy dust is myrrh.

O Husband, brother, lord of love, come thou in peace to thy place

:

0 fair Sistrum-player, come to thine house
;
it is long indeed that thou hast been in cc'^sation.

8, 15 Mysterious are thy things as Bull of the West

;

Hidden (?) is thy flesh within the House of Henu

;

Hail (to thee) in thy name of Prince of Eternitv!

Horus comes (to) thee as champion,

He purifies thy body, he gathers up for thee the efflux which issued from thee.

8, 20 Join together thy body, 0 great god, provide thee with thy shape.

(Buet)

Come thou in peace, our Lord, who art young again.

Thy son Horus protecting thee

;

Come thou out of thine house, for thy temple is flooded with love of thee.

0 Beneficent Sovereign whom she broke out of the egg,

8, 25 Unique, mighty of strength,

He is indeed a son who opened the womb.
And the power of Geb is over his mother.

9, 1 0 Adorned One, great of love,

Who acted against the West, his valour aroused (?),

0 Lord of the Netherworld, Bull of the West, Offspring of RP^-Harakhte,

0 Child, beauteous to behold,

9 , 5 Come thou to us in peace, in peace

;

Assuage thou thy wrath, banish thou anger,

0 our Lord, come thou to us in peace, in peace 1

[Isis sings)

Ho thou youth, come in peace

!

Ho, thou brother of mine,

9, 10 Come, that I may see thee, 0 King of Lower Egypt, Prince of Eternity!

Be not weary in the weariness of thine heart, 0 our Lord

;

Come thou to thine house without fear.

The GREAT RITE OF PROTECTION, UNSEEN, UNHEARD. RECITATION BY THE LECTOR:

0 fair Sistrum-player, come to thine house

;

9, 15 The Ennead is seeking to see thee, 0 Child, 0 Lord, who opened^t the womb

;

0 Child, love of thee is over thee,

0 Heir, beneficent in opening (?) it,

Beneficent son who went forth from Him-who-sees-and-hears,

Isis has cared for thee
;
be not far from thy place,

9, 20 Their heads are taken away for love of thee,

They mourn for thee in dishevelment (?), the hair of their heads disordered (?).

0 (King) Onnophris, lord of provisions, vSovereign, thou most majestic,

God above the gods,

Thou laimchest the bark of him who begat himself,

9, 25 Thou art more than the gods.

The Nile is the efflux of thy body, to nourish the nobility and the common folk,

Lord of provision, prince of green plants,
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[ ]
great one, tree of life which givest offerings <(to) the gods,

10, 1 And invocation-offerings unto the spirits

;

0 Thou who awakest in health, lord of the bier,

Lord of the LMjat-eye, mysterious in the horizon,

shinest in due season,

10, 5 And who risest at thy proper time,

To thee belongs sunlight, 0 thou who art equipped with rays

;

Thou shinest at the left hand of Atum,

Thou art seen in the place of Re^.

When his rays are darkened (?), thou art mummiffed;

10, 10 Thy son Horus flies behind Ret

;

Thou shinest in the morning, thou settest in the evening.

Thy being is every day.

Thou art at the left hand of Atum, eternity and everlasting are manifestations of thee.

Abominable is Nebed, who is destroyed in the Presence,

10, 15 He is doomed (?) on account of his evil renown (?)

;

Let him be turned back, A rebel against whom this destruction has come.

The imy-sJity priest makes presentation to thee,

He extols all the gods

;

The Ennead rejoice at thine approach,

10, 20 And thou passes! thy time with Re< every day.

0 Image, thou art seen at the left hand (of Atilm)

;

0 Image, thou beholdest the living

;

To thee belongs the light of the Solar Disk,

Thine is the entire Ennead,

10, 25 She who is on thine head rejoices before thee,

Her flame attacks thy toes.

Rejoice at us, for thy bones are assembled for thee,

And thy senses are recovered daily

;

11, 1 Thou comest in like Atum in his time, without being held back,

And thy neck is made firm for thee.

AVepwawet opens for thee the mountain and breaks open the burial

;

Thine is the lord of the Sacred Land,

11, 5 Thine are the Two Si.^ters.

(Duet)

Thou hast forgotten sorrow because of us (?).

They reassemble thy limbs for thee with mourning,

Seeking to care for thy corpse.

11, 10 Come thou to us, that he who rebelled against thee may not be remembered;

Come thou in thine earthly shape,

Cease from thy wrath, and be gracious unto us, 0 Lord;

Take the heritage of the Two Lands

;

0 god, uniquely beneficent of governance unto the gods,

11, 15 All the gods rejoice at thee:

Come thou to thine house without fear.

Re« loves thee, thy Two AA'omen love thee,

Thou resting in thy place for ever.

Recitatiox by the two long-haired ones:

11, 20 O fair Sistrum-player, come to thine house;

Be exalted, be exalted, thy back to (?1 thine house, the gods being on their thrones.
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Ho ! Come in peace

!

0 King of Lower Egypt, come in peace!

TI17 son Horns will protect thee.

11, 25 Mayest thou expel the great misery of thy Two Women,
May thy face illumine us with thy joy,

O Child, according as the desire to see thee.

Come to us; great shall be thy protection <;because ?> of our love;

12, 1 Come to thine house without fear.

0 ye gods who are in heaven,

0 ye gods who are on earth,

O ye gods who are in the Netherworld,

12, 5 0 ye gods who are in the Nile,

0 ye gods who are in the train of the Nile,

Follow us with the Lord, the lord of love,

Brother, Male, lord of passion.

(Isis sings)

Ho! Come to me!

12, 10 Heaven is merged in earth,

And a shadow exists on earth to-dav

;

Heaven is felled (?) to earth.

Ho ! Come with me

!

Men and women in the city are seeking our Lord,

12, 15 Who (?) walked the earth in the time of our Lord.

Come to me! Heaven is felled (?) to earth

And the god is caused to come to his place.

Snuff the wind to thy nose

!

The Lord is gone into his palace.

12, 20 Ho Be^! Greet this one!

—Thy evil be against thee, 0 doer of evil!

—

Since my heart desires to see thee,

0 Heir, King of Lower Egypt, handsome Child

!

Ho, lord of love

!

12, 25 Come to me, my Lord, that I may see thee to-day;

0 Brother, come that we may see thee.

Mine arms are extended to greet thee.

Mine arms are upraised, are upraised to protect thee.

13, 1 0 Male, lord of youth. Child! our Lord is greeted (?).

1 am a daughter of Geb thou wast parted from me,

0 youthful one, out of due season.

1 walk the roads since love of thee came to me,

13, 5 I tread (?) the earth, I weary not in seeking thee,

Fire is in (?) me through love of thee

;

Ho ! Come that I may see thee

!

I weep because thou art alone

;

Come thou to me quickly since <(my) desiie is to see thee

13, 10 After I have desired to see thy face.

Jubilation is in thy temple (?),

Thou being protected, protected in peace,

(Duet)

Ho! Ho! Our Lord comes to his house;

They place protection about his temple,
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13,

15 And our Lord comes in peace upon his throne.

Be established in thine house without fear!

Be exalted, exalted, 0 our Lord!

Hearken (?) from afar, 0 great god!

Come thou in true peace

;

13, 20 Ascend thou with Ee^, having power over the gods

!

{Isis sings)

0 Heny, come in peace.

That I may see thee, 0 Child, when thou comest in thy child-shape.

Hai is fallex,

Homs is ruler,

13, 25 And he who is stronger (?) than thou can do nought against thee.

Raise thee up between (?) the Two Sisters,

0 thou whom thy father loves, lord of jubilation,

The heart of the Ennead is well-disposed unto thee.

Thy temple is illumined with thy beauty,

13, 30 The Ennead is in fear through thy majesty,

14, 1 The earth quakes through dread of thee

;

1 am thy wife, who acts on thy behalf (?),

A sister beneficial to her brother

;

Come that I may see thee, 0 lord of my love

;

14, 5 Be exalted, exalted, 0 thou who art great of shape ; come, that I may see thee

;

0 Youth, walk! 0 Child, come, that I may see thee.

The countries and lands weep for thee,

The regions mourn for thee, inasmuch as thou art He-who-awakes-in-health

;

Heaven and earth weep for thee, inasmuch as thou art greater than the gods

;

14, 10 There is no lack of praising thy la
;

Come to thine house without fear.

Thy son Horus the circuit of heaven

;

Babai (?) is in fetters (?) and thou shalt not fear;

Thy son Horus will protect thee,

14, 15 He will overthrow for thee the coxfederacy of xebed.

0 Lord who art behind me in Djeba^t (?),

1 see thee to-day, and the savour of thy body is (that) of Pwenet;

The Noble Women adore thee in peace,

The entire Ennead rejoices.

14, 20 Come thou to thy wife in peace

;

Her heart palpitates through love of thee,

She embraces thee, and thou forsakest her not,

Her heart rejoices at seeing thy beauty,

For thou hast removed (?) her from (?) the secret house

;

14, 25 She dispels the evil which appertains to thy flesh.

And the stroke as though it had never been:

Thou placest life before <thy) wife.

Oho! Be thou protected, 0 thou who wast drowned in the Field of Aphroditopolis on
this day:

Great mourning and an evil deed, the like of which has never been.

15,

1 The Cow weeps for thee with her voice,

The love of thee is in her heart,

Her heart palpitates when thou rejoicest over her,

She embraces thy body with her arms,
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15, 5 <(Slie) comes to thee in haste—variant '} in peace

—

She protects thee from him who would do aught against thee,

She makes hale for thee thy flesh on thy bones,

She knits for thee thy nose to thy forehead.

She gathers together for thee thy bones, and thou art complete.

15, 10 Thy mother Xut, she comes to thee in peace,

She builds thee up with the life of her body.

Be thou a soul, a soul ! Be thou stable, stable

!

Mavest thou have a soul, 0 Male, lord of women, with the ointment-cone (?) on thine hair,

when thou comest to the Divine Land :

The ointment-cone (?) on thine hair is of the myrrh which comes forth of itself.

15, 15 Go forth and come in peace, in peace

;

0 King of Lower Egypt, Sovereign, come in peace

;

The Lady of Sais, her hands are on thee

;

Sheiityt, her heart serves thee

;

Thou art a god who came forth from a god,

15, 20 0 Mekti, who hast none beside thee

!

Thine hair is of triie (?) turquoise when thou comest from the field of turquoise;

Thine hair is lapis-lazuli, it belongs to lapis-lazuli

;

Lo, lapis-lazuli is over thine hair

;

The colour of thy body which thou hast is that of iron of L pper Egypt

:

15, 25 Thv bones are fashioned of silver

;

According as thou art (??) a child.

Thv vertebrae which thou hast are of turquoise

—variant:- The smell of the incense on thine hair is (that) of the myrrh which comes forth

of itself—

16, 1 Those things which are on thine head are of lapis-lazuli.

Geb, he offers up to thee food-offerings,

He promotes the god who issued from out of him.

(Duet)

0 great Heir who came forth from Re<,

16, 5 Eldest One, fair of countenance,

Living Soul who is \in) Istenu,

Child who came forth from Him-who-sees-and-hears,

Elder of the Two Shrines, Heir of Geb,

Who gives to thee all the circuit of the sun

;

16, 10 Come to thine house, 0 Osiris, who judgest the gods

:

Open thine eyes, that thou mayest see with them

;

Drive thou away the clouds,

Give thou light to the earth in darkness;

Come to thine house, 0 Osiris, First of the Westerners, come to thine house.

16, 15 0 Thou who earnest forth from the womb with the uraeus on thine head.

Thine eyes illumine the Two Lands and the gods.

Raise thee, raise thee up, 0 Sovereign our Lord

!

He who rebelled against thee is at the enecvtion-block, and shall not be.

Be stable, be stable, in thy name of Stable One

;

16, 20 Thou hast thy body, 0 (King) Onnophris Lp.h.

;

Thou hast thy flesh, 0 thou who art weary of heart.

0 Osiris, how fair is that which comes forth from thee!

^ Ky (Id, lit. ‘another saying’.
' Ky dd.

s
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Authoritative utterance it is which is on thy mouth.

Thy father Tatenen lifts up the sky

10, 25 That thou inayest tread over its four quarters

;

Thy soul flies in the east

;

Thou art the likeness of Re^,

And they who dwell in the Xetherworld receive thee with joy,

Geb breaks open for thee what is in him,

16, 30 And they come to thee in peace.

Go thou in peace to Busiris

!

17, 1 Raise thee up, 0 Osiris!

Raise thee, raise thee up in peace

!

Isis comes to thee, 0 Lord of the horizon, inasmuch as (?) she begat the L^nique One (?), the

guide of the gods

;

She will protect thee,

17, 5 She will guard thee,

She will guard Homs,
Even the woman who created a male for her father,

Mistress of the Universe, who came forth from the Eye of Horus,

Xoble Serpent which issued from Re^,

17, 10 And which came forth from the pupil in the eye of Atum
When Re< arose on the First Occasion,

It is at an end.

Commentary

1,1. On 'stanza’ see Gardiner, The Chester Beatty Papyri Xo. I, 27, ^^ith n. 2. On
drtij 'the two kites’ who mourn for Osiris, namely Isis the greater kite and Xephthys the

lesser kite, see Davies- Gardiner, Tomb of Amenernhet, 49, with n. 2.

1. 2'-5. With the instructions for the ceremony compare Lamentations. 5, 13 ff. ;
see Mel,

Maspero, r, 341.

1, 3. Xn icpPsn ‘who have not been opened’, i.e, who are virgin
;
for this sense of ivp see

also ‘twenty women , . . ,n icpt-sn m mst who have not been opened in child-birth’, Westcar,

5, 11.

1, 4. [1^ clearly means ‘wig’ here, but in Hirtengeschichte, 5 the word is used of the

‘tresses’ of a goddess, and in Xaville, Mythe tVHorus, PL 2 seems to mean
‘ giraife-hide

1, 5. ‘tambourine’, TUh. iv, 191. For a scene showing the ‘two kites’ actually play-

ing on the tambourine cf, Mariette, Benderah iv, PI. 55.

1, 9. This rubric marks the commencement of the first duet ; the ‘long-haired ones’ are,

of course, the two bewigged priestesses.

1, 11. On this passage see my note in Mel. Maspero i, 342. For the writing of the

dependent pronoun 2 masc. sing. cf. Gardiner in PSBA 31, 10.

1, 12. The like exj)ro^Aon, Lamentations, 2,2. Ihy is properly the title of the youthful god

Harsomtus, son of Hathor, cf. TEA 6
, 57, with n. 2, but it is a peculiarity of this text, and

to a lesser degree of the Lamentations, that the deceased Osiris is frequently invoked with

epithets more appropriate to young gods such as Harsomtus or Harseisis, e.g.

1, 10. 14; 2, 4; 2, 4. 7 ; 3, 11. 26 and often; ooof) 2, 11 ; 14, 20; (con-

fusion of scjty and h) 6, 14: 13, 1. This anomaly is doubtless to be explained by a

desire to stress the persistence of Osiris’ pristine vigour despite his death, on which see

Breasted, Development of Religion and Thought in Ancient Egypt, 28, wdth n. 2.

1, 13. ==% is doubtless an indication of a lacuna in the scribe’s original, and an abbrevia-
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tion of the full phrase gni ws
‘

found defective ’
; Inity must be part of an epithet of Osiris of

which the remainder is lost.

1, 14. For the expression ‘not (in due) time’, ‘untimely’, cf,

destroyed me in my childhood ere due time had come’, Erinan, Zivei

GrabsteimgriecMscherZeit, in Festschrift fHr E. Sachau, 104; for the force of me compare
also *‘=>"^0 at the (proper) time’, Newberry, Rekhmara, 2, 7.

Ij 17. is a puzzle, since it seems quite meaningless. It is perhaps intended for an
ending ij to sU; it can hardly be for prothetic

(j
in the participle pr, since this text does not

indicate that inflexion.

1, 25. A ivh ‘to bind, fetter’ is used here apparently of the bandaging of the corpse in

mummification.

1, 27. Nn im-k st-^ ‘ there being no injury in thee ’
; for the word-order compare

(j^ J^
lying there’, Weyiamun, 2, 43-4: similarly ibid., 2, 62. On st-^ see Gardiner,
FSBA 34, 261, n. 14.

1, 28. The lacuna doubtless originally contained some expression for ‘removing’ or ‘ dis-

persing’ the evil.

2, 1. An obscure sentence. It is possible that tp-n ‘our head’ refers to Osiris, perhaps
in a pla}^ upon the word in the double sense (1) of a head turning back to look in a desired

direction and (2) of Osiris as ‘head’ of his people. 9i<?i is a late writing of the pronominal
form of the preposition hr, again 3, 2; 9, 16; cf. Pap. Abbott, rt. 5, 18 (9‘i<?i^(? ~) ; Pap.
Amherst, 3, 9 ('?'9t^).

2, 2. With the expression prt{t) ‘great mourning', which occurs again 4, 16; 14, 29,

compare ‘ceremony of the Great Mourning’, on which see Schafer, Mysterien des

Osiris, 24-5.

2, 3. Xn nhh'S mtn ir^mk is an obscure sentence which certainly calls for emendation,

since the fern, sutfix has no noun to which it can refer. Most probably it should be emended
into sn. referring back to ‘gods’ in the i3receding line

; on the writing of 5 for sn see Black-

man, JEA 16, 64. For the sense of ^ cf. Gardiner, Xotes on the Story of Sinuhe, 97 ; the

allusion is to the departure of Osiris from the world of the living.

2, 9. in is an abbreviation for U ‘ male cf. 12, 8 as compared with 1, 23.

2, 10. A parenthetic execration directed against the foe of Osiris. TbJu as an epithet of

Seth is very common in the texts of the temple of Edfu
; cf. also Urk. vi, 25, 10.

2, 14. is probably a writing of the old perfective 3rd masc. sing.

2, 17. A corrupt passage; for a possible emendation see the textual note in my pub-

lished transcription.^

2, 18. For snd mk read snd-k as 2, 12.

2, 19. The sense of this must be that Seth's wickedness has recoiled on his own head.

In 2, 20 ff. follows an obscure description of his evil deeds ; compare 5, 6-7.

2, 20. A difficult sentence which, however, clearly alludes to cosmic disturbances caused

by Seth as storm-god. For the rendering of icd as ‘disturb' cf. ird m ‘injure' some one,

Urk. I, 102, 12, later ivd r, see Gardiner, Admonitions, 85
;
possibly a preposition should be

supplied after the verb in the present instance. SJh^b. translated as ‘order’, is perhaps the

same word as slub ‘ Verwaltung(*?) ’ Wb. iv, 207. ^ certainly met ‘sky' and not yint

‘lower heaven’; compare i”
‘be has felled (lit. ‘‘sent") the

sky to the ground’ 5, 7; cf. also op. cit. ii, 213 and the writing q for met ‘sky’,

Harris mag. pap., 5, 2, An alternative possibility, suggested by Gardiner, is to emend
f

^ Faulkner, op. cii. 5.
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into ‘to be in confusion’ (Gardiner, op. cit, 28) and to read ivd-n-fsli/ m met

‘he has put confusion in the sky’, comparing
P

‘ the sky is in confusion’,

Pap. Leiden 345, rt. i, 3, 3. Against this view, however, there is the use of Jub in the passage

5, 7 quoted above, which may be related in some way to the sentence here discussed, and

the rendering actually adopted involves no more emendation than the possible insertion of

a preposition after icdnvj.

2, 21-2. The meaning of these two sentences is utterly obscure, and I translate them

mechanically, without perceiving their drift, except that they are still dealing with the evil

vTOught by Seth. For ml: (‘ wlirgen’ TF^. i, 101) in a hostile sense see Harris mag. pap., 6, 2.

—S/h ‘draw nigh to’ is construed with m again 3, 17; there is clearly no connexion with the

expression s/h m ‘tarry(?) in’, Westcar, 10, 16.

3, 1. This sentence should probably be analysed into sU (passive sd}mf)-Pstnv (passive

participle)+the determinative of ‘death’ applied to the whole expression. A similar con-

struction, but with active participle, is found in

ka\ Pijr. § 17a; sim. §§ 826a; 882a; ‘the flier flies’, Pijr. § 890a; the literal

translation is therefore ‘he who is brought in is brought in (dead)’, the allusion being pos-

sibly to the bringing on the scene of an effigy of the corpse of Osiris.

8, 2. On JirdirL see note on 2, 1.

3, 3. is unknown to the Wh., and the rendering ‘tears’ rests solely on the

context.

3, 4. For ih/y as an expression of grief as well as of joy see Wb. i, 118.

—

/b r ‘to be parted

from’, also Lamentations, 2, 3 ; 5, 6 ;
ZAS 62, 102.

3, 6. On this passage see Mel. Maspero i, 844.

8, 18. The change of person to the 1st sing, shows that the duet here gives place to a

solo
;
the next line shows that the soloist is Isis.

8, 15. Hr-s/ seems to be used pregnantly with the sense of ‘yearning after’, ‘seeking

after’ or the like; compare the similar use of m-$/ in the sense of ‘looking after’ cattle, etc.,

e.g. Horns and Seth 5, 10 ; 6, 9.

3, 17. liP ‘ so please you’
;
for this use of the old perfective hsdi see also ‘ Thus said

Djedi: please you, I do not know the number

thereof” ’, Westcar, 9, 2-3.—The suflix in hjvn marks the resumption of the duet.

8, 18. The expression does not seem to be known elsewhere. Its meaning is

obscure, but it perhaps signifies missing or passing by the joy of life; for icn in this sense cf.

Sethe, Einset:ung des Viziers, 21, n. 90.

3, 21. No word
!

appears to be known; perhaps
p

‘blow' in a metaphorical sense

is to be understood, the det. jl having been taken over from ht ‘fire’.

3, 22. On see note on 2, 9.

8, 23. occurs again 9, 13. It is doubtless the same word as p^j
‘ Abwehrzauber’,

Wb. IV, 55, The word, both here and in 9, 18, appears not to refer to the fresh recitation

which follows, as oth^-rwise it would have been found also at the commencement of the songs

in 1, 9, but to be a kind of stage-direction indicating an act external to the actual recitations.

The rubric marks the start of a fresh duet.

4, 2. is a late writing of mstiw ‘offspring’ of a god, Urk. iv, 14, 16; 84, 16; 887, 3,

which in turn is a later form of mstiv, Pijr. §§ 929??; 935c; 10015; 11045; 1707a; a writing

similar to the present instance is Piehl, Inscr. hier. ii, 52.

4, 6. The det. appears to belong to the whole phrase Au rmj, which will then be the

subject of the sentence.

—

Mdi/ hri ‘behind the shrine’ is perhaps an Egyptian equivalent
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of the Biblical phrase ‘in outer darkness'; compare the expression Jinv hr ‘ye who are

behind the shrine’ as a description of beings hostile to the dead king, Pyr, § 27G&.

I'l'Ti
probably a miswriting of

^
shlw ‘ the rebellious one’, e.g. 5, 5.

4, 11. For the verb ils cf. Bull 29, 63, nn. 6, 7.

4, 12. or <?i should be supplied after Jitp.

4, 13. [1^0^ is probably the sdni'U'f form of sir ‘ to strike down’ ; for a similar writing

of the sdnvyvj form see 5, 6. If this view be correct, zer ‘he who is grcat(er)
’

must refer to Seth, whose superior ‘greatness’ (here apparently in the sense of ‘ strength’ or

‘power’) enabled him to slay ‘him whose face is mild he. Osiris. For another instance of

this use of wt see 13, 25.

4, 14. The verb i^ a difficulty, since none of its recorded meanings fits the

present context. A satisfactory sense can be obtained by equating it with ^0 in the ex-

pression slin hr ‘to be united with’, TF^. in, 469, but no similar writing of the latter verb

appears to be known.—The pronoun in ‘his foes’ must refer to Osiris.

4, 15. This sentence refers to the evil deeds of Xebed. For
j

parallel 5, 6

has ^ The phrase hw b ‘ smite the earth ’ has here a more literal sense than in

the passages discussed by Gardiner, Soles on ... Sinuhe^ 61, where it is a compound expression

used of ‘exiling’ persons; cf. now Gardiner, Hiercitic Papyri in the British Miiseion (Chester

Beatty Gift), 16, n. 11 ; in Pap. Ch. B. Ill, rt., 7, 15 this expression means ‘tread the earth’.

4, 16. For prt{t) bt see note on 2, 2.

4, 17. For tp m/st ‘head on lap’ without preposition cf. Gardiner, Xotes o?i . . .

Sinuhe, 10.

4, 19. probably perfective active participle.

4, 21. M-bfh ibf, lit. ‘in the presence of his heart’, seems to be a unique expression.

Assuming ib to have the frequent sense ‘desire’ here, ‘in the presence of his desire’ might

well mean ‘ at his own desire

4, 22. Dt ‘body’ may perhaps have the sense of ‘personality’ or the like.

4, 26. Lit. ‘mourning is thine among a million’
;
the absence of any suffix speaks against

Q being a writing of snyt as in 5, 3.

5, 2. 9' should be supplied before hub ;
on this verb see TT b. v, 137.

5, 3. The sense demands that n should be regarded as an abbreviation of snyt ‘en-

tourage’ rather than as 7̂^ ‘circuit’.—The ‘Bed Ones’ are Seth and his confederates.

5, 6. For hell ‘to oppress’ written with the water-determinative (taken over from lich

‘to moisten’) cf. also Bee. de Trav. 4,131. This sentence and 5, 7, which describe the ‘ evil’

mentioned in 5, 5, form a jiarenthesis inserted between that sentence and 5, 8, which

continues the description of the fate of a rebel.

5, 7. See note on 2, 20; hb is lit. ‘sent’, and is probably the correct reading, as Ju ‘fall’

is usually intransitive. For the idea of the sky falling to the earth compare the threat

of Neith*^ ‘Do not do these great acts of wickedness, else I will bo angry and the sky shall

crash to the earth’, Homs and Seth, 3, 2-3.—For the writing of 5/ /zr ‘ground’ c/. Amenemope.

1,13.

5, 8. This sentence continues on from 5, 5 after the parenthesis. The choice of preposition

in msb m hbt is unusual, r being customary after the verb in this sense, as in 5, 9, but compare

m hbt again in 5, 16.

5, 11. For ‘ to protect ’ as transitive verb cf. 7, 14 ;
Israel Stela, 15. 17.

5, 13. is to be read simply nmi, this writing being due to confusion of ui

and a in New Kingdom hieratic; compare Moller, Hier. Pal ii, no. 343 in its simpler form
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with no. 393. Since in late hieratic these two signs are quite distinct the one from the other

(see Molier, op. cit. iin nos. 343, 393), the presence of this writing suggests that the history

of the text extends back at least to the period of the later Empire. For nmi used of traversing

the sky of. Pijr. §§ 543a ;
749c : Budge, Book of the Dead (1898 ed.), Text 9, 6, and for the read-

ing oithe next word as n{u')t ‘ sky’ rather than nnt ‘ lower heaven ’

cf. the note on 2, 20 and

compare the above-mentioned passage, Pijr. § 543a.

5,

14. For the transitive use of hn cf. Wh. iii, 287.—The word nvty written is

possibly to be identified with ^ ‘room in a temple’, op. cit. i, 5.

5,

IS. St’k hh nu/‘k ‘thy place where men seek to see thee’ is lit. ‘thy place of seeking to

see thee'.

5,

20. Pdlt VI ‘being scattered through’ is lit. ‘being placed in’. The allusion is to the

murder and subsequent dismemberment of Osiris.—For hp ‘to inherit’ ej. Gardiner,

Inscription of Mes, p. 18, n. 38.

5, 24. is doubtless to be read simply as one word, the last two signs having been

added from the more usual phonetic writing 6*

5, 25. For the sense of /pd cf. Wb. i, 9.

5, 2b. Sip ‘pain’ in metaphorical sense only here; on the true meaning of this word see

Dawson in JEA 20. 185.

6, 1. For icsh cf. ‘bull’ Wb. i, 373; the word here is shown, hoAvever, to be

feminine by the parallel 14, 27, which substitutes vi tp Jmt ‘on the head of the woman’;

the allusion is doubtless to Isis in both cases.

6, 7. Compare the epithet applied to Osiris in 9, 1.

6,

9. For ps‘S read ps'S sij with reflexive object-pronoun ;
compare Pijr. §§ 580c; 825a.

6, 11. This passage is obviously corrupt, but the fern, suffixes undoubtedly refer to Nut,

as in the sentences which precede and follow.

6, 13. The ‘loneliness’ is that of death, broken by Osiris’ restoration to life and to his

former companions.

6, 14. in this case is not for met ‘sky’ but for 7int ‘lower heaven’, whither

Osiris went at death and whence he returned at his resurrection.

b, 17. Since the ‘opening of the West’ is apparently a metaphor for death, the sense

demands the emendation nn is r trf as 1. 15; cf. also 2, 4; this view is confirmed by the

association of the expression svi nn me ‘depart untimely’ with this context both here in

b, 18 and above in 1, 14. To render ‘who opened the West at due season’, which would have

to mean ‘rose again’, accords ill with the context.

b, 25. The peculiar expression r prP ‘thy back to thine house’ perhaps envisages

Osiris as standing in front of his shrine or temple ;
it occurs again below, 11, 21.

b, 27. The change to the 1st pers. sing, marks the opening of a solo by Isis in which she

^ings of her adventures while hiding Avith the infant Horus in the Delta swamps.

7, 3. unknown to the Wb., but Gardiner suggests that it may be a writing

of ‘ darkness’. The dative mn ‘for us’ is unexpected and its position after the adverb

is abnormal.

7,

4. The parallel 12, 10-11 substitutes hpr for ir. The preposition r has been omitted

after pt; cf. 12, 10.

7,5. For sfh in the sense of separation compare ‘ I am provided Avith the efflux AAdiich

AVint forth from Osiris and I shall never be separated from it’, Budge,

]p}ok of the Dead (1898 ed.), Text, 380, 14,

7,

8. is probably to be understood as on AAffiich see Wb. i, 238. With tnm lenet
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compare ^ ‘confusing the Avavs of those who rebel against him’, Metier-

nichf 248; Gardiner has called my attention also to

‘these ways are all in confusion to-day’, Avritten on a plan of a kind of maze on the bottoms

of M.K. Avooden coffins, e.cj, BSC, 400 (unpublished).

7,

10. ‘A city Avhich has no ramparts’ is doubtless a hyperbolic Avay of describing Isis’

undefended hiding-place in the Delta SAA’amps.

7,

15, S'p-kmv is apparently a compound noun, judging by the position of pic; see also

7nt-lxnw ‘evil renoAAm(?) ’ 10, 15.

7,

18. Tniv, despite the determinatiA'e, can yield a sense only if regarded as the word

for ‘number’. To translate as Anany', ‘a number’, is rather a precarious expedient, but no

better alternatiA'e offers itself. In this and the next tAAO sentences Ave appear to haA^e

allusions to some mythical story concerning the childhood of Horus.

7, 19. Hric he (= r) tj, lit. ‘ faces against the male

'

; the sense is doubtless that of hostility,

but it is not clear Avhy the plural Ip'ic has been used.

7,

20. The allusion to ‘the Chief Justice’ is obscure, but ju'obably Thoth is meant.

7,

23. For the use of mnet compare perhaps ‘tears(?)’ 3, 3; the context

demands a Avord Avith the sense of ‘sorroAv’ or the like.

7,

24. The suffix 1st plur. indicates that Xephthys is again bearing a part.

7, 25. <?i9i is the pronominal form of the preposition hr, see note on 2, 1.

8, 3. Isis speaks alone once again.

8,

10. An utterly obscure sentence and a conjectural translation.

8,

11. To Avhat does tp srf, here translated ‘headdress’, refer? Is it to the Atf'J-

croAAm ?

8, 12. The translation is clear, but the connexion AAUth the context is not obAuous
;
possibly

the scribe has skipped a portion of his text.

8,

16. An ol)scure god Hnic occurs Pielil, liiscr, Jiier. i, 84, 3; pr hnic may, liOAAeAei,

refer to the shrine of the sacred bark of Sokar, cj. Bull. 13, 82.

8,

21. The duet is noay resumed until 9, 8.

8,

24. The absence of any antecedent for the feminine suffix again suggests a scribal

omission; the reference is presumably to Osiris mother Xut. Ihe passage recalls 1 yr.

§§ 1967; 1969c.

8, 26. On up ht ‘ who opened the Avomb * see 8ethe's comment in his Dramaiischc Texte. 30.

9, 1. Compare 6, 7.

9,

9. The suffix 1st sing. sIioavs that Isis is noAv singing alone.

9,

13. At this point the chief lector comes in AA'ith a hymn to Osiris. On the exjiression

c/. MeL ilaspero i, 345.

9,

17. The sense of icp-s is quite obscure, unless it refers to the opening of the AAomb, cj.

aboA^e 8, 26 ; 9, 15.
^ i i

9,

19 0 is quite incomprehensible unless
gj

‘second be re>tored after it, in aa

I

nch case

one might ^nder ‘second stanza’, although a rubric would not be expected so soon alter

the commencement of the utterance, bince the following word is written o\er an erasine

it is possible that has been inadvertently left standing; at any rate a good sense can

be obtained only l)y ignoring it.
,

9 90 Since the suffix in tp-sn has no antecedent it is clear that some corruption has

occurred; here, again, it seems probable that the scribe has skipped one or more lines.

Judging from the next sentence it seems fairly clear that the suffix sn refers to the two sisters

Isis and Nephthys.
. . ^

•

9,

21. On see Sethe, Dramat. Texte, 205. The determinative suggests that this
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word has reference to the disarray of the hair of the mourning women in funeral scenes; c/.

Davies-Gardiner, Tomh of Amenemliet, PL 24.— appears also to have reference

to displacement of the hair, though whether we should read msbb snic or simply msbb with

det. is uncertain; neither usage is known to the Wb,

9.

22. ‘Onnophris' in a cartouche; so also in 16, 20.

9,

25. For the sense of pric iic {= pric r) compare prw hr ‘more than', Gardiner, Notes

on , Sinuhe, 44.

9, 26. before s^nh is probably to be understood as the preposition r.

9, 28. Probably supply n after hipiv, With this passage compare ‘A boon which the king

gives to Amun lord of the Thrones of the Two Lands. Ee^-Harakhte, the Ennead which is

in Xekhen and the gods who are in their shrines

that they may give their offerings of the tree of life and their provisions in the necro-

polis to the soul of Djehuti', Urk. iv, 130, 14-131, 2.

10, 2. The group reads rs-icd^. For the hieratic form see also von Bergmann, Buck
vom Durchicandeln in Eingkeitj 1. 51 (transcription on p. 19), and for an account of this deity

see Bee, de Trnv. 37, 62.“

10,

3 ff. Osiris is here identified vdth the sun.

10, 6. For the sense of ntk as indicating possession rather than identity compare 10, 23,

where it occurs in parallelism with = older ivk hnij 10, 24.

10. 7. For the n before hbi read doubtless m as in 10, 13.

10, 9. Sm^ ‘ to darken’ is unknown to the Wb., but the context leaves little doubt that we
have here a verb from the same root as snu 'darkness

’ ; for s^h ‘to mummify ’ e/. Wb. iv, 59.

10, 10. An allusion to Horns as the winged sun-disk.

10, 13, 'In the Presence’ presumably refers to Osiris.

10, 15. iMt-hiiv ‘ evil renown( 9)
’ is shown by the position of the suf&x to be a compound

noun: a similar formation is found in sp-hiic ‘ evil state of affairs ’

7, 15, see the note thereon.

10, 16. It is difficult to account for the feminine demonstrative tiaj, since nkn is a

masculine noun. Probably it is to be regarded simply as an error for pivy.

10, 17. For the wuj-shiij priest cf. also Piehl, Inscr. hier. iii, 35, 4; de Eouge, Inscr. Jiier.,

59; Brugsch, Diet, geog., 1375.

10, 21. At the end of the line restore — u cf. 10, 7. 13.

10, 23. On the sense of ntk see note on 10, 6 ;
for read either

or simply c

clearly a writing of older nE hnij ‘thine is‘, Gardiner, Eg. Gramm.,

§ 114, 4; this writing occurs again 11, 4. 5.

10, 25. Hr{t) tp‘k is the uraeus worn by the god; the fern, gender of is indicated
by the suffix s in nsrt-s 10, 26.—The preposition hr should be supplied before hn.

10, 2/. The suffix
, , ,

in this passage shows that the two priestesses are now joining in.

10, 2S. For ip dr to recover the senses’ cf. Lacau, Texies rel, 12, 7. Just as Osiris dies
at sunset {cf. 10, 9), so is he resurrected in full possession of his faculties at the next dawn.

11, 2. (3n this passage cf. Gardiner, Admonitions, 89; Gunn, Syntax, 5, n. 6.

11,6, The translation of this sentence is doubtful. For the rendering of macy as ‘ sorrow

’

compare nuid ‘tears(9)’ 3, 3; see also 7, 23.

11,8. Emend either Idysn or, less probably, hr hh.

11,

9. I am quite unable to translate this sentence,

11,19. A fresh duet now commences.

^ Emend
I

“ I owe these references to Mr. H. W. Fairman.
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13911,

21. For the expression srk r jyr-l: see also li, 25, with the note thereon.

11, 25. Emend dr-k he irr n rphjd: as 5, 4; on the corruption di or rdl for dr see my note
on Sallier II, 2, 10 in Griffith Studies, 72.

12, 9. The suffix 1st sing, marks a new solo by Isis.

12,

10-11. Compare 7, 4. which, however, has ir instead of hpr,

12,

12. Hb is probably simply a writing for luh in a sense similar to 5, 7.

12,

15. For probably since the sense seems to demand a

participle referring to Uw Jpnui,

12,

10. For hb see above on 12, 12.

12,

19. On this use of hnm see Wb, iii, 380, 17.

12, 21. A parenthetic execration.

13, 2. The group after is inexplicable unless we assume that the scribe has
omitted some word or words before it.

13,

5. For the sense of ^ of, Wb. in, 2SS, 1, if it be not simply an error for hnd.

13,

11. The group^
- g a; is presumably a confusion of in i and -X.

13,

13. The plural suffix
'

shows that the duet with Xephthys is now resumed.

13,

14. It is not clear to whom refers; perhaps one should emend to
^

.

13,

IS. is probably identical with n. 10)2.

13, 25. For the sense of icr here see note on 4, 13.-^For ^ read

13,26. Mdbn hn is an obscure expression to which attaches a strong suspicion of cor-

ruption; the translation ‘ between( ?) ' is merely a conjecture based on the use of the noun
dbn for a person's entourage, TF^. v, 436.

14, 2. Ir lull: is probably equivalent to older Ir ndc ‘act on behalf of, help, theek

14,

12. The meaning of the word Ihij is quite obscure
;
it can hardly have any connexion

with
I i

darken Pijr. § 393u ;
the determinative suggests that a verb is intended,

but there is no word of this reading which suits this context.

14,

13. The reading of the first sign as B/b^ is not certain, as the name of this god is

usually written not with the double crown but with the white crown only, c.g. Urk. v, 151,

14.

16; 153, 3; Budge, Book of the Dead (1898 ed.). Text, 133, 9; on the other hand, the

reading Byfey suits the context, since this being occasionally appears as hostile to the dead:

c/. Budge, op. cit,, 260, 11 .—M sphic is lit. ‘in the lasso’: the determinatives of the noun
‘lasso’ have been taken over from the corresponding verb, cf. Wb. iv, 105.

14,

16. The sense seems to demand the reading rather than and my published

transcription should be emended accordingly; a place-name is much more likely than a

wwd for ‘hour’. The place-name in question is perhaps identical with the locality DDivt

mentioned in Pijr. §§ 734c: 1668rt : 1993c, with which Horus is closely associated.

14,

23. Emend nfr'k into m>^>^ nfr’k: the literal translation ‘to see thee and thy

beauty’ is too harsh to be acceptable.

14, 24. For the transitive use of hri see TF5. in, 146, top : but om^ would expect the fol-

lowing preposition to be r rather than ni.

15, 2. On the archaic use oi dr as a preposition of place see Sethe, Dramat. Texte. 24.

15,

13. is probably simply a writing for tj ‘male’, combining the abbrevia-

tion with the full writing of the word : the emendation suggested in my
textual note on this passage is less likely, since it involves the repetition of the word for

‘male’, and should therefore not be adopted.

15, 14. ‘ The myrrh which comes forth of itself' is perhaps ladanum, which is an aromatic

resinous exudation from certain plants; on the possible association of this substance with

Osiris cf. Newberry in JEA 15, 86 ff.

T
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15, ‘20. The significance of the term niM is quite obscure; the determinatives ^ suggest

that there has been some confusion vith mktr ‘ fortress ‘ migclol Wb. ii, 164. Perhaps the

group transcribed by me as
^

should be read ® though our ignorance of the meaning of

the v’ord makes the reading uncertain. In any case, it is clearly intended for an epithet of

Osiris. In Wh. ii, 162 the Avord is read ^T^ULl ?
.

j
,,
which is also palaeographically

possible, but no suggestion is made as to its real meaning.—

w

is a late writing of the

old expression for other examples see JEA 3, 242.

15, 22. On ‘lapis-lazuli' as a description of hair which is glossy black in colour cf.

Oardiner, Chester Beatty Papyri No. i, 30, n. 3, in its continuation on the foot of p. 31.

Probably the term ‘turquoise’ also applied to Osiris’ hair in 15, 21 has a similar sense.

15, 23. [ e is a late writing of r-hr

;

with this passage compare Jmv tpp in hshdAhose

things which are on thine head are lapis-lazuli’, 16, 1.

15, 24. On hb ‘iron’ see Wainwright in JEA 18, 6 ff.

15, 25. Compare Harris mag, pap., 4, 9.

16, 1. Compare he. cit.

16, 2. The ‘god who went forth from' Geb is of course Osiris, who according to Helio-

politan theology was his son.

16, 23. Compare ‘Lord of Understanding, authorita-

tive utterance is on his mouth', Cairo hymn to Amiin, 4, 5.

16, 29. Geb as earth-god breaks open Osiris' tomb in the earth that he may rise again

16, 30. The sufiix sn ‘they’ presumably refers to those who are in the Netherworld.



GLAZED WAEE IN EGYPT, INDIA, AND MESOPOTAMIA

By a. LUCAS

I. Glazed Ware in Egypt

The sequence which at present obtains for glazed ware from ancient Egypt is—first, glazed

steatite from the Badarian civilization d second, glazed powdered quartz (faience) from
the predynastic period, sequence date 31,^ a number of variants of which came in later;

third, glazed solid quartz, also from the predynastic period, but sequence date 48,- and
fourth, glazed pottery from the Arab period. This sequence, however, is liable to be upset

at any time by fresh discoveries, and the natural sequence would seem to be—first, glazed

solid quartz, which is the most likely to have been discovered accidentally and to have
formed the starting-point for glazed ware (see p. 154) ;

second, glazed quartz powder, tht‘

powdering and moulding, or other shaping, of quartz being an ingenious method of avoiding

the cutting of such a hard stone; third, glazed bteatite, which is merely the substitution

of a natural soft stone, that can easily be carved, for a hard stone that can only be cut with

difficulty; and fourth, glazed pottery. It seems highly probable, however, that at a very

early date attempts were made to glaze pottery, which would have made it not only decora-

tive but also impermeable to liquids, a very desirable property, but any such attempts

must have ended in failure, since the only glaze known was an alkaline one, which will not

adhere to ordinary clay ware, the lead glaze that will adhere not having been discovered

until much later.^

The various kinds of glazed ware enumerated will now be described in order of sequence.

A. Glazed Steatite

The earliest glazed material of any kind known from ancient Egypt is steatite, beads

of which were very plentiful in the Badarian civilization. Brunton, who found them,

suggests that they 'can hardly have been made locally’.'^ This of course may be so, but it

should not be forgotten that steatite is found in Egypt, and that there is a deposit at Gebel

Fatira less than 100 miles from El-Badari, slightly to the south-east between the Nile and

the Bed Sea. Another occurrence of steatite is at Hainr, near Aswan, where there is evidence

of ancient working, and a third in Wadi Giilan, opposite Gulan Island, north of Ras Benas

on the Red Sea coast.

Steatite is a massive form of talc, and consists of hydrated magnesium silicate; it can

easily be cut with a knife, or scratched with the finger-nail, its hardness on Mohs’ scale

being only 1. Its specific gravity is 2*7 to 2*8
; it is usually white or grey in colour, though

occasionally smoke-black.

Steatite is a very suitable material for carving into small objects such as amulets, beads,

scarabs (the greater proportion of which are of steatite), small statuettes, and small vases,

^ G. Brunton and G. Caton-Thompson, The Badarian Civilisation, 27, 28, 41.

- Petrie, Prehistoric Egypt, 42.

^ Occasionally pottery was coated with an ordinary resin varnish. The few specimens examined have

all been from the Eighteenth D^masty.

^ G. Brunton and G. Caton-Thompson, op, cit., 41.
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not only on account of its softness and the consequent ease with which it can be cut, but

also because it is fine-grained. It possesses a further quality that makes it satisfactory

as a base for glazing, namely, infusibility, and not only may it be heated without decomposi-

tion or fracture, but the heating, by dehydrating it, causes it to become hard enough to

scratch glass.

^

Glazed steatite continued in use until the ‘Arab age’,^ but glazed scarabs of this

material are still being made by the modern forgers of antiquities at Kurnah.

B. Faience

Two years ago the writer published an account of Egyptian faience from the point of

view of its composition and method of manufacture.^ Since then he has done a considerable

amount of additional work on the subject, the results of which he ventures to think may be

of value in giving more precision to what was known previously, and in providing solutions

of certain problems previously left unsolved. The work has been largely analytical and
experimental, but has included inquiries into modern methods of glazing, with visits to

works, and also an investigation of the present day Egyptian methods of making forged

faience, with visits to workshops,^ at some of which specimens of the materials employed

were obtained, which were subsequently analysed.

By ‘Egyptian faience' is meant glazed quartz frit (powdered quartz) ware. ‘Glazed

siliceous ware', suggested by Burton,^ is too vague, since it would include glazed siliceous

pottery. The term ‘glazed pottery' often used to describe Egyptian faience is entirely

wrong and misleading, pottery being ware made from clay, shaped while wet and then

hardened by baking. The term ‘glaze’ sometimes used is also wrong, and it would be just

as reasonable to call a varnished object ‘varnish’ as to call a glazed object ‘glaze’. Faience

may be classified into ordinary faience and a number of variants, all of which may now
be described.

Ordinary Faience

Typical Egyptian faience consists of a body material (core) coated wdth a vitreous,

alkaline glaze, and it ranges in date from predynastic times® to as late as the fourteenth

century a.d. (see p. 150).

Body Material.

This is always granular, generally friable and often very friable, though sometimes
hard, and usually very finely divided, but occasionally comparatively coarse. It is fre-

quently Avhite, or practically white, in colour, but sometimes tinted brown, grey, or yellowish

and occasionally very slightly blue or green."

1 See also H. C. Beck, Sofes on Glazed Stones, Part I, Glazed Steatite, in Ancient Egypt and the East,

1934, 69-75. - Petrie, op. cit. 42. ^ Lucas, Ancient Egyptian Materials and Industries (1934), 100-15.
^ Por help in this matter the writer is specially indebted to Mr. A. R. Callender, who arranged introduc-

tions to several of the forgers, and to Ahmed Effendi Fakhrv, Inspector of the Department of Antiquities
at Luxor, who has made a special study of the subject, the results of which he placed freely at the writer’s

disposal, and who also supplied for analysis specimens of some of the materials used. The forgers naturally
sometimes employ materials and methods that were not available anciently. The experiments, analyses
and tests mentioned in this article Avere made by the present wTiter except Avhere otherwise stated.

^ M . Burton, Ancient Egyptian Ceramics, in Journal, Royal Society of Arts 60 (1912), 596.
® Petrie, Prehistoric Egypt 42.

' This is friable and not the hard blue or green body material described later as Variant D; it has been
noticed from the XVIlIth Dynasty.
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MB.iiy hiindr0ds, and probably thousands, of spociinons of ordinary faionco haye boon
examined, but no useful purpose would bf^ seryed by giving the dotails'^of them all, though
the colour of the body material of a few may be recorded. Thus, forty-one specimens from
the First and becond Dynasties, now in the Cairo Jiuseum, which are important because
they belong to a comparatiyely early period in the history of the material, are as follows:

Colour of Core Xamber Per cent.

^>^y white .... 8 20
Hrey ..... 3 7

Slightly yellow. 11 27
Light to dark brown^ 19 46

41 100

The Third-Dynasty small blue tiles from the Step Pyramid at bakkarah and from the
adjoining large tomb haye a yery line white core

;
a numljer of j^ieces of inlay from the palace

at El- Amarnah (Eighte*-‘nth Dynasty) haye a coarse white core ; the Aineteenth-to-
Twentieth Dynasty specimens from Kantir* haye a coarse brown core; of IS CTraeco-Poman
specimens from the Fayyfim 12 haye a white, or practically white, core, 5 haye a brown core

and one a grey core, and 4 specimens of Islamic faience haye a yery white core.

The body material, whether tine or coarse, is seen when examined microscopically to

consist of sharp, angular grains of quartz, without any visilde admixture of other sulistaiice.

Only yery few chemical analyses of this material can lie traced, and of these many aia^

unsatisfactory because no particulars of the kind or date of the specimens are giyen, while

in some instances the material analysed was manifestly not ordinary faience but one of the

yariants. The following analyses may be giyen:

1 2 3 4 5 0
O ' 0 ' 0/ 0 ' 0 ' O '

/ o /o . o /o ' o / o

Silica ..... 94-0 94-2 99-6 94-7 94-2

Alumina ..... 1-8 0-6 1-9 0-6

Oxide of iron .... 0-9 1-6 0-3
j

0-3 )l.4
Lt)

Lime ..... 20 1*7 LG 0-3 1-7 1-7

Magnesia ..... M IS 0-1 1-8 LS
Alkalies ..... 0-3 M 0-4

Xot determined 0-1 U-S 0-1

100*1 100-0 100-0 100-2 100-0 llMJ'O

Xos. 1, 2, 3. W. Burton. Ancient Egyptian Ceramics. in Journal. Poijal Society of Arts 60 (191 2), 594.

Xo. 4. XIXth Dynasty; analysed by the 'Nmter.

Xo. o. XIXth-XXth D\Tiasty; analysed by the Avriter.

Xo. 6. XXlInd Dynasty, L. Franc het, Cenitnique ptiwitive. 41.

For the white body material only three origins seem i)ossible, namely, powdered

quartz rock, powdered rock crystal, or powdered white quartz pebbles, from all of which

a material practically identical with the ancient material has ])een prepared by tine grinding.

^ The colour siit^^tjcsts the use of powdered sand or sandstone.

- M. Hamza, Excavations of the Dept, of Anti(piiti€i< at Qantir {Faqus District), in Serv. 30 (1930),

31-68.
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At least one of the modern forgers of faience uses both powdered quartz rock and powdered

rock crystal.

For the brown, grey, and yellowish body material, powdered sand, sandstone, or flint

seem likely, the colour being due to natural impurities in the material employed.

Glaze.

The glaze, which is most frequently coloured blue, green, or greenish-blue, but is some-

times yiolet, white, yellow, or of two or more colours,^ is what is termed an ‘alkaline’ glaze,

and consists of glass: chemically it is essentially a sodium-calcium-silicate or a potassium-

calcium-silicate without any lead compound,^ Only one complete analysis of the glaze, of

which sufficient details are giyen to make it certain that the specimen was from ordinary

faience, can be traced
;
it is as follows

:

o/
/o

Silica ..... 75*6

Alumina .... 0’8

Oxide of iron . . . . 0-8

Lime ..... 3*8

^Magnesia .... 0-7

Potash ..... 10-7

Soda ..... 0'6

Oxide of lead ... nil

Oxide of copper . . . 1-8

Oxide of manganese . . 0-3

1004

Blue colour; Roman period, from Dima (Fayyum)

;

analysis by J. Clifford, F.I.C., for the WTiter.

From the results of the analysis it is eyident, first, that not only is the glaze glass but

it is of similar composition to the ancient glass, except that the proportion of lime (calcium

oxide) is lower and that of silica higher than is usual in the ancient glass
;
and second, that

the colour, like that of much of the glass, is due to a copper compound. The large amount
of potash and the small amount of soda present show that the alkali employed for this

particular glaze was plant ashes and not natron.

A partial analysis of the blue glaze on a predynastic chert or quartzite^ bead made by
Sir Herbert Jackson for Hr. Horace Beck showed that it consisted essentially of sodium
silicate, with merely a trace of calcium, coloured with a copper compound.'^ In this instance,

since the alkali was soda, the source of it must haye been either natron or the ashes from
special plants grown near salt water (see p. 152).

Brongniart states'^ that the glaze of Egyptian faience was examined by Buisons,

Laurent, Halaguti, and Salyetat, and that it consists of silica and soda coloured with
a copper compound. Franchet also says® that it consists of a compound of silica and soda.

Faience with Extra Layer (Variant H)

Occasionally, instead of there being only two layers of material, namely an inner core

coated with glaze, there is also an additional layer between the core and the glaze. This

1 Black and red faience are described on pp. 145-6. ^ ^qt the reason for emphasizing this see p. 149.

It is called both chert and quartzite.

^ H. C, Beck. Xoies 07i Glazed Stones, Part II, Glazed Quartz, in Ancient Egypt and the East, 1935, 23.
A. Brongniart, Traite des arts ceramiques ou des poteries i, 506.

® L. Franchet, Ceramique primitive, 92,
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extra layer was first pointed out by Eeisner,^ whose description of it is the only one that

I can trace. Any generalization with respect to the prevalence of this special layer would

be dangerous without the examination of more specimens of faience of different kinds and

dates than usually fall to the lot of any individual to handle, more especially as it is only

with broken objects (which generally are not to be found on exhibition in museums) that

its presence or absence can be detected; however, the writer's experience may be given.

In addition to the occurrence of this layer in the Twelfth-Dynasty faience from Kerma

described by Eeisner, it is also present in faience of the same period from Shalfak

(Sarras), also in the Sudan, specimens of both of which the writer was kindly allowed to

examine; it was not present in the forty-one specimens from the First and Second Dynasties

already mentioned on p. 143, nor in the Third-Dynasty blue tiles from Sakkrirah ;
nor in

several specimens of the Twelfth Dynasty from Lisht
;
nor in one specimen of the same date

from El-Bershah ;
and it was found only in one specimen (part of a blue-glazed tile from El-Der

el-Bahri) out of several hundreds examined from the Eighteenth Dynasty, though it was

present on several undated specimens probably from that Dynasty; it was rarely presuit

in the late material, only comparatively few examples having been found out of many

hundreds of specimens examined, these being (a) a few pi(*ces of the coarse brown-body

material found by Yahmud Eff. Hamza at Kantir {h) one lot of shiiruhti figures of Twenty-

sixth Dynasty date, and (c) two pieces of Graeco-Eoman date out of many from the T ayyum.

It was not present on four specimens from the Arab period.

The extra layer, in those in^^tances in which it has been measured (which, however,

seem typical of the rest), varied in thickness from about 0-5 mm. to aliout 2*5 mm. In a

Kerma specimen it was white on a light-grey body, and, as Eeisner states, very like planter

of Paris in appearance ;
in a Shalfak specimen it was Avhite on a light-blue body ; on the

Eighteenth-Dynasty tile mentioned it was white on a faintly blue-tinted body; on the

Kantir specimens it was white on a brown body; on the Twenty-sixth Dynasty sluiicahti

figures it was white on a dark-grey body, and on one of the Graeco-Eoman specinuuis it was

white on a reddish body and on the other it was white on a grey body, and in every instance

in which it has been critically examined the extra layer has consisted of very fineh pov deied

quartz, always more finely ground and more compact than the body substance. TIkic can

be little doubt that, as stated by Eeisner, the special layer was employed for the purpose

of enhancing or modifying the colour of the glaze. Thus, when a brown, grey, or yellovi^h

bodv material would have lessened or spoilt the full brilliance of a blue glaze, a thin la^ei

of a perfectlv white material was interposed between the two: sometimes, when a gieeii

glaze was required, a yellow layer was used underneath a blue glaze in order to gi\ e it a

greenish tint, and in one specimen a white layer was used undtT parts onl\ of a daik-blue

glaze in order to give to those parts a lighter colour, thus forming a light-blue pattern on a

dark-blue ground.

Blade Faience [Variant B)

Black faience is not very common; it is known, however, in the form of small beads of

early dynastic date^ (Sixth, Eighth, and Ninth Dynasties), but in some instances the glaze

was possibly originally green that has changed to black : as inlay fiom El- Amaiiiah

(Eighteenth Dynasty) and Kanfir (Nineteenth to Twentieth Dynasty) and in plaques from

the palace of Eamesses HI at Medinet Habu (Twentieth Dynasty). In the specimens

1 G. A. Eeisner, Excavations at Kerma, iv-v, 134-75. “ M. Hamza, Joe. cit.

3 Found by ]Mr. Guy Brunton (not yet aU published), and examined by the ^^Tite^. These are exclusive

of the beads of black, glassy material described by H. C. Beck in G. Brunton, Qau and Badari, n, 23, 24.
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examined (other than the beads, where the core was white) the core was either dark grey

or dark brown, and consisted of the usual powdered quartz, coloured by means of oxide

of iron. It is most probable that the oxide of iron was added intentionally, and, therefore,

that the material is a definite Vciriant.

Bed Faience {Variant C)

Very occasionally red faience is merely ordinary faience having a red glaze on a white,

or almost white, body, but only two specimens of this, both of Eighteenth Dynasty date from

El-Mmarnah, have been seen by the writer. Usually red faience is a definite variant, the

body material being red and the glaze sometimes red and sometimes having very little colour.

Petrie states that ‘Eed varying between red brick and maroon belongs to Akhenaten

and is seldom, if ever, found in the Kamesside and later times'.^ Since this was written,

however, much more red faience has been found, but so far as the writer knows, there is

none before the Eighteenth or after the Twentieth Dynasty. From the Eighteenth Dynasty

red faience occurs as beads, necklace-pendants, and inlay, such necklace-pendants and inlay

being very common from El-T\marnah, and similar necklace-pendants having been found

ill the tomb of Tutcankhamun ; from the Nineteenth Dynasty (reign of Eamesses II) and

Twentieth Dynasty (reign of Eamesses III) red faience foundation deposits are known;

(hiring the Nineteenth and Twentieth Dynasties red faience was used for beads and also

for inlay in the Eamesside palace at Kantir, and during the Twentieth Dynasty red

faience inlay was employed in plaques in the palace of Eamesses III at Medinet Hahu.

Specimens of all of the above-mentioned objects in the Cairo Museum have been examined.

Several pieces of early dynastic faience in the Cairo Museum seem at first sight to have

a red core with a blue or green glaze, but on further examination it is found that although

the surface of the core of an old break is red or reddish, this coloration is only superficial,

being apparently due to a surface oxidation of the iron compounds present, and that under-

neath the red the colour is brown, OAving possibly to the use of a broAvn sand.

With regard to the composition of the red body material, Petrie says: ‘
. .

.

for the red, a

body mixed Avith haematite and coA^ered AA'ith a transparent glaze. A number of specimens

have l)een analysed, all of AA'hich consisted of a A^ery fine, red, gritty poAvder, AAUich proA^ed

to be poAvdered quartz, coloured by means of red oxide of iron, and from a comparison of

specimens of red quartz sand poAvdered to the same degree of fineness and examined both

microscopically and chemically side by side, it is practically certain that the red body
material of the faience is not a natural red sand finely pOAvdered (AA'hich Avould gh^e a red

quartz poAvder) but an artificial mixture of quartz and red ochre, or other form of iron oxide.

Eed faience is quite distinct from the red glazed pottery of the Arab period (see p. 151).

Faience with Hard Blue or Green Body {Variant D)

This consists of a core of granular quartz, generally harder than that of ordinary faience

and sometimes very hard, tinted blue or green and ahvays coated Avith a definite and
sej)arate glaze of the same colour as the core, though usually of a lighter shade. At first

sight the colour of the core might appear to haA^e been caused by some of the glaze having
accidentally penetrated the body-material, but against this there are tAvo objections: first, that

the glaze Avould probably have been too viscous to hawe penetrated^ and, second, that if

^ Petrie, Burlington Fine Arts Club, Exh ibition of the Art ofAncient Egypt, 1805, Glassand Glazing, p. xxviii.

- Pet rie, A rts a nd Crafts of A ncient Egypt (1910), 118.
^ Sec Hv. 4370, p. 102, in Avhich case there has been penetration, e\udence of which remains: see also

p. 155, where penetration of glaze also certainly occurred.
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there had been any such penetration, it would have been greatest near the surface and would

have progressively diminished towards the centre, whereas there is no such gradation of

tint, Avhich is generally uniform throughout, though occasionally there are tiny particles

of darker-coloured blue or green material, looking like glaze, scattered through the core.

Franchet mentions this and says ‘que c’est, parfois, la glacure bleue qui a ete utilisee

et on en distingue facilement les grains dans la masse de la pate’. It seems likely, therefore,

that a little finely powdered glaze, or a powdered mixture of the glaze materials, was

deliberately mixed with the quartz, in order to make the fused object harder. Franchet

makes a similar suggestion, and says that to overcome the fragility of ordinary faience

glaze was mixed with the quartz of the body.^ Although any admixed glaze would also

act as a binder, it could only function in this capacity after the firing, and in the case of

non-moulded objects the usual adhesive would still be required in order to enable the

material to be shaped and glazed. Another possibility is that specimens of faience, accidentally

damaged during making, or imperfect from other causes, may have been ground up, body

and glaze together, to make a new body material. This variant of faience is generally

attributed to the Twenty-sixth Dynasty but is probably as early as the Twentieth Dynasty.

In addition to the examination of a large number of specimens with a lens, twelve examples

have been examined microscopically.

Several analyses of what, from the description and from the results ()l)tained, are almost

certainly this material may be given:

1
0 '

/ o

2
0 /
o

'J

0 ^

/ o

4
0 '

. o

Silica 94-4 92-3 93-9 95-3

Alumina . 2*4 M 1-0 1-6

Oxide of iron . 0-2 0-3 0-1 0-4

Lime 1-3 0-6 1-7 1-7

^Magnesia

.

Alkalies^ L2 2.5 2-4 0-6

Oxide of copper^ . OA 0-8 0-8 0-4

Oxide of manganese .
2-4

100-0 100-0 99-9 100-0

"So. 1. Sakkarah: Saite period.

No. 3. Sakkarah: Saite period.

No. 2.

No. 4.

Thebes : XXth Dynasty.

Sakkarah: Ptolemaic pei

Analyses by H. Le Chatelier, Co)t}ptes iitn<his^ 1880, 120 (12), 477-80; quoted by J, Llorcns 1. Artij^as,

Les pastes ceramiques i els esitudts hlnus de Tantic Egipte, Barcelona, 1022.

() InanabstractofLeChatelier'spaperin Soc. CJittn. Indudni, 1800, 1020, the alkali is called soda.

() The presence of oxide of copper indicates that these materials wt*re coloured with a copper compound

and, therefore, were almost certainly faience with a hard blue core, tliat is to say, A ariant D.

Glassy Faience (Variant E)

A further step in the evolution of faience resulted in the production of a material which,

although manifestly derived from the variant of faience just considered (^ ariant 1)), does

not come within the definition of faience given and, thereforta strictly speaking, is not

faience at all, since it does not consist of a body material coated with a separate glaze, but

is entirely homogeneous in composition throughout, without any separate coating of glaze,-

1 L. Franchet (a) Rapport sur une mission en Crete et en Egypte, 116; (6) CeramKiue prunitii'e, 42, 101.

- Sometimes it is very difficult to be certain whether there is a thin separate glaze or not and to know

into which class, Variant D or Variant E, to place a particular specimen.

U
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though the outside is generally, but not always, glossy. This also is attributed to the

Twenty-sixth Dynasty. Thus Petrie says: ‘In the XXYIth dynasty there is a beautiful

hard stoneware, apparently made by mixing some glaze with the body, enough to fuse it

together into a solid mass throughout.'^

An analysis of what, from the description, appears to be this material may be given:

0 '

, o

SiHca 88-6

Alumina . . . . 1*4

Oxide of iron . . . 0-4

Lime . . . . . 2*1

Soda ..... 0*8

Copper oxide . . , . 1*7

100*0

Analysis by H. Le Chateber, Compfes rendus, 1899, 129 (7), pp. 387-8; quoted in Journ. Soc. Chem.
Industry, 1899, 917.

In the English translation the specimen is stated to be a funeral statuette, and the material hard,

translucent, of a pale blue colour and undoubtedly porcelain.

As may be seen from the following tabular statement, beginning with ordinary faience,

passing to the Variant D, then to the phase called by the writer Variant E, and finally to

ordinary glass, the proportion of silica gradually becomes less, while that of the alkalies

increases. The figures are:

1 o o 4 6

Ordinary

Faience Variant D Variant E Glass Glass
o/
/o

0 /
/ 0

o/
/o

o/
/'O V/o

Silica 95-2 94-0 88*6 62*2 60-9

Alkalies 0*3 1-7
,

0*8 19*9 i 28-7

Xo. 1. Mean of 6 analyses (see p. 77). Xo. 2. Mean of 4 analyses p. 81.

Xo. 3. Analysis above on this page.

Xo. 4. Mean of 24 analyses: see my Ancient Egyptian Materials and Industries, 421.
Xo. 5. Mean of 13 analyses: see op. cit., 419.

A number of specimens of this material have been examined. Under the microscope it

is seen to be very granular and to consist of what, for want of a better term, may be called

imperfect glass, that is glass in which there is too small a proportion of alkali to combine
with all the quartz, so that on tiring there has been incomplete fusion, with the result that
a considerable proportion of the quartz grains remain uncombined and embedded in a
matrix of glass.

Since this material is certainly not faience, and is equally certainly a kind of glass,

though not normal glass, to call it ‘glassy faience' or ‘imperfect glass' seems to describe
its nature and composition better than any other name that has been suggested.

Faience Variant F
Egyptian faience consists, as already shown, of a powdered quartz base coated with an

alkaline glaze, and this continued to be made certainly as late as the fourteenth or fifteenth

^ Petrie, op. cit., 116.
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century a.d. (see p. 150). At a late period, the exact date of which is not certain, but is

probably about the Twenty-second Dynasty (see p. 150), a new glaze was introduced, which

contained a lead compound and which was occasionally applied to a powdered quartz base,

and for a considerable period the two different glazes were used concurrently, both on a

powdered quartz base, the older alkaline glaze, however, being by far the commoner of

the two. At a later date the alkaline glaze was also occasionally employed on a very siliceous

pottery base, that is to say on a base of burnt clay ware containing a large proportion of

quartz, and lead glaze was commonly used on ordinary pottery (ordinary burnt clay

ware).

Thus there were three different bases, namely powdered quartz, highly siliceous clay,

and ordinary clay, and two glazes, an alkaline glaze and a lead glaze. Five different e(mi-

binations of these are possible and were made, namely (a) an alkaline glaze on powdered

quartz, that is to say ordinary faience
;
(h) an alkaline glaze on highly siliceous burnt clay

ware (glazed siliceous pottery), which does not come within the definition of faience and

will be considered later; (c) a lead glaze on powdered quartz, which is a variant of faience

(Variant F), and will now be described; (d) a lead glaze on highly siliceous burnt clay ware

(glazed sihceous pottery) and (e) a lead glaze on ordinary burnt clay ware (glazed pottery).

An alkahne glaze was not employed on ordinary burnt clay ware Ijecause, as explained by

BurtonA ‘ Such glazes are very uncertain in use, and can only be applied to pottery unusually

rich in silica {i,e. deficient in clay). Consequently these alkaline glazes cannot be used on

ordinary clay wares, and when they have ]jeen used successfully, the clay has always b(^en

coated with a surface layer of highly siliceous substance (e.g. the so-called Persian, Pihodian,

Syrian, and Egyptian pottery of the early Middle Ages).' A lead glaze, on the other hand,

is very satisfactory on ordinary burnt clay ware (pottery).

As to the date of the first use of a lead glaze on any base there is a considerable difference

of opinion. Thus Burton states that ‘ The fact that glazes containing lead oxide would

adhere to ordinary pottery when alkaline glazes would not was discovered at a very early

period, for lead glazes were extensively used in Egypt and the nearer East in Ptolemaic times,

and it is significant that, though the Piomans made singularly littk* use of glazes of any kind,

the pottery that succeeded theirs, either in western Europe or in the Byzantine empire,

was generally covered with glazes rich in lead'.^ Petrie- says: ‘
, lead is essential with

iron for the Ptolemaic apple-green.' P. L. Hobson state^^ that ‘Lead glaze has })een freely

used on late Roman pottery.' Dalton states that ‘Pottery with a lead glaze is thought to

have been first made in the first century b.c., when it appears on various sites at Alexandria,

Tarsus in Asia Minor and in the Allier district of Gaul' Walters says :

‘ In the first camtury

B.c. a new development may be observed in the introduction of a metallic, probably leaden,

glaze used for coating clay objects in place of a slip or alkaline glaze Harris(^n states that

‘ The first really satisfactory surface glass for use in pottery was what is called a lead glazie

known in Mesopotamia at any rate as early as GOO b.c.'.® Sidney Smith illustrates ‘Glazed

ware of Babylonia and Assyria in the period 1000-600 b.c.'," but neither the nature of the

body material, nor of the glaze, is given.

1 Eiici/. Brit. 13th ed., v. Article Ceramics', 7UG.

- Ancient Egypt. 1923, 23 (Review).

3 (kiide to the Islamic Pottery of the Sear EaA. British Mubeum (1932), p. xv.

^ 0. M. Dalton, Byzanti)ic Art and Aichatohxjy (1911), COS.

3 H. B. Walters, Catalogue of Pioman Pottery in the British Museum (190S), p. xi.

® H. S. Harrison, Pots and Pans o2-3.

” Early History of Assyria, PI. xv.
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Unfortunately, owing to the confusion created by the use of ‘pottery' for faience and

also of ‘faience' for pottery, it is sometimes impossible to know whether the material is

really pottery or faience, as the case may be, especially for Islamic wares, since during the

Arab period the two kinds of ware overlap one another. The writer has tested the glaze

of a number of faience objects of different dates for lead, with the following results:

X innher

tested Aik, Glaze Lead Glaze

Illrd to XXIst Dynasties inclusive 8 8 0

XXIInd to XXXth Dynasties inclusive . 4 1 3^

Ptolemaic and Roman periods 33 29 4b

Date unkno\^'n, but before Arab period . 19 16 3c

Arab period...... 7^ 46
!

3^

71 58 13

(a) One was a ram-headed bird amidet (Cairo Museum Xo. J. 56317) of XXIInd D;vTiasty date: another

was a small statuette of a dwarf Ptah-Seker (Cairo Museum No. J. 54413) of the period XXIInd to XXVth
Djmasties: a third was an inscribed vase (Cairo Museum No. J. 55621) of the Saite period. Two were green

and one bluish-green.

(b) One was dated by ^Ir. O. Gueraud to the 3rd cent. b.c. (F. W. von Bissing, Fayencefdsse, Cat, Gen,

d ItMusee d it Ca ire, No. 1 8026) . The proportion of lead was small. The exact dates ofthe others are unknown

;

all were green.

(c) The glaze was green in tw'o cases and blue in one case.

(d) For three of these specimens the vTiter is indebted to Hussein Etfendi Bashed, Curator of the

Museum of Arab Art, Cairo, who was good enough to date all seven specimens.

(e) One 13th cent, a.d., one 14th cent. a.d. ; two 14th-15th cents, a.d.

(/) Two llth-12th cents, a.d.; one 14th-15th cents, a.d.

The thirteen specimens with a lead glaze, therefore, were faience, Variant F, the rest

being ordinary faience; the one of the Twenty-second Dynasty (945-745 b.c.) is the earliest

example of faience with a lead glaze known to the writer.

The test for lead was the ordinary one with potassium iodide, with which soluble lead

compounds give a canary-yellow precipitate of lead iodide, the glaze being first treated with

a drop of hydrofluoric acid. The technique of the test was that suggested by E. S. Hawkins

and described and used by MacAlister,^ who says: ‘The test is extremely sensitive and

beautiful and can be used on specimens without damage being done’.

C. Glazed Solid Quartz

The objects of glazed solid quartz were mostly small, such as amulets, beads, and

pendants, though a few larger objects of this material are known, for example, part of a

boat, which must have been about two feet long, but which was made in several sections,

a sphinx, and part of a lion.“ The quartz used was both quartz rock and rock crystal, and

the glaze was an alkaline one. This material continued in use certainly as late as the Twelfth

Dynasty.^

1 D. A. MacAlister, The Material of the English Frit Porcelain : VI, Lead Oxide as a Factor in Classification,

in The Burlington Magazine 54 (1929), 192-9.

“ Petrie, Preh istoric Egypt 42-3.

3 Petrie, loc. cit.; see also H. C. Beck, Notes on Glazed Stones, Part II, Glazed Quartz, in Ancient Egypt

and the East, 1935, 19-30.
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D. Glazed Pottery^

The glaze from a number of specimens of Islamic pottery of Egyptian origin- was tested

with the following results:

Eiunher

tested AlJc. Glaze Lead Glaze

Red pottery .... lo 0 15

Buff and light-brown pottery^ 18 0 18

Very siliceous pottery^ . 2 2c (J

35 2 33

(a) Twelve are siliceous and several very siliceous.

(b) One reddish, one buff.

(c) In one of these specimens the glaze has almost entirely disappeared, and the adhesion, therefore, can

never have been good. Both are 14th to loth centuries a.d.

The glaze from two specimens of Islamic ware from East at has been analysed with the

following results:

1

1
0
o

o

n '

0

fSilica 47-5 740

Alumina . 1-0 1-5

Oxide of iron . 21 2-6

Lime 61 2-4

Magnesia. 0-7 0-S

Potash . tr. 2-7

Soda 6-2 141

Oxide of tin 4-8 0-3

Oxide of lead . .
,

31-4 1-4

Oxide of mansanese . 0-2 02

;

1000
,

1000

Analvses by J. Clifford, F.I.C., in the writer's laboratory. Glaze No. 2 was originally stated to be a

salt glaze (Ancienf Egyptian Materials and Industries, 418), but it is now believed to be an alkaline glaze

containing a very small proportion of oxide of lead.

Slip

A slip=* on glazed pottery is a thin layer of a light-coloured clay sometimes applied to the

body material before glazing in order either to mask the colour of the body, so that the

glaze shall have its full colour effect, or to give a better adhesion to the glaze, in which latter-

case the slip is very siliceous. In part, and generally in large part, the function of the slip

^ Glazed pottery is only considered in connexion with the occasional late use on very siliceous pottery

of an alkaline glaze similar to that employed for faience and the general use of a lead glaze. Lustre ware is

intentionally omitted as being outside the scope of the present article.

^ This pottery, which ranges in date from the 9th cent. a.d. to the 14th-loth cents, a.d., was kindly

dated by Hussein Effendi Bashed, Curator of the iMuseum of Arab Art, Cairo, who supplied six of the

specimens.

^ French engobe.
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is analogous to that of the special layer applied to faience. A number of specimens of

glazed pottery of the Arab period were examined for slip, with the following results:

Xumber
1 examined Slip

i

i XoSlip

Red pottery .... 15 5
\

Buff and light-brown pottery 20 0 20

35 5 30

Origin of Glazixg in Ancient Egypt

There can he little doubt that glaze was first produced by accident. A number of

suggestions have been made to account for the discovery, three of which may be quoted.
Petrie saysi that it 'was invented from finding quartz pebbles fluxed by wood ashes in a
hot fire’, which evidently means that glaze was produced accidentally on quartz pebbles by
means of the alkali from the ashes of a wood fire, and that this glaze Avas copied intentionally.

Another suggestion, probably also Petrie s,^ is that ‘ it seems likely that glazing Avas deA’elo2ied

in the course of coiqier smelting. The Avood ashes of fuel AA'ould gme the alkali, and lime and
silica Avould be in the cop^ier ore. Such a coloured slag or a glass run from it on to the pebble
floor of the furnace, would then be the starting point for artificial imitations.' Elliot Smith
^nggests® that smelters aaIio AA ere extracting cornier discoA'ered in the slag of their furnaces
the secret of hoAV to make glazes for jiottery . .

.’.

All trees and plants contain mineral matter, which is left in the form of ashes Avhen the
material is burned, and all such ashes contain alkali. In the case of trees and most land
plants, this alkali consists largely of potassium carbonate, the ashes of herbs and grasses
generally being richer in this constituent than the ashes of trees and bushes. In the case
of certain plants groAving on or near the seashore, or near salt lakes, the alkali, instead of
being largely potassium carbonate, is principally sodium carbonate. The alkali, Avhether
jiotassium or sodium carbonate, is newer pure, but is ahvays associated AA'ith potassium
e>i sodium chloride and sul^ihate and calcium carbonate, together AAuth small proportions
of phosphates, silicates, magnesium carbonate, and oxide of iron.

A number of ex^ieriments were made AA’ith tAA’o lots of ashes from different sources,
ootained by burning ordinary garden refuse. A little of the ash A\’as placed on each of a
number of large flat quartz pebbles, Avhich Avere then strongly heated for about an hour
in a small electric muffle furnace giving a nominal temperature of about 1000’ P. (1832’ F.)
and in some ca>es the pebbles Avere heated a second and even a third time, again for about
an hour each time. Quartz sand Avas also covered AA’ith the ashes and strongly heated for
aliout an hour. 'iMth one lot of ashes there Avas not any glaze Avhatever, either on the pebbles
or on the sand, but with the other lot of ashes there Avere traces of a dark grey glaze on the
pebbles, but none on the sand, the dark colour being due to particles of carbon from the
ash having liecome entangled in the fused alkali. Although small variations in the results
wvre obtained Avith plant ashes from tAvo different sources, and therefore further slight
variations might be expected Avith other ashes, it seems unlikely that any very marked
glaze could be obtained in this maimer, and still more unlikely that it could be obtained
with the ashes from wood fires, since these, as already stated, contain less alkali than plant
allies. Even if it be assumed that fires Avere made continuously on the same siiot for Aveeks,

(
Alts and Crafts of Ancient Egypt (1910), 107.

- Anonymous review in Ancient Egypt, 1914, 188. ^ In the Beginning, 58.
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or months, or even years together—not entirely an unreasonalile supposition in certain

cases—any glaze formed would haye been dark-coloured and neither very noticeable nor
very attractive. The first hypothesis, therefore, fails when tested experimentally, and
it fails doubly because it also does not explain the production td the blue colour of the

earliest glaze, which is due to a copper comptuind.

The second hypothesis is equally unsatisfactory
; it assumes that the tlo(jr of a primitive

copper-smelting-furnace was accidentally covered with, or intentionally composed of, quartz

pebbles, for which there is neither evidence nor probability, and also, eitlu r that copper

blag may be blue, which it is not, or that a ])lue-coloured glass might run from it, which

I believe to ])e impossiljle, since the amount of alkali present from the a^hes of the fuel

would be quite inadequate, as is proved l>y the experiments already described. Also, ar,

already shown, any glaze formed would have been a potash glaze and not a soda glaze,

whereas the earliest glaze, so far as is known, is a soda glaze (see p. 144).

The third hypothesis is very vague, wholly unconvincing, and not supported by any
evidence or experimental data.

Also none of the hypotheses explain the production of glazed powdered quartz ( faience), or

of glazed steatite, both of which, on present evidence, w'ore earlier than glazed solid quartz.

Since, so far as is known, the earliest glaze was not a colourless one that later developed

into blue, but was blue from the first, the pro])lem to Ije solved is the manner in which an

accidental blue glaze that wais easily noticeable and sutliciently de^ira]de to be copied,

could have been produced.

As Professor Hocart says with reference to glass: ‘It is impossible to profit by a lucky

accident unless the mind has lieen prepared by a long course of thinking and experimenting.'^

The state of mind, however, that could have led to the copying (jf an accideiitel blue glaze

probably existed, namely the desire to possess lilue bea<ls, beads in thenl^elves ])eing highly

desirable, as they were supposed to possess amuletic or magical propertit s, and blue l>ea(h

being particularly desirable, as their colour had a bpecial value. Since the only Egyptian ston»'^

that could have been made into blue lieads were turquoise, which was rart* and expensive,

and aziirite, a blue ore of copper, which was also rare, not generally knijwn, and not suited

to carving, and since the imported lapis lazuli was also rare and costly, the only alternati\ e

was an artificial blue material : hence any blue glaze produced accidentally on a stone would,

sooner or later, have been noticed and copied. The essential factors for the production of

such a glaze were an alkali, copper or a cop])er compound, a stone to form a. ])ase for the

glaze, and a fire. Since, as already shown, any glaze formed on quartz })ebbles from the

alkali in the ashes of a lire of wood or ordinary plants would have been negligiblt^ in amount,

would not have been blue, and would have been a potash and not a soda glaze, this source

of alkali may be ruled out. If so, then the alkali must have beiai tather that from special

plants growing on or near the sea-shore, or near a salt lake, or else natron.

The possibility of the use of plant ashes of a particular kind containing a high proportion

of alkali in the form of sodium carbonate cannot be ign<>re(l. bince an ash containing sodium

carbonate obtained from special plants grown in certain localities bordering the ^[editer-

ranean, chiefly Spain, but also Sicily, Sardinia, and the Levant, was formerly in general

use for glass-making, the material from Spain being called Barilla and that from the Levant

Roquetta, and such plant ashes were at one time produced in Egypt for this puiqiose. Thus

in IGIO G. Sandys, when passing through the desert between Alexandria and Eosetta

saw^ ‘here and there a few unhusbanded Palmes. Capers, and a weed called KalE by the

1 A. M. Hocart, The Progress of 49. “ Samhjs Travells (hiTO), (5th ed., 90.

® Kali is probably meant.
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Arabs. This they use for feiiel and then collect the ashes which crusht together they sell

in great quantity to the Venetians; who equally mixing the same with the stones that are

brought them from Pavia, by the river of Ticinum, make thereof their crystalline glasses.’

Natron is a naturally occurring compound of sodium carbonate and sodium bicarbonate,

which in Egypt always contains sodium chloride (common salt) and sodium sulphate as

impurities; it is found plentifully in the country, chiedy in three localities, namely, the

Wadi el-Natrun. and the Beherah province in Lower Egypt, and ELKab in Upper Egypt,

the first and third of these being known and worked anciently.

Since the earliest glaze was of Badarian date on steatite, the next in chronological order

being of early predynastic date (S.D. 31) on powdered quartz, and the third, of middle pre-

dynastic date (S.D. 4S) on solid quartz, and since the alkali must have been either from
special plant ashes or from natron, the problem can l)e narrowed down to («) the manner
in which a idue glaze was formed accidentally at a period when copper smelting and copper
working were in their infancy, but when malachite was well known and largely used as an
eye-paint, and was therefore probably the source of the blue colour, and (h) to a district

either on or near the sea-shore, or near a salt lake or natron deposit, or else to a place where
special plant ashes or natron were being employed. Malachite, before being used as a

was finely ground on hard stones, often quartz^ or quartzite,“ the grinding surface

of which became coloured green in the process. In the presence of a little alkali, and if

strongly heated, such grinding-stones would have become coated with a blue glaze. This
has been proved by a number of experiments, a little malachite being rubbed on quartz
pebbles, then a little powdered natron put on, and the pebbles strongly heated, when they
became coated with a good blue glaze every time. But what was the source of the alkali?

It seems possible that the fused ashes of special plants, or natron, might have been employed
for some such 2)urpose as washing clothes or the person, and that this alkali might have been
]>roken up for use on the same stones that had been employed for grinding malachite, and
the stones afterwards strongly heated, for instance for putting into pots to boil water, or
used to form a fireplace, or employed in some other manner in connexion with fire. In any
case, whatever happened, it must have been something simple and something that occurred
many times, since one occurrence would not have been enough for the glaze to be noticed
and copied.

Method of Making Glaze

The essential ingredients of the ancient Egyptian blue glaze were an alkali, a very small
}>roportion of a copper compound for colouring purposes, a little calcium carbonate (a trace
of ‘calcium* is given in a partial analysis of a predynastic glaze (see p. 144) and 3-8% of

lime in a glaze of Eoman date fsee p. 144) ;
both of these being almost certainly present

originally as calcium carijonate, which became converted into calcium silicate during
heating), and a large proportion of silica. Since both powdered quartz and solid quartz
aiv forms of silica, and since at a high temperature silica acts like an acid and attacks and
combines with such substances as sodium carbonate, potassium carbonate, and calcium
carbonate, it seemed likely that no further silica would be required. A little silica might
aho ])e present in the alkali, since plant ashes contain this ingredient, as do also the poorer
qualities of natron; for example four specimens of natron analysed contained respectively

/Qy and 9-0^0** of quartz sand. Also, since both plant ashes and natron

^ G. Brunton and G. Caton-Thompson, The Badarian Civilisation, 112.
Cf. Brunton, Qan and Badan i, 62. 3 Contained also a little clay.

^ Largely, but possibly not entirely, quartz sand.
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contain a small proportion of calcium carbonate (the four specimens of natron already
referred to containing 0*9%, T3%, T4%, and l''2% respectively), and since even quartz
contains a very small proportion (a white quartz pebble analysed containing 0 ^2 ^ q), it was
highly probable that no additional calcium carl)onate would be need('d. Exi)eriments,

therefore, were made with only alkali and malachite, and it was found that by strongly

heating either potassium carbonate (the principal constituent of wood and ordinary plant

ashes) or powdered natron, mixed with a small proportion of iintdy powdered malachite,

on quartz pebbles, a beautiful blue glaze was obtained every time. The reaction was not

merely a fusing of the alkali and its coloration by means of the malachite, but the quartz

Avas attacked by the alkali and, Avhen the glaze Avas dissoh’ed off, the surface of the pebbles

was found to be much roughened underneath, the alkali having manifestly combined Avith

some of the quartz, forming potassium or sodium silicate according to tlie nature of the

alkali used. This has been noticed by Petrie, aa'Iio saysd ‘ The fusion of the glaze on the stone

partly dissoh'es the surface; and eA'en after the glaze has l)een lost, its etfVct c<in be seen by
the surface having the appearance of Avater-AAorn marble or sugar candA^'.

In order to make quite sure that the addition of silica or calcium carbonate aa^is not

necessary, a number of experiments Avere made l)y adding A arious proportions of finely-

powdered limestone to the alkali and malachite mixture, and other experiments AVere made
AAuth both hnely poAvdered limestone and finely pOAvdered quartz, but tiuu'e did not appear to

be any adA'antage, and there aa^s a serious disadvantage in that the additions—as Avas only

to be expected-—made the fusi(m more dithcult, Avith the result, either that no glazt^ AvhateAvr

AA*as formed, or that any glaze produced Avas poor.

Solid quartz haA*ing been successfully glazed, experiments Avere made Avith a vieAv to

glazing the poAvdered quartz base used for faience. This, Iioavcavt, Avas found to ])e more
difficult, and AA'hen the alkali and malachite mixture AA'as applied directly to the moulded
material the glaze Avas never good and often A'ery poor and sometimes there Avas non(‘ at

all, the glazing mixture sinking into the quartz and colouring it blue. At first it Avas thought

that the unsatisfactory results might ])e due to the heat employed having been too strong,

or to the quartz not haAung been pOAvdered finely enough, and so the expiviments Avere

repeated at a loAver temperature and Avith a much finer and therefore denser quartz poAvder

;

but the results Avere only A^ery slightly better. EAvmtually. Iioavcavt, a good glaze Avas

obtained by first glazing solid quartz, then chipping off the glaze and pOAvdering it finely,

and finally coAvring the moulded poAvdered-quartz object Avith the line pOAvder and laaiting.

It is not suggested that this AAms precisely the method employed anciently, but it seems

probable that the glaze mixture Avas first fused in some manner and then poAvdered and used.

Thus in describing an imperfectly glazed object Quibell says: ‘a patch ... is coAvred, not

with smooth glaze like the rest of the figure, but Avith minute grains of blue frit, this must

be due to imperfect firing and shoAvs that the glaze Avas applied as a Avash of ground frit.

The same method is seen in the ushabtis of a far later period.'^ Beck, as the r<‘sult of his

microscopical examination of Egyptian glazed objects, states that :
‘ All the specimens from

Egypt, except a feAv Avhich I belieA'e to have been imported, appear to have had an already

made glaze or else the ingredients to make a glaze poAvdered up and ap})lied to the surface,

and then to haA'e been fused',^

The modern method of glazing is first to make the glaze, AAdien it not only looks like lumps

of glass, but really is glass, though called ‘frit', next to poAvder it very finely and mix the

poAvder AAuth AA*ater to the consistency of thin mud, Avhich is kept stirred to prevent the

^ Petrie, loc, cit. - For the method of making this see p. lo8,

^ J. E. Quibell, The Ramesseuin, 3. ^ Op- c/t., 21,

X
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powder separating out, and then either to dip the objects in the ‘mud’ or to run the liquid

‘mud’ over the surface, the objects being afterwards dried and fired. A similar process

on a small scale is used by several of the modern forgers of faience at Kurnah. One parti-

cular forger seen by the writer buys small Venetian blue glass beads, powders them very

finely, adds a little water, and to the 'mud’ formed then adds rock salt, which is done by

leaving lumps of rock salt to dissolve slowly. The object to be glazed is dipped in the

'mud*, dried and fired, the crystallization of the salt on drying and before firing aiding the

adhesion of the powdered glaze until it is fired.

A few experiments were made with a view to glazing steatite, using the alkali and

malachite mixture. Although the results were not very satisfactory, a glaze was obtained

in several instances, though it was always green and not blue
;
whether this was due to the

presence of iron compounds in the steatite, or to too high a temperature, was not deter-

mined.

It may be pointed out that whatever the precise details of the ancient method of glazing

were, there can be little doubt that the firing was carried out in a closed chamber of some

sort, though probably only a small one, since it seems impossible that this should have

been done in an open fire with the objects to be glazed in contact with the fuel. The

modern forgers of faience at Kurnah have evolved various ways of solving the difficulty:

sometimes an earthenware pot is employed, sometimes a copper box, and sometimes a box

of steatite, the objects in the latter case being stood on cubes of steatite.^

Binding Medium for Body

An important matter in connexion with faience is the manner in which the body material,

which when dry has no coherence whatever, was held together while being shaped and

glazed. That some binding substance was used in small amount seems incontrovertible. This

is frequently stated to have been clay, though lime, silicate of soda, and organic materials,

such as oil, fat. gum, or glue have all been suggested. These will now be considered, and it

will be shown that some of them are impossible and others unlikely, and that the binding

material employed was almost certainly an alkali (probably natron), or salt.

Clay

The miscroscopic examination does not show the presence of any extraneous or added

material of any kind, and although the chemical analysis gives 1*3% of alumina as the mean
of four specimens (see p. 143), this, in the form of clay, would not be nearly sufficient to

render the quartz powder plastic, and it is almost certainly merely an impurity present

in the quartz, alkali or salt used, or picked up during the grinding or manipulation, as are

also the oxide of iron, the lime, and the magnesia found on analysis. Mith respect to clay.

Burton says:- ‘After luning tried many mixtures of the kind indicated by these analyses,

I have been forced to the conclusion that the small amount of clay indicated by the per-

centage of alumina found would be entirely insufficient to give a material that could be
shaped l^y pottery methods , . and of an Eighteenth Dynasty sliaicabti-figure he examined
he says^ that there was ‘no trace of any clay substance’.

^ Kindly communicated by Ahmed Eff. Fakhry, Inspector, Department of Antiquities, Luxor. The
writer was sho^m only the copper box.

- Oj). cib, 595. Mr. Burton was closely connected with the ceramic industry.

^ Op. cit.y 596.
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Lime

The use of lime has been suggested by Beck, who says:^ ‘The core appears to be very

nearly pure silica, has much the chemical composition of a silica brick, and is probably

made in somewhat the same way. If powdered quartz crystals were mixed with a])oat *2 per

cent, of lime and then heated in a furnace, a vitreous mixture would l)e formed which would

cement the whole together, and it has been found in practice that this amount of lime, when

added in the form of milk of lime, is sufhcient to bind the dried material together before

firing. . . . The analysis is practically the same as that given by Burton fur Egyptian

faience. I have examined some . . . sections of silica brick, and find that under certain

conditions the quartz breaks and fuses in a manner extraordinarily similar to the faience. . .

.

One of the difficulties of this suggestion is that the lime and quartz would probably not fuse

at a lower temperature than about 1,100^ centigrade.’ Beck also says: ‘As the base of

Egyptian faience consists of quartz gi’ains fused together with a little lime . .

In addition to the difficulty to which Beck draws attention, namely the very high

temperature required to fuse a mixture of carbonate of lime and quartz, there are other

difficulties
; for example, in the case of sand-lime bricks it is slaked lime and not carbonate

of lime that is used, and, as explained elsewhere,^ there is no evidence that the Egyptians

knew of lime before the Ptolemaic period : also when a sand-lime brick is examined it is

seen that each grain of sand is surrounded by a thin him (pro])ably consisting of silicate of

lime), which is not the case with faience, the appearance of the two l)eing totally different,

and for the manufacture of sand-lime bricks a very considerable pressure (about h tons per

square inch) is necessary for the moulding, after which a treatment with st^vun under

pressure (120 to 200 pounds per square inch) in an autoclave is required, all of which would

have been impossible in ancient Egypt.

A number of experiments were made by the present writer, using both milk of lime (i.e.

slaked lime and water) and powdered quicklime in varying proportions, ranging from 2^^

50%, the mixture being heated to the highest temperature available, about 1000^ C. In no

case was there any cohesion or fusion, the mixture remaining in the original condition of a

powder, though doubtless there would have l^een fusion at a still higher temperature.

Silicate of Soda

This is suggested by Sana Ullah of the Indian Archaeological Survey,^ who says that

‘possibly silicate of sod"a . . . was employed' for the flux. As will be shown, silicate of soda

was the flux, but it was not used in that form, nor was it known to the ancients as a separate

substance. The material employed was most probably natron or chloride of sodium (common

salt), which produces silicate of sodium when heated with the quartz powder.

Organic Materials

With respect to the use of organic materials, such as oil, fat, gum, or glue, the writer

thought at one time that there was possibly a small amount of evidence for their use.

though this ‘was too slight to be in any way conclusive'.^ riius in several instances, speci-

mens of faience examined have shown a few small particles of black organic matter distri-

1 H. C. Beck, Report on Qan and Badari Beads, in Qau and Badnri, n (G. Bninton) ; also in Appendix I

of The Zimhahive Culture (G. Caton-Thompson). Mr. Beck has informed the vrritev that carbonate of lime

and not quicklime or slaked lime is meant.

2 Xotes on Glazed Stone?, Part II, Glazed Quartz, 23. ^ A, Lucas, op. cit„ 73.

^ In Sir John Marshall, Mohenjo~daro and the Indus Civilization, ii, 687.

^ A. Lucas, Ancient Egyptian Materials, 1926, 34-5.
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bated throughout the mass that conceivably might have been the remains of some such

adhesive, and in a large number of specimens from the Twenty-sixth Dynasty, constituting

one lot of sJiau'abti figures, the body material showed an inner grey-coloured core surrounded

by a zone of white. Under the microscope the grey core was seen to contain numbers of

black particles, which were probably charred organic matter, and, on being strongly heated,

this core became definitely lighter-coloured, though not white. It was suggested, therefore,

that some organic adhesive might have been used for binding the quartz together, and that

the dark centre was due to this not having been completely burned away; but it is equally

possible that the white outer layer was intentional and was the ‘special’ layer already

described (see p. 145), put on in order to prevent the dark grey of the body from affecting

the colour of the glaze, and that the grey may have been due to organic matter (accidentally

j)resent as an impurity, either in the quartz or in the natron) having been charred, but not

burned out.

In order to test the value of organic materials as binders for quartz powder, a number
of experiments were made with gum and oil, both of which formed with the quartz a paste

that could be moulded and modelled. The objects made with gum could not be removed
from the moulds either when dry, when they were firmly cemented in, or after firing, as

they were then too friable, and if modelled and fired, the gum burned out leaving the

objects so friable and fragile that it was impossible to handle them for glazing without

breaking. The objects made with oil naturally did not dry, and therefore could not be

removed from the moulds, and, whether moulded or modelled, after firing they were like

those made with gum, so fragile that they could not be handled. Burton states:^ 'I have
with considerable difficulty succeeded in making a few small glazed figures by this method,
they are softer and more rotten in body than any Egyptian glazed objects I have ever

handled'.

Alkalies

The only alkalies known to the ancient Egyptians were (a) impure potassium or sodium
carbonate in the form of plant ashes, and (h) sodium carbonate and bicarbonate in the form
of natron

;
a simple addition of any of these would have been useless, as none of them is

an adhesive. As, however, both potassium and sodium carbonate will combine chemically

with quartz when strongly heated, forming potassium or sodium silicate, a large number
of experiments were made with dry powdered natron and quartz powder, the latter obtained

by grinding quartz pebbles very finely. The mixture was pressed with the fingers into small

ancient faience moulds made of red pottery ; these were heated in a small electric muffle furn-

ace, the result being a coherent mass having varying degrees of hardness depending upon the

proportion of natron present. With 2% of natron the mass was so friable that it could not
be reuKn^ed from the mould without breaking; with 5% of natron it approximated in

friability to much of the ancient white faience body-substance; with 10% of natron it was
slightly harder than ordinary faience, and with 20% it was much harder. The experiments
were repeated several times with substantially the same results. Natron, therefore, in the

form of dry powder, added in the proportion of from about 5% to about 10% is a very
effective binding agent, and may have been the one employed anciently.

But although dry natron might have been employed for objects that were moulded, it

certainly could not have been used for objects that were shaped by hand. Experiments
were therefore made with natron solution, and it was found that on account of the extreme
fineness of the quartz powder any solution, even plain water, conferred on it a slight degree

1 Op. cit. 599 .
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of plasticity, and that with a strong natron solution the jdasticity was siifticient for the
quartz to be made into a paste that with care might be fashioned into rough shapes, which,
on partial drying, could be further shaped with a pointed instrument, and which when quite

dry could be handled without damage and hence could be baked and glazed.

But it may be asked, if such a substantial proportion of natron as 5 or 10% were used,

why is it that it has hitherto escaped notice, and why is it not disclosed by chemical analysis

The reasons are brietiy as follows: Natron consists essentially of sodium carbonate, sodium
bicarbonate, and chemically combined water (water of crystallization), but it always contains

both sodium chloride (common salt) and sodium sulphate and S(jmetimes in considerable

amount, the particular natron employed for many of the experiments containing of

the former and c>f the latter. When natron is strongly heated with quartz, tla^ >odium
chloride largely disappears by volatilization; the sodium bicarbonate loses carbon dioxide

and water and becomes converted into carbonate : the sodium carbonate (both that originally

present and that formed from the bicarbonate) combines with S(jme of the quartz, forming

sodium silicate and carbon dioxide, which latter escapes, together with the water of crystalli-

zation and any moisture present. The total loss (sodium chloride : carbon dioxide : combined
water and moisture, the escape of which would account for the air-holes in the finished

product) would generally amount to more than 70° o weight of natron used : t\m> for

every 10 grammes of natron (supposing 10° ^ were used) not mort^ than about 8 grammes of

material would be left combined with every 100 grammes of quartz. Considering tlu* very

minute amount of the specimen taken for microscopical examination, it is no wonder that

such a small proportion of sodium silicate (which is without colour or other conspicuous

characteristic) should escape notice. In the chemical analysis the silica })art of the sodium

silicate, which is derived from and is identical with the quartz, cannot be separattMl or

distinguished from it
;
it is, therefore, necessarily reported with it, and any small proportion

of sodium found is reported as ‘sodium oxide’ or ‘alkali'.

The experiments referred to were made probably some time during 1031 or 103*2, the

results being communicated to and shown to friends at the time, Init they W(a*e first published

in 1933.^ Recently the writer found that h^ had been fore>talled some forty years ago,

when analyses were made in the iMuseuni of Practical (leology, London, which show^al that

the white body of faience was ‘composed of fine sand cemented i)y silicate of soda. The

soda was probably introduced in the form of carbonate (derived, perhaps from the Natron

Lakes), and. having been mingled with the sand, the mixture was moulded, tired and glazial.'*^

Salt {Sodium Chloride)

This, like natron, will act as a binder for the quartz powdta*, and it is used for this purpose

by the modern forgers of faience at Kurnah. That it is incorporated into the glazing mixture

has already been mentioned (see p. 15G). but it is also used with the body-mat iTial. As the

result of a numljer of experiments, the writtT has found that when salt is mixed dry with

powdered quartz, put into moulds and strongly heated, tln^ gr(‘ater })art of the salt disappears

by volatilization, but suthcient combines with the quartz (forming sodium silicate) to bind

it together. Also, when a strong solution of salt is mixed in the right })roportion with

powdered quartz, this can be shaped by hand or by simple pottery methods, and when drital,

the crystallization of the salt by holding the quartz powder together imparts to it suthcient

^ A. Lucas, Aiiclent Egyptian MateriaU and Industries about looO b c ,
in The A?ialyst, 1933, GoT.

- Anon., Handbook to the Collection of British Pottery in the Museum of Practical Geology, London

(1893), 37-8.
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solidity to enable the mass to be handled for glazing. After firing at a high temperature

no evidence of salt can be found on analysis.

II. Glazed Ware in India

Faience

Sir John Marshall writes:^ ‘Faience, which resembled the faience of Mesopotamia,

Minoan Greece, and Egypt, but which has preserved its colours less brilliantly than in

Egypt, was a soft and friable paste, sometimes made of powdered steatite,- usually white

in colour and coated with a blue, green or white vitreous glaze’.

Dr. Mackay writes:^ ‘Faience ware is found in both the Intermediate and Late levels at

MohenjO‘daro and it will probably also be found in the Early levels when we get down to

them’. Also he describes the body-material as ‘white or greyish paste coated with a glaze.

This paste is granular in appearance and sometimes contains black specks which may be
the carbonized remains of an adhesive that it was sometimes found necessary to introduce

to hold the paste together before it was dipped in or painted with the glaze and fired.

Faience was ‘just as common' at Harappa as it was at Mohenjo-daro.^ In another place

Dr. Mackay writes:® ‘True faience is also Avell known and consists of a base of powdered
quartz mixed with some binding material, perhaps natron and coated with a glaze’.

Mr. Sana Lllah says' that microscopic examination ‘reveals a compact granular structure

composed of granular quartz grains bound together with a transparent cement. Its chemical
analysis shows also that silica is the chief constituent forming about 90 per cent, of the total

amount. From these facts it may be inferred that the original paste was composed of finely

crushed quartz or pure white sand, a glassy flux and a colouring matter if necessary.’ He
also says" that for the flux ‘possibly silicate of soda . . . was employed . . . and served to

impart the desired property to the wet paste’. Further that ‘The light red variety was
prepared by the addition of red ochre to the raw paste’.® Also ‘The hollow objects were
moulded on cores of sand, which was tied up in some fabric and raked out after firing.

Impressions of the fabric, as well as remains of the sandy core, have been found in several

specimens.'^

]\Iackay states that ‘Another common material was a vitreous paste composed of quartz
and a glaze mixed together and fired at a high temperature. This process results in a material
with a firm smooth surface and interior, which though not possessing the glossy surface
of faience, is stronger and more compact in every way^®. . . At Mohenjo-daro it occurs as

commonly as faienceih . . In Egypt a very similar material to that found at Mohenjo-daro
was commonly used in the twenty-sixth dynasty. . . . For the present therefore we may
surmi'^e that this vitreous paste was an Indian invention and that it very slowly spread
from that country.'i^ Of one particular specimen Mackay writes: ‘ The outward resemblance
of this fragment to an opaque glass is very close. . . . But the granular nature of its paste
prov( s it definitely not to be glass. 'i- And again: . . this material, which to the casual eye
resembles an opaque glass . ,

.'.i® Three analyses are given of this ‘vitreous paste’ and two
^ Mohenjo-daro and the Indus CiidU^aiion, i, 32.

“ Po^ydered steatite is not faience, even if glazed.—A.L. s In Marshall, op. cit., 365.

I

Op. at.. 576-7. ^ Op. cit.. 580. « The Indus Civilisation, 169.
In 5Iarshall, op. cit.. ii, 686-7. » O/). cit.. 687.

^ In Marshall, loc. cit. Reisner found a similar condition at Kerma (G. A. Reisner, Excavatians at
Kfnna. iv-v, 137-8),

The Indus Civilisation. 169.

In Mardiall, op. cit., ii, 576.

In Marshall, op. cit., n, 582.

In Marshall, op. cit., n, 582.
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1

further analyses of \vhat is called ‘faience’, but which, judging from the composition, and
particularly from the presence of oxide of copper, cannot be ordinary faience, and therefore

most probably represents the same material as the other three, all of them being apparently

what the present writer has called ‘glassy faience (Variant E)’ or ‘imperfect glass’ (see

p. 147). The analyses are as follows:

1 o 4 0
0 '

0 0 '

0 0 '

0 0 0 0 0

Silica SS-1 85*9 84‘7 89-8 9M
Alumina . 3-2

1

-
J

6-3
3-9 2-4

Oxide of iron . 1-8 0-0 1-2

Lime L3 1-7 1-4 0-9 1-3

Magnesia

.

0-4 tr. tr. tr.

Alkalies . 5-0 3-7 5-5 4T 2-1

Oxide of copper U-5 0-5 1-0 U-5 2-0

Oxide of manganese .

Loss on ignition 1-5 1-2

tr.

99‘9 100 -4 lUOT 100-

1

100-1

From Marshall, op, cit.: Xos. 1, 2, p. 574; Xo. 3, p. 575; Xo^. 4, 5, p. 089. The analyses are yiven to

two places of decimals, but for comparison Muth the Egyptian material, the present writer has shoM ii only

one place.

Analyses Xos. 1, 4. 5 are by Sana Ullah: Xos. 2, 3 by Dr. Hamid. Xo. 1: in another place (p. 089)

where the anaHsis is repeated, the alkali is given as soda 4*5°

q

and potash 0-7‘^^.

Dr. Mackay kindly supplied the writer wdth 23 specimens of what are marked ’raitarce',

the dates of which are stated to ‘range from 2750 b.c. down to 3000 b.c. and perhaps (‘arlierb

These have been examined with the following results:

Ordinary Faience

There is only one specimen (A. 05) of ordinary faience; it is a small curved fiMgment.

probably part of a small vase. The body-material is hnely powdered quartz, almost white

in colour and fairly friable: the outside is covered with a very thin glaze, now white and

slightly iridescent, ornamented with three narrow, raised, convex stri])es of a light-brown

colour, which, however, may have lieen ])iack originally, since on two of tluan there are

tiny black specks and patches and larger black patches on the third: the inner >urfac<-

shows no signs of having been glazed.

Faience icitJi Hard Blue or Green Body (T ariant D)

There are three specimens, wTiich are as follows

:

Dk. 266S. This is a small, slightly curved fragment of what may have bi*en a small

vase: the body-material consibts of hard, tine, granular quartz of a light-grt'en colour, the

outer surface of which is coated with a friable light-yellowish material ornanif'nted with

yellowish-brown lines, with here and there, especially on the lines, tiny particles of what

looks like glaze. The whole of the outer coating is believed to be a decomposed glaze.^

The inner surface is greenish, and shows no signs of having been glazed.

Dh, 2760 (a). This is a narrow tubular bead. The body-material is hard and of a bluish-

green colour and consists essentially of tine granular quartz ; on the outside there are the

remains of a green glaze.

1 See Hv. 5535; Dk. 2764; Dk. 2760 (h) and Dk. 2760 (c).
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Hr. 4370, This a small curved fragment of a small vase. The body-materiahvas originally

tinely powdered, fairly friable, white quartz, but the greater part of it, except the extreme

iimer portion, is now hard and of a light-blue colour, the quartz apparently having been

penetrated by the glaze from the outside, almost, though not quite, through to the inside

surface. The outside is coated with a bluish-green glaze and the inside with patches of a

greeiii-ih glaze.

Glassy Faience {Variant E)

There are eleven specimens, as under

Ten of the specimens, being all except one (Hv. 5535), are alike, and consist of a hard,

tine, granular, well-graded quartzose material of a uniform bluish-green colour throughout,

with no separate glaze. In five cases the outer surface is definitely glossy, while in the other

five the surface is matt, with some slight indication that it may have been glossy originally.

The hardness of the material is about 5 on Mohs’ scale“ and it scratches glass: in one

specimen fHv. 6130; after treatment with hydrofiuoric acid and evaporation to dryness, the

residue amounted to 3S*3^q therefore being quartz, which disappeared in the form
of volatile :?ilicon tluoride.

Hi\ 6335. This, which is a turquoise-blue colour and breaks with a slight conchoidal

fracture, looks much more like glass than the other ten. and, although still gninular, is

markedly less so than the others : it is covered on both sides with a thin, light-yellow layer

of granular material.^ The specific gravity is 2*55 and the hardness on Mohs’ scale

6*5 to 7 it scratches glass and is not scratched by steel
;
after treatment Avith hydrofluoric

acid the residue Avas Avhich means that 92®

q

Avas quartz that disappeared as Amlatiie

silicon tluoride. M hen examined microscopically, the material is seen to consist of a compact
mass of irregularly shaped grains of quartz cemented together Avith about 35^^ of glass

matrix, that is to say it is an imperfect glass, as already described,- and AA’ith additional

alkali the material AA'Ould liaA^e been a normal glass. The yelloAA'ish outer coating has a

similar composition to the blue, of AAdiich it is probably a decomposition product. This

specimen is a stage farther remoA^ed from ordinary faimce and a stage nearer normal glass

than the other ten specimens.

Glazed Steatite

There are two specimens of this, one a large barrel-bead and the other a small piece of

AA'hat may haA'e been a Au^ry small Auise.

Dm. 46. The body material is A’ery hard, but can just be scratched by steel; it has
originally been coated on the outside AA'ith a blue glaze, AAdiich has largely decomposed and
become broAAm, though small patches of the blue still remain in parts. The specific graAutA^

is 2-64.- Ihe residue after treatment Avith hydrofluoric acid and eAuiporation amounts to

60® and the material cannot, therefore, be quartz.

aS'J. 1823. The ])ody-niaterial is Avhite, compact, and fairly friable. One side is decorated
AAith irregular brown stripes, Avhich are slightly glossy, Avhereas the Avhite ground betAveen
the stri})es is not glossy

;
the other side is entirely broAvn Avith a slight glossiness in parts.

^ B. 11,>; B. 693; Dk. 1443; Dk. 2828; Dk. 3215; Dk. no number; Hv. 330; H\’. 4563; Hv. 5255;
Hv. .5535; Hv. 6130.

Kindly determined by IMr. R. E. Gubbins, Geological Survey, Cairo*

Kindly determined by ^Ir. L. I . MeCallum, F.I.C., Chemical Department, Cairo.
^ 8ee Dk. 2668; Dk. 2764; Dk. 2760 (6) and Dk. 2760 (c).
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Miscellaneous Unclassified Materials

DA'. 2764. This is a homogeneous material of a light-yellow colour, which when examined
microscopically is seen to consist essentially of quartz. The apparent specific gravity is

2*09^, and when treated with hydrofiuoric acid and evaporated to dryness the residiu* is

5*7%,^ hence 94-3% was quartz that disappeared as volatile silicon fluoride. This resembles

very much the light-yellow outside layer of Dk. 266S and the outer coating of Hv. 5535,

and it seems probable that originally it was the material called above ‘glassy faienct‘

(Variant E)’ or ‘imperfect glass’ that has decomposed.

DA. 2760 ip) and (c). The first of these specimens is a small ball-bead and the second a

small narrow tubular bead. Both are alike and are practicalh^ identical with Dk. 2764:

they consist essentially of finely powdered quartz. It is suggested that both specimens

were originally either faience, Variant D, or glassy faience. Variant E.

Dm. 250, Sd. 1493, and Us. 1427. These are all alike, and are parts of small vases or

crucibles. They are not faience, or any variant of faience, or imperfect glass ; they consist

of an artificial and not a natural material; they are very light in weight, and almost whiter

in colour, and resemble bone ash. Chemical tests being applied, it was found that one

contained a trace of a copper compound (the other two were not tested for copper), and

that all three contained phosphate. V hen treated with hydrofluoric acid and evaporated

to dryness, one of the specimens left a residue of 62*7% thus they are not quartz, a fact

which is also established by the microscopic examination. \Yithout a complete chemical

analysis, which has not yet been possible, the nature of the material cannot be stated,

but it is tentatively suggested that it may be or may contain bone ash.

Glazed Pottehy

Mackay states that ‘the earliest examples of glazed pottery have been found at ^luhenjo-

daro’,^ and again, ‘
. . . two fragments of great technical interest

;
they are the only examples

of glazed pottery that have as yet been found at Mohenjo-daro.'^ One of these specimtns

is stated^ to be a pottery bead: ‘This bead has a pottery base overlaid with two coloured

glazes.’ The glaze and the technique of the glazing have been described by Dr. H. J.

Plenderleith of the British Museum Research Laboratory.® and analyses both of the body-

material and of the glaze, made by Dr. Hamid J are as follows:

Body
0 '

/O

Glaze
O '

. 0

Silica 7M 86*3

Alumina . 9*3

]
7*8

Oxide of iron . . :
10-9

i

Lime 1-8 2*4

Magnesia . . .
,

1*6 0*6

JSoda

Potash
js-s

1-2

nil

Loss on ignition L7 2-1

100-2 1004

The analyses are given to two places of decimals, bat to make them comparable with the other analyses

the present wTiter has only shown one place.

^ Kindly determined by ^Ir. R. E. Cubbins, Geological Survey, Cairo.

“ Kindly determined by ^Ir. L, F. ^IcCallum, Chemical Department. Cairo.

In Marshall, op. cit., 5S1. ^ Op. cit.. 360. Op. Of.. .>16, .577.

Sole on Glazed Pottery, in 5Iarsha]l, op. cit.. n, 692-3. ‘ Op. cit., 578.

Y
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IIL Glazed Ware in Mesopotamia

Dr. ^Iiickay writes :
‘ The glazing of beads and other objects made of faience^ was certainly

})ractised in very early times in Mesopotamia, for a number of faience articles were found

at Jemdet Xasr near Kish. . . , The date of the site ... is still open to question, but there

can be no doubt that is as old as, if not older than, the pre-Dynastic period of Egypt.

1 would myself date it as early as 40(10 b.c., if not some time before that.’- And again: ‘ The

fact that faience was common at Jemdet Xasr, which up to the present is the earliest site

that has been excavated there and which from the nature of its painted pottery appears

to be of a date prior to the pre-Dynastic period of Egypt, suggests indeed that the Egyptians

l)orrowed tlu^ craft either from ^Mesopotamia or Elam.'-

In his published account of Jemdet Xasr, Mackay says very little about faience, namely^
‘The beads that were found are of the following materials: glaze^ . . . Both this shape and
a form of bead with both sides flattened were carried out in glaze . . The two smallest

of these amulets are made of glazed paste . . . One seal is of glaze . . The art of glazing

was practised
; and beads made of this material . . . The art of glazing beads and other

^mall objects seems, however, to have been common to both places' {i.e. Jemdet Xasr
and Kish).

A\ ith regard to the dating of the Egyptian Predynastic period, it may be pointed out

that ^:^equence Date 81, to which Petrie assigns the earliest faience (see p. 141), is the early

part of the Middle Predynastic period and hence, even on the lower dating of Meyer and
Breasted, cdmost certainly well before 4000 b.c.

Woolley (now Sir Leonard Woolley) makes no mention of faience in the Index
of his The FiOjjal Cemetery, but in a chapter dealing with beads it is stated (ii, 369) that

‘In the Predynastic Cemetery . .
.
glazed frit is used, but is not common (IS cases) . .

and that ‘In the Sargonid period . .
.
glazed frit is not infrequent . .

The following tabular statement shows brietiy the earliest dates at present known for

the several kinds of glazed ware in Egypt, India, and Mesopotamia respectively:

India Mesopotamia

( dazed iiteatite Badarian, c. 5000 B.c. 3000-2750 B.c.^ Doubtful®
Ea ieiicp fulazed powdered Predynastic, S.D. 31, before Jemdet Xasr, c. 400

(pairtz) 4000 B.c. B.c.

Bed faience (Variant C) XVIIIth Byn., c. 1580-1350 b.c. Xo data
Faience with hard blue or XXth-XX\'Ith Dyns., c. 1200-525

green body (\4riant D) B.c.

t d<i^<y taieiifc (Adiriaiit E) XXVIth Dyii.. c. 663-525 B.c.

< dazed .solid quartz Predynastic, 85. L). 48, before 7 Possibly c. 2750 B.c.

3400 B.c.

( 9,1 zed put ter \ Arab jx-riod, after 640 a.d.^ 1000-600 B.c.

^ It not Liieiice that vhized, but powdered quartz, the result after glazing being faience.
- Jn Marshall, op. rif., o7!)-S0.

h. i^Iaekay. R('po)t o)) Kjcrtrafiovs at Jemdet Xas}\ Iraq., 272-4; 281, 290, 291.
* See p. 142.

See ixho 11. C. Beck, Xotes on Glazed Stones, Part I, Glazed Steatite, in Ancient Egypt and the East, 1934,
' * ® H. C. Beck, op, cit.. Part I, 76-7.
H. (7 Beck, Xotes on (-dazed Stones, [^^rt II, Glazed Quartz, in Ancient Egypt and the East, 1935, 19, 21.
H. C. Beck, op, rit.. Part II, 19-33.

Exclusive of imported ware of foreign origin found in Egypt.



A MAGICAL OSTRACON

By ALAX W. SHOETEB

^Yith Plates viii, ix

The fine ostracon reproduced on PL ix is in tin* ])0 i:rses^i()ii of Mr. E. Armvt.i^^<\ yho lus

generously given me permission to publish it. It measures S in. >. 5 in., and bears on tin-

obverse nine lines of hieratic text vritten in a clear hand in black ink, vith *v(U’M"-])oint>'

marked in red. The handvTiting dat(^s the ostracon to the Xinettenth or 'Ivi-ntieth

Dynasty. Provenance is unknown, but ve may not be far vrong in suggesting that it va-

Der el-Medinah, where a large numbt-r of ostraca Lave Ijeen found in recent years.

Contexts

The text consists of two spells, the first of which is directed against a pei>on described

as an ox-herd or cattle-farmer. In this spell the magician, after stating that hi^ i nemy vill

fall a victim to the horns of oiu^ of his own I)easts, and that the god^? Month and t^eth will

attack him, declares that he himself is immune from any attack from the c ictini. through

identification with the gods Month and Or^iris. He passes on to a manual ritig accompanied

by invocation to the Sun-god, which will put his enemy completely in his })owor, and con-

cludes by stating that he will disimanber him like a sacrificial ox. and eat hi?5 flesh. In tla*

second spell the magician declares that he will change hiinsdf into a liy and enter tho belly

of his victim, causing him such intense agony that he will b(‘ contorted Avith pain. Ih‘

concludes Avith a declaration that he himself is in excelltait case.

Although the text presents certain difficulties the general sense is perfectly clear, and pro-

vides a neAV and extremely interesting form of spell."'' Tla^ most striking pa^sagug in my
opinion, is the magician's melhod of C(umtering an attack from his A’ictim aaIucIi may })ro\ v

fatal (see Xote 7).

Traxslaiiox

(1) Another spell d (for) smiting a man. 0 whoeA^er it that comes for me,' if he is an ox-lierd*

he shall taste his horn Asdien [he] fights [against him ( V)]-^ (-) l^b'uth is come^ tlmt he may grasp thy

horn!® Seth is come that he may smite (thee) ! If thou seizest my foot I am Month I If thou siaye''t

me (3) I am OsirisI' 0 Re^:'' 0 Atuml 0 all ye other gods!^ I take earth in my nglit

hand and drop it into my (I) left hand.^^ I say: ’Come to me. Month, lord of tlie day! Come that

thou mayest put X. born of X. into my hand like an ?/b-inscct (V)^' (5) in the mouth of ^//g-bird'^

!

Stand thou still! Where art thou?^'^ I am Month Avhom the gods adore. I Avill seA'^er thy bones and

eat thy flesh. (6) I will take UAvay thy strong arnP^ and it shall be put in my hand.^’" To be recited

OA'er the earth (?) upon thy hand.^^

Another spell. Stand thou still, A\dioeA'er comes! I am one that enters (7) the bed (?) and comes

forth upon the ground, a great fighter (?)^‘ Stand thou still!^'’ MTiere art thou regarding me

I will enter thy belly as a fiy-^ and (S) behold thy belly in its interior. I Avill make tliy face become

the back of thy liead,'^ and the front of thy foot become thy heel. Thy speech'' profits not, it is

* I am indebted to Professors Blackman and ( danvilie, with whom 1 have briefly discussed this text, tor

one or tw'o suggestions, and to Professor Uunn for further valuable comments of which I have made use.
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not heard. (9) Thy limbs shall be weary and thy knee’shall be painful. (But) I (myself) stand up!^^

lam Horus son of Isis, and I come forth"** on my feet I

Commentary

1. ^ has been written by mistake for <=>.

2. Either ‘ comes against me ’ or, more probably, ‘ comes for me i.e, to fetch me. For the

latter meaning of the preposition r, especially used* in a hostile sense of the dead coming to

fetch away the living, see de Buck, Griffith Studies, 57-8.*

3. The m of equivalence has dropped out before mnh. This clause must be subordinate,

describing the adversary, i.e, ‘if he is an ox^herd’ or possibly ‘cattle-farmer’. For mnh
‘lad’, a term applied to labourers etc., see Wb., ii, 83. See also Spiegelberg, ZAS, 53, 109,*

where he renders the word by ‘Piichter’, and Gardiner, Chester Beatty Pap. v, rt. 5, 7 and

\'s. 1, 2.* In the last-mentioned instance Gardiner renders ‘tenant-farmers’.

4. For the expression ‘to taste the horn of an ox’, i.e. to be gored, see Wh., v, 444. A
small portion of text is missing at the end of this line, where the edge of the ostracon is

broken, and it is possible, therefore, to understand the Egyptian in two ways:

(1) restore ^ r./ at the end of the line, and translate ‘the taste of his (an ox’s) horn

shall fight against him’.

(2) understand dp as a mistake for dp-f, and restore the suffix ./ (perhaps •/ r-/‘?) after

translating: ‘He shall taste his (an ox's) horn when [he] (the ox) fights [against

him (?)]’.

Of the two alternatives (1) seems to be a forced expression, and (2) more natural and there-

fore more probable. The possessive suffix •/ attached to dh takes up the preceding plural

knv as a singular.

5. ho (as again after St^ is Old Perfective. Month is probably invoked simply as the

god of battle, and as therefore useful as a protector against hostile assaults, rather than be-

cause, as possessing a bull-cult, he would be suitable to deal with an ox-herd or cattle-

farmer.

6. ‘thy horn’. This may be understood in two ways:

(1) by taking the text as it stands, in which case the word ‘horn’ must be used in a non-

literal sense, apphed to the ox-herd himself. He is himself to be treated as an ox

doomed to slaughter (see below, note 14).

(2) by emending •/ for 4c, when we must translate: ‘Month is come to grasp his {he. the

ox's) horn; Seth is come to smite (or “drive”) him’, i.e. the two gods goad the bull

to make the attack described in line 1 of the spell.

7. Eestore (?^ id after hdh. wh^re the edge of the ostracon is broken. The writing with h

at the end of hdb is strange, but not unlikely, in view of this scribe’s habit of making b very

large and writing a sign within it (see dh in lines 1 and 2). The foot of the b here is quite

clear. If the enemy only attacks a member of the magician’s body the magician is able to

repulse him by invoking the war-god Month. But if the adversary goes so far as actually

to slay him, the only god who can help him is Osiris, the god of the realms of the dead,

who himself was enabled by magic to triumph over the death inflicted upon him by his

brother Seth. Osiris is thus expressly equated with triumph over death. x\n interesting

passage.

8. The speaker now begins the invocation to the gods which accompanies and at the
same time describes the manual act.

9. The wordisw (here written twice) does not appear in the Worterbuch, nor have I been
* I owe these references to the kindness of Professor A. M. Blackman.
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able to find it in other glossaries. A possible guess would seem to be that the expression

i isivisiv ntr-ic covers a number of, if not all, the gods. Otherwise it must Ije taken as a

divine name, ‘ 0 2sw, Isw of the gods (??)

10. No word written thus appears in the dictionaries, but the writing suggests a con-

nexion with
,

lidn ‘ground’, * earth’, of which it may possibly be a miswriting, and
we may not be far wrong in suggesting that ‘ earth *, ‘ clay \ or some such substance is meant.

may compare the writing for iw ‘dog’ (Gardiner, Late‘E(jyptian Stories.

p. 6, 1. 14, with note d), which would seem to be the converse error!

11. In the manual rite the o])ject represents the enemy, and by dropping it into his left

hand the magician shows what he wishes to happen, i.e. that his enemy may be ‘placed in

his hand’.

12. itU is a word which does not occur in the Worterbuch. The group p/ is obviously

a mistake for the determinative ^ alone. Bird-signs are sometimes used as determinatives

for insects (as e.g. in below), and the Mt must be an insect which is gobbled up by the

</i?/-birds,t In the same way in which the insect is snapped up by their beaks, the magician

wishes his enemy to be placed in his hand. For the ^////-bird see Wb., i, *224, and references

there given. The species has not been identified, but Griffith in the Stela of Nauri, 1. Ifi

{JEA, 13, 199), translated ‘roasting-birds (?)’, connecting the name with ‘brazier’, etc,

13. Or ‘Stand thou still, where (or wherever) thou art' ’?

14. The fate of the victim is described as if he is a bull being cut up by the butchers,

a poetic punishment since his livelihood depends on cattle! Hence kps (1. 6), which, applied

to a human being and written as here with determinative, means ‘strong arm’ or

‘strength of arm’, probably here has also the literal meaning of ‘foreleg’. We are i>‘-

minded of the many Egyptian paintings and sculptures showing butchers at work, in which

a foreleg is separated from the carcase and removed for use in the offering-rituals.

15. The preposition m has been omitted from the text after The addition of the

2nd pers. sing, suffix after drH is of course a mistake.

16. These words conclude and sum up the foregoing spell by stating that it is to l)e

recited over the earth (?) held in the magician's hand, as described above in 11. 3-4.

17. The precise meaning of this passage is not entirely clear. The word following m at

the beginning of 1, 7 is apparently a muddled vviting of ^ ‘ bed’ (IT b., iv, 392. Or

possibly sdrt ‘sleeping-quarters', ibid. ?). The word after pr can only he a writing of ^ f . 7 i

€CHT, ‘ground’, ‘floor*, and in order to make sense the preposition hr ‘upon’ must

be supplied. But the following word may l)e transcribed from the hieratic in two Avays:

a) VilCj (*2) In favour of (1) is the fact that the long sign is more likely to represent

than s, being less often employed for s than the form Avith the tAvo cross-strokes. The

^ will then be for In favour of (2) is perhaps a greater resemblance of the second sign

to the seated man than to n If (1) is read it is possible to translate ‘ a great one Avho makes

Avar’, i.e. ‘a gi'eat (or fierce) fighter'. If (2) is adopted the Avords may be construed in several

Avays: ‘a man Avho fights’ (describing the magician) : ‘and comes forth upon a man's floor,

a fighter’; ‘enters the bed and comes forth upon the floor of a man who fights’. At any

rate the passage as a AA'hole seems to refer to the magician s poAver of turning himself into an

insect, as described later on, in Avhieh form he is able to gain entrance to the victim’s room.

By the expression pr hr s/tic it is apparently meant that the insect is able to come out of

* There was a divine being ’Ishv'i) worshipped at Edfvi. See Engelbach, Sen., 22, 23, 183,

186.

t See the A^erb Itt ‘to fiy‘ (or similar meaning), given in ir6., i, 151, with Avhich our word is possibly

connected, i.e. a * flying’ or ‘‘fluttering’ thing, an insect of some sort ?
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tliH victim's bed and leave the room by crawlin^ on the ground, under the door. This

is probable, since the antithesis 1 between and pr suggests that we have here the usual

claim, madt* in Egyptian religious texts with such tedious frequency, that the speaker is

able both to come into and to go out of some place, i.e. has complete freedom of action.

Here the idea is that the victim is nowhere safe from the magician.

IS. Jjvidently a writing of ‘stand thou still!', as above.

lib rl can only mean ’regarding me*, ‘in relation to me', i.e, whether he is near to or

far from the speaker. Again we may possibly translate: ‘where (or wherever) thou art

regarding for "in relation to") me'.

20. m has dropped out before ht-k. It is far more probable that ‘tiy’ is meant than
f/// ‘bee', since the former could gain entry through a person's mouth much more easily.

Eor TOtings of these two words with a bird-sign as determinative see Wb,, i. 182. The
remainder of our text describes the physical sulferings which the magician, now inside the

stomach of the Adctim in the form of a tly, is able to inflict upon him. The idea in mind is

})robably that of the effects of a poisoning of some kind, and the screwing round of the

victim's lu^ad and feet are the contortions Avhich sufferers from acute poisoning are wont
to perform.

21. Lit. ‘the parts of the back of thy head', or simply ‘thy back parts'. The victim's

head is twisted completely round in his agony, and, as Hated in the next clause, his foot

i^ aho.

22. By ’speech' is pro])ably meant magical utterances which the victim may use on his

own behalf. peiTiaps against the magician.

2o. The spt*ll closes with an emphatic declaration that, while the victim is racked with
pain and altogether in a sorry state, the magician, identitied with Horns son of Isis, is in full

command of his faculties.

24. I,e. from the belly of the victim?
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The history of Egyptology has rich in sonsatiunal discuwTirs. and on many occasion>

scholars have been thrilled by the sudden emu-gence of some tomb or papyrus btdieved to

1)0 lost beyond recall. It may be doul)ted, however, whether the annaE of our science will

ever point back to a literary find of greater inteia^st than that to which the present article

is devoted. Our lamented friend Professor Peet, when Editor of this JouniaL })ubli>hed in it

an essay^ bearing a title only slightly ditfereut from that here cdioseii. Litth^ could he havt^

imagined that the mis>ing upper half of the well-knoAvn Amlier&t pa})yrus, his grtait'->t

favourite among all the Tomb-robberies seri(‘S. would le er again see tlu^ light of day. and it

is for that reason that Professor Capart, tlu' fortunate di‘>covor(T“. has de>ired that the edd/e

princcps of the completed text should appear in Pefg's own periodical. A pru\ i^imial trail.—

lation has been published elsewhere,- but it was neces>ary that a careful philological ^tudy

should follow in due course, and for that purpose M. ba})art eiili^^ted the '.upport of l>r. Alan

(hirdiner. He for his })art has found hardly anything to alter in the excellent transcri[)tion

made by H. Capart and i\I. van de Walk‘ of the Pajiyrus Leo})old II, as the newly di^covenal

manuscript is to be called, but it seemed desirable to append the com})lementarv text from

the Amherst papyrus itself. Professor Peet had been ^>Ty succ(‘:.sful in rearranging the frag-

ments of the first page of this, and the text givim in his book^ has stood us in good stead,

though a few minor corrections have been rendered possilile ]>y photogra})hs kindly furnished

by the authorities of the Pierpont [Morgan Library in Aew Aork as well as by inspect it ui of

the original there. To make assurance doubly sure. I)r. Cerny has ])et'n kind enough to check

over the Plates of transcription acctunpanving this article (Pis. xii-xvij, for the excellent

appearance of which we are deeply indebted to Mr. H. M . h airman. I he photographic rt'})ro-

ductions (Pis. x, xi) comprise only tlu' newly discovtu't-d tops of the ])ages.

At the outset let M. Capart be allowed to describe* the di^covt‘ry in his own words.*^

'On Tuesday the 5th February of thi^ year I arrivt'd early at tlu^ [Mn>t*( s Koyaux d Art

et d'Histoire du Cinquantenaire, knowing that I was going to find there some antiquitie-s

which His Majestv King Leo})old III had graciously commanded to bi- handed ovtu’ to our

Egvptian department. These consisted of a number of objects brought from tlu* \ alle'% of

the Nile bv the Duke of Drahant, the futmv Leopold IL at the tinu^ of his traveD in 1S54 and

in lSG2-lSt;8. I recalled having >unmiarily (*xamined tluTu some years ago in a glass casr

in the Palace of Brussels, and I knew that they consisted of >tatuettes of faience, of bronzi*

figures of gods, and espcciallv of a renitirkahle plaque of inlaid bronze which had once been

attached to a piece of furniture. I was naturally very glad to be thus able to add to our

archaeological collections a nunibiT of s})ecimens of which several would till gaps, but I wa*.

^ Fresh light on the Tomh-Rohhencs of the Tn'idiieth iit Thehe--, in JhA 11. 10-.

“ By J. Capart in Ch/onique d'Egifijit 10, 2ia il. ; also ni Building dt I'AcadAnif logaR dt BtJgiqiu\ 103.'),

pp, 40-55, and C.-B, Acadnnie des luscr. tf BeUts-Lcflrcs. Paris, 1035, pp. 121 ff,

- The Oreat Tomh-Bobhencs of the Tirentuth Egiii)titin I>gwid)i (heiKcforth cpiotcd in the notes and coin-

inentary simply as Peet), Pis. IV and Ee Ihnnbenu. March. 1035.
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fur from expecting that this collection of antiquities held in reserve for me a discovery of

such exceptional interest.

‘My attention was in due course drawn to a small wooden figure that I had not noticed

previously. It was a funerary statuette of rough workmanship, with a painted inscription

giving the name of Khay, superintendent of works and royal scribe in the temple of the king.

Usually these hollow figures, standing upright on a pedestal, serve as receptacles for funerary

papyri. The pedestal of the specimen in question had disappeared, and a piece of clearly

ancient textile appeared on the outside. Was anything else in the cavity ? I slowly drew out

the rag and saw revealed a roll of papyrus a good twenty centimetres in height, and appearing

to be in a remarkable state of preservation. Two tiny fragments allowed some large hieratic

handwriting to be seen. My first impression was that we had here a funerary papyrus, and

I postponed till the afternoon the task of following up my discovery. The moment having

arrived, I began by raising the outer fold of the roll with the point of a knife. My readers will

understand the peculiar sensation which came over me as I read aloud, for the benefit of those

present, the date of Year 16 of Eamesses IX (c. 1126 b.c.). This year is famous in the annals

of Egyptology. It is that of the celebrated Abbott Papyrus, which has been in the British

Museum since 1857. Had we found a new piece to add to the dossier of which the Abbott

Papyrus is the principal document ?

‘ The preparatory operations were not lengthy. The roll was placed upon thick leaves

of blotting-paper moistened with clean water. Soon the first layer had absorbed sufficient

moisture to enable it to be unrolled without risk. Already the first signs of the second page

appeared, and I read some words or rather attempted to grasp some sentences, impatient to

ascertain the tenor of the text. Suddenly I recognized the cartouches of the king Sekhemre<-

^hedtawi, son of Ee^ Sebkemsaf. I then had brought from the Library the catalogue of Lord

Amherst's papyri as edited by Professor Newberry. One can judge my surprise, indeed my
stupefaction, as a single glance at one of the plates of the catalogue revealed the fact that

the lower edge of the new papyrus fitted exactly the upper edge of the Amherst, and that

where the latter showed only fragments of signs, the piece that we were in course of unrolling

gave their missing portions.

‘ The unrolling was accomplished without mishap and yielded four fine pages in which,

apart from the beginning, there was no lacuna whatsoever. Before the end of the week the

papyrus was mounted and photographed, and by the following Monday, ^\dth the help of my
former pupil, ^L Baudouin van de Walle, I had completed the transcription. The broken

passages at the commencement were easy to restore, for the persons mentioned were already

known from tln^ Abbott Papyrus.’

The translation and commentary that follow are the work of Dr. Gardiner. In the trans-

lation an attempt has been made to avoid that over-literalism which mars so many Egypto-

logical translations, but in places of difficulty a word for word rendering is given in the notes.

Eed writing in the original is represented by small capitals.

Translation

1, 1 YEAR 16, third mouth of the inundation season, day 22,^ under His Majesty the king of

T pper and Lower Eg^'pt, the lord of the Two Lands Neferkere<-setpenre<, the son of Re«, lord

of diadems like Amun, Eamaesse-kha<emwese-mereraniun, beloved of Amen-reS king of the

gods, and of Ee<-Harakhti, given life for ever and ever.

THE EXAMINATION of the men found to have violated the tombs on the west of Thebes, ac-

cusation against whom had been brought by Pwer<o, the mayor of the west of Thebes and chief

^ [The reading ‘23’ seems more probable in the original; see the Postscript, p. 192].
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1, 5 of police attached to the great and noble tomb of millions of years of Pharaoh, by the [scribe of

the quarter] Wennofre, and by the district superintendent of the west of Thebes Amennakhte

;

and whose examination was made in the treasury of the house of Montju, [lord of Wese,^] by

the city-governor and vizier Kha<[emwese], by the royal butler Nesamun, the scribe of

Pharaoh and major-domo of the house of the Votaress of [Amen-reS king of] the gods, by the

royal butler [Xeferkere«emper]amun, the herald of Pharaoh, and by the mayor of Thebes Pesiur.

[there was brought] Amen[pnufer, the son of Anhernakhte], a stone-mason of [the house

of Amen-re^, king of] the gods, under the authority of the high-priest of [Amen-re^, king of the

1, 10 gods, Amenhotpe] [There was said to him:] ....

your thieves

[Name (?) the] thieves [who were] with you [Amen-re«, king of] the gods

1« 15 He said: I was employed upon work [under the authority of (?) Ra<messena]khte, [who was

high-]priest [of A]men[-re<, king of] the gods, to[gether with the other] fellow stone-masons

w’ho were with me, and I fell into the habit of robbing the tombs in company with the stone-

mason Ha<piwer, the son of Meneptah, belonging to the temple of Usimafre^-miamun [in the

house of] Amuiu under the authoritv of [Nesamun], the se;/i-priest of this house. Now when

the year 13 [of Pharajoh [our lord] had begun, four years ago, [I] joined with [the carpenter]

2, 1 Setekhnakhte, the son of Pemanuke, of the temple of Usima<re^-miamun in the house of Amun
under the authority of the second priest of Amen-re^, king of the gods, namely the -priest

Nesamun of the temple of Usima«re<-miamun in the house of Amun : also with the decorator

Ha<pHo of the house of Amun, w ith the field-labourer Amenemhab of the house of Amenope

under the authority of the said^ high-priest of Amen-re^, king of the gods, wuth the carpenter

Irenamun belonging to the overseer of hunters of Amun, with the w^ater-pourer Kaemwese of

the portable shrine of King Menkheprure^^ in Thebes, and wuth the boatman of the mayor of

2, 5 Thebes Mhay, the son of Tjaroy, ix all 8 men. We w^ent to rob the tombs in accordance wuth

our regular habit, and we found the pyramid of king Sekhemre^-shedtaui, the son of Pe^,

Sebkemsaf, this being not at all like the pyramids and tombs of the nobles wdiich w^e habitually

went to rob. We took our copper tools and forced a w''ay into the pyramid of this king through

its innermost part. We found its underground chambers,^ and w^e took lighted candles in our

hands and went down. Then w^e broke through the rubble that we found at the mouth of his

2, 10 recess (?), and found this god lying at the back of his burial-place. And w^e found the burial-

place of Queen Nubkha'a^s his queen situated beside him, it being protected and guarded by

plaster and covered wfith rubble. This also we broke through, and found her resting [there]

in like manner. We opened their sarcophagi and their coffins in wdiich they were, and found the

noble mummy of this king equipped with a falchion: a large number of amulets and jewel>

of gold w^ere upon his neck, and his headpiece of gold w'as upon him. The noble mummy of

2, 15 this king w^as completely bedecked with gold, and his coffins w'ere adorned with gold and silver

inside and out and inlaid with all kinds of precious stones. W e collected the gold we found on

the noble mummy of this god, together with (that on) his amulets and jew'els wiiich w^ere on his

neck and (that on) the coffins in wiiich he wars resting, [and w^ej found [the] queen in exactly the

same state. We collected all that w^e found upon her likewise, and set fire to their coffins. We
took their furniture wfiich we found with them consisting of articles of gold, silver, and bronze,

and divided them amongst ourselves. And w^e made into eight portions the gold wiiich w^e

3, 1 found on these two gods coming from their mummies, amulets, jew^els, and coffins, and 20

dehen of gold fell to each of the eight of us, making 160 deben of gold, the fragments (?) of the

furniture not being included. Then we crossed over to Thebes. And after some days, the

district superintendents of Thebes heard that w^e had been stealing in the \\ est, and they

seized me and imprisoned me in the office of the mayor of Thebes. And I took the 20 deben

^ i.e, Thebes. The temple of Montju lies to the north of the great temple of Karnak,

~ he. the fimerar\" temple of Raraesses III at ^Medlnet Habu.

^ Lit. ‘this’. The high priest Amenhotpe of 1, b (now* lost) must be meant, not Ra<inessenakhte of 1, 15

*
he. Tuthmosis IV, ® Lif* 'its netherworld'; see the Commentary.

Z
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of gold that had fallen to me as (mv) portion, and gave them to Kha^emope, the scribe of

the" quarter attached to the landing-place of Thebes. He released me, and I rejoined my

3, o companions, and they compensated me with a portion once again. Thus I, together with the

other thieves who are with me, have continued down to this day in the practice of robbing the

tombs of the nobles and people of the land who rest in the west of Thebes. And a large number

of people of the land rob them as well, and are (as good as) partners (of ours).

STATEMENT of the names of the eight thieves who had been in this p\Tamid:

Amenpnufer, the son of Anhernakhte, a stone-mason of the house of Amen-req king of the

godv, under the authority of the high-priest of Amen-req king of the gods, Arnenhotpe.

Ha<piwer. the son of Meneptaln a stone-mason of the temple of Ufrima're^-miamun in the

house of Amun, under the authority of the second priest of Amen-req king of the gods,

Xesamun. the -priest of that temple.

3, 10 The carpenter Setekhnakhte, the son of Pemanuke, of the temple of Usima«re<-miamun in the

hou^e of Amun, under the authority of the second priest of Amen-req king of the god<,

Ne^amun, the -priest of that temple in the house of Amun.

The decorator Ha<pi^o, the son of of the house of Amen-req king of the god^,

under the authority of the said high-priest of Amun.
The car])eiiter Irenamun belonging to Xesaniun, the overseer of hunters of the house of

Amen-re^ king of the god<.

The field-labourer Ainenemhab of the house of Amenope, who is employed in the Island of

Amenope under the authority of the said high-priest of Amun.

The water-pourer Kaemwese of the portable shrine of king Menkheprure^ under the

authority of }

3, la Ahanufer, the xni of Nekhemmut, who was in the service of the Nubian slave Tjalamun

belonging to the said high-priest of Amun.
TOTAL, people who had been in the pyramid of this god, S men. Their examination was

effected bv beating with sticks, and their feet and hands were twisted. They told the same

story. The city-governor and vizier Kha^emwese and the royal butler Nesamun, (who is) the

scribe of Pharaoh, caused the thieves to be taken in front of them to the west of Thebe'^ in

year 16, third month of the inundation season, day 19, and the thieve^ pointed out the toml)

of this god which they had violated.

RECORD was made in writing of their examination and their condemnation, and report was

sent concerning it into the presence of Pharaoh by the vizier, the butler, the herald, and the

mayor of Thebe^.

4, 1 YEAR 16. third month of the inundation season, day 22. day of handing over the thieves who
had been in the jnmamid of this king to Arnenhotpe, the high-priest of Amen-req king of the

gods. (This was done) at the Great Tribunal by the city-governor and vizier Kha<emwr\se, by

the royal butler Nesamun. the scribe of Pharaoh and major-domo of the house of the Votaress

of Amen-req, king of the gods, bv the royal butler Xeferkere^emperaniun, the herald of

Pharaoh, by the mayor of Thebes Pesiur, and by the Great Notables of the Great Tribunal

of Thebes. It was written on a roll of papyrus, and lodged in the office of writings on this day.

PEOPLE handed over to him on this day by the Great Notables.

The stone-mason Amenpnufer, the son of Anhernakhte, of the house of Amen-req king of

the gods, under the authority of the said high-priest of Amun.
4, .") Hacpiwer, the son of Veneptah, a stone-mason of the temple of king Usima<ref-miamun in the

house of Amun, under the authority of the second priest of Amen-re<, king of the gods,

Nesamun, the -priest of the temple of Usimacre^-miamun in the house of Amun.
The agent Ainenemhab of the house of Amenope, who was employed in the Island of

Amenope under the authority of the said high-priest of Amen-re<, king of the gods.

The gardener Sherlsuany, the son of Anynakhte, of the house of Amenophis the favourite of

Amen-rpq king of the gods, under the authority of the said high-priest of Amen-rey king of

^ The scribe has left a place free for the later insertion of this name.
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the gods. He had not penetrated into the pyramid of the king, but belonged to the 17 thieves

who were found robbing the tomb< on the west of Thebes.

TOTAL. Thieves who had been in the pyramid of the said god, and who were handed over

to the said high-priest of Amun on this day, 3 men. Thief of tlie tombs. 1 man. total L
4 ,

10 Thieves of the pyramid of the said god who are missing, and whom the said high-prie''r of

Amen-reS king of the gods, was charged to have liroiiglit back to be put as prisoners, together

with their fellow thieves, into the keep of the hou>e of Amen-rey king of the g<jd>, until

Pharaoh our lord should have decided their punishment.

The carpenter Setekhnakhte, the ^on of Pen^anuke, of the temple of Usiina^re^-miamun in

the house of Amun under the authority cT the second priest of Amen-rey king of the gods,

Nesamun, the .9c/??-priest of the temple of Usim,icrG<-miamrin in the house of Amun. {The

intended coidinuatiou has heot left unicylttcn.)

Commentary

1,1. A small lacuna has nmtilatcd thr units in tlio day-ninulior, and at first sight tln^

reading - TD might appear possible. However, in front of the original both Oerny and I tigretal

to as given by Capart and van de Walle. Against the fornmr altiiTiative thma^ is tlm

material objection that Ainenpniifer and his accomplici‘S were dolivmaal over to the high-

priest to await their punishment on the 22nd day of the month (see 4. Ij, and tliat seems

likely to have been the end of the matter. On tlu.' difiicultii'S presmitfal by tliis date se(‘ the

discussion below pp. 184-5. [8ee now. however, the Postscript. l)elo\v p. 192.
|

1 . 3. For the syntactic structure of tiiis heading to the ]>rief narrative and long deposition

that follow see Dr. Mas. lOOod. I'S. 1, 1 ft‘. (Petd, IT. \ii). where further examinations of the

same thief are recorded.

X Iw ' X mentioned as a phrase in Wh., occurs again hduw in 3, 18

and also in Ambras 2, 5-b. where the wTitings plact^ of —
})rove that this should be interpreted as the pre[)Ositi(m in. Note furtlier that Ambras

gi\'es to icAi the det.^ . Peet renders ’ violate chambers in ' and (quotes, though with hesita-

tion, a verv difficult passage in Pap. Tut. ISSO (Pleyteand Ho^si 4b), 18—19, which r(‘ad:>

^ xt o touk m
Is and placed it in the tomb of the royal mothers g?j . One can hardly refusi^ to connect

the expression there used with the passages iwPap. Leopold II and Anihras. tha more so

as it evidently refers to some act of tomb-violation. Hut from this course it follows that

here irdi. against IVet's view, must have its usual nuxining 'to })lace', though in our

papyrus suggests placing of a violent kind. The word is would naturally mean tomb . hut

the feminine gender in the Turin passage is uiiex[)Hcted. A st-runis ohjt‘ction is, however,

that no further hint is given in our paiyvnis of the thitwms having * usurj)e(l ' or ‘ placaal tombs

in* the pyramid of king Sehkemsaf, tla^ charge hnaight agaimt them l)eing simply that of

having robbed it. An attempt of my own to take Is as ‘ pa^><lg<-‘ and to render ‘ tunnel into

is unnatural in the Ambras context (’phtced tunnels {’?) in tlie nst of the City ), and im-

possil)le in the Turin quotation. The simplest proA i^ional solution is to sujipose that irAi is m

properly means ‘to place a tomb in', i.e. by w*ay of usurpation, hut w\is also used in a loo>er

waav for ‘to violate' a tond).

H 4. • •
• pi i

simply ‘reported' (so l-^etl renders ifl . . . smij imur

in Abbott 1, 7-S^ hut ‘accused’, ‘denounced*, a sense that has survived in Coptic cxiuie e..

The use of the suffix after smy is commoner than the construction with m. Note, however,

that the same phrase sometimes means ’report’ untechnically.

1, 5. The restoration is vouched for hy several of the papyri published by Peet,
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viz. Br. Mus, 10053, rt, 1, 10054, vs, 2, 2; 4, 1 ; 1006S, rt 1, 6; 6, 22, where the same

man is associated in several official matters with the mayor of the west of Thebes.

These words are the beginning of a third complex

epithet of nr rmt in the group of f
j
3. The repetition py synty

. .
. jpnfic srnty might at first sight seem to involve some tautology, but is necessitated by

the intervening epithets. Exactly the same formula occurs in Br. Mus. 10054, vs. 1, 1-2,

where, however, only one complex epithet intervenes. ^1) var. loc. cit. ‘was

made’, not ‘had been made’, though Late Egyptian seems to have no explicit way of

marking this difference except by adding <=*2^ in the latter case.

1- J. n 10 ^ 1.9 I’
obviously a continua-

tion of the apposition carrying on the force of the definite article

into the second half. It is doubtless owing to the absence of py before «y that Peet, on Abbott,

1, 5. sought to make this the title of another, unnamed official, but in a list where even

so prominent a functionary as the vizier is mentioned by name an anonymous worthy
would be completely out of place. Similarly below (2, 16) the possessive adjective

' ‘

governs several coordinated nouns.

L 7-8. Eor this temple see Pleyte and Rossi, 155, 1,

8, with Gauthier, Diet. 2, 86; 4, 216. In point of fact, the tomb-robberies papyri mention

temples of Montju only at Armant n and at Tod n
The second of these is ruled out as a restoration here by the partly visible in our papyrus.

The first can almost certainly be eliminated because of the great improbability that the

vizier and his colleagues would repair to Armant in order to investigate a specifically Theban
matter.—The postponement of this adverb-equivalent so late in the sentence is character-

istic of Late Egyptian, e.g. Two Brothers 4, 6 ; 8, 9 ; Wenamun 2, 20-1
; below, 2, 7 and still

better 2, 19—3, 1 ; 3, 5-6. In English such a postponement is intolerable, so that in my
translation I have changed the order.

1, 8 see note e under the text. Eor the restoration of the name, parentage, and
description of the ring-leader of the gang of thieves, Amenpnufer, see 3, 8 and 4, 4 below. Peet

had already (p. 48) conjectured that he was the central figure in the

Amherst papyrus on the strength of Br. Mus. 10054, vs. 1, 4.

without article as the second member of an apposi-

tional nexus must be rendered ‘ a stone-mason’, though doubtless the

fact that he was one of many such would have been more explicitly

conveyed by The translation of as ‘quarryman’ is

rather misleading, though Wb. 394 notes that the term was also used

for stone-masons employed in the quarries. The literal sense is ‘necro-

polis-man’. ‘Stone-mason’ seems to me the most suitable English

rendering, though the reference here is not to constructed tombs, but

to tombs tunnelled in the rock. At this period the pronunciation may
have been simply kharay, the variant being found Br. Mus.
10054, rt. 2, 7 and often in the same papyrus.

1, 12 ff. The fragments of the first page of Amherst as published

by Newberry are obviously out of order, and their original arrange-

ment has been ably reconstructed by Peet, see his PI. 4 at bottom.
Unhappily Peet was not aware of the existence of two unimportant

looking fragments omitted from Newberry’s Plate; these have enabled me to carry the
reconstruction a stage further. The facsimile here annexed has been made for me by Dr.
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NEW LIGHT ON THE RAMESSIDE TOMB-ROBBERIES 175

C'ernj^ from the photograph kindh- supplied by Miss Greene, the librarian of the Pierpont

Morgan Library.

In the missing lines reference will first have been made to the beating which was the

regular prelude to Egyptian judicial confessions, probably in much the same language as

is used inBr, Mus, 10054, vs. 1, 4-5; Amenpniifer will then have been ordered to speak

by the tribunal as a whole, or by some single member of it. At the end of 1, 1*2 is

probably the suffix pron. 2nd sing, masc., and, if so. shows that Amenpnufer is already here

being addressed. My restoration of 1, 13 corresponds to the general usage in this class of

papyri, cf. ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ Ti ^
^

^4iis. 10052 1, 7 and sim. ib. 4. 3.

How the first half of 1, 14 should be restored is quite obscure.

1, 14. The rubric on the smaller of the two fragments alluded to in the note on 1, 12

above may have ushered in Amenpnufer *s reph\ The only objection is that the^ following

was not in red, but in black, see the trace of it under the seen in the second additional

fragment. The alternative is to make the rubricated ^ the introduction to the afore-

mentioned order given to Amenpnufer by the court. [The latter vie\v is right, see p. 192.]

The opening of AmenpnuferA deposition agrees in form with that found in

^ ^ ^Icujer A. G, 21. The phrase wn-I shn is paralleled below

in 4, 6.

1, 15. The restoration of the name of the high-priest Ea^messenakhte is due to

(p. 50) and seems demanded by the traces. Ea^messenakhte held office from the reign of

Eamesses IV until apparently after the Gth year of Eamesses VI, and was succeeded fur a

short time by a son named Xesamun (Lefebvre, Histolrc. 183). The latter w as followed by

a second son of Ea^messenakhte, the famous Amenhotpe of wdiom much mention is made both

here and elsewhere. The earliest mention of Amenhotpe is in the 10th year of Eamesses IX

and the latest {Maijer A, G, G-9) in a document of the first year of the irhm msid or ‘ Eenais-

sance', whenever that may have been. When he died or ceased to hold his pontifical office is

unknowm. The restoration at the beginning of the line is extremely uncertain. Feet (p.

46, bottom) hazards the guess that Amenpnufer wais stated to have been w orking on the tomi)

of Ea^messenakhte, but there seems no room for a restoration that could have conveyed this.

The phrase stone-m^jn>* derives some support from,

though it is not quite on all fours with, the expresfions
] J ‘adversary’, lit.

‘companion of fighting', I
‘

? S \\
‘hou-^e-

companion’, as w^ell as 4, 11.

L 16. i ^
i V.]-

l^it. ‘ Ibocamestealingin

the tombs in stretching on, stretching on’, i.c. ‘I fell into the habit of robbing the tombs .

Three points here call for discussion.

(i) The verb lipr is frequently used as an auxiliary in Late Egyptian to mark the

emergence of a new event, the occurrence of something fresh and notable. The sensi’ is

often so weak as to be best ignored in translation, but elsewhere proceeded to , began .

or ‘fell’ (a-doing) may be suitable renderings. The examples in Erman. Neinh/. (irumm.

(2nd. ed.), §§570-1, could be largely multiplied.

(ii) The three examples of the adverbial phrase in dun in dwn contained in this papjrus

(here; 2, 5; 2, 7) confirm the sense ‘regularly’, ‘continually’, which I gave to it in traii'-

lating Horus and Seth, 11, 12 lettuces which

he used regularly to eat’. The absolute literal sense would be in stretching, in stretching .

i.e. ‘on and on’. Erman. op. cit, § 592, has been misled by Coptic utoo-jmi. which corre-

sponds to Greek ovv, roiyapovv, toIvw, into giving icaJiThch as the ju'incipal sense; and Tl b.
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one of the two demonstratives is

jl and in the latter cases it

V. 4d-2 does not quite hit the nail on the head by rendering ‘ iceiter’. 'Jerner'. 'ferner noch 'd

Tile development seems to be as follows; (1) of movement: ‘no one looked behind

him I but (thev) tied straight on’, Urk. iv, 697; (-2) of time: (A)

‘omvard', ‘(from) the second month of summer onward’, Anast,

VI. 21
:
(B) 'fronmToiron’. ^ n "^t cease writing

to me henceforward', Bol. 10S6, d; sim. 'iict accordingly

henceforth'. Pap. Bibl Xat. 197. o. 5: perhaps likewise also Pap. jucl. Tur. 2, 9: (C) ‘on

and on', ie. ‘habitually', ‘continually', see the passages above-quoted, and also an example

Aliich is of special interest for our present purpose as containing the auxiliary hpr:

^ <=> 1 .r. vv'j I iTi_ii-^T-ALAL"t J A 0 A, 7^

‘Accusiitiun that he contracted the haliit of assaulting the workmen with (lit. in) a

night-gang'. Salt 124. vs. 1, 4. Xote that in a large number of cases is used and this helps

out the meaning of the expression.

I'iii) For the plural [^j|il 3| abnormally written without (^ee note p on PL XIP
compare Br. Mus. 100o4. rt. 2. S. 9. though “ is there omitted.

1.17. To " corresponds in o. 9 (one of the two deinomtratives i>

MqifTtluoiis) and in 6. 10 (followed by ^\cr]l ^“.^), and in the latter cases it

seems natural, if not obligatory, to render ‘of that temple', referring back to ‘the temple

of Fsimare^-miamun' in the sanm lines. h>o possibly here also, l.mt I have mv
doubts. In Abbott, rt. 1. 10. P2, 13, 15 otticials of are named without any previous

mention of a temple, and similar instances appear to present themselves also in Br. Mus.

10052, 10, 6 : 10053, vs. 4, *23; there the demonstrative can allude only to the temple to

which the scribe ]j>elonged and where the documents written by him were destined to be

stored. Should the same interpretation apply here, we should have an almost mathematical

proof that the roliberies-papyri, as has often been conjectured (see Peet, p, 178). once formed

t»art of the temple archives of ^ledinet Habu; for it seems clear that m ^ hero must

allude to the same temple as passages cited, and there we have seen that

tliA temple of Harnesses III was meant.

1,T7-1S. a AA- The expression is

unmual, ^ ~ ‘now in the year x’ being the more natural phrase, see Pap.

('airo 05730, 3 = JEA 22. PI. 13. That the predicate of the foregoing subject is

clear, an inhnitive (with omitted ^ or old perfective being required in the construction.

>ee Erman. Xeucig, Gramm.^. § 805. The translation ‘now when the year 13 . . . had begun'

>fMmiS justified, especially since the beginning of that year stood in some need of being

''ti\>sed, as Ave shall see in the next note. Hoavoaxt, referring to exactly the same facts,

Br. Mus. 10054, vs. 1. 6 says simply Pharaoh,

lour years ago '.

[lll[f,^]i<=:>[L]w O*' ^>t'?^ides the passage just quoted, iTorzes and Seth, 2. 13 ; in tAA'o other

examples, Bol. 1004, 9, 4 and Pleyte and Hossi, 16, 6 the preposition -91 precedes. One is

Mirprised to find it stated in a document of year 16 that an eA ent occurring in year 13 happen-
e<l 4 years ago. Imt the reading is confirmed Izy the parallel passage in Br. Mus. 10054 quoted
above. One Avay of accounting for this apparent miscalculation Avould be to suppose that

Amenpnufer made his confession right at the end of Piamesses IXth's sixteenth regnal year,

so that virtually four years Avould have elapsed since the beginning of the thirteenth year

—

^ Wh. ib. is also Avron;: in renderin^^ w Joppa, 1,11 as ' skJi vor jem. kinskUen'. As

llurui and Seth 3, 9

;

4, 3

;

0, 0 suggest, the proper rendering is ‘stood upright'.
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if it ivas the beginning of the latter year which Ameni^nidVr was ein'istiging. Tiihappily this

explanation does not suit the facts. In the necropolis journal edited liy Jiotti and P(M‘t there

are two passages which make it highly probalde that the acce>sion-day of I{anu'»es IX lay

between the 17th and 23rd days of the first month of inundation^ and consecpiently the

interval between year 13 and the date of the confessions can in no cast* havt* ])tM*n much more
than three years, and may lun e been less if the middlt* or end tjf year 13 was envisaged. Ail

things being considered, the most plausi])le way of explaining the words 'four yt^irs ago’ is

that favoured by Guim: he points out that sim})le-minded }>i*o[)le. in stating the interval

between two given dates, are a})t t<3 take tla* tw<i (*xtreme^ into the ivckoning: thirtetai.

fourteen, fifteen, sixteen makes four years—and as an amilogy (runii quotes the I naicli Jnut

jours, quinze jours.

2, 2. The exact meaning of determined. In Haod 2. 17 = ^o/.

(tIoss. 3. 8 this titli^ follows 'coppersmith, gold-wor]{er ’ c\nd })recedr> J J thought to

signify ‘worker in faience'. In Anost. 71 , rs. (' {\ craftsmen so called are engaged in adorning

the royal palace together vrith * draughtsmen llrug^cli. TIT. Supq)!. r.DP.

quotes from a statuette in Turin. The term^ for 'ston<*-worker’ and 'scult>tor' being

known, I conjecture that nsdtij may d(*>ignate the maker of tho>H fai*ai(s- inlays that hav(^

been found at Tell el-A<ihudiya and Kantir. Ik*et notes that in Ar. fi/as. JOfl-hL rt. 2. 18

one Ha^pho, probaldy the same man as is mentioiK'd here, is calltMl simply ^ 'a stone-

mason’. For the moment 'decorator' seems a good enough r»*nflering.

2, 3. T « ^ necessary coi'rection se(‘ 8. 14 and F>r. Mus. rs,

1, 7. The title ‘ water-pourtu’’ (see M b. i. 287) refeiv to })rofe>-ional ofiici.nit^ at tla^ shrine

of some dead king or woi>hipped person. In Gre(*k timi s tin* yoayaV?]? is rather count cti d

with the funerary cult: a full di>cussion in ATlcktai. Urh. d. PfoloiiarnAt. it. 8s tf. The

King Tuthmosis lY to Avhich this particular *watt*r-p(;ur<‘r ' wa> attaclu'd will

have been a portable shrine in wTiich the image (.>f the king sat: fijr such shrines >et‘ tlie

})icture in Frisse, HiAoire dc VArf. ii, SS. The laaiderings Afessc/, Trmj.sessi / in If b. v. 81 . though

unquestionable, scarcely do comjtlete justice to tla* word. For (*xamt)l(‘, in the >t» la^of

Ikhernofret ("1. 12) the determinative is a shrine wTth folding doors and cavetto comic* by

.

2. G. 8^ ,[J^' '

I

'pyramids and (rockYtombs '. d'hesi* two ttvins are

combined with a third
|

.
perhaps mere 'graves' (Feet

) in ^ibbott 2. 1.

2, 7. The postponement of bo})tic ix\i (ZAS 41. 18()j. to aftei* tin* r(Iati\ r*

clause is another example of the La te-Egyptian h(d)it mentioned m the note on 1, 7-8.

JiTy'
'

'<771) ‘ copper tools According to Ceriiy //»' i^ a gtaan'ic word for 'tooI> . 1

rendered 'chisels* in Fap. Fh. Bfottjf III. vs. 4. P. see Text. p. 28, with n. 7.

^ here transitive as in Coptic, apparently the only cl(*ar instance of such u>e in

Late Egyptian. 9 I
at the end of the line is perhaps to be rendered 'through : (j. '])a->

i)y’ and ‘fruit and honey througli the treasury of Fharaoh , yiar.,

Karn. 83.

^ Bottiand Feet {IlGlonmh dcUa XecrojKdi. p. IP. have ^tr.uicely ov('rIuo1c{Ml that the conolii^ion wtiit hthey

themselves were inclined to draw from PL (L 1 13 (‘ombined with PL t. ]>. 3, L 1 is well cniihrmed by PL 34.

L 1 1 combined with f6?V/.L P>. Itistniethat PL 33,Lb miLdit seem to im])h that there wa^ no change of reimal

year during the whole season of inundation, bat in view ol the harmonious evidence of the two pasr?age‘> al-

ready quoted the easiest course is to emend the tir^t
j q ^

|

i

|
1

~ ^ n
* authors rightly

noted that 11. 5 and 6 of the same Plate show that there was a change of regnal year between the last day

of the second month of winter and the first day of the fourth month of inundation. In his comments, Tfntih-

Robberies, p. 57, Peet has forgotten that the accession-day of Ramesses IX had been determined within narrow

limits by Botti and himself.
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•2, 8. Illn a general term for ‘end’, ‘back-part’ (of a tomb, or human residence,

hence ci) rather than the name of a specific room. At all events, in the plan of the tomb of

Eamesses IV the end-room is called n
\
rj ‘^he treasury of the end-portion’,

and there is no chamber specifically labelled p nfriv; see JEA 4, PL 29 with p. 143. It is

clear from the present description that the nfrw here referred to was on the ground-level, and

not underground, and doubtless the word simply meant that part of the interior of the

pyramid as far as possible removed from the entrance.

The next statement in the narrative is ‘we found ^^1 after which the text

continues ‘we took lighted candles in our hands and went down’. The word dH ‘nether-

world ' must be a general designation of the lower parts of the tomb where the king lay

buried, hardly a name for the sloping passage or vertical shaft leading thither, since for the

former we have the term ^ {loc, cit.) and for the latter the term ^ |^ Qn sentence

here discussed must accordingly be an abbreviation of ‘we found the way to (or to the

entrance of) its underground chambers \

‘lighted candles’. The sense is obvious from the context, but the

phrase is difficult to analyse both grammatically and lexicographically. In the Late-Egyp-

tian several stems seem to be confused, see Wb, iv, 333. Hhs, Coptic gHfic: is

the ordinary L at e-Egyptian word for the candles used by the workpeople of the necropolis.

These were made by the workpeople themselves, and consisted of wicks coated with

‘tallow’, see Cairo ostr. 25820, vs,

Coptic €.^pHi. This abnormal spelling is evidently an

attempt to indicate the accented -rd-.

2, 9. ‘demolish’, doubtless not but identical with the old hm,

as Wh, III, 282 suggests too tentatively.

aaiTi* fhe note on 2, 10-11.

Doubtless for tichnv (tJi), £ in Late-Egyptian hieratic often standing for

a habit which arose from the desire to save space by putting the head of the oblique

longer e over the small sign for In point of fact the (? does not project in the original so far

forward as is shown in the transcription. The word seems entirely unknown, and ‘ recess
’

is a mere conjecture. [For not as in the Plate, see p. 192.]

2, 10. The determinative with old ‘ back ’, ‘ end ’, is not rare at this period, but so

abbreviated a TOting as is not common
; cf., however, Br, Mus. 10383, 3, 7.

perhaps rather generally, not the name of a specific chamber
; so, too, of the same king and

(jueen Abbott 3, 4.

2, 10-11. place of his side, i.e. ‘beside him’, or ‘in his

neighbourhood ’. For driv see Peet’s excellent note, but he wrongly renders ‘its’, as there

is no masculine noun except ‘this god’ for the suffix to refer to.

The obvious restoration escaped Peet, though he realized that

a second passive participle must have followed mK\ The fixed phrase JuJd hid or hid mkl, to

which SpiegeDierg {Bee, Trav. 21, 44) first called attention, indicates protection against

external interference, such as was accorded to the staffs of temples by royal decree, e,g. TJrh. I,

287, 3 ; 289, 3 : 307, 11 ;
A auri 2G and often. In Abbott 6, 6-7, it is said of the royal mummies

‘they are safe and are protected and
guarded unto all eternity’. The present example differs, however, from all others by being

followed by the instrumental
^ ,

‘with (gypsum-)plaster’. One is reminded of

the tomb of Tut^ankhamun, where the entrance to the burial-chamber was in fact protected
^ Quoted to me by Ceniy from Erman, Zicei AktenstilcJce aus d, thehan. Grdberstadt, in Sitz. d, hon, preuss,

Ak. d, issensch., 1910.
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by a partition-wall built ‘of dry masonry, bonded with heavy l(jgs of wood, and covered on
both sides with a coat of hard plaster’ (Carter, Tomb of Tutankhamen, u. 41).

The description of this partition has been quoted in full as a prelude to the discussion of

the next words covered with /es7es\ The very term ‘covered’,

which is nearly equivalent to ‘hidden’, and is used of parts of buildings covered by later

encroachments [e,g. Borchardt, Baucjeschichte, in Sethe, UntersucJiungen 5, 41, 3), seems
clearly to refer to something fortuitous that concealed the plaster facing of the })urial-place.

This something can only have been ‘rubble ’ or * sand ’

;
and since is tlie word for sand, the

meaning of^^ must surely be ‘ rubble ’

; ]Vb. in, 339 riglitly renders ‘ Schutt We have
encountered the word already in 2. 9.

2, 12. For the position of
[( j\] before htp'tl, idiomatic in Late Egyptian, cf. I^

Wenamun 2, 62; Mager A, 6, 13; B. 3. 14; J Mauer A, 1, 4; ’ txT ^ Wcnamun
2,43-4.

‘sarcophagi' . . . ‘coffins'. See the valuable note by Winlock

in this Journal, 10, 239. n. 2. He quotes a passage to sliow that the sarcophagi, though
dh/icghere is determined with may quite well have been of stone, and he rightly interprets

the sentence to mean that the king and queen were each resting in an outer sarcophagus and
an inner anthropoid coffin—though ‘his coffins' in 2, 14Ho, 16 suggests that the king liad

more than one. inlock's further archaeological comments on the passage are of the

highest interest. I refrain from repeating here all his valuable observations.

2, 12-13. The tautology of delnon^tratives is characteristic of

Late Egyptian {cf. beloAv 2, IG. 19), but is abhorrent to English, and therefore not reproduced

in the translation.

2,13. again no importance can be attached to the deter-

minatives. Feet's ‘equi])ped like a warrior ('?)’ is devoid of foundation, and the usual

determinative of which is is best rendered ‘falchion’
;
doubtless a dagger and not a sword

is meant, though either might suit the archaeological evidence: see Winlock, op. cit., p. 240.

^i^\i M* The writing certainly suggests ‘eye-amulets', as Feet renders the word,

and eye-amulets will undoubtedly have been included. But I prefer to render more generally

‘ amulets there being a closely related word ^ i. 401 ,
wliich designattal amuletic

jewels of various forms. probably a spelling of older will probably nder

chiefly to the various necklaces.

2, 14. [On re-collation of the original the reading i i tpigic emerged, see the

Postscript, p. 193; Feet’s rendering ‘head-piece* is still po^^^ibly right.]

being applied, as Wb. v, 499, informs us. to stone parts of buildings,

ships, and staves, suggests covering with gold leaf. Perhaps the clerk who transcribed

Amenpnufer's evidence was here exaggerating, as A\'inlock su>pt^cts in thi^ case of the in-

lajdng of the coflins with precious stones im ntioned in the next words.

2, 15. The determination of this word with o here, where it has tlie narrower sens»'

of ‘ inlay ’ rather than its ordinary sense of *
fill is worthy of note. Another way of putting

the matter is to say that it has borrowed o from the following ° y for such borrowing

see my Admonitions, p, 41, note on 4, 14; op. cit., G, 5. 12.

Feet, Cinnmcntiug on Br. Mus. 10054, rt. 1. G (p. 66), claims that this verb

means ‘to make aw’ay with’ in tlie tomb-robbery texts, and quotes a number of examples.

In every single one, so far as I can see, the meaning ‘collect’ is more appropriate. That is

much the commonest sense of the w'ord, as I first suspected in studying the inscription of Hes,

see my edition, p. 19, n. 48. Besides the examples there quoted see Blinding of Truth 6, 1

;
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Ch. Beatty T', r5 . 1, 9, of people; op. cit, vs. 1, 5, of the harvest. Wb. ii, 220 ignores this

meaning altogether. „ _ , , - , ,

2, 16. We must carry on the sense of nnj-f to I For the use of a single definite

article before more than one noun, see above, the note on 1,6.

Feet has acutely observed that here serves to avoid the repetition of the preposition

on :
‘ the gold which they stole was on the mummy, on the amulets and ornaments, and on the

coffins ’. This interpretation is clinched (1) by 2, 19 below, and (2) by the fact that the coffins

themselves Avere set fire to (2, 17-18) and are therefore here spoken of, not for their oivn sake,

but for the sake of the gold that was upon them.

2, 17. Of the many examples of the adverb ‘exactly’ fouml in the tomb-

robbery papyri the closest resemblance to the present context is seen in

exactly like ours’, Br. Mus. 10054. rt 3, 6.

2. lb. The restoration is supported by Bt. Hus, 10054, Tt, 1, 6; 2, 11, where

similarly it is ivtic ‘inner coffins’ that Avere set fire to. The lacuna is too small for

‘bandages'.
jti

For ‘furniture’, or ‘outfit’ as Peet prefers to render, cf. ^
n 1 Abbott 4, 3 ;

also beloAv, 3, 2.

!
'L

g,,,.
Feet renders ‘objects’, very possibly rightly. I was inclined to accept the

primarv meaning ‘vessels’ here, but since the more general secondary sense has surA’Wed as

late as Coptic, it seems more cautious to adopt it in the present instance.

2, lS-19. ^ ‘ divide among’, very common in Late Egyptian and especially in the

robberies-paiiyri.

2, 19-3, 1.
I
r

separation of the A'erb from the rest of

this expression is an admirable example of the Late-Egyptian habit mentioned in the note

on 1,7-8.

Note the feminine ending ^ after the numeral. Such wTitiiigs are rare, see hethe,Za}il€7i

u. Zahlicorte, 53, top
;
Erman, Xeudg, GrammA, § 244; also an example Br. Hus. 10052, 3, /.

The WTitings of the word for ‘ part ’ here and beloAV, 3, 5, are A^aluable as affording additional

proof that dnitwas already at this time pronounced without n as in the Coptic Toe: toi;

Sethe (op. cit. 89, n. 2) adduced eA'idence that this reduction had been effected already in the

Middle Kingdom. The usual AAritings of the tomb-robberies papyri are or

Avith = before the pronominal suffix.

3, 1. Lit. ‘tAventy deben of gold fell to us, consisting of each man of the eight men .

[T] below, 3, 3-4 ;
Br. Hus. 10054. rt. 1 ,

1

2 ;
10052, 6

, 5 ; 10403, 1
,
26. T^-- before

is doubtless the old defining preposition ^ ;
c/. the common ^'^^^|^‘both ,

Coptic iinecnes.'y, and also the A^ariant of the present expression Br,

Hus. 10054, rt. 1,1 ;HaijcrB, 13. 14,AAhich, contrary to PeefsAueAv (p. 66) is in all probability

elliptical for hnj ror m s nb.

The total of 160 dehcii of gold, i.e. 14-| kilograms, AA'ould have a present-day A^alue in

England of £3,000. This large amount puts a rather great strain on our credulity. Dr. Cerny

points out that this AA’ould haA'o enabled the thieA'es to purchase 160 superfine oxen!

I I as substanth'e seems unknoAvn, but appears likely to be connected AAdth
„

‘to split', ‘crush’, Wb. v, 329.

3, 2. ‘after some days’, cj. Br. Hus. 10054, rt. 2, 6; 10053, vs. 2, 13;

3. 3,11.16. 20. The expression is doubtless elliptical, but Avhether it is derKed from the

literary hr Ir Jirivic kmc sic/ hr nn or from hr ir hr-s/ hricw cannot be discussed here.

Note that it AA^as the district-superintendents of Thebes (^,), and not of the M est of
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Thebes (c/. the title of Amemiakhte in 1, 5), Avho got wind of the robberies and arrested

Amenpnufer.

J CT Probably ‘ the office
' ;

at all events not ‘ the house ’ of the mayor of Thebes,

for which Pesiur himself uses the words £ | in Abhott 6,1.

3, 4. The same scribe Kha^emope is accused of the same offenco by Amenpnufer in Br,

Mus. 10054, rt, 1, ll-P2,bnt on that occasion he obtained only 4 hite of gold. ^Ye learn from
Abhott, 6, 10 that there were two scribes of the quarter resident in Thebes proper, he. on the

right bank (^,).

^2!^ ‘compensated me
: perhaps nowdiere else exactly as here, but the sense ‘to

pay in full’ with object of the person is well known : see ZAS 43, 34, n. 26.

contiTisted wltli
(
0

^ ^ ^ , occui’s again in 3, 7 in a different con-

text
;
the sense ‘ordinary people’, ‘ commoners \ emerges clearly from both. As here, of the

dead, cj. Abbott 4, 1 ; of the living as in 3, 7, cj, Br. Mus. 10054. vs. 2, 1 : 1006S. 6, 12.

B, 7. companions, companions’. I take it that sp 2 is

of vital importance in this context, and that, somewhat along the same lines as

Te 1 Cor. XV. 39 means ‘all ffesh is not the same tleslT, so

icndw icndic signihes *a party (just as we are) a party’, i.e. 'are on the same footing as our-

selves’. "Whatever the linguistic analysis, the latter seems obviously the true sense. For

^ ,
an old collective early written

,
^^oe IF^, i, 326.

We have just encountered a case wherf^ the repetition of a word appears to stress the

similaritu of two compared things. Piepetition may. howanaa*, aho SfU^a* to indicate a supers-

sion. Thus in Coptic means 'one by one’, ‘one aftfv another’, ‘ each

one ’. Curiously enough, ^ immediately following in our papyrus })rovides a good

example of the second development. The expression is to be read p; rn-rn and means ‘ name-

list’, ‘roll-call’, lit. ‘name (by) name’. To the examples quoted by Pf*et, d/aper

p. 10, n. 1 add Br. Mus. 10054, vs. 2, 1 ;
10052, 2, 1 ; 5, 12. Wrongly read in Wb. ii. 42s, 20.

3, 8-15. The list of the thieves that follow^s repeats and to a small extent amplities the

particulars given in Amenpnufer’s testimony, but also serves to introduce the account (3,

16-19) of the examination and condemnation of his accomplices. The names are repeated

yet again in the third and last section of our papyrus (4, 4-12), as wll as in the narrative

and the list of Br. Mus. 10054 (vs. 1.4-8: 5, 4-20 >. Only a f(Av notes on the divergences of

these lists will be given here, since lack of space prohibits a full treatniiait of the p^a-sonalities

involved in this complicated affair.

3, 11. The name of the father is omitted for later insertion wlnai a.scertaimal. A like

omission occurs in 3. 14.

3, 13. The ‘Island of Amenope’ i^ mentioned again below, 4. 6. in Br. Mus. 10051. rt. 1, 6

andinjBr. Mus. 10052. 10. 3. Of these passages, the second is the more informative. Amen-

pnufer is there relating how he and his confederates plundered the tomb of the third priest of

Amun, Tjanufer. Amenpnufer tells that ‘ we took his coffins to this boat, along with the rest,

to the Island of Amenope'. Here it is fairly clearly implied that the thieves left the

bank to burn the coffins, so that the I>land of Aniemqie must be either an island on the river

or else on the east bank. I doubt if the literal sense of ’ island need lie pressed, any more than

its modern €*quivalent geilra. Indeed, there setans some indication that the Island of Amenope

is simply a name of the cultivable lands round Karnak or between Karnak and Luxor. The

name Amenope points in this direction, for it imeins the Amun of Ope, and the Southern Ope

is Luxor. But further, the Amenemhab mentioned in 2, 2: 3, 13 and 4, 6 of our papyrus is

elsewhere termed ‘ffeld-labourer of the House of Khons of Amun of Ope {Br. (Mus. 10054,

vs. o, 11 ;
also the much later Br. Mus. 10052. 10. 1 and Mdijer A, 3, 12, where a sun of this
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Amenemhab makes depositions). Now the temple of Khons thus mentioned must surely be

that in Karnak, and this fact, coupled with the statement that Amenemhab was employed

by the high-priest of Amun, speaks eloquently in favour of the conjecture above expressed.

Note that, whereas Amenemhab is usually called a ‘field-labourer’ or * cultivator
’

he is described as an ‘agent’ or 'controller’ A ^ 6.

3, 18. Xl^ • * • ‘pointed out’, literally ‘laid . . . hand upon’. C/.

‘the two places which he pointed out', Abbott, rt. 5, 6 ;

'this house which I have pointed out to you’, lit. ‘which (I) have laid your

hand upon them ' ib. 5. 8. It is strange that in this phrase the hand in question should not be

that of the indicator, but that of those to Avhom indication is made; grammatical analysis

seems to make that inference certain. The omission of the suffix 1st pers. after
(j^ X

I

in the passage last quoted is not a serious difficulty, whereas to render ‘this house pointed

out by you’ (passive participle with retained object) is in disagreement with the context,

and would doubtless have been expressed by '^i
See above on 1.3.

3, 19. I have rendered ‘condemnation’, not ‘doom’ as Peet did, partly be-

cause the word may not be identical with Q {Wb. iv, 403 takes sue and together),

and partly because the ‘ punishment ' of the criminals (;£(! (1
reserved

for the decision of Pharaoh (4, 11). £ of snet is not quite certain, being partly in lacuna.

4, 1 fi\ In this final section of the papyrus it was planned to record the arrangements

made with regard to the individual thieves after their trial. There is one intrusive name,

that of Shedsuany (4, 7), which will be discussed later. Of the eight thieves involved in the

spoliation of the tomb of king Sebkemsaf only four are enumerated, the scribe having failed

to complete his task.
<-=>

Great Tribunal’, see Peet, pp. 18-19.

4, 3. lit. 'it was written for them’, passive sdni'f; so, too, Abbott, 7, 16 in an

exactly similar context. Peet (p. 44, n. 22) has rightly seen (though he expresses it rather

ambiguously) that does not refer to the judges who caused the record to be made, but

to the thieves who {i.e. whose names) were written down. This is proved by the combined

evidence of Abbott 6, 11. 12 (where the suffix of refers to the ‘great tales’ told by the

necropolis scribes), of Brit. Mus. 1006S. rt. 6, 21, and of Brit. Mas. 10053, vs. 1, 9. The last

passage is decisive: ‘he wrote down (lit. for)

every theft he had committed’.

I*

corresponding passage of Abbott (7, 16) we read simply

which would pretty well suffice to show that the addition
^

is superfluous.

I propose to interpret alone as ‘roll’ and — ‘papyrus-roll’. ,^,is

certainly a mistake for i

, and this must be an abbreviation, not for tnu as it appears to be

in (see my Late-Egyptian Miscellanies, p. 17a, 1. 12 n.*^), hut for ‘SiocoAJie

‘ pa])yrus-book'. The })roof involves a partial retractation of my remarks Journal 19, 26,

n. 10, which were themselves a retractation of the attempt made by me in Inscription of Mes,

p. 17, n. 32 to show that and XT sanm word. This now appears

to^he certain, for CVrny qirotes

fr-) in the Turin papyrus published Journal 13, PI. 15, 11. 2-3. That passage in turn links

^ is omitted, as often in these texts.

“ Cerny admits that the papjTus may have fj- instead of Q, since at that time he was wrongly, with the

rest of Egyptologists, reading Q for fl- in the expression writing ^ in the Turin
papyrus and in the passage here commented upon seems due to the influence of the said expression.
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up w ith
(j (? ^ pc'i})yrus-r()Il in A nast. T

, 1 L 1 , <in oxprossion in which
Sail I, 3, 10 has the significant and informative variant £ S where
the spelling^ supplies the missing link between and mon^-

thirty-two rolls', Plevte and Bossi, S, 3? In Journal 19,

26, n. 10 I pointed out that ^ ^ ^ ^he old 'papyrus roll’, Wb. i, 208, 17-19.
but "wrongl} refused to identify ^—c(? ^ with these on the ground of its masculine gender.
The gender was, however, judged merely from the appearance of the word: f~
in Lansing 2, 2 shows that this is really feminine.

*

<">^plained in Abbott 7. 16 by the addition — ‘of the Vizier'.

4, 7. For ‘Amenophis the favourite of Amen-rG^' see Cerny in BiJl de VlnA, franc.. 27,
167 ff. The reduplication in -i ibAb (Wb. i. 63) probably has the function of (expressing

reciprocity (‘heart to heart ')

;

for two other functions, see above, the notes on 3, 7.

^ ‘penetrated into’, lit. ‘ Reached’ with a nuance of aggression, cf. Abbott 2, 15.

18 ;
Br. Mus. 10062. 1,14: 3, 24 ; 4, 7 and often,

IN seventeen thieves . I find no other refiu'ence to Shedsu-
any or to the number seventeen in connexion with the thieves of the Theban necropolis, but
it seems probable that some of the latter are to be sought in the list Br. 6Ius. 10061, rs. 5, 1-

6, 3, where they stand alongside Amenpnufer and his accomplices.

periphrasis with appears to mark
continuous present or relative present action, as I have learnt from de Buck's acute observa-

tion in regard to another passage. A rapid search seems to confirm this suggestion.

4, 10. Literally * who are in evading i.e. ‘ who are mi'^sing The preposition

to introduce an infinitival predicate is confined to verbs of UKjtion, see Erman. Xeudg.

Gramm. (2nd ed.).§499.

J7 1* 'Lhe ordinary word for ‘ fetching’ or ‘ producing' criminals. This word is prefixed

in the abbreviated form ^ to the names of a number of tin* thieves enumerated in Br. Mus.

10061, rs. 5,1-6, 3, including the Setekhnaklite here said to be missing (5, 20). But Beet

rightly pointed out (p. 58) that the note J may be later than the list itself.

4, 11. n been identified with Hebrew ‘g^^te’, but the two other

examples Br. Mus. 10062, 2. 27 and 10063. rt. 4. 13 write sr<^, which rend(n*s

the equation doubtful. In all three places the locality app^-ars t(j be a prison in the temple

of Amun.

^^7vv*™Llk ^ee my article in this Journal 16. 231 fi.

The discoveiy of an ancient king and queen decked out in their funerary splendour is a

great adventure, and the confession wrung from Amenpnufer makes intei-esting reading for

its own sake. But there is also a peculiar fascination in att(unpting to place the story in its

proper perspective among the accounts given elsewhere of the same set of cwents, however

insufficient the materials for the purpose may be. Threi^ main sourci^s (‘xist, naimdy tht^

Abbott papyrus, Fap. Brit. Mus. 10061. and tln^ Bap. Leopold II fi- Amherst itself. In

addition there are some reminiscences from later times, as wlnai a son of th(‘ field-labourer

Amenemhab recalls, in the first year of tlu' ‘Renaissance’, not less than twenty years after

the events in question, some dealings that his father had had with tln^ thiev(^s Hapy and

Kaemwese, both perhaps mentioned in the Sebkeinsaf afiairb Lastly, there ar(‘ refenmees

in the Ambras papyrus to siwcTal of the manuscripts concerned with these tom])-rol)beri(‘S

of the reign of Eamesses IX. It is impossible here to survey the entin^ ground covered by

Peet in the splendid book he devoted to the subject, ])ut I mu<t put on la'cord my impression

^ Brit. Mus. lOOM, 10, 1 fi, ; cf. also Mui/er 4. 3, 1:2. See, too, below, p. 187, n. 7.
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that if ever the history of this period comes to be w'ritten by some one thoroughly conversant

with the persons mentioned in the trials, a number of details will appear in a somewhat

different light. Close and prolonged study, however, would be required to bring about this

result. For the moment all that seems possible is, after dealing with a few points of difficulty

arising from the text of the Brussels portion of the AynJierst papyrus, to weave into a con-

secutive narrative the new information afforded by that document.

The date of the ^^nd day of the third month of inundation in the first line of Pap,

Leopold 11 appears at first sight to be the actual date of Amenpnufer's examination. A
subsequent passage, however, offers an obstacle to this view. In 3, 16-18 it is recounted

that after Amenpnufer had made his confession his confederates were similarly tortured and

told the same tale
;
and further that, obviously as a result of these proceedings, the vizier

Kha^emwese and the royal butler Nesamun had the thieves conveyed to the west bank on

the 19th day of the said month, where they pointed out to those high dignitaries the royal

})yramid that they had robbed. It seems quite impossible to invert the order of the occur-

rences, and consequently the confession of Amenpnufer must have been made before or on the

morning of the 19th. Following up this deduction. Ave obserA-^e that the first line of the papy-

rus does not use either of the expressions ^ 1 ^ ' on this day’ or ‘ day of’ elsewhere

employed to give precision to the occurrences of a gh'en date. Hence it might seem neces-

sary to conclude that the 22nd day mentioned in 1, 1 is simply the date of the AA’riting of the

papyrus, a conclusion which at all eA^ents is not in disagreement AAath the indications of 4, 1-3.^

The question is, hoAA’eA^er, complicated by Br. Hus, lOOoly which contains further con-

fessions by Amenpnufer, these dated, according to Feet's edition, on the 14th day of the

month. Before putting the final touches to this article it seemed desirable to glance at the

British Huseiim papyrus in the original. To my great surprise I found—and the reading Avas

confirmed by Cerny—that admirably as Feet had deciphered as much of the difficult hieratic

narrative as I had time to collate, he had gone astray oa^t the date in vs. 1,1. This should

read, not ‘ day 14 but ' day 19 The new reading agrees pretty well with the data both of

Abbott and of Pap. Leopold 11. From the former (4, 9-10) Ave learn that there AA'as a great

round-up of tomb-robbers immediately after the tour of inspection on the 18th, and that

these robbers Avere examined AAuthout delay either on the eAmning of the 18th or on the

morning of the 19th—at all events before the Ausit of the vizier and the royal butler to the

necropolis on the 19th. From Pap. Leopold 11, as I have already pointed out. it is clear that

Amenpnufer had admitted his complicity in the Sebkemsaf affair before the afternoon of the

19th. It is true that the pyramid of Sebkemsaf is not mentioned in the rather disjointed

confessi<ms of Amenpnufer dated to the 19th in Brit. Hus. 10051, but the combined eA'idence

of all three sources makes it likely that the violation of the royal tomb Avas mentioned by
him at the same time. Does this mean that Ave must acquiesce in the exceedingly aAA'kAvard

conclusion referred to aboA'e? That conclusion becomes the more aAvkAA'ard Avhen Ave reflect

tliat, if no trust can be placed in the dating of Pap, Leopold 11, 1, 1 as referring to the examin-
ation and conf*^ssiun immediately folloAving it. neither can any trust be placed in the dating

of Amenpnufer s confessions in Br. Hus. 10051, especially since these are introduced by
almost identical phrases. Indeed, Egyptologists Avill be in a deplorable predicament if

tlu'Y can no l(urg<‘r lurce confidence that the dates at the heads of their documents AA’ere

intended to intimate the exact dates of the eA'ents recorded therein. Fortunately there is a
means of oA-ercoming the difficulty Avhich on consideralion Avill appear, not merely plausible,

but compelling. If Ave closely scrutinize 4, 1—3 (jf our papyrus, Ave shall see that the passage
discloses a solemn session of the Great Iribunal on the 22nd, A’^et unless Amenpnufer then

^ [This and the next paragraph must be read in the light of the Postscript, below, p. 192J.
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made his detailed and formal confession, all that will have been enacted on that occasion
will have been the handing over of the thieves to the high-priest. In 4, 3 it is stated that
the proceedings of the session were recorded in writing, but there would have been next to

nothing to record if Amenpnufer s confession had not just taken place. The solution then
is, if I see it aright, that Amenpnufer confessed to robbing the pyramid-tomb of Sebkenisaf
on two separate occasions: firstly before the visit of the vizier to the necropolis on the IDtli,

on this occasion perhaps only in a general and summary way
;
and secondly on the !2‘2nd,

when he gave a gi'aphic and detailed description of his misdeeds to the high court. The
Abbott papyrus provides us with a close analogy to this sequence of events in its references

to the ^oppersmith Peikhal. That man is stated to have admitted thefts in the tomb of

Queen Ese,^ but on being taken across to the necropolis was unable to identify the tomb
he had mentioned.^ Notwithstanding this virtual demonstration of his innocence he was
brought before the Great Tribunal again on the 21st, and on being questioned was seen to

be wholly ignorant of the place he said he had rol)b(-d.^ The similarity of the procedure in

both cases makes it practically certain that the date of Amenpnufer s full confession was
the 22nd, as indicated by our papyrus. It may be admitted that there is some ambiguity

in the form in which the record of the trial is composed, but the solution of the problem

here adopted fits in well with all the known facts.

I shall now endeavour to re-tell the story of this cause celebre in my own way, down to the

close of the trial of Amenpnufer. The translations given Ijy Peet and in the present article

will enable the critically-minded to discriminate betweiai what is established by actual

documentary evidence and what is mere conjecture.

From the reign of Piamesses III onwards the state of Thebes had gone from Ijad to worse.

That reign had witnessed strikes among the necropolis work-people, an extensive and danger-

ous harem conspiracy, and the invasion of the Delta by foreigners. Eaniessos III was

succeeded by a series of weak kings, who further impoverished Thebes by dwelling almost

exclusively at one of the northern capitals. From time to time in the reign of Eamesses IX
there were incursions of Libyans into the Thebaid, and for this and other reasons work in

the necropolis was often at a standstill. Little wonder that the misery-stricken workpeople

sought a remedy by plundering the ancient tombs in search of precious metal. In year 14 of

Eamesses IX a coppersmith named Peikhal had l)een tried for that crime before the vizier

of the day, but was apparently acquitted.^ According to the stone-mason Amenpnufer's

own confession, he started on his depredations in the previous year, but it may havi^ been

in year 14 or early in year 15 that he and his companions had the good fortune to chance

upon the exceptionally rich tomb of King Sebkeinsaf and his Queen Xubkha^a^s. A shorter

account of the robbery of this Fourteenth Dynasty tomb relates that it

h . , had been violated by the thieves by tunnelling through the end of his pyramid from the outer

hall of the tomb of Xebamun, the overseer of the granarv under Kins: Menkheperrec (i.e. Tuthmosis

III). The burial-place of the king was found bereft of its lord, and likewise the burial-place of the

great queen XubkhaCaCs, his queen, the thieves having laid hands upon them. ^

In 1898-9 Newberry and Spiegelberg, excavating on behalf of the Marquis of Northamp-

ton, thought to have found the actual tomb whence the thieves madi* their entry. But this

tomb of a Nebamun was shown to be that of an ‘overseer of the granary’ only liy some

cones bearing that name and title which might well be strays from Tomb 231, less than one

hundred yards away. Furthermore, the tunnel which Newberry found running beneath the

pyramid supposed to be that of Sel)keinsaf starts, not from the ‘outer hall as the papyrus

^ Abbott 4, 13-17. “ Ibid. 5, 2-0. ' Ibid. 7, 14-lo. ^ Ibid. 4, 15-16.

® Ibid. 3, 2-5.
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states, but from the inner hall. And lastly, it is a curious fact that a number of different

tombs are known to have existed belonging to Nebamuns who were ‘ overseers of the granary
’

or ‘accountants of the grain of Amun\^ For these reasons Vinlock is sceptical of the pro-

posed archaeological identification.-

We shall probably never know what motives induced Pesiur, the mayor of the city of

Thebes, to bring matters to a head at the beginning of year 16. Perhaps he felt that his

official position was jeopardized by the open scandal of the tomb-robberies going on so near

the seat of his authority. Conceivably also he was actuated by personal hostility to

Pwer^o, who was mayor of the west of Thebes where the necropolis lay. Or else, lastly,

genuine indignation at the outrages and loyalty towards the absent Pharaoh may have been

his inspiration. Whatever his grounds for taking action, it seems certain that Pesiur gave the

first impulse to the investigations carried on actively between the 18th and 2i^nd days of

the third month of inundation. We have explicit evidence for the fact that it was he who
alleged the violation of the tomb of Amenophis I.^ He again it waswho accused the coppersmith

Peikhal and his two fellow workers of making thefts in the Place of Beauty, i.e. in the valley

now known as the Tombs of the Queens.^^ Xor can we have much doubt that Pesiur was
Amenpnufer’s accuser as regards the violation of the pyramid of Sebkemsaf. It may well

be, indeed, that all the royal tombs subsequently examined by the commission were specified

in the charges laid by Pesiur before the vizier.^ Even so, he either kept in reserve for future

use, or else became later acquainted with, five more items of information which he believed

would prove highly damaging testimony against the workmen and officials of the necropolis.^

Pesiur was ex officio a member of the Great Tribunal which sat at different places within

the precincts of the temple of Karnak, but evidently he did not find much favour with his

colleagues. Of these, the vizier Kha^emwese represented justice in the abstract, while the

royal butlers Xesamun and Xeferkerefemperamun may have owed their places on the court

to their close connexion with the king. At the sessions on the 21st and 22nd; Amenhotpe,
the high-priest of Amun, was another prominent member, yielding precedence only to the

vizier. Eepresentatives of the army and the navy were, together with the second priest of

Amun, the remaining officials constituting the body usually referred to as ‘the Great Not-
ables These dignitaries appear to have been unanimous in resenting the aspersions im-

plicitly cast upon the administration of Pwer^o. It was j)robably in order to save Pwer^o's

face that he and his subordinate officers are stated both in Abbott^ and in Pajp. Leopold IP
to have laid the information upon which the Great Tribunal proceeded to act. The first

>tep taken by the magistrates was to send out a commission to visit all the tombs suspected of

having been robbed. This commission, termed the ‘controllers (ricdiv) of the great and
noble necropolis consisted of Pwerm himself, his subordinate police officers, some priests of

^ To those mentioned in JEA 10, 241, n. 4 add the owner of the splendid paintings in the British Museum

;

st^e my remarks in Davies, Ancient Egyptiayi Paintings^ in, 125, 126, 128. These paintings, however, appear
to helonL^ to the reiim of Tuthmosis IV or later. - JEA, loc. cit. ^ Abbott 1, 4-5.

^ lbi(L 7, 10-12. M inlock thinks this probable, but Peet is of the opposite opinion (p. 30, n.).

^ Abbott o. 16-18; 6, 9-11.

' The fidl list, Abbott 7, 1-0. « Abbott 1, 7-8. ® Leop. 1, 3-5.

Hr is a word for 'tomb generally, see Abbott 4, 16; 5, 2. 3. P/ hr ‘the tomb’ jjur excellence means the
t(jmb of the reigning Pharaoh, usually in course of construction during his lifetime. A fuller form of this

^i)eciahzed use is that here employed, and the fullest form of all occurs in Abbott 6, 15, translated below, p. 189
11. 33-4. Xone the less it often seems imperative to render ‘ necropolis ‘ in English if only for intelligibility's

:>ake. In point of tact it does seem likely in some cases either that the entire necropolis was identified with
the reiiining Pharaoh s tomb, or else that pi hr was a name for Biban el-Muliik. The latter suggestion seems
strongly favoured by Abbott, 6 , 5, translated below, p. 189, 1. 18.
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thetempleof Medinet Habu, andthe private secretaries of Xesamunand Neferkere^einperamun
respectively. Their tour of inspection occupied the greater part of the iSth, the rt'port being
rendered to the vizier and the Great Notables on the same afternoon. Out of ten royal tombs
mentioned in the charges, only that of Sebkemsaf was found to have been plundered. The
remainder were declared to be intact, including the tomb of Amenophis I, apparently the
most important of those named in Pesiur's accusations.^ On the other hand, the tombs of

two priestesses and those of many lesser persons were discovered to have been ransackedA
Pwer^oand his colleagues had a list of known tomb-robbers hastily drawn up. About twenty-
five men were mentioned in this, and as many of them as it was possible to lay hands on were
immediately arrested and brought to trial. Among these were Amenpnufia’ and several of his

accomplices, probably also the coppersmith Peikhal and two other coppersmiths attached to

the temple of Medinet Habu, besides a certain Pekhihe, a coppersmith connected with the

tomb of Pharaoh then in course of construction.^ The last-named thief had a gang of his

own not connected with that of Amenpnufer, except that the carpenter Setekhnakhte was a

member of both.-^ These people and others were rig()rously beaten and their arms and legs

twisted, after which they were ordered to confess their crimes. Amenpnufer probably owned
up at once to the violation of the pyramid of Sebekeinsaf, and had in addition quite a long

series of exploits to narrate."^ L nless the depositions reported in the pa})yri are faked, we can-

not but marvel at the gusto with which Amenpnufer recounts his thefts, these including the

complete spoliation of the tomb of Tjanufer, who was third priest of Amun under Pamesses II,

a tomb high up on the hill-side of Dra‘ AbuT Xaga that may still be visited.® Pekhihe seems

likewise to have scored some successes as a tomb-robber," while Peikhal, though not destined

to obtain credence for his assertions, made the exciting disclosure that he had broken into

the tomb of Queen Ese, the wife of Eamesses III.®

The revelations of this first examination pale, however, before AmenpnuferA feat in

plundering the tomb of King Sebkemsaf as narrated b}" him on the 22nd in the Great

Tribunal. The story has been read in the translation given al)ove, and need not l)e here

repeated. TVhether all the details emerged at Amenpnufer ’s first questit^ning on the 19th

^ Abbott 2, 1-3, 16. “ IhhL 3, 17—i, 4.

^ For these thieves see the list in Br. Mus, 1(I054, 5-6, probably the direct continuation of the con-

fessions on the recto, since it is written the same way up at the end of the papyrus. A few names are lost, but

even so it is quite evident that the list is incomplete. It does not contain three of Amenpnufer* s seven

accomplices (sec the table Peet, p. 47), nor yet Peikhal and his companions, nor yet Shedsiiany, mentioned

in Pap. Leopold II, 4, 7. ^ Ibid., rt. 3. 2.

® Ibid.^ vs. 1, 4 fi. with rt. 1, 1-10; 2, 7-16. That rt. 1, 1-10 is to be assiuned to Amenpnufer is probable

from the bribing of the scribe Kha^emope mentioned in 1. 11, which links up with the similar e{)isode related

in Pap. Leopold II, 3, 4-5. No reference, however, is made to the pyramid of Sebkemsaf in Br. Mas. lOOoI.

« It is no. 158 in Gardiner and Weigall, Topographical Catalogue.

^ Ibid., rt. 3, 1-10. cf. also the evidence of the ferr^unan rt. 2, 1-6. One of the most perplexing ditlieulties

in connexion with the tomb-robberies is the fact, much too little emphasized by Peet, that these same

robberies are narrated just as though they were contemporary events in Br. Mu'^. 100 ')2. 14, 10-18. in a deposi-

tion of the first year of the ‘ Renaissance
' ; cf. also Mayer A . 5, 9. The thieves in question are all mixed up with

the accomplices of Amenpnufer in the list ot Br. M ?is. 10064. rt. 5-6, so that one can have no doubt as to their

date. Cernv appears to be right in his vic^w that the 'Renaissance* followed the 19th year of Ramesses XI,

i.e. was more than twenty years later than the events recorded in Pup. Leopold II {ZAS 65. 129). M e must,

therefore, conclude that the appearance of contemporaneity in the passage of Br. Mus. 10062 is an illusion,

and must a.ssume that for some reason obscure to us the ancient history of the tomb-robberies was still of

vital importance a generation later. Ahnjer A occa.'^ionally harks back to occurrences that happened long

ago when the witness was a child, e.g. 2, 12 ; 10, 23. Br. M us. 10062, 8, 19 mentions ' the times of Khacemwese'

as though they were at least some distance past. ® Abbott 4, 16.

B b
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is perhaps doubtful, but enough will have come to light to cause a great sensation. The

judges will have been particularly scandalized by the disclosure that Amenpnufer had been

arrested for this very crime a whole year earlier, but had escaped by bribing Khacemope,

a scribe attached to the landing-place at Thebes. That corrupt official had succeeded in

extracting from his victim as much as 20 dehen of gold in respect of the pyramid of Sebkem-

saf,^ besides 4 kite of gold from the spoils of the tomb of Tjanufer.^ To ourselves Pap,

Leopold 11 provides welcome illumination in the statement that subordinates of the mayor

of Thebes had as early as this been taking a hand in combating the scandalous proceedings

of the necropolis, and since Amenpnufer was imprisoned in Pesiur’s own office, it seems

pretty certain that the latter had become cognizant of the Sebkemsaf affair a considerable

time before he made up his mind to bring his accusations to the notice of the vizier. We see

that at least some of Pesiur's charges were made with adequate knowledge of the truth. As

for Amenpnufer, on his return to the necropolis, he lost no time in resuming his old practices.

Indeed, if the proces-verhal can be trusted, he seemed to glory in them, and had even the

impudence to excuse himself on the ground that half the population on the west of Thebes

were playing the same game.^

The inspection of the tombs themselves on the 18th had been a qualified success for

Pwer^o. Many of the most important charges made against the inhabitants of the necropolis

were rebutted, though the violation of the tomb of Sebkemsaf proved incontestable, and

now the coppersmith Peikhal added a new crime to the list by admitting that he had stolen

objects from the tomb of Queen Ese. The vizier Kha^emwese and the royal butler Nesamun

judged the situation sufficiently grave to feel the need of verifying the facts on the spot.^ It

must have been the afternoon of the 19th when they crossed the river, accompanied by

Amenpnufer and his accomplices, as well as by the coppersmith Peikhal. The accused were

of course held close prisoners, and Peikhal was blindfolded in addition. After Amenpnufer

and his gang had identified the pyramid of Sebkemsaf at Dra‘ AbuT Naga,^ the procession

moved southwards to the Tombs of the Queens.® Here the bandage was removed from

Peikhal's eyes. Though stimulated by another sound thrashing, this man proved unable

to point to any place he had entered except an unoccupied tomb of certain children of

Eamesst s II and the hut of a workman named Amenemone, son of Huy. After yet more

bastinc doing. Peikhal solemnly swore that these open places were the only ones he knew.'

Such at least is the version that has come down to us, and it may possibly be correct. There

are, however, certain suspicious circumstances. It is noticeable that Pesiur was not asked

to accompany Kha^emwese and Nesamun, and it seems ominous that exactly fifteen months

and a day later the vizier Kha^emwese, making a fresh investigation, found the very same

tomb which Peikhal said he had plundered with its granite portcullis smashed to atoms

and all its contints removed.^ We can read between the lines of Abbott that Kha^emwese
and Nesamun were almost as pltvased as Pwer^o himself with the result of their investigations,

for it is innocently stated that they ‘caused the controllers and sergeants and work-people of

the nacropoli^, togetlu^u- vdth the heads of police, policemen, and staff attached to the royal

tomb, to go around the west of Thebes, making a great demonstration as far as the City.'®

' Ltop, 3, 3-t. 2 12.

^ Lrop. .3, ,5-7. ^ Abbott 4, 11 ff.

^ Leap, 3, 18. Cf. also Abbott 3. 5-7, where allusion is made by way of anticipation either to AmenpnufePs
first deposition early on the 19th or to his examination on the spot the same afternoon in the presence of the

vizier. ® Abbott 4, 17 ff. Abbott 5, 7-8.

® Pointed out by Peet, p. 34. See Botti and Peet, 11 Giornale della Xecropoli, PI. 24.

" Abbott 5, 10-11.
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The sequel of this deiuonstration has provided one of the most graphic pages of authentic
history that have come down to us from antiquity. It is little short of a marvel that after

a lapse of more than three thousand years we should still be able to read the actual words
bandied between the triumphant rabble of the necropolis and the sorely tried but not dis-

comfited mayor of Thebes. The ro5’al butler Xesamun, perhaps anxious to preserve some
appearance of impartiality, seems to have rushed over to Thebes to acquaint Pesiur with
the result of the inquiry.^ Late in the evening these two officials fell in with the demonstra-
tors near the temple of Ptah at Karnak. At the head of the work-people were the chief

workman Lserkhopesh, the scribe Amennakhte and the workman Amenhotpe. Pesiur
started the uproar by angrily exclaiming, ‘ This demonstration that you have made to-day is

no mere demonstration, but is a hymn of triumph on your part.^ A"ou are rejoicing over me
at the very door of my house. hat means this, when I am the mayor of Thebes who reports

to the Sovereign? If you are rejoicing over this place where you w’ere in order to inspect it

and Avhich you found intact, none the less king Sebkemsaf and his royal wife Xubkha^a^s
have been violated—he a great ruler who accomplished ten weighty commissions for this

great god, Amenre^-sonther, and his monuments remain in the god’s innermost shrine down
to the present day’.^ To this the chief w^orkman Lserkhopesh retorted:^ ‘All the kings to-

gether with their royal wives, mothers, and children that rest in the groat noijle ni'cropolis,

as well as those that rest in the Place of Beauty, are intact. They are safeguarded and
protected to all eternity. The sage counsels of Pharaoh their child hold them in custody and
try them severely’.^ Pesiur rejoined ‘Are you making a glorious thing out of all tliis?'^

Then he added that the necropolis-scribes Harshlre, son of Amennakhte. and Pebes had
come to him and had laid before him five pieces of information incriminating the workmen
and disclosing robberies punishable with death. ‘Concerning these’, he added with many
solemn oaths, ‘ I will write to Pharaoh, my lord, to cause people of his to be sent to deal with

all of you ’P

Thus, so far from withdrawing his accusations, Pesiur reaffirmed them and added new
ones. What is more, he cast a reliection on the fairness of the Great Tribunal by swearing

that he would appeal to Pharaoh over its head. All this was said in the prestuice of the royal

butler Xesamun,^ and the report of it soon reached the ears of Pwern^), the mayor of the west.®

Thus attacked anew, Pwer^o spent part of the 20th in writing to the vizier a full report of

the proceedings of the previous evening. After repeating tie" words that had passed between

Pesiur and Lserkhopesh, he concludes his letter as follows: *I have received information

about the accusations which the mayor of Thebes made to the people attached to the great

and noble tomb of millions of years of Pharaoh on the west of Thebt'S. and I hav(‘ re})orted

them to my lord, since it would be a crime for one in my position to hear accusations and to

conceal them. Xow I do not know the purport of the great accusations which the mayor of

Thebes said had been spoken of to him by the scribes of the tomb of the inner part^® who

^ C/. Abbott 5, 12 and 5, 21-2. - Ibid a, 15. Ibid. 0, 2-1. Ibbl. 0, 5 ff.

^ Lit. ‘guard them and examine them riLrorously". It has not, E think, been noticed that these words are

a sarcastic allusion to the imprisonments and bastmaduings undergone by the Asorkpcople suspected ot

being thieves.

® Lit. ‘Are you making as high things this you speak of’;' is clearly the interrogative particle.

Abbott 5, 16-18 supplemented by ibid, 0. 9-14. Ibid, o, 21-2.

^ In ibid, o, 21 Pwer^o seems to say that he himscll had been present, but the impression thus given may
be wrong since it is to some extent in conllict with 5, 13-14 and 0, 15.

This term requires further investigation. Can the addition ‘ot the inner part’ refer simply to the fact

that ro3"al tombs at this period were in reality" divided into t^^'o hab/es, tlie cult-temjile being on the fringe

of the cultivation, and the actual tomb far inland in the Valley of the Tombs of the Kings ?
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stand ill tlu' midst of the ^vorkpoopk^ for my legs cannot catch up with them. But I am
reporting them to my lord, and my lord shall get to the bottom of these accusations about

which the mayor of Thebes said that thtw had been spoken of to him by the scribes of the

necropolis aiul that ht^ would to Pharaoh concerning them. It is a crime on the part of

these two scribes of the necropolis that they should have approached the mayor of Thebes

to lay information btdore him. for their fathers never did so, but laid information before the

vizier whtai he was in the south country, and if he chanced to be in the north, the police

and servants of His Majesty attached to the tomb sailed down with their documents to

wh(u*ever the \'izier was. I testify on the ^Oth day of the third month of inundation, in the

sixteenth year, to the accusations vhich I have heard through the mayor of Thebes, and

I am putting them before my lord in muting in order that one may get to the bottom of

them by to-morrow’.^

Thus the tacit hostility between the two mayors had at last broken out into open ant-

agonhm. TTie Great Tribunal dealt with the matter on the 21st, and at that session, if the

Abbott papyrus re})orts the whole of it, only the question of Peikhal and of the two copper-

smiths accused with him Avas discussed. The vizier Kha^emAvese animadA^erted seA^erely on
the conduct of Pesiur. He pointed out that the royal butler Xesamun and himself had per-

sonally iuvi'srigated the charge conceriring the tomb of Queen Ese, and that they had found
the su])postal thieA'es. on being taken to the spot, utterly unable to identify it. The three

cop})(a'smiths Avere in court
;
Kha^emAvese asked that they should be examined afresh. This

Avas done, and they Avere acquitted. The mayor Pesiur, though himself a member of the

court, Avas found in the Avrong.-

It does not need much discernment to perceive that Pesiur’ s accusations could not be

refuted by testing afresh merely the case of Peikhal. But the Auzier seems to hav^e thought

that the mayor of Thebes stood in need of reproof, and this Avas the easiest means of admin-
istering it. There are a feAv AA'ords at the end of Abbott that make us AA'onder AA^hether Peikhal

and hi'^ companions Avere even then believed as innocent as they Avere declared to be: ‘The
Great Xotabh'S spared the lives^ of the copi)ersmiths of the temple of Piamesses III, and
tJicij iwre handed over to the high-pried of Amen-re<, Icing of the gods, Amenhotpe, on this day.’

Lhr la^t >retion of Pap. Leopold 11 suggests that handing oa>t to the high-priest AA^as tanta-

mount to kt‘epiug mrii under arrest until their punishment should be decided.

]^“>iur appt-ars again as a nnanber of the Grtait Tribunal on the 22nd, AAdien the case of

Aim iiiaiUi* r and his accom]Jices came up for reconsideration. Amenpnufer must then
doubtlrs^ havi' gixrn that (Mailed account of his discoAa-ry and ransacking of the pyramid
of S('bla-‘m>af Avhich we* read in Pap. Leopold 11. At the end of the trial he and scweral others

Av»‘rr Mirnaal rt'd to the high-pri(‘st until instructions should come from Pharaoh as to their

]mnHhne‘nt.'^ This s^nnis to haA'e been by Aurtue of tin* old and humane Iuaa' according to

which Phara(di aloiu* had the right to auth(3rize a criminaTs death or mutilation.^ The
combannation of Amf^npiiuhT Avas far from l)eing the end of the tomb-robberies trials, and
these A\crc indeed th(‘ constant ])re(jccupation of Kiia^emAves(" and his successor for many
years to come. ( )f Pe-iur ludhing furtlu'r is luaird, hut av(‘ need not nec(*ssarily attach much
importance to that fact, sinca* our auth(3rities sddom mention the mayors of the city of

Thebes. P\\ ei<o, tlu' colltMgiie of Pesiur in the TVe^t, continued in oilice for at least seA^enteen

^ Ay>oft i>, !r)-24. Ibid. 7, 8-15.

l/it. breath to , the phrase often used for bettiicj; prisoners at liberty or acquitting them. Is it to
taken more literullv here?
' /ao;>. 4, ]].

Xeuhtrrv. L}Jt of li^IJuhffra, 2. 12-13; cf. Pap. Leningiud lllbA, 48-50.
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years longer.^ Dr. Cerny tells me that the scribe Harshire likewise kept his post, in spite of

the indiscreet disclosures to Pesiur for which Pwer<o blamed him so bitterly.

In conclusion, a few words must be said about the manuscripts themselves which

preserve to us the record of these stirring events. Abbott and Pap, Leopold 11 are mag!ii'

ficent documents obviously written by the same hand. Both are tinely tuigrossed on fn^sh.

unused papyrus intended to be inscribed on one side only.- One cannot doubt that tlity are

genuine archives such as were stored in temples and public oliices, and l)oth the internal

evidence of Abbott and a hint in the Ambras pa})yrus^ lead us to think that tlaw once lx*-

longed to the records of the temple of Bamesses III at Medinet Habu. Pr, Mus. lOOod is vtay

different. Alike in external appearance and in contents it sugg(‘sts tlu* ViTv rr\(T^e of a

formal official document. Peet's account^ of the papyrus is correct as far as it goe>. but needs

supplementing. The reason why the scribe started on the rers-o was doulffk^^s that the

recto was already occupied by another text. Having completed pagt- 1 of tla^ rer.^o the scribe

apparently washed away the superfluous matter on the redo, and then proceeded with his

judicial records there. The date of year 18 in rt, 3, 7 starts us wondering wlaHier the whole

contents of the papyrus are not later copies. The CMjinposition is as >ciM])py as tint of Maijer

A, and the handwTiting gives both Cerny and mysilf the impre>sioii of ixang one and the

same throughout and more akin to that of the scribes wdio \vrote at the time of the ‘ Poaiais'

sance' than to that of the scribes under Piamesses IX. Against this must be st‘t the fact that

notes of an obviously secondary character aia^ mark^al again>t the individual n.imes in the

list of thieves of vs, 5~G to signify whether the persons in que^^tion had beiai arrest (‘d or not.

and this w^ould be natural only if the list in qiu^stion waa-e contem[)orary or nearly >o with

the events recorded. As regards the historical value of the three ])apyri, I aui strongly of

opinion that these are faithful accounts of what actually occurr(*d. Pena's \ erdict*'^ that the

Abbott papyrus is a highly biased statement wTitten from Ihvm'^o s ])()int of A'iew seisms dia^

to a confusion of thought. Had Abbott be(ai really partial, would it ha\e dis})Liyed it>

partiality so patently? My point is this: w-e gain a shnovd suspicion from Ahbnit that the

vizier and the entire Great Tribunal were strong ]>avtis<ms of Pwt*r^o. None the k's-, a vt-ry

full report is given in that papyrus of Pi'^iur s stateneaits to the p(‘o])](* (d tin' in‘Cro[)oli^,

and the gravitvof the crime against the ])yramid of Sebk(‘m^af is <i'> little under(‘>t imated in

Abbott as it is in Pap, Leopold II—the w'ork, be it rememiM'red, of the Mime scribe. If A})b(dt

fails to mention the visit of the vizi(T to that pyramid on the Pith it i< because tins all-

important matter wuis to be trt^ated in a conqilementary ])a])\rus. ^Ibbatt being coiaaTiied

almost exclusively wdth the charges madt^ by P(‘siur and with tin* invalidity of sonu* of them.

In a wnrd, Abbott does reveal to us a highly biased state of f(>elmg ag<dn^t Pesiur ami in

favour of Pwer^o, but that state of feeling is imparted in a vt ry fair tind ('andid fashion. Ihe

same confidence Avhich we repose, accordingly, in the Abh(ftt ])a]>yrus as a trustworthy

historical record can obviously also be la -posed in Pap. Leopold 7/. though no one in t lie world

wdll ever be in a position to tell us how' far Ameu]>nuf(-r, in his C()nfeS'-iou<. wa> tilling the

truth.

^ Peet found him mentioned as still in office in the 12th year ot Pames^es XT, .hnirmil 14, 0.>.

“ The entries on the verso oP^hhntf are of nun 'll later date.

^ Peet, p. 178. 8ee, too, Winloek'>s remurk-5 in JLA 10, 221, n. 7.
* Peet, pp. o.l if.

® Op, cii,, pp. 32 ff.
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Postscript

Since the above article was written, the long-parted upper and lower halves of the papyrus

have been sent by the respective owners to me in London, there to be remounted by Dr.

Ibscher under iny supervision. The reunion had, unfortunately, to be very brief, and the

originals are already speeding to their permanent homes in Brussels and Xew York. Ex-

cellent photographs made by the Chiswick Press will, however, commemorate the brief

honeymoon, and confirm our impression that the papyrus, in its original state, was a no

less magnificent official document than the famous Abbott Papyrus in the British Museum.

Examination of the teclmical details of Pap. Leopold II reinforces the view of Peet and

Moller that it is the exact counterpart of the Abbott. Not only were both obviously written

by the same hand, but the structure of both manuscripts is practically identical. The height

of both is 42-5 cm., and the distance of the joins from one another averages 22-5 cm. in the

case of Pap. Leopold II (and Pap. Amherst) and 23-5 cm. in the case of the Abbott. The

right-hand sheets overlie the left-hand in both papyri. The size of the writing on the first

page of each manuscript is identical, measuring 1*5 cm. in height. On the whole. Pap.

Leopold II is the more imposing of the tAvo from the standpoint of the writing, since the

greater length of the text of Abbott led to the employment of much smaller signs, and closer

spacing betAA^een the lines, in the later pages. Abbott measures 2T8 m. in length, while Pap.

Leopold II has a length of only 1*58 m.

The opportunity of re-collating the originals had, of course, not to be missed, and a feAV

modifications of the Plates of transcription here published must be placed on record. As
regards the hitherto AATongly mounted fragments of Amherst the conclusions reached by

Peet and myself were happily confirmed, except in one small detail. The tiny fragment with

red AA'riting (aboA^e, p. 175) cannot come where I haA^e placed it, and must presumably haA'e

ushered in the words addressed by the Court to Amenpnufer. That the long fragment fac-

similed on p. 174 really belongs where I assigned it is proA^ed by the double thickness of the

papyrus ; in other words, it shows part of a join. The signs on the uppermost of its four hnes

read and those on the second probably A more important result of our

examination of the originals is that there is no line completely lost, the afore-mentioned
'

; 'k ''"A belonging to 1. 9, and to the same line as that containing the isolated

near its end. This latter line must, therefore, be renumbered 1, 10 ; and the page contained

only 16 lines, not 18 as indicated on Plate XII.

The folloAAung neAv readings emerged on re-collation:

1, 1. In the date Cerny and I noAV incline to ‘day 23' rather than to ‘day 22'. This

upsets my conclusions on pp. 184-5 to the extent that ‘ day 23’ must, after ail, be the date

Avhen the scribe icrote the document—the day folloAving the final Court proceedings. I feel

morally certain, hoAvever, that my further arguments are substantially correct: Amenpnufer
Avill have admitted his robbery of the royal tomb already on the 19tli, but aauII haA^e repeated

and amplified his confession on the 22nd.

1.11 (1, 13 in the Plate). The lacuna betAveen itno and idd amounts only to 3 squares.

1. 12 (1, 14) read unrubricized; see aboA^'e.

1, 13 (1, 15). The of -nhtiv is Ausible,

1, 14 fl, 16). The dot. of lirtyic{'ntr)y Ausible in NoAA’berry’s Plate, is noAv lost.

1, 16 (1, 18).
I

of is in lacuna.

2, 9. Plead Avith ^ instead of

2, 11. In the verb mh. above
j]

should be omitted or replaced by a dot.
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2, 14. There is certainly no room for [^] in the obscure \vord at the beginning, which

should accordingly be read i i tpTijw.

2, 17. No room for [£] before Further on, traces of —^ and /\ are

visible in

2, 19. After read no trace of j.

8, 10. After the name Nesamun — is visible, and should not 1je bracketed.

8, 18. The months and days in the date are rubricized.

8, 19. After the last stroke should be changed to [l
; so too in 4, 11

P
must be read

instead of after the same word.

4, 9. As suggested in the Plate, is rubricized in both instances. Near the beginning

of the line unbracket the — after mr.



SUMMARY REPORT ON THE EXCAVATIONS AT
TELL EL-‘AMARNAH, 1935-1936

By J. D. S. PENDLEBUEY

With Plates xvii-xx

The season lasted from November IS to February 12. The staff consisted of Messrs. Pendle-

bury, Fairman, and Lavers, together with two ncAV-comers to the site—Messrs. T. W. Thacker

and G. Rudnitsky.

Support was received from the Brooklyn Museum, Ngav York, from Mrs. Hubbard, from
San Diego, California, and from the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, as well as from many
generous private contributors, while an unexpected donation from Boston at the end of the

season enabled the work to be brought to a neat conclusion.

For the second successive year the Great Palace was the main objective. During the

previous season (1934-5) the Harem quarters, which had originally contained the famous
painted pavement, were re-excavated

;
part of the Broad Hall was cleared and also, towards

the north end, a confusing mass of foundations at a low level which had supported a building

known as the Weheyj-Aieyi (see Journal 21, 129 If.). It was these foundations which claimed

our first attention. LYfortunately it was soon discovered that their limit had been reached

without any further clue to their object being obtained. All that can therefore be said is that

since they lie on the main axis of the Palace, and since they represent some important

structure, the Wehen-Aten may have been something in the nature of a gigantic entrance to

the state halls and colonnades to be described below.

A number of trial-pieces were discovered in the wall-trenches : the finest of these is shown
in PI. XX, 2. But the most curious find was a sherd of predynastic black-topped ware from
the filling between two walls.

The main part of the Palace is shown in Pis. xvii, xviii. Here, as elsewhere, all the stone

had been taken, leaving at best the marks in the plaster in which the foundations had been
set, at worst nothing but a shallow trench in the virgin soil.

The Broad Hall, which perhaps surrounded, perhaps included, the big ‘parade ground’,

was first cleared. It very soon became evident that it had never been finished in accordance
with the original project, for while most of the oblongs marked in the plaster and showing
the set ting-out of the colossal statues had clearly been built over, none of the big squares

which represented the positions of columns showed any trace of stone-marks
; while in the

centre a colonnade, or rather pavilion, had evidently been set up, whose columns had not
kept strictly to the plotting on the original plan.

It would seem that this ambitious scheme of a colonnade 200 metres long failed, probably
owing to the great expense, and that Akhenaten had to content himself with a central

pavilion acting as entrance on the main axis, and had to leave the rest as an open court

surrounded by colossi.

An interesting structural feature came to light. The plaster floors, which were common
not only in the palace, but also in the Great Temple and the Hat-Aten, had always been
a source of speculation. Not only were they uneven—that might have been caused by
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weathering—but they seemed carelessly laid, and were in any case of a material unsuitable

for floors. Mr. Lavers therefore put forward the theory that they were merely a preliminary

flooding of the whole area on which to mark out proposed details of plan, and that the actual

floor was at a higher level. The objection to this was that no trace of such a higher floor

had ever been found, though this might be answered by pointing to the thoroughness of

the destruction, which would have involved the breaking through of the floors in search of

stone. Fortunately, however, a day after this idea had been put forward, a complete section

of the postulated flooring was discovered about 80 cm. above the plaster, the intervening space

being filled with clean sand. That it was contemporary was proved by traces of painting in

a typical panel-pattern being found on the mud (not mud-brick) floor.

Besides the main axis from north to south in the centre, two minor approaches crossed

the Broad Hall, fragments of their balustrades being found. The pavilion was adorned with

a central row of columns in hard white limestone. These were decorated with reliefs so

lightly and sketchily incised that it almost seems that the columns had been plastered over

and that the incision is the result of the chisel going too deep. Such fine stone, however,

would never have been plastered. Another possibility is that we have only the preliminary

sketch. Against this, however, is the fact that a great number of other reliefs in sandstone,

quartzite, and granite were equally lightly incised. The outer rows seem to have been joined

by a screen wall, for a uraeus cornice continuing round a semicircle was found. These

colunms were of sandstone, with palm-frond capitals brightly painted.

PI. XX, 3 shows a fragment of relief from the Broad Hall. It is an exceptionally fine

example of the technique of painting transferred into stone. The ear of bearded wheat is

unusual, and the whole seems much more suited to a fresco or a painted pavement.

South of the Broad Hall existed a long colonnade at a higher level. A view of this from

the west is shown on PI. xix, 1. From east and west it was approached by ramps, which led

up from the courts served by the flanking entrances from the Broad Hall. The plaster was

exceptionally well preserved here, and clearly shows the square foundations of the columns,

joined below the floor by short walls which gave stability to the whole. From this colonnade

a ramp descended into a central open court, paved with brick in which were inset twenty-

four slabs of plaster, each vdth marks of blocks upon it. From the number of fragments

of stelae in alabaster and quartzite it is evident that these were the foundations for a forest

of such stelae. Beneath each one was a pit, some two metres deep, lined with brick and

stone. From their position on the main axis these pits had obviously been intended to

contain foundation deposits, and since no less than eight were still sealed over by the plaster

and had never been touched, our hopes ran high. After many hours of cramped excavation,

however, it was found that in only one pit were there any objects. Since that pit con-

tained only a rude caricature of the king on a potsherd it cannot be said that our knowledge

of foundation-ceremonies at this period has been increased.

At this point the second axis crosses the first. From west to east ran a series of sloping

approaches similar to the main axis and leading from the river-front shown in the tomb

pictures to the bridge which leads over the Sikket es-Sultan to the Eoyal House (Petrie's

No. 13). The bridge itself had been partly excavated in 1932, when the evidence of painted

plaster had gone to show that above it was a window of appearance (see Journal 18, 148).

The palace abutment, however, was devoid of remains of painting, though a number of

fragments of sculpture showed that it had been equally highly decorated. The various

periods of building which careful study brought to light will be fully discussed in The

City of Akhenaten, iii.

It will be as well to state here that the hopes, built on experience with the Great Temple,
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that the pictures in the tombs would throw light on the use of various parts of the Great

Palace were doomed to failure. The centre of the picture is always the ^Yindow’ of Appear-

ance over the bridge, but so vast was the complex of buildings that the artist had to make a

selection of the rooms he represented. The Great Temple was not only a new departure in

architecture, but it was simple in plan and capable of being represented easily in the

Egyptian draughtsman’s conventions. With the Palace, on the other hand, he had a bewil-

dering series of courts and halls which not only were difficult to draw but which in most

cases he had probably never entered. Except in a very few cases, therefore, the tomb-

pictures are of no assistance.

In approaching the area to the south of the open court, a few words about its construction

are advisable. PI. xix, 2 shows a general view from the south. Here appearances are decep-

tive. What seem to be corridors are actually trenches for the foundations of walls and

colonnades, while the apparent walls are actually the filling below the floor-level. In this

part of the Palace the scaflblding (shown in section in PI. xix, 3) was partly retained to

raise the level of the floors. This scaffolding, as the photograph shows, consisted of clean

sand, bits of broken brick, chips of stone, and builders’ waste. It is noteworthy that immedi-

ately below the level of the floor the chips of stone usually increased in quantity, ovdng

to the necessity of facing the stone properly where it would be seen. Furthermore, at

irregular intervals are the layers of mortar marking the varying level at which the builders

stood to set the stones in position.

The whole of this area had been used as a mixing-floor while the Broad Hall was being

built, and a layer of cement and mortar of varying thickness extends over the virgin soil

at this point. At one spot two brick containers for mixing mortar survive below the scaffold-

ing, while at another a complete plaster bath exists vdth steps on which the hodsmen
could stand.

The great Hypostyle Hall ends suddenly, and, destroyed as it is, there is no indication

of any throne or culmination for the magnificent series of buildings.

It is only to the east of the main axis that the building has been completely cleared,

and it is extremely fortunate that enough room exists to the west before the modern
cultivation begins, for much of it is inexplicable. To the south are two rooms, each contain-

ing four columns. That is simple. Then comes a great platform of concrete in a hollow

square, surrounded by colonnades and having traces of foundations in the middle. The
only possible explanation seems to be that flights of steps descended from the higher halls

surrounding, and that perhaps a sunk garden with a fountain existed in the centre. North

of this are structures which as yet we do not dare to interpret.

East of this again seems to have been an open court containing perhaps gardens, the

exact lay-out of which we must hope to find in the corresponding area west of the axis.

There were also two chapels or pavilions, the northern of which had been practically

finished, as could be seen by the unfinished capitals which were found here, while the

southern had not yet even been properly plotted. It is probable that the columns were to

have been of the vine-leaf pattern shown in Petrie, Tell el Amarna, PI. viii, for quantities

of fragments Avere found.

To the south of the state apartments lay a sunken area which had undoubtedly been
filled in at one time to bring it up to the same level. A feature of this part of the Palace

Avas the number of plaster moulds for hieroglyphs, Avhich had evidently been distributed

among the semi-skilled Avorkmen aaFo had to be employed oAving to the great activity in

building.

A great quantity of relief Avork AA'as found in the southern part of the Palace, one of the
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most interesting pieces of which is shown in PL xx, 4. It is part of an anta cap or of a ' broken
lintel’ in sandstone, and is carved on both sides with a human-handed sphinx. Another
interesting piece shows the upper part of a princess ‘kowtowing’. Only one example of

this practice on the part of the royal family has hitherto come to light—a stela in the Cairo

Museum, probably from Heliopolis. On the top register of this the king, the queen, and the

two princesses then born have thrown themselves on to their knees in an ecstasy of adoration

in front of the Aten, while in the bottom register they are all flat on their faces. Perhaps
an explanation is to be sought in Akhenaten’s desire for support by all sun-worshippers at

the beginning of his revolt, and the necessity for showing his fanatical devotion. That
devotion evidently did not last long.

The eastern side of the Palace is occupied by buildings of mud-brick. South of the main
Harem is an entrance, and south of that again is a group of buildings (PI. xix, 4) which show
every sign of having been a harem also. Xot only has every room and corridor had a painted

pavement, as in the main Harem, but the decoration of the columns is identical. The plan

is similar, wdth a garden and pond surrounded by colonnades, and one may well believe that

it served as the private apartments of the eldest princess.

Both here and in the magazines to be described below were found pits containing the

skulls and other bones of cats and dogs—evidently harem pets. These are the subject of

study by Dr. L. Keimer, of the Agricultural Museum in Cairo.

A number of pieces of inlay in various materials were found. PL xx, 1 shows those in

stone. The two hands come from the ends of Aten rays. The calf's head on the left is in

yellow sandstone, while that on the right is in black limestone and has at some time been

used as a pendant. Magnificently coloured fragments of faience came to light, the most

exquisite of which showed the head of a duck and a butterfly, the latter a very rare subject

in faience.

South of the bridge lie long rows of magazines, partly demolished and replanned when
the state apartments were built. The various periods are too complicated to admit of a

summary description.

Further research in the great pillared halls to the south, re-excavated during the previous

season, failed to produce any more examples of stamped bricks. But the few then recovered

mentioning the name of Smenkhkare^, together with the clear proof that these halls were

later additions to the Palace, confirms us in our theory that they formed a great coronation

hall set up for the ceremony of Smenklikare^'s association with Akhenaten as coregent.

Finally, at the end of the season, when a clear survey had been made of the area west of

the axis, an attempt was made to find the north entrance to the Palace. The eastern

enceinte-wall was traced for some hundreds of metres north of the main Harem, where

unfortunately it tailed off. Some way farther north the cultivation recedes in one of the

big bays in which concrete foundations are usually found, and tests were made. Unfor-

timately the cause of this bay seems to have been an accumulation of wind-blown sand, but

at a spot close to that marked ‘Ushabtis’ on Petrie's plan, op, cif,, PL xxxv (this is now

below the encroaching cultivation), was found what must have been a sculptor’s floor,

evidently part of the same quarter in which Petrie states that he found fragments of relief

to be fitted into the walls of tombs. Here lay two unfinished shaicabtis and a pcseshhef

(‘ Opening the Mouth’ implement) in granite. Close by was an unfinished group of monkeys

in a chariot, no doubt intended to be the same sort of toy as that found by I'rankfort in

the north suburb {The Ciiij of Ahheymteny ii, PL xxxi, 4
;
p. 34). The unfinished head of the

king in limestone, shown in PL xx, 5 was also found here.

But the most important piece of all is shown on PL xx, G. It consists of the hands and
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forearms holding an offering-table broken off a nearly life-size statue in limestone. Not
only are the hands of exquisite workmanship but the inscription is of the utmost interest.

It gives the names of Akhenaten, of his father Amenhotpe III, and of the Aten in the later

form current only after the ninth year of Akhenaten’s reign. Thus it lines up with at least

two other objects, the stela found by Griffith and the granite bowl from the ‘ altars ’ published

in The City of Akhenaten, ii, PL xlvii, 2; pp. 101, 108. These objects must surely imply
a coregency at least eight years long of Akhenaten and his father. Further, at the tomb
of Huya the facade, the tirst part to be carved, shows on one side Amenhotpe III and Teye,

on the other side Akhenaten and Nefretiti, again in conjunction with the later form of the

Aten name. There is no distinction between the two groups, that is to say it is not a case

of the living on one side and the dead on the other. Now inside the tomb is shown a visit

of Teye alone to ‘Amarnah in the twelfth year of Akhenaten's reign. Surely that seems to

imply the death of Amenhotpe III between the carving of the facade and of the interior,

and suggests that Teye’s visit was in the nature of a state ‘progress’ to her son on the
occasion of his father’s death. Now if we allow a coregency of eleven years, it means that
Akhenaten ruled alone for seven years only, and this will allow TuFankhaten, who ascended
the throne at the age of about nine, to be the son of Amenhotpe III, which is also implied by
his looks, by his own statement (cf. Breasted, Anc. Hecords, ii, 896), and by the presence in

his tomb of a statuette of Amenhotpe III in the same ‘coffinette’ as a lock of Teye’s hair.







PRELIMINARY REPORT OF THE OXFORD UNIVERSITY
EXCAVATIONS AT KAWA, 1935-1936

By L. P. KIEWAX

AVith Plates xxi-xxiii

In November 1930 the late Professor F. LI. Griffith and Mrs. Griffith, assisted by Mr. Charles

Little, began the excavation of the extensive ancient site at Kawa. The remarkable results

of the first season’s work—including the discovery of three temples with several other im-

portant buildings, a mass of antiquities, and a number of new and important texts—have
established the existence at Kawa of an ancient city second only in importance fin the ^udan)

to Napata.

Through lack of time Professor Griffith was unable to complete the excavation and

recording of the Temple Area that year, and he had intended to return to KaAva for this

purpose another season. The excavations conducted by the writer in 1935-G were due to

a request by Mrs. Griffith that this additional work should be done so that the results

might be incorporated in the forthcoming report on the temples at Kawa.

A short report on the first season's work was published by Professor Griffith in Sudan

Notes and Records

S

while another and more detailed account was prepared as a guide for

visitors to the Exhibition of Antiquities at The Queen's College, Oxford, in the autumn of

1931. Since neither of these publications is now easily accessible, it has been thought well

to preface this account of last season’s work by verbatim extracts from Professor Griffith's

pamphlet of 1931, so that the general results of the work of both seasons may be available

together.

‘The existence of a temple at Kawa, on the east bank of the Nile and four to five miles

north of the town of New Dongola on the opposite bank, was recognized as long ago as

1884. . . . Several stone monuments from Kawa were in the collection of the late General

Sir Herbert Jackson, when Governor of Dongola Province, in his fine residence at ^lerowe,

and are now in the Museum at the same place: but, although portions of the temple were

disinterred from time to time and exposed to depredations by the natives, nothing certain

was known of the history of the site until the beginning of 1929, when ^Ir. Wordsworth, Dis-

trict Commissioner at Dongola, aided Mr. F. Addison, Conservator of Antiquities in the

Sudan, to uncover some of the walls. Thereby the Conservator was able to establish three

important facts, namely, that the king who built the principal temple was Tirhaqa, that he

dedicated it to the god Ammon, and that the name of the city was Gematen or Geinpaten.

Mr. Addison also made a rapid plan of the scanty ruins that were visible and took measures

for their preservation. Following closely on this, we visited the site in February, 1930, under

the auspices of the Governor, Mr. A. B. B. Howell (of New College), and instituted a short

exploratory dig of nine days. In this we partially cleared the chambers at the east end of

the temple of Tirhaqa, and established the fact that a second temple existed at right angles

to the first, with the cartouches of Eamesses II and Eamesses VI engraved on one of its

columns. We determined if possible to complete the clearance in the next winter, and issued

1 14
(
1931 ). 87-9 .
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an appeal for subscriptions to the revived “Oxford Excavations”. . . . The Expedition

assembled at Kawa on November 22nd, 1930. . . .

‘The chief results are as follows: Two temples, “A” and “B”, lay parallel to the river

with axes north to south so close to each other that the walls touched.^ They were built of

crude brick, the walls of the courts plastered and painted, the stone gateways of
‘

‘A” built

by Tirhaqa, but the stone shrine, still covered by its rooting blocks, much older and sculp-

tured by Tutenkhamun, by whom also the fluted columns of the inner court were set up.

“B”, likewise with gateways, columns and shrine of stone, gave us little inscription, but

one of the columns in the inner court bore the cartouches of Shabako “ beloved of Anukis”,

and two others the names of the Nubian King Harsiotef. The interior of the shrine was

elaborately sculptured in late Nubian or Meroitic style and had been entirely covered with

gilding. The entrances to “A” and “B” were side by side, opening at right angk*s on to

the approach to the Tirhaqa temple “ T

‘The axis of “T” lay from east to west, and its buildings ceased riverwards just before

the entrance of “ B” was reached. The first building in this axis was a small “ Kiosque” in

which processions could form and prepare: eastward of the Kiosque stood a stairway lead-

ing up to a large sacrificial platform, and beyond this were four stands facing each other in

pairs, the second pair surmounted by granite criosphinxes with small figures of Tirhaqa

beneath their chins. Further east again rose the ruined towers of the First Pylon forming the

west wall of the first court, the roof of which was upheld by massive columns. On the inner

faces of the towers Tirhaqa is sculptured as a majestic sphinx attacking and trampling on

his Libyan and Asiatic enemies, while specimens of the loot of cattle and human prisoners

stand about, and kings and chiefs signify submission by their attitudes. Leaning against

the walls below these scenes were three massive granite stelae, one of them dated in Tirhaqa's

tenth year, the others giving statistics of his annual gifts during seven and four years

respectively. At the opposite (east) end of the court stood two more criosphinxes of Tirhaqa

and four great stelae, one dated in his sixth year, two commemorating his piety but undated,

and one telling of his fourth successor, Aneraman. Behind the second pylon lay the Second

Court, the walls of which were sculptured in fine relief with the representation of a great

procession, in which the king with his courtiers, musicians and attendants meets a pro-

cession of priests from the temple carrying the sacred barque. On the east wall here, below

the sculpture, was engraved a huge inscription of 126 lines commemorating a late and

obscure king named Amenhinearok. In the north-east section of the second court was a small

chamber of Tirhaqa finely sculptured on the outside but plain within, and the north-east

corner was divided off by a wall of King Aspert, Tirhaqa's fifth successor (according to Dr.

Reisner's reconstruction of the Dynasty).

‘Behind the courts lay the sanctuary itself completely defaced and surrounded by much-

ruined chambers. The most interesting of these was a narrow court on the south, with

roofed colonnade along its north side. At its west end was a platform, reached by a few steps,

on and about which stood granite statuary of Tirhaqa. Here we found a headless statue of

the King, a small but perfect sphinx with excellent portrait head, two apes adoring the

Sun-god, as well as a small model in limestone of the platform and the staircase. On the

walls were remains of excellent sculpture, a hieroglyphic graffito of King Harsiotef and a

number of obscure graffiti in Meroitic writing.

‘Beyond the east end of the temple we found remains of a large house, partly built of

stone, containing antiquities of the age of Augustus, including a bronze Zeus (?) of Syrian

1 See General Site Plan, p. 200. The hatching on this plan indicates mud-brick buildings almost totally

destroj’ed by sahbakhin.
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type and a Hellenistic figure of a girl in ivory. Beyond this again were the ruins of a second

kiosque on a road running north and south behind the town.

‘Our general conclusions were these: that the large city of Gempaten, the site of which

is now entirely desert, had been built along the Nile bank with rich cornfields and planta-

tions stretching eastwards where now all is sand. Probably it had a long history from

the earliest days of Egyptian colonisation, but this history was broken entirely by the

Hyksos tyranny and by evil times at the end of the Middle Kingdom. The Pharaohs of

the Eighteenth Dynasty had to start again from the beginning in founding the New Empire
and colonising its dependencies. Amenhotp III (represented by part of a sphinx and a large

scarab from a foundation deposit) re-created Kawa, gave to it the name Gempaten, and
dedicated it to Ammon, the imperial god of Thebes, here identified with the ram-headed god
Khnum of the First Cataract. The heretic monotheist, Akhenaten, folloA\dng him, destroyed

the Ammon temple of his father, but Tutenkhamun restored it as the beginningof Temple“A”,
almost on the same site. The final destruction of the Temples and abandonment of the city

was probably due to the avenging army of Petronius in 23 b.c. during the reign of Augustus.
‘ In the temples we did not fail to discover small antiquities. The royal foundation deposits

which we had expected to find indeed turned out either despicably poor or were entirely

wanting; but around the shrine of Temple “A”, both east and west, was a thick and wide-

spread deposit of decayed wood, amongst which survived many inlays of bronze and fayence

with royal names. Perhaps the choicest of these relics is a charming httle jewel of solid gold

three centimetres high in the shape of a king kneeling and offering bowls of wine. Another
great find of bronzes, etc., was on the floor of the second court of Tirhaqa’s temple, where a

prodigious bonfire had been made of the temple furniture, presumably by the troops of

Petronius: figures of deities, bronze fittings of shrines and even stone implements from the

votive offerings in the treasury lay here in profusion amongst remains of wood, network
cloth, palm stems and coarse grass which survived in a charred state, together with the

very lamp which started the bonfire.

‘It is a remarkable fact that the plan of Tirhaqa's temple at Kawa coincides in almost every
detail with that of his much more ruined temple at Sanam, excavated by us in 1912-1913.’

The Expedition last season, composed of Dr. M. F. Laming Macadam (Worcester College),

Mr. Eoy Pennison, Mrs. Kirwan, and the writer, arrived at Kawa on November 4th, 1935.

Having plotted the whole area covered by the ancient town and temples into squares of

equal size, we embarked on our first task, the clearing of the vast quantities of sand which
had encumbered and, in some places, buried the various monuments since their excavation
in 1930—1. This was to enable Dr. Macadam to make a final collation of the numerous and
important inscriptions covering the temple walls and to enable our architect, Mr. Pennison,
t(j make plans and other drawings of the buildings themselves.

Apart from this clearance of the known monuments, the season’s work was mostly
devoted to the excavation of three main sites within the presumed Temple Area. The main
feature of Site I (see Fig. 1) was a large mound, covered by a mass of potsherds, lying

]>ehind and slightly to the north-east of Temple ‘ T Site II included a long line of super-
imposed mud-brick buildings which lay parallel with the south wall of Temple ‘T’ and were
separated from it by a narrow lane. Site III consisted of the unexcavated areas in front
of the First Pylon of Temple ‘ T ’ on either side of the paved processional way, and the large
area of unexplored drift-sand which lay to the south of the Western Kiosk and to the east of
TVmples ‘ A ‘ and ‘ B '. In addition, the ground immediately to the north of Temple ‘ T ’ was
examined, and a few trial trenches were sunk in the north town site.
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Site I

The large mound covering the best-preserved portion of this area was littered on the

surface with fragments of small conical pots of baked clay. Without exception they had been

carefully smoothed inside, though the outside is, in most cases, only roughly shaped by hand

(see Fig. 2, no. 3). The use of these small vessels is uncertain. Similar examples may be

found near the Temple of Taharka at Sanam, among the ruins of the temple on the island

of Argo, at Faras, and at other ancient sites in the Northern Province. Some have also been

recorded from Egyptian sites. Below this layer of sherds was a thick deposit of burnt wood-

1

1. Xapatan.

2. Napatan.

3. Meroitic.

2

Fig. 2.

Site I, House 1, Room 5. 1:4.

Site I, House 1, Room 6. 1:4.

Mound. 1 : 4.

ash and other debris, including animal bones. Covered by this mass of sand and rubbish was

the north-east corner of a great mud-brick temenos wall, "which, to judge by its position in'

relation to the Temple of Taharka, is probably the work of that king. Against the inner face

of this wall were a number of mud-brick buildings at different levels (see Fig. 1). Excavation

revealed three main periods of occupation. The principal building, House 1 (see PL xxi, 1),

belonged to the first period. The pottery from this level comprised most of the types occur-

ring in the Napatan cemetery at Sanam. ^ During the second period a number of additions

were made
;
the lane separating the house from the temenos wall was blocked and Booms

4 and 5 were added. The thickness of the walls and the staircase in Boom 1 may indicate

that there was a second floor above this central group of rooms. Another staircase in Corridor

10 led to the platform above the granaries. The house, having fallen into ruin, seems to

have become partly buried, for the fragmentary walls of period three were built on the debris

covering the earlier building. The upper part of the north wall of the granary, however, was
rebuilt, and it is significant that the east end of this wnll rested on bricks fallen from the

inner face of the temenos enclosure. In the same way, it can be seen (see Fig. 1) that the east

ends of the walls of House 2 cut into the ruined face of the temenos wall, showing that in

this third period the latter was already considerably delapidated. It is difficult to assign a

^ Cf. Gritfith, The Cemeteri/ of Sanarn, in Liverpool Annals 10, Pis. xvi-xviii. Many of these t\"pes, especially

the two-liandled jars, occur at a much later date ; as, for instance, in the foundation deposits of Nalma^aya
(538-o33 B.c.) and Astabargamen (503-478 B.c.) at Isuri.
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date to these later houses. No Meroitic sherds were found in the upper levels. On the other

hand, the pottery differed little from that of the earlier buildings. If, indeed, they are as

late as the Late Napatan period, the buildings in this part of Site I must have been buried

below the sand by the time of Augustus, when the Eastern Palace was in use, and have

become a convenient rubbish-heap for the neighbouring Meroitic houses.

Between the Eastern Palace and the east wall of Temple ‘ T ’ were the scanty remains of

a large number of i\Ieroitic houses which extended a short distance to the south, cutting

through the remains of the great temenos wail and leaving no trace of its south-east angle.

These houses, denuded by sand and wind and cut into by diggers for rndrog,^ were found ruined

down to the lowest course of their foundations. Though this part of the site was thoroughly

trenched no buildings were found sufficiently intact to warrant a more extensive excavation.

It is evident, however, that in the first century b.c. and the first century a.d. this part of

the site was intensively occupied. During the succeeding centuries these houses along the

desert edge fell a prey to the sand which had threatened to submerge Gematon even in

Taharka’s day, when the great enclosure wall was still standing.

Site II

The huge banks of sand in front of the pylon towers of Temple ‘ T ' covered, we supposed,

the temple gardens. Little trace was left of the gardens of Taharka's day. The ground on

both sides of the paved processional way had been levelled and laid out afresh in the

Meroitic period. Opposite the north tower of the First Pylon was a small, stone-lined pond.

A little beyond it, to the west, was a circular sunk ‘bed’, bordered by a brick ledge with a

stone drain, in which were standing four tall amphorae- (see PI. xxi, 4). A similar ‘ bed ’ had

been sunk opposite the south tower, but this contained no amphorae. The rest of the gardens

had been roughly paved with sandstone chips, though traces of leaves and brushwood along

the north and south edges may suggest that trees had been planted there.

Excavating still deeper in front of the north tower, we came upon the foundations

—

surrounded by a deposit of ash and burnt matter—of the pylon of an earlier temple (see

Fig. 3 and PI. xxi, 2). Clearing westwards along this low level we encountered a number of

mud-brick walls,^ mostly fragmentary and of uncertain plan, some running below the

Meroitic temenos wall (see Fig. 3) and along the north side of the Western Kiosk. The small

amount of pottery from this level appeared to be mostly of Xew-Kingdom date. In 1931,

in this vicinity, was found a fragment of the ])ase for a criosphinx inscribed with the car-

touche of Amenophis III. Possibly, then, we have here the remains of a temple of the

Pharaoh who, as Professor Griffith suggested, gave to Kawa the name Gempaton. This

season we were concentrating on the monuments of the Xapatan and Meroitic periods and,

owing to pressure on our time, the excavation of remains beloAv the level of the Temple of

Taharka had, for the time being, to be abandoned. Out of piety, Taharka had erected his

great temple on the site of the earlier temple and in exact alignment with it.

The interpretation of the mass of brick store-chambers stretching parallel with the south

w^all of Temple ‘T’ proved a difficult problem. In Meroitic times wails had been added to,

destroyed, rebuilt, and inserted in the most haphazard manner. At length, ho^\e^er, three

main periods of occupation were discernible. Below the Meroitic Houses 2 and 3 were the

" Jjju (mdrok), the Sudanese equivalent of the Egyptian-Arabic sehakh.

^ Amphorae of similar t'V'pe seem to have been found in the tomb of Amanitenmeraize in the Xorth

Cemetery at Meroe {c, a.d. 50-75). Cf. Reisner, The Pyramids of Meroe in Museum of Fine Arts Bulletin

21 15 ^ Marked ‘First Period’ in Fig. 3.
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ruins of woll-built magaziriBS and granarios of tho Xapatan period. Below House 3, at this
low level, we found a broken openw’ork ring wdth an inscribed bezel in the form of a double
cartouche; a Cypriote sherd of about the seventh or sixth century b.c. and parts of a large
granite statue including a human head, once completely gilded, wearing ram’s horns. The
w^orkmanship of this head is poor and it is certainly a good deal later in date than Taharka.
Not far away and on the same level w^as a Greek sherd, probably of Clazomenian (not Attic)
ware and perhaps of the sixth century b.c.^ The Cypriote sherd and the associated objects
w^ere sealed below’ the low’est Meroitic floor of House 3, while the Greek sherd came from the
sand beyond the W’alls.

Built on the ruins of these Napatan granaries W'as a large number of small store-rooms
of Meroitic date. These fall into tw’o main blocks, designated House 2 and House 3. The
space betw’een these blocks of buildings, opposite the south door of the Hypostyle Hall of

Temple ‘ T’, seems then and in the Napatan period to have been left free, possibly to allow
a way from the temple to a south door in the temenos wall, giving access to the main part
of the towm. At the east end of House 2 w’as a rectangular pit wdth a })rick-bordered edge
and a stone drain on the w'est side (see PI. xxi, 3). In this pit w'ere standing two amphorae,
one of the type found in the ‘bed’ in front of the Pylon, with graffiti in Greek and Meroitic,

the latter hardly legible. The significance of this pit with the amphorae in relation to House
2 is something of a mystery.

The third period discernible is late Meroitic, provisionally assigned to the third or fourth

century a.d., and marked by the rebuilding of Houses 2 and 3 and the construction of House
1 betw’een them and opposite the south door of the temple. By the time this rebuilding had
taken place the lane betw-een the houses and the temple waill had become so filled wdth sand as

to cover completely the low-er courses of the w'alls of Houses 2 and 3, the remains of the first

Meroitic occupation. All these late Meroitic buildings, Ave found, had been partly destroyed

by fire. House 1 had been burnt to the ground, and late Meroitic pottery lay embedded in

a mass, Avhich covered the floor, of fallen brick and w(jod-ash from the roof. Below’ this floor

and still in position w’ere a number of earlier Meroitic vessels. Neither they nor any of the

pottery on this first Meroitic level shoAved any trace of burning, nor did the loAver courses

of the w’alls of Houses 2 and 3, AA’hich, by the late Meroitic period, Avere buried in the sand.

Subsequently w’e discoA'ered that this fire extended to the late Meroitic houses on Site 3 and
elseAA’here, blackening the w’alls and columns of the temples

;
it Avas started perhaps by the

raiders AA'ho had set alight the temple furniture in the second court of the Temple of Taharka.^

As far as the buildings of Sites 2 and 3 are concerned the destruction seems to have been

decisu’e: a feAV feeble attempts at patching and rel)uil(ling Avere made, but it seems that

this calamity brought to an end at least the settled occupation of these areas.

A short distance to the south of these buildings a roAv of trees'^ had l^een planted Avithin

circular brick borders (see Pi. xxi, 5. 6), in one side of Avhicli Avas a stone drain for irrigation

purposes. At the Avest end of this roAv of trees Avas a large Avell shored up Avith stout Avooden

beams, of AA’hich little remained. The Avell contained no recognizable Meroitic sherds, and this,

in conjunction AA’ith the fact that the south Avail of the Meroitic House 2 passed over the top

^ Cf. MjTes, Cesnola Collection {Metropolitan Museum of Sew York). 707 (pp. 88, 80). A Cypriote

flagon of Graeco-Phoenician date Avas found in the Napatan cemetery at Sanam; see Griffith, Oxford

Excavations m Xuhia. in Liverpool Annals 10. PL xxxi. 8.

^ I am indebted to Professor Beazley for this information. ^ See p. 202 aboA^e.
^ Kindly identified by Dr. Chalk of the Imperial Forestry Institute, Oxford, as being of the family

Sapotaceae and A’ery like Buiyrospermum parkii. the Shea Butter tree. The Egyptian sivh, usually identified

with Mimnsops Schimperi (cf. Wb. d. cig. Spr., ix, 43o), perhaps included the above species also.
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of it, shows that it was no longer in use at that time. Clearing southwards from this row of

trees we had hoped to find the south wall of the temenos enclosure, which, if the temple had

been situated roughly in the centre, should not have been far off. But no trace of it was

foimd. The foundations of a number of much destroyed brick buildings were unearthed, but

all these proved to be late Meroitic in date.

Site III

This area, from which much had been hoped in view of the proximity of Temples ‘A’

and ‘B', was disappointing. The remains of a large number of late Meroitic houses were

uncovered
;
they were apparently contemporary with the latest buildings on Site II, and like

them were partly destroyed by fire in ancient times. More recently, diggers for vidrog had

removed most of the walls, leaving little but a few isolated stumps. Our men in the course

of their work turned up several baskets and hoes belonging to these earlier excavators, whose
researches, it should be said, must have been undertaken before the present administration

in the Sudan, at a time when digging for mdrog on ancient sites was less rigorously penalized.

We cleared the whole of this area east of temples ‘ A ' and ‘ B and immediately south of

their sanctuaries as far as the wady which marks the northern edge of the town. Near the

surface, south-east of the sanctuary of temple ‘A’, we found a small bust of a young man,
an excellent piece of work belonging perhaps to the time of Tut<ankhamun. Originally the

figure (PL xxii, 1-3) had been complete, with an inscribed pillar down the back. Continuing

along the east side of Temple ‘ B ' towards the Western Kiosk, we uncovered another row of

trees {Persea or Mwiusops sp.) planted in a hne with the south wail of the building (Fig. 4).

In later times this area had been built over, and one of the trees was found below the floor

of a late Meroitic house.

The antiquities this year were not outstanding either in number or quality. In the sand

to the east of Temple ‘ T ’ we found a charming silver ornament^ in the form of a sun-disk with

delicately engraved horns and a double uraeus in front (PI. xxii, 4). No doubt it had once

surmounted a ram’s head. Site I yielded a number of blue glazed objects, mostly broken,

among which were some finger-rings, like those from Sanam,^ inscribed with the
[ |

formula.

The moulds from Site III are interesting
; one of them may be for the manufacture of beads.

In House 1 near the Western Kiosk, we discovered a curious bronze object, with a double

cartouche in relief on the side (PI. xxiii, 1,2). Its use is obscure, but the holes near the rim for

nails, and traces of wood inside, suggest that it may have surmounted a wooden pole, perhaps
a flag-pole. The cartouche on the left, apparently reading ‘Watemareshe’, may be that of the

Queen; the one on the right, containing the name Amankhabale, is identical with the car-

touche on the chest of a small sandstone lion from Ba<sa.^ No other instances of the name
seem to be known. The hieroglyphic characters used in both cases suggest that the name
may be assigned to the period of the four unnamed kings^ who reigned betvreen Shanak-
zekhte and Amanshakhete (Le. between c. 125 and 45 b.c., according to Dr. Eeisner’s reckon-
ing).

An interesting discovery in the upper Meroitic levels of Site II was a number of green stone
celts. It may be that they are not contemporary, but such celts, apparently confined to

^ Compare those from the tombs of Taharka and Nalmacaya at Nuri published by Reisnerin Museum
of Fine Arts Bulletin, 16, 72.

^ Liverpool Annals 9, PL Ixi, 3; op, cit, 10, PL xl, 26.
^ See Griffith, Meroitic Inscriptions, i, 70 (No. 46).
*
Reisner, The Meroitic Kingdom of Ethiopia, in JEA 9, 75, 76.
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Badarian and Predynastic deposits in Egypt, are of wide distribution in the Sudan, occurring

in Predynastic and ‘C-group’ settlements. They may be related to those found in the

Libyan desert^ with sherds that may be Yeroitic.

Fig. 4.

There is no doubt that the history of Cxematon goe^ baclv to early times, possi})]y to tie'

Middle Kingdom. While searching- for the north-ea>t corner of tlie early tem]>le. perhaps

that of Amenophis III, we sank a dee]t trench along the n( >rlh >iOe of tlu* L (uiiple of I ahai ka.

At a depth of 4-20 metia'S bdow tlu' bottom of tlie t(anj)l<‘ ]>linth we came upon the foiimla-

^ Cf, Kewbold, .4 De-<^crt Ody-^i^ey of a Thov.^ond in Sudan Xof<.^ and Rfcnrd^ 7. 02 ; <>]>. cit, H, ir..7.

C/. also Emerv and Kirwan. Ej'mvations and Svrvfy ytn'o n Wfidi f ^-Sfhua and Adindan. FIlg s:P
^ ^

^ This wail seems cither to have been removed or to run directly below the north wall of the Temple of

Taharka.
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tions of t^vo walls of red brick, each about 0*65 metres wide, running south below the north

wall of the temple. The few sherds in the vicinity were indeterminate in character, but the

depth at which these walls were found suggests that they are earlier than any of the buildings

so far found within the temple area.

At Kawa, as at Xapata, there are signs of a revival of building activity after the disastrous

invasion of Petronius in 23 b.c. The rebuilding of the granaries and houses on Site II, the

construction of the crenellated temenos waiP to the north of the ^Yestern Kiosk and Temple
‘ T \ even the erection of the Kiosk itself, may have been due to the energetic Amanshakhete

and her son-indaw Xetekaman. who reunited the Meroitic Kingdom by absorbing the Second

Meroitic Dynasty of Xapata. GraffitP on amphorae from the lowest Meroitic buildings in

Site II show that these were probably occupied at least as late as the second century a.d.

It is unlikely, therefore, that the upper Meroitic levels can be assigned to a period much
earlier than the third century, or later than the fourth, for no trace of the so-called ‘ X-group

'

pottery was found. It is not surprising that the Meroitic remains at Kawa belonging to the

early centuries of the Christian era are comparatively poor. Under Xetekaman (c, 15 b.c.-

A.D. 15), Meroe, situated amidst more fertile country four hundred miles farther south,

became once more the chief centre, and the aridnorthern province sank into the background.

It is worthy of note, however, that the latest buildings at Kawa, most of them destroyed by

fire, seem, at present, to belong to the time when Meroe and the adjacent country to the

north was subject to the successive raids of the Xoba and the Axumites, culminating in the

fall of the capital before the latter towards the middle of the fourth century a.d.

One phase of the \vork this season hardly comes within the scope of a report on excava-

tions, though it involved a month of our time. That was the removal from the Temple

of Taharka of two unique monuments, the Shrine of Taharka and the Wall of Aspert.

The blocks in ])oth cases had been sadly weakened by fire in ancient times. Further, since

their exposure in 1930 a heavy fall of rain had not improved the condition of the soft

Xubiaii sandstone.^ The removal of the sculptured walls of the Taharka Shrine was further

complicated by the fact that the heavy roofing-slabs were still in position. The interior of the

shrine was filled with sand, and ramps of sand were built up against the four walls of the shrine

on the outside. The slabs, some already split, were levered on to wooden rollers set on wooden
rails and thus rolled down the sand slope. A consignment of two hundred and thirty-three

large boxes was forwarded to the Ashmolean Museum, where these unique monuments are

to be re-erected. That the Expedition was permitted to retain these monuments as part of

the 1931 share of antiquities is a notable example of the generosity of the Sudan Government in

such matters. Other parts of the temples of special interest, and liable to collapse or to further

deterioration through exposure, are being removed by the Sudan Antiquities Department to

Khartoum, where they can be adequately protected and, it is hoped, ultimately re-erected.

There are many signs of large cemeteries in the desert to the east of Kawa, and these, with

the extensive town site, remain to be explored. The excavation of the town, a centre of im-

portance from very early times, should throw much light not only on the history of a large

and im})ortant Egyptian colony but especially on one period in the history of the Sudan still

^ This wall was later destroyed and rebuilt. See 'Third Period’ marked in the section. Fig. 3.

‘ Mr. C- H. Roberts, of St. John's College, Oxford, kindly informs me that the best-preserved of these

graffiti (on an amphora from the pit at the east end of House 2) might be assigned to the second century

A.U., with a possibility that it miabt fall in the first half of the third century.
^ The blocks in each case were treated with a cellulose preservative. Our thanks are due to Mr. Lucas of

the Cairo Museum for advice in this matter, and to both him and Dr. Nelson of the Chicago Luiiversity

Institute, Luxor, for their assistance in procuring the large quantity of preservative necessary.
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most obscure: the time bet%yeen the last known*^ Egyptian viceroy, under Herihor, and

Piankhy.

In conclusion, the writer would like to record his indebtedness to his colleagues Dr.

Macadam and Mr. Pennison; to the Sudan Antiquities Department, represented by Mr. G.

W. Grabham, for every assistance
;
and to Mr. Purves, Governor of the Northern Province,

Mr. Cullen, District Commissioner at New Dongola. Mr. Dunbar of the Sudan Railways, and

to many other officials of the Sudan Government who have helped the Expedition on so

many occasions during the last season.

^ One excepts Eskhons, queen of Pinotem II. who was given the honorary title ‘King’s son of Kush,

overseer of the Southern lands’ ; cf. Reisner in JEA 6, 53.

Postscript.—A reconsideration of the ‘pit with amphorae’ on Site II {cf. p. 207 and

PI. xxi, 3) suggests that the pit may be the lower basin of a wine-press, the upper basin,

in which the grapes were trodden with the feet, having been removed during the later

Meroitic occupation. The grape juice flowed down the inclined drain into dolia, or possibly

directly into amphorae which were partly sunk in the ground to keep the liquid at an even

temperature. For references see Emery and Kirwan, op, cit., I, 109 If.
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The expedition to Nubia is actually launched. Mr. H. W. Fairman, who has already

spent several winters on the Society’s excavations, arrived at Sesebi at the end of October,

accompanied by Mr. E. A. Green, who was trained at the Liverpool School of Architecture,

and Mr. J. G. Griffiths, a Fellow of the University of Wales and the holder of a Eesearch

Studentship at Liverpool University. Professor Blackman joined the party early in December

as Field Director, and hopes to be able to continue work on the site for about four

months.

Mr. J. D. S. Pendlebury, Mr. E. S. Lavers, and Miss M. S. Drower have gone out to

Tell eLL\marnah with the intention, as stated in our last issue, of completing the work of

planning the Great Temple, of which much was excavated last season.

The President has again sent an expedition to Armant under the auspices of the Society.

Mr. Oliver H. Myers, who will be accompanied by IMrs. Myers, is again Field Director, and

Mr. E. S. Lavers joins the party as architect on the completion of the work at Tell el-

’Amarnah. The staff also includes Miss Drower, whose work as epigrapher last year

was of great value, Mr. J. Grant Macdonald, a new recruit, and Mr. P. S. Hardie of Alexan-

dria. Dr, Hans A. Winkler is attached to the expedition
;
his main work, however, is the

examination and recording of the rock-drawings in the neighbouring hills, a task upon which

he has been engaged for some time.

Work on the temj^le of Sethos I at Abydos recommenced very early this autumn, as it

was decided to make a great effort to complete the field-work for Vol. IV in a single cam-

paign. With that object in view. Miss Calverley (who is accompanied, as previously, by Miss

Broome) was fortunate enough to secure, each for a few months, the services of Mr. Leslie

Greener and Mr. E. C. Martindale; both these gentlemen had been hitherto employed by
the Oriental Institute at Karnak under Dr. Nelson. For various reasons the actual publica-

tion of Vol. Ill must be deferred until Christmas, 1937; but Vol. IV ought to follow^ within

a further period of six months. Vol. IV is to contain the whole of the great Hypostyle Hail,

and will unfortunately be the last volume that can be accomplished within the exceedingly

generous grant made by Mr. J. D. Eockefeller, Jr. By his munificent help all those parts of

the temple which deserved reproduction in colour will have been put in the hands of students

of Egyptology. Considerable portions of the temple will still remain to be published, and for

that purpose strenuous efforts will have to be made to secure adequate financial assistance

elsewhere.

For the benefit of those who have not seen our last Annual Eeport we add some details

to those given on p. 248 of the preceding volume regarding last season’s work at Armant,
which continued until mid-May. The pool in the town was identified as the Lake of Cleopatra

;

much of its walls, and its stone stairway, were discovered. Part of a pylon of Tuthmosis III,

built to celebrate his victories, was found; on its north face is a fine procession of negroes

bearing spoils from one of the king's Nubian campaigns, headed by a rhinoceros of which the

exact dimensions are given in an adjoining inscription. (Only one other picture of this
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animal seems to be known
;
it was formerly at El-Der el-Bahri.) Fragments of a stela describe

the capture of this animal. North of this pylon are remains of the foundations of the great

Ptolemaic temple, made of blocks, some finely cut and coloured, from temples of the Middle
Kingdom and of Tuthmosis III. Parts of over twenty statues and colossi were found,

including two fine heads of the Eleventh Dynasty and the Ptolemaic Period respectively.

Well-attended lectures, illustrated with lantern slides, were given this autumn by two of

our Field Directors, under the Society’s auspices, at the Pioyal Society’s rooms, Burlington

House: ‘Last Season’s Work at Tell el-‘Ainarnah’, by Mr. Pendlebury, on 29 September, and
‘ The Temples of Armant ’, by Mr. Myers, on 3 November.

We offer hearty congratulations to our Honorary Treasurer on his election to the Camden
Professorship of Ancient History in Oxford University, Professor Last’s new position, by
the way, has necessitated his migration from St. John’s College to Brasenose College.

We remind our readers that the Entrance Fee previously payable by new members has

been suspended for a limited period, and we invite existing members to make this fact known
to friends who may be thinking of joining the Society.

All members of our Society will be gratified to know that, in honour of two of the scholars

to whom \ve have ow^ed most in the past, B. P. Grenfell and A. S. Hunt, the Fifth Interna-

tional Congress of Papyrology will be held in Oxford. The proceedings will occu])y the five

days from 30 August to 3 September, 1937. Papyrologists Avho wish to read papers are

invited to inform Mr. C.H. Pioberts at St. John's College, Oxford, sending him the title of the

proposed paper (which may be in English, French, German, Italian, or Latin), together with

a brief statement of its contents, and an estimate of the time needed for its delivery, which

should not, except in special cases, exceed twenty minutes. A detailed programme of the

sessions, with particulars of visits to places of interest and other information which may be

of use to those attending the Congress, will be sent out in due course.

Elections were made recently to the Fellowships in Egyptology, at University College,

Oxford, and Christ’s College, Cambridge, which have been founded Avith ample endowments

under the will of the late 8ir Ernest Budge. We desire to congratulate the two Lady Wallis

Budge FelloAA’S, namely, Mr. A. N. Dakin, formerly of The Queen's College, Oxford, and Mr.

C. P. C. Allberry, previously a Eesearch FelloAvof Christ's, Cambridge, and engaged in editing

some of the Coptic Manichaean treatises. Both distinguished themselves in clas-^ics btJore

embarking on Egyptian studies ; and it may be useful to budding Egyptologists to be aware

of the growing tendency of those responsible for choosing among aspirants to Egy})tological

posts to give the preference to candidates Avhose knowledge and competence extend beyond

the limits of Egyptology itself.

M. Jacques Yandier has been appointed Attache to the Department of Egyptian Anti-

quities of the Musee du Louvre in succession to Canon Drioton.

Much interest attaches to the large limestone stela reported to have been found recently

by Professor Selim Hasan near the Sphinx, with an inscription of the second year of Ameno-

phis II, in which the king records a visit paid by him to the pyramids of his ancestors Cheops

and Chephren, and also vaunts his athletic proAvess. Amenophis is stated to boast that he

roAATd a boat for three miles Avith an oar 20 cubits long Avithout fatigue, when his roAvers had
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tired after half a mile, that he trained his horses so that they could gallop without sweating,

and that he had, while riding in his chariot, shot arrows clean through copper targets as thick

as his hand. The last statement recalls the remarkable inscription found some years ago by

M, Chevrier at Karnak, in which the same king is stated to have shot from his chariot arrows

which stuck out three palms behind a tablet of bronze three fingers ( ?) thick ;

‘ when he shoots

at bronze tablets he smashes them like papjTUS
;
he does not consider any wood worthy of

his strength’ ; also of the men and horses which he captured hochsteigenhdndig in his Asiatic

campaign, and several other references to his feats and strength. These statements are

evidently different from the conventional phrases which mechanically ascribe mighty deeds

to kings who waged war; and they are the more welcome because of the great rarity of

authentic indications of royal personality in Egypt.

We have received the following interesting communication:
‘A prize of £50 is ofiered for an Essay in English on some archaeological or ethnographical subject

(not mainly linguistic or literary) connected with Prehistoric or Pharaonic Egypt,

'The essay should show original research. The words “archaeological” and “ethnographical”
are to be interpreted in the widest sense. The subject may be selected by the candidate himself,

and the essay should be illustrated by as much comparative matter as possible from other lands,

whether ancient or modern. The utmost use should be made of photographs and drawings.
‘ The prize will be awarded only if one of the essays submitted is of sufficiently high standard to

warrant it.

'Mr. K. de B. Codrington, Dr. Margaret A. Murray, and Mr. G. A. Wainwright have kindly con-

sented to act as adjudicators.

' The candidate may be of either sex and ofany age. The essays should bear their title, and should
be accompanied by a covering letter. Only the covering letter, not the essay

^

should be signed. Essays
must be typewritten, and must be sent in before Dec. 31, 1937, to Mr, J. H. Hay, Solicitor, 29
Bedford Square, London, M .C.l, who will give each essay a number and forward it to the adjudi-

cators. Other correspondence should be addressed to Mr. G. A. Wainwright, 26 Elm Park Gardens,
London, S.W.IO.’

Papyrology has for long been so exclusively identified with Egypt that the discovery of

papyri by the Colt Expedition of the British School of Archaeology in Jerusalem at El-Auja
el-Hafia, not far from Gaza, has come as a great surprise

;
some particulars, for wffiich

we have to thank Professor J, L. Myres and Dr. H. I. Bell, vdll no doubt be w^elcome. The
papyri were found in two rooms

; they are in Greek and Arabic, and some are of con-

siderable size. One of the longest of the Greek documents (which are of the sixth century)
is of the reign of Justin II, and concerns litigation about an inheritance; another is a letter

directing that a guide to ‘ The Sacred Mountain ’ be chosen, and containing an assurance
that he may be certain of his pay

; others are receipts. The Greek literary pieces include a
fragment of a life or martyrdom of St. George, and several pages of a codex with a Latin-
Greek glossary to x\eneid iv. Five Arabic-Greek bilingual documents of the late seventh
century are the earliest dated Arabic writings known in Palestine

; they are eniagia (of the
same type as the Aphrodito papyri), and concern the payment of tribute by the Arab
provincial governor. There are also Arabic letters, one of which refers to the protection

^^y uon-Muslim monotheists in Nusar who paid poll-tax. The papyri have been
entrusted to Dr. Kraemer, of New York, for publication.

The Keeper of the Department of Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities, British Museum,
informs us that the present temporary Students’ Room of the Department vdll be closed
from January 1, 1937, for an indefinite period, owing to removal. Notice of the reopening
of the permanent Students’ Room will be published in due course.
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The news that the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago is obliged henceforth

to restrict its activities for financial reasons will be received with the deepest regret, and

much sympathy will be felt with Professor Wilson that his appointment to the Directorship

in succession to the late Professor Breasted should coincide with such a restriction. That the

achievements of the Institute—to consider Egyptology alone—have been splendid beyond

all dreams of a decade or so ago is witnessed by the superb volumes devoted to the temples of

Medinet Habu and Karnak, and to Mrs. Davies’ copies of paintings, not to sjieak of the

admirable publications of the Prehistoric Survey of Egypt, and of the Coffin Texts. It is not

for us to discuss the reasons for the present curtailment, but they are said to be compelling

and inevitable. Meanwhile, all Orientalists will wish to pay a tribute of gratitude to the

munificent donor to whose generosity scholars owe such wonderful accessions to their know-

ledge and their libraries.

The excavations of the Eoyal University of Milan at Medinet Madi in the Fayyum are

to be continued this winter, under the direction, as before, of Professor Yogliano. The

Primo rapporto degli scavi condotti dalla Missione Archeologica d' Egitto della i?. Univcrsitd

di Milano nella zona di Madmet Mddl {campagna inverno e primavera 1936—xiii) a cura di

Achille Vogliano has just been issued. It is a volume of viii-)-88 pages, with a map and 17

plates. We look forward eagerly to a publication of the last season’s remarkable find—

a temple of the Middle-Kingdom, Eamesside and Ptolemaic periods, dedicated chietiy to

Ernutet and Sobk, and very well preserved (even the roof being extant, though fallen),

with inscriptions of Amenemmes III and Amenemmes IV, including a list of benefactions

to the temple.

Professor A. C. Johnson of Princeton is initiating a series of papyrological publications

to be known as Princeton Universitij Studies in Papijrology. The first volume in the series.

Papyri in the Princeton University Collections, Vol. ii, is at the moment of writing (November

1936) expected shortly; it will contain 93 texts with brief introductions and commentaries.

The second will be a work by Dr. Wallace on taxation in Eoman Egypt.

Pap^Tologists, and all whose work brings them into touch with papyrological studies,

will be glad to know that the library of the late Professor Hunt, rearranged and brought up

to date, and including books from the collection of the late Professor Grenfell, is now avail-

able for use in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. This library (probably the most extensive

private one of its kind) now includes over 800 volumes
;
perhaps the most valuable part of it

is the collection of offprints, dating from the early days of papyrology to recent years, and

now bound up under subject-headings into over seventy volumes.

Mr. C. C. Edgar has kindly undertaken to supervise the publication of all articles and

reviews in this Journal relating to papyrology and other Graeco-Eoman matters vith the

exception of the Papyrological Bibliography, of Avhicli Mr. T. C. 8keat remains the General

Editor. Manuscripts and correspondence dealing with these matters should therefore be

sent directly to Mr. Edgar, at Yaureal, Berkhamstead, Herts., and not to the Editor.

Eeview copies of works of similar reference should of course still be sent to the Secretary.

We offer congratulations to our President on his election to membership of the

Academic des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres in succession to the late King Fuad.
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The Treasure of El Ldhiin. By H. E. WiNLOCK. New York, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1934. 4to.

xvi-f80 pp., 16 pis., 5 figs. $4.00.

The author has given us in this book a very detailed description, and fine illustrations, of the jewellery

found by Professor Sir W. M. Flinders Petrie at El-Lahun in 1914, part of which is in the Cairo Museum,

and part in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. He also gives us his various reasons for the w'ay

in which the various jewel-caskets and ornaments have been restored and assembled. Archaeologists may
rejoice that this treasure should have been acquired by one of the very few public institutions in the world,

if not the only one, wherein a felicitous combination of skill, enthusiasm, time, and means, could enable

this reconstruction to be carried out. The result is a model which will serve as a guide to the better arrange-

ment of the Dahshur jewellery at Cairo; but owing to the lamentably incomplete condition of the latter,

and the casual and meagre record of its discovery, it will be almost impossible to achieve much in the Avay

of actual reconstruction. The present writer hopes, however, in the near future, to make an attempt to

bring some order out of chaos.

The author has been more than kind in his references to this reviewer’s share in the excavation of the

jewrUery recess in the tomb. Some damage unfortunately u'as inflicted, as a deep scratch on one of the crown

streamers will bear witness. Actually only the first night w^as spent in the tomb. After that, reliable guards

w'ere left at the mouth of the pit every evening
;
but little traps wrre laid, and it is certain that nothing w'as

ever touched except by the excavator. The great difficulty of recognizing objects wffien first found was

due to the poor light and to the fact that they w^ere coated with mud ; for instance, it was realized that

some of the ivory w'as inscribed with hierogh^phs only after it had been cleaned at the house. Further,

the WTiter is glad of this opportunity to point out that he is by no means as responsible as Winlock suggests

for the reconstructions as showm in LakuUj I ;
he never had any access at all to the jewellery after it had left

the recess. Some of the shps in the cataloguing &:c. w’hich Winlock has pointed out are due to this. Footnote

9 on p. 6 should be amended: the scale, 1 : 150, is given on PI. xxii of Lahun, /, at the top.

Before the actual reconstruction of the jewellery is considered, there are a few" points which may be

noticed.

Page 3. There were not four burials of princesses at El-Lahun, only two. Tombs 9 and 10 were certainly

never used. Both are double tombs, upper and low"er, and the entrance to the pyramid w"as through 10.

There is very good reason to suppose that Tomb 7, W"hich had been used for a burial, w'as the tomb of Queen
Weret. ^Vhen Lahun, I was WTitten, her existence w"as uncertain. But tw"o cylinders of "the King’s Wife,

L'nited to the White Crown, Weret’ are known, one belonging to the late R. H. Blanchard, and the other

one in the Insinger collection ; also a seated statue of her was recently found in a Government excavation

at Elephantine. All of these are as yet unpublished. She certainly therefore existed; and she can be identi-

fied with the queen who died during the reign of Sesostris II, is twfice named on fragments from El-Lahun,

and who had a statue in the Kahun temple. We may perhaps infer that she w"as the mother of Sithathor-

Yunet, and that it was in order to be with her that the latter w"as buried close by. The present writer

quite agrees that this princess W"as never a queen (p. 26).

Page 6. There w'as no sign of a pavement round the pyramid. If the ground inside the stone w'all w^as

merely surfaced wfith a thick layer of bro^vn flint pebbles, it seems unlikely that there w"as paving outside

it, between the stone and brick w-alls.

Page 7, Although Winlock's theory as to events in the tomb before and after the burial explains most of
the conditions found in 1914, it does not explain ail. A difficulty is the complete absence of sand and stones
in the recess, and a similar absence of mud in the antechamber, at any rate to the high level at which it

was found in the recess. This can be explained fairly easily by supposing, wffiat is most likely, that the recess

was bricked up at the time of the burial. This wall was masked by the slope of sand and stones which came
in with the robbers from the filling of the shaft, and kept the recess undisturbed. Even if a little of the wall
remained exposed, it might easily have passed unnoticed by the plunderers in the dim light ; the mud
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brick was much the same colour as the fafl rock. The subsequent Hooding gradually dissolved the bricks,

from the top downward, and the water poured into the recess. Why this w'dter Avas so charged Avith mud
and so free from sand is a little difficult to understand. Probably, as no blocks of stone Avere found at the

entrance of the antechamber such as Avere used in Tomb 7, the antechamber Avas closed, like the recess, Avith

a thick AA’ailmg of brickAvork. The great brick enclosure- Avail close by at the surface Avould also haAn supplied
mud, especially the initial deposit AA’hich aa^s in the tomb before the burial.

Page 13. Surely the knobs of the casket should be described as copper rather than bronze, judging from
the analysis. But it is interesting to know that the razors Avere definitely of bronze.

Pages 58, 59. That the coAVTy girdle AV'as giAnn to Sithathor-Yunet Avhen young may be inferred from its

someAA'hat damaged condition Avhen found, indicating considerable use. It Avould seem, too, that coaatIcs

Avere generally worn by young girls rather than married women. On the other hand, the obsidian Amses are

likely to haA^'e been a gift from Amenemmes III
; the only Dahshur examples are associated Avith a pectoral

of his, and the similar vase found at Bybios actually bears his name.
Pages 68, 69. The present AVTiter considers that the set of eight alabaster vases Avas much more probably

used during life than proAuded for the funeral. That they Avere all alike is no proof of the contrary, as the

certainly ritual jars of Xubhetepty-khred Avere not. The names of the oils Avere incised on the lids of the

funerary jars of the best class, and AA^ere AA'rittcn in ink on the inferior sets only. The box Avhich contained

the El-Lahun Abases aa as not in the least like the four ritual boxes Avhich haA^e surA^iA^ed from Dahshur. The
contents of the El-Lahun jars are not at aU like those in the jars from Dahshur; in the latter they A^ary

according to the labels, and sometimes fill the jars. There is CAidence, from the one lid found in the

plundered offering-chamber, that ritual jars had been placed there, their natural position. It is likely, then,

that the El-Lahun Abases are of the same nature as those of the first and second treasures at Dahahur, Avhere

in each case eight alabaster toilet-A^ases, all uninscribed, AA'cre placed Avith the joAvellery in the cache.

Turning uoaa^ to the actual reconstruction of the jeAvellery, there are a fcAV, but A ery fcAv, criticisms to

offer. It is for the most part conAmicing. It is based partly on comparLon Avith other examples, partly on

a close study of the actual material, the numbers of beads, their sizes, and so forth. To use a liAung model

of likely size on AAffiom to fit the jeAA ellery aa rs an excellent practical idea. But it is possible that the measure-

ments of the princess AAere not the same throughout her life. It is reasonable to suppose that she inaA' have

been considerably plumper in middle or old age, AAffien her later jcAA’els Avere given to her. Further, it is not

quite so certain as Winlock thinks, that he had all the beads at his disposal. It is not impossible, as has been

pointed out in Lahiin, /, that minute beads of faience or frit may haA e completely disappeared in the damp
mud. The large pieces of faience casket-inlay haA^e barely surAuved. Xoav there is a peculiar and entire

absence of small dark-blue ring-beads. Can this not be explained by supposing that they Avere once

there, but AA'ere composed of some material imitating lapis -lazuli Avhich has entirely disintegrated ? An
example of some such material occurred in the tomb of Senebtisi, AAdiere it had gone broAAm, although there

Av^as no flooding like that at El-Lahun {The Tomh of Senehtisi, 61). If this hypothesis is correct, there is no

necessity to make the bracelets of such small dimensions, or to eke them out Avith the gold beads and spacers.

Page 8. It AA^ould seem that the gold-leaf found Avith the ctoaatl could hardly haA’e been Avashed into the

recess as Winlock supposes. It Avas found too closely connected Avith the other objects. It must, of ('ourse,

have been the coAxring of something made of Avood, or more likely of stuccoed cartonnage. There does not

seem to haA^e been enough of it for Amlture AAlngs such as Queen Teti-shery is shoAAm AA*earing on her statuettes.

And there is perhaps too much for a Auilture like that on the croAvn ofKhenmet at Dahshur, Avith its outspread

wings. So that neither of these suggestions seems A'ery probable.

Page 18. The reconstruction of the box for the alabaster Abases aa rs made, as \\ inlock admits, before

Lahun, I WAS published. On p. 25 of that book the arraniiement of the iAmry A^eneer is described as a suc-

cession of rectangular slips, one broad alternating Avith two narroAV {not frames or 'false doors ). Ihe

excavator preserA^ed a series of these in order exactly as found
;
they AA^ere more or less complete and of equal

lengths. But they must hav-e got scattered in the subsequent handling and packing.

Page 25. The threading of the gold beads on the AAig as shoAvn on PI. iii is not really satisfying. SomehoAv

one feels that a better arrangement might haA'c been arrived at. The scattering of the seven finer gikUd

plaits in among the thicker ones is not conAuncing ; one Avould haA'e expected the finer ones to haA'e been

together at the front. Women in the Middle-Kingdom tomb-scenes are generally shoAAm Avith some of their hair

hanging in front of the shoulder and the rest at the back. Queen Xefret and the daughter of Dhutyhotpe haA'e

horizontal bands running round the masses of hair on each side of the face, and these bands could have been

of gold. A chequered arrangement of the beads, like that shoAvn on the little Avooden female head of the
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Middle Kingdom from Lisht (Ljdhgoe, in Bulletin of the Met. Mus. of Art, 1907, 163), would have given

a far more pleasing effect, and would not have involved the use of any greater number of plaits, as there

are as many plain as gilded plaits on Winlock’s wig. \\ inlock thinks that there is no way of fixing the rings

so as to scatter them separately. But surely the rings were worked in when the wig was made, and a few

strands of hair, which would not be noticeable, might have been left outside each ring as the tresses were

being plaited.

Page 29. There can be no question, considering the material available, that the suspension of the pectorals

by means of drop and ball beads is correct. To use the amethyst beads for this purpose seems perhaps a little

unexpected, but there were drop beads of amethyst at Dahshur which were perhaps used on a similar string.

It is to be noticed that the Middle-Kingdom pectorals of Queen Xefret and the daughter of Dhut3-hotpe are

shown hanging, not from drop and ball beads, but from a ribbon (of beadwork ?) divided into square sections.

Perhaps the drop and ball method of suspension which was so common in the New Kingdom was an innova-

tion in the Twelfth Dynasty and was not represented by the artists, ruled as they alwa^^s were by rigid

convention. A minor point which is of some interest is that the rings at the back of the three Sesostris

pectorals are placed for threading horizontally^ while on the two pectorals of Amenemmes they are vertical

;

this may" imply" some change in the manner of suspension of which we do not know the nature.

Page 43. The mounting of the vTistlets and anklets is not altogether satisfactory, as Winlock admits.

His motives for the arrangement are twofold; (1) to make them of a size suitable for the very- small limbs,

and (2) to use up the remainder of the beads, both simple and multiple. The first motive is sound, but the

second is not, especially" when it involves departures from the customary-. It seems wrong to place the long

gold spacer-bars next to the clasps, which themselves serve as spacers. Seven instead of five coloured panels

in the \\Tistlets, and nine instead of seven in the anklets, are indicated. This need not necessarily^ increase

the length of the ornaments, but might reduce the width of the coloured panels. Further, the five-bead

spacers in the wristlets are redundant ; beads were often, perhaps alway-s, strung on stiffish fibres, and the

threads should not sag if tightly- fastened at the ends, especially if the panels were made a little narrower.

It is now suggested that there were originally dark blue beads as well as carnelian and turquoise
; that

these were about equal in number to the gold beads, both single and multiple ; that these blue beads were

used in place of the gold ; and that the coloured panels were in the following order

:

Wristlets: green, blue, red, green, red, blue, green.

Anklets
:
green, blue, red, green, blue, green, red, blue, green.

The number of beads required would then be about

2,216 carnelian (or 159 less than there are)

;

3,772 turquoise (or 7 more than there are);

2,664 blue (in place of 2,512 gold including multiples).

It follows from this that some other use must be found for the surplus of gold beads. Both at Dahshur and

Lisht (Senebtisi) the square multiples are strung together as ribbon-necklaces with shell pendants. As there

are no pendants at El-Lahun and only comparatively- few multiples, these latter may have there served their

proper function as spacers in bracelets with plain gold beads in between. There could have been seven square

multiples in each bracelet of a pair, and eight (or more) 5-bead spacers in each bracelet of another pair; and

the knot-clasps could have been used with them. It would be interesting to make a practical test of this

suggestion to judge the effect. Both Queen Nefret and the daughter of Dhutyhotpe are shown wearing

some sort of plain bracelet or bracelets above their panelled wristlets. As there are more than enough
of the little gold ring-beads to make up these bangles, the surplus could be used as single-string necklets

from which to hang the inlaid clasps, like the amulets at the neck of the Twelfth-Dy-nasty- kings on the

statues. A shen amulet was worn in front of a necklace by Senebtisi (PI. xxiii). Some of the similar inlaid

clasps from Dahshur have rings along the base for the attachment of dangling beads, which would have been
quite unsuitable on the wrist. It seems probable, then, that all these ornaments were hung from short

strings at the neck, short enough to require a fastener. Brunton

Aw Ephemeris of 467 a.d. By- Heber D. Curtis and Frank E. Robbins. University of IMichigan Press,

Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1935. 34 pp., 3 pi.

The three fragments which are the subject of this study originally- formed part of a codex containing an
astronomical ephemeris. They- cover parts of the first three months of the Egy-ptian year a.d. 467, and it

is probable that each page of the codex contained the ephemeris for one Roman month.
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Fortunately, fairly complete directions (including details of rulings and spacings) for making an astrono-

mical ephemeris have come do’WTi to us from antiquity. These are found in certain manuscripts of a treatise

attributed to Theon (c. a.d. 400), and apart from the omission of a few unnecessary columns, they corre-

spond almost exactly in every detail to the ephemeris under consideration. These directions, supplemented

by the authors’ own lengthy and laborious computations, have enabled most of this interesting document to

be reconstructed.

In its thirteen columns are set out successively (1) the numbering of the weeks, (2) the Roman year, (3) the

Alexandrian, or Egyptian, year, (4) the lunar months, (5) the daily position of the moon {expressed by sign,

degree, and minute), (6) the hour of passage from sign to sign ; the daily positions of (7) the sun, (8) Saturn,

(9) Jupiter, (10) Mars, (11) Venus, and (12) Mercury, and, finaOy, (13) the designation of the particular day

as ‘good’, 'bad', ‘ indilferent ', 'bad at beginning', 'good to 6th hour’. This last column shows that the pur-

pose of the document is not purely astronomical. Apart from this column, the ephemeris is, in effect, a

primitive nautical almanac, more elaborate than any other of wdiich an example has been preserved to us.

There are three interesting entries referring to the moon, of which one may be quoted: ‘Conjunction on

Phaophi 16 at the 4th hour of the day, Libra 1[9]^ 227’

The document is therefore of the greatest historical importance, as it is accurately dated by internal

evidence to a.d. 467, A study of the entries identified the year for the ephemeris compiled as an

Egj^tian leap-year, "with new moons on September 14 and October 14. This narrowed the in(|uiry to only

six Eg^^ptian leap-years, of wLioh a.d. 467 seemed the most probable. An entry stating that on October 29

Mars entered the sign Virgo ‘at hour of the day' enabled the editors to decide on a.d. 467. There arc few

Greek documents that can be dated with greater precision.

Dr. J. K. Fotheringham has pointed out (Classical Eerieu\ Dec. 1937, p. 242) that the positions of the

heavenly bodies icere actually calculated from the Manual Tables of Ptolemy. He does not agree with the

authors’ interpretation of EKAI or of the entry in col. 6 for Sept. 27. The computations used in the recon-

struction have been made for 0 p.m. Alexandria mean time. In a private communication made since the

appearance of the Classical Eeview notice Dr. Fotheringham makes the following additional observations.

The ephemeris is computed for 6 p.m. mean time of the Manual Tables. The mean times of the ISIanual Tables

are reckoned by mean days and hours, from solar noon at Alexandria of the epoch-date of the Tables, namely

Xovember 12, 324 b.c. The epoch-date of the Almagest Tables (c. a.d. 100) is February 26, 747 b.c., and

5.24 p.m. Alexandria mean time of these Tables is equivalent to 6 p.m. Alexandria mean time of the Manual

Tables, or 5.41 p.m. Alexandria mean time as w^e reckon it. The difference bet\veen the two values of the mean

time is a consequence of the difference between the values of the equation of time on the two dates chosen

as epochs for the respective tables.

Amplified and partially emended by these studies of Dr. Fotheringham, the results of the ])ainstaking

and laborious work of Messrs. Curtis and Robbins are of far-reaching importance and form a valuable con-

tribution to our knowledge of astronomical science in the fifth century a.d. It is to be hoped that tliis happy

collaboration between an astronomer and a papyrologist will continue to produce equally noteworthy

results.

II. W. Sloley.

Koptische Heiligen- und Mdrtyrerlegenden. By W. Till. (Orientalia Christiana Analecta, 102.) Rome, 1935

XV^210 pp., 6 facs.

This is a very interesting collection of texts from the Vienna Library, formerly of the Rainer Collection,

all Sa'idic from the White ^Monastery at Atripe. It is unfortunate that pp, 7-48 are cited incorrectly in the

table of contents on p. xiii: each numbers four too many—a strange oversight. The six pages of reproductions

at the end of the book would be far more useful for palacographical purposes if they had been executed

by a photographic process
;
the method used, lithography from tracing, is not satisfactory. Apart from

these minor defects the book is altogether admirable, giving a number of texts which include some hitherto

unpublished. The texts given (with translations and critical note.s) are \ ienna K. 391, 7587-8, 9398, 9437-9,

9442-3, 9445-50, 9453-6, 9482-6, 9488-93, 9501-2, 9506-12, 9515-16, 9524-6, 9539, 9544-6, 9613-15, 9621,

9772-5. All these are fragments torn by unscrupulous dealers or ignorant peasants from volumes w’hich once

formed part of the Library of the White Monastery. Other leaves from tlie same volumes are to be found in

the Vatican Library, the Bibliotheque Rationale, the British Museum, the Bodleian (lent by the Clarendon

Press), and other collections. It has been Till's task to put together these scattered fragments and so to restore

F f
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as nearly as possible the consecutive text of the original volumes, a task which has grave limitations as many

of the folios are stUl unidentified. This tearing and scattering of manuscripts is one of the peculiar difficulties

which face any attempt to classify the Coptic material in European libraries. As shown in this book, Till has

carried out his task with great care and marked success. Some of the narratives are already kno\\m from other

sources—the subject-matter of some is found in Arabic in the Synaxarium; but there is a quite considerable

amount of fresh material which makes this a serious and valuable contribution to Coptic hagiography.

De Lacy O’Leary.

Litteratlire chretienyie antique et papyrologie. By \V. Derouaux, S. J. Paris (1935). 34 pp. (Reprinted from

the Xouvelle Revue TJieologique, Tournai and Paris, September-October, 1935.)

This essay gives a summary account of the rise and progress of papjTology to the present time, and

points out the various results obtained from the study of papjui. The new literary works made knowm from

this source are not very numerous, but include some valuable material. Of religious bearing are several

apocr\'phal books, some already known by name from patristic references, and a good deal of fresh material

throwing new light on Gnosticism and the Manichaean religion. Valuable in another way are the early

biblical fragments which antedate any previously known codices and modify assumptions already formed

as to their date. Of value also are the numerous private letters and documents which have furnished so

many additions to our vocabularies. The author makes special reference to the Coptic pap^Ti, which include

both Coptic versions of Greek works and original material. This essay brings forward no new views, but is

a useful and reliable summary of work the historical importance of which has only recently been adequately

recognized. The \\Titer’s theme is that while the chief impetus to historical research in the nineteenth

century came from epigraphy, that in the twentieth centur}^ may be expected to come from work on the

papjTi.

De Lacy O’Leary.

The Letter of Arl^teas, A linguistic Study with special reference to the Greek Bible. By H. G. Meechaai. Man-
chester, 1935. xxi -1-355 pp.

The letter of Aristeas has an Egyptian bearing, as it is of Alexandrian origin and describes the Egjq)tian

origin of the Septuagint. ‘Xotwithstanding the fact that it is unauthentic, it has come to be recognized as a

useful source of information regarding both Egyptian and Palestinian affairs in the second and even the

third century B.c.’ (p. 2). This is a convenient edition of the text, taken from Thackeray’s text published

in Swete's Introduction to the Old Testament in Greek. It is principally a study in Hellenistic Greek, mainly

devoted to an examination of the vocabulary and grammar of the epistle. The work originated in a thesis

for the degree of Ph.D. iu the University of Manchester. It is well printed and the notes on the subject-

matter contain a good deal of useful material. It has, of course, no bearing on Christian studies other than

its philological references.

De Lacy O’Leary,

Der Obelisk und seine Basis auf dem Hippodrom zu Konstantinopel, mit einem Beitrag von Friedrich Krauss.

By Gerda Bruns. (Istanbuler Forschungen, herausgegeben von der Abteilung Istanbul des Archao-

logischen Institutes des Deutschen Reiches, Band 7.) Istanbul, 1935. 92 pp., 89 pis.

The subject of this detailed publication is the exiled obelisk which stands, with its neighbour the Serpent

Column from Delphi, in the Hippodrome at Stamboul. Originally intended by Constantine the Great to

adorn his new capital city Byzantium, it was removed by him from Kamak together with its fellow, but lay

for years neglected at Alexandria
; the Emperor Julian brought it to Stamboul, and not untd the reign of

Theodosius was it finally erected in the place wffiere it now stands. Concerning the method of its transport,

a task such as taxed the ingenuity of even nineteenth-century engineers, history is unfortunately silent.

The present work opens with a chapter of bibliography, accompanied by reproductions of early engravings

and Oriental paintings in wffiich the monument figures. An account of the obelisk, with a translation of its

inscriptions follows
; more important, however, than these, which are of no special interest and have been

published before, are the Byzantine reliefs sculptured round the base, and to them a long descriptive chapter

is devoted. On each of the four sides the Emperor is shown with his court witnessing some spectacle in the

Hippodrome
; the scene wffiich has most interest for Egyptologists is that of the raising of the obelisk, the only

instance in antiquity of the pictorial representation of this difficult manoeu\Te. Mr. Engelbach, in his
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ingenious book The Problem of the Obelisks^ puts forward a suggestion as to the method employed by the
ancient Egyptians. The mechanical resources ofRoman engineers were greatly increased bv the introduction
of the capstan and the pulley; in this relief a system of block and tackle is shown working in conjunction
with four capstans. The author points out that the well-known copy of the seventeenth-centurv engraving of

Spons andW heeler reproduced by Gorringe is misleading, the artist having attempted a fanciful reconstruc-

tion of missing ropes. From a careful study of the relief itself she concludes that the obelisk was erected

in much the same manner as was the Paris obelisk in 1836; at the same time she is resigned to the

impossibility of reconstructing the operation in detail, since the stone is sadly weathered, and further it is

in any case unlikely that a strictly accurate representation of the scene was attempted. A small point of

interest is the attempt of the Byzantine artist to reproduce in his relief the hieroglyphs on the obelisk.

The book is generously illustrated, and many of the photographs are supplemented by sectional en-

largements to bring out ever\' available detail of the important scenes. The convenience of being able to lay

any plate separately alongside the descriptive text probably outweighs in this case the disadvantages always
experienced with loose sheets of illustrations. Measurements and detailed plans are supplied b}" Herr Krauss.

The volume is in short another example of that thoroughness which we have learned to expect from the work
of the German Archaeological Institute.

M. S. Drower.

B alters Art Gallery: Handbook of the Collection. Baltimore, Maryland, 1936. 8vo. 177 pp., 198 illus.

This handbook covers as much as can be displayed at once of the art collection presented to the city of

Baltimore on the death of Henry Walters, of the Atlantic Coast Line Railway, and assembled by him and
his father, WiUiam T. Walters, between 1850 and 1931. The collection contains art objects from seventeen

different countries and periods, and only a few pages aie devoted to Eg\"pt and to Coptic art. The required

minimum ofinformation about Egypt is imparted with a conciseness wLich only rarely gives the reader trouble.

The letterpress gives no description of the objects in the collection (a detailed catalogue is in preparation), but

there are twelve photographic reproductions of objects ranging from the Old Kingdom to the sixth century

A.D. and including statuary (a good Old-Kingdom A'u-figure in weod, a king's head wLich seems to resemble that

of the seated Ramesses II of Turin, a 26th-r)\Tiasty kneeling statuette of one Horw edja, a fine bust wLich is

almost certainly from the same period, and a bronze standing Amun inlaid wdth gold), a slab from an Old-

Kingdom mastaba with female dancers in relief, figurines, faience cups, etc. The objects from the Coptic

period are an ivory box, a fragment of textile depicting a horse, and a good piece of an animal frieze from one

of the monasteries, all dated to the sixth century.

A. X. Dakin.

Les Antiquites egyptiennes du 21usee de Vienne (Isere). By Alexandre Varille. (Bulletin dc la Societe des

Amis de Vienne, Nos. 27 & 28.) Vienne, 1932. 18 pp., 4 pis.

This is a short guide to the Egj’ptian objects in the museum of Vienne, to the number of seventeen. By
far the largest portion of the w'ork is devoted to the description of a single object, a fragmentary stela of

one R^mssw-m-pr-B<, a Semite who rose to hold various important offices under Ramesses II and ^lerenptah.

The stela was intact at the end of the nineteenth century, but now' only a portion of the low'er third is extant.

How it came to be in this condition is unknow'n, but wdth the aid of a partial squeeze and a clearh' somew'hat

inaccurate drawing made during the last century Varille has been able to make some indication of its

original form. The four plates are aU illustrative of this reconstruction, and include the facsimile of an in-

scription upon one other object in the collection.

M. F. Laming ^Iacauam.

Histoire du costume dans I'antiquite classique: L'orient. By Leon Heuzey and Jacques Heuzey. Paris,

Societe d'edition ‘Les Belles Lettres', 1935. vii — 148 pp., 59 pis., 141 illus. 150 frs. net.

The modes of dress w'hich prevailed in ancient Greece and Rome are much more famihar than those of the

eastern countries dealt with here. One reason for this is that the artistic conventions of these eastern

countries were less naturalistic, and do not permit of such a clear conception of the garments W'orn. It is true

of most ancient representations of dress that they fiil to give a clear idea at once of the form of the con-

stituent parts of the dress, of their adjustment, and of the effect of the whole in conjunction with the body.

Despite the difficulty of the subject, ]^DI. Leon and Jacques Heuzey have brought to their study a clarity
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of description and a soundness of detail which are enhanced by the abundance of attractive illustrations.

The nucleus of the book was written by M, Leon Heuzey, and was first published after his death in the form

of articles ;
^I. Jacques Heuzey has added the sections concerning military, sacerdotal, and feminine dress,

together with the chapters on SjTia, Phoenicia, and the Hittites. The first part is devoted to Egj’pt, and the

second to Mesopotamia and the adjoining regions. Fashions of dress among the Sumerians, Babylonians,

Ass\Tians, Persians. Hittites, Syrians, and Phoenicians are shown to have been on the whole more sumptuous

and decorative than in Egypt. The sections are subdivided through separate treatment of the dress of men,

women, priests, and warriors. The fift^’-nine plates (two of which are coloured), are excellent. Notes are

added to the text, together with an index and a bibliography. Full references are given to the illustrations

in the text and to the plates, but not to the Ulustrations in the notes. The reference to PI. ix is incorrect.

Was the wearing of animal-skins in Eg}q)t confined to priests ? It is here mentioned under that section

only (p. 25). Erman states that leopard-skins were used by both sexes in the Old Kingdom as a festal dress,

but that in the later period they were confined to certain priests (Agypteji und dgypiisches Lehen, 2nd ed.,

pp. 232, 235, 337 ; Life in Ancient Egypt, trans. Tirard, p. 450). Benedite states that in tombs of the Old

Kingdom the leopard-skin is the characteristic dress of the proprietor of the tomb (Mon, Piot. xxiv, p. 52;

cf. Lefebuxe, PSBA 15, p. 43S). Herodotus says (n, 104) that both the Colchidians and the Egyptians

were yeXdyxpoes Kal ovXorpLxes, but it is not clear that he refers to the wearing of animal-skins. A possible,

but doubtful, example of non-sacerdotal use of the animal hide occurs in Blackman, Meir, iv, PL viii.

J. G. Griffiths.

The Excavation of Medinet Hahu. Vol. i. General Plans and Views, By LTvo Holscher, and Foreword by
J. H. Breasted. (The University of Chicago Oriental Institute Publications, Vol. xxi.) Chicago, 1934.

Large Folio, xiv-j-b pp* and 37 pis. (3 coloured). $22.

Medinet Hahu, Ausgrabungen des Oriental Institutes der Universitdt Chicago: ein Vorhericht, By Uvo Holscher.
(Morgenland, no. 24). Leipzig, 1933. 58 pp., 29 pis.

In his latest general book, entitled Architecture, Lethab}’, a considerable writer on the subject, devotes
a sixth of his space to Eg^q)!. The many other lands and schools dowTi to modem times have to share the
rest of the space between them. He sums up his remarks on p. 65 by saying : ‘To a large degree Architecture

of 'WTought stone is an Eg\q)tian art. ’ The architecture of Eg3q)t is, therefore, worthy of very serious study,

and it is perhaps surprising how very little work has been done on this most impressive of the country's arts

and crafts. The author of the present work has, however, given us a considerable portion of what has been
TOtten on the subject. One of these earlier works, Das hohe Tor von Medinet Hahu, actually dealt with the

site to which he now returns.

The present volume is a notable addition to our publications on the subject. It deals with the architecture

and plans of the complexes of various dates grouped around what is now the main centre of attraction—the
temple of Harnesses III. An important discovery is the plan of a temple outside the Great Girdle Wall

;
it

had been built by Eye and Haremhab. Earlier stiU, Amenhotep III had done some work on that site, but
not enough is left to say what he had in mind

;
in any case it had nothing to do with any later temple.

The author and editor lament the loss of the masses of information that has taken place. Like others before
him Prof. Breasted in his foreword voices the now hoary complaint against the double disaster that has
attended archaeology in Egypt

; it is due in the first place to allowing the natives to carry off sebakh without
efficient supervision, and in the second to clearances carried out in the name ofarchaeology but incompetently.
It is now too late to save Eg^ykt, but it is to be hoped that the lesson has been learned bv those countries
where archaeology is still in its infancy.

In the manner of mud-brick towns, the houses of Coptic and Mcdiseval Jeme had at last risen to a height
of fifteen metres above the pavements of the Great Temple. The town of Jeme lasted on into the ninth
century A.D., vhen it was abandoned by its inhabitants, who took with them everything worth removing.
This abandonment of ancient cities is a curious problem

; it is to be found at an earlier date at the Graeco-
Homan cities of the Fayyum, and earlier still again at the cities of the Indus VaUey in India.

A valuable criterion as to water conditions is provided by the inscription of the seventh year of Harnesses
IX. This shows that the normal flood-level of to-day is about 50 cms. above what was an extraordinarily
high one for the year 1135 B.c. The ground water was of course correspondingly lower, so that the buildings
all stood comfortably high and dry. In fact to the visitor arriving by boat along the canal the quay wall
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must have towered up in a forbidding fashion. One wonders what was the real purpose of the rectangular

platform that is marked ‘quay’ on the plans.

The cubit used in lajdng out the temple of Eye and Haremhab and that of Ramesses III was the usual

one of 20| inches.

An interesting discovery is that of the house of Butehamtin, royal scribe in the Theban necropolis in the

Twenty-first Dynasty. Not only does it give a perfectly definite dating to its level, but it increases our intimacy

with an official who is already weU knowm to us. The texts on one of his coffins were used by Schiaparelli as

a foundation for his monumental work 11 Lihro dei Funerali. Two of his coffins are in Turin, another contain-

ing his mummy is in Brussels, and his house, we now know, is still at Thebes. The famil}^ can be traced for

at least six generations
;
graffiti referring to them have been found at Thebes, and letters which Buteliamun

received from his father are now deposited in various museums of Europe. Professor Capart has put together

an interesting account of him in the Bulletin desMusees royauxdu Cinqunntetiaire, Brussels, 1935, pp. 111-13.

Professor Holscher gives a useful resume of work done on the site of Medinet Habu since travellers began

to notice it in the seventeenth century.

The Epigraphic Survey has already published several volumes on Medinet Habu, and these have taught

us what to expect. The present volume is of the same format and up to the same high standard of quality.

It perhaps seems ungracious to criticize so magnificent a publication, but it is a reviewer's duty to say what

he thinks. In this case he cannot but feel it a pity that the colouring of the plates should not be more satis-

factory^ ; they are altogether too dim and grey. Similarly, seeing the perfection to which aerial photography

has been brought, he finds it strange that photographs so blurred as those in Pis. 35, 3G should have been

passed for publication. With these exceptions there can be nothing but praise for the new volume.

Attention is also dravTi here to the booklet by the same author on the results of the excaA^ations and plan-

ning of Medinet Habu. It is a handy httic statement of Avhat has been discoA^ered, and the reviewer is in-

terested to note that the question he asks aboA^e as to the purpose of the “quay’ is also asked by the author.

Another astonishing detad emphasized in the present pubheation is the barrel vaulting of mud-brick, Avhich

was set upon the stone pillars and architraves of Ramesses Ill's First Palace, and repeated on a larger scale

in his Second Palace.

The plan of the Second Palace is entireh' different from that of the First. The robing- and throne-room

complex in the First Palace proA^es to have been a smaller edition of that of Ramesses II at the Ramesseum,

with scarcely any A^ariation. In one feature, hoAVCAxr, the copy falls far short of its prototype : Avhile Harnesses

II left a Avide space betAveen his central columns in the temple to give a good vicAv of the Window of

Appearance, Ramesses III did not. The pillars of the later temple are also much grosser and lieaAuer, the

result being that when the king did appear, he could have been visible to only a very few of the courtiers.

The clumsy pillars practically obscure not only the Avindow, but even the walls also.

Plates 24-8 are interesting, showing the growth of the little Eighteenth-Dynasty temple by the addition

of haUs and porticoes in front. This of course repeats in miniature the history of the Great Temple of Kaniak.

One of these accretions provides the interesting information that after some 450 years the great mud-brick

enclosure-wall of Ramesses III was falling to ruins. After this lapse of time Shabaka Avas able to build his

pylon to the little temple right over the foundations of a part of it. Unfortunately we have no clue as to Avhen,

or by AAffiom, it Avas breached. One can hardly think that Shabaka could have done so merely to give room

for his pylon.

Medinet Habu proA^es to be an important site architecturally. Not only have Ave the brick barrel-vaulting of

Ramesses III, but one of the tomb-chapels of the Twenty-fifth Dynasty is said to provide our earliest example

in EgAq)t of a true barrel-vault in stone. But Somers Clarke and Engelbach, Ancient Egyptian Masonry,

pp. 186, 187 and figs. 222, 223, should be consulted for fuller details of the construction of some of these

stone arches.
G. A. Wainaa'right.
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3. Site II, House 2. Pit with amphorae, from the north-east.

4. Sunk ‘bed’ with brick border, containing four amphorae, in front

of north p^don tower of Temple of Taharka, looking south-east

5. Site II. Brick-bordered ‘bed’ with trees.

6. Site II. ‘Bed ’ with trees, shorvlng the heightened brick border, and

gutter on the left . 204
Plate XXII. Excavations at Kawa, 1935-6.

1-3, Granite bust from Site III. Full size.

4, Silver ornament from Site I. Full size. . . . . . ,, 208
Plate XXIII. Excavations at Kawa, 1935-6.

1. Conical bronze object with name of Amankhabale. Scale 1 : 3.

2. Detail of Xo. 1 210
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|

Abydos, Society’s work on Setbos-temple at, 100,

212 .

Accession of Ptolemy Epiphanes, The: A Problem
in Chronology, F. \V. Walbank, 20-34.

Aegean area, BeKanpairoL in, 12.

Aegyptologische Forscliuyigen^ first appearance of,

102 .

Aeliiis Aristides cited, 12.

Agathocles, regent, 24, 28 ff.

Agathos Daemon, Aurelius, Se/cd7r/oa»ro9, 9.

Akhenaten, 100, 194, 198, 202.

Alexander, son of Alexander, Pharaoh, 121.

Alexandria and Arsinoe Philopator, 29, 30, 31.

AUberrv, Mr. C. R. C., Lady WaUis Budge Fellow,

213.

Amankhabale, cartouche of, at Kawa, 208.

Amanshakhete, 208, 210.

‘Amara, temple at, date of disappearance of,

101 -2 .

‘Amarnah, see Tell el-‘Amarnah.

Ambras papj’Tus, 173, 183.

Amenemhab, cultivator, or agent, 181, 182, 183.

Amenemmes III and IV, inscriptions of, 215.

Amenhinearok, inscription of, at Kawa, 201.

Amenhotpe, son of Ra^messenakhte, 175.

Amenhotpe III, see Amenophis III.

Amenophis I, tomb of, 186, 187.

Amenophis II, stela recording athletic prowess of,

213-14.
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regenc}' with, 198; temple of, at Sulb, 100;

works of, at Kawa, 202, 205, 209.
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Antiochos III and Egypt, 22, 25, 27, 28, 32.
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Armant, Society's expedition to, 212-13.

Armytage, Mr. E., 165.
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32.

Ashmolean Museum, 194, 210.

Asia, Sc/fd^rpeoTot in, 12-13, 17.
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occur-

rence of late form of, 198.

el-Auja el-Hafia, pap\Ti found at, 213.
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Bannister, F. A., and H. J. Plenderleitii,

Physico-chemical Examination of a Scarab of
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Baynes, X. H., with J. G. Milne. Bibliography:
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§ 4. Political Historv', Biography, Administra-

tion, Topograph^’, Chronology, 70-2.
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Brunton, Guy, review' by, 216-18.

Budge, Sir Ernest. Fellow'ships endowed by, elec-

tions to, 213.

Burials in Libyan Desert, see Shawl

C

Calendar, Macedonian, in Egypt, 20, 21.

Calverley, 5liss, 100, 212.

Camp 49. Libyan Desert, burial and objects at, 48,50,
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Canon of the Kings, 20, 26, 28, 33.

Capaet, J., with A. H. Gakdiner and B. van be
Walle, Kew Light on the Ramesside Tomb-
robberies, 169-93.

Cats, burials of, at Tell el-‘Amarnah, 197 ;
figures of,

see Langton.
Cave, Dr, A. J. E., 48.

Celts, green stone, at Kawa, 208-9.

Cerny, Dr., 169, 173, 174.

Chronicon Paschale, 22-3, 26.

Cleopatra, daughter of Antiochos III, 22, 34,

Cleopatra, Lake of, at Armant, 212.
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Cullen, ]Mr., 211.

Curtis, Heber D., and Frank E. Robbins, An
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Cj'^riote sherd at Kawa, 207.

D
Dakin, A. N., elected Lady Wallis Budge FeUow%

213; review by, 221,

Damanhur Stele, 21, 25, 33.

Dawson, Warren R., Observations on Passages in

Chester Beatty Papjui, 106-8.

AeKanpojTOi, see TURNER.
Demotic Group for ‘Small Cattle’, The, Charles

F. Nevis, 51—4.

Der-el-Medinah, 165.

Derouaux, W., S.J., LitUrature chretienne antique

et papyrologie (reviewed), 220.

Dogs, burials of, at Tell el-‘Amarnah, 197.

Drioton, Canon Etienne, 101, 213.

Drower, !Miss M. S., 212; review by, 220-1.

Dunbar, ^Ir., 211,

E
Edgar, Wr. C. C., 215
Egypt and the Roman Empire: the AeKaTTpctyroi,

E. G. Turner, 7-19.

Egypt, glazed w are in, 141 ff.
;
origin of glazing in,

152^; methods of glazing in, 154-60.

Eg\^tian Government, Antiquities Department of,

101 , 102 .

Eloquent Peasant, notes on, 40-1.

Eusebios cited, 24, 26.

F
Faience, Egyptian, 142 ff. ; chemical analyses of

body material, 143, 147, 148; of glaze, 144;
variants, 144-50. Indian, 160-2; Mesopota-
mian, 164; comparative dates of, 164. Ex-
amples of, at TeU el-‘Amamah, 197.

Fairman, ]Mr. H. W., 100, 169, 194, 212.

Faulkner, R. 0. The Bremner-Rhind Papvrus, I,

121-40.

Fayyum, the, hcKaTTpoiTOL in, 8, 10; Italian excava-
tions in, 215.

Fellowships, Lady WaUis Budge, in Egyptology,
elections to, 213.

Finger-rings, blue glazed, from Kawa, 208; of Tut-
«ankhamun, 1.

Flooring, double, plaster, at Tell el-‘Amamah, 194-5.

Forgers of antiquities, methods of, 142, 156, 159.
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Gardiner, A. H., with J. Capart and B. van de

Walle, New Light on the Ramesside Tomb-
robberies, 169-93.

Hieratic Papyri in the British Museum : Third
Series : Chester Beatty Gift (reviewed), 103-6.

Gebel Fatira, steatite found at, 141.

Gematon in Nubia, see Kawa,
Glazed Ware in Egypt, India, and Mesopotamia,

A. Lucas, 141-64.

Glazing, origin of, in Eg\q)t, 152-4; method of,

154-6.

Goddesses bearing cats on heads, 120.

Grabham, Mr. G. W., 211.

Grassy Valley in Libyan Desert, burial in, 46-7.

Great Bear as pole-star, 46.

‘Great Notables’, 186, 187.

‘Great Star’, probably Sirius, 45.

Great Temple, Tell el-‘Amamah, 194, 212.

‘Great Tribunal’, 186, 187, 190, 191.

Greek graffiti at Kawa, 207,

Greek papyri in southern Palestine, 214.

Greek sherd at Kawa, 207.

Green, IMr. E. A., 212.

Greener, Mr. Leslie, 212.

Griffith, Professor, posthumous publications of, 102;
his report on Kawa excavations of 1931
quoted, 199-202.

Greffiths, j. G., 102, 212 ; review by, 221-2.

H
5amr, near Aswan, steatite anciently worked at,

141.

Hardie, IVIr. P. S., 212.

Harem buddings at Tell el-‘Amarnah, 194, 197.

Harsiotef, Nubian king, 201.

Harsomtus, son of Hathor, 132.

Hasan, Professor Selim, 101, 213.

HermopoHte nome, 8, 9.

Heroninus, 11.

Heuzey, Leon and Jacques, Histoire du costume
dans Vantiquite classique (reviewed), 221—2.

Hieronymus cited, 22, 23, 26.

Holscher, Uvo, The Excavation of Medinet Hohu.
VoL /. General Plans and Views (reviewed),
222-3.

Medinet Hahu. Ausgrahungen des Oriental Insti-

tutes der Universitdt Chicago: ein Vorhericht

(reviewed), 222-3.

Horns son of Isis, 166, 168.

Hubbard, IVlrs., 194.

Hunt, Professor, library of, 215.

Hypostyle HaU, TeU el-‘Amarnah, 196.

I

Ikhemofret, stela of, 122, 177.

Isis and Nephthys, songs of, in Osirian mvsteries,
121 ffi

Islamic pottery, 150-2.
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‘Island of Amenope’, 181.

India, glazed ware in, 160-3.

J

Jemdet Xasr, near Kish, faience at, 164.

Joannes Antiochenus cited, 29.

Johnson, Allan Chester, An Economic Survey of

Ancient Rome. Volume ii. Roman Egypt to the

Reign of Diocletian (reviewed), 113-14; 215.

JoLOWicz, Professor H. F., Bibliography: Graeco-

Roman Egypt. Pap\Tology (1935).

§ 6. Law, 74-90.

Josephus cited, 12, 16.

Justinus cited, 22, 25, 26, 27, 28, 33.

K
Kawa, excavations at, by Professor Griffith, 199-

202; of 1935-6, 202-11.

Keimer, Dr. L., 197.

Kerma, peculiarities of faience at, 145.

Kha<emope, scribe, 172, 181, 188.

Kha<emwese, vizier, 186, 188, 190.

Kha<hap, priest, inscription of, 24, 26, 30, 31, 32.

Ktrwan, L. P., Preliminary Report of the Oxford

University Excavations at Kawa, 1935-6,

199-211 ;l01.
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‘Amamah, 197.

Kraemer, Dr., 214.

Kumah, forgers’ methods at, 156, 159.

L
Lacau, M. Pierre, retirement of, 101.

‘Lamentations of Isis and Nephthys’, 121 f.
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Last, Professor Hugh, 100, 213.

Lavers, ]Mr., 100, 194, 195, 212.
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Macdonald, ^Ir. J. Grant, 212,
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IVIeecham, H. G., The Letter of Aristeas, A Linguistic
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Meroe, 50, 210.
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Madi by, 215.
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Xumismatics, Metrology, 72—4.

review by, 113-14.
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at, 163.
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174.

Mvers, Mrs. O., 212.

Myers, Mr. Oliver H., 212, 213.

N
Xasmin, last owner of Bremner-Rhind papyrus,
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Nebamun, overseer of the granary, tomb of, 185-6.

Negroes on pylon of Tuthmosis III, 212.
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Cafart, a. H. Gardiner, and B. van de
Walle, 169-93.

Newman, Lt. R. N. Harding, 47.
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Nock, A. D., Bibliography: Graeco-Roman Egypt.
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Ne\hlle Langton, 115-20.

Nubia, Society’s work in, 100, 212.
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O

Objects of TuPankhamun in the Rijksmuseum of
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I
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I Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago,
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Orion and the Great Star, G. A. Wainwtiight, 45-6.
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triumph over death, 165-6; in mysteries,

132-40 passim.

Ostracon. magical, see Shorter.
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Palm^Ta, tariff of, 12, 14.
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Strutt, Col. and Mrs., 47.
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Summary Report on the Excavations at TeU el-
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